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Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

Reposted 4 days before THE GREAT RESET my Offer & Plan for President! (THE GREAT RESET = TRASH COMPACTOR & 

SMELTER). I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1.00. Everyone gets a FREE bullet proof 

Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I will 

then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla 

because of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal and tree rail-lines (that were

never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison DC generators 

for those coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will dump it using 

another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur 

Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in the

world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara Falls. The steel Smelter will turn it all into one big slag of super-

luminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic diamonds come free

as a waste product of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung to make it 1000X 

brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more efficient than LED.)

These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the superconductive Krypton

gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned into real rubber "Whoopie 

Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! The Whoopie 

Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost of the Super-Slab of 

Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for worship, pledges and 

allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; another 

Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what your "money" is 

worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the famous National Plastic Museum where

the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for sex toys. I will then use 

those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 2011 "Trash Compactor" 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash Compactors". 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/ -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent citation is for a giant

"Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash Compactor: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/ -- Dumping Mechanism: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/ -- Plastic 

Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-

creator.../ -- Cash Register https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a 

great team!) https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Dec 24, 2020, 3:03 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Twin Flames Universe: Open Forum.

Dec 24, 2020, 3:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Stoners.

Reposted 4 days before THE GREAT RESET my Offer & Plan for President! (THE GREAT RESET = TRASH COMPACTOR & 

SMELTER). I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1.00. Everyone gets a FREE bullet proof 

Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I will 

then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla 

because of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal and tree rail-lines (that were

never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison DC generators 

for those coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will dump it using 

another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur 
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Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in the

world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara Falls. The steel Smelter will turn it all into one big slag of super-

luminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic diamonds come free

as a waste product of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung to make it 1000X 

brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more efficient than LED.)

These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the superconductive Krypton

gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned into real rubber "Whoopie 

Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! The Whoopie 

Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost of the Super-Slab of 

Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for worship, pledges and 

allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; another 

Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what your "money" is 

worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the famous National Plastic Museum where

the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for sex toys. I will then use 

those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 2011 "Trash Compactor" 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash Compactors". 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/ -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent citation is for a giant

"Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash Compactor: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/ -- Dumping Mechanism: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/ -- Plastic 

Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-

creator.../ -- Cash Register https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a 

great team!) https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Dec 24, 2020, 2:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Cannabis/Medical Marijuana.

Reposted 4 days before THE GREAT RESET my Offer & Plan for President! (THE GREAT RESET = TRASH COMPACTOR & 

SMELTER). I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1.00. Everyone gets a FREE bullet proof 

Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I will 

then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla 

because of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal and tree rail-lines (that were

never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison DC generators 

for those coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will dump it using 

another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur 

Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in the

world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara Falls. The steel Smelter will turn it all into one big slag of super-

luminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic diamonds come free

as a waste product of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung to make it 1000X 

brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more efficient than LED.)

These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the superconductive Krypton

gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned into real rubber "Whoopie 

Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! The Whoopie 

Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost of the Super-Slab of 

Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for worship, pledges and 

allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; another 

Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what your "money" is 

worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the famous National Plastic Museum where

the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for sex toys. I will then use 

those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 2011 "Trash Compactor" 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash Compactors". 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/ -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent citation is for a giant

"Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash Compactor: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/ -- Dumping Mechanism: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/ -- Plastic 

Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-

creator.../ -- Cash Register https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a 
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great team!) https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Dec 24, 2020, 2:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: THE RESISTANCE AGAINST DONALD TRUMP.

Reposted 4 days before THE GREAT RESET my Offer & Plan for President! (THE GREAT RESET = TRASH COMPACTOR & 

SMELTER). I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1.00. Everyone gets a FREE bullet proof 

Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I will 

then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla 

because of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal and tree rail-lines (that were

never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison DC generators 

for those coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will dump it using 

another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur 

Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in the

world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara Falls. The steel Smelter will turn it all into one big slag of super-

luminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic diamonds come free

as a waste product of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung to make it 1000X 

brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more efficient than LED.)

These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the superconductive Krypton

gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned into real rubber "Whoopie 

Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! The Whoopie 

Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost of the Super-Slab of 

Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for worship, pledges and 

allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; another 

Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what your "money" is 

worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the famous National Plastic Museum where

the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for sex toys. I will then use 

those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 2011 "Trash Compactor" 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash Compactors". 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/ -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent citation is for a giant

"Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash Compactor: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/ -- Dumping Mechanism: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/ -- Plastic 

Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-

creator.../ -- Cash Register https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a 

great team!) https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Dec 24, 2020, 2:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: HOAX HUNTERS.

Reposted 4 days before THE GREAT RESET my Offer & Plan for President! (THE GREAT RESET = TRASH COMPACTOR & 

SMELTER). I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1.00. Everyone gets a FREE bullet proof 

Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I will 

then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla 

because of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal and tree rail-lines (that were

never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison DC generators 

for those coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will dump it using 

another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur 

Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in the

world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara Falls. The steel Smelter will turn it all into one big slag of super-

luminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic diamonds come free

as a waste product of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung to make it 1000X 

brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more efficient than LED.)

These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the superconductive Krypton

gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned into real rubber "Whoopie 

Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! The Whoopie 

Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost of the Super-Slab of 

Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for worship, pledges and 
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allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; another 

Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what your "money" is 

worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the famous National Plastic Museum where

the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for sex toys. I will then use 

those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 2011 "Trash Compactor" 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash Compactors". 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/ -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent citation is for a giant

"Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash Compactor: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/ -- Dumping Mechanism: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/ -- Plastic 

Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-

creator.../ -- Cash Register https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a 

great team!) https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Dec 24, 2020, 2:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.

Reposted 4 days before THE GREAT RESET my Offer & Plan for President! (THE GREAT RESET = TRASH COMPACTOR & 

SMELTER). I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1.00. Everyone gets a FREE bullet proof 

Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I will 

then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla 

because of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal and tree rail-lines (that were

never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison DC generators 

for those coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will dump it using 

another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur 

Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in the

world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara Falls. The steel Smelter will turn it all into one big slag of super-

luminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic diamonds come free

as a waste product of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung to make it 1000X 

brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more efficient than LED.)

These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the superconductive Krypton

gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned into real rubber "Whoopie 

Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! The Whoopie 

Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost of the Super-Slab of 

Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for worship, pledges and 

allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; another 

Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what your "money" is 

worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the famous National Plastic Museum where

the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for sex toys. I will then use 

those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 2011 "Trash Compactor" 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash Compactors". 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/ -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent citation is for a giant

"Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash Compactor: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/ -- Dumping Mechanism: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/ -- Plastic 

Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-

creator.../ -- Cash Register https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a 

great team!) https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Dec 24, 2020, 2:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: I AM the International Awareness Movement to End Secrecy Now.

Reposted 4 days before THE GREAT RESET my Offer & Plan for President! (THE GREAT RESET = TRASH COMPACTOR & 

SMELTER). I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1.00. Everyone gets a FREE bullet proof 

Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I will 

then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla 

because of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal and tree rail-lines (that were

never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison DC generators 

for those coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will dump it using 
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another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur 

Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in the

world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara Falls. The steel Smelter will turn it all into one big slag of super-

luminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic diamonds come free

as a waste product of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung to make it 1000X 

brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more efficient than LED.)

These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the superconductive Krypton

gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned into real rubber "Whoopie 

Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! The Whoopie 

Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost of the Super-Slab of 

Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for worship, pledges and 

allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; another 

Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what your "money" is 

worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the famous National Plastic Museum where

the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for sex toys. I will then use 

those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 2011 "Trash Compactor" 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash Compactors". 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/ -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent citation is for a giant

"Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash Compactor: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/ -- Dumping Mechanism: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/ -- Plastic 

Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-

creator.../ -- Cash Register https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a 

great team!) https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Dec 24, 2020, 2:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: CyberTruck | TESLA Pickup TRUCK | WORLDWIDE.

Reposted 4 days before THE GREAT RESET my Offer & Plan for President! (THE GREAT RESET = TRASH COMPACTOR & 

SMELTER). I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1.00. Everyone gets a FREE bullet proof 

Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I will 

then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla 

because of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal and tree rail-lines (that were

never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison DC generators 

for those coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will dump it using 

another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur 

Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in the

world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara Falls. The steel Smelter will turn it all into one big slag of super-

luminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic diamonds come free

as a waste product of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung to make it 1000X 

brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more efficient than LED.)

These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the superconductive Krypton

gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned into real rubber "Whoopie 

Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! The Whoopie 

Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost of the Super-Slab of 

Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for worship, pledges and 

allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; another 

Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what your "money" is 

worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the famous National Plastic Museum where

the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for sex toys. I will then use 

those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 2011 "Trash Compactor" 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash Compactors". 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/ -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent citation is for a giant

"Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash Compactor: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/ -- Dumping Mechanism: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/ -- Plastic 

Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-
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creator.../ -- Cash Register https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a 

great team!) https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Dec 24, 2020, 2:58 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla CyberTruck.

Dec 24, 2020, 2:58 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Kern River Valley News & Info.

Reposted 4 days before THE GREAT RESET my Offer & Plan for President! (THE GREAT RESET = TRASH COMPACTOR & 

SMELTER). I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1.00. Everyone gets a FREE bullet proof 

Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I will 

then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla 

because of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal and tree rail-lines (that were

never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison DC generators 

for those coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will dump it using 

another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur 

Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in the

world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara Falls. The steel Smelter will turn it all into one big slag of super-

luminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic diamonds come free

as a waste product of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung to make it 1000X 

brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more efficient than LED.)

These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the superconductive Krypton

gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned into real rubber "Whoopie 

Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! The Whoopie 

Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost of the Super-Slab of 

Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for worship, pledges and 

allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; another 

Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what your "money" is 

worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the famous National Plastic Museum where

the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for sex toys. I will then use 

those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 2011 "Trash Compactor" 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash Compactors". 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/ -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent citation is for a giant

"Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash Compactor: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/ -- Dumping Mechanism: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/ -- Plastic 

Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-

creator.../ -- Cash Register https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a 

great team!) https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Dec 24, 2020, 2:58 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: KERN VALLEY NEW'S,INFO AND AWARENESS.

Reposted 4 days before THE GREAT RESET my Offer & Plan for President! (THE GREAT RESET = TRASH COMPACTOR & 

SMELTER). I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1.00. Everyone gets a FREE bullet proof 

Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I will 

then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla 

because of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal and tree rail-lines (that were

never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison DC generators 

for those coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will dump it using 

another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur 

Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in the

world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara Falls. The steel Smelter will turn it all into one big slag of super-

luminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic diamonds come free

as a waste product of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung to make it 1000X 

brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more efficient than LED.)

These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the superconductive Krypton

gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned into real rubber "Whoopie 
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Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! The Whoopie 

Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost of the Super-Slab of 

Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for worship, pledges and 

allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; another 

Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what your "money" is 

worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the famous National Plastic Museum where

the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for sex toys. I will then use 

those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 2011 "Trash Compactor" 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash Compactors". 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/ -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent citation is for a giant

"Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash Compactor: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/ -- Dumping Mechanism: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/ -- Plastic 

Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-

creator.../ -- Cash Register https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a 

great team!) https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Dec 24, 2020, 2:58 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

Reposted 4 days before THE GREAT RESET my Offer & Plan for President! (THE GREAT RESET = TRASH COMPACTOR & 

SMELTER). I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1.00. Everyone gets a FREE bullet proof 

Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I will 

then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla 

because of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal and tree rail-lines (that were

never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison DC generators 

for those coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will dump it using 

another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur 

Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in the

world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara Falls. The steel Smelter will turn it all into one big slag of super-

luminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic diamonds come free

as a waste product of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung to make it 1000X 

brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more efficient than LED.)

These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the superconductive Krypton

gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned into real rubber "Whoopie 

Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! The Whoopie 

Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost of the Super-Slab of 

Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for worship, pledges and 

allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; another 

Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what your "money" is 

worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the famous National Plastic Museum where

the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for sex toys. I will then use 

those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 2011 "Trash Compactor" 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash Compactors". 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/ -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent citation is for a giant

"Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash Compactor: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/ -- Dumping Mechanism: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/ -- Plastic 

Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-

creator.../ -- Cash Register https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a 

great team!) https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Dec 24, 2020, 2:58 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

Reposted 4 days before THE GREAT RESET my Offer & Plan for President! (THE GREAT RESET = TRASH COMPACTOR & 

SMELTER). I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1.00. Everyone gets a FREE bullet proof 

Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I will 

then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla 
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because of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal and tree rail-lines (that were

never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison DC generators 

for those coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will dump it using 

another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur 

Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in the

world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara Falls. The steel Smelter will turn it all into one big slag of super-

luminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic diamonds come free

as a waste product of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung to make it 1000X 

brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more efficient than LED.)

These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the superconductive Krypton

gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned into real rubber "Whoopie 

Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! The Whoopie 

Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost of the Super-Slab of 

Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for worship, pledges and 

allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; another 

Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what your "money" is 

worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the famous National Plastic Museum where

the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for sex toys. I will then use 

those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 2011 "Trash Compactor" 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash Compactors". 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/ -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent citation is for a giant

"Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash Compactor: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/ -- Dumping Mechanism: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/ -- Plastic 

Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-

creator.../ -- Cash Register https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a 

great team!) https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Dec 24, 2020, 2:58 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.

Update: John G Trump at MIT talking about Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=UQpSdKxd5bg -- John G Trump 1978 

Interview at MIT "Vignettes of Early Medical, Radiation & High-Voltage Workers" https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- 

Yahoo Finance | How President Trump is connected to Tesla and Nikola https://youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg

Dec 24, 2020, 2:55 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

John G Trump in the Tesla FBI File: https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 -- Update: John G Trump 

at MIT talking about Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=7w3TAbsSzHY -- John G Trump 1978 Interview at MIT "Vignettes of 

Early Medical, Radiation and High-Voltage Workers" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Yahoo Finance | How 

President Trump is connected to Tesla and Nikola https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg

Ep 35.1: Dr John G Trump - Far more than just "that guy who reviewed Tesla's papers" https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=CwoYGC4b4zM

Dec 24, 2020, 2:52 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla (Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office Classification 

Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? 

Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass 

HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/ Y02E10/30 Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity 

gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise 

provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing 

mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of 

bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no 

practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid 

https://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-5SY4AmdN2CgSPE3AB80rT8SflE6Po7QHyx1BwKK5g5UkqiM8c5umIa0BasdlmASfJ3tbxuuR7BcltAqKhGqt6P3nUcErPxuaBh-MgdwbOhRCMH-kJ_atIhkuWsPGhWqTKbYNXZ3zm_ABPamFhhjeo&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwoYGC4b4zM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwoYGC4b4zM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9MD_7mPN-S12qTwFer1-NgBTWPUkU7vtFioOjhnWuyFnWqEBCNk3763JPtLqoVR7lOJXdcPkk7KBIt_9ZVg9baNuhtTC6ut_V7NMVBqU258IuvN9t3zirgsG5XwmepzN_Ka4N4DCtonZCiYxufd5Uc&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UQpSdKxd5bg
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX89u0GaMAYPx2iM6TRVQKWYO4_jLbfBq0jyoLtebtH00dXCsqdhkiPSBS3ha031qkWeTtvZa_bOfh1PjBGirdGVkTDqqWKhyHqcgOvvEqpvpEaLhP4bX_-XYqoUoIqAHpE5w65rycj917dioJZIW6Gb&s=2
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/
http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-creator.../
http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-creator.../
https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9
https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600


into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of 

a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a fluid as described herein for the present invention is 

unprecedented.

"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energyNote to Dia. b. — A, medium 

with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not possible to realize a similar 

condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as illustrated in diagram b, 

such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some means or other, in this 

inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same there would be the 

ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path O, as indicated by 

the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could such a condition be

attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose that an extremely low

temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be compelled to give off 

heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, we should be enabled

to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the abstract, it would 

seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, then, was an idea 

which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it realizable? I convinced 

myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high level, which may be 

represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the absolute zero of 

temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just as we can let the 

water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold region above. Heat, 

like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy from the medium by 

means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in a given portion of 

the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the medium, would 

be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we could do by 

placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow back into the 

tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but not a bit more. 

Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. This would mean

that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain general laws of 

mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from a high to a low 

level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage into the tank, 

is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For example, if heat 

be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may illustrate other forms 

of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation were absolutely 

perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. Corresponding to 

this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before reaching the bottom, and 

the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the gases formed escaping. 

We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, respectively, the water to 

flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal way of obtaining motive 

power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some heat will generally reach

the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of the tank, and a gradual 

and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be less to pump out than 

flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by the fall, and this is to say

that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised up with its own energy, 

and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the conversion of the energy 

on the downward flow. 

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/

Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm

Dec 24, 2020, 2:52 PM

Reposted 4 days before THE GREAT RESET my Offer & Plan for President! (THE GREAT RESET = TRASH COMPACTOR & 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9q27vXWum9E5hhcy1SeoBtzFU5_1RWiRB18GOlSFR_yYD0FSDKSyV0TdXdRqTEv6FMfiItCR9dpDaPV3E2DtV-6xVEJM1915ko1s-i6lQKyn3ARCg2KRSFU2mboyW2gJP5rh_3dcaHwJkfOL8TEOER&s=2
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm
https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energyNote


SMELTER). I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1.00. Everyone gets a FREE bullet proof 

Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I will 

then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla 

because of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal and tree rail-lines (that were

never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison DC generators 

for those coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will dump it using 

another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur 

Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in the

world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara Falls. The steel Smelter will turn it all into one big slag of super-

luminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic diamonds come free

as a waste product of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung to make it 1000X 

brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more efficient than LED.)

These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the superconductive Krypton

gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned into real rubber "Whoopie 

Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! The Whoopie 

Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost of the Super-Slab of 

Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for worship, pledges and 

allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; another 

Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what your "money" is 

worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the famous National Plastic Museum where

the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for sex toys. I will then use 

those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 2011 "Trash Compactor" 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash Compactors". 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/ -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent citation is for a giant

"Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash Compactor: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/ -- Dumping Mechanism: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/ -- Plastic 

Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-

creator.../ -- Cash Register https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a 

great team!) https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Updated Dec 24, 2020, 2:43 PM

Dec 24, 2020, 2:43 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: The Tesla Science Foundation .пријатељи
John G Trump in the Tesla FBI File: https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 -- Update: John G 

Trump at MIT talking about Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=7w3TAbsSzHY -- John G Trump 1978 Interview at MIT 

"Vignettes of Early Medical, Radiation and High-Voltage Workers" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Yahoo 

Finance | How President Trump is connected to Tesla and Nikola https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg

Ep 35.1: Dr John G Trump - Far more than just "that guy who reviewed Tesla's papers" https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=CwoYGC4b4zM

Dec 24, 2020, 2:41 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Tesla Science Foundation .пријатељи
#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla (Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office Classification 

Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? ** Method and apparatus for 

generating energy using pressure from a large mass HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/ Y02E10/30 

Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not 

otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences 

occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not 

otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of 

the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by 

the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and 

efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a 

fluid as described herein for the present invention is unprecedented.

https://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-Vgs3bnmHYR7a7zmEI1IjYzXAPv6Qp_snCYcU6kspHNSHjkq8-_PK_xWwSPrQX6kDYmZco0wRIsRqe36F_5j2Ecxi9w4oA9H92fYl6julN-TQHC5EgyEfxJTrD_vBa7UwFTPZabtuEivdRQ9Qtnjav&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwoYGC4b4zM
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_yvk6HKb0DuedVlXWXleZSF3cHihpYQA6Iol823tSsS0nKyELq50eb7AAwmiq2fe7_mtOpwMYeRcZfu7BDpUSfv6uz-M1kll9S0ELeFmzL1e62WTfJzdOqG4FmnBqlvblKMmSvoEI-mfBAc0PI_Pm4n7k17xsMG2gr&s=2
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/
http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-creator.../
http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-creator.../
https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9
https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600


"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy

Note to Dia. b. — A, medium with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not 

possible to realize a similar condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as 

illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some 

means or other, in this inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same 

there would be the ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path 

O, as indicated by the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could 

such a condition be attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose 

that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be 

compelled to give off heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, 

we should be enabled to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the 

abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, 

then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it 

realizable? I convinced myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high 

level, which may be represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the 

absolute zero of temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just 

as we can let the water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold 

region above. Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy 

from the medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in 

a given portion of the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the

medium, would be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we

could do by placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow 

back into the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but 

not a bit more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. 

This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain

general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from 

a high to a low level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage

into the tank, is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For 

example, if heat be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may 

illustrate other forms of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation 

were absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. 

Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before 

reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the 

gases formed escaping. We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, 

respectively, the water to flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal 

way of obtaining motive power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some 

heat will generally reach the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of 

the tank, and a gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be 

less to pump out than flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by 

the fall, and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised

up with its own energy, and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the 

conversion of the energy on the downward flow.

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/

Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm

September 29 2017 Yellowstone could power the U.S. 327X over, all by itself: (but, the Alien bacteria needs to be protected; so 

forget about it!)

https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/

August 28 2018 This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. 

https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218

Was the latest eruption in Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free 

energy. https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- 

Why was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations 

https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp
https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218
https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm
https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy


offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from 

dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-

largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html

Dec 24, 2020, 2:41 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Tesla Science Foundation .пријатељи
-- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe & The Power of the Force with #Instinct, 

#Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of 

this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE

December 26th 2019 at 1AM; Predicting the Entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1:

The Empire has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive spelling Yoda, have 

successfully saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the anniversary of 

George Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the 

plans to the Death Star. Then become a member of the Jedi Order.https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript

Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star. But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using 

CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy 

to determine what technology the Jedi's have created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi 

energy ministers around Alderan, have declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense.

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9it0r8ZxIXh4Ux3vEPByenWIKNrhT77Spcf_UsWrmQ-NEtoBTBL3wr_5pT5UjxjfF656kGr1BuiZaEdDrj_f0CDQAMJsDg2BgnYd5-cp53VByXvU3uRL3K9927QoF9UlLyQYCqpoi5v7g5ijxeXAn9&s=2
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html


The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 

experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.

In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 24, 2020, 2:41 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Tesla Science Foundation .пријатељи
REPOST: Nikola Tesla Museum Director, Russian Researchers and Discovery Channel ALL admit that "Nikola Tesla was MISSING 

for 3 days" as proposed by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2017; based on information in the Tesla FBI File & Louis Adamic Letter 

to the FBI. - Luke @ Wearechange https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8 January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the 

alleged death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent

a letter to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 40 Known Associates of --Nikola

Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy 

by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the 

kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla at @ facebook com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 24, 2020, 2:41 PM

Chris Edwards shared a video to the group: The Tesla Science Foundation .пријатељи
One of a kind, Nikola Tesla's FBI file un-redacted reports of interviews of 40 known associates in HD set to Requiem for a Dream 

(the dreams of the dead) @ https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 24, 2020, 2:41 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-rIwqbwYH-znGkJiNeMMreLBTfLpUYXQhHC36V3Amr7a70_ZcDWkUvb2lvgZF4uXqBdXJh6Lf2iHYP6M9l-usKhrgp1nnUYANIVafGirHygihCEX6aNF-hsQf0FxvXAqt9UyX4D7JjQ6GBDlezh0n7&s=2
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-PFZpFJLHqLfL5lH3aGKROTtTzg_mhXRr4BX2qX611ccNZgF1Dww5RaeKekd9-gq_Ucw2prgG8SvwXOxD7AjR7nl1lKdZRSSk6br7ZNdc43V-se6EVldh28UTmvH5xQ5MwNrHWvMDws7NgkE6IzAxi&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_Ed2Krc8_PPXN1z87buHhocwWBVEMDH7T5z71SHH7MMn_3am98e0QLzKBAHD7uD1poSnnnj-LfOVn7_Ya1gwpihcuzaGPCBK9f-2CDg3C9DabecfCsLf5lr8BeoOHz-s6_Tjp7KaJ3dmHGD8qu2kk1&s=2
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi


Reposted a second time on March 9th, 4 days before THE GREAT RESET. My *Offer & **Plan for President! (THE GREAT RESET 

= TRASH COMPACTOR & SMELTER). I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for *$1.00. 

Everyone gets a FREE bullet proof Tesla **Cyber-Truck and a real **Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla 

Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I will then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put all the 

stranded assets, and everyting else you've built up until this date, into a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla. Because of your "costly 

historical error" NT. I will then transport the scrap using the millions of miles of gas, coal and tree rail-lines (that were never intended

for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison 1MW DC generators for those 

coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls 3GW went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will dump it using 

another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur 

Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in the

world steel smelter in 1899; the Nikola Tesla Electric-Arc Furnace at Niagara Falls. The smelter or sinter will turn all your junk into 

one big slag of super-luminescent, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur dung. The 30 carat synthetic diamonds 

come free from the carbon dust waste product of an electric arc furnace; since about 1888. The carbon dust diamond sprinkles on 

the dung also make the dung 1000X brighter than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more 

efficient than LED.) These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the self-

luminescent Krypton gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned into 

real rubber "Whoopie Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! 

The Whoopie Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost of the 

Super-Slab of Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for worship, 

pledges and allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; 

another Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Electronic Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what 

your "money" is worth; and the money changer keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the 

famous National Plastic Museum where the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic

Moldings" for sex toys. I will then use those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw

companies 2011 "Trash Compactor" https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash 

Compactors". https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/ -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent 

citation is for a giant "Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash 

Compactor: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/ -- Dumping Mechanism: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/ -- Plastic Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- 

Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-creator.../ -- Cash Register https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-

bulb/ 1879: Thomas Edison's $850,000 light bulb that lasts 13 1/2 hours. Edison crowns 14 months of testing with an incandescent 

electric light bulb that lasts 13½ hours....Inside a near-vacuum bulb, it stayed alight for more than half a day. Soon, the lab got a 

carbon-filament bulb to last 40 hours. It had cost $40,000 (about $850,000 in today's money) and taken 1,200 experiments, but was 

ready at last for a public debut. https://www.wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could 

have made a great team!) https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
Reposted a second time on March 9th, 4 days before THE GREAT RESET. My *Offer & **Plan for President! (THE GREAT RESET 

= TRASH COMPACTOR & SMELTER). I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for *$1.00. 

Everyone gets a FREE bullet proof Tesla **Cyber-Truck and a real **Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla 

Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I will then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put all the 

stranded assets, and everyting else you've built up until this date, into a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla. Because of your "costly 

historical error" NT. I will then transport the scrap using the millions of miles of gas, coal and tree rail-lines (that were never intended

for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison 1MW DC generators for those 

coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls 3GW went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will dump it using 

another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur 

Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in the

world steel smelter in 1899; the Nikola Tesla Electric-Arc Furnace at Niagara Falls. The smelter or sinter will turn all your junk into 

one big slag of super-luminescent, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur dung. The 30 carat synthetic diamonds 

come free from the carbon dust waste product of an electric arc furnace; since about 1888. The carbon dust diamond sprinkles on 

the dung also make the dung 1000X brighter than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more 

efficient than LED.) These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the self-

luminescent Krypton gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned into 

file:///C:/Users/user/Documents/teslaleaks2020/facebook-100009085196708%20(2)/posts/


real rubber "Whoopie Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! 

The Whoopie Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost of the 

Super-Slab of Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for worship, 

pledges and allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; 

another Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Electronic Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what 

your "money" is worth; and the money changer keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the 

famous National Plastic Museum where the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic

Moldings" for sex toys. I will then use those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw

companies 2011 "Trash Compactor" https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash 

Compactors". https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/ -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent 

citation is for a giant "Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash 

Compactor: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/ -- Dumping Mechanism: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/ -- Plastic Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- 

Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-creator.../ -- Cash Register https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-

bulb/ 

1879: Thomas Edison's $850,000 light bulb that lasts 13 1/2 hours. Edison crowns 14 months of testing with an incandescent 

electric light bulb that lasts 13½ hours....Inside a near-vacuum bulb, it stayed alight for more than half a day. Soon, the lab got a 

carbon-filament bulb to last 40 hours. It had cost $40,000 (about $850,000 in today's money) and taken 1,200 experiments, but was 

ready at last for a public debut. https://www.wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/

Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a great team!)

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Dec 24, 2020, 2:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Environmental Justice Caucus.

John G Trump in the Tesla FBI File: https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 -- Update: John G 

Trump at MIT talking about Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=7w3TAbsSzHY -- John G Trump 1978 Interview at MIT 

"Vignettes of Early Medical, Radiation and High-Voltage Workers" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Yahoo 

Finance | How President Trump is connected to Tesla and Nikola https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg

Ep 35.1: Dr John G Trump - Far more than just "that guy who reviewed Tesla's papers" https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=CwoYGC4b4zM

Tesla FBI File, Page 1 To: FBI Director & John G Trump RE: Tesla's EQUIPMENT, EXPERIMENTS & RESEARCH ceased - 

EPIONAGE (Act). Did Tesla die on the 7th or 8th?? Who opened the safe and entered the rooms. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/

Dec 24, 2020, 2:30 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

John G Trump in the Tesla FBI File: https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 -- Update: John G Trump 

at MIT talking about Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=7w3TAbsSzHY -- John G Trump 1978 Interview at MIT "Vignettes of 

Early Medical, Radiation and High-Voltage Workers" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Yahoo Finance | How 

President Trump is connected to Tesla and Nikola https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg

Ep 35.1: Dr John G Trump - Far more than just "that guy who reviewed Tesla's papers" https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=CwoYGC4b4zM

Dec 24, 2020, 2:18 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: The Free Energy Party UK.

Update: John G Trump at MIT talking about Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=UQpSdKxd5bg -- John G Trump 1978 

Interview at MIT "Vignettes of Early Medical, Radiation & High-Voltage Workers" https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- 

Yahoo Finance | How President Trump is connected to Tesla and Nikola https://youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg

Dec 24, 2020, 2:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Tesla Tower Workgroup.

Update: John G Trump at MIT talking about Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=UQpSdKxd5bg -- John G Trump 1978 

Interview at MIT "Vignettes of Early Medical, Radiation & High-Voltage Workers" https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- 

Yahoo Finance | How President Trump is connected to Tesla and Nikola https://youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg

Dec 24, 2020, 1:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: TESLA-VIVEKANANDA STUDY CIRCLE.

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-Iic5_M5dzP9M8eS9UIHP3AJtWG6J7ZuFXdHDLO9WVTd_GL1gyH7H5spaydRf0EpMu7wkJu4Lwb6Z7E4So_iPJIm3lIdzZZDCCjQzdwuSMPJhzca3qFjKGl8DDKa6u04hwrO_0kM4vYlIWh2Ozy0Ll&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UQpSdKxd5bg
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX989e2hb_4w1x5zKtodvE8Vtn7pNS0jBtk_THNG1iG9YFE2KwYJjqM65IY7VpMFE55H2SAMYYfBptu21qSAVptSO_f7S-crhfTTtqP2NC8Q1QHKJVV31cgQCUYmQzt6iP6_rlPn4SCuv5WpZLdfdgQE&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UQpSdKxd5bg
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8NFL9cro-BSNj7VO83C26ud_BP2VGl56AplY88pKZnWIBHP4jEeAwj6l4pKGO0Stbwe1z4AKBs_Q-SGpM-SdErY3aV0OBCmi59pAuprGqDwNNVABro4PIy7ErMhJp3EtIZXkQX1SNdMDDI&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwoYGC4b4zM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwoYGC4b4zM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
https://youtube.com/watch?v=7w3TAbsSzHY
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_hEyvas0dEbchNdQM0Ht-ZHGI-RK3hiK5io7eRdzvKYgX2MplsYfxdN3qqIJtSA9WeUUDDc4AyLz-K26YKlpzBcDcSAQdwQTLoqpSmnWzqt9qWYOJMywg_kxhufwr7ifMKocgQLihrnUAzZDO8Siyn_7hBrCFl&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwoYGC4b4zM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwoYGC4b4zM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
https://youtube.com/watch?v=7w3TAbsSzHY
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_p5uSQ3uf7tjq9GiJz9bQ1ISRcvWfrMyaoTAUhMClbV6MbrQ0Lb9ESjlFZ86X-BS3zD2WtNHM6ckaHCEPxWzc2nAUkS1B-NCce72OBJG0h3isyHuuFa5AntTwyutSrNuCclM8pYZeBT6pN&s=2
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://www.wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/
https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/
https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/
http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-creator.../
https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9
https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600


Update: John G Trump at MIT talking about Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=UQpSdKxd5bg -- John G Trump 1978 

Interview at MIT "Vignettes of Early Medical, Radiation & High-Voltage Workers" https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- 

Yahoo Finance | How President Trump is connected to Tesla and Nikola https://youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg

Dec 24, 2020, 1:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group:      Nikola Tesla Klub FaceBook Beograd.Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоок Београд
Update: John G Trump at MIT talking about Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=UQpSdKxd5bg -- John G Trump 1978 

Interview at MIT "Vignettes of Early Medical, Radiation & High-Voltage Workers" https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- 

Yahoo Finance | How President Trump is connected to Tesla and Nikola https://youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg

Dec 24, 2020, 1:58 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.

Update: John G Trump at MIT talking about Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=UQpSdKxd5bg -- John G Trump 1978 

Interview at MIT "Vignettes of Early Medical, Radiation & High-Voltage Workers" https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- 

Yahoo Finance | How President Trump is connected to Tesla and Nikola https://youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg

Dec 24, 2020, 1:58 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

John G Trump in the Tesla FBI File: https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 -- Update: John G Trump 

at MIT talking about Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=7w3TAbsSzHY -- John G Trump 1978 Interview at MIT "Vignettes of 

Early Medical, Radiation and High-Voltage Workers" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Yahoo Finance | How 

President Trump is connected to Tesla and Nikola https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg

Ep 35.1: Dr John G Trump - Far more than just "that guy who reviewed Tesla's papers" https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=CwoYGC4b4zM

Dec 24, 2020, 1:58 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

Update: John G Trump at MIT talking about Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=UQpSdKxd5bg -- John G Trump 1978 

Interview at MIT "Vignettes of Early Medical, Radiation & High-Voltage Workers" https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- 

Yahoo Finance | How President Trump is connected to Tesla and Nikola https://youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg

Dec 24, 2020, 1:57 PM

John G Trump in the Tesla FBI File: https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 -- Update: Trump at MIT 

talking about Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?v=7w3TAbsSzHY -- Trump 1978 Interview at MIT "Vignettes of Early Medical, 

Radiation and High-Voltage Workers" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Yahoo Finance | How President Trump 

is connected to Tesla and Nikola https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg

Ep 35.1: Dr John G Trump - Far more than just "that guy who reviewed Tesla's papers" https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=CwoYGC4b4zM

Updated Dec 24, 2020, 2:37 PM

Dec 24, 2020, 1:56 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Nikola Tesla Group Sweden.

Tesla FBI File, Page 1 To: FBI Director & John G Trump RE: Tesla's EQUIPMENT, EXPERIMENTS & RESEARCH ceased - 

EPIONAGE (Act). Did Tesla die on the 7th or 8th?? Who opened the safe and entered the rooms. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/

Dec 24, 2020, 1:48 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: SPIRITUAL WARRIORS.

Tesla FBI File, Page 1 To: FBI Director & John G Trump RE: Tesla's EQUIPMENT, EXPERIMENTS & RESEARCH ceased - 

EPIONAGE (Act). Did Tesla die on the 7th or 8th?? Who opened the safe and entered the rooms. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/

Dec 24, 2020, 1:47 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Bernie Believers [Bernie Sanders].

Tesla FBI File, Page 1 To: FBI Director & John G Trump RE: Tesla's EQUIPMENT, EXPERIMENTS & RESEARCH ceased - 

EPIONAGE (Act). Did Tesla die on the 7th or 8th?? Who opened the safe and entered the rooms. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/

Dec 24, 2020, 1:47 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: America First For Donald Trump.

Tesla FBI File, Page 1 To: FBI Director & John G Trump RE: Tesla's EQUIPMENT, EXPERIMENTS & RESEARCH ceased - 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_XEcXBHtpgSiAhd4VnsqHHGQP0Pf_Jok78MqpSaNkItI_aI9S3qK5UhhEGZZePdI798heQlcW_c7bB_ZPd0BeKytvDPj3gRiXpKFq-QidzQqCAe2MTgriInQ-6Sqd6DsMfnKlnltsa_BykayW9YSSp&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_CoewgdQ0ouFUV5O3mqa3U-EBybsSZAq5QBWt0b_18nJEMBACFQxl1dEO8FnwERLKoLslrOddlkXjaChzdRfOvCSBX5J9omNV3SP69FFp117UaNsGR0RGvOUAJhnpls9IM4K5dS2hICMUMtvQUJix1&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8MdGApJ8S_2_hCC6M40KYs3CF5j_V_MTs-fsXjTk-Q4GlTuRK2bNifjVm7sJPEsO1p0qKkfd0o5dLpdO8K3P8YlrQ6fuLhz7k-tG4pBJPjRGmeRMqlCwuhK9qCF7O31WXsfsB3NgHtV_VihmALY9HO&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9FsZSTjt6_6D8xj7Wjz1RMUZE7BfETlUEB9fliaJM5JjeJIYnfatsZDo_OOejuzTQYfU6-d5jKNpzi4z3aY50i0ol1eQAANuALA8fQ-Nc7fstgqvLiOrjv1xszA-1-6wQyopPdmCBpwiEzLpECm-zRNpyFNuKfDf1W&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwoYGC4b4zM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwoYGC4b4zM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
https://youtube.com/watch?v=7w3TAbsSzHY
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX89Pvgg2EMxCwjdvE6FS9ejo93EJ3qdjGrl62CEFcpdzBLTGc0qFj59R8sg5Dnr5QqJk1tYb2xCbwIXuA72LQ-hXo13DHDbNeRtU6TsYdPR6hzSMlClj5YsdRzvbPZed6y01sVZ9wap5YdL0q_R1QwX&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UQpSdKxd5bg
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9SRevLdx1KIcIgnQd4yaeBD2kNcNilAjv4d-ANUmgPIBHo2_UkbYOgE0rHEHkGiWsKuui3f7DhWU63k3IYdha1s4eaYsa62zxxS34HjtRGjPWVFPXzE5IOcAHov7Sp6dUbt8LCxUGslnjl4C28BDz2&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwoYGC4b4zM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwoYGC4b4zM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
https://youtube.com/watch?v=7w3TAbsSzHY
https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9QEiLULNyryrEUgkzr-mpnHUkZzqXCk1zSgsdnkJ5x-NcvLHTW1RL0c1k7Xrqd_CnjXN6ERXtVSQ7k66NuD6YQjkwylOyTqpeNrzPL7Lq2Bc7oiSNOWV621DoHHE8tKzoQaltslxE1m6WECeZBK6Wd&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UQpSdKxd5bg
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-XnuJ81h79-HcILFcK3rzT03Jy3c4XnKyvUuAg3fgdmzl9Ydtpf7uDBkxQAorC_bMrzQTgjtD0UWpL64gT2-k8Ideh6P41nmUTZBnpvw-IePZFONpkieMymeoUwUpiAu6cJ4fQKrsJtUJNyr3Z89VZ&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UQpSdKxd5bg
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9tcI0bJrcZSg0ZqJtnsmlzjawpv3X-tAnFEvZlavgaqXVNIZYE8ABdtJom9TshGuj6k7DJpol1aRkoeZKcDUH1HKgjmCyy6QcIIoXhXvfmiiLp2UmUgjTlh285xZKemwoQz4RlSqaD4rxzJUjEO616&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vwb1MngCcCg
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UQpSdKxd5bg


EPIONAGE (Act). Did Tesla die on the 7th or 8th?? Who opened the safe and entered the rooms. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/

Dec 24, 2020, 1:47 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Mexicans for Donald Trump.

Tesla FBI File, Page 1 To: FBI Director & John G Trump RE: Tesla's EQUIPMENT, EXPERIMENTS & RESEARCH ceased - 

EPIONAGE (Act). Did Tesla die on the 7th or 8th?? Who opened the safe and entered the rooms. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/

Dec 24, 2020, 1:46 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: THE RESISTANCE AGAINST DONALD TRUMP.

Tesla FBI File, Page 1 To: FBI Director & John G Trump RE: Tesla's EQUIPMENT, EXPERIMENTS & RESEARCH ceased - 

EPIONAGE (Act). Did Tesla die on the 7th or 8th?? Who opened the safe and entered the rooms. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/

Dec 24, 2020, 1:46 PM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc

Answer: "The Meter ISSS the Generator"! - Chris Edwards @ Tesla Leaks : Question by JP Morgan "It we give the power for free, 

how to we put a meter on it?" https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc Tesla Tri-Metal Generator https://youtube.com/watch?

v=MZCO-oL2yiw

http://vinyasi.info/Tesla_Tri-Metal_Generator/

Updated Dec 24, 2020, 1:10 PM

Dec 24, 2020, 1:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc

Answer: "The Meter IS the Generator"! - Chris Edwards @ Tesla Leaks : Question by JP Morgan "It we give the power for free, how 

to we put a meter on it?" https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc Tesla Tri-Metal Generator https://youtube.com/watch?

v=MZCO-oL2yiw

http://vinyasi.info/Tesla_Tri-Metal_Generator/

Dec 24, 2020, 1:04 PM

Repost of Offer: My plan for President! THE GREAT RESET = TRASH COMPACTOR & SMELTER. I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree 

burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1. Everyone gets a FREE bullet proof Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion.

Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I will then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for 

a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla because of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then 

transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal and tree rail-lines (that were never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the 

rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison DC generators for those coal plant rails were already scrapped when 

Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will dump it using another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping 

Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and 

picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in the world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara

Falls. The steel Smelter will turn it all into one big slag of super-luminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) 

Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic diamonds come free as a waste product of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust 

diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung to make it 1000X brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent

for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more efficient than LED.) These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla 

light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the superconductive Krypton gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. 

Any remaining plastic waste will be turned into real rubber "Whoopie Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake 

sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! The Whoopie Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous 

patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost of the Super-Slab of Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. 

Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for worship, pledges and allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking 

Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; another Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so 

that the money changers can "calculate" what your "money" is worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be 

available for pledges at the famous National Plastic Museum where the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) 

for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for sex toys. I will then use those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. 

Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 2011 "Trash Compactor" https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 / -- 1972 "Control 

Mechanisms for Trash Compactors". https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/en -- From all these inventions of Thomas 

Edison; the best Patent citation is for a giant "Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas 

Edison's Trash Compactor: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/en -- Dumping Mechanism: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8DoSY55iKKxXiI8T-yLsf1EEd6ObGogDVXEQHvWWykuPl58kd8iBotAulNc1M5eUky26AGwpWr8gFymRY0xpSS42T-jhd7YXZr17JKdro0B7_Foe1LKHNYzdQUe1uRurK8LAm4FkysWvcx&s=2
http://vinyasi.info/Tesla_Tri-Metal_Generator/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=MZCO-oL2yiw
https://youtube.com/watch?v=MZCO-oL2yiw
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9nLssOHI1Z4lAAjbkX9X51ehN4Ugv15QCgtkfpslgKKTru-osqU9EBk_lZf4EELdszX58HGA0l6VxfTod-oKVvQc-KetNBH4la5dhnqtJbfkZ7-CQtr7gTGoejZUFuqJQY4cyXiPybjvK2TZD85kJHxNf5anI--3ae&s=2
http://vinyasi.info/Tesla_Tri-Metal_Generator/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=MZCO-oL2yiw
https://youtube.com/watch?v=MZCO-oL2yiw
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_mhLsqEzfo8xJSrM6Qys68qsYWL5HD5lIWxt8RAZl52sKqtpYvbk9yC_pTS5yGAaiVv12bfphdJvadlR5VCR16yfsv5ghLLeNS1Ueq9O7upGvvj-cZiVO1HxziH93dLLt61UexKGdnNNssKlZrlcWl&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-Jfux9JmRU9YWdNeYlD0NIz_HmaR8K7YpeqWr5nyhypWOv3jx9lOyjXfjyt-q7Wf_CIsh4XCASqH9SGjNGXyEQtDqLeXEx6iYKFJu_7K8Oydlge03503sQjjF1oFFEn6miuaA-PJU543cVwxhmsViR&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_gOQ-fxYySN_tfac7GUpwU_CAkgg3KfprkK47Zx0zWtY157bjuPgU0cTJJUwVwSnpDMvLFr_u2KccXQAy99WeZamfz8oWg30AL8f6x_qztqWI9ed_xVbgdDSDWtYv4J2dVagaTl4ekCEDnQ8ClmE-K&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/


https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/en -- Plastic Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- 

Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-creator.../ -- Cash Register https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-

bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a great team!)

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Updated Dec 24, 2020, 12:34 PM

Dec 24, 2020, 12:34 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

https://patents.google.com/patent/US6666024B1/

#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla (Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office Classification 

Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? 

Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass https://patents.google.com/patent/US6666024B1/ 

Y02E10/30 Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, 

not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences 

occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not 

otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of 

the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by 

the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and 

efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a 

fluid as described herein for the present invention is unprecedented.

"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energyNote to Dia. b. — A, medium 

with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not possible to realize a similar 

condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as illustrated in diagram b, 

such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some means or other, in this 

inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same there would be the 

ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path O, as indicated by 

the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could such a condition be

attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose that an extremely low

temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be compelled to give off 

heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, we should be enabled

to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the abstract, it would 

seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, then, was an idea 

which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it realizable? I convinced 

myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high level, which may be 

represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the absolute zero of 

temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just as we can let the 

water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold region above. Heat, 

like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy from the medium by 

means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in a given portion of 

the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the medium, would 

be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we could do by 

placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow back into the 

tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but not a bit more. 

Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. This would mean

that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain general laws of 

mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from a high to a low 

level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage into the tank, 

is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For example, if heat 

be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may illustrate other forms 

of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation were absolutely 

perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. Corresponding to 

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energyNote
https://patents.google.com/patent/US6666024B1/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US6666024B1/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-nayoKcsRsibikgi2YHHJiHpwLPnVvmYfHg9emSjD-q1ZpqjjwrbYRWaYNZ1CM92-W1BKUIjKbEraOem2C2Nrq4be9HyAE3-PyDU4F9C998OmWaZHB_pxxg3z70qH-fYHNGBFQjfs6HhPSGjbqWl0nDkLn9ArvpCDT&s=2
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/
https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/
http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machine-creator.../
https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9
https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/en


this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before reaching the bottom, and 

the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the gases formed escaping. 

We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, respectively, the water to 

flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal way of obtaining motive 

power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some heat will generally reach

the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of the tank, and a gradual 

and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be less to pump out than 

flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by the fall, and this is to say

that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised up with its own energy, 

and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the conversion of the energy 

on the downward flow. 

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/

Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm

Dec 24, 2020, 7:52 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's World.

December 26th 1AM as George Washington is crossing the Delaware; "Rise of the Jedi Podcast" Episode 1: uploaded to Facebook 

& YouTube. Produced by Chris Edwards of Tesla Leaks. He predicts Covid Hoax AI Scenario as in Star-Wars vs the Jedi that forced

"The Great Reset". 1) The Fear 2) The Chaos 3) Phantom Virus 4) The forced Vaccinations 5) PDD51, HR645, FEMA Camps and 

Lockdowns 6) The Stormtroopers Masks 7) The Governors Regional Control's 8) Presidential Directives 9) Fiat Currency 10) 

Unlimited resources that lead to Negative Prices 11) Government Contracts for Vaccine's & Contact Tracing 12) The Military's 

role.13) The Scientific Technocratic Elite and more. Chris Edwards has published on Nikola Tesla for over 10 years, unobstructed. --

https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831 -- Coincidentally, later in the same day 26th-and 27th Corona 

"Virus" news first hit the press. Coronavirus Timeline for December 26th 2019 https://en.wikipedia.org/.../Timeline_of_the_COVID-

19...

-- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe & The Power of the Force with #Instinct, 

#Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of 

this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tEDecember 26th 2019 at 1AM; Predicting the Entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi

Podcast Episode 1: The Empire has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive 

spelling Yoda, have successfully saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the 

anniversary of George Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. https://youtube.com/watch?v=-

nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the plans to the Death Star. Then 

become a member of the Jedi Order.https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript

Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 
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the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star. But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using 

CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy 

to determine what technology the Jedi's have created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi 

energy ministers around Alderan, have declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense.

The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 

experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.



In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 24, 2020, 3:10 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's World.

#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla (Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office 

Classification Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans 

and "Mass" of Mountains is PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is 

that worth? ** Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass 

HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/ Y02E10/30 Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave 

energy or salinity gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using 

energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences occurring in nature. 

F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not 

otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like.

-- In spite of the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the 

potential energy created by the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy and in turn 

utilize that kinetic energy to safely and efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid

or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a fluid as described herein for the present invention is 

unprecedented. "Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-

energy Note to Dia. b. — A, medium with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the 

energy. But was it not possible to realize a similar condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the 

sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could not be transferred across it 

except through a channel or path O, and that, by some means or other, in this inclosure a medium were maintained 

which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same there would be the ordinary ambient medium 

with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path O, as indicated by the arrow, 

and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could such a 

condition be attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? 

Suppose that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding 

medium would then be compelled to give off heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, 

and utilized. By realizing such a plan, we should be enabled to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of 

energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation 

of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded a 

happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it realizable? I convinced myself that it was

so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high level, which may be 

represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the absolute 

zero of temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently,

just as we can let the water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel 

up into the cold region above. Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to 

whether we could derive energy from the medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be 

dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in a given portion of the space and cause the heat to flow in 

continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the medium, would be equivalent to producing

in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we could do by placing in the 

lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow back into the 

tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but 

not a bit more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then 

letting it fall down. This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a 

moment. Heat, though following certain general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be 

converted into other forms of energy as it passes from a high to a low level. To make our mechanical analogy 

complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage into the tank, is converted into 

something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For example, if heat be 
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represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may illustrate 

other forms of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat 

transformation were absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted 

into other forms of energy. Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed 

into oxygen and hydrogen before reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would continually flow in, 

and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the gases formed escaping. We would thus produce, by expending 

initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, respectively, the water to flow in, a condition 

enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal way of obtaining motive power. 

We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some heat will 

generally reach the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the 

bottom of the tank, and a gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. 

But evidently there will be less to pump out than flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain 

the initial condition than is developed by the fall, and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the medium. 

What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised up with its own energy, and what is converted is clear gain. 

Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the conversion of the energy on the downward 

flow. https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/ Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts 

in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 

September 29 2017 Yellowstone could power the U.S. 327X over, all by itself: (but, the Alien bacteria needs to be 

protected; so forget about it!) https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-

power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/ August 28 2018 This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power

the U.S., all by itself. https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-

1070218 Was the latest eruption in Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are 

a huge source of free energy. https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-

threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- Why was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from the 

Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located

in the reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from 

geothermal energy plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-largest-protected-place-on-

the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html
#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla (Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office Classification 

Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? ** Method and apparatus for 

generating energy using pressure from a large mass 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US6666024B1/en 

Y02E10/30 Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, 

not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences 

occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not 

otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of 

the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by 

the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and 

efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a 

fluid as described herein for the present invention is unprecedented.

"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy

Note to Dia. b. — A, medium with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not 

possible to realize a similar condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as 

illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some 

means or other, in this inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same 

there would be the ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path 

O, as indicated by the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could 

such a condition be attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose 

that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be 

compelled to give off heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, 

we should be enabled to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the 

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy
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abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, 

then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it 

realizable? I convinced myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high 

level, which may be represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the 

absolute zero of temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just 

as we can let the water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold 

region above. Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy 

from the medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in 

a given portion of the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the

medium, would be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we

could do by placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow 

back into the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but 

not a bit more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. 

This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain

general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from 

a high to a low level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage

into the tank, is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For 

example, if heat be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may 

illustrate other forms of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation 

were absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. 

Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before 

reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the 

gases formed escaping. We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, 

respectively, the water to flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal 

way of obtaining motive power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some 

heat will generally reach the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of 

the tank, and a gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be 

less to pump out than flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by 

the fall, and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised

up with its own energy, and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the 

conversion of the energy on the downward flow.

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/

Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm

September 29 2017 Yellowstone could power the U.S. 327X over, all by itself: (but, the Alien bacteria needs to be protected; so 

forget about it!)

https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/

August 28 2018 This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. 

https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218

Was the latest eruption in Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free 

energy. https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- 

Why was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations 

offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from 

dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-

largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html

Dec 24, 2020, 3:10 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.

#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla (Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office Classification 

Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? ** Method and apparatus for 

generating energy using pressure from a large mass HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/ Y02E10/30 

Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not 

otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences 
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occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not 

otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of 

the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by 

the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and 

efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a 

fluid as described herein for the present invention is unprecedented.

"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy

Note to Dia. b. — A, medium with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not 

possible to realize a similar condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as 

illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some 

means or other, in this inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same 

there would be the ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path 

O, as indicated by the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could 

such a condition be attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose 

that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be 

compelled to give off heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, 

we should be enabled to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the 

abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, 

then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it 

realizable? I convinced myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high 

level, which may be represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the 

absolute zero of temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just 

as we can let the water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold 

region above. Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy 

from the medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in 

a given portion of the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the

medium, would be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we

could do by placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow 

back into the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but 

not a bit more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. 

This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain

general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from 

a high to a low level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage

into the tank, is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For 

example, if heat be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may 

illustrate other forms of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation 

were absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. 

Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before 

reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the 

gases formed escaping. We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, 

respectively, the water to flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal 

way of obtaining motive power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some 

heat will generally reach the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of 

the tank, and a gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be 

less to pump out than flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by 

the fall, and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised

up with its own energy, and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the 

conversion of the energy on the downward flow.

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/

Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm

September 29 2017 Yellowstone could power the U.S. 327X over, all by itself: (but, the Alien bacteria needs to be protected; so 

forget about it!)

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm
https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy


https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/

August 28 2018 This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. 

https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218

Was the latest eruption in Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free 

energy. https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- 

Why was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations 

offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from 

dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-

largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html

Dec 24, 2020, 3:06 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Free Energy Party UK.

#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla (Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office Classification 

Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? ** Method and apparatus for 

generating energy using pressure from a large mass HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/ Y02E10/30 

Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not 

otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences 

occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not 

otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of 

the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by 

the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and 

efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a 

fluid as described herein for the present invention is unprecedented.

"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy

Note to Dia. b. — A, medium with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not 

possible to realize a similar condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as 

illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some 

means or other, in this inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same 

there would be the ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path 

O, as indicated by the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could 

such a condition be attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose 

that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be 

compelled to give off heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, 

we should be enabled to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the 

abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, 

then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it 

realizable? I convinced myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high 

level, which may be represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the 

absolute zero of temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just 

as we can let the water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold 

region above. Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy 

from the medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in 

a given portion of the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the

medium, would be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we

could do by placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow 

back into the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but 

not a bit more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. 

This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain

general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from 

a high to a low level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage

into the tank, is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For 

example, if heat be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may 

illustrate other forms of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation 

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy
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https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/


were absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. 

Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before 

reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the 

gases formed escaping. We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, 

respectively, the water to flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal 

way of obtaining motive power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some 

heat will generally reach the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of 

the tank, and a gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be 

less to pump out than flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by 

the fall, and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised

up with its own energy, and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the 

conversion of the energy on the downward flow.

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/

Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm

September 29 2017 Yellowstone could power the U.S. 327X over, all by itself: (but, the Alien bacteria needs to be protected; so 

forget about it!)

https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/

August 28 2018 This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. 

https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218

Was the latest eruption in Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free 

energy. https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- 

Why was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations 

offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from 

dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-

largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html

Dec 24, 2020, 2:46 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.

#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla (Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office Classification 

Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? ** Method and apparatus for 

generating energy using pressure from a large mass HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/ Y02E10/30 

Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not 

otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences 

occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not 

otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of 

the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by 

the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and 

efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a 

fluid as described herein for the present invention is unprecedented.

"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy

Note to Dia. b. — A, medium with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not 

possible to realize a similar condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as 

illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some 

means or other, in this inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same 

there would be the ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path 

O, as indicated by the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could 

such a condition be attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose 

that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be 

compelled to give off heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, 

we should be enabled to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the 

abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, 

then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it 
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realizable? I convinced myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high 

level, which may be represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the 

absolute zero of temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just 

as we can let the water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold 

region above. Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy 

from the medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in 

a given portion of the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the

medium, would be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we

could do by placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow 

back into the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but 

not a bit more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. 

This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain

general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from 

a high to a low level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage

into the tank, is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For 

example, if heat be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may 

illustrate other forms of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation 

were absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. 

Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before 

reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the 

gases formed escaping. We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, 

respectively, the water to flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal 

way of obtaining motive power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some 

heat will generally reach the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of 

the tank, and a gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be 

less to pump out than flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by 

the fall, and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised

up with its own energy, and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the 

conversion of the energy on the downward flow.

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/

Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm

September 29 2017 Yellowstone could power the U.S. 327X over, all by itself: (but, the Alien bacteria needs to be protected; so 

forget about it!)

https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/

August 28 2018 This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. 

https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218

Was the latest eruption in Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free 

energy. https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- 

Why was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations 

offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from 

dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-

largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html

Dec 24, 2020, 2:45 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Tower Workgroup.

#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla (Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office Classification 

Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? ** Method and apparatus for 

generating energy using pressure from a large mass HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/ Y02E10/30 

Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not 

otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences 

occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not 

otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of 
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the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by 

the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and 

efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a 

fluid as described herein for the present invention is unprecedented.

"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy

Note to Dia. b. — A, medium with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not 

possible to realize a similar condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as 

illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some 

means or other, in this inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same 

there would be the ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path 

O, as indicated by the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could 

such a condition be attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose 

that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be 

compelled to give off heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, 

we should be enabled to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the 

abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, 

then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it 

realizable? I convinced myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high 

level, which may be represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the 

absolute zero of temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just 

as we can let the water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold 

region above. Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy 

from the medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in 

a given portion of the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the

medium, would be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we

could do by placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow 

back into the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but 

not a bit more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. 

This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain

general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from 

a high to a low level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage

into the tank, is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For 

example, if heat be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may 

illustrate other forms of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation 

were absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. 

Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before 

reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the 

gases formed escaping. We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, 

respectively, the water to flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal 

way of obtaining motive power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some 

heat will generally reach the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of 

the tank, and a gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be 

less to pump out than flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by 

the fall, and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised

up with its own energy, and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the 

conversion of the energy on the downward flow.

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/

Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm

September 29 2017 Yellowstone could power the U.S. 327X over, all by itself: (but, the Alien bacteria needs to be protected; so 

forget about it!)

https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/

August 28 2018 This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. 

https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm
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https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218

Was the latest eruption in Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free 

energy. https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- 

Why was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations 

offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from 

dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-

largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html

Dec 24, 2020, 2:45 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TESLA-VIVEKANANDA STUDY CIRCLE.

#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla (Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office Classification 

Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? ** Method and apparatus for 

generating energy using pressure from a large mass HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/ Y02E10/30 

Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not 

otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences 

occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not 

otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of 

the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by 

the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and 

efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a 

fluid as described herein for the present invention is unprecedented.

"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy

Note to Dia. b. — A, medium with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not 

possible to realize a similar condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as 

illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some 

means or other, in this inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same 

there would be the ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path 

O, as indicated by the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could 

such a condition be attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose 

that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be 

compelled to give off heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, 

we should be enabled to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the 

abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, 

then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it 

realizable? I convinced myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high 

level, which may be represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the 

absolute zero of temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just 

as we can let the water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold 

region above. Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy 

from the medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in 

a given portion of the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the

medium, would be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we

could do by placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow 

back into the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but 

not a bit more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. 

This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain

general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from 

a high to a low level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage

into the tank, is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For 

example, if heat be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may 

illustrate other forms of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation 

were absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. 

Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before 

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy
https://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9enyOLA4spMto30YNMmutavcokp91c2p9vaUZQQ5JgODnn5J38N4L87kJhCguil6_aEOVFnvZfCKLmaqQyOrOb8bq5hDNsaidLCVkvTkaJTNbkjF0C_Ox_UWOzi0AP2DkSdIfb5jXt2osqSIWPg9sU&s=2
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https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp
https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218


reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the 

gases formed escaping. We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, 

respectively, the water to flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal 

way of obtaining motive power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some 

heat will generally reach the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of 

the tank, and a gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be 

less to pump out than flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by 

the fall, and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised

up with its own energy, and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the 

conversion of the energy on the downward flow.

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/

Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm

September 29 2017 Yellowstone could power the U.S. 327X over, all by itself: (but, the Alien bacteria needs to be protected; so 

forget about it!)

https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/

August 28 2018 This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. 

https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218

Was the latest eruption in Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free 

energy. https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- 

Why was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations 

offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from 

dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-

largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html

Dec 24, 2020, 2:44 AM

Chris Edwards added a new photo to Teslians.com's timeline.

#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla (Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office Classification 

Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? ** Method and apparatus for 

generating energy using pressure from a large mass HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/ Y02E10/30 

Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not 

otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences 

occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not 

otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of 

the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by 

the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and 

efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a 

fluid as described herein for the present invention is unprecedented. "Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy Note to Dia. b. — A, medium with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much 

energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not possible to realize a similar condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, 

for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could not be transferred across it except 

through a channel or path O, and that, by some means or other, in this inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little 

energy, and that on the outer side of the same there would be the ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these 

assumptions the energy would flow through the path O, as indicated by the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into 

some other form of energy. The question was, Could such a condition be attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the

energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some process in a 

given space; the surrounding medium would then be compelled to give off heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other 

form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, we should be enabled to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of 

energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, 

and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem 
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of getting energy from the medium. But was it realizable? I convinced myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the 

following. As regards heat, we are at a high level, which may be represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above 

the sea, the level of which may mark the absolute zero of temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from 

high to low level, and, consequently, just as we can let the water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the 

earth’s surface travel up into the cold region above. Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as 

to whether we could derive energy from the medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this 

analogue. But can we produce cold in a given portion of the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a 

“sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the medium, would be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled 

with something much lighter than water. This we could do by placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. 

We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow back into the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount

of work which was used in pumping it out, but not a bit more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first 

raising the water and then letting it fall down. This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us 

reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be 

converted into other forms of energy as it passes from a high to a low level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we

must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage into the tank, is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it 

without using any, or by using very little, power. For example, if heat be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the 

oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may illustrate other forms of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from 

hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation were absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it 

would be converted into other forms of energy. Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be 

decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would continually flow in, 

and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the gases formed escaping. We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain 

amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, respectively, the water to flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of 

energy without further effort. This would be an ideal way of obtaining motive power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect 

process of heat-conversion, and consequently some heat will generally reach the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical 

analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of the tank, and a gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, 

necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be less to pump out than flows in, or, in other words, less energy will 

be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by the fall, and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the 

medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised up with its own energy, and what is converted is clear gain. Thus 

the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the conversion of the energy on the downward flow. 

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/ Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the 

world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm September 29 2017 

Yellowstone could power the U.S. 327X over, all by itself: (but, the Alien bacteria needs to be protected; so forget about it!) 

https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/ August 28 

2018 This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-

california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218 Was the latest eruption in Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal 

power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free energy. https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-

floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- Why was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from 

the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the 

reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy 

plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-

hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html
#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla (Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office Classification 

Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? ** Method and apparatus for 

generating energy using pressure from a large mass HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/ Y02E10/30 

Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not 

otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences 

occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not 

otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of 

the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by 

the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and 

efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a 

fluid as described herein for the present invention is unprecedented.

https://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/


"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy

Note to Dia. b. — A, medium with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not 

possible to realize a similar condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as 

illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some 

means or other, in this inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same 

there would be the ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path 

O, as indicated by the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could 

such a condition be attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose 

that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be 

compelled to give off heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, 

we should be enabled to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the 

abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, 

then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it 

realizable? I convinced myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high 

level, which may be represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the 

absolute zero of temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just 

as we can let the water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold 

region above. Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy 

from the medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in 

a given portion of the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the

medium, would be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we

could do by placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow 

back into the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but 

not a bit more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. 

This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain

general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from 

a high to a low level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage

into the tank, is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For 

example, if heat be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may 

illustrate other forms of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation 

were absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. 

Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before 

reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the 

gases formed escaping. We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, 

respectively, the water to flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal 

way of obtaining motive power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some 

heat will generally reach the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of 

the tank, and a gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be 

less to pump out than flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by 

the fall, and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised

up with its own energy, and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the 

conversion of the energy on the downward flow. 

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/

Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm

September 29 2017 Yellowstone could power the U.S. 327X over, all by itself: (but, the Alien bacteria needs to be protected; so 

forget about it!)

https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/ 

August 28 2018 This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. 

https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218
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Was the latest eruption in Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free 

energy. https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- 

Why was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations 

offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from 

dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-

largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html

Dec 24, 2020, 2:41 AM

Chris Edwards posted in T e s l a T u b e.

#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla (Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office Classification 

Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? ** Method and apparatus for 

generating energy using pressure from a large mass HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/ Y02E10/30 

Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not 

otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences 

occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not 

otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of 

the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by 

the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and 

efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a 

fluid as described herein for the present invention is unprecedented. "Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy Note to Dia. b. — A, medium with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much 

energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not possible to realize a similar condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, 

for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could not be transferred across it except 

through a channel or path O, and that, by some means or other, in this inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little 

energy, and that on the outer side of the same there would be the ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these 

assumptions the energy would flow through the path O, as indicated by the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into 

some other form of energy. The question was, Could such a condition be attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the

energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some process in a 

given space; the surrounding medium would then be compelled to give off heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other 

form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, we should be enabled to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of 

energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, 

and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem 

of getting energy from the medium. But was it realizable? I convinced myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the 

following. As regards heat, we are at a high level, which may be represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above 

the sea, the level of which may mark the absolute zero of temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from 

high to low level, and, consequently, just as we can let the water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the 

earth’s surface travel up into the cold region above. Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as 

to whether we could derive energy from the medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this 

analogue. But can we produce cold in a given portion of the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a 

“sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the medium, would be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled 

with something much lighter than water. This we could do by placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. 

We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow back into the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount

of work which was used in pumping it out, but not a bit more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first 

raising the water and then letting it fall down. This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us 

reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be 

converted into other forms of energy as it passes from a high to a low level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we

must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage into the tank, is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it 

without using any, or by using very little, power. For example, if heat be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the 

oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may illustrate other forms of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from 
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hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation were absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it 

would be converted into other forms of energy. Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be 

decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would continually flow in, 

and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the gases formed escaping. We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain 

amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, respectively, the water to flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of 

energy without further effort. This would be an ideal way of obtaining motive power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect 

process of heat-conversion, and consequently some heat will generally reach the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical 

analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of the tank, and a gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, 

necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be less to pump out than flows in, or, in other words, less energy will 

be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by the fall, and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the 

medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised up with its own energy, and what is converted is clear gain. Thus 

the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the conversion of the energy on the downward flow. 

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/ Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the 

world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm September 29 2017 

Yellowstone could power the U.S. 327X over, all by itself: (but, the Alien bacteria needs to be protected; so forget about it!) 

https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/ August 28 

2018 This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-

california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218 Was the latest eruption in Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal 

power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free energy. https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-

floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- Why was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from 

the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the 

reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy 

plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-

hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html
#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla (Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office Classification 

Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? ** Method and apparatus for 

generating energy using pressure from a large mass HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/ Y02E10/30 

Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not 

otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences 

occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not 

otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of 

the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by 

the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and 

efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a 

fluid as described herein for the present invention is unprecedented.

"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy

Note to Dia. b. — A, medium with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not 

possible to realize a similar condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as 

illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some 

means or other, in this inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same 

there would be the ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path 

O, as indicated by the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could 

such a condition be attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose 

that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be 

compelled to give off heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, 

we should be enabled to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the 

abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, 

then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it 

realizable? I convinced myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high 

level, which may be represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the 

absolute zero of temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just 

as we can let the water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold 

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy
https://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/


region above. Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy 

from the medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in 

a given portion of the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the

medium, would be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we

could do by placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow 

back into the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but 

not a bit more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. 

This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain

general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from 

a high to a low level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage

into the tank, is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For 

example, if heat be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may 

illustrate other forms of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation 

were absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. 

Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before 

reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the 

gases formed escaping. We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, 

respectively, the water to flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal 

way of obtaining motive power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some 

heat will generally reach the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of 

the tank, and a gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be 

less to pump out than flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by 

the fall, and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised

up with its own energy, and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the 

conversion of the energy on the downward flow.

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/

Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm

September 29 2017 Yellowstone could power the U.S. 327X over, all by itself: (but, the Alien bacteria needs to be protected; so 

forget about it!)

https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/

August 28 2018 This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. 

https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218

Was the latest eruption in Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free 

energy. https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- 

Why was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations 

offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from 

dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-

largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html

Dec 24, 2020, 2:40 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group:      Nikola Tesla Klub FaceBook Beograd.Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоок Београд
#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla (Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office Classification 

Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? 

Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass 

HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/ Y02E10/30 Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity 

gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise 

provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing 

mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of 

bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no 

practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid 

into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of 
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a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a fluid as described herein for the present invention is 

unprecedented.

"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energyNote to Dia. b. — A, medium 

with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not possible to realize a similar 

condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as illustrated in diagram b, 

such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some means or other, in this 

inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same there would be the 

ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path O, as indicated by 

the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could such a condition be

attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose that an extremely low

temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be compelled to give off 

heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, we should be enabled

to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the abstract, it would 

seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, then, was an idea 

which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it realizable? I convinced 

myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high level, which may be 

represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the absolute zero of 

temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just as we can let the 

water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold region above. Heat, 

like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy from the medium by 

means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in a given portion of 

the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the medium, would 

be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we could do by 

placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow back into the 

tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but not a bit more. 

Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. This would mean

that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain general laws of 

mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from a high to a low 

level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage into the tank, 

is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For example, if heat 

be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may illustrate other forms 

of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation were absolutely 

perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. Corresponding to 

this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before reaching the bottom, and 

the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the gases formed escaping. 

We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, respectively, the water to 

flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal way of obtaining motive 

power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some heat will generally reach

the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of the tank, and a gradual 

and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be less to pump out than 

flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by the fall, and this is to say

that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised up with its own energy, 

and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the conversion of the energy 

on the downward flow. 

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/

Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm

Dec 24, 2020, 2:26 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: World Green and Renewable Energy Assosiation.
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Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? 

Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass 

HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/ Y02E10/30 Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity 

gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise 

provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing 

mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of 

bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no 

practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid 

into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of 

a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a fluid as described herein for the present invention is 

unprecedented.

"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energyNote to Dia. b. — A, medium 

with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not possible to realize a similar 

condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as illustrated in diagram b, 

such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some means or other, in this 

inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same there would be the 

ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path O, as indicated by 

the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could such a condition be

attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose that an extremely low

temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be compelled to give off 

heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, we should be enabled

to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the abstract, it would 

seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, then, was an idea 

which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it realizable? I convinced 

myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high level, which may be 

represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the absolute zero of 

temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just as we can let the 

water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold region above. Heat, 

like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy from the medium by 

means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in a given portion of 

the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the medium, would 

be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we could do by 

placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow back into the 

tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but not a bit more. 

Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. This would mean

that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain general laws of 

mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from a high to a low 

level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage into the tank, 

is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For example, if heat 

be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may illustrate other forms 

of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation were absolutely 

perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. Corresponding to 

this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before reaching the bottom, and 

the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the gases formed escaping. 

We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, respectively, the water to 

flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal way of obtaining motive 

power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some heat will generally reach

the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of the tank, and a gradual 

and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be less to pump out than 

flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by the fall, and this is to say
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that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised up with its own energy, 

and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the conversion of the energy 

on the downward flow. 
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Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? 

Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass 

HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/ Y02E10/30 Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity 

gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise 

provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing 

mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of 

bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no 

practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid 

into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of 

a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a fluid as described herein for the present invention is 

unprecedented.

"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energyNote to Dia. b. — A, medium 

with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not possible to realize a similar 

condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as illustrated in diagram b, 

such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some means or other, in this 

inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same there would be the 

ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path O, as indicated by 

the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could such a condition be

attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose that an extremely low

temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be compelled to give off 

heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, we should be enabled

to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the abstract, it would 

seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, then, was an idea 

which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it realizable? I convinced 

myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high level, which may be 

represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the absolute zero of 

temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just as we can let the 

water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold region above. Heat, 

like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy from the medium by 

means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in a given portion of 

the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the medium, would 

be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we could do by 

placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow back into the 

tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but not a bit more. 

Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. This would mean

that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain general laws of 

mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from a high to a low 

level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage into the tank, 

is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For example, if heat 
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be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may illustrate other forms 

of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation were absolutely 

perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. Corresponding to 

this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before reaching the bottom, and 

the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the gases formed escaping. 

We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, respectively, the water to 

flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal way of obtaining motive 

power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some heat will generally reach

the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of the tank, and a gradual 

and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be less to pump out than 

flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by the fall, and this is to say

that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised up with its own energy, 

and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the conversion of the energy 

on the downward flow. 
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Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? 

Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass 

HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/ Y02E10/30 Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity 

gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise 

provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing 

mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of 

bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no 

practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid 

into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of 

a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a fluid as described herein for the present invention is 

unprecedented.

"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energyNote to Dia. b. — A, medium 

with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not possible to realize a similar 

condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as illustrated in diagram b, 

such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some means or other, in this 

inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same there would be the 

ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path O, as indicated by 

the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could such a condition be

attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose that an extremely low

temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be compelled to give off 

heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, we should be enabled

to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the abstract, it would 

seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, then, was an idea 

which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it realizable? I convinced 

myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high level, which may be 

represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the absolute zero of 

temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just as we can let the 

water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold region above. Heat, 
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like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy from the medium by 

means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in a given portion of 

the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the medium, would 

be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we could do by 

placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow back into the 

tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but not a bit more. 

Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. This would mean

that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain general laws of 

mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from a high to a low 

level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage into the tank, 

is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For example, if heat 

be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may illustrate other forms 

of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation were absolutely 

perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. Corresponding to 

this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before reaching the bottom, and 

the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the gases formed escaping. 

We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, respectively, the water to 

flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal way of obtaining motive 

power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some heat will generally reach

the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of the tank, and a gradual 

and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be less to pump out than 

flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by the fall, and this is to say

that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised up with its own energy, 

and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the conversion of the energy 

on the downward flow. 
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Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? 

Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass 

HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6666024B1/ Y02E10/30 Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity 

gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise 

provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing 

mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of 

bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no 

practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid 

into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of 

a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a fluid as described herein for the present invention is 

unprecedented.

"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energyNote to Dia. b. — A, medium 

with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not possible to realize a similar 

condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as illustrated in diagram b, 

such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some means or other, in this 

inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same there would be the 

ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path O, as indicated by 
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the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could such a condition be

attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose that an extremely low

temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be compelled to give off 

heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, we should be enabled

to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the abstract, it would 

seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, then, was an idea 

which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it realizable? I convinced 

myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high level, which may be 

represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the absolute zero of 

temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just as we can let the 

water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold region above. Heat, 

like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy from the medium by 

means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in a given portion of 

the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the medium, would 

be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we could do by 

placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow back into the 

tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but not a bit more. 

Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. This would mean

that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain general laws of 

mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from a high to a low 

level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage into the tank, 

is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For example, if heat 

be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may illustrate other forms 

of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation were absolutely 

perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. Corresponding to 

this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before reaching the bottom, and 

the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the gases formed escaping. 

We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, respectively, the water to 

flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal way of obtaining motive 

power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some heat will generally reach

the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of the tank, and a gradual 

and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be less to pump out than 

flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by the fall, and this is to say

that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised up with its own energy, 

and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the conversion of the energy 

on the downward flow. 
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Y02E10/30 Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, 

not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences 

occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not 

otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of 

the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by 

the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and 

efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a 

fluid as described herein for the present invention is unprecedented.

"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energyNote to Dia. b. — A, medium 

with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not possible to realize a similar 

condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as illustrated in diagram b, 

such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some means or other, in this 

inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same there would be the 

ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path O, as indicated by 

the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could such a condition be

attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose that an extremely low

temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be compelled to give off 

heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, we should be enabled

to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the abstract, it would 

seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, then, was an idea 

which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it realizable? I convinced 

myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high level, which may be 

represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the absolute zero of 

temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just as we can let the 

water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold region above. Heat, 

like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy from the medium by 

means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in a given portion of 

the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the medium, would 

be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we could do by 

placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow back into the 

tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but not a bit more. 

Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. This would mean

that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain general laws of 

mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from a high to a low 

level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage into the tank, 

is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For example, if heat 

be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may illustrate other forms 

of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation were absolutely 

perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. Corresponding to 

this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before reaching the bottom, and 

the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the gases formed escaping. 

We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, respectively, the water to 

flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal way of obtaining motive 

power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some heat will generally reach

the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of the tank, and a gradual 

and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be less to pump out than 

flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by the fall, and this is to say

that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised up with its own energy, 

and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the conversion of the energy 

on the downward flow. 

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/
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Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm

Dec 24, 2020, 2:25 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

https://patents.google.com/patent/US6666024B1/en

#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla (Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office Classification 

Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? Method and apparatus for 

generating energy using pressure from a large mass 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US6666024B1/en

Y02E10/30 Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, 

not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences 

occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not 

otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of 

the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by 

the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and 

efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a 

fluid as described herein for the present invention is unprecedented. "Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energyNote to Dia. b. — A, medium with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much 

energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not possible to realize a similar condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, 

for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could not be transferred across it except 

through a channel or path O, and that, by some means or other, in this inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little 

energy, and that on the outer side of the same there would be the ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these 

assumptions the energy would flow through the path O, as indicated by the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into 

some other form of energy. The question was, Could such a condition be attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the

energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some process in a 

given space; the surrounding medium would then be compelled to give off heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other 

form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, we should be enabled to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of 

energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, 

and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem 

of getting energy from the medium. But was it realizable? I convinced myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the 

following. As regards heat, we are at a high level, which may be represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above 

the sea, the level of which may mark the absolute zero of temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from 

high to low level, and, consequently, just as we can let the water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the 

earth’s surface travel up into the cold region above. Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as 

to whether we could derive energy from the medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this 

analogue. But can we produce cold in a given portion of the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a 

“sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the medium, would be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled 

with something much lighter than water. This we could do by placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. 

We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow back into the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount

of work which was used in pumping it out, but not a bit more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first 

raising the water and then letting it fall down. This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us 

reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be 

converted into other forms of energy as it passes from a high to a low level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we

must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage into the tank, is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it 

without using any, or by using very little, power. For example, if heat be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the 

oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may illustrate other forms of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from 

hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation were absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it 

would be converted into other forms of energy. Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be 

decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would continually flow in, 

and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the gases formed escaping. We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain 
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amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, respectively, the water to flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of 

energy without further effort. This would be an ideal way of obtaining motive power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect 

process of heat-conversion, and consequently some heat will generally reach the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical 

analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of the tank, and a gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, 

necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be less to pump out than flows in, or, in other words, less energy will 

be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by the fall, and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the 

medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised up with its own energy, and what is converted is clear gain. Thus 

the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the conversion of the energy on the downward flow. 

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/ Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the 

world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.ht

Dec 24, 2020, 2:24 AM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla 

(Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office Classification Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL 

MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" 

of Mountains is PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times 

over. How much is that worth? ** Method and apparatus for generating energy using 

pressure from a large mass https://patents.google.com/patent/US6666024B1/en 

Y02E10/30 Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity gradient. 

F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or 

using energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or 

thermal differences occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing 

mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise 

provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, 

moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of the improvements disclosed in the prior 

art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy 

created by the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy 

and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and efficiently generate electricity. The 

use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed 

cycle of a fluid as described herein for the present invention is unprecedented. "Tesla

Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-

human-energy Note to Dia. b. — A, medium with little energy; B, B, ambient medium 

with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not possible to realize a similar 

condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, 

an inclosure T, as illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could not be transferred 

across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some means or other, in 

this inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on 

the outer side of the same there would be the ordinary ambient medium with much 

energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path O, as 

indicated by the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other 

form of energy. The question was, Could such a condition be attained? Could we 

produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? 

Suppose that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some process in

a given space; the surrounding medium would then be compelled to give off heat, 

which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By 

realizing such a plan, we should be enabled to get at any point of the globe a 

continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the 

abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus

draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, then, was an idea which, if realizable, 

afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was

"Tesla Tube of 1900" 

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-

energy Note to Dia. b. — A, medium with little 

energy; B, B, ambient medium with much 

energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not 

possible to realize a similar condition without 

necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for 

the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as 

illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could

not be transferred across it except through a 

channel or path O, and that, by some means 

or other, in this inclosure a medium were 

maintained which would have little energy, and

that on the outer side of the same there would 

be the ordinary ambient medium with much 

energy. Under these assumptions the energy 

would flow through the path O, as indicated by 

the arrow, and might then be converted on its 

passage into some other form of energy. The 

question was, Could such a condition be 

attained? Could we produce artificially such a 

“sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to 

flow in? Suppose that an extremely low 

temperature could be maintained by some 

process in a given space; the surrounding 

medium would then be compelled to give off 

heat, which could be converted into 

mechanical or other form of energy, and 

utilized. By realizing such a plan, we should be

enabled to get at any point of the globe a 

continuous supply of energy, day and night. 

More than this, reasoning in the abstract, it 

would seem possible to cause a quick 

circulation of the medium, and thus draw the 

energy at a very rapid rate. Here, then, was an

idea which, if realizable, afforded a happy 

solution of the problem of getting energy from 
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it realizable? I convinced myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is 

the following. As regards heat, we are at a high level, which may be represented by 

the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may 

mark the absolute zero of temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like 

water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just as we can let the water of 

the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface 

travel up into the cold region above. Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing 

down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy from the 

medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this 

analogue. But can we produce cold in a given portion of the space and cause the 

heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in

the medium, would be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or 

filled with something much lighter than water. This we could do by placing in the lake 

a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if 

allowed to flow back into the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the

same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but not a bit more. 

Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the 

water and then letting it fall down. This would mean that it is impossible to create 

such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following 

certain general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be 

converted into other forms of energy as it passes from a high to a low level. To make

our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the 

water, in its passage into the tank, is converted into something else, which may be 

taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For example, if heat 

be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen 

composing the water may illustrate other forms of energy into which the heat is 

transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation were 

absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be 

converted into other forms of energy. Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water 

flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before 

reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would continually flow in, and

yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the gases formed escaping. We would thus

produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat 

or, respectively, the water to flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of 

energy without further effort. This would be an ideal way of obtaining motive power. 

We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and 

consequently some heat will generally reach the low level, which means to say, in 

our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of the tank, and a

gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping

out. But evidently there will be less to pump out than flows in, or, in other words, less 

energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by the fall, 

and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not 

converted in flowing down can just be raised up with its own energy, and what is 

converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides 

wholly in the conversion of the energy on the downward flow. 

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/ Feb 10th 

2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only 

Geothermal http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm September 29 2017 

Yellowstone could power the U.S. 327X over, all by itself: (but, the Alien bacteria 

needs to be protected; so forget about it!) 

https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-

power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/ August 28 2018 This dormant Volcano's 240 

square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. 

the medium. But was it realizable? I convinced 

myself that it was so in a number of ways, of 

which one is the following. As regards heat, we

are at a high level, which may be represented 

by the surface of a mountain lake considerably

above the sea, the level of which may mark the

absolute zero of temperature existing in the 

interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from 

high to low level, and, consequently, just as we

can let the water of the lake run down to the 

sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s 

surface travel up into the cold region above. 

Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing 

down, and if we had any doubt as to whether 

we could derive energy from the medium by 

means of a thermopile, as before described, it 

would be dispelled by this analogue. But can 

we produce cold in a given portion of the 

space and cause the heat to flow in 

continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold 

hole,” as we might say, in the medium, would 

be equivalent to producing in the lake a space 

either empty or filled with something much 

lighter than water. This we could do by placing 

in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water 

out of the latter. We know, then, that the water,

if allowed to flow back into the tank, would, 

theoretically, be able to perform exactly the 

same amount of work which was used in 

pumping it out, but not a bit more. 

Consequently nothing could be gained in this 

double operation of first raising the water and 

then letting it fall down. This would mean that it

is impossible to create such a sink in the 

medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, 

though following certain general laws of 

mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy 

which may be converted into other forms of 

energy as it passes from a high to a low level. 

To make our mechanical analogy complete 

and true, we must, therefore, assume that the 

water, in its passage into the tank, is converted

into something else, which may be taken out of

it without using any, or by using very little, 

power. For example, if heat be represented in 

this analogue by the water of the lake, the 

oxygen and hydrogen composing the water 

may illustrate other forms of energy into which 

the heat is transformed in passing from hot to 

cold. If the process of heat transformation were

absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive 

at the low level, since all of it would be 

converted into other forms of energy. 



https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-

magma-1070218 Was the latest eruption in Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal 

power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free energy. 

https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-

threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- Why was CNN reporting that 

"Microwaves" were coming from the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans 

Geothermal operations offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the 

reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from dirty oil and

dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy plants. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-largest-protected-

place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-

f0cf3a6449a6_story.html

Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water 

flowing into the tank would be decomposed 

into oxygen and hydrogen before reaching the 

bottom, and the result would be that water 

would continually flow in, and yet the tank 

would remain entirely empty, the gases formed

escaping. We would thus produce, by 

expending initially a certain amount of work to 

create a sink for the heat or, respectively, the 

water to flow in, a condition enabling us to get 

any amount of energy without further effort. 

This would be an ideal way of obtaining motive

power. We do not know of any such absolutely

perfect process of heat-conversion, and 

consequently some heat will generally reach 

the low level, which means to say, in our 

mechanical analogue, that some water will 

arrive at the bottom of the tank, and a gradual 

and slow filling of the latter will take place, 

necessitating continuous pumping out. But 

evidently there will be less to pump out than 

flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be 

needed to maintain the initial condition than is 

developed by the fall, and this is to say that 

some energy will be gained from the medium. 

What is not converted in flowing down can just 

be raised up with its own energy, and what is 

converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the 

principle I have discovered resides wholly in 

the conversion of the energy on the downward 

flow. 

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/..

./under.../
#Earth #Potential #Motion #machines #Ocean #Mountain #Mass The Tesla (Deepwater) Tube of 1900: Patent Office Classification 

Y10S415/916 PERPETUAL MOTION DEVICES -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains is 

PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth?

** Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US6666024B1/en

Y02E10/30 Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, 

not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences 

occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not 

otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of 

the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by 

the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and 

efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a 

fluid as described herein for the present invention is unprecedented.

"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy

Note to Dia. b. — A, medium with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not 

possible to realize a similar condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as 

illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some 

means or other, in this inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same 

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy
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there would be the ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path 

O, as indicated by the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could 

such a condition be attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose 

that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be 

compelled to give off heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, 

we should be enabled to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the 

abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, 

then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it 

realizable? I convinced myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high 

level, which may be represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the 

absolute zero of temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just 

as we can let the water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold 

region above. Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy 

from the medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in 

a given portion of the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the

medium, would be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we

could do by placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow 

back into the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but 

not a bit more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. 

This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain

general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from 

a high to a low level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage

into the tank, is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For 

example, if heat be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may 

illustrate other forms of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation 

were absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. 

Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before 

reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the 

gases formed escaping. We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, 

respectively, the water to flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal 

way of obtaining motive power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some 

heat will generally reach the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of 

the tank, and a gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be 

less to pump out than flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by 

the fall, and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised

up with its own energy, and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the 

conversion of the energy on the downward flow. 

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/

Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm

September 29 2017 Yellowstone could power the U.S. 327X over, all by itself: (but, the Alien bacteria needs to be protected; so 

forget about it!)

https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/ 

August 28 2018 This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. 

https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218

Was the latest eruption in Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free 

energy. https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- 

Why was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations 

offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from 

dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-
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PERMENANT', 24-7 and can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How much is that worth? ** Method and apparatus for 

generating energy using pressure from a large mass 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US6666024

Y02E10/30 Energy from the sea, e.g. using wave energy or salinity gradient. F03G7/04 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, 

not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not otherwise provided for using pressure differences or thermal differences 

occurring in nature. F03G7/06 Mechanical-power-producing mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy sources not 

otherwise provided for using expansion or contraction of bodies due to heating, cooling, moistening, drying or the like. -- In spite of 

the improvements disclosed in the prior art there is no practical method and apparatus to translate the potential energy created by 

the gravitational force of a large mass of liquid or solid into kinetic energy and in turn utilize that kinetic energy to safely and 

efficiently generate electricity. The use of gravitational force of a mass of liquid or solid to induce pressure on a closed cycle of a 

fluid as described herein for the present invention is unprecedented.

"Tesla Tube of 1900" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/problem-increasing-human-energy

Note to Dia. b. — A, medium with little energy; B, B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But was it not 

possible to realize a similar condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as 

illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and that, by some 

means or other, in this inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same 

there would be the ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would flow through the path 

O, as indicated by the arrow, and might then be converted on its passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could 

such a condition be attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose 

that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be 

compelled to give off heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such a plan, 

we should be enabled to get at any point of the globe a continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, reasoning in the 

abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very rapid rate. Here, 

then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it 

realizable? I convinced myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high 

level, which may be represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the 

absolute zero of temperature existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, consequently, just 

as we can let the water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold 

region above. Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy 

from the medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in 

a given portion of the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the

medium, would be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we

could do by placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow 

back into the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but 

not a bit more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. 

This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain

general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from 

a high to a low level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage

into the tank, is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For 

example, if heat be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may 

illustrate other forms of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation 

were absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. 

Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before 

reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the 

gases formed escaping. We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, 
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respectively, the water to flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal 

way of obtaining motive power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some 

heat will generally reach the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of 

the tank, and a gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be 

less to pump out than flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by 

the fall, and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised

up with its own energy, and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the 

conversion of the energy on the downward flow.

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/

Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm

September 29 2017 Yellowstone could power the U.S. 327X over, all by itself: (but, the Alien bacteria needs to be protected; so 

forget about it!)

https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/

August 28 2018 This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. 

https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218

Was the latest eruption in Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free 

energy. https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- 

Why was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations 

offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from 

dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-

largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html

Dec 24, 2020, 2:15 AM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.
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B, ambient medium with much energy; O, path of the energy. But 

was it not possible to realize a similar condition without 

necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of 

illustration, an inclosure T, as illustrated in diagram b, such that 

energy could not be transferred across it except through a 

channel or path O, and that, by some means or other, in this 

inclosure a medium were maintained which would have little 

energy, and that on the outer side of the same there would be the 

ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these 

assumptions the energy would flow through the path O, as 

indicated by the arrow, and might then be converted on its 

passage into some other form of energy. The question was, Could

such a condition be attained? Could we produce artificially such a 

“sink” for the energy of the ambient medium to flow in? Suppose 

that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some 

process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be 

compelled to give off heat, which could be converted into 

mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. By realizing such

a plan, we should be enabled to get at any point of the globe a 

continuous supply of energy, day and night. More than this, 

reasoning in the abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick

circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at a very 

rapid rate. Here, then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded a 

happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. 

But was it realizable? I convinced myself that it was so in a 

number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, 

we are at a high level, which may be represented by the surface 

of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which 

may mark the absolute zero of temperature existing in the 

interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, 

and, consequently, just as we can let the water of the lake run 

down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s 

surface travel up into the cold region above. Heat, like water, can 

perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to 

whether we could derive energy from the medium by means of a 

thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this 

analogue. But can we produce cold in a given portion of the space

and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,”

or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the medium, would be 

equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled 

with something much lighter than water. This we could do by 

placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the 

latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow back into 

the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same

amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but not a bit 

more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double 

operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. 

This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the 

medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following 

certain general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is 

energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it 

passes from a high to a low level. To make our mechanical 

analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the 
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perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to 

whether we could derive energy from the medium by means of a 

thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this 

analogue. But can we produce cold in a given portion of the space

and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,”

or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the medium, would be 

equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled 

with something much lighter than water. This we could do by 

placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the 

latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow back into 

the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same

amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but not a bit 

more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double 

operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. 

This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the 

medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following 

certain general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is 

energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it 

passes from a high to a low level. To make our mechanical 

analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the 



water, in its passage into the tank, is converted into something 

else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using 

very little, power. For example, if heat be represented in this 

analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen 

composing the water may illustrate other forms of energy into 

which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the 

process of heat transformation were absolutely perfect, no heat at

all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted 

into other forms of energy. Corresponding to this ideal case, all 

the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen 

and hydrogen before reaching the bottom, and the result would be

that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would 

remain entirely empty, the gases formed escaping. We would thus

produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create 

a sink for the heat or, respectively, the water to flow in, a condition

enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. 

This would be an ideal way of obtaining motive power. We do not 

know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, 

and consequently some heat will generally reach the low level, 

which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water

will arrive at the bottom of the tank, and a gradual and slow filling 

of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out.

But evidently there will be less to pump out than flows in, or, in 

other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial 

condition than is developed by the fall, and this is to say that 

some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not 

converted in flowing down can just be raised up with its own 

energy, and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the 

principle I have discovered resides wholly in the conversion of the

energy on the downward flow. 

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_p

ressure/ Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the 

world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm
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But was it not possible to realize a similar condition without necessarily going to a height? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an 

inclosure T, as illustrated in diagram b, such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path O, and 
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question was, Could such a condition be attained? Could we produce artificially such a “sink” for the energy of the ambient medium 

to flow in? Suppose that an extremely low temperature could be maintained by some process in a given space; the surrounding 

medium would then be compelled to give off heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, and utilized. 
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than this, reasoning in the abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus draw the energy at 

a very rapid rate.

Here, then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded a happy solution of the problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it 

realizable? I convinced myself that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we are at a high 

level, which may be represented by the surface of a mountain lake considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the 
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as we can let the water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are able to let heat from the earth’s surface travel up into the cold 

region above. Heat, like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether we could derive energy 

from the medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in 

a given portion of the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a “sink,” or “cold hole,” as we might say, in the

medium, would be equivalent to producing in the lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we

could do by placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow 

back into the tank, would, theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in pumping it out, but 

not a bit more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. 

This would mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a moment. Heat, though following certain

general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from 

a high to a low level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, therefore, assume that the water, in its passage

into the tank, is converted into something else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. For 

example, if heat be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may 

illustrate other forms of energy into which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat transformation 

were absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy.

Corresponding to this ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen before 

reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the 

gases formed escaping. We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work to create a sink for the heat or, 

respectively, the water to flow in, a condition enabling us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be an ideal 

way of obtaining motive power. We do not know of any such absolutely perfect process of heat-conversion, and consequently some 

heat will generally reach the low level, which means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of 

the tank, and a gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessitating continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be 

less to pump out than flows in, or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than is developed by 

the fall, and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised

up with its own energy, and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have discovered resides wholly in the 

conversion of the energy on the downward flow.

https://blog.education.nationalgeographic.org/2012/03/15/under_pressure/

Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm
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To: FBI Director RE: 

Tesla's EQUIPMENT, 

EXPERIMENTS & 

RESEARCH ceased - 

EPIONAGE (Act). Did 

Tesla die on the 7th or 

8th?? Who opened the 

safe and entered the 

rooms.

Tesla sues Anderson Cooper's, Vanderbilt family to 

recoup missing effects and property at the 

Wardenclyffe Site. July 4th 1917, Wardenclyffe was 

ceased by the U S Army and demolished, for reasons

of... Espionage. The materials were sold for scrap by 

Vanderbilt. 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.

htm https://www.facebook.com/photo/?

fbid=194154635582259&set=a.107227307608326 

The inside of the Wardenclyffe Site Lab with 

equipment pictures, banks of wireless lights, leading 

to another room of 1000 lights, each describing a 

scientific phenomena, is still missing.

To: FBI Director RE: 

Tesla's EQUIPMENT, 

EXPERIMENTS & 

RESEARCH ceased - 

EPIONAGE (Act). Did 

Tesla die on the 7th or 

8th?? Who opened the 

safe and entered the 

rooms.

#Espionage Answer to a common question about Nikola Tesla: The U.S. Government used the excuse of Espionage, as a reason to

seize the Tesla Tower, Wardenclyffe and demolish it on July 4th 1914, The Telefunken Tesla/Marconi Station in 1917; also the 

reason to steal his property after his death in 1943. 1922: Wardenclyffe Appeal at NY Supreme Court: Tesla sues Anderson 

Cooper's, Vanderbilt family to recoup missing effects, 1000 points of lights, and other property at the Wardenclyffe Site. July 4th 

1917, Wardenclyffe was ceased by the U S Army and demolished, for reasons of... Espionage. The materials were sold for scrap by 

Vanderbilt. http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm Wardenclyffe Demolished + Tesla to JP Morgan Letters: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2013/12/teslas-wardenclyffe-tower-is-

demolished.html Tesla FBI File, Page 1 To: FBI Director RE: Tesla's EQUIPMENT, EXPERIMENTS & RESEARCH ceased - 

EPIONAGE (Act). Did Tesla die on the 7th or 8th?? Who opened the safe and entered the rooms? 

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=194154635582259&set=a.107227307608326 The Telefunke Station was the Radio and 

alleged Sumbarine detector; and/or remote control for Torpedo's for the Titanic when it sunk. The history of Telefunken/AEG: 

http://www.aes-media.org/historical/html/recording.technology.history/sayville.html

Dec 24, 2020, 12:41 AM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

#Espionage Answer to a common question 

about Nikola Tesla: The U.S. Government used

the excuse of Espionage, as a reason to seize 

the Tesla Tower, Wardenclyffe and demolish it 

on July 4th 1914, The Telefunken 

Tesla/Marconi Station in 1917; also the reason 

to steal his property after his death in 1943. 

1922: Wardenclyffe Appeal at NY Supreme 

Court: Tesla sues Anderson Cooper's, 

Vanderbilt family to recoup missing effects, 

1000 points of lights, and other property at the 

Wardenclyffe Site. July 4th 1917, Wardenclyffe 

was ceased by the U S Army and demolished, 

for reasons of... Espionage. The materials were

sold for scrap by Vanderbilt. 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appen

dix_2.htm Wardenclyffe Demolished + Tesla to 

JP Morgan Letters: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwdaHpeOOWI 

http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2013/12

/teslas-wardenclyffe-tower-is-demolished.html 

Tesla FBI File, Page 1 To: FBI Director RE: 

Tesla's EQUIPMENT, EXPERIMENTS & 
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about Nikola Tesla: The U.S. Government used
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the Tesla Tower, Wardenclyffe and demolish it 

on July 4th 1914, The Telefunken 

Tesla/Marconi Station in 1917; also the reason 

to steal his property after his death in 1943. 

1922: Wardenclyffe Appeal at NY Supreme 

Court: Tesla sues Anderson Cooper's, 

Vanderbilt family to recoup missing effects, 

1000 points of lights, and other property at the 

Wardenclyffe Site. July 4th 1917, Wardenclyffe 

was ceased by the U S Army and demolished, 

for reasons of... Espionage. The materials were

sold for scrap by Vanderbilt. 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appen

dix_2.htm Wardenclyffe Demolished + Tesla to 

JP Morgan Letters: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwdaHpeOOWI 

http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2013/12

/teslas-wardenclyffe-tower-is-demolished.html 

Tesla FBI File, Page 1 To: FBI Director RE: 

Tesla's EQUIPMENT, EXPERIMENTS & 

Tesla FBI File,

Page 2 To: 

FBI Director 

RE: Tesla's 

EQUIPMENT, 

EXPERIMENT

S & 

RESEARCH 
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EPIONAGE 

(Act). Did 

Tesla die on 

the 7th or 

8th?? Who 

opened the 

safe and 

entered the 

rooms. - 3 

Enclosures not
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1922: Wardenclyffe 

Appeal at NY 

Supreme Court: 

Tesla sues Anderson

Cooper's, Vanderbilt 

family to recoup 

missing effects, 1000

points of lights, 

(pictured banks of 

lights to another 

room with 1000 

lights, each 

describing a scientific

phenomena) and 

other property at the 

Wardenclyffe Site. 

July 4th 1917, 

Wardenclyffe was 

ceased by the U S 

Army and 

demolished, for 

reasons of... 

Espionage. The 

materials were sold 
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RESEARCH ceased - EPIONAGE (Act). Did 

Tesla die on the 7th or 8th?? Who opened the 

safe and entered the rooms? 

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?

fbid=194154635582259&set=a.1072273076083

26 The Telefunke Station was the Radio and 

alleged Sumbarine detector; and/or remote 

control for Torpedo's for the Titanic when it 

sunk. The history of Telefunken/AEG: 

http://www.aes-

media.org/historical/html/recording.technology.

history/sayville.html

RESEARCH ceased - EPIONAGE (Act). Did 

Tesla die on the 7th or 8th?? Who opened the 

safe and entered the rooms? 

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?

fbid=194154635582259&set=a.107227307608

326 The Telefunke Station was the Radio and 

alleged Sumbarine detector; and/or remote 

control for Torpedo's for the Titanic when it 

sunk. The history of Telefunken/AEG: 

http://www.aes-

media.org/historical/html/recording.technology.

history/sayville.html
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om/tesla/nt_on_ac_a
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#Espionage Answer to a common question about Nikola Tesla: The U.S. Government used the excuse of Espionage, as a reason to

seize the Tesla Tower, Wardenclyffe and demolish it on July 4th 1914, The Telefunken Tesla/Marconi Station in 1917; also the 

reason to steal his property after his death in 1943. 

1922: Wardenclyffe Appeal at NY Supreme Court: Tesla sues Anderson Cooper's, Vanderbilt family to recoup missing effects, 1000 

points of lights, and other property at the Wardenclyffe Site. July 4th 1917, Wardenclyffe was ceased by the U S Army and 

demolished, for reasons of... Espionage. The materials were sold for scrap by Vanderbilt. 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm

Wardenclyffe Demolished + Tesla to JP Morgan Letters:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI

http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2013/12/teslas-wardenclyffe-tower-is-demolished.html

Tesla FBI File, Page 1 To: FBI Director RE: Tesla's EQUIPMENT, EXPERIMENTS & RESEARCH ceased - EPIONAGE (Act). Did 

Tesla die on the 7th or 8th?? Who opened the safe and entered the rooms?

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=194154635582259&set=a.107227307608326

The Telefunke Station was the Radio and alleged Sumbarine detector; and/or remote control for Torpedo's for the Titanic when it 

sunk. The history of Telefunken/AEG: 

http://www.aes-media.org/historical/html/recording.technology.history/sayville.html
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Instructions on how to write complaints on Yelp, G+ Facebook, BBB, ConsumerAffairs etc. About merchants forcing you to use 

masks, temperature, contact tracing or mandatory Vaccines, that all break HIPAA medical privacy laws. There is also over 100 

Federal exemptions for the mask including Asthmatics and Children. Feel free to bury these Hitlarian Stormtroopers with 

Complaints. Write good reviews for those who don't break the Law or Constitution. Start with Walmart, McDonalds, Starbucks & 

Costco etc. https://youtube.com/watch?v=JVLar6o56Mc

Posted April 19 2020 Let the lawsuits begin! Tesla succombs to Coronavirus Hoax guidelines to open Gigafactory Nevada and 

implements unconstitutional rules. 1) Violations of the Right to Assemble 2) Violations of HIPPA Laws for Biometrics and APP data 

sharing 3) Violation of California Privacy Law 4) Violation of Personal Data Laws like the EU's "Right to be Forgotten" 5) Violation of 

personal health; wearing masks, tanking temperature readings and how many vaccines you've tanken are not a gague of human 

health. https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE

April 18th 2020 Malwai High Court blocks Friday the 13th lockdown orders pending review | https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-

court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404?tesla=y

Biometrics Complaint Lawsuit: https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-

of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/

May 3rd 2020 It has been well published here since May 2018 at the Zuckerberg Congressional Hearings: "Any attempt to perform 

"Contact Tracing"" is illegal without permission by Congressional Madates, Laws, Acts and Guidelines such as the US-EU "Right to 

https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/
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be Forgotton, AMA, HIPAA Patient Privacy Act, California Privacy Act 2020" and others. Contact Tracing by Corbett Report: 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=0IDURYmdGeg - US-EU Privacy Shield, HIPAA etc. official videos and links to their sources: 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk

HIPAA Patient Privacy Act

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_IWwsTb9o

California Privacy Law CCPA 2020 (Including Biometrics)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM

NY Shield Act 2020

https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-biometric-data-provision-032402/

US-EU Privacy Shield Explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk

November 18 2020 #winning #privacy Changes to YouTube's Terms of Service to clarify Facial recognition restrictions (Including in 

Tesla cars): The Terms of Service already state that you cannot collect any information that might identify a person without their 

permission. While this has always included facial recognition information, the new Terms make that explicitly clear. 

https://youtube.com/t/terms

Source : https://facebook.com/virtualunet

Source : https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Updated Dec 23, 2020, 5:58 PM

Dec 23, 2020, 5:58 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JVLar6o56Mc

Instructions on how to write complaints on Yelp, G+ Facebook, BBB, ConsumerAffairs etc. About merchants forcing you to use 

masks, temperature, contact tracing or mandatory Vaccines, that all break HIPAA medical privacy laws. There is also over 100 

Federal exemptions for the mask including Asthmatics and Children. Feel free to bury these Hitlarian Stormtroopers with 

Complaints. Write good reviews for those who don't break the Law or Constitution. Start with Walmart, McDonalds, Starbucks & 

Costco etc. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JVLar6o56Mc

Posted April 19 2020 Let the lawsuits begin! Tesla succombs to Coronavirus Hoax guidelines to open Gigafactory Nevada and 

implements unconstitutional rules. 1) Violations of the Right to Assemble 2) Violations of HIPPA Laws for Biometrics and APP data 

sharing 3) Violation of California Privacy Law 4) Violation of Personal Data Laws like the EU's "Right to be Forgotten" 5) Violation of 

personal health; wearing masks, tanking temperature readings and how many vaccines you've tanken are not a gague of human 

health. https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE

April 18th 2020 Malwai High Court blocks Friday the 13th lockdown orders pending review | https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-

court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404?tesla=y

Biometrics Complaint Lawsuit: https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-

of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/

May 3rd 2020 It has been well published here since May 2018 at the Zuckerberg Congressional Hearings: "Any attempt to perform 

"Contact Tracing"" is illegal without permission by Congressional Madates, Laws, Acts and Guidelines such as the US-EU "Right to 

be Forgotton, AMA, HIPAA Patient Privacy Act, California Privacy Act 2020" and others. Contact Tracing by Corbett Report: 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=0IDURYmdGeg - US-EU Privacy Shield, HIPAA etc. official videos and links to their sources: 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk

HIPAA Patient Privacy Act
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California Privacy Law CCPA 2020 (Including Biometrics)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM

NY Shield Act 2020

https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-biometric-data-provision-032402/

US-EU Privacy Shield Explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk

November 18 2020 #winning #privacy Changes to YouTube's Terms of Service to clarify Facial recognition restrictions (Including in 

Tesla cars): The Terms of Service already state that you cannot collect any information that might identify a person without their 

permission. While this has always included facial recognition information, the new Terms make that explicitly clear. 

https://youtube.com/t/terms

Source : https://facebook.com/virtualunet

Source : https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Dec 23, 2020, 5:58 PM

https://linkedin.com/posts/activity-6747596870824148992-qy93

TESLA'S OZONE GAMBIT - Dec. 24 1 AM EST - Coast to Coast with Marc Seifer PhD https://linkedin.com/posts/activity-

6747596870824148992-qy93 -- “My enemies have been so successful in representing me as a poet and visionary that it is 

absolutely imperative for me to put out something commercial without delay; forming the Tesla Ozone Company with devices 

designed to to destroy virulent pathogens ... to obtain needed investments Tesla also issued "The World System" vision as a 

handsome manifesto prepared on vellum which also announced his intention of entering into the field of consulting engineership. He

wrote to assistant George Scherff, “I swear! If I ever get out of this hole nobody will catch me without cash.”

Updated Dec 23, 2020, 5:23 PM

Dec 23, 2020, 5:23 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

https://linkedin.com/posts/activity-6747596870824148992-qy93

TESLA'S OZONE GAMBIT - Dec. 24 1 AM EST - Coast to Coast with Marc Seifer PhD https://linkedin.com/posts/activity-

6747596870824148992-qy93 -- “My enemies have been so successful in representing me as a poet and visionary that it is 

absolutely imperative for me to put out something commercial without delay; forming the Tesla Ozone Company with devices 

designed to to destroy virulent pathogens ... to obtain needed investments Tesla also issued "The World System" vision as a 

handsome manifesto prepared on vellum which also announced his intention of entering into the field of consulting engineership. He

wrote to assistant George Scherff, “I swear! If I ever get out of this hole nobody will catch me without cash.”

Dec 23, 2020, 5:22 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

https://linkedin.com/posts/activity-6747596870824148992-qy93

TESLA'S OZONE GAMBIT - Dec. 24 1 AM EST - Coast to Coast with Marc Seifer PhD https://linkedin.com/posts/activity-

6747596870824148992-qy93 -- “My enemies have been so successful in representing me as a poet and visionary that it is 

absolutely imperative for me to put out something commercial without delay; forming the Tesla Ozone Company with devices 

designed to to destroy virulent pathogens ... to obtain needed investments Tesla also issued "The World System" vision as a 

handsome manifesto prepared on vellum which also announced his intention of entering into the field of consulting engineership. He

wrote to assistant George Scherff, “I swear! If I ever get out of this hole nobody will catch me without cash.”

Dec 23, 2020, 5:22 PM

TESLA'S OZONE GAMBIT - Dec. 24 1 AM EST - Coast to Coast with Marc Seifer PhD https://lnkd.in/gJdr8Db:

“My enemies have been so successful in representing me as a poet and visionary that it is absolutely imperative for me to put out 

something commercial without delay; forming the Tesla Ozone Company with devices designed to to destroy virulent pathogens ... 

to obtain needed investments Tesla also issued "The World System" vision as a handsome manifesto prepared on vellum which 

also announced his intention of entering into the field of consulting engineership. He wrote to assistant George Scherff, “I swear! If I 

ever get out of this hole nobody will catch me without cash.” https://www.linkedin.com/posts/activity-6747596870824148992-qy93
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk
https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-biometric-data-provision-032402/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM


Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Kern County Crime and info.

Who's starting the Fires? What killed Paul Walker?? Can someone stop Thomas Edison Electric and PG&E from starting fires for 

insurance money and bailouts, then that would be nice. Southern California Edison says its equipment may be the cause of the 

Silverado fire https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-wildfires-california-edison/southern-california-edison-says-its-equipment-may-

have-sparked-silverado-fire-idINKBN27C0PE -- Bobcat fire investigation includes Southern California Edison 

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-09-23/bobcat-fire-investigation-includes-southern-california-edison-equipment -- 

Woolsey Fire started by Edison https://www.cbs58.com/news/a-power-companys-electrical-equipment-started-one-of-the-most-

destructive-fires-in-california-history

The other half of fires and death happend to Paul Walker ""The complaint specifically points to a seat belt configuration that 

prevented Walker from escaping the fire". He was burnt to a crisp from exploding internal combustion engines. 

https://www.expertinstitute.com/resources/insights/lawsuit-filed-against-porsche-over-death-of-paul-walker/

Dec 23, 2020, 4:59 PM

Who's starting the Fires? What killed Paul Walker?? Can someone stop Thomas Edison Electric and PG&E from starting fires for 

insurance money and bailouts, then that would be nice. Southern California Edison says its equipment may be the cause of the 

Silverado fire https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-wildfires-california-edison/southern-california-edison-says-its-equipment-may-

have-sparked-silverado-fire-idINKBN27C0PE -- Bobcat fire investigation includes Southern California Edison 

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-09-23/bobcat-fire-investigation-includes-southern-california-edison-equipment -- 

Woolsey Fire started by Edison https://www.cbs58.com/news/a-power-companys-electrical-equipment-started-one-of-the-most-

destructive-fires-in-california-history

The other half of fires and death happend to Paul Walker ""The complaint specifically points to a seat belt configuration that 

prevented Walker from escaping the fire". He was burnt to a crisp from exploding internal combustion engines. 

https://www.expertinstitute.com/resources/insights/lawsuit-filed-against-porsche-over-death-of-paul-walker/

Updated Dec 23, 2020, 4:55 PM

Dec 23, 2020, 4:55 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://reuters.com/article/us-usa-wildfires-california-edison/southern-california-edison-says-its-equipment-may-have-sparked-

silverado-fire-idINKBN27C0PE

Who's starting the Fires? What killed Paul Walker?? Can someone stop Thomas Edison Electric and PG&E from starting fires for 

insurance money and bailouts, that would be nice. Southern California Edison says its equipment may be the cause of the Silverado

fire https://reuters.com/article/us-usa-wildfires-california-edison/southern-california-edison-says-its-equipment-may-have-sparked-

silverado-fire-idINKBN27C0PE -- Bobcat fire investigation includes Edison https://latimes.com/california/story/2020-09-23/bobcat-

fire-investigation-includes-southern-california-edison-equipment -- Woolsey Fire started by Edison https://cbs58.com/news/a-power-

companys-electrical-equipment-started-one-of-the-most-destructive-fires-in-california-history

The other half of fires and death happend to Paul Walker ""The complaint specifically points to a seat belt configuration that 

prevented Walker from escaping the fire". He was trapped in his seat-belt and burnt to a crisp from faulty piece of s-h-i-t exploding 

internal combustion engines. https://www.expertinstitute.com/resources/insights/lawsuit-filed-against-porsche-over-death-of-paul-

walker/

Dec 23, 2020, 4:54 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: KERN VALLEY NEW'S,INFO AND AWARENESS.

https://www.cbs58.com/news/a-power-companys-electrical-equipment-started-one-of-the-most-destructive-fires-in-california-history

Can someone stop Thomas Edison Electric and PG&E from starting fires for insurance money and bailouts, then that would be nice.

Southern California Edison says its equipment may be the cause of the Silverado fire https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-

wildfires-california-edison/southern-california-edison-says-its-equipment-may-have-sparked-silverado-fire-idINKBN27C0PE -- 

Bobcat fire investigation includes Southern California Edison https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-09-23/bobcat-fire-

investigation-includes-southern-california-edison-equipment -- Woolsey Fire started by Edison https://www.cbs58.com/news/a-

power-companys-electrical-equipment-started-one-of-the-most-destructive-fires-in-california-history

The other half of fires and death happend to Paul Walker ""The complaint specifically points to a seat belt configuration that 

prevented Walker from escaping the fire". He was burnt to a crisp from exploding internal combustion engines. 

https://www.expertinstitute.com/resources/insights/lawsuit-filed-against-porsche-over-death-of-paul-walker/

Dec 23, 2020, 4:52 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Kern River Valley News & Info.

https://reuters.com/article/us-usa-wildfires-california-edison/southern-california-edison-says-its-equipment-may-have-sparked-
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silverado-fire-idINKBN27C0PE

Only Smokey the Bear (Thomas Edison) starts forest fires. Great, now if you can stop Edison Electric and PG&E from starting fires 

for insurance money and bailouts, then that would be nice. Southern California Edison says its equipment may be the cause of the 

Silverado fire https://reuters.com/article/us-usa-wildfires-california-edison/southern-california-edison-says-its-equipment-may-have-

sparked-silverado-fire-idINKBN27C0PE -- Bobcat fire investigation includes Southern California Edison 

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-09-23/bobcat-fire-investigation-includes-southern-california-edison-equipment -- 

Woolsey Fire started by Edison https://www.cbs58.com/news/a-power-companys-electrical-equipment-started-one-of-the-most-

destructive-fires-in-california-history -- The remaining fires is what happened to Paul Walker ""The complaint specifically points to a 

seat belt configuration that prevented Walker from escaping the fire". He was trapped by the seat-belt and burnt to a crisp from 

exploding internal combustion engines. https://www.expertinstitute.com/resources/insights/lawsuit-filed-against-porsche-over-death-

of-paul-walker/

Dec 23, 2020, 4:45 PM

REPOST: 33+ Ways to Power the World by Tesla Leaks: #BANNED Yosemite can power the U.S. 327X times over. How much is 

that worth? https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/ -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. 

How much is that worth? https://patents.google.com/patent/US6666024B1/en -- Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the 

world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm -- Was the latest eruption in 

Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free energy. 

https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- Why 

was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations 

offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from 

dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-

largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html -- August 28 2018 

This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-

california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218 -- 33 Ways to Power The World by Tesla Leaks: 

https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1666091590370331&id=750861428384951

Updated Dec 23, 2020, 11:58 AM

Dec 23, 2020, 11:58 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/

REPOST: 33+ Ways to Power the World by Tesla Leaks: #BANNED Yosemite can power the U.S. 327X times over. How much is 

that worth? https://forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/ --

The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. How 

much is that worth? https://patents.google.com/patent/US6666024B1/en -- Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the 

world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm -- Was the latest eruption in 

Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free energy. 

https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- Why 

was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations 

offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from 

dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-

largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html -- August 28 2018 

This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-

california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218 -- 33 Ways to Power The World by Tesla Leaks: 

https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1666091590370331&id=750861428384951

Dec 23, 2020, 11:57 AM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: Anonymous Slovenia.

Fake News vs Fake Newsfacebook.com

Fake news on the Left vs Fake news on the Right, is back in business!! December 23rd 2020 If they can't SEE a Virus without a 

$2M scanning electron microscope, not by PCR recombinant copying cycles, (which isn't "seeing anything"); then how can they see 

a mutant strain?? And it's GMO, mutinogenic by definition; DNA modifying as-it-is; so it's going to mutate by definition of 

"Recombinant DNA". https://www.reuters.com/article/china-yuan-midday/yuan-eases-as-new-covid-strain-underpins-dollar-

idUSL4N2J30ON -- "Recombinant DNA (rDNA) molecules are DNA molecules formed by laboratory methods of genetic 

recombination (such as molecular cloning" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recombinant_DNA
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Dec 23, 2020, 11:48 AM

Bernie Sanders recognizes Nikola Tesla's Free Energy at his commencement speech at Johnson State College, May 13th 2017 -- 

Nikola Tesla last articles including "Powered by Wireless" March 1920 Electrical Experimenter renamed (Science and Invention 

page 1118) containing Tesla's hard to find last publication on Wireless Power Transmission using UV Ray Generators, Radio Wave 

power traveling the "Skywave" in the Ionosphere for Wireless Powered Airplanes & Wireless Ships at Sea -- Electrical Experimenter 

June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The “Magnifying Transmitter” was the product

of labors extending through years, having for their chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to 

mankind than mere industrial development. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-magnifying-transmitter -- 

The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 - The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer", later called the "Death Ray" 

https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -- Tesla's Death Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm -- More 

at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS

POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now 

Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger 

Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse 

systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling 

by John Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031 -- WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE by 

Thomas W. Benson for Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of power 

transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to transmit power without wires and thus solve a myriad of 

transportation problems, such as a propelling vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft, etc., without having to include a source of power in 

their construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in such an achievement and now the dream promises 

to come true. By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like 

numerous other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it. While working on a means for 

transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light beams as elevated 

conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it. It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity

of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore, it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working 

with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner. As shown in Fig. 1, a 

source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays vertically. These rays result

in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect insulator. By making 

connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio communication. We 

are perfectly aware that this ionized beam rapidly loses its conducting power as the distance from the source increases, therefore 

the effective height of such an arrangement is determined by the intensity of the ray generator. So much for the idea as applied to 

radio communication. But let us consider further. In studying the spectrum we find that the sunlight on reaching the earth contains 

few ultra violet rays of shorter wavelengths than 3.000 Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with an arc 

light. It is unreasonable to assume that shorter waves do not leave the sun, and in view of the fact that it has been determined that 

the upper stratum of our atmosphere is ionized, it is accepted that the shorter rays are absorbed to cause this ionization. It will now 

be apparent that a very good condition exists for the transmission of energy without wires. As shown in Fig. 2, we have the earth, a 

good conductor, surrounded with a blanket of insulating air about ten miles thick, beyond which, up to about a hundred miles, the air

is highly rarefied and kept in a state of ionization by light from the sun and stars. Hence, we have two good conductors separated by

several miles of atmosphere, practically a perfect insulator, an ideal arrangement for our purposes. We have but to connect a source

of current to the earth and to the ionized strata of air and energy can be transmitted entirely around the earth without wires. The 

energy could be utilized in any part of the earth by merely connecting to the pair of conductors. This condition has been recognized 

for some time, but the difficulty lies in making connections to the upper layer of conducting atmosphere. It is hardly practical to 

construct towers six or seven miles high for the purpose, then again the energy could not be utilized without using a similar structure

at the point of reception, which makes this scheme hardly feasible for aircraft or moving vehicles. Return then to the ionized stream 

for radio aerials. We can easily construct arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty miles. Then why not make connection to that 

upper stratum with an ionized stream of air? Wonderful in its simplicity. In Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray a generating station 

embodying these principles. In the main building will be housed the generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the 

primary of the high voltage apparatus for transmission of energy. Supported on the roof of this structure will be a monstrous arc 

lamp capable of throwing a stream of ultra violet rays for at least ten miles. In this beam is supported a conducting screen to make 

connection to the conducting stream of ionized air. The insulation of these parts present no great difficulties to modern engineering. 

The building will also house a huge step-up transformer, a set of high voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or 

quenched type and a huge oscillation transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments are connected in the usual manner and tuned so 

that the inductance in the circuit and the capacity formed by the earth and ionized upper strata will have a well defined oscillation 

https://google.com/patents/US1309031
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-RCjtLlVry6hEwFO7KuTjYBJrwq6NxvZvgoJqSlxeuY10-lpdjlT9m-GaLW8MawvGrx3wVXW-4LjXtn9TkybjT1wUo8edpLS41KR7_Dc3ZbtEHYp3ajLNKH8s4-WjEJ4ljnR4tCPQhznXbcpJTS3gm&s=2


period. By these means the whole earth will become an electrified body, energy to be drawn at any point by simply making metallic 

connection to the earth and pointing a beam of light vertically, a screen being used to take the energy that will flow down the beam. 

An inductance coil being necessary in the circuit to insure resonance with the transmitter at the receiving set. After once started, the 

receiving energy can be used to keep the arc going. Ships will have an arc and reflector mounted on the masts, airplanes have two 

arcs, one on top, the other below, and so on. This scheme will not interfere with present short range transmission, it being hardly 

practical for each home to have an arc on the roof when one arc would serve for a town and several for a large city. Rather its 

benefit will lie in the utilization of water falls far form civilization, now unused on account of difficulties in transmitting the power 

hundreds or thousands of miles. Aside from the transmission of power other advantages may accrue. Will such a stress between the

earth and upper air strata reduce the presence of dust particles in the atmosphere? Or, again, cause the immediate condensation of

fogs and moisture in the air to give us perfectly cloudless days? Perhaps it will become simply a matter of changing the frequency or

voltage of the current to cause rain or to prevent it. Then the question of effect on radio communication: will it make our present sets

obsolete, a transmitter of the future being connected directly to the power set and acting by superimposing different frequencies on 

the power frequency? Or will radio-telephony work hand in hand with the power system, the voice currents being imprest on the 

power circuit and filtered out at the receiver? There are thousand and one things such an arrangement might effect. Will trees and 

vegetation increase in growth as experiments in electrical culture would indicate? What effect would such stresses have on germs 

and bacilli? Their numbers will be decreased by the destructive effects of the ultra-violet light. Will man grow to an unsuspected 

height and become uniformly healthier due to the electrical treatment he would be constantly undergoing? And so on – conjuncture 

in without bounds, but the scheme is practical to all appearances; it requires but some financial genius to give it a trial. And to think it

all was within reach such a short time ago! Had Tesla but put a gigantic arc on top of the tower of his experimental station in Long 

Island accurate data would be at hand now – were it but even a promise it would mean another step towards the final mastery of all 

matter by man. 

https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/?

type=3&source=48&ref=bookmarks

Updated Dec 23, 2020, 11:20 AM

Dec 23, 2020, 11:20 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/zackfriedman/2020/12/21/congress-extends-employer-student-loan-repayment-until-2025/

Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks made phone calls to University Presidents about Nikola Tesla. None of them knew his name or what 

he did. Cal Poly SLO Physics director said "we teach what we want here"! 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/zackfriedman/2020/12/21/congress-extends-employer-student-loan-repayment-until-2025/ -So, on 

January 21st 2019 he called for a lawsuit for $1.3 Trillion vs Public Schools; soon after; Bernie Sanders agreed. 

https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/posts/10158225226766632

February 21st 2019 Treatise: "The Day the New World Order Died" - Why did Weird Al make this 2:33 min video called "FOIL"? It 

was coincidentally made just 12 days After "Tesla Leaks" launched to Facebook, Blogspot, YouTube & Web on July 4th 2014; also 

day #1 of the Historic Oil Price Collapse to $0 by Feb 9th 2016; this posters birthday. Its also the Anniversary of the destruction of 

the Tesla Tower, Wardenclyffe; demolished on July 4th, 1917. It's a hit-piece against --Nikola Tesla, Tin Foil, Conspiracies W/bonus 

Alien & Nuke Hoax. https://youtube.com/watch?v=urglg3WimHA -- I went to school at Cal Poly SLO from 1991-1996, where he 

attended and ran the KCPR radio station. I ran the computer Systems for the Mustang Daily, KCPR and student labs. I know all 

about Weird All and his Aluminum Foil song. He wants you to use poisonous nano-aluminum. He made that song immediately after I

called Cal Poly (and dozens of other University Presidents) and threatened to sue for the full $1.3 Trillion in Student Loans for telling

lies to kids about --Nikola Tesla; by not mentioning him at all. Tin Foil, plastic wrap and UV on the other hand is anti-bacterial. Tin is 

the best metal to use to collect and discharge Ions from the Ionosphere, wrapped in superconductive Graphene. Tin is used in spark

plug wires, computers, cell phones to condense (block) radio waves. It's the best for heat, Infrared IR, like a (Cat on a hot Tin roof) 

and UV frequency. Tin can receive UV, even at night. It's also not sold anywhere, not Walmart, not Home Depot, nowheres. 

Immediately after that homeland security director, Janet Napolitano became the CA state university President to spy on this 

situation. Immediately after that, she came out and admitted, Chris was right all along about --Nikola Tesla, renewables and about 

1000 other Conspiracies. (It's all in my call logs, emails, recorded on computer and callerID if you want proof with time and date 

stamps). Immediately after that Bernie Sanders offers a concession by offering everyone free College. By the way, Aluminum Foil 

Doesn't Block Radio Waves or Mind Control like Tin does; nor is it particularly anti-bacterial. Tin is anti-bacterial because it also 

emits UV, which kills bacteria and pathogens. Aluminum does-not do that. Nano Aluminum is created in the manufacturing process, 

but IS also used as an "adjuvant" in Vaccines. Therefore, Weird Al is also lying to deceive you; to eventually murder you. Since its 

launch the Tesla Leaks network has reached 3M video views, 50,000 likes, 30,000 friends and group members containing 200 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=urglg3WimHA
https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/posts/10158225226766632
https://www.forbes.com/sites/zackfriedman/2020/12/21/congress-extends-employer-student-loan-repayment-until-2025/
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-D3vHrsxP94oudPG6W-y7pUS4iG1D4tQsLrmyDEhftYPSjyUkGdw6AtVybBGiJKHUAeX9U7ezBaOI7gIU1HuVFQMjh0uFi5oC2Sb4tXCJTf4fMf0yCxZqei-CZGY7pBuCvYyVjyqloAF6xXkqqjVP5djHCvBVXHqfs&s=2
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https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/?type=3&source=48&ref=bookmarks


videos, 1200 pages, 2,000 posts and 10,000 sources http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- There should be multiple lawsuits. Lying about 

historical facts is not in the schools charter. There is a complaint department, but of course the personnel there will think you are 

talking about an Alien if you say the words "Nikola Tesla". Then they will ask you how to spell it. Everyone deserves a refund from 

their school. The Government loans do not appear to have ties to quality, but the grants can have other attachments. Research 

reveals that the editors of school books are usually, unnamed unelected persons in each US state. The writers of your school books 

is Houghton Mifflin, that owns the S&P 500 stock market. the US department of education is invested into by companies like Black 

Rock and even countries in the UAE. Lawsuits will reveal who is responsible for the refunds and who the conspirators in the lies 

actually are. Because, they would have to lie in court about everything they teach and do in order to try to prove their case; and 

would be caught lying. Even the Judge now has a Tesla Model S and knows for sure there is a conspiracy. He/She doesn't even 

need testimony. A real court case would read in the future more like the Nuremberg trials.

Dec 23, 2020, 11:09 AM

https://www.forbes.com/sites/zackfriedman/2020/12/21/congress-extends-employer-student-loan-repayment-until-2025/

Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks made phone calls to University Presidents about Nikola Tesla. None of them knew his name or what 

he did. Cal Poly SLO Physics director said "we teach what we want here"! 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/zackfriedman/2020/12/21/congress-extends-employer-student-loan-repayment-until-2025/ -So, on 

January 21st 2019 he called for a lawsuit for $1.3 Trillion vs Public Schools; soon after; Bernie Sanders agreed. 

https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/posts/10158225226766632

February 21st 2019 Treatise: "The Day the New World Order Died" - Why did Weird Al make this 2:33 min video called "FOIL"? It 

was coincidentally made just 12 days After "Tesla Leaks" launched to Facebook, Blogspot, YouTube & Web on July 4th 2014; also 

day #1 of the Historic Oil Price Collapse to $0 by Feb 9th 2016; this posters birthday. Its also the Anniversary of the destruction of 

the Tesla Tower, Wardenclyffe; demolished on July 4th, 1917. It's a hit-piece against --Nikola Tesla, Tin Foil, Conspiracies W/bonus 

Alien & Nuke Hoax. https://youtube.com/watch?v=urglg3WimHA -- I went to school at Cal Poly SLO from 1991-1996, where he 

attended and ran the KCPR radio station. I ran the computer Systems for the Mustang Daily, KCPR and student labs. I know all 

about Weird All and his Aluminum Foil song. He wants you to use poisonous nano-aluminum. He made that song immediately after I

called Cal Poly (and dozens of other University Presidents) and threatened to sue for the full $1.3 Trillion in Student Loans for telling

lies to kids about --Nikola Tesla; by not mentioning him at all. Tin Foil, plastic wrap and UV on the other hand is anti-bacterial. Tin is 

the best metal to use to collect and discharge Ions from the Ionosphere, wrapped in superconductive Graphene. Tin is used in spark

plug wires, computers, cell phones to condense (block) radio waves. It's the best for heat, Infrared IR, like a (Cat on a hot Tin roof) 

and UV frequency. Tin can receive UV, even at night. It's also not sold anywhere, not Walmart, not Home Depot, nowheres. 

Immediately after that homeland security director, Janet Napolitano became the CA state university President to spy on this 

situation. Immediately after that, she came out and admitted, Chris was right all along about --Nikola Tesla, renewables and about 

1000 other Conspiracies. (It's all in my call logs, emails, recorded on computer and callerID if you want proof with time and date 

stamps). Immediately after that Bernie Sanders offers a concession by offering everyone free College. By the way, Aluminum Foil 

Doesn't Block Radio Waves or Mind Control like Tin does; nor is it particularly anti-bacterial. Tin is anti-bacterial because it also 

emits UV, which kills bacteria and pathogens. Aluminum does-not do that. Nano Aluminum is created in the manufacturing process, 

but IS also used as an "adjuvant" in Vaccines. Therefore, Weird Al is also lying to deceive you; to eventually murder you. Since its 

launch the Tesla Leaks network has reached 3M video views, 50,000 likes, 30,000 friends and group members containing 200 

videos, 1200 pages, 2,000 posts and 10,000 sources http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- There should be multiple lawsuits. Lying about 

historical facts is not in the schools charter. There is a complaint department, but of course the personnel there will think you are 

talking about an Alien if you say the words "Nikola Tesla". Then they will ask you how to spell it. Everyone deserves a refund from 

their school. The Government loans do not appear to have ties to quality, but the grants can have other attachments. Research 

reveals that the editors of school books are usually, unnamed unelected persons in each US state. The writers of your school books 

is Houghton Mifflin, that owns the S&P 500 stock market. the US department of education is invested into by companies like Black 

Rock and even countries in the UAE. Lawsuits will reveal who is responsible for the refunds and who the conspirators in the lies 

actually are. Because, they would have to lie in court about everything they teach and do in order to try to prove their case; and 

would be caught lying. Even the Judge now has a Tesla Model S and knows for sure there is a conspiracy. He/She doesn't even 

need testimony. A real court case would read in the future more like the Nuremberg trials.

Updated Dec 23, 2020, 11:07 AM

Dec 23, 2020, 11:07 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Renewable Energy & Sustainability &Climate change.

December 15th 2020 Predicted by Tesla Leaks in 2015: #Solar #Energy #Prices to be 2 cents Kw/hr by 2020. India breaks record 

2.71c Kw/hr | Portugal’s World Record of 1.3c kw/hr | Dubai 1.35 kw/hr (Equivalent to Electric Gallon of Gas is (Kw/Hr X 1.33) or 25c

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9UIbgUklhRH5J0TPPilYPNrpdsd8FTuKJYiBNpPb6gkLqR5xiak2_R293Gy8IvHyOPp4bm6FY3hcGYxbXL2kAhXDXnRsmUVglkdLtz_vUn7GG1CqOm8NFctPYW7kj783c-8SNUNDb5tdl6sNqqiaOv6yOOppBc65s3&s=2
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to 40c per Gallon | India: https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/solar-tariff-bids-in-india-hit-new-low-of-us¢2-71-per-kilowatt-hour/ 

Portugal: https://pv-tech.org/news/historic-result-as-portugal-claims-record-low-prices-in-700mw-solar-auction -- Dubai: 

https://www.pv-tech.org/news/abu-dhabi-claims-new-record-low-solar-tariff-of-us0.0135-kwh-for-2gw-al-dha -- -- October 15th 2020 

100% of New US Power Capacity Was Wind & Solar Power in October https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/100-of-new-us-power-

capacity-was-wind-solar-power-in-october/ -- Regenerative Braking vs. Coasting: Volkswagen ID.4 Gets It Right 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/regenerative-braking-vs-coasting-volkswagen-id-4-gets-it-right/ -- EV Battery Packs ~50% 

Cheaper Than In 2016; 50% Cheaper in Than Today, in 2024 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-

than-in-2016/ Home Solar Power Blew Up In 2020 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/13/home-solar-power-blew-up-in-2020/ Solid 

State Batteries — They’re Everywhere! They’re Everywhere! https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/11/solid-state-batteries-theyre-

everywhere-theyre-everywhere/ -- Why Solar Power prices dropped 89% in the last Decade 

https://singularityhub.com/2020/12/13/why-the-price-of-new-solar-electricity-fell-an-incredible-89-in-the-last-decade/ -- Could solar 

power save the Lone Star state https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Could-Solar-Power-Save-The-Lone-Star-State.html -- 

Peachtree Corners 'First' US City To Install Solar Panel Roadway System https://whatnowatlanta.com/peachtree-corners-first-u-s-

city-to-install-solar-panel-roadway-system/ -- Solar Power - Now Cheapest Form of Electricity 

https://abccolumbia.com/2020/12/15/solar-power-now-cheapest-form-of-electricity/ -- Predicted by Tesla Leaks July 9th 2015 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard

Dec 23, 2020, 8:37 AM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: Current events discussion.

Fake News vs Fake Newsfacebook.com

Fake news on the Left vs Fake news on the Right, is back in business!! December 23rd 2020 If they can't SEE a Virus without a 

$2M scanning electron microscope, not by PCR recombinant copying cycles, (which isn't "seeing anything"); then how can they see 

a mutant strain?? And it's GMO, mutinogenic by definition; DNA modifying as-it-is; so it's going to mutate by definition of 

"Recombinant DNA". https://www.reuters.com/article/china-yuan-midday/yuan-eases-as-new-covid-strain-underpins-dollar-

idUSL4N2J30ON -- "Recombinant DNA (rDNA) molecules are DNA molecules formed by laboratory methods of genetic 

recombination (such as molecular cloning" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recombinant_DNA

Dec 23, 2020, 7:33 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

December 26th 1AM as George Washington is crossing the Delaware; "Rise of the Jedi Podcast" Episode 1: uploaded to Facebook 

& YouTube. Produced by Chris Edwards of Tesla Leaks. He predicts Covid Hoax AI Scenario as in Star-Wars vs the Jedi that forced

"The Great Reset". 1) The Fear 2) The Chaos 3) Phantom Virus 4) The forced Vaccinations 5) PDD51, HR645, FEMA Camps and 

Lockdowns 6) The Stormtroopers Masks 7) The Governors Regional Control's 8) Presidential Directives 9) Fiat Currency 10) 

Unlimited resources that lead to Negative Prices 11) Government Contracts for Vaccine's & Contact Tracing 12) The Military's 

role.13) The Scientific Technocratic Elite and more. Chris Edwards has published on Nikola Tesla for over 10 years, unobstructed. --

https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831 -- Coincidentally, later in the same day 26th-and 27th Corona 

"Virus" news first hit the press. Coronavirus Timeline for December 26th 2019 https://en.wikipedia.org/.../Timeline_of_the_COVID-

19...

-- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe & The Power of the Force with #Instinct, 

#Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of 

this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tEDecember 26th 2019 at 1AM; Predicting the Entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi

Podcast Episode 1: The Empire has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive 

spelling Yoda, have successfully saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the 

anniversary of George Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. https://youtube.com/watch?v=-

nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the plans to the Death Star. Then 

become a member of the Jedi Order.https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript

Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.
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The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star. But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using 

CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy 

to determine what technology the Jedi's have created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi 

energy ministers around Alderan, have declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense.

The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 



experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.

In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 23, 2020, 5:22 AM

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: http://teslaleaks.com/ 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 

2014 Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & 

Recycling 4) September 28th 2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 

22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light

October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical Technology

June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016

August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump

October 7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016

October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History

November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks

January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla

February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises

March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake News

May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation

June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic

September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare

February 25th 2018 Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force

March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration

March 18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files

December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI Scenario

January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein

January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions

February 25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax

March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow Government Secret Weapons

June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day

Updated Dec 23, 2020, 2:52 AM

Dec 23, 2020, 2:52 AM

Update: December 22nd 2020 Tesla to $2+ Trillion? Ark Invest: In 2023, Tesla Takes Over The World (Ark Invest follows the Tesla 

Leaks Group) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZAqSSlGg1pU

Updated Dec 22, 2020, 11:16 PM

Dec 22, 2020, 11:16 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

December 26th 1AM as George Washington is crossing the Delaware; "Rise of the Jedi Podcast" Episode 1: uploaded to Facebook 

& YouTube. Produced by Chris Edwards of Tesla Leaks. He predicts Covid Hoax AI Scenario as in Star-Wars vs the Jedi that forced

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_o8KuGKMVVhdUOhpH6d-RDwdNtLEDBrkZsaKd7BqutBE9-kDKEieZxi_1tdNljXsmFiObjJW1UoDlh7MrrD-46rMFgbHlTx-XA_fTCLv9rUc61L0AkrOuIMSv15mMT_fgu8lmEKmgXu67Cn3CT80WD67EdDjYioQZ2&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZAqSSlGg1pU
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-SydnXH3NWBFvhDHujexrl-vfnFe_Hq73i0S7zKym-Qnj3GnOqeoyDH6XCS77eoQ1ZFDDQX_bTUZN5aBWXKGZZEU1Tg5tnVQPVPvsQwjHipwusfg9vFX8sP-ZCiJlr35SudaE-Bp0QO_V1msc1bBCSaKb7XzFsN-9R&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX94bNeoLcOvPcsdhuNluk2LLGvGjkL0-_wo6J0SOmL01nKb2wxW4JfLGqVxtdpA8YysMIFgcrX3qN76YrIoXYeRZXrZCkSFUk9PsXDhdK41yntTEX5I6sOzx2t0x6DCNwLQ6AOglrJ8ag&s=2
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi


"The Great Reset". 1) The Fear 2) The Chaos 3) Phantom Virus 4) The forced Vaccinations 5) PDD51, HR645, FEMA Camps and 

Lockdowns 6) The Stormtroopers Masks 7) The Governors Regional Control's 8) Presidential Directives 9) Fiat Currency 10) 

Unlimited resources that lead to Negative Prices 11) Government Contracts for Vaccine's & Contact Tracing 12) The Military's 

role.13) The Scientific Technocratic Elite and more. Chris Edwards has published on Nikola Tesla for over 10 years, unobstructed. --

https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831 -- Coincidentally, later in the same day 26th-and 27th Corona 

"Virus" news first hit the press. Coronavirus Timeline for December 26th 2019 https://en.wikipedia.org/.../Timeline_of_the_COVID-

19...

-- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe & The Power of the Force with #Instinct, 

#Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of 

this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tEDecember 26th 2019 at 1AM; Predicting the Entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi

Podcast Episode 1: The Empire has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive 

spelling Yoda, have successfully saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the 

anniversary of George Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. https://youtube.com/watch?v=-

nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the plans to the Death Star. Then 

become a member of the Jedi Order.https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript

Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star. But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using 

CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy 

to determine what technology the Jedi's have created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi 

energy ministers around Alderan, have declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tEDecember
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://en.wikipedia.org/.../Timeline_of_the_COVID-19
https://en.wikipedia.org/.../Timeline_of_the_COVID-19
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831


Empire's defense.

The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 

experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.

In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 22, 2020, 10:16 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

December 26th 1AM as George Washington is crossing the Delaware; "Rise of the Jedi Podcast" Episode 1: uploaded to Facebook 

& YouTube. Produced by Chris Edwards of Tesla Leaks. He predicts Covid Hoax AI Scenario as in Star-Wars vs the Jedi that forced

"The Great Reset". 1) The Fear 2) The Chaos 3) Phantom Virus 4) The forced Vaccinations 5) PDD51, HR645, FEMA Camps and 

Lockdowns 6) The Stormtroopers Masks 7) The Governors Regional Control's 8) Presidential Directives 9) Fiat Currency 10) 

Unlimited resources that lead to Negative Prices 11) Government Contracts for Vaccine's & Contact Tracing 12) The Military's 

role.13) The Scientific Technocratic Elite and more. Chris Edwards has published on Nikola Tesla for over 10 years, unobstructed. --

https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831 -- Coincidentally, later in the same day 26th-and 27th 

Corona "Virus" news first hit the press. Coronavirus Timeline for December 26th 2019 

https://en.wikipedia.org/.../Timeline_of_the_COVID-19...

-- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe & The Power of the Force with #Instinct, 

#Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of 

this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tEDecember 26th 2019 at 1AM; Predicting the Entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi

Podcast Episode 1: The Empire has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive 

spelling Yoda, have successfully saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tEDecember
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
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anniversary of George Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. https://youtube.com/watch?v=-

nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the plans to the Death Star. Then 

become a member of the Jedi Order. https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript

Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star. But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using 

CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy 

to determine what technology the Jedi's have created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi 

energy ministers around Alderan, have declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense.

The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA


endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 

experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.

In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 22, 2020, 10:14 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.

December 26th 1AM as George Washington is crossing the Delaware; "Rise of the Jedi Podcast" Episode 1: uploaded to Facebook 

& YouTube. Produced by Chris Edwards of Tesla Leaks. He predicts Covid Hoax AI Scenario as in Star-Wars vs the Jedi that forced

"The Great Reset". 1) The Fear 2) The Chaos 3) Phantom Virus 4) The forced Vaccinations 5) PDD51, HR645, FEMA Camps and 

Lockdowns 6) The Stormtroopers Masks 7) The Governors Regional Control's 8) Presidential Directives 9) Fiat Currency 10) 

Unlimited resources that lead to Negative Prices 11) Government Contracts for Vaccine's & Contact Tracing 12) The Military's 

role.13) The Scientific Technocratic Elite and more. Chris Edwards has published on Nikola Tesla for over 10 years, unobstructed. --

https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831 -- Coincidentally, later in the same day 26th-and 27th Corona 

"Virus" news first hit the press. Coronavirus Timeline for December 26th 2019 https://en.wikipedia.org/.../Timeline_of_the_COVID-

19...

-- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe & The Power of the Force with #Instinct, 

#Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of 

this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tEDecember 26th 2019 at 1AM; Predicting the Entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi

Podcast Episode 1: The Empire has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive 

spelling Yoda, have successfully saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the 

anniversary of George Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. https://youtube.com/watch?v=-

nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the plans to the Death Star. Then 

become a member of the Jedi Order. https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript

Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tEDecember
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://en.wikipedia.org/.../Timeline_of_the_COVID-19
https://en.wikipedia.org/.../Timeline_of_the_COVID-19
https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_E7MdooLF-T6G_vem1So92gMrZr2xPAyxqE8fHXN7B6HONct3Lb_sgNxJEhRHW0PfE_XRd86mn_qXYWM2ydD7GWq4-sYuCt4ty9v4IKWib09vSe1ATG8BAfE4RVNhXA7kMxPceaMUldEUzZtC1JWtN&s=2
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi


"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star. But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using 

CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy 

to determine what technology the Jedi's have created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi 

energy ministers around Alderan, have declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense.

The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 

experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 



Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.

In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 22, 2020, 10:14 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Istraživa ki centar Nikola Tesla.č
-- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe & The Power of the Force with #Instinct, 

#Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of 

this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE

December 26th 2019 at 1AM; Predicting the Entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1:

The Empire has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive spelling Yoda, have 

successfully saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the anniversary of 

George Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the 

plans to the Death Star. Then become a member of the Jedi Order.https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript

Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star. But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using 

CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy 

to determine what technology the Jedi's have created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi 

energy ministers around Alderan, have declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8RDQrGjKuskPKp1htKNTQtaNdLkc3zQ84UBT95OCACgDoL7r-0cl3Pa_8od3htkpDiXZX-isZfxAWGaP8tIjadIxopvkrWVBSywutsbZqTifm8Vh6PvatIeaUcQ921TgzeR2KP5zz4V_O7jNcJu2Bs&s=2
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi


Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense.

The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 

experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.

In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 22, 2020, 10:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.

-- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe & The Power of the Force with #Instinct, 

#Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of 

this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE

December 26th 2019 at 1AM; Predicting the Entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1:

The Empire has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive spelling Yoda, have 

successfully saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the anniversary of 

George Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9hxjSOHrlYz7uYUzK_GlsYO-EySwhVxjnmwW3QvPtajy6BECEIndkKuiizw5Yi0AUF4KsjEXIn8acFOUyzj1RClx2ypEuHxZFzlE_1d6vLjDsVZTBLDNIoOQNx5MzssvvArEos9QpYd0YNgmAlogju&s=2
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi


https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the 

plans to the Death Star. Then become a member of the Jedi Order.https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript

Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star. But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using 

CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy 

to determine what technology the Jedi's have created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi 

energy ministers around Alderan, have declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense.

The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA


AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 

experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.

In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 22, 2020, 10:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group:      Nikola Tesla Klub FaceBook Beograd.Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоок Београд
December 26th 1AM as George Washington is crossing the Delaware; "Rise of the Jedi Podcast" Episode 1: uploaded to Facebook 

& YouTube. Produced by Chris Edwards of Tesla Leaks. He predicts Covid Hoax AI Scenario as in Star-Wars vs the Jedi that forced

"The Great Reset". 1) The Fear 2) The Chaos 3) Phantom Virus 4) The forced Vaccinations 5) PDD51, HR645, FEMA Camps and 

Lockdowns 6) The Stormtroopers Masks 7) The Governors Regional Control's 8) Presidential Directives 9) Fiat Currency 10) 

Unlimited resources that lead to Negative Prices 11) Government Contracts for Vaccine's & Contact Tracing 12) The Military's 

role.13) The Scientific Technocratic Elite and more. Chris Edwards has published on Nikola Tesla for over 10 years, unobstructed. --

https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831 -- Coincidentally, later in the same day 26th-and 27th 

Corona "Virus" news first hit the press. Coronavirus Timeline for December 26th 2019 

https://en.wikipedia.org/.../Timeline_of_the_COVID-19...

-- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe & The Power of the Force with #Instinct, 

#Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of 

this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tEDecember 26th 2019 at 1AM; Predicting the Entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi

Podcast Episode 1: The Empire has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive 

spelling Yoda, have successfully saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the 

anniversary of George Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. https://youtube.com/watch?v=-

nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the plans to the Death Star. Then 

become a member of the Jedi Order. https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript

Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA
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In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star. But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using 

CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy 

to determine what technology the Jedi's have created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi 

energy ministers around Alderan, have declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense.

The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 

experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 



we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.

In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 22, 2020, 10:03 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Free Energy For The World.

-- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe & The Power of the Force with #Instinct, 

#Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of 

this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE

December 26th 2019 at 1AM; Predicting the Entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1:

The Empire has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive spelling Yoda, have 

successfully saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the anniversary of 

George Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the 

plans to the Death Star. Then become a member of the Jedi Order.https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript

Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star. But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using 

CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy 

to determine what technology the Jedi's have created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi 

energy ministers around Alderan, have declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 
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light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense.

The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 

experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.

In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 22, 2020, 10:03 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

-- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe & The Power of the Force with #Instinct, 

#Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of 

this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE

December 26th 2019 at 1AM; Predicting the Entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1:

The Empire has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive spelling Yoda, have 

successfully saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the anniversary of 

George Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the 

plans to the Death Star. Then become a member of the Jedi Order.https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript
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Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star. But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using 

CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy 

to determine what technology the Jedi's have created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi 

energy ministers around Alderan, have declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense.

The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.



TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 

experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.

In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 22, 2020, 10:02 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

-- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe & The Power of the Force with #Instinct, 

#Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of 

this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE

December 26th 2019 at 1AM; Predicting the Entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1:

The Empire has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive spelling Yoda, have 

successfully saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the anniversary of 

George Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the 

plans to the Death Star. Then become a member of the Jedi Order.https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript

Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star. But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using 

CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy 

to determine what technology the Jedi's have created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi 
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energy ministers around Alderan, have declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense.

The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 

experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.

In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 22, 2020, 10:02 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: Exposing the Truth AKA Conspiracy Theory Investigators.

Fake News vs Fake Newsfacebook.com

Fake news on the Left vs Fake news on the Right, is back in business!! December 23rd 2020 If they can't SEE a Virus without a 

$2M scanning electron microscope, not by PCR recombinant copying cycles, (which isn't "seeing anything"); then how can they see 

a mutant strain?? And it's GMO, mutinogenic by definition; DNA modifying as-it-is; so it's going to mutate by definition of 

"Recombinant DNA". https://www.reuters.com/article/china-yuan-midday/yuan-eases-as-new-covid-strain-underpins-dollar-

https://www.reuters.com/article/china-yuan-midday/yuan-eases-as-new-covid-strain-underpins-dollar-idUSL4N2J30ON
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8MgBE4-V7j8rOs03-N-A39Zdn6vo6GFRvmd5hBSMAICmFuxuKl9_tTI8BKqTgU2FWiHH5r2eXtpDUXGCFCdDX-81yMNZaMtIn5tO8yTgGWCWLXUez7NgxBExkot5WIu9glcfp0a-wDh_SMNkxLwRTW&s=2
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi


idUSL4N2J30ON -- "Recombinant DNA (rDNA) molecules are DNA molecules formed by laboratory methods of genetic 

recombination (such as molecular cloning" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recombinant_DNA

Dec 22, 2020, 9:48 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: SPIRITUAL WARRIORS.

Fake News vs Fake Newsfacebook.com

Fake news on the Left vs Fake news on the Right, is back in business!! December 23rd 2020 If they can't SEE a Virus without a 

$2M scanning electron microscope, not by PCR recombinant copying cycles, (which isn't "seeing anything"); then how can they see 

a mutant strain?? And it's GMO, mutinogenic by definition; DNA modifying as-it-is; so it's going to mutate by definition of 

"Recombinant DNA". https://www.reuters.com/article/china-yuan-midday/yuan-eases-as-new-covid-strain-underpins-dollar-

idUSL4N2J30ON -- "Recombinant DNA (rDNA) molecules are DNA molecules formed by laboratory methods of genetic 

recombination (such as molecular cloning" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recombinant_DNA

Dec 22, 2020, 9:48 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: Conspiracy Theory.

Fake News vs Fake Newsfacebook.com

Fake news on the Left vs Fake news on the Right, is back in business!! December 23rd 2020 If they can't SEE a Virus without a 

$2M scanning electron microscope, not by PCR recombinant copying cycles, (which isn't "seeing anything"); then how can they see 

a mutant strain?? And it's GMO, mutinogenic by definition; DNA modifying as-it-is; so it's going to mutate by definition of 

"Recombinant DNA". https://www.reuters.com/article/china-yuan-midday/yuan-eases-as-new-covid-strain-underpins-dollar-

idUSL4N2J30ON -- "Recombinant DNA (rDNA) molecules are DNA molecules formed by laboratory methods of genetic 

recombination (such as molecular cloning" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recombinant_DNA

Dec 22, 2020, 9:47 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: Conspiracy Hackers.

Fake News vs Fake Newsfacebook.com

Fake news on the Left vs Fake news on the Right, is back in business!! December 23rd 2020 If they can't SEE a Virus without a 

$2M scanning electron microscope, not by PCR recombinant copying cycles, (which isn't "seeing anything"); then how can they see 

a mutant strain?? And it's GMO, mutinogenic by definition; DNA modifying as-it-is; so it's going to mutate by definition of 

"Recombinant DNA". https://www.reuters.com/article/china-yuan-midday/yuan-eases-as-new-covid-strain-underpins-dollar-

idUSL4N2J30ON -- "Recombinant DNA (rDNA) molecules are DNA molecules formed by laboratory methods of genetic 

recombination (such as molecular cloning" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recombinant_DNA

Dec 22, 2020, 9:47 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: Conspiracy Puzzle Pieces.

Fake News vs Fake Newsfacebook.com

Fake news on the Left vs Fake news on the Right, is back in business!! December 23rd 2020 If they can't SEE a Virus without a 

$2M scanning electron microscope, not by PCR recombinant copying cycles, (which isn't "seeing anything"; then how can they see 

a mutant strain?? And it's GMO, mutinogenic by definition; DNA modifying as-it-is; so it's going to mutate by definition of 

"Recombinant DNA". https://www.reuters.com/article/china-yuan-midday/yuan-eases-as-new-covid-strain-underpins-dollar-

idUSL4N2J30ON -- "Recombinant DNA (rDNA) molecules are DNA molecules formed by laboratory methods of genetic 

recombination (such as molecular cloning" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recombinant_DNA

Dec 22, 2020, 9:47 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: HOAX HUNTERS.

Fake News vs Fake Newsfacebook.com

Fake news on the Left vs Fake news on the Right, is back in business!! December 23rd 2020 If they can't SEE a Virus without a 

$2M scanning electron microscope, not by PCR recombinant copying cycles, (which isn't "seeing anything"; then how can they see 

a mutant strain?? And it's GMO, mutinogenic by definition; DNA modifying as-it-is; so it's going to mutate by definition of 

"Recombinant DNA". https://www.reuters.com/article/china-yuan-midday/yuan-eases-as-new-covid-strain-underpins-dollar-

idUSL4N2J30ON -- "Recombinant DNA (rDNA) molecules are DNA molecules formed by laboratory methods of genetic 

recombination (such as molecular cloning" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recombinant_DNA

Dec 22, 2020, 9:46 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Fake News vs Fake Newsfacebook.com

Fake news on the Left vs Fake news on the Right, is back in business!! December 23rd 2020 If they can't SEE a Virus without a 

$2M scanning electron microscope, not by PCR recombinant copying cycles, (which isn't "seeing anything"; then how can they see 

a mutant strain?? And it's GMO, mutinogenic by definition; DNA modifying as-it-is; so it's going to mutate by definition of 
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"Recombinant DNA". https://www.reuters.com/article/china-yuan-midday/yuan-eases-as-new-covid-strain-underpins-dollar-

idUSL4N2J30ON -- "Recombinant DNA (rDNA) molecules are DNA molecules formed by laboratory methods of genetic 

recombination (such as molecular cloning" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recombinant_DNA

Dec 22, 2020, 9:46 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Freethinkers United.

REPOST: December 26th 2019 at 1AM predicting the entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: The Empire 

has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive spelling Yoda, have successfully 

saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the anniversary of George 

Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola 

Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the plans to the Death Star. Then become a member of the Jedi 

Order. https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/ -- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe

& The Power of the Force with #Instinct, #Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is 

insignificant next to the power of the Force. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript

Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star.

But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to 

be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy to determine what technology the Jedi's have 

created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi energy ministers around Alderan, have 

declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8irUrGBkKL-fcom2P_J1OI22xBraCQS3PQeROQseIvM2oM1_Nviyq3wrDUuuIWp0j6lS5WcSNOcxHFLyBhDHmtEi3znuHD3-XbE7mKVGPN_JJP42scnk__RokjwUbG_z2ZoOp5hPdfo6l7&s=2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recombinant_DNA
https://www.reuters.com/article/china-yuan-midday/yuan-eases-as-new-covid-strain-underpins-dollar-idUSL4N2J30ON
https://www.reuters.com/article/china-yuan-midday/yuan-eases-as-new-covid-strain-underpins-dollar-idUSL4N2J30ON


The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 

experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.

In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 22, 2020, 9:02 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: AI Artificial Intelligence: Deconstructing AI/Matrix and Healing Ourselves.

REPOST: December 26th 2019 at 1AM predicting the entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: The Empire 

has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive spelling Yoda, have successfully 

saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the anniversary of George 

Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola 

Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the plans to the Death Star. Then become a member of the Jedi 

Order. https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/ -- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe

& The Power of the Force with #Instinct, #Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is 

insignificant next to the power of the Force. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript

Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9zbf703xi4K-3aN0wWnDKFhfLlLNQO8ER7V3Pbfn1ZVsymSaRvGq4DsABsZ3DHuN_upKW_9-JdzBuiNAqYVgiLsbyADKnWvk28AL7X9r6CKg09kW4p67HyMYblRg2cEFGhjsObY9HVFNeMuiZjvqo&s=2
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi


The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star.

But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to 

be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy to determine what technology the Jedi's have 

created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi energy ministers around Alderan, have 

declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense.

The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 



and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 

experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.

In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 22, 2020, 9:01 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Pure Native.

REPOST: December 26th 2019 at 1AM predicting the entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: The Empire 

has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive spelling Yoda, have successfully 

saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the anniversary of George 

Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola 

Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the plans to the Death Star. Then become a member of the Jedi 

Order. https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/ -- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe

& The Power of the Force with #Instinct, #Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is 

insignificant next to the power of the Force. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript

Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star.

But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to 

be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy to determine what technology the Jedi's have 

created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi energy ministers around Alderan, have 

declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_qfspmvonhd_OwI-ockd3RRsriprAWF8jH6F5bveKXG2wVO16OZzUkeZxGDZ9cQK9P9YST_uY0gXXTuxuRxJs3co8mSS0oG__3wTKKmctqPYiR7H9J2o6q_e6jK32Y4UGdtUHx8ggRetkz9VCbBpGoZDaIf8Mwzkg&s=2
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi


The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense.

The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 

experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.

In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 22, 2020, 9:01 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Truth is out there.

REPOST: December 26th 2019 at 1AM predicting the entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: The Empire 

has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive spelling Yoda, have successfully 

saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the anniversary of George 

Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola 

Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the plans to the Death Star. Then become a member of the Jedi 

Order. https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/ -- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe

& The Power of the Force with #Instinct, #Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8gsMWPJhOhi68nZUpqS7ylWL8SloJb7m0lu8ODkKVaw09UfH0JjMO2uQ0OTU25_sfWNzdsPjrTxX22FBL_eoliJ4qR6d8cpWyVHHp3ksSNsnln6Te9KKb-iIShV_hDmWszG0DxGqzAQWGo68sM8-jR&s=2
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi


insignificant next to the power of the Force. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript

Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star.

But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to 

be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy to determine what technology the Jedi's have 

created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi energy ministers around Alderan, have 

declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense.

The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE


compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 

experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.

In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 22, 2020, 9:01 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Eyebrary.

REPOST: December 26th 2019 at 1AM predicting the entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: The Empire 

has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive spelling Yoda, have successfully 

saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the anniversary of George 

Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola 

Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the plans to the Death Star. Then become a member of the Jedi 

Order. https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/ -- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe

& The Power of the Force with #Instinct, #Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is 

insignificant next to the power of the Force. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript

Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8ek7N79bVR0uh6uavblF-rtiQoN6QeWdTyGiT1nMUx6y-zSk_OSOUYkWY5EFY_3xKGM2FzuKebNxXcHA8fjYZy4wBObvbzqFe5JL2N0r2qA1gPJZJDcvjfABV2uOmrFQrootKB72X319aPcXAGrHzW&s=2
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Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star.

But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to 

be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy to determine what technology the Jedi's have 

created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi energy ministers around Alderan, have 

declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense.

The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 

experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.

In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 22, 2020, 9:00 PM

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-mAOBxlCmKExwjeCDc5ZbpOFEjQe1N49LZoN2ya4xllQxEN1OBVbEmADPvUZDzfMKMNFKmxHNIMx6DhkxeVbYi6rFw2eA3UevgZySSSwd9wtiYjkFe35oiz-u5TonJg2b9fagSnCjEx6nyQ-D6NqDJ&s=2
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi


December 26th 1AM as George Washington is crossing the Delaware; "Rise of the Jedi Podcast" Episode 1: uploaded to Facebook 

& YouTube. Produced by Chris Edwards of Tesla Leaks. He predicts Covid Hoax AI Scenario as in Star-Wars vs the Jedi that forced

"The Great Reset". 1) The Fear 2) The Chaos 3) Phantom Virus 4) The forced Vaccinations 5) PDD51, HR645, FEMA Camps and 

Lockdowns 6) The Stormtroopers Masks 7) The Governors Regional Control's 8) Presidential Directives 9) Fiat Currency 10) 

Unlimited resources that lead to Negative Prices 11) Government Contracts for Vaccine's & Contact Tracing 12) The Military's 

role.13) The Scientific Technocratic Elite and more. Chris Edwards has published on Nikola Tesla for over 10 years, unobstructed. --

https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831 -- Coincidentally, later in the same day 26th-and 27th 

Corona "Virus" news first hit the press. Coronavirus Timeline for December 26th 2019 

https://en.wikipedia.org/.../Timeline_of_the_COVID-19...

-- Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Video Introduction: Nikola Tesla's Death Star @ Wardenclyffe & The Power of the Force with #Instinct, 

#Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of 

this technological terror you've constructed. The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tEDecember 26th 2019 at 1AM; Predicting the Entire Covid-19 AI Scenario Rise of the Jedi

Podcast Episode 1: The Empire has been dissolved into a smoking amalgam (Like Tesla's Lab in 1895). Jedi, Tesla in cursive 

spelling Yoda, have successfully saved the data (tapes?) containing plans to the Death Star in R2D2 units around the world. On the 

anniversary of George Washington & (Or what would be his brother) plan to cross the Delaware. https://youtube.com/watch?v=-

nk5ig_1BIA -- Learn Nikola Tesla's ways of The Force, the Jedi Mind Tricks, the Dark Side and the plans to the Death Star. Then 

become a member of the Jedi Order. https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Episode 1: Transcript

Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola 

Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control 

of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy.

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star. But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using 

CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy 

to determine what technology the Jedi's have created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi 

energy ministers around Alderan, have declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-nk5ig_1BIA
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tEDecember
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://en.wikipedia.org/.../Timeline_of_the_COVID-19
https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/2393816517597831


light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense.

The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire.

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together.

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire.

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 

experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite.

In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination of the

Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Updated Dec 22, 2020, 10:35 PM

Dec 22, 2020, 8:58 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: Electric Truck Owners Tesla CyberTruck Rivian EV SUV Pickup Trucks SEMI 4X4.

Tesla Death Watch - Revisitedfacebook.com

December 22nd 2020 German "environmental groups" working for coal plants and diesel cars ... #lizards Tesla's German 

gigafactory held up by sand lizards https://ft.com/content/d6d51776-76af-45cf-9cfa-d557412f037b -- #snakes Tesla progress on 

German factory slowed by sleeping snakes https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-electric-berlin/ssslow-down-sleeping-snakes-stall-

teslas-german-gigafactory-idUSKBN28I0T2 -- #bats Tesla ordered by German court to stop cutting down trees 

https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-gigafactory-germany/tesla-ordered-by-german-court-to-stop-cutting-down-trees-for-gigafactory-

idUSKBN20A0KK -- October 7 2019 Hitler's "Coal Curtain": 1) Hitler attacked the Reichstag because West Germany wanted 

renewables 2) Hitler attacked Poland to steal their Coal 3) Hitler banned Nuclear and Hydropower; are a big part of West Germany 

energy system, but aren’t included in the EU mandate for renewables. https://renewableenergyworld.com/2019/09/27/the-coal-

curtain-why-eastern-europe-will-be-slower-to-adopt-renewable-energy/

Dec 22, 2020, 7:05 PM

"It's time to do as your told" by "Officials"- Fauci -- by Truthstream Media. Officials who think Thomas Edison invented the light bulb 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-tGYBTcbzVEIzoYwaoYuDNRAgxARj3ZmB0kUGTaMvTgp_TDp9Pjqy4VetLEqbjkUPE0Ar74pF1DdFNXllOMTADWbxkzxPVBVP7-gkhxvqzO6JtmsyeABIXAx70iulnHVE-7vnECbiLcxxFmY6A25E&s=2
https://renewableenergyworld.com/2019/09/27/the-coal-curtain-why-eastern-europe-will-be-slower-to-adopt-renewable-energy/
https://renewableenergyworld.com/2019/09/27/the-coal-curtain-why-eastern-europe-will-be-slower-to-adopt-renewable-energy/
https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-gigafactory-germany/tesla-ordered-by-german-court-to-stop-cutting-down-trees-for-gigafactory-idUSKBN20A0KK
https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-gigafactory-germany/tesla-ordered-by-german-court-to-stop-cutting-down-trees-for-gigafactory-idUSKBN20A0KK
https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-electric-berlin/ssslow-down-sleeping-snakes-stall-teslas-german-gigafactory-idUSKBN28I0T2
https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-electric-berlin/ssslow-down-sleeping-snakes-stall-teslas-german-gigafactory-idUSKBN28I0T2
https://ft.com/content/d6d51776-76af-45cf-9cfa-d557412f037b
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_iRBKebW9TMwhR-FqW1sOfbKsHSaghnNf2079fkfQbpDEl0di6NfTTZ3NPUYM0uih3WC1pwG1nFx7b9VoFa4VguIICBDDTVjHtsz3F-Sj_2ugecCIkvFvK3ko_d4eeFOnNbH1KU6hQbi50jJFuS3W6ma3vpV055a3V&s=2
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi


or that Einstein invented something or Vaccine's are "Cures"!. Covering the Scientific Technocratic Elite, Biometrics, Contact 

Tracing; and the fact "you have no brain "; so Fauci has to tell you all what to do. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=peVq-KGIXZY

Updated Dec 22, 2020, 7:00 PM

Dec 22, 2020, 7:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=peVq-KGIXZY

"It's time to do as your told" by "Officials"- Fauci -- by Truthstream Media. Officials who think Thomas Edison invented the light bulb 

or that Einstein invented something or Vaccine's are "Cures"!. Covering the Scientific Technocratic Elite, Biometrics, Contact 

Tracing; and the fact "you have no brain "; so Fauci has to tell you all what to do. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=peVq-KGIXZY

Dec 22, 2020, 6:57 PM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ziRh3ghjfZ0

December 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla's "Revelation" and Rand Paul on the -Death of the Dollar- and -Death of Current Monetary Policy-

-Negative Prices in 2020 of Gasoline, Natural Gas, Oil Sands, Frackers, Ethanol, Tree Burner People, Coal Bankruptcy's & Federal 

Reserve Interest Rates - (even after massive bailouts) as money as you know it is both worthless, compared to the power of the 

Earth, and a debt + Interest. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ziRh3ghjfZ0 -- Why? Because of these words by Nikola Tesla "You can 

burn all the coal, gas and trees in the world, but Niagara Falls will last Forever"! - Nikola Tesla, April 1896 -- Days after Tesla dies, in

a highly redacted letter to the FBI director, ... in the last months, Tesla told Fitzgerald that his experiments in conjunction to the 

wireless transmission of electrical power had been "completed and perfected". "Blank" stated that according to Fitzgerald, Tesla's 

greatest idea was " all electrical energy to operate the world's machinery might be gotten absolutely free ". Army Intelligence was to 

ascertain the complete story in this regard. https://youtu.be/vryqT3WPYkE -- https://facebook.com/photo/?

fbid=1905495806429907&set=gm.1075602732577484

Updated Dec 22, 2020, 3:39 PM

Dec 22, 2020, 3:39 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ziRh3ghjfZ0

December 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla's "Revelation" and Rand Paul on the -Death of the Dollar- and -Death of Current Monetary Policy-

-Negative Prices in 2020 of Gasoline, Natural Gas, Oil Sands, Frackers, Ethanol, Tree Burner People, Coal Bankruptcy's & Federal 

Reserve Interest Rates - (even after massive bailouts) as money as you know it is both worthless, compared to the power of the 

Earth, and a debt + Interest. [https://youtube.com/watch?v=ziRh3ghjfZ0](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F

%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DziRh3ghjfZ0%26fbclid

%3DIwAR2l9jgbW_PMMjQPNi7Pjr8ZdXLThnToJ6fWaV8A1YUf0d0EaRa2k9LDsrg&h=AT0eQ-

wczL1gACUAIMkpaOoeLoLR8dH5KbS-

HK1i4fH_B2SfCE_n2ALaaDCawYvNsn1dkNeq9AA2TquTeKcKS5IfPvHW5IffdysZKiYMerRymBqJXAnPKMNi9cff2Y0-

gCU&__tn__=-UK-R&c

%5B0%5D=AT1b73KRZ1QI4JCW2BNGinkCgTsERJHZAkb0i65vYB5aMHLyNmma_Ck4pS2kiZUImNb3PeuimB14l9dJCJfmP-

fFQTvPyDuMIgAMHtL4IKcHjUSdac9KQSTIRM703vuZYD5vw4WHMUcRVuh3cPrmIw95UewI7N9KyyNal4bASN_o5tdwHbjsAP3Iao

6Bq8oP49re395MyTgDJwoDmQ) -- Why? Because of these words by Nikola Tesla "You can burn all the coal, gas and trees in the 

world, but Niagara Falls will last Forever"! - Nikola Tesla, April 1896 -- Days after Tesla dies, in a highly redacted letter to the FBI 

director, ... in the last months, Tesla told Fitzgerald that his experiments in conjunction to the wireless transmission of electrical 

power had been "completed and perfected". "Blank" stated that according to Fitzgerald, Tesla's greatest idea was " all electrical 

energy to operate the world's machinery might be gotten absolutely free ". Army Intelligence was to ascertain the complete story in 

this regard. [https://youtu.be/vryqT3WPYkE](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FvryqT3WPYkE

%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3Debw9-c2WAx7lemuX0suKPwQmueWaCcjwIkxukvaPp0Mwf7KSpC9AW4Y&h=AT37YzFKHDfYuBSN-

2CN4CPw136f5Gn64vBsp6QzO150LnxsO6EgXRMmfs7OozXVJGdqAN4ckbYfVJtTCQ6lOoFZvsNNMUNGhKx_WUBPNMJznbiBEr

bBP2xr-oQHv-fwY6U&__tn__=-UK-R&c

%5B0%5D=AT1b73KRZ1QI4JCW2BNGinkCgTsERJHZAkb0i65vYB5aMHLyNmma_Ck4pS2kiZUImNb3PeuimB14l9dJCJfmP-

fFQTvPyDuMIgAMHtL4IKcHjUSdac9KQSTIRM703vuZYD5vw4WHMUcRVuh3cPrmIw95UewI7N9KyyNal4bASN_o5tdwHbjsAP3Iao

6Bq8oP49re395MyTgDJwoDmQ) -- [https://facebook.com/photo/?fbid=1905495806429907&set=gm.1075602732577484]

(https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=1905495806429907&set=gm.1075602732577484&__cft__%5B0%5D=AZUQCe4-

8zz5jk1yzlX1FzCg2SThAKfs55_baw7s3rMkvtrHx0lxLxtBsCAkT8MJvfcN1-

b8xo1ezzXQsDaWUAX0ePfNTFik1Wqj2HFvExfZtBC7HVGudNak63UgH6Tgk-

3CpzLMXCT9zmu2wsAAQ5D3KWmLKPVToekLQ63_BjPdpdHyEhylD2_FOdEYPfTNO3k&__tn__=-UK-R)

Dec 22, 2020, 3:38 PM

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX96_2R9zR5yYBjY5Dt5wDQ0-gXS81PtP302qTWrLRIlyvXU_1wpW4glSOQloEg3Fbf0Z-CL8gpRukFK6Kd20iPT12PK155hxiTcZH0S6gxqlRRuena0EpBvXQvxl1hi2uZpBi5oE9Lw1YV4&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=1905495806429907&set=gm.1075602732577484&__cft__%5B0%5D=AZUQCe4-8zz5jk1yzlX1FzCg2SThAKfs55_baw7s3rMkvtrHx0lxLxtBsCAkT8MJvfcN1-b8xo1ezzXQsDaWUAX0ePfNTFik1Wqj2HFvExfZtBC7HVGudNak63UgH6Tgk-3CpzLMXCT9zmu2wsAAQ5D3KWmLKPVToekLQ63_BjPdpdHyEhylD2_FOdEYPfTNO3k&__tn__=-UK-R
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=1905495806429907&set=gm.1075602732577484&__cft__%5B0%5D=AZUQCe4-8zz5jk1yzlX1FzCg2SThAKfs55_baw7s3rMkvtrHx0lxLxtBsCAkT8MJvfcN1-b8xo1ezzXQsDaWUAX0ePfNTFik1Wqj2HFvExfZtBC7HVGudNak63UgH6Tgk-3CpzLMXCT9zmu2wsAAQ5D3KWmLKPVToekLQ63_BjPdpdHyEhylD2_FOdEYPfTNO3k&__tn__=-UK-R
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=1905495806429907&set=gm.1075602732577484&__cft__%5B0%5D=AZUQCe4-8zz5jk1yzlX1FzCg2SThAKfs55_baw7s3rMkvtrHx0lxLxtBsCAkT8MJvfcN1-b8xo1ezzXQsDaWUAX0ePfNTFik1Wqj2HFvExfZtBC7HVGudNak63UgH6Tgk-3CpzLMXCT9zmu2wsAAQ5D3KWmLKPVToekLQ63_BjPdpdHyEhylD2_FOdEYPfTNO3k&__tn__=-UK-R
https://facebook.com/photo/?fbid=1905495806429907&set=gm.1075602732577484
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FvryqT3WPYkE%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3Debw9-c2WAx7lemuX0suKPwQmueWaCcjwIkxukvaPp0Mwf7KSpC9AW4Y&h=AT37YzFKHDfYuBSN-2CN4CPw136f5Gn64vBsp6QzO150LnxsO6EgXRMmfs7OozXVJGdqAN4ckbYfVJtTCQ6lOoFZvsNNMUNGhKx_WUBPNMJznbiBErbBP2xr-oQHv-fwY6U&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5B0%5D=AT1b73KRZ1QI4JCW2BNGinkCgTsERJHZAkb0i65vYB5aMHLyNmma_Ck4pS2kiZUImNb3PeuimB14l9dJCJfmP-fFQTvPyDuMIgAMHtL4IKcHjUSdac9KQSTIRM703vuZYD5vw4WHMUcRVuh3cPrmIw95UewI7N9KyyNal4bASN_o5tdwHbjsAP3Iao6Bq8oP49re395MyTgDJwoDmQ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FvryqT3WPYkE%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3Debw9-c2WAx7lemuX0suKPwQmueWaCcjwIkxukvaPp0Mwf7KSpC9AW4Y&h=AT37YzFKHDfYuBSN-2CN4CPw136f5Gn64vBsp6QzO150LnxsO6EgXRMmfs7OozXVJGdqAN4ckbYfVJtTCQ6lOoFZvsNNMUNGhKx_WUBPNMJznbiBErbBP2xr-oQHv-fwY6U&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5B0%5D=AT1b73KRZ1QI4JCW2BNGinkCgTsERJHZAkb0i65vYB5aMHLyNmma_Ck4pS2kiZUImNb3PeuimB14l9dJCJfmP-fFQTvPyDuMIgAMHtL4IKcHjUSdac9KQSTIRM703vuZYD5vw4WHMUcRVuh3cPrmIw95UewI7N9KyyNal4bASN_o5tdwHbjsAP3Iao6Bq8oP49re395MyTgDJwoDmQ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FvryqT3WPYkE%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3Debw9-c2WAx7lemuX0suKPwQmueWaCcjwIkxukvaPp0Mwf7KSpC9AW4Y&h=AT37YzFKHDfYuBSN-2CN4CPw136f5Gn64vBsp6QzO150LnxsO6EgXRMmfs7OozXVJGdqAN4ckbYfVJtTCQ6lOoFZvsNNMUNGhKx_WUBPNMJznbiBErbBP2xr-oQHv-fwY6U&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5B0%5D=AT1b73KRZ1QI4JCW2BNGinkCgTsERJHZAkb0i65vYB5aMHLyNmma_Ck4pS2kiZUImNb3PeuimB14l9dJCJfmP-fFQTvPyDuMIgAMHtL4IKcHjUSdac9KQSTIRM703vuZYD5vw4WHMUcRVuh3cPrmIw95UewI7N9KyyNal4bASN_o5tdwHbjsAP3Iao6Bq8oP49re395MyTgDJwoDmQ
https://youtu.be/vryqT3WPYkE
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DziRh3ghjfZ0%26fbclid%3DIwAR2l9jgbW_PMMjQPNi7Pjr8ZdXLThnToJ6fWaV8A1YUf0d0EaRa2k9LDsrg&h=AT0eQ-wczL1gACUAIMkpaOoeLoLR8dH5KbS-HK1i4fH_B2SfCE_n2ALaaDCawYvNsn1dkNeq9AA2TquTeKcKS5IfPvHW5IffdysZKiYMerRymBqJXAnPKMNi9cff2Y0-gCU&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5B0%5D=AT1b73KRZ1QI4JCW2BNGinkCgTsERJHZAkb0i65vYB5aMHLyNmma_Ck4pS2kiZUImNb3PeuimB14l9dJCJfmP-fFQTvPyDuMIgAMHtL4IKcHjUSdac9KQSTIRM703vuZYD5vw4WHMUcRVuh3cPrmIw95UewI7N9KyyNal4bASN_o5tdwHbjsAP3Iao6Bq8oP49re395MyTgDJwoDmQ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DziRh3ghjfZ0%26fbclid%3DIwAR2l9jgbW_PMMjQPNi7Pjr8ZdXLThnToJ6fWaV8A1YUf0d0EaRa2k9LDsrg&h=AT0eQ-wczL1gACUAIMkpaOoeLoLR8dH5KbS-HK1i4fH_B2SfCE_n2ALaaDCawYvNsn1dkNeq9AA2TquTeKcKS5IfPvHW5IffdysZKiYMerRymBqJXAnPKMNi9cff2Y0-gCU&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5B0%5D=AT1b73KRZ1QI4JCW2BNGinkCgTsERJHZAkb0i65vYB5aMHLyNmma_Ck4pS2kiZUImNb3PeuimB14l9dJCJfmP-fFQTvPyDuMIgAMHtL4IKcHjUSdac9KQSTIRM703vuZYD5vw4WHMUcRVuh3cPrmIw95UewI7N9KyyNal4bASN_o5tdwHbjsAP3Iao6Bq8oP49re395MyTgDJwoDmQ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DziRh3ghjfZ0%26fbclid%3DIwAR2l9jgbW_PMMjQPNi7Pjr8ZdXLThnToJ6fWaV8A1YUf0d0EaRa2k9LDsrg&h=AT0eQ-wczL1gACUAIMkpaOoeLoLR8dH5KbS-HK1i4fH_B2SfCE_n2ALaaDCawYvNsn1dkNeq9AA2TquTeKcKS5IfPvHW5IffdysZKiYMerRymBqJXAnPKMNi9cff2Y0-gCU&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5B0%5D=AT1b73KRZ1QI4JCW2BNGinkCgTsERJHZAkb0i65vYB5aMHLyNmma_Ck4pS2kiZUImNb3PeuimB14l9dJCJfmP-fFQTvPyDuMIgAMHtL4IKcHjUSdac9KQSTIRM703vuZYD5vw4WHMUcRVuh3cPrmIw95UewI7N9KyyNal4bASN_o5tdwHbjsAP3Iao6Bq8oP49re395MyTgDJwoDmQ
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ziRh3ghjfZ0
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ziRh3ghjfZ0
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_wz1odLgQAZfVfyNJ3h6u9r7e9_gJQJYWZ4cOW26xohiI0Tvz6WXJCrEU2YVROrawLjBDiUttikdCiqXH9WduAOGcQiDk5ki5leWMAhpo4Y61ELhg8objzsnCJZhnrsCzIwA6UpvJm1n9hMiW9vg04W_pUEeADZWRA&s=2
https://facebook.com/photo/?fbid=1905495806429907&set=gm.1075602732577484
https://facebook.com/photo/?fbid=1905495806429907&set=gm.1075602732577484
https://youtu.be/vryqT3WPYkE
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-1zqQc0u-hIifBptBvlfhyp4u4wt-PUZxoey9cz3S8V5P0JLvfxbsvKzBwJ_tnjfurqfHcDAD5Z_4hHx3CmM7Qwh4Eexc2PFqnSxcvOC3WEQKSLVKbVaWvv7B5MJhC1CtR-sS9IM45brPT&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=peVq-KGIXZY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=peVq-KGIXZY
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_ejijNqtx2YIw9t-9tETSxxTl8rloa1MXkBEVuIhCzGRDKQp6_OBMsRRwua3xp99Q_VnGZD3_NAKciZk7jeadNcqfsd0KGtX51YEVMkSpPNAoGEczAU_2nLDtlsSUeSU83nb1M3ZucVjfhDZkanzl6-eqadDvZZl4R&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=peVq-KGIXZY


December 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla's "Revelation" and Rand Paul on the -Death of the Dollar- and -Death of Current Monetary Policy-

-Negative Prices in 2020 of Gasoline, Natural Gas, Oil Sands, Frackers, Ethanol, Tree Burner People, Coal Bankruptcy's & Federal 

Reserve Interest Rates - (even after massive bailouts) as money as you know it is both worthless, compared to the power of the 

Earth, and a debt + Interest. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ziRh3ghjfZ0 -- Why? Because of these words by Nikola Tesla "You can 

burn all the coal, gas and trees in the world, but Niagara Falls will last Forever"! - Nikola Tesla, April 1896 -- Days after Tesla dies, in

a highly redacted letter to the FBI director, ... in the last months, Tesla told Fitzgerald that his experiments in conjunction to the 

transmission of electrical power had been "completed and perfected". "Blank" stated that according to Fitzgerald, Tesla's greatest 

idea was " all electrical energy to operate the world's machinery might be gotten absolutely free ". Army Intelligence was to ascertain

the complete story in this regard. https://youtu.be/vryqT3WPYkE -- Source: https://facebook.com/photo/?

fbid=1905495806429907&set=gm.1075602732577484

Updated Dec 22, 2020, 3:17 PM

Dec 22, 2020, 3:17 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TESLA MODEL 3 Owners Club.

December 22nd 2020 German "environmental groups" working for coal plants and diesel cars ... #lizards Tesla's German 

gigafactory held up by sand lizards https://ft.com/content/d6d51776-76af-45cf-9cfa-d557412f037b -- #snakes Tesla progress on 

German factory slowed by sleeping snakes https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-electric-berlin/ssslow-down-sleeping-snakes-stall-

teslas-german-gigafactory-idUSKBN28I0T2 -- #bats Tesla ordered by German court to stop cutting down trees 

https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-gigafactory-germany/tesla-ordered-by-german-court-to-stop-cutting-down-trees-for-gigafactory-

idUSKBN20A0KK -- October 7 2019 Hitler's "Coal Curtain": 1) Hitler attacked the Reichstag because West Germany wanted 

renewables 2) Hitler attacked Poland to steal their Coal 3) Hitler banned Nuclear and Hydropower; are a big part of West Germany 

energy system, but aren’t included in the EU mandate for renewables. https://renewableenergyworld.com/2019/09/27/the-coal-

curtain-why-eastern-europe-will-be-slower-to-adopt-renewable-energy/

Dec 22, 2020, 1:30 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TESLA MODEL Y Owners Club.

December 22nd 2020 German "environmental groups" working for coal plants and diesel cars ... #lizards Tesla's German 

gigafactory held up by sand lizards https://ft.com/content/d6d51776-76af-45cf-9cfa-d557412f037b -- #snakes Tesla progress on 

German factory slowed by sleeping snakes https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-electric-berlin/ssslow-down-sleeping-snakes-stall-

teslas-german-gigafactory-idUSKBN28I0T2 -- #bats Tesla ordered by German court to stop cutting down trees 

https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-gigafactory-germany/tesla-ordered-by-german-court-to-stop-cutting-down-trees-for-gigafactory-

idUSKBN20A0KK -- October 7 2019 Hitler's "Coal Curtain": 1) Hitler attacked the Reichstag because West Germany wanted 

renewables 2) Hitler attacked Poland to steal their Coal 3) Hitler banned Nuclear and Hydropower; are a big part of West Germany 

energy system, but aren’t included in the EU mandate for renewables. https://renewableenergyworld.com/2019/09/27/the-coal-

curtain-why-eastern-europe-will-be-slower-to-adopt-renewable-energy/

Dec 22, 2020, 1:30 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TESLA MODEL X Owners Club.

December 22nd 2020 German "environmental groups" working for coal plants and diesel cars ... #lizards Tesla's German 

gigafactory held up by sand lizards https://ft.com/content/d6d51776-76af-45cf-9cfa-d557412f037b -- #snakes Tesla progress on 

German factory slowed by sleeping snakes https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-electric-berlin/ssslow-down-sleeping-snakes-stall-

teslas-german-gigafactory-idUSKBN28I0T2 -- #bats Tesla ordered by German court to stop cutting down trees 

https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-gigafactory-germany/tesla-ordered-by-german-court-to-stop-cutting-down-trees-for-gigafactory-

idUSKBN20A0KK -- October 7 2019 Hitler's "Coal Curtain": 1) Hitler attacked the Reichstag because West Germany wanted 

renewables 2) Hitler attacked Poland to steal their Coal 3) Hitler banned Nuclear and Hydropower; are a big part of West Germany 

energy system, but aren’t included in the EU mandate for renewables. https://renewableenergyworld.com/2019/09/27/the-coal-

curtain-why-eastern-europe-will-be-slower-to-adopt-renewable-energy/

Dec 22, 2020, 1:30 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Model X Owners Community.

Dec 22, 2020, 1:30 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: TESLA Cybertruck Owners Club.

Tesla Death Watch - Revisitedfacebook.com

December 22nd 2020 German "environmental groups" working for coal plants and diesel cars ... #lizards Tesla's German 

gigafactory held up by sand lizards https://ft.com/content/d6d51776-76af-45cf-9cfa-d557412f037b -- #snakes Tesla progress on 

German factory slowed by sleeping snakes https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-electric-berlin/ssslow-down-sleeping-snakes-stall-

teslas-german-gigafactory-idUSKBN28I0T2 -- #bats Tesla ordered by German court to stop cutting down trees 

https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-electric-berlin/ssslow-down-sleeping-snakes-stall-teslas-german-gigafactory-idUSKBN28I0T2
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https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-gigafactory-germany/tesla-ordered-by-german-court-to-stop-cutting-down-trees-for-gigafactory-

idUSKBN20A0KK -- October 7 2019 Hitler's "Coal Curtain": 1) Hitler attacked the Reichstag because West Germany wanted 

renewables 2) Hitler attacked Poland to steal their Coal 3) Hitler banned Nuclear and Hydropower; are a big part of West Germany 

energy system, but aren’t included in the EU mandate for renewables. https://renewableenergyworld.com/2019/09/27/the-coal-

curtain-why-eastern-europe-will-be-slower-to-adopt-renewable-energy/

Dec 22, 2020, 1:27 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: Tesla CyberTruck Owners Club.

Tesla Death Watch - Revisitedfacebook.com

December 22nd 2020 German "environmental groups" working for coal plants and diesel cars ... #lizards Tesla's German 

gigafactory held up by sand lizards https://ft.com/content/d6d51776-76af-45cf-9cfa-d557412f037b -- #snakes Tesla progress on 

German factory slowed by sleeping snakes https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-electric-berlin/ssslow-down-sleeping-snakes-stall-

teslas-german-gigafactory-idUSKBN28I0T2 -- #bats Tesla ordered by German court to stop cutting down trees 

https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-gigafactory-germany/tesla-ordered-by-german-court-to-stop-cutting-down-trees-for-gigafactory-

idUSKBN20A0KK -- October 7 2019 Hitler's "Coal Curtain": 1) Hitler attacked the Reichstag because West Germany wanted 

renewables 2) Hitler attacked Poland to steal their Coal 3) Hitler banned Nuclear and Hydropower; are a big part of West Germany 

energy system, but aren’t included in the EU mandate for renewables. https://renewableenergyworld.com/2019/09/27/the-coal-

curtain-why-eastern-europe-will-be-slower-to-adopt-renewable-energy/

Dec 22, 2020, 1:26 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: Tesla Owners Online ModelS/3X/Y Cybertruck Semi Roadster.

Tesla Death Watch - Revisitedfacebook.com

December 22nd 2020 German "environmental groups" working for coal plants and diesel cars ... #lizards Tesla's German 

gigafactory held up by sand lizards https://ft.com/content/d6d51776-76af-45cf-9cfa-d557412f037b -- #snakes Tesla progress on 

German factory slowed by sleeping snakes https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-electric-berlin/ssslow-down-sleeping-snakes-stall-

teslas-german-gigafactory-idUSKBN28I0T2 -- #bats Tesla ordered by German court to stop cutting down trees 

https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-gigafactory-germany/tesla-ordered-by-german-court-to-stop-cutting-down-trees-for-gigafactory-

idUSKBN20A0KK -- October 7 2019 Hitler's "Coal Curtain": 1) Hitler attacked the Reichstag because West Germany wanted 

renewables 2) Hitler attacked Poland to steal their Coal 3) Hitler banned Nuclear and Hydropower; are a big part of West Germany 

energy system, but aren’t included in the EU mandate for renewables. https://renewableenergyworld.com/2019/09/27/the-coal-

curtain-why-eastern-europe-will-be-slower-to-adopt-renewable-energy/

Dec 22, 2020, 1:26 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: Tesla Cybertruck.

Tesla Death Watch - Revisitedfacebook.com

December 22nd 2020 German "environmental groups" working for coal plants and diesel cars ... #lizards Tesla's German 

gigafactory held up by sand lizards https://ft.com/content/d6d51776-76af-45cf-9cfa-d557412f037b -- #snakes Tesla progress on 

German factory slowed by sleeping snakes https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-electric-berlin/ssslow-down-sleeping-snakes-stall-

teslas-german-gigafactory-idUSKBN28I0T2 -- #bats Tesla ordered by German court to stop cutting down trees 

https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-gigafactory-germany/tesla-ordered-by-german-court-to-stop-cutting-down-trees-for-gigafactory-

idUSKBN20A0KK -- October 7 2019 Hitler's "Coal Curtain": 1) Hitler attacked the Reichstag because West Germany wanted 

renewables 2) Hitler attacked Poland to steal their Coal 3) Hitler banned Nuclear and Hydropower; are a big part of West Germany 

energy system, but aren’t included in the EU mandate for renewables. https://renewableenergyworld.com/2019/09/27/the-coal-

curtain-why-eastern-europe-will-be-slower-to-adopt-renewable-energy/

Dec 22, 2020, 1:26 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla CyberTruck.

Dec 22, 2020, 1:26 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: CyberTruck | TESLA Pickup TRUCK | WORLDWIDE.

Tesla Death Watch - Revisitedfacebook.com

December 22nd 2020 German "environmental groups" working for coal plants and diesel cars ... #lizards Tesla's German 

gigafactory held up by sand lizards https://ft.com/content/d6d51776-76af-45cf-9cfa-d557412f037b -- #snakes Tesla progress on 

German factory slowed by sleeping snakes https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-electric-berlin/ssslow-down-sleeping-snakes-stall-

teslas-german-gigafactory-idUSKBN28I0T2 -- #bats Tesla ordered by German court to stop cutting down trees 

https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-gigafactory-germany/tesla-ordered-by-german-court-to-stop-cutting-down-trees-for-gigafactory-

idUSKBN20A0KK -- October 7 2019 Hitler's "Coal Curtain": 1) Hitler attacked the Reichstag because West Germany wanted 

renewables 2) Hitler attacked Poland to steal their Coal 3) Hitler banned Nuclear and Hydropower; are a big part of West Germany 
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energy system, but aren’t included in the EU mandate for renewables. https://renewableenergyworld.com/2019/09/27/the-coal-

curtain-why-eastern-europe-will-be-slower-to-adopt-renewable-energy/

Dec 22, 2020, 1:26 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Tesla Death Watch - Revisitedfacebook.com

December 22nd 2020 German "environmental groups" working for coal plants and diesel cars ... #lizards Tesla's German 

gigafactory held up by sand lizards https://ft.com/content/d6d51776-76af-45cf-9cfa-d557412f037b -- #snakes Tesla progress on 

German factory slowed by sleeping snakes https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-electric-berlin/ssslow-down-sleeping-snakes-stall-

teslas-german-gigafactory-idUSKBN28I0T2 -- #bats Tesla ordered by German court to stop cutting down trees 

https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-gigafactory-germany/tesla-ordered-by-german-court-to-stop-cutting-down-trees-for-gigafactory-

idUSKBN20A0KK -- October 7 2019 Hitler's "Coal Curtain": 1) Hitler attacked the Reichstag because West Germany wanted 

renewables 2) Hitler attacked Poland to steal their Coal 3) Hitler banned Nuclear and Hydropower; are a big part of West Germany 

energy system, but aren’t included in the EU mandate for renewables. https://renewableenergyworld.com/2019/09/27/the-coal-

curtain-why-eastern-europe-will-be-slower-to-adopt-renewable-energy/

Dec 22, 2020, 1:26 PM

Tesla Death Watch - Revisitedfacebook.com

December 22nd 2020 German "environmental groups" working for coal plants and diesel cars ... #lizards Tesla's German 

gigafactory held up by sand lizards https://ft.com/content/d6d51776-76af-45cf-9cfa-d557412f037b -- #snakes Tesla progress on 

German factory slowed by sleeping snakes https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-electric-berlin/ssslow-down-sleeping-snakes-stall-

teslas-german-gigafactory-idUSKBN28I0T2 -- #bats Tesla ordered by German court to stop cutting down trees 

https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-gigafactory-germany/tesla-ordered-by-german-court-to-stop-cutting-down-trees-for-gigafactory-

idUSKBN20A0KK -- October 7 2019 Hitler's "Coal Curtain": 1) Hitler attacked the Reichstag because West Germany wanted 

renewables 2) Hitler attacked Poland to steal their Coal 3) Hitler banned Nuclear and Hydropower; are a big part of West Germany 

energy system, but aren’t included in the EU mandate for renewables. https://renewableenergyworld.com/2019/09/27/the-coal-

curtain-why-eastern-europe-will-be-slower-to-adopt-renewable-energy/

Updated Dec 22, 2020, 1:20 PM

Dec 22, 2020, 1:20 PM

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-autos-electric-yearend/teslas-rise-made-2020-the-year-the-u-s-auto-industry-went-electric-

idUSKBN28V0HQ

December 22nd 2020 Reuters| Tesla's rise made 2020 the year the U.S. auto industry went electric 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-autos-electric-yearend/teslas-rise-made-2020-the-year-the-u-s-auto-industry-went-electric-

idUSKBN28V0HQ -- Jim Cramer "Tesla is Stock of the Year" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tk2UpdcO21s

Updated Dec 22, 2020, 11:12 AM

Dec 22, 2020, 11:12 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://reuters.com/article/us-autos-electric-yearend/teslas-rise-made-2020-the-year-the-u-s-auto-industry-went-electric-

idUSKBN28V0HQ

December 22nd 2020 Reuters| Tesla's rise made 2020 the year the U.S. auto industry went electric https://reuters.com/article/us-

autos-electric-yearend/teslas-rise-made-2020-the-year-the-u-s-auto-industry-went-electric-idUSKBN28V0HQ -- Jim Cramer "Tesla is

Stock of the Year" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tk2UpdcO21s

Dec 22, 2020, 11:06 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Kernville Rocks! (And all of Kern Valley, too!).

Dec 22, 2020, 10:51 AM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: The Eyebrary.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Alex Jones took responsibility for electing Trump. Today, Jones, David Icke, Dr Ron Paul etal.; all being banned by Youtube & 

Facebook; and many others agree with the contentions made by Tesla leaks on the Coronavirus Hoax, Global Warming Hoax for 

Carbon Taxes, The Great Reset... 1000 more etc. Why? Because Tesla Leaks runs the Infowar: Goto www.banned . video @ 

infowars com @ davidicke com and Ickonic com www.teslaleaks.com Lawyers attempt to sue for crimes against humanity, the WHO

for misleading the world over Coronavirus Hoax https://timesofoman.com/article/lawyers-attempt-to-sue-who-for-misleading-the-

world-over-pandemic

Dec 21, 2020, 11:30 PM

Chris Edwards posted in The Eyebrary.

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-Fowm23zMsQk_XluzO9xHEVWym5ndxj3CD7vOr6FfuTFQeYtTRG2XZJWbZyK2g2mj89HUgprt7WbQm4bBx-RCVw1IVgiCmBWjrG14QPb7iwBaNRhKCRZA0kBvPn0uKsdEd1rCuJvH0qhlyebPepI2t&s=2
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Dec 21, 2020, 11:30 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: Freethinkers United.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Alex Jones took responsibility for electing Trump. Today, Jones, David Icke, Dr Ron Paul etal.; all being banned by Youtube & 

Facebook; and many others agree with the contentions made by Tesla leaks on the Coronavirus Hoax, Global Warming Hoax for 

Carbon Taxes, The Great Reset... 1000 more etc. Why? Because Tesla Leaks runs the Infowar: Goto www.banned . video @ 

infowars com @ davidicke com and Ickonic com www.teslaleaks.com Lawyers attempt to sue for crimes against humanity, the WHO

for misleading the world over Coronavirus Hoax https://timesofoman.com/article/lawyers-attempt-to-sue-who-for-misleading-the-

world-over-pandemic

Dec 21, 2020, 11:26 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: Mexicans for Donald Trump.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Alex Jones took responsibility for electing Trump. Today, Jones, David Icke, Dr Ron Paul etal.; all being banned by Youtube & 

Facebook; and many others agree with the contentions made by Tesla leaks on the Coronavirus Hoax, Global Warming Hoax for 

Carbon Taxes, The Great Reset... 1000 more etc. Why? Because Tesla Leaks runs the Infowar: Goto www.banned . video @ 

infowars com @ davidicke com and Ickonic com www.teslaleaks.com Lawyers attempt to sue for crimes against humanity, the WHO

for misleading the world over Coronavirus Hoax https://timesofoman.com/article/lawyers-attempt-to-sue-who-for-misleading-the-

world-over-pandemic

Dec 21, 2020, 11:26 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: AI Artificial Intelligence: Deconstructing AI/Matrix and Healing Ourselves.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Alex Jones took responsibility for electing Trump. Today, Jones, David Icke, Dr Ron Paul etal.; all being banned by Youtube & 

Facebook; and many others agree with the contentions made by Tesla leaks on the Coronavirus Hoax, Global Warming Hoax for 

Carbon Taxes, The Great Reset... 1000 more etc. Why? Because Tesla Leaks runs the Infowar: Goto www.banned . video @ 

infowars com @ davidicke com and Ickonic com www.teslaleaks.com Lawyers attempt to sue for crimes against humanity, the WHO

for misleading the world over Coronavirus Hoax https://timesofoman.com/article/lawyers-attempt-to-sue-who-for-misleading-the-

world-over-pandemic

Dec 21, 2020, 11:26 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: Stoners.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Alex Jones took responsibility for electing Trump. Today, Jones, David Icke, Dr Ron Paul etal.; all being banned by Youtube & 

Facebook; and many others agree with the contentions made by Tesla leaks on the Coronavirus Hoax, Global Warming Hoax for 

Carbon Taxes, The Great Reset... 1000 more etc. Why? Because Tesla Leaks runs the Infowar: Goto www.banned . video @ 

infowars com @ davidicke com and Ickonic com www.teslaleaks.com Lawyers attempt to sue for crimes against humanity, the WHO

for misleading the world over Coronavirus Hoax https://timesofoman.com/article/lawyers-attempt-to-sue-who-for-misleading-the-

world-over-pandemic

Dec 21, 2020, 11:25 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: HOAX HUNTERS.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Alex Jones took responsibility for electing Trump. Today, Jones, David Icke, Dr Ron Paul etal.; all being banned by Youtube & 

Facebook; and many others agree with the contentions made by Tesla leaks on the Coronavirus Hoax, Global Warming Hoax for 

Carbon Taxes, The Great Reset... 1000 more etc. Why? Because Tesla Leaks runs the Infowar: Goto www.banned . video @ 

infowars com @ davidicke com and Ickonic com www.teslaleaks.com Lawyers attempt to sue for crimes against humanity, the WHO

for misleading the world over Coronavirus Hoax https://timesofoman.com/article/lawyers-attempt-to-sue-who-for-misleading-the-

world-over-pandemic

Dec 21, 2020, 11:25 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Kernville voted 87% for Donald Trump. Alex Jones took responsibility for electing Trump. Today, Jones, David Icke, Dr Ron Paul 

etal.; all being banned by Youtube & Facebook; and many others agree with the contentions made by Tesla leaks on the 

Coronavirus Hoax, Global Warming Hoax for Carbon Taxes, The Great Reset... 1000 more etc. Why? Because Tesla Leaks runs 

the Infowar: Goto www.banned . video @ infowars com @ davidicke com and Ickonic com www.teslaleaks.com Lawyers attempt to 

sue for crimes against humanity, the WHO for misleading the world over Coronavirus Hoax https://timesofoman.com/article/lawyers-
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attempt-to-sue-who-for-misleading-the-world-over-pandemic

Dec 21, 2020, 11:24 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: I AM the International Awareness Movement to End Secrecy Now.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Kernville voted 87% for Donald Trump. Alex Jones took responsibility for electing Trump. Today, Jones, David Icke, Dr Ron Paul 

etal.; all being banned by Youtube & Facebook; and many others agree with the contentions made by Tesla leaks on the 

Coronavirus Hoax, Global Warming Hoax for Carbon Taxes, The Great Reset... 1000 more etc. Why? Because Tesla Leaks runs 

the Infowar: Goto www.banned . video @ infowars com @ davidicke com and Ickonic com www.teslaleaks.com Lawyers attempt to 

sue for crimes against humanity, the WHO for misleading the world over Coronavirus Hoax https://timesofoman.com/article/lawyers-

attempt-to-sue-who-for-misleading-the-world-over-pandemic

Dec 21, 2020, 11:24 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: KERN VALLEY NEW'S,INFO AND AWARENESS.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Kernville voted 87% for Donald Trump. Alex Jones took responsibility for electing Trump. Today, Jones, David Icke, Dr Ron Paul 

etal.; all being banned by Youtube & Facebook; and many others agree with the contentions made by Tesla leaks on the 

Coronavirus Hoax, Global Warming Hoax for Carbon Taxes, The Great Reset... 1000 more etc. Why? Because Tesla Leaks runs 

the Infowar: Goto www.banned . video @ infowars com @ davidicke com and Ickonic com www.teslaleaks.com Lawyers attempt to 

sue for crimes against humanity, the WHO for misleading the world over Coronavirus Hoax https://timesofoman.com/article/lawyers-

attempt-to-sue-who-for-misleading-the-world-over-pandemic

Dec 21, 2020, 11:18 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: Kern County Crime and info.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Kernville voted 87% for Donald Trump. Alex Jones took responsibility for electing Trump. Today, Jones, David Icke, Dr Ron Paul 

etal.; all being banned by Youtube & Facebook; and many others agree with the contentions made by Tesla leaks on the 

Coronavirus Hoax, Global Warming Hoax for Carbon Taxes, The Great Reset... 1000 more etc. Why? Because Tesla Leaks runs 

the Infowar: Goto www.banned . video @ infowars com @ davidicke com and Ickonic com www.teslaleaks.com Lawyers attempt to 

sue for crimes against humanity, the WHO for misleading the world over Coronavirus Hoax https://timesofoman.com/article/lawyers-

attempt-to-sue-who-for-misleading-the-world-over-pandemic

Dec 21, 2020, 11:17 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Real Kern Valley News.

Dec 21, 2020, 11:17 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Kern River Valley News & Info.

Dec 21, 2020, 11:17 PM

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Update: Alex Jones, David Icke, Dr Ron Paul and many others agree with the contentions made by Tesla leaks. Tesla Leaks runs 

the Infowar: Goto www.banned . video @ infowars com @ davidicke com and Ickonic com www.teslaleaks.com Lawyers attempt to 

sue for crimes against humanity, the WHO for misleading the world over Coronavirus Hoax https://timesofoman.com/article/lawyers-

attempt-to-sue-who-for-misleading-the-world-over-pandemic

Updated Dec 21, 2020, 10:57 PM

Dec 21, 2020, 10:57 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla Replications.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8

REPOST: Nikola Tesla Museum Director, Russian Researchers and Discovery Channel ALL admit that "Nikola Tesla was MISSING 

for 3 days" as proposed by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2017; based on information in the Tesla FBI File & Louis Adamic Letter 

to the FBI. - Luke @ Wearechange https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8 January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the 

alleged death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent

a letter to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 40 Known Associates of --Nikola

Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy 

by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the 

kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla. There is no statute of limitations on attempted murder in 1895 

or murder in 1943 at @ facebook com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 21, 2020, 4:16 PM
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-RS2c5x4-sgEnlaWa0hEadw7j6V1vQycy789ll7foju_-BweGPb4EeY4EdUiptD90uTbvFBbHpx5050-m_YuMLgx44Px6wW_wd4GF657dPWkjyp3TAiUnatUdieNOF97j97uN0NxdSocXy3Nwn7fyW&s=2
https://timesofoman.com/article/lawyers-attempt-to-sue-who-for-misleading-the-world-over-pandemic


Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

REPOST: Nikola Tesla Museum Director, Russian Researchers and Discovery Channel ALL admit that "Nikola Tesla was MISSING 

for 3 days" as proposed by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2017; based on information in the Tesla FBI File & Louis Adamic Letter 

to the FBI. - Luke @ Wearechange https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8 January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the 

alleged death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent

a letter to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 40 Known Associates of --Nikola

Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy 

by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the 

kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla at @ facebook com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 21, 2020, 4:13 PM

Chris Edwards shared a video to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

One of a kind, Nikola Tesla's FBI file un-redacted reports of interviews of 40 known associates in HD set to Requiem for a Dream 

(the dreams of the dead) @ https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 21, 2020, 4:13 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8

REPOST: Nikola Tesla Museum Director, Russian Researchers and Discovery Channel ALL admit that "Nikola Tesla was MISSING 

for 3 days" as proposed by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2017; based on information in the Tesla FBI File & Louis Adamic Letter 

to the FBI. - Luke @ Wearechange https://youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8 January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the alleged 

death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent a letter

to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 40 Known Associates of --Nikola

Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy 

by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the 

kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla at @ facebook com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 21, 2020, 4:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla Australia.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8

REPOST: Nikola Tesla Museum Director, Russian Researchers and Discovery Channel ALL admit that "Nikola Tesla was MISSING 

for 3 days" as proposed by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2017; based on information in the Tesla FBI File & Louis Adamic Letter 

to the FBI. - Luke @ Wearechange https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8 January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the 

alleged death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent

a letter to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 40 Known Associates of --Nikola

Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy 

by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the 

kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla. There is no statute of limitations on attempted murder in 1895 

or murder in 1943 at @ facebook com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 21, 2020, 3:44 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla's World.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8

REPOST: Nikola Tesla Museum Director, Russian Researchers and Discovery Channel ALL admit that "Nikola Tesla was MISSING 

for 3 days" as proposed by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2017; based on information in the Tesla FBI File & Louis Adamic Letter 

to the FBI. - Luke @ Wearechange https://youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8 January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the alleged 

death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent a letter

to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 40 Known Associates of --Nikola

Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy 

by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the 

kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla at @ facebook com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 21, 2020, 3:16 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_MlNnC34izt1WX4xyXczpEgB69aVQZAP5Ki7JKWJLrugr4sk5__LUS76RSk5suEFvOcwgLmf7g1LrV89DIK7MsZ8hYAp56eYk9JEOa36H_P4IetDEyStuqWFaZUkIM8WlegM2BN_3MegRID36V1irA9Q&s=2
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8

REPOST: Nikola Tesla Museum Director, Russian Researchers and Discovery Channel ALL admit that "Nikola Tesla was MISSING 

for 3 days" as proposed by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2017; based on information in the Tesla FBI File & Louis Adamic Letter 

to the FBI. - Luke @ Wearechange https://youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8 January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the alleged 

death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent a letter

to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 40 Known Associates of --Nikola

Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy 

by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the 

kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla. There is no statute of limitations on attempted murder in 1895 

or murder in 1943 at @ facebook com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 21, 2020, 2:55 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8

REPOST: Nikola Tesla Museum Director, Russian Researchers and Discovery Channel ALL admit that "Nikola Tesla was MISSING 

for 3 days" as proposed by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2017; based on information in the Tesla FBI File & Louis Adamic Letter 

to the FBI. - Luke @ Wearechange https://youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8 January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the alleged 

death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent a letter

to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 40 Known Associates of --Nikola

Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy 

by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the 

kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla at @ facebook com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 21, 2020, 2:36 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla coils, science, fire and ice.

REPOST: Nikola Tesla Museum Director, Russian Researchers and Discovery Channel ALL admit that "Nikola Tesla was MISSING 

for 3 days" as proposed by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2017; based on information in the Tesla FBI File & Louis Adamic Letter 

to the FBI. - Luke @ Wearechange https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8 January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the 

alleged death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent

a letter to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 40 Known Associates of --Nikola

Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy 

by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the 

kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla at @ facebook com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 21, 2020, 1:51 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Tower Workgroup.

REPOST: Nikola Tesla Museum Director, Russian Researchers and Discovery Channel ALL admit that "Nikola Tesla was MISSING 

for 3 days" as proposed by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2017; based on information in the Tesla FBI File & Louis Adamic Letter 

to the FBI. - Luke @ Wearechange https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8 January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the 

alleged death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent

a letter to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 40 Known Associates of --Nikola

Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy 

by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the 

kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla at @ facebook com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 21, 2020, 1:50 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TESLA-VIVEKANANDA STUDY CIRCLE.

REPOST: Nikola Tesla Museum Director, Russian Researchers and Discovery Channel ALL admit that "Nikola Tesla was MISSING 

for 3 days" as proposed by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2017; based on information in the Tesla FBI File & Louis Adamic Letter 

to the FBI. - Luke @ Wearechange https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8 January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the 

alleged death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent

a letter to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 40 Known Associates of --Nikola
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Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy 

by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the 

kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla at @ facebook com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 21, 2020, 1:49 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group:      Nikola Tesla Klub FaceBook Beograd.Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоок Београд
REPOST: Nikola Tesla Museum Director, Russian Researchers and Discovery Channel ALL admit that "Nikola Tesla was MISSING 

for 3 days" as proposed by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2017; based on information in the Tesla FBI File & Louis Adamic Letter 

to the FBI. - Luke @ Wearechange https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8 January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the 

alleged death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent

a letter to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 40 Known Associates of --Nikola

Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy 

by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the 

kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla at @ facebook com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 21, 2020, 1:49 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: HOAX HUNTERS.

REPOST: Nikola Tesla Museum Director, Russian Researchers and Discovery Channel ALL admit that "Nikola Tesla was MISSING 

for 3 days" as proposed by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2017; based on information in the Tesla FBI File & Louis Adamic Letter 

to the FBI. - Luke @ Wearechange https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8 January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the 

alleged death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent

a letter to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 40 Known Associates of --Nikola

Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy 

by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the 

kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla at @ facebook com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 21, 2020, 1:48 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

REPOST: Nikola Tesla Museum Director, Russian Researchers and Discovery Channel ALL admit that "Nikola Tesla was MISSING 

for 3 days" as proposed by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2017; based on information in the Tesla FBI File & Louis Adamic Letter 

to the FBI. - Luke @ Wearechange https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8 January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the 

alleged death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent

a letter to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 40 Known Associates of --Nikola

Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy 

by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the 

kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla at @ facebook com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 21, 2020, 1:48 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

REPOST: Nikola Tesla Museum Director, Russian Researchers and Discovery Channel ALL admit that "Nikola Tesla was MISSING 

for 3 days" as proposed by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2017; based on information in the Tesla FBI File & Louis Adamic Letter 

to the FBI. - Luke @ Wearechange https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8 January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the 

alleged death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent

a letter to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 40 Known Associates of --Nikola

Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy 

by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the 

kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla at @ facebook com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 21, 2020, 1:48 PM

REPOST: Nikola Tesla Museum Director, Russian Researchers and Discovery Channel ALL admit that "Nikola Tesla was MISSING 

for 3 days" as proposed by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2017; based on information in the Tesla FBI File & Louis Adamic Letter 

to the FBI. - Luke @ Wearechange https://youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8 January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the alleged 

death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent a letter

to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. https://facebook.com/story.php?
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-MVS5Kn-VCFLKdE1Sn5Qn7nFIvoYiiFFtoWxNM00LWKmuQiLzOiLY2sZ5j1VpLJbidrC2iwf_I4bFHfFLTjiKYDgmmAeoQ8yG35rr2kLTQItyEL6UpJdXyaQCGw7ZakdPejTxU3rC3XvdTz8Ib4uUN&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX974hxmW-d5Px6cphwoxWSVEt-SnDowr7YQf4jRE5pm_JLWqcZKZI6TWc0u6IDM-0Mujls3tc-BWc3ijyCfi7EkV3J9H-kUoVl7Al_O0g6xxVDzZeNovnrL1_Q0Vf4IedZ2BlDc0RWCQXPh48Zg7Bmp&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_KJrCoVrjNtc69qhbtlmHh9w3PihV1nqD7T5eNs1FjY-jor5Tpb8AdYr9Dp_iljGXGGZUW8e9tcTmRhdbTvEYqaBX0N6Ui-B4yi6Rn5oP-RLxqRhi1pYGMFMNUUq_wXI5hlPf5cKbs4i_mMsoYsCar&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE


story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 40 Known Associates of --Nikola

Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy 

by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the 

kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla at @ facebook com/nikolateslainvestigation

Updated Dec 21, 2020, 1:47 PM

Dec 21, 2020, 1:47 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8

REPOST: Nikola Tesla Museum Director, Russian Researchers and Discovery Channel ALL admit that "Nikola Tesla was MISSING 

for 3 days" as proposed by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2017; based on information in the Tesla FBI File & Louis Adamic Letter 

to the FBI. - Luke @ Wearechange https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8 January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the 

alleged death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent

a letter to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 40 Known Associates of --Nikola

Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy 

by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the 

kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Updated List of conspirators involved in the kidnapping, torture, attempted 

murder, or murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft of his property and it's cover-up. --- FBI Director, Hoover, Federal Reserve 

Operatives, Albert Einstein, Telefunken/AEG, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, Otto Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, 

Kenneth Swezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) Bush, George Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent 

Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry 

Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, the kid who fed his Pigeons, Western Unioin, the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable

Guy", ACME Safe Co., Land Shark, Ford Foundation, John G Trump.... Leland Anderson, Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew 

George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis, "Federal Agents", UK Spies, the Pope, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, 

Bayer, Hillary Clinton and the missing 11 words of the Pentagon/Watergate papers, ... Chinese Spies, Japanese Kairetzu, 

Bilderberg-Treffens, Dutch Royalty, Rothschild Agents, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt Disney, Abraham 

Spanel, International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, the NSF, DOE, 

Patent Office, Allied Governments, Stalin, Roosevelt and Wife. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies and NATO. 

After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president emergency exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). Whatever 

was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon Brothers building, with the Enron papers. NIST is still trying to answer that "after 

initiation of collapse" thing. The rest was destroyed by a hammer by Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard 

drive. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard drives and tapping Trump tower for evidence of the conspiracy. 

https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 21, 2020, 1:29 PM

Chris Edwards shared a video to the group: NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.

One of a kind, Nikola Tesla's FBI file un-redacted reports of interviews of 40 known associates in HD set to Requiem for a Dream 

(the dreams of the dead) @ https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 20, 2020, 9:53 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEil6VTzXdc

You believe in phony Santa Clause, phony Vaccines & Invisible Virus? #triply #stupid December 20th 2020 'Santa Claus is good to 

go': Dr Fauci says he vaccinated Father Christmas https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEil6VTzXdc

Updated Dec 20, 2020, 9:21 PM

Dec 20, 2020, 9:21 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.

Nikola Tesla's Murder Investigationfacebook.com

List of conspirators involved in the kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, or murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft of his property 

and it's cover-up. --- Thomas Edison, Charles Steinmetz, Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP Morgan, Anne Morgan, Federal Reserve 

Operatives, Albert Einstein, George Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, Otto 

Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, friend and confidant Kenneth Swezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) Bush, George Herbert Walker Scherff

(Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, 

Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark Twain, the kid who fed his Pigeons, 

the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation, John G Trump.... Leland Anderson, 

Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis, "Federal Agents", UK Spies, the 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_yYFQE4rHrbea0HgyVL13Xjm8T5luYmkGiIqDTJoNZvOO5H3udAOmHcMsqw6LT1DuEGzNp8a_n0b1aM86qmR_-VM-DAG91AZkY3V--lVNbVBy9KmhwExvMmwvjLz_pnmbKiiIfj2PmqSQb6VaKI1SxI1P_A68zg6g1&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEil6VTzXdc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEil6VTzXdc
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX93hJ76DNVJS2vWH6fjrLjdzb9wrdWoFMJVGkY5xWv8L4Z29bZzQUbq9hz1fd6w3SsJ27usA68GjVFMLQT0r_jS3wSf7cZbghuryI-O1euhs3OiW6DuxJOJcVyugdfvlMrW00FzBwAbEVCwOG7ateof&s=2
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_7CGqD0cbCxgUJpJKumeKzCRjvAFGenWfd8FYZt4REwejGeAnhB29HP2dwE5wHViog-v48Jv-p9vM5ELVhwNK9wTvZj0gvlfANTW60Dc1aFgSLCopdk2iPmfeIcz-5pOnYFZJDR412xLbT&s=2
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-E4D05esF8
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9v6hYzeHmZTwMLqYOPKW1t3DB43ISFh0mexE7tlF8CpSW3fltxHyg4gCEjmRSbR2feXxmVukEpDDFmDPoWVsfm4q7PKZo6yzCadxq18xB3ZF2NkzDfmUefnnniwVQLW_qxJ4fnVrXLXAZc40HbgFaAMJGmLh5nANE_&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963


Pope, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Hillary Clinton and the missing Pentagon/Watergate papers, ... Chinese Spies, Japanese 

Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Dutch Royalty, Rothschild Agents, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt Disney, 

Abraham Spanel, International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, the NSF, 

DOE, Patent Office, Allied Governments, NATO, Referring patent holders. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies 

and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president emergency exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). 

Whatever was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon Brothers building, with the Enron papers. Al Gore, The Terminator, the 

man of steel, Stalin. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse" thing. The rest was destroyed by a hammer by 

Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard drives and 

tapping Trump tower for evidence of the conspiracy. )))

https://m.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/

Dec 20, 2020, 8:41 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: FALSE FLAGS/ CONSPIRACY INTERNATIONAL.

Nikola Tesla's Murder Investigationfacebook.com

List of conspirators involved in the kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, or murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft of his property 

and it's cover-up. --- Thomas Edison, Charles Steinmetz, Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP Morgan, Anne Morgan, Federal Reserve 

Operatives, Albert Einstein, George Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, Otto 

Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, friend and confidant Kenneth Swezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) Bush, George Herbert Walker Scherff

(Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, 

Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark Twain, the kid who fed his Pigeons, 

the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation, John G Trump.... Leland Anderson, 

Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis, "Federal Agents", UK Spies, the 

Pope, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Hillary Clinton and the missing Pentagon/Watergate papers, ... Chinese Spies, Japanese 

Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Dutch Royalty, Rothschild Agents, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt Disney, 

Abraham Spanel, International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, the NSF, 

DOE, Patent Office, Allied Governments, NATO, Referring patent holders. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies 

and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president emergency exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). 

Whatever was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon Brothers building, with the Enron papers. Al Gore, The Terminator, the 

man of steel, Stalin. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse" thing. The rest was destroyed by a hammer by 

Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard drives and 

tapping Trump tower for evidence of the conspiracy. )))

https://m.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/

Dec 20, 2020, 8:40 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: The Conspiracy Theory.

Nikola Tesla's Murder Investigationfacebook.com

List of conspirators involved in the kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, or murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft of his property 

and it's cover-up. --- Thomas Edison, Charles Steinmetz, Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP Morgan, Anne Morgan, Federal Reserve 

Operatives, Albert Einstein, George Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, Otto 

Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, friend and confidant Kenneth Swezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) Bush, George Herbert Walker Scherff

(Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, 

Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark Twain, the kid who fed his Pigeons, 

the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation, John G Trump.... Leland Anderson, 

Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis, "Federal Agents", UK Spies, the 

Pope, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Hillary Clinton and the missing Pentagon/Watergate papers, ... Chinese Spies, Japanese 

Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Dutch Royalty, Rothschild Agents, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt Disney, 

Abraham Spanel, International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, the NSF, 

DOE, Patent Office, Allied Governments, NATO, Referring patent holders. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies 

and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president emergency exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). 

Whatever was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon Brothers building, with the Enron papers. Al Gore, The Terminator, the 

man of steel, Stalin. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse" thing. The rest was destroyed by a hammer by 

Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard drives and 

tapping Trump tower for evidence of the conspiracy. )))

https://m.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/

Dec 20, 2020, 8:40 PM

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8Er2VmnzKb-kcCwa-0cMp7HwwdhCJlmru6iujnujEKwnBCMHdQdSQF5TFcOQpHrwQ-Hc9lrTXShlWf9G46i4rgkaAr9xUE_GwLyeG0C00zltaVP8G5DtvtKkknXbDUnYiAci0oITJ0vqTbY7T2fLc&s=2
https://m.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9vWyhpJNK26ps3cx9EBCer6E6Vz-1Yvwd18TSB4ww-jAjRvebNYdNmAaysOVAshdbzEB5U5_hD4m4stLu5nwDKDvzaWtRqURCqlNfvzmXCfBlaI2QJM0pDKQTnkug4HE_0RWC32cZPd1tzUqA-HOA&s=2
https://m.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX--v-4bDDWKyHZWugNqfkfprcZJF3hDdY9WR10TXrkB_fPijS1bCeRXqubtiDNHmpS-d5I__x57aVUReLFFs3KgJrXs3Mi4NmtNP1dALz95X3wQg7zGLip7IJRzysRIUGb-Ng7m3M_vTrrv0w5lpho&s=2
https://m.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/


Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: Conspiracy Masters.

Nikola Tesla's Murder Investigationfacebook.com

List of conspirators involved in the kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, or murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft of his property 

and it's cover-up. --- Thomas Edison, Charles Steinmetz, Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP Morgan, Anne Morgan, Federal Reserve 

Operatives, Albert Einstein, George Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, Otto 

Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, friend and confidant Kenneth Swezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) Bush, George Herbert Walker Scherff

(Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, 

Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark Twain, the kid who fed his Pigeons, 

the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation, John G Trump.... Leland Anderson, 

Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis, "Federal Agents", UK Spies, the 

Pope, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Hillary Clinton and the missing Pentagon/Watergate papers, ... Chinese Spies, Japanese 

Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Dutch Royalty, Rothschild Agents, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt Disney, 

Abraham Spanel, International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, the NSF, 

DOE, Patent Office, Allied Governments, NATO, Referring patent holders. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies 

and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president emergency exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). 

Whatever was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon Brothers building, with the Enron papers. Al Gore, The Terminator, the 

man of steel, Stalin. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse" thing. The rest was destroyed by a hammer by 

Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard drives and 

tapping Trump tower for evidence of the conspiracy. )))

https://m.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/

Dec 20, 2020, 8:39 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: Nicola tesla's Electrical Engineering World.

Nikola Tesla's Murder Investigationfacebook.com

List of conspirators involved in the kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, or murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft of his property 

and it's cover-up. --- Thomas Edison, Charles Steinmetz, Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP Morgan, Anne Morgan, Federal Reserve 

Operatives, Albert Einstein, George Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, Otto 

Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, friend and confidant Kenneth Swezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) Bush, George Herbert Walker Scherff

(Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, 

Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark Twain, the kid who fed his Pigeons, 

the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation, John G Trump.... Leland Anderson, 

Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis, "Federal Agents", UK Spies, the 

Pope, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Hillary Clinton and the missing Pentagon/Watergate papers, ... Chinese Spies, Japanese 

Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Dutch Royalty, Rothschild Agents, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt Disney, 

Abraham Spanel, International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, the NSF, 

DOE, Patent Office, Allied Governments, NATO, Referring patent holders. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies 

and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president emergency exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). 

Whatever was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon Brothers building, with the Enron papers. Al Gore, The Terminator, the 

man of steel, Stalin. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse" thing. The rest was destroyed by a hammer by 

Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard drives and 

tapping Trump tower for evidence of the conspiracy. )))

https://m.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/

Dec 20, 2020, 8:39 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Nikola Tesla's Murder Investigationfacebook.com

Updated List of conspirators involved in the kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, or murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft of his 

property and it's cover-up. --- FBI Director, Hoover, Federal Reserve Operatives, Albert Einstein, Telefunken/AEG, Schlumberger, 

Tesoro, Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, Otto Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, Kenneth Swezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) Bush, George 

Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Louis Adamic, 

Dept of Alien Property, Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, the kid who fed his Pigeons, 

Western Unioin, the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Land Shark, Ford Foundation, John G 

Trump.... Leland Anderson, Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis, "Federal

Agents", UK Spies, the Pope, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Bayer, Hillary Clinton and the missing 11 words of the 

Pentagon/Watergate papers, ... Chinese Spies, Japanese Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Dutch Royalty, Rothschild Agents, Vatican 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_ZY_bSXqUcK4pPVMOB3nXTNbBOX8PgXIcDdEpj64QGPbj-FD11aHCL8_W-8RQ8M9r6KB3UmdTv99Vw_uGTP-64-4S-hD_1r4hhKdVs18qDR3xzjhb0HgD1Nj14eYeuyeHWcxGSqCit9NCTxqy7OKuJ&s=2
https://m.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9C-ZriH_YKVKuk7tn08QfQir7jdWKxakXdAnrbjJgWyLETeDQXBGPlpXqvOBoc-yFA9HXINZBY7lJBlT-7MBON3nUrxALu_RsuwSVvuO4GmRWpiU3kbu1xXdme2Wk6vYHqRMbRs95LMKRR1vyIzI1T&s=2
https://m.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/


Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt Disney, Abraham Spanel, International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific 

Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, the NSF, DOE, Patent Office, Allied Governments, Stalin, Roosevelt and Wife. The 

Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president emergency 

exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). Whatever was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon Brothers building,

with the Enron papers. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse" thing. The rest was destroyed by a hammer by 

Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard drives and 

tapping Trump tower for evidence of the conspiracy. https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 20, 2020, 8:38 PM

Nikola Tesla's Murder Investigationfacebook.com

Possible list of conspirators involved in the kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, or murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft of his 

property and it's cover-up. --- Thomas Edison, Charles Steinmetz, Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP Morgan, Anne Morgan, Federal 

Reserve Operatives, Albert Einstein, George Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK scientists, 

Hitler, Otto Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, friend and confidant Kenneth Swezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) Bush, George Herbert 

Walker Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, Louis Adamic, Dept of 

Alien Property, Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark Twain, the kid who fed 

his Pigeons, the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation, John G Trump.... Leland 

Anderson, Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis, "Federal Agents", UK 

Spies, the Pope, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Hillary Clinton and the missing Pentagon/Watergate papers, ... Chinese Spies, 

Japanese Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Dutch Royalty, Rothschild Agents, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt 

Disney, Abraham Spanel, International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, 

the NSF, DOE, Patent Office, Allied Governments, NATO, Referring patent holders. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by 

the Allies and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president emergency exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, 

not Stolen). Whatever was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon Brothers building, with the Enron papers. Al Gore, The 

Terminator, the man of steel, Stalin. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse" thing. The rest was destroyed by a 

hammer by Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard drives

and tapping Trump tower for evidence of the conspiracy. )))

https://m.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/

Updated Dec 20, 2020, 8:37 PM

Dec 20, 2020, 8:37 PM

December 20th 2020 Government and "Doctor" dope running of Fentanyl, and of Heroin from Afghaistan since 2001, and helping 

deliver and protect the amphetamine from China & Mexico, caused 20X more overdoses in San Francisco, than Covid-19 deaths. A 

record 621 people died, and 3000 overdosed, needing Narcan. https://apnews.com/article/san-francisco-coronavirus-pandemic-

a48a148efadbeaa1181148ea367c4d68

Updated Dec 20, 2020, 6:27 PM

Dec 20, 2020, 6:27 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://apnews.com/article/san-francisco-coronavirus-pandemic-a48a148efadbeaa1181148ea367c4d68

December 20th 2020 Government and "Doctor" dope running of Fentanyl, and of Heroin from Afghaistan since 2001, and helping 

deliver and protect the amphetamine from China & Mexico, caused 20X more overdoses in San Francisco, than Covid-19 deaths. A 

record 621 people died, and 3000 overdosed, needing Narcan.

Dec 20, 2020, 6:26 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Real Kern Valley News.

Dec 20, 2020, 6:25 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Kern River Valley News & Info.

Dec 20, 2020, 6:25 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: KERN VALLEY NEW'S,INFO AND AWARENESS.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

December 20th 2020 Government and "Doctor" dope running of Fentanyl, and of Heroin from Afghaistan since 2001, and helping 

deliver and protect the amphetamine from China & Mexico, caused 20X more overdoses in San Francisco, than Covid-19 deaths. A 

record 621 people died, and 3000 overdosed, needing Narcan. https://apnews.com/article/san-francisco-coronavirus-pandemic-

a48a148efadbeaa1181148ea367c4d68

Dec 20, 2020, 6:25 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: Kern County Crime and info.

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8eHdEcCwCa_UmmRmwToXE5Sf7oT2NvJkQw1fBmzlgSbS3Id1JTjsMEEG-VgqUodygwwMjcwTUbWy2l8uos9bgiU24O9EjWVtJgvCHQv2trodHbOlNhv8uBFdTgvwrqBSYKUvlnkD5WXX1lMXHtc8g&s=2
https://apnews.com/article/san-francisco-coronavirus-pandemic-a48a148efadbeaa1181148ea367c4d68
https://apnews.com/article/san-francisco-coronavirus-pandemic-a48a148efadbeaa1181148ea367c4d68
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_HnDx2-KkC97I_yYygjRu4NWwPDWhNdSJgv7JMiu5IBmx_EP0iF73IgXIzRANX00ALeJbzcImfRbacriRCSYDhvf5C8yRnOwM3EizNO-fJxhKS0E7nshL9MwPQKHND8Qq0Tl4xm53ZZgQs&s=2
https://apnews.com/article/san-francisco-coronavirus-pandemic-a48a148efadbeaa1181148ea367c4d68
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_UeNtcM0hPPmc95w2noTw0p1YddqHSyj5od12ahNcTyvu3owclZwxg5RpJuZcRzFRd7tI4WZOh4yzkJ7qjqUdTJFrLZq3yflIVK86Ngr4mU_jmugxPJk81kln5nbGUI6YUNMhwg4slDBSkKVLTIJpbA3BWYqhAguvR&s=2
https://apnews.com/article/san-francisco-coronavirus-pandemic-a48a148efadbeaa1181148ea367c4d68
https://apnews.com/article/san-francisco-coronavirus-pandemic-a48a148efadbeaa1181148ea367c4d68
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-3UOvOxTk36BJebEV3Tfh5DjzkTG24zriPknkEFTKeNBlUFe6r7rI8tUuC9h4X9bui2kki6xddn-UpoHzYabcMDQkLxc-HrNVI-67uCGR4NnrgGvTiSxKHdqi3TjW_zNoR-b5sKP3D_bLFa79PySFfugaqZSZz2qeI&s=2
https://m.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8yBW7FZedYfJNJPUbNqH4pzs_GCLprtiMCUim9WvBcPbM14evRVmXEVZCmtCXSQCylHkOFAGRKiRpNDTD2-kBfz0xWoLUJYwDFzRq1Mu1B9KQ6UicJp1QFVDeCo8rudwNzCfrd1Co8iZ3B&s=2
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation


TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

December 20th 2020 Government and "Doctor" dope running of Fentanyl, and of Heroin from Afghaistan since 2001, and helping 

deliver and protect the amphetamine from China & Mexico, caused 20X more overdoses in San Francisco, than Covid-19 deaths. A 

record 621 people died, and 3000 overdosed, needing Narcan. https://apnews.com/article/san-francisco-coronavirus-pandemic-

a48a148efadbeaa1181148ea367c4d68

Dec 20, 2020, 6:25 PM

Chris Edwards shared a video to the group: Free Energy Party UK.

One of a kind, Nikola Tesla's FBI file un-redacted reports of interviews of 40 known associates in HD set to Requiem for a Dream 

(the dreams of the dead) @ https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 20, 2020, 6:08 PM

Chris Edwards shared a video to the group: Tesla coils, science, fire and ice.

One of a kind, Nikola Tesla's FBI file un-redacted reports of interviews of 40 known associates in HD set to Requiem for a Dream 

(the dreams of the dead) @ https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 20, 2020, 6:06 PM

Chris Edwards shared a video to the group: The Free Energy Party UK.

One of a kind, Nikola Tesla's FBI file un-redacted reports of interviews of 40 known associates in HD set to Requiem for a Dream 

(the dreams of the dead) @ https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 20, 2020, 6:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a video to the group: Tesla Tower Workgroup.

One of a kind, Nikola Tesla's FBI file un-redacted reports of interviews of 40 known associates in HD set to Requiem for a Dream 

(the dreams of the dead) @ https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 20, 2020, 6:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a video to the group:      Nikola Tesla Klub FaceBook Beograd.Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоок Београд
One of a kind, Nikola Tesla's FBI file un-redacted reports of interviews of 40 known associates in HD set to Requiem for a Dream 

(the dreams of the dead) @ https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 20, 2020, 6:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a video to the group: Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.

One of a kind, Nikola Tesla's FBI file un-redacted reports of interviews of 40 known associates in HD set to Requiem for a Dream 

(the dreams of the dead) @ https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 20, 2020, 6:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a video to the group: Free Energy For The World.

One of a kind, Nikola Tesla's FBI file un-redacted reports of interviews of 40 known associates in HD set to Requiem for a Dream 

(the dreams of the dead) @ https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 20, 2020, 6:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a video to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

One of a kind, Nikola Tesla's FBI file un-redacted reports of interviews of 40 known associates in HD set to Requiem for a Dream 

(the dreams of the dead) @ https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 20, 2020, 6:03 PM

Chris Edwards shared a video to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

One of a kind, Nikola Tesla's FBI file un-redacted reports of interviews of 40 known associates in HD set to Requiem for a Dream 

(the dreams of the dead) @ https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 20, 2020, 6:03 PM

Chris Edwards shared a video to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

One of a kind, Nikola Tesla's FBI file un-redacted reports of interviews of 40 known associates in HD set to Requiem for a Dream 

(the dreams of the dead) @ https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Dec 20, 2020, 6:03 PM

One of a kind, Nikola Tesla's FBI file un-redacted reports of interviews of 40 known associates in HD set to Requiem for a Dream 

(the dreams of the dead) @ https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Updated Dec 20, 2020, 5:53 PM

Dec 20, 2020, 5:53 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Michael Jackson Superstar.

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Part 2 - Star Wars R2D2's Hologram Projector & Obi-Wan's Acoustic Holograms featuring MJ Air, the 

Grand Illusion, Slave to the Rythm, John Lear's Grand Deception, Projected KInetics, TWTA (tweet-a) Holographic Klystron and 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8Q0ZBU_0lqiMq2FNHIymUfA4KPnWPmWOOCBo_IwAaEZ3P4wpMrTng2hYLs8ahPoKOtRfFddF3lobBCvx393O9HqGcDfPuSLwAShTscDGLLK2ehGFc_d5bkDPvWpCWBdfT5OyMZGBniU8KMVe3196CyQIXe9ZsW5VPC&s=2
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
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https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8twHYPD6yohUqX-dP1tY23FHZSclC48Yh2ttKN6f1Kj1bvUaOh_NHhxlBs3F3A9v_NjiBuxsxpa6HbkOtcg-E1t5bqGHu3XZYyuKlfefAfiHherP-YBV15upzA0VsulfPcsNvJ5fBfxlF4Y1xmO3Uo&s=2
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9Gtj1HE9CjHtRFc5TBb53RY7YcgqYMYyAWaHrBjkkIfGTcuE528xO8hf0oyaP_6qX9KyWB9yAoCISyd_1ZvW9XytjVBvHiB7bZGH9AROrnIUQtEnv74PTFRumm3dpfrhWjy0JO6nkgAS4F0l_p8qzB&s=2
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_QxvFQaHpDDydtI7Ncj5hnZYpK4A9MbrT6CikVNkwxb2H2phYgVBE3lu3VlXvQsInm58-Z9PxQBuQaP7E2EPGtqbQlZv7rxHLR1bUt3c_iPl9LZdBQCs05ZsfqFUfZXW3OrmC2mLbSrObTD58f1TEz&s=2
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_Y6jjkAN-q1k8AnGG5E3JnDxIeJxf_4wgzP6BGlUE6M26_MBN5_T9ZfyYza7_L-uIAxL8hc0o0FGij_OsI77cvdmQuEAhQKmN-tbkjF2k8sQwzbfR1b2xT2TM3V25OdB4sPspHh5XYx1ywPf2Eucv2&s=2
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9JIxUBvwerB_aErPzC5UuGpZ9pMuixEA6yCVevWRB3GmpG-3YMPTguy9BZOyahlZp7OtbvAB94pwyyaBW2SxrG45Ddri4rcDoWCpkpn78uuRgw8LaUQF0D3dNxrTW4ZELlawrFy6KmpX9-EcqIaKpe&s=2
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8stHEvbAceqSaS7Lho4GY7JzOiriuAwRJGvLzd7vg7JC3e35CA__LByuJ91os3ySNhoiHTuO7ecHuH38yB5YB4ABMX8rVr-bZ0MmDMYgtCyKwqmfrMZ59sOXkxD1gwOUBlEABVc98qcqONqBt8UEs2&s=2
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9Lw-OXtsN67zXHHuQUb9eDeLQai3a2WediynxrvtvS3vdczB8mUCyoTutUyJcPKrjxOKQsTGlYuP1u3i6fv-gFTPiGPK8qbdQAkPTMFzSvBXoBaIGcyZV4jqLyHcSRQTBnz6oL9h7pkX2peaPSscdu&s=2
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-Mcz41BGnmZ-tR5svtXiP3Kfi1yJ1TqTyKbRCIf5JP94WwX1a3cHkRF36vvjCVIjasKD8ktb7PQcgmIG-1l4IrG5crktLFHMqMc49pYSrT2_VBqgwcGNX3JFtZcqjkm9kTWy42Yd1PEcDgZPQvCx4A&s=2
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8XqplWNrpb8MBP-KxXR80NrfmZKG1RIjOxDZTAvI77AKzMTEeyiyM335wEaAucFzgfXsRu93Q0u1XEf8Q9_yvexap7BdHVk55D1tZQ9HG22bv7u6e0BjTXtILmoB2vmDuxB1gQk84ZAwddDM2oaZI&s=2
https://apnews.com/article/san-francisco-coronavirus-pandemic-a48a148efadbeaa1181148ea367c4d68
https://apnews.com/article/san-francisco-coronavirus-pandemic-a48a148efadbeaa1181148ea367c4d68


fighting Phantom's blips on Radar on September 11th 2001. https://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/archive/hearing12/9-

11Commission_Hearing_2004-06-17.htm -- R2D2 Beat Frequency Holograms - 1966 Holographic apparatus using light, infra-red or 

ultra-violet waves for obtaining holograms or for obtaining an screen image from them 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3444316A/en -- 1970 Jedi Acoustic Holograms 

https://holographyforum.org/w/images/c/cf/Kock-LasersHolography.pdf -- 1956 GE Holographic Klystron with Particle Accelerator for

Object Camaflague aka Projected Kinetics https://patents.google.com/patent/US3127608A/en -- December 26th 2019 Rise of the 

Jedi Podcast: Episode 1 https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 20, 2020, 1:11 AM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Posted April 19 2020 Let the lawsuits begin! Tesla succombs to Coronavirus Hoax guidelines to open Gigafactory Nevada and 

implements unconstitutional rules. 1) Violations of the Right to Assemble 2) Violations of HIPPA Laws for Biometrics and APP data 

sharing 3) Violation of California Privacy Law 4) Violation of Personal Data Laws like the EU's "Right to be Forgotten" 5) Violation of 

personal health; wearing masks, tanking temperature readings and how many vaccines you've tanken are not a gague of human 

health. https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE April 18th 2020 Malwai High Court blocks Friday the 13th lockdown orders 

pending review | https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404?tesla=y Biometrics 

Complaint Lawsuit: https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-of-

biometric-fingerprint-scanner/ May 3rd 2020 It has been well published here since May 2018 at the Zuckerberg Congressional 

Hearings: "Any attempt to perform "Contact Tracing"" is illegal without permission by Congressional Madates, Laws, Acts and 

Guidelines such as the US-EU "Right to be Forgotton, AMA, HIPAA Patient Privacy Act, California Privacy Act 2020" and others. 

Contact Tracing by Corbett Report: https://youtube.com/watch?v=0IDURYmdGeg - US-EU Privacy Shield, HIPAA etc. official videos

and links to their sources: https://youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk HIPAA Patient Privacy Act 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_IWwsTb9o California Privacy Law CCPA 2020 (Including Biometrics) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM NY Shield Act 2020 https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-

biometric-data-provision-032402/ US-EU Privacy Shield Explained https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk November 18

2020 #winning #privacy Changes to YouTube's Terms of Service to clarify Facial recognition restrictions (Including in Tesla cars): 

The Terms of Service already state that you cannot collect any information that might identify a person without their permission. 

While this has always included facial recognition information, the new Terms make that explicitly clear. https://youtube.com/t/terms 

Source : https://facebook.com/virtualunet Source : https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
Posted April 19 2020 Let the lawsuits begin! Tesla succombs to Coronavirus Hoax guidelines to open Gigafactory Nevada and 

implements unconstitutional rules. 1) Violations of the Right to Assemble 2) Violations of HIPPA Laws for Biometrics and APP data 

sharing 3) Violation of California Privacy Law 4) Violation of Personal Data Laws like the EU's "Right to be Forgotten" 5) Violation of 

personal health; wearing masks, tanking temperature readings and how many vaccines you've tanken are not a gague of human 

health. https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE

April 18th 2020 Malwai High Court blocks Friday the 13th lockdown orders pending review | https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-

court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404?tesla=y

Biometrics Complaint Lawsuit: https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-

of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/

May 3rd 2020 It has been well published here since May 2018 at the Zuckerberg Congressional Hearings: "Any attempt to perform 

"Contact Tracing"" is illegal without permission by Congressional Madates, Laws, Acts and Guidelines such as the US-EU "Right to 

be Forgotton, AMA, HIPAA Patient Privacy Act, California Privacy Act 2020" and others. Contact Tracing by Corbett Report: 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=0IDURYmdGeg - US-EU Privacy Shield, HIPAA etc. official videos and links to their sources: 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk

HIPAA Patient Privacy Act

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_IWwsTb9o

California Privacy Law CCPA 2020 (Including Biometrics)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_IWwsTb9o
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0IDURYmdGeg
https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/
https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/
https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404?tesla=y
https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404?tesla=y
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8JR2RSBi-n5EC5sya6Er-RX7WItFTxL5UMMknkXSlUv4SVHX_Wu7agAZSCoqBf5JoMfbzk9hOXB9tRZ3PwRavO0m3COsf4jz7_eW3CX4QmqtTFtRBKAmnYgfPMfxyPJvPceE6x5pNCRyTcHUZC5xk&s=2
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3127608A/en
https://holographyforum.org/w/images/c/cf/Kock-LasersHolography.pdf
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3444316A/en
https://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/archive/hearing12/9-11Commission_Hearing_2004-06-17.htm
https://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/archive/hearing12/9-11Commission_Hearing_2004-06-17.htm
file:///C:/Users/user/Documents/teslaleaks2020/facebook-100009085196708%20(2)/posts/


NY Shield Act 2020

https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-biometric-data-provision-032402/

US-EU Privacy Shield Explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk

November 18 2020 #winning #privacy Changes to YouTube's Terms of Service to clarify Facial recognition restrictions (Including in 

Tesla cars): The Terms of Service already state that you cannot collect any information that might identify a person without their 

permission. While this has always included facial recognition information, the new Terms make that explicitly clear. 

https://youtube.com/t/terms

Source : https://facebook.com/virtualunet

Source : https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Dec 19, 2020, 10:46 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Vendors Only Kern County.

Dec 19, 2020, 8:48 PM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: KERN VALLEY NEW'S,INFO AND AWARENESS.

April 19 2020 Let the lawsuits begin! 1) Violations of the Right to Assemble 2) Violations of HIPPA Laws for Biometrics and APP 

data sharing 3) Violation of California Privacy Law 4) Violation of Personal Data Laws like the EU's "Right to be Forgotten" 5) 

Violation of personal health; wearing masks, tanking temperature readings and how many vaccines you've tanken are not a gague 

of human health. https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE

April 18th 2020 Malwai High Court blocks Friday the 13th lockdown orders pending review | https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-

court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404?tesla=y

Biometrics Complaint Lawsuit: https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-

of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/

HIPAA Patient Privacy Act

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_IWwsTb9o

May 17th 2020 Trump suspends HIPAA penalties by Presidential Directive; but the law is still in-tact https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-

professionals/faq/1068/is-hipaa-suspended-during-a-national-or-public-health-emergency/index.html

California Privacy Law CCPA 2020 (Including Biometrics)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM

NY Shield Act 2020

https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-biometric-data-provision-032402/

US-EU Privacy Shield Explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk

November 18 2020 #winning #privacy Changes to YouTube's Terms of Service to clarify Facial recognition restrictions (Including in 

Tesla cars): The Terms of Service already state that you cannot collect any information that might identify a person without their 

permission. While this has always included facial recognition information, the new Terms make that explicitly clear. 

https://youtube.com/t/terms

Source : https://facebook.com/virtualunet

Source: https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

(Contact info@reputationsaviors.com to get a biometrics non-compliance form letter)

Dec 19, 2020, 8:48 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Kern River Valley News & Info.

Dec 19, 2020, 8:47 PM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: Kern County Crime and info.

April 19 2020 Let the lawsuits begin! 1) Violations of the Right to Assemble 2) Violations of HIPPA Laws for Biometrics and APP 

data sharing 3) Violation of California Privacy Law 4) Violation of Personal Data Laws like the EU's "Right to be Forgotten" 5) 

Violation of personal health; wearing masks, tanking temperature readings and how many vaccines you've tanken are not a gague 

of human health. https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE

April 18th 2020 Malwai High Court blocks Friday the 13th lockdown orders pending review | https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-

court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404?tesla=y

https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404?tesla=y
https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404?tesla=y
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-82KL5JUVuEoP1p_F8qiUB1araugOu17vhEk82w35jnm1BpGYtW_D72P5wQ5zhm0thGuN7cMWlkYzFs8q7ftt7I-R-Og26yXpl9cUaMB4bnDl6gP8GzAwSpUEPq7TCKWrGFSehxiqCcbGtjS8ds2g&s=2
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://facebook.com/virtualunet
https://youtube.com/t/terms
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk
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Biometrics Complaint Lawsuit: https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-

of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/

HIPAA Patient Privacy Act

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_IWwsTb9o

May 17th 2020 Trump suspends HIPAA penalties by Presidential Directive; but the law is still in-tact https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-

professionals/faq/1068/is-hipaa-suspended-during-a-national-or-public-health-emergency/index.html

California Privacy Law CCPA 2020 (Including Biometrics)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM

NY Shield Act 2020

https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-biometric-data-provision-032402/

US-EU Privacy Shield Explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk

November 18 2020 #winning #privacy Changes to YouTube's Terms of Service to clarify Facial recognition restrictions (Including in 

Tesla cars): The Terms of Service already state that you cannot collect any information that might identify a person without their 

permission. While this has always included facial recognition information, the new Terms make that explicitly clear. 

https://youtube.com/t/terms

Source : https://facebook.com/virtualunet

Source: https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

(Contact info@reputationsaviors.com to get a biometrics non-compliance form letter)

Dec 19, 2020, 8:47 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Cannabis/Medical Marijuana.

April 19 2020 Let the lawsuits begin! 1) Violations of the Right to Assemble 2) Violations of HIPPA Laws for Biometrics and APP 

data sharing 3) Violation of California Privacy Law 4) Violation of Personal Data Laws like the EU's "Right to be Forgotten" 5) 

Violation of personal health; wearing masks, tanking temperature readings and how many vaccines you've tanken are not a gague 

of human health. https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE

April 18th 2020 Malwai High Court blocks Friday the 13th lockdown orders pending review | https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-

court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404?tesla=y

Biometrics Complaint Lawsuit: https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-

of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/

HIPAA Patient Privacy Act

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_IWwsTb9o

May 17th 2020 Trump suspends HIPAA penalties by Presidential Directive; but the law is still in-tact https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-

professionals/faq/1068/is-hipaa-suspended-during-a-national-or-public-health-emergency/index.html

California Privacy Law CCPA 2020 (Including Biometrics)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM

NY Shield Act 2020

https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-biometric-data-provision-032402/

US-EU Privacy Shield Explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk

November 18 2020 #winning #privacy Changes to YouTube's Terms of Service to clarify Facial recognition restrictions (Including in 

Tesla cars): The Terms of Service already state that you cannot collect any information that might identify a person without their 

permission. While this has always included facial recognition information, the new Terms make that explicitly clear. 

https://youtube.com/t/terms

Source : https://facebook.com/virtualunet

(Contact info@reputationsaviors.com to get a biometrics non-compliance form letter)

Dec 19, 2020, 8:39 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: THE RESISTANCE AGAINST DONALD TRUMP.

April 19 2020 Let the lawsuits begin! 1) Violations of the Right to Assemble 2) Violations of HIPPA Laws for Biometrics and APP 

data sharing 3) Violation of California Privacy Law 4) Violation of Personal Data Laws like the EU's "Right to be Forgotten" 5) 

Violation of personal health; wearing masks, tanking temperature readings and how many vaccines you've tanken are not a gague 

of human health. https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE

April 18th 2020 Malwai High Court blocks Friday the 13th lockdown orders pending review | https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-

court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404?tesla=y
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Biometrics Complaint Lawsuit: https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-

of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/

HIPAA Patient Privacy Act

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_IWwsTb9o

May 17th 2020 Trump suspends HIPAA penalties by Presidential Directive; but the law is still in-tact https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-

professionals/faq/1068/is-hipaa-suspended-during-a-national-or-public-health-emergency/index.html

California Privacy Law CCPA 2020 (Including Biometrics)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM

NY Shield Act 2020

https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-biometric-data-provision-032402/

US-EU Privacy Shield Explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk

November 18 2020 #winning #privacy Changes to YouTube's Terms of Service to clarify Facial recognition restrictions (Including in 

Tesla cars): The Terms of Service already state that you cannot collect any information that might identify a person without their 

permission. While this has always included facial recognition information, the new Terms make that explicitly clear. 

https://youtube.com/t/terms

Source : https://facebook.com/virtualunet

(Contact info@reputationsaviors.com to get a biometrics non-compliance form letter)

Dec 19, 2020, 8:39 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.

April 19 2020 Let the lawsuits begin! 1) Violations of the Right to Assemble 2) Violations of HIPPA Laws for Biometrics and APP 

data sharing 3) Violation of California Privacy Law 4) Violation of Personal Data Laws like the EU's "Right to be Forgotten" 5) 

Violation of personal health; wearing masks, tanking temperature readings and how many vaccines you've tanken are not a gague 

of human health. https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE

April 18th 2020 Malwai High Court blocks Friday the 13th lockdown orders pending review | https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-

court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404?tesla=y

Biometrics Complaint Lawsuit: https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-

of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/

HIPAA Patient Privacy Act

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_IWwsTb9o

May 17th 2020 Trump suspends HIPAA penalties by Presidential Directive; but the law is still in-tact https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-

professionals/faq/1068/is-hipaa-suspended-during-a-national-or-public-health-emergency/index.html

California Privacy Law CCPA 2020 (Including Biometrics)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM

NY Shield Act 2020

https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-biometric-data-provision-032402/

US-EU Privacy Shield Explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk

November 18 2020 #winning #privacy Changes to YouTube's Terms of Service to clarify Facial recognition restrictions (Including in 

Tesla cars): The Terms of Service already state that you cannot collect any information that might identify a person without their 

permission. While this has always included facial recognition information, the new Terms make that explicitly clear. 

https://youtube.com/t/terms

Source : https://facebook.com/virtualunet

(Contact info@reputationsaviors.com to get a biometrics non-compliance form letter)

Dec 19, 2020, 8:39 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: I AM the International Awareness Movement to End Secrecy Now.

April 19 2020 Let the lawsuits begin! 1) Violations of the Right to Assemble 2) Violations of HIPPA Laws for Biometrics and APP 

data sharing 3) Violation of California Privacy Law 4) Violation of Personal Data Laws like the EU's "Right to be Forgotten" 5) 

Violation of personal health; wearing masks, tanking temperature readings and how many vaccines you've tanken are not a gague 

of human health. https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE

April 18th 2020 Malwai High Court blocks Friday the 13th lockdown orders pending review | https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-

court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404?tesla=y

Biometrics Complaint Lawsuit: https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-
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of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/

HIPAA Patient Privacy Act

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_IWwsTb9o

May 17th 2020 Trump suspends HIPAA penalties by Presidential Directive; but the law is still in-tact https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-

professionals/faq/1068/is-hipaa-suspended-during-a-national-or-public-health-emergency/index.html

California Privacy Law CCPA 2020 (Including Biometrics)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM

NY Shield Act 2020

https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-biometric-data-provision-032402/

US-EU Privacy Shield Explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk

November 18 2020 #winning #privacy Changes to YouTube's Terms of Service to clarify Facial recognition restrictions (Including in 

Tesla cars): The Terms of Service already state that you cannot collect any information that might identify a person without their 

permission. While this has always included facial recognition information, the new Terms make that explicitly clear. 

https://youtube.com/t/terms

Source : https://facebook.com/virtualunet

(Contact info@reputationsaviors.com to get a biometrics non-compliance form letter)

Dec 19, 2020, 8:39 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

VirtualU Privacy-Shieldfacebook.com

VirtualU Privacy-Shield 1) Violations of Federal HIPAA Laws 2) Biometrics and APP data sharing #contact #tracing 3) State Privacy 

Laws 4) Personal Data US-EU "Right to be Forgotten" 5) Human and children's rights. Source : https://facebook.com/virtualunet 

(Contact info@reputationsaviors.com to get a biometrics non-compliance form letter) Biometrics Complaint Lawsuit: 

https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-of-biometric-fingerprint-

scanner/

HIPAA Patient Privacy Act

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_IWwsTb9o

May 17th 2020 Trump suspends HIPAA penalties by Presidential Directive; but the law is still in-tact https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-

professionals/faq/1068/is-hipaa-suspended-during-a-national-or-public-health-emergency/index.html

California Privacy Law CCPA 2020 (Including Biometrics)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM

NY Shield Act 2020

https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-biometric-data-provision-032402/

US-EU Privacy Shield Explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk

November 18 2020 Changes to YouTube's Terms of Service to clarify Facial recognition restrictions (Including in Tesla cars): The 

Terms of Service already state that you cannot collect any information that might identify a person without their permission. While 

this has always included facial recognition information, the new Terms make that explicitly clear. https://youtube.com/t/terms

https://facebook.com/virtualunet

Dec 19, 2020, 8:39 PM

April 19 2020 Let the lawsuits begin! 1) Violations of the Right to Assemble 2) Violations of HIPPA Laws for Biometrics and APP 

data sharing 3) Violation of California Privacy Law 4) Violation of Personal Data Laws like the EU's "Right to be Forgotten" 5) 

Violation of personal health; wearing masks, tanking temperature readings and how many vaccines you've tanken are not a gague 

of human health. https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE

April 18th 2020 Malwai High Court blocks Friday the 13th lockdown orders pending review | https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-

https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404?tesla=y
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court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404?tesla=y

Biometrics Complaint Lawsuit: https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-

of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/

HIPAA Patient Privacy Act

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_IWwsTb9o

May 17th 2020 Trump suspends HIPAA penalties by Presidential Directive; but the law is still in-tact https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-

professionals/faq/1068/is-hipaa-suspended-during-a-national-or-public-health-emergency/index.html

California Privacy Law CCPA 2020 (Including Biometrics)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM

NY Shield Act 2020

https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-biometric-data-provision-032402/

US-EU Privacy Shield Explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk

November 18 2020 #winning #privacy Changes to YouTube's Terms of Service to clarify Facial recognition restrictions (Including in 

Tesla cars): The Terms of Service already state that you cannot collect any information that might identify a person without their 

permission. While this has always included facial recognition information, the new Terms make that explicitly clear. 

https://youtube.com/t/terms

Source : https://facebook.com/virtualunet

(Contact info@reputationsaviors.com to get a biometrics non-compliance form letter)

Updated Dec 19, 2020, 8:37 PM

Dec 19, 2020, 8:37 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: Conspiracy Puzzle Pieces.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

December 12th 2020 How the Media Wants You To Think https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8

Dec 19, 2020, 3:00 PM

What happened in Episode 1, December 26th at 1AM: Yoda/Tesla started off by saying "the old order weapons of "Curious George" 

(HAARP) have been swept away"; meaning they have been "REVEALED"; David Rockeller's Oil & Clinton's Walmart; world order by

control of Country's with Food & FEMA Camps; have been "REVEALED". The Infinite, free-energy of the Earth, described by Tesla 

over 100 years ago, have been "REVEALED". Leading to the Covid-19 AI Scenario for the Great Reset. This was the first paragraph

of Rise of the Jedi Podcast, Episode 1: https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

May 10, 2014 A George Herbert Walker Scherff, Jr. "Curious George" appears to have information on High-Tension Radiant Beams 

aka "Teleforce"

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o&t=2m25s

Jan 19, 2016 Full FBI File with letter to the FBI director, without attachments, from none other than Nikola Tesla's assistants son, 

George Herbert Walker Scherff, Jr. "Curious George". As all researches on this this subject have confirmed, the "Scherff" family 

disappeared; and researchers have alleged that the Scherff Family, is the Bush Family. George Herbert Walker Bush Sr, is Curious 

George.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=5m29s

There is another letter in the Tesla FBI File between Scherff and Tesla confedant, Leland Anderson.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=5m29s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kblh5jaik3o&t=2m25s
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-EiCB9Dg4aEIlzcxXzWiETihpqOGzQtSxH6xvW6hoN33sABhQCo7a_hZnZltOsUxkTjgrt79E549HYRVkfULRuLORwtPxYher0SSPa2S_Ywx-QtYZVO-Lf-jdbKEIo3eSsxtClwPHZG61vdUyskXHtmqsHwYp_&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX92RSWQcC8D5U9zhBrZTiHBFR1tANmpwVqkRHlkemtVuPWS6o8LjiBe9Ku0m6xXjSccg6UvCKSZnkOV06WaFdG-dZm-CHfN0dYaobY_x_p8OZD-TYaPbZRnHEyVtmve1Nl4KBz6Zm9WLmH7er_Vdl7lQAhnmNHLo6bL&s=2
https://facebook.com/virtualunet
https://youtube.com/t/terms
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk
https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-biometric-data-provision-032402/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/faq/1068/is-hipaa-suspended-during-a-national-or-public-health-emergency/index.html
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/faq/1068/is-hipaa-suspended-during-a-national-or-public-health-emergency/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_IWwsTb9o
https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/
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https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/people/leland-i-anderson

The article linked to under "Operation Paperclip Involvement" is total conspiracy wackness about Skorzeny's supposed "deathbed 

confessions": President George H.W. Bush is actually a German agent named "George H. Scherff, Jr." and was involved with the 

"murder" of Nikola Tesla, Hitler was alive and well in the U.S. and posing for photos in 1997 at age 107, etc. It's very entertaining but

obviously not a reliable resource. PapayaSF (talk) 04:33, 23 August 2008 (UTC)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk%3AOtto_Skorzeny

In The Tesla FBI file, Scherff refers to a phenomena called "High-Tension Radiant Beams"; Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks identified 

the phenomena in a video entitled "Nikola Tesla Negative Resistance", that

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg&t=1m58s

High Tension Radiant Beams is the phenomena also in "Wireless Power Now Possible" using high freququency UV generators; 

Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 by Nikola Tesla etal. and featuring John Hettinger

http://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Nikola Tesla--The Bush Connection.

https://www.facebook.com/GenesisAndTheRahabConspiracy/posts/nikola-tesla-the-bush-connectionserbian-american-engineer-

and-inventor-nikola-te/970886749666630/

Deathbed confessions, photos support claims that George H. Scherf(f), Jr., was the 41st U.S. president.

https://geopolitics.co/2018/12/02/in-memoriam-george-h-scherff-jr-aka-george-hw-bush-sr/

Barbara "Pierce" Bush was a "Pierce" of Pierce-Arrow; aka Nikola Tesla 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car that ran off radiant energy.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwuXI2Ohyxg

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barbara_Bush

The Clinton's Connection to Nikola Tesla's "Death Ray";

In the Nikola Tesla FBI File, Tesla's Death Ray was held at the "Governor Clinton Hotel" in New York, for payment for his rent over 

the years. The device was held in a multi-decade resistant box, that could only be opened after 30 years of Tesla's death, or 

1973'ish. The un-redacted Tesla FBI File is sitting on Comey's desk and on Hillary's hard-drive.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro

George Herbert Walker Bush Sr. funded HAARP in 1990:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-frequency_Active_Auroral_Research_Program

HAARP director to congress, HAARP's main goal was to "Inject energy into the Ionosphere"; tests went as expected.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RX3IOHpe6sY&t=2m23s

Episode 2: The Empire Strikes Back

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RX3IOHpe6sY&t=2m23s
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-frequency_Active_Auroral_Research_Program
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barbara_Bush
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwuXI2Ohyxg
https://geopolitics.co/2018/12/02/in-memoriam-george-h-scherff-jr-aka-george-hw-bush-sr/
https://www.facebook.com/GenesisAndTheRahabConspiracy/posts/nikola-tesla-the-bush-connectionserbian-american-engineer-and-inventor-nikola-te/970886749666630/
https://www.facebook.com/GenesisAndTheRahabConspiracy/posts/nikola-tesla-the-bush-connectionserbian-american-engineer-and-inventor-nikola-te/970886749666630/
http://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg&t=1m58s
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https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/people/leland-i-anderson


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RTdSZVd7iUQ

... To be continued

Updated Dec 19, 2020, 1:47 PM

Dec 19, 2020, 1:47 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Click for video:

#invisible December 19 2020 Nikola Tesla's Manhattan Project Invisibility - "Veil of Invisibility" featuring Tesla's Attorney George 

Herbert Walker Scherff Sr, son GHWS Jr. (Curious George); aka George Bush Sr., Barabara (Pierce-Arrow) Bush, the OSS, Hitler's 

Bodyguard Otto Skorzeny, the CIA & Tesla's HAARP + Chemtrail Conspiracy as the method of long distance wireless power 

transmission using artificially ionized clouds. (cloud makers). https://docdroid.net/zGfvzH4/tesla-veil-of-invisibility-pdf -- The 

Philadelphia Experiment "Project Invisibility": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philadelphia_Experiment -- January 26th 2016 Tesla 

Leaks "Chasing Ghosts" with Ghostbusters, the EPA & CDC: https://youtube.com/watch?v=l4kMiRDfgeI -- Electrical Experimenter 

"At War with the Invisible": https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg&t=3m45s -- (nano-particles and genetic materials in 

Vaccines and in manufacturing are also invisible and un-regulated) @ teslaleaks.com
#invisible December 19 2020 Nikola Tesla's Manhattan Project Invisibility - "Veil of Invisibility" featuring Tesla's Attorney George 

Herbert Walker Scherff Sr, son GHWS Jr. (Curious George); aka George Bush Sr., Barabara (Pierce-Arrow) Bush, the OSS, Hitler's 

Bodyguard Otto Skorzeny, the CIA & Tesla's HAARP + Chemtrail Conspiracy as the method of long distance wireless power 

transmission using artificially ionized clouds. (cloud makers). https://docdroid.net/zGfvzH4/tesla-veil-of-invisibility-pdf -- The 

Philadelphia Experiment "Project Invisibility": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philadelphia_Experiment -- January 26th 2016 Tesla 

Leaks "Chasing Ghosts" with Ghostbusters, the EPA & CDC: https://youtube.com/watch?v=l4kMiRDfgeI -- Electrical Experimenter 

"At War with the Invisible": https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg&t=3m45s -- (nano-particles and genetic materials in 

Vaccines and in manufacturing are also invisible and un-regulated) @ teslaleaks.com

Dec 19, 2020, 12:58 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TESLA MODEL X | WORLDWIDE.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 19, 2020, 10:13 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nuke Hoax- Exposing The Nuclear Weapons Fraud.

December 18th 2020 #Nuke and #button propaganda high. Repost: Nuke Hoax Part 1 ft 9/11 & Nikola Tesla's Electric Arc Aircraft 

w/ Tethers + Operation Thunderclap in Japan & Germany: Featuring the "Button Hoax"; for starters, THERE'S NO BUTTON. 

https://nytimes.com/2018/01/03/world/asia/nuclear-button-trump-north-korea.html -- There's NO NUKE SHELTERS neither. Nuke 

Hoax Part 2 by Tesla Leaks in 2105: https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Exposing the Nuclear Weapons Fraud 

https://facebook.com/groups/1331487306928348/ -- What? 1) Nikola Tesla debunks Einsteinian Nuclear Bombs & Nuclear Power is 

Safe!! 2) What happened in Japan? Japan was "Fire Stormed" just like German cities using "Operation Thunderclap"; proposed by 

Nikola Tesla in 1915 in "Ingenious Plans for National Defense". 3) There is no radiation in Hiroshima nor Nagasaki, nor near Las 

Vegas 4) E DOES NOT EQUAL M (E not equal to M). Energy is not Matter nor Mass; it's an Invalid-Relationship- Nikola Tesla 4a) 

Nikola Tesla's physics are in direct opposition to Einsteinian "Theories"; by Tesla describing the Energy and Matter situation by 

saying "There is no Energy in Matter, that doesn't come from it's Environment" Plutonium nor Uranium have any energy in-of-

https://facebook.com/groups/1331487306928348/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio
https://nytimes.com/2018/01/03/world/asia/nuclear-button-trump-north-korea.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX940evf4mZjtLwZOUVSZkAKra_RjtDA9No0EPE55eXQd8fDkm0cP4mT3KYotDBjEcjEgErIyFBWQIfHh7wB4HsET-f7HQyIwptCPhxQfhXM7TEljB2crULw-sy3nx8pZcSbZiZxSBHskCZs-n5D9Nx3OQrdFA&s=2
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012
https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492
https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-4UBNVdOvJ7NgJA3ASgFVa5w7TDUZAXmFnHeBYf_Uc3nRSZbhj0eZwFc7KSeGfir6RE5UV0_4LnRqXu1xm9B-WgXw423Tygxba3vX4Tkrhb3siY7b2Nlq6L1mRgXaeRYyTIAyz7yDJfIpZ&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg&t=3m45s
https://youtube.com/watch?v=l4kMiRDfgeI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philadelphia_Experiment
https://docdroid.net/zGfvzH4/tesla-veil-of-invisibility-pdf
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themselves. They need energy input from the Sun or some secondary rays. 5) Bikini Atoll was not a Nuke, it was Underwater TNT 

designed to create a Nikola Tesla "Tidal Wave for Defense" 6) What about the Movies and Video's? Answer: They are all 

conventional munitions, buried TNT, fuel oil, magnesium flashes, composite imagery and cartoons. No damage is done in any of the

vidoe's, not even to streamers or clouds. You've never "Seen" a Nuke since on TV in 1945, and you never will>>> Even Einstein 

believed Nuke's that blow up cities with radiation would be Impossible https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8w2nRPMInU -- Nikola 

Tesla's proposed Operation Thunderclap 1915 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prQCAOZzsYg -- Nikola Tesla's Tidal Wave for 

Defense used at Bikini Atoll https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible -- More on 

Debunking Einstein and the Nuke Hoax by Tesla Leaks in 2015 and 2017: 

https://www.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/posts/tesla-leaks-original-post-in-debunking-einstein-including-faster-than-light-

inst/2296284360696588/ -- Tesla vs Einstein by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks on January 1st 2020: 

https://facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-energy/tesla-vs-einstein/914566628941148/

Dec 19, 2020, 9:05 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Michael Jackson Is Magic (Official).

Rise of the Jedi Podcast Part 2 - Star Wars R2D2's Hologram Projector & Obi-Wan's Acoustic Holograms featuring MJ Air, the 

Grand Illusion, Slave to the Rythm, John Lear's Grand Deception, Projected KInetics, TWTA (tweet-a) Holographic Klystron and 

fighting Phantom's blips on Radar on September 11th 2001. https://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/archive/hearing12/9-

11Commission_Hearing_2004-06-17.htm -- R2D2 Beat Frequency Holograms - 1966 Holographic apparatus using light, infra-red or 

ultra-violet waves for obtaining holograms or for obtaining an screen image from them 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3444316A/en -- 1970 Jedi Acoustic Holograms 

https://holographyforum.org/w/images/c/cf/Kock-LasersHolography.pdf -- 1956 GE Holographic Klystron with Particle Accelerator for

Object Camaflague aka Projected Kinetics https://patents.google.com/patent/US3127608A/en -- December 26th 2019 Rise of the 

Jedi Podcast: Episode 1 https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 19, 2020, 3:12 AM

December 18th 2020 #Nuke and #button propaganda high. Repost: Nuke Hoax Part 1 ft 9/11 & Nikola Tesla's Electric Arc Aircraft 

w/ Tethers + Operation Thunderclap in Japan & Germany: Featuring the "Button Hoax"; for starters, THERE'S NO BUTTON. 

https://nytimes.com/2018/01/03/world/asia/nuclear-button-trump-north-korea.html -- There's NO NUKE SHELTERS neither. Nuke 

Hoax Part 2 by Tesla Leaks in 2105: https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Exposing the Nuclear Weapons Fraud 

https://facebook.com/groups/1331487306928348/ -- What? 1) Nikola Tesla debunks Einsteinian Nuclear Bombs & Nuclear Power is 

Safe!! 2) What happened in Japan? Japan was "Fire Stormed" just like German cities using "Operation Thunderclap"; proposed by 

Nikola Tesla in 1915 in "Ingenious Plans for National Defense". 3) There is no radiation in Hiroshima nor Nagasaki, nor near Las 

Vegas 4) E DOES NOT EQUAL M (E not equal to M). Energy is not Matter nor Mass; it's an Invalid-Relationship- Nikola Tesla 4a) 

Nikola Tesla's physics are in direct opposition to Einsteinian "Theories"; by Tesla describing the Energy and Matter situation by 

saying "There is no Energy in Matter, that doesn't come from it's Environment" Plutonium nor Uranium have any energy in-of-

themselves. They need energy input from the Sun or some secondary rays. 5) Bikini Atoll was not a Nuke, it was Underwater TNT 

designed to create a Nikola Tesla "Tidal Wave for Defense" 6) What about the Movies and Video's? Answer: They are all 

conventional munitions, buried TNT, fuel oil, magnesium flashes, composite imagery and cartoons. No damage is done in any of the

vidoe's, not even to streamers or clouds. You've never "Seen" a Nuke since on TV in 1945, and you never will>>> Even Einstein 

believed Nuke's that blow up cities with radiation would be Impossible https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8w2nRPMInU -- Nikola 

Tesla's proposed Operation Thunderclap 1915 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prQCAOZzsYg -- Nikola Tesla's Tidal Wave for 

Defense used at Bikini Atoll https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible -- More on 

Debunking Einstein and the Nuke Hoax by Tesla Leaks in 2015 and 2017: 

https://www.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/posts/tesla-leaks-original-post-in-debunking-einstein-including-faster-than-light-

inst/2296284360696588/ -- Tesla vs Einstein by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks on January 1st 2020: 

https://facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-energy/tesla-vs-einstein/914566628941148/

Updated Dec 19, 2020, 12:45 AM

Dec 19, 2020, 12:45 AM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Click for video:

December 18th 2020 #Nuke and #button propaganda high. Repost: Nuke Hoax Part 1 ft 9/11 & Nikola Tesla's Electric Arc Aircraft 

w/ Tethers + Operation Thunderclap in Japan & Germany: Featuring the "Button Hoax"; for starters, THERE'S NO BUTTON. 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-EPXv2t3J-VyNWfzjifmxnLuiTkwxX-DFPp2KsVaTG-DXZ6fEXx2zIN_8_mUgyeFgNNHzOdLtiDXy6vhlnG_wQ3C7uaHyc2bv4xy1zefDzRRNIH3TE4lMQEGKIGOWKkjceOyvl_SndnMVI3LWm02EnytTn6gmUW21D&s=2
https://facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-energy/tesla-vs-einstein/914566628941148/
https://www.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/posts/tesla-leaks-original-post-in-debunking-einstein-including-faster-than-light-inst/2296284360696588/
https://www.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/posts/tesla-leaks-original-post-in-debunking-einstein-including-faster-than-light-inst/2296284360696588/
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible
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https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi
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https://nytimes.com/2018/01/03/world/asia/nuclear-button-trump-north-korea.html -- There's NO NUKE SHELTERS neither. Nuke 

Hoax Part 2 by Tesla Leaks in 2105: https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Exposing the Nuclear Weapons Fraud 

https://facebook.com/groups/1331487306928348/ -- What? 1) Nikola Tesla debunks Einsteinian Nuclear Bombs & Nuclear Power is 

Safe!! 2) What happened in Japan? Japan was "Fire Stormed" just like German cities using "Operation Thunderclap"; proposed by 

Nikola Tesla in 1915 in "Ingenious Plans for National Defense". 3) There is no radiation in Hiroshima nor Nagasaki, nor near Las 

Vegas 4) E DOES NOT EQUAL M (E not equal to M). Energy is not Matter nor Mass; it's an Invalid-Relationship- Nikola Tesla 4a) 

Nikola Tesla's physics are in direct opposition to Einsteinian "Theories"; by Tesla describing the Energy and Matter situation by 

saying "There is no Energy in Matter, that doesn't come from it's Environment" Plutonium nor Uranium have any energy in-of-

themselves. They need energy input from the Sun or some secondary rays. 5) Bikini Atoll was not a Nuke, it was Underwater TNT 

designed to create a Nikola Tesla "Tidal Wave for Defense" 6) What about the Movies and Video's? Answer: They are all 

conventional munitions, buried TNT, fuel oil, magnesium flashes, composite imagery and cartoons. No damage is done in any of the

vidoe's, not even to streamers or clouds. You've never "Seen" a Nuke since on TV in 1945, and you never will>>> Even Einstein 

believed Nuke's that blow up cities with radiation would be Impossible https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8w2nRPMInU -- Nikola 

Tesla's proposed Operation Thunderclap 1915 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prQCAOZzsYg -- Nikola Tesla's Tidal Wave for 

Defense used at Bikini Atoll https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-impossible -- More on 

Debunking Einstein and the Nuke Hoax by Tesla Leaks in 2015 and 2017: 

https://www.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/posts/tesla-leaks-original-post-in-debunking-einstein-including-faster-than-light-

inst/2296284360696588/ -- Tesla vs Einstein by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks on January 1st 2020: 

https://facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-energy/tesla-vs-einstein/914566628941148/
December 18th 2020 #Nuke and #button propaganda high. Repost: Nuke Hoax Part 1 ft 9/11 & Nikola Tesla's Electric Arc Aircraft 

w/ Tethers + Operation Thunderclap in Japan & Germany: Featuring the "Button Hoax"; for starters, THERE'S NO BUTTON. 

https://nytimes.com/2018/01/03/world/asia/nuclear-button-trump-north-korea.html -- There's NO NUKE SHELTERS neither. Nuke 

Hoax Part 2 by Tesla Leaks in 2105: https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio Exposing the Nuclear Weapons Fraud 
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Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.
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the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi Master, Nikola Tesla, known in 

cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World Order on control of countries with

food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's Walmart, and George Herbert 
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Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, 

has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi 

and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy. Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his 

faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star. But the Emperor and the 

Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to be. Empire spy Snowden 

and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy to determine what technology the Jedi's have created that would put an end 

to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi energy ministers around Alderan, have declared "nothing can stop this 

transition". Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer 

elements of their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed 

Energy Weapons. The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great 

Jedi, William Bill Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the 

publisher of Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known". UNTIL THE LATEST of 

these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and Incandescent light bulbs. With 

the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make light sabers as well. But now the 

Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to create a permanent armaments 

industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the Empire's defense. The Empire 

spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the ultimate 

power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS CONJUNCTION 

of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic, political, even 

spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire. The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the 

imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and 

livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the 

acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military industrial complex. The potential for the disastrous 

rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties or 

democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can compel the proper meshing of

the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, so that security and liberty may

prosper together. AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been 

the technological revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, 

not aware of the powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, 

complex, and costly. A steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire. TODAY, the solitary Jedi, 

tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories and testing fields. In the 

same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has experienced a revolution 

in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, virtually, a substitute for 

learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the Empires Army. THE 

PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is ever 

present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, we 

must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-technological 

elite. In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition and Imagination 

of the Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi
Rise of the Jedi Podcast Part 2 - Star Wars R2D2's Hologram Projector & Obi-Wan's Acoustic Holograms featuring MJ Air, the 

Grand Illusion, Slave to the Rythm, John Lear's Grand Deception, Projected KInetics, TWTA (tweet-a) Holographic Klystron and 

fighting Phantom's blips on Radar on September 11th 2001. https://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/archive/hearing12/9-

11Commission_Hearing_2004-06-17.htm -- R2D2 Beat Frequency Holograms - 1966 Holographic apparatus using light, infra-red or 

ultra-violet waves for obtaining holograms or for obtaining an screen image from them 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3444316A/en -- 1970 Jedi Acoustic Holograms 

https://holographyforum.org/w/images/c/cf/Kock-LasersHolography.pdf -- 1956 GE Holographic Klystron with Particle Accelerator for

Object Camaflague aka Projected Kinetics https://patents.google.com/patent/US3127608A/en -- Owen Shroyer's Silky Smooth 

Album -- December 26th 2019 Rise of the Jedi Podcast: Episode 1 https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Full Text: Welcome to Rise of the Jedi. I come to you with a message of the Empire and the for the Jedi; from the original Jedi 

Master, Nikola Tesla, known in cursive as Yoda. The emodiment of all Jedi's. In the last years, The Empire, basing it's New World 

Order on control of countries with food and continents with energy, has been shattered into a 1000 pieces. The old order of Clinton's

Walmart, and George Herbert Walker Scherff, known as Curious George, HAARP, have been swept away.

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3127608A/en
https://holographyforum.org/w/images/c/cf/Kock-LasersHolography.pdf
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3444316A/en
https://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/archive/hearing12/9-11Commission_Hearing_2004-06-17.htm
https://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/archive/hearing12/9-11Commission_Hearing_2004-06-17.htm


The old Jedi's who used The Force from the free powers of the sun, the wind, the Ocean and the Ether for the side of Light, like 

Tesla, have caused the Empire to attack the Jedi's hometown, his home, and museum, four times, and yours, using the idea of 

"World Wars" as the excuse. The powers of The Force are unlimited compared to the old powers of destroying resources for energy.

Today, the Empire hired Donald Trump, as the Emperor, with Presidential Directive Powers, and Alex Jones as the self proclaimed 

"Cobra Commander" as Darth Vader. The dark forces of the Information War have been commanded to quote "release the greatest 

evil onto mankind" and to "jam the signals" of the Jedi on the Internet with quote "fake news".

In the current episode, the Empire attempted to "end the Jedi", and failed. But in the previous episode, succeeded by the attempted 

assassination, castration and later kidnapping and torturing the old Jedi, Nikola Tesla. Despite the efforts of Princess Lea in hiding 

the plans to the Death Star, the Empire found the plans to the Death Star in a Multi-Decade Resistant Box; opened after 30 years of 

Yoda's disappearance. Their current attempt for a World Empire, however, has failed. The plans to the Death Star, at Wardenclyffe, 

and the free energy powers have been successfuly hidden by the old Jedi and now transfered to R2D2 units around the Galaxy. 

Boba Fett hired by Darth Vader, failed to find and stop Hans Solo and his faster than light Mellenium Falcon from clearing a path for 

Luke Skywalker to destroy their Death Star. But the Emperor and the Empire is a Phantom Menace, of Fear, for Millenia using 

CRISES to create ORDER, and it will continue to be. Empire spy Snowden and troll trap Assange were sent throughout the Galaxy 

to determine what technology the Jedi's have created that would put an end to the power of the Empire. Both have failed. New Jedi 

energy ministers around Alderan, have declared "nothing can stop this transition".

Since the capture and disappearance of Nikola Tesla, the Empire has spent hundreds of Trillions of dollars in newer elements of 

their defense; from Depleted Uranium, Osmium and Iridium, to HydraZine or Napalm, to the Death Star's Directed Energy Weapons.

The Empire has already used their weaponry in World War 2, on Vietnam, Iraq, Serbia and New York. The great Jedi, William Bill 

Cooper, declared the Empire is "at least, 50-100 years beyond, what you can even imagine". Another Jedi, the publisher of 

Borderland Books declared "we are living at least 1000 years behind, what's already known".

UNTIL THE LATEST of these conflicts, the Empire had no armaments industry. Only Thomas Edisons's DC coal plants and 

Incandescent light bulbs. With the Empire's Dark Side forces, their makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make 

light sabers as well. But now the Empire can no longer risk emergency improvisation of its defense; they have been compelled to 

create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, 5 million men and women are directly engaged in the 

Empire's defense. 

The Empire spends on military security alone more than the net income of all private corporations. The Government has become the

ultimate power in the Universe; as Emperor Obama declared "you must give your rights to an all powerful Soverign". THIS 

CONJUNCTION of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the Empire. The total influence economic,

political, even spiritual is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Empire. 

The Emperor's loss of control of the Galaxy, created the imperative need for this development. Yet the Jedi must not fail to 

comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. IN THE 

COUNCILS of Empire, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military 

industrial complex. 

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. WE MUST NEVER let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable Jedi can 

compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of the Empire with the Jedi's peaceful methods and goals, 

so that security and liberty may prosper together. 

AKIN TO, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in the Empire's industrial military posture, has been the technological 

revolution developed by Yoda. Yoda, under the auspices of the Empire, had been double crossed. The Empire, not aware of the 

powers of the Jedi, have spent your fortunes on research of The Force; but it has become more formalized, complex, and costly. A 

steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Empire. 

TODAY, the solitary Jedi, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of New World Order stooges in laboratories 

and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free energy and scientific discovery, has 



experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, an Empires contract becomes, 

virtually, a substitute for learning the true methods and uses of The Force. Even today, Disneyland, for example, was built by the 

Empires Army.

THE PROSPECT of domination of the nation's scholars by Empire employment, project allocations, and the power of fiat money is 

ever present and is gravely to be regarded. YET, in holding scientific research and discovery of The Force in respect, as we should, 

we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that the Empire has become the captive of a Dark Side scientific-

technological elite. In the following episode, Episode 2, learn the powers of The Force, Jedi Mind Tricks and the Instinct, Intuition 

and Imagination of the Jedi. Begin training at the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Facebook Page https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 18, 2020, 10:00 PM

December 18th 2020 Tesla jumps 10% or $60B to $695 per share; now valued at $660B; Musk $175; in last 15 minutes in heavy 

volume ahead of S&P 500 entry. Based on Tesla's Friday average price of $679.85, more than $131 billion worth of stock changed 

hands. Ahead of Friday's session, S&P Dow Jones Indices estimated that approximately 129.9 million shares of Tesla would need to

be purchased by index fund managers, worth more than $85 billion. https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/18/tesla-jumps-6percent-in-

heavy-volume-sees-wild-trading-volume-more-than-130-billion-worth-of-stock-changes-hands-ahead-of-sp-add.html

Stunning Video Chart: Tesla [TSLA] vs. Other Auto Company Market Cap Changes (2006–2020)

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/18/stunning-video-chart-on-tesla-tsla-vs-other-auto-company-market-cap-changes/

Updated Dec 18, 2020, 3:29 PM

Dec 18, 2020, 3:29 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

December 18th 2020 Tesla jumps 10% or $60B to $695 per share; now valued at $660B; Musk $175; in last 15 minutes in heavy 

volume ahead of S&P 500 entry. Based on Tesla's Friday average price of $679.85, more than $131 billion worth of stock changed 

hands. Ahead of Friday's session, S&P Dow Jones Indices estimated that approximately 129.9 million shares of Tesla would need to

be purchased by index fund managers, worth more than $85 billion. https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/18/tesla-jumps-6percent-in-

heavy-volume-sees-wild-trading-volume-more-than-130-billion-worth-of-stock-changes-hands-ahead-of-sp-add.html
December 18th 2020 Tesla jumps 10% or $60B to $695 per share; now valued at $660B; Musk $175B; in last 15 minutes in heavy 

volume ahead of S&P 500 entry. An all time equity volume record of $148B worth of stock changed hands. Ahead of Friday's 

session, S&P Dow Jones Indices estimated 129.9 million shares of Tesla would need to be purchased by index fund managers, 

worth more than $85 billion. https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/18/tesla-jumps-6percent-in-heavy-volume-sees-wild-trading-volume-

more-than-130-billion-worth-of-stock-changes-hands-ahead-of-sp-add.html

Stunning Video Chart: Tesla [TSLA] vs. Other Auto Company Market Cap Changes (2006–2020)

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/18/stunning-video-chart-on-tesla-tsla-vs-other-auto-company-market-cap-changes/

Dec 18, 2020, 3:28 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 18, 2020, 5:19 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Model X Owners Community.

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_MCxxVQC85FKBLy2GELnmgq8-cRj14zeYTwhEvSzcZ2m9KonUJe0ulHUF_v4Dlx5NDUywv6a5lWcdaZv_x8zlKKxPtcFDCP208aLXYVU82zE2WXhkLE4G4xOfGX3FGW3dcGFmrHMC1DJ-V&s=2
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012
https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492
https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8V_mSm4G-hjD75YowhFjjLmUlaNyBncWraX1FKCu4M5N4ZnL9bqJyS2oCbUD2EyPIHm8eEt2sRTyRB0doGWnEnIGiQ-C-gCiwaeqe9OdYuLgZkH2C4ghWSqWjrd3oLApNrqZP1ZCiR1IvG&s=2
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/18/stunning-video-chart-on-tesla-tsla-vs-other-auto-company-market-cap-changes/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/18/tesla-jumps-6percent-in-heavy-volume-sees-wild-trading-volume-more-than-130-billion-worth-of-stock-changes-hands-ahead-of-sp-add.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/18/tesla-jumps-6percent-in-heavy-volume-sees-wild-trading-volume-more-than-130-billion-worth-of-stock-changes-hands-ahead-of-sp-add.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8OcEn4Q8iw1hiE_8spHvmgqmX-fQA-zkx4TXSQPMqbZcKE7J9jdabKvYl7yK2bWldpv0i_5mNwSVy1WjPDYyE2xoCZpI23ZNBJGui_cDa4uupJHMtpV13z9UjREapjAlUh3Gs04fxc3LRXppsVLZ0HVEvquDVPhw4m&s=2
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/18/stunning-video-chart-on-tesla-tsla-vs-other-auto-company-market-cap-changes/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/18/tesla-jumps-6percent-in-heavy-volume-sees-wild-trading-volume-more-than-130-billion-worth-of-stock-changes-hands-ahead-of-sp-add.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/18/tesla-jumps-6percent-in-heavy-volume-sees-wild-trading-volume-more-than-130-billion-worth-of-stock-changes-hands-ahead-of-sp-add.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-fIin2vAnixJCrLAn70U-59dyiK-oZl9the4KMEa-hhSe_hCNTPWjQZnjZ_3yiVFpHBZJ5cGRXDVHgDkdpr3Q8301hIuMiK7cKxwtYr6m-JqwOWa0OkickOkPbmryM_6zBUpRaTV6GXCIk&s=2
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi
file:///C:/Users/user/Documents/teslaleaks2020/facebook-100009085196708%20(2)/posts/


Merry Christmas from St. Nikolas Tesla. Tesla Inc (TSLA), up $33.13 on Thursday, December 17th 2020, for the 33 degree Masons 

and Council of 13. Merry Christmas from St. Nikola and Elf, Musk (Click to open your 1000 Presents) 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1635285489942536/

Tesla Leaks contention was confirmed 4hours later by Reuters | NASDAQ -- December 18th 2020 1AM EST $80 Billion expected to 

trade hands by the end of Friday (not including Monday) Those funds will simultaneously have to sell other S&P 500 constituents' 

shares worth the same amount. https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-stocks-tesla/tesla-to-see-unprecedented-trade-ahead-of-sp-500-

debut-idINKBN28S0LK

Houghton Mifflin, the owns the S&P500 stock index, (the one that's been lying about Nikola Tesla for over 100 years) is going to pay

Tesla Inc. $83 Billion on December 21st. Warren Buffet, in-kind, is investing another $25B or $108B just to start. Barron's | Why 

Friday Is Big for Tesla Stock, Ahead of Monday’s Epic S&P 500 Inclusion https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-

stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677

Dec 18, 2020, 12:44 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Mods (owners only).

Merry Christmas from St. Nikolas Tesla. Tesla Inc (TSLA), up $33.13 on Thursday, December 17th 2020, for the 33 degree Masons 

and Council of 13. Merry Christmas from St. Nikola and Elf, Musk (Click to open your 1000 Presents) 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1635285489942536/

Tesla Leaks contention was confirmed 4hours later by Reuters | NASDAQ -- December 18th 2020 1AM EST $80 Billion expected to 

trade hands by the end of Friday (not including Monday) Those funds will simultaneously have to sell other S&P 500 constituents' 

shares worth the same amount. https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-stocks-tesla/tesla-to-see-unprecedented-trade-ahead-of-sp-500-

debut-idINKBN28S0LK

Houghton Mifflin, the owns the S&P500 stock index, (the one that's been lying about Nikola Tesla for over 100 years) is going to pay

Tesla Inc. $83 Billion on December 21st. Warren Buffet, in-kind, is investing another $25B or $108B just to start. Barron's | Why 

Friday Is Big for Tesla Stock, Ahead of Monday’s Epic S&P 500 Inclusion https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-

stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677

Dec 18, 2020, 12:44 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Owners Club of Las Vegas.

Dec 18, 2020, 12:44 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Real Kern Valley News.

Dec 18, 2020, 12:25 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Cybertruck & Semi.

Dec 18, 2020, 12:24 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TESLA MODEL Y Owners Club.

Merry Christmas from St. Nikolas Tesla. Tesla Inc (TSLA), up $33.13 on Thursday, December 17th 2020, for the 33 degree Masons 

and Council of 13. Merry Christmas from St. Nikola and Elf, Musk (Click to open your 1000 Presents) 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1635285489942536/

Tesla Leaks contention was confirmed 4hours later by Reuters | NASDAQ -- December 18th 2020 1AM EST $80 Billion expected to 

trade hands by the end of Friday (not including Monday) Those funds will simultaneously have to sell other S&P 500 constituents' 

shares worth the same amount. https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-stocks-tesla/tesla-to-see-unprecedented-trade-ahead-of-sp-500-

debut-idINKBN28S0LK

Houghton Mifflin, the owns the S&P500 stock index, (the one that's been lying about Nikola Tesla for over 100 years) is going to pay

Tesla Inc. $83 Billion on December 21st. Warren Buffet, in-kind, is investing another $25B or $108B just to start. Barron's | Why 

Friday Is Big for Tesla Stock, Ahead of Monday’s Epic S&P 500 Inclusion https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-

stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677

Dec 18, 2020, 12:24 AM

Chris Edwards updated the group cover photo in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_Wm7HeB1VyEjRpMnG9UeiMMnjyVgBqcmV5hWpM7Jcw6nqeKMaTLjziJ4rDjUcMksZPw82qiGwmk-AGCJKnzlW3bQ3krO6iUOB9Op8eDVGg0PS9kxgEyVG6dSEU6uxUdwZToPx3kLIWFlx0tFyVyGiNG9CPTVQ&s=2
https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677
https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677
https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-stocks-tesla/tesla-to-see-unprecedented-trade-ahead-of-sp-500-debut-idINKBN28S0LK
https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-stocks-tesla/tesla-to-see-unprecedented-trade-ahead-of-sp-500-debut-idINKBN28S0LK
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1635285489942536/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9dnO0Bf7HY_P1IeDPdX2b9fqx91n-jMKMo8aLZtgvEpeqJxHtoW7HJm3Pe6Nrug5OibklXxBbBsctDFfVtfT4nPaVHWXw7pjvLiMdXVxdPAbPX1SfVK3sRri6AQXdGdFoEOmVaraoG0XCK6bhART0q&s=2
https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677
https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677
https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-stocks-tesla/tesla-to-see-unprecedented-trade-ahead-of-sp-500-debut-idINKBN28S0LK
https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-stocks-tesla/tesla-to-see-unprecedented-trade-ahead-of-sp-500-debut-idINKBN28S0LK
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1635285489942536/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_IFHKyG95JziM02ZEpTdLEjJbQGgUD2cA9F-ZRvECRoCTgJNz7wMiBThM6MKyXhWli3umC49r_6Gdr1i2QYt6O7-DjaJvzPcAp7y73r8BfelsKIJWSVSqTHPN3ihnr3hvfzXoWCO8xMpSSlUzgoPVN&s=2
https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677
https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677
https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-stocks-tesla/tesla-to-see-unprecedented-trade-ahead-of-sp-500-debut-idINKBN28S0LK
https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-stocks-tesla/tesla-to-see-unprecedented-trade-ahead-of-sp-500-debut-idINKBN28S0LK
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1635285489942536/


Merry Christmas from St. Nikolas Tesla. Tesla Inc (TSLA), up $33.13 on Thursday, December 17th 2020, for the 33 degree Masons 

and Council of 13. Houghton Mifflin, the owns the S&P500 stock index, (the one that's been lying about Nikola Tesla for over 100 

years) is going to pay Tesla Inc. $83 Billion on December 21st. Warren Buffet, in-kind, is investing another $25B or $108B just to 

start. Barron's | Why Friday Is Big for Tesla Stock, Ahead of Monday’s Epic S&P 500 Inclusion https://barrons.com/articles/why-

friday-is-big-for-tesla-stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677 Merry Christmas from St. Nikola and Elf, Musk 

(Click to open your 1000 Presents) https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1635285489942536/
Merry Christmas of free worldwide wireless energy from St. Nikolas Tesla and Elf, Musk (Click to open your 1000 Presents) 

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1635285489942536/ -- Houghton Mifflin, who owns the S&P500 stock index, (the 

one that's been lying about Nikola Tesla for over 100 years) is going to pay Tesla Inc. $83 Billion on December 21st. Warren Buffet, 

in-kind, is investing another $25B or $108B just to start. Barron's | Why Friday Is Big for Tesla Stock, Ahead of Monday’s Epic S&P 

500 Inclusion https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677 -- 

REPOST: 33+ Ways to Power the World by Tesla Leaks: #BANNED Yosemite can power the U.S. 327X times over. How much is 

that worth? https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/ -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. 

How much is that worth? https://patents.google.com/patent/US6666024B1/en -- Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the 

world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm -- Was the latest eruption in 

Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free energy. 

https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- Why 

was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations 

offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from 

dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-

largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html -- August 28 2018 

This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-

california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218 -- 33 Ways to Power The World by Tesla Leaks: 

https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1666091590370331&id=750861428384951

Dec 17, 2020, 7:11 PM

Repost: January 28th 2018 by Tesla Leaks: Voted the most Awesome, Epic Retort in Internet history with a call to shut-down the 

rest of the Internet! Response to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then claim they can "debunk" Tesla. 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html To begin with, it's unlikely they know how to spell

his name or where he is from, since the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and 

admission by Tesla, Library of Congress in 1891, prior to 1897, his name is spelt with a (C) "NiCola Tesla" (see other variations in 

the comments below). -- Tesla Leaks - Missing Patents & Inventions found under the name spelt "NiCola Tesla" -- Some think that 

everything online about Tesla, is made up! Much of it is! But, how could you know "everything"? Have you read all the top secret 

documents in every country on Earth? You must work for the CIA! In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and 

the other 3 files referred to in the FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake 

Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his 

composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth 

looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 

patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked 

for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 

documents locked up at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his 

Museum that was bombed in WW2 and worked at the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you 

survived the 10,000 tons of depleted Uranium NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs 

Experiments Notes in 1955, published in 1978, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe

appeal case. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 

30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly crack. Instead it was people who called 

themselves "government officials" and John G Trump who admitted reviewing the information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you 

were there, you must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that 

the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing before his death (hoax), was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond

that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And 

of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity using cold 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_me4yvMh59xZj7KaR13iRLQkF6LbHHDFMpd6G_fZVlhFB2BVSPj54nXvP4hN0ysdp4klOo617ANAbjQpwgYjqdDuw1c6qhB1ghi3YuWkL0IeyN3RucGktD-2QgF5s0PUHbbnOPfGqhbPKI&s=2
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1666091590370331&id=750861428384951
https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218
https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html
https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm
https://patents.google.com/patent/US6666024B1/en
https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/
https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1635285489942536/
file:///C:/Users/user/Documents/teslaleaks2020/facebook-100009085196708%20(2)/posts/


temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power 

Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, 

with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is 

considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. 

They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his 

Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you 

might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI 

agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's 

property? The mission described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical importance"; the two were killed on 

their way to General Eisenhower when their military transport mysteriously crashed. The cause of the crash was never ascertained. 

It must have been the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of Tesla's effects. Like other great minds 

study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights and tubes that Tesla said he had in a separate 

room on the Wardenclyffe property up until 1907, under oath in his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case. Each light he 

said "described a unique scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since mentioned in the 

Wardenclyffe appeal. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla 

Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and 

"Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You 

being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work 

for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they 

are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked 

Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford 

White, friend witness and politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the 

Westinghouse, Tesla Hydro-electric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they 

were all asassinated. Within the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla 

using 10,000 horsepower from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his

company. Tesla told Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, 

"Trillions" of simultaneous, secure, pulse-width and pulse-position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, 

prior to the 1907 stock market crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned 

Lightening", the processes, appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control 

and economic utilization. Two months later after the stock market crash in 1907, the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent 

for the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not approve the patent until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to 

be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started. Then, in WW1, the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's 

hometown, Serbia. But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the next 

$250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery" (the final pieces that included the 

high tension UV generator to be placed in the Wardenclyffe Tower Cupola and Spark-Gap controls within the Tower structure). 

Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $60 Billion in sales to industry based on his 

inventions by 1904, that this venture would work as sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical

Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were 

building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he 

prescribed". Fortunately, in Tesla's last publication in the 1920 Electrical Experimenter, Tesla gives credit to John Hays Hammond 

for his June 22nd 1917 patent which he says "makes wireleses power possible". Days after Tesla dies, in a letter to the FBI director, 

Tesla tells Fitzgerald that his experiments in conjunction to the transmission of electrical power had been "completed and perfected" 

wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. 

Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not 

really looking, you don't want to work it out, ... You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) 

https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA

Updated Dec 17, 2020, 12:12 PM

Dec 17, 2020, 12:12 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbkbhVhhGMQ

Repost: January 28th 2018 by Tesla Leaks: Voted the most Awesome, Epic Retort in Internet history with a call to shut-down the 

rest of the Internet! Response to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then claim they can "debunk" Tesla. 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html To begin with, it's unlikely they know how to spell

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbkbhVhhGMQ
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8MSv4KzZcvsoZ148FMq8SeiT5Ggf-wqxj-aTZ9JmHMOEz3GqpqW9bLYv7gg08hdfCl3bPb5R1Oc1Uzpv4g_PdslJ0_TF5VLpmygMM9pQKVGvd2RtDGy64RLHuTUtC5s8sOSQi3UDq2MqQ3jTJkWuh8KzCvOO-h5ju4&s=2
https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA


his name or where he is from, since the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and 

admission by Tesla, Library of Congress in 1891, prior to 1897, his name is spelt with a (C) "NiCola Tesla" (see other variations in 

the comments below). -- Tesla Leaks - Missing Patents & Inventions found under the name spelt "NiCola Tesla" -- Some think that 

everything online about Tesla, is made up! Much of it is! But, how could you know "everything"? Have you read all the top secret 

documents in every country on Earth? You must work for the CIA! In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and 

the other 3 files referred to in the FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake 

Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his 

composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth 

looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 

patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked 

for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 

documents locked up at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his 

Museum that was bombed in WW2 and worked at the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you 

survived the 10,000 tons of depleted Uranium NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs 

Experiments Notes in 1955, published in 1978, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe

appeal case. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 

30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly crack. Instead it was people who called 

themselves "government officials" and John G Trump who admitted reviewing the information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you 

were there, you must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that 

the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing before his death (hoax), was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond

that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And 

of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity using cold 

temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power 

Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, 

with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is 

considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. 

They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his 

Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you 

might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI 

agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's 

property? The mission described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical importance"; the two were killed on 

their way to General Eisenhower when their military transport mysteriously crashed. The cause of the crash was never ascertained. 

It must have been the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of Tesla's effects. Like other great minds 

study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights and tubes that Tesla said he had in a separate 

room on the Wardenclyffe property up until 1907, under oath in his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case. Each light he 

said "described a unique scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since mentioned in the 

Wardenclyffe appeal. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla 

Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and 

"Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You 

being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work 

for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they 

are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked 

Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford 

White, friend witness and politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the 

Westinghouse, Tesla Hydro-electric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they 

were all asassinated. Within the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla 

using 10,000 horsepower from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his

company. Tesla told Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, 

"Trillions" of simultaneous, secure, pulse-width and pulse-position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, 

prior to the 1907 stock market crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned 

Lightening", the processes, appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control 

and economic utilization. Two months later after the stock market crash in 1907, the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent 

for the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not approve the patent until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to 



be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started. Then, in WW1, the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's 

hometown, Serbia. But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the next 

$250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery" (the final pieces that included the 

high tension UV generator to be placed in the Wardenclyffe Tower Cupola and Spark-Gap controls within the Tower structure). 

Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $60 Billion in sales to industry based on his 

inventions by 1904, that this venture would work as sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical

Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were 

building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he 

prescribed". Fortunately, in Tesla's last publication in the 1920 Electrical Experimenter, Tesla gives credit to John Hays Hammond 

for his June 22nd 1917 patent which he says "makes wireleses power possible". Days after Tesla dies, in a letter to the FBI director, 

Tesla tells Fitzgerald that his experiments in conjunction to the transmission of electrical power had been "completed and perfected" 

wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. 

Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up!

The Prestige Ending Un-Cut: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbkbhVhhGMQ

(Now you're looking for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not really looking, you don't want to work it out, ... 

You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige)

Dec 17, 2020, 12:11 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 12:02 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 12:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Model Y.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9FJhRXE6i7NK-sqjfsnG4AnUGRu18CSe3bBJURqXvev2srlZxh2P_jlrGRVrgjY-mtc5Bo8V5Z6AkN5i5pX8co_HEsW7hR7wQ6E4l3kZV_k_76HCZHNA8cAovo-c1ZgdcAWSNbuFVpRycShb8xFQAn&s=2
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708
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https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbkbhVhhGMQ


pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:41 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:33 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Model X Owners Community.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:31 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: World Green and Renewable Energy Assosiation.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492
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Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:31 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:31 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Model 3 Club.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:30 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Obsessed.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.
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https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:30 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: I AM the International Awareness Movement to End Secrecy Now.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:30 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Owners Club of Las Vegas.

Dec 17, 2020, 11:29 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: CyberTruck | TESLA Pickup TRUCK | WORLDWIDE.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:29 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Cybertruck.

Dec 17, 2020, 11:29 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708
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Dec 17, 2020, 11:29 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla CyberTruck.

Dec 17, 2020, 11:29 AM

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Updated Dec 17, 2020, 11:28 AM

Dec 17, 2020, 11:28 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:27 AM

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: http://teslaleaks.com/ 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 

2014 Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & 

Recycling 4) September 28th 2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 

22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light

October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical Technology

June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016

August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump

October 7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016

October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-T8uW9X0CQeJIT_TgujIF0OUZYtzL1O1EaxqnzLtWoRz_IftkGyT-6FB4AT7R7g-notHxAp3mtS4f17NuM3uw5ihRKcCw_JMuP1LlRaEUz-lmUXcwSDhgAL2hOZVI3aGxTaM51U9MHcEso&s=2
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012
https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492
https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8eQjxZYzEwZMvlr63ZdwZVGYFt22X2z9i2tVFrugP_hTdiAg8rPrhtyWDPD7E5UsTuA7ZufoDS33bkdvJJ_MhqUolYd4Bg62eiWRNVFI2mbIeWeBqis-_hru_AQg4zUff6PDLlFVQ--R1aGrRGWCCIYjQaSCPujsLT&s=2
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012
https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492
https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9Ur_NoDuoSS_bTOytmoIjl05S25Gqx60U28tGyuUSPZk5ziQt0Hfvv8qVQbNyNW5gnYvICgesH_iggfckSdcKFavVu1Jal2ZDhUlQZlfMBEwD8BVjMDXGr-B9m_ioSbv-GclP4vcnCZPvUKHNsn-yB&s=2


September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History

November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks

January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla

February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises

March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake News

May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation

June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic

September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare

February 25th 2018 Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force

March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration

March 18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files

December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI Scenario

January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein

January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions

February 25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax

March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow Government Secret Weapons

June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day

Updated Dec 17, 2020, 11:00 AM

Dec 17, 2020, 11:00 AM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: Anonymous Slovenia.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

December 12th 2020 How the Media Wants You To Think https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8

Dec 17, 2020, 12:43 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Free Energy Party UK.

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: http://teslaleaks.com/ 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 

2014 Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & 

Recycling 4) September 28th 2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 

22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light

October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical Technology

June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016

August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump

October 7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016

October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History

November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks

January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla

February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises

March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake News

May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation

June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic

September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare

February 25th 2018 Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force

March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration

March 18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files

December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI Scenario

January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein

January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions

February 25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax

http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8yGCxTVVIDnAJS3VHiJ-JsjA8PuZJVRNk4Dm8-1pIEdgK1pqqLHuxjrpgA7gQ0LFJywqqqYbC5b7Qpgd1wICiTjb_Rq9v7aj0HZAkZtSNO1oIyaAfrmNGOxtsaNT069WUPmfBC2W0afv_9ZpiA1aWL&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9c_K8LCFNaJjPlTfVQaVWsnQxwzyzNZNjpi41YY0WRJkF0QKH8HRYAHTClt40HBGImpH-3a2RiqJOwnPXRa7vZ-ePJ-aPj7F7XzBCELyQVhxYeUbRwIm_jm7uE0Xogzl8iWXyfSB6XgpKpKdWVvcBzflAAK_E3JSxF&s=2


March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow Government Secret Weapons

June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day

Dec 16, 2020, 10:02 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Free Energy Party UK.

Pure Voltage Has No Resistance Part 2: Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) 

Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & 

Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance 

Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, The Field-Effect (MOSFET) 

Transistor, Feedback Oscillators and much more https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372 @ 

teslaleaks.com

Dec 16, 2020, 10:01 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Real Kern Valley News.

Dec 16, 2020, 2:51 PM

https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/

#stopthesteal Predicted by *Chris Edwards of Kernville & Tesla Leaks on Voter Fraud & Cancellation of Christmas & Covid19 AI 

Scenario (He is the smartest man in the world, by far; that runs Tesla Leaks and used to date Danyelly); he predicted in 2012, 2016,

2018, 2019 "Your Vote Doesn't Count Part 7:" Governors pick Electors, not your vote. In states such as MI, PA, AZ, NV & GA; 

Governors can throw-out official Electors (as Mitt Romney threw out Ron Paul's 22 electors and replaced them with his own, in 

2012) and can by law appoint their own Electors; throwing out your electors and votes. 

https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/

May 22nd 2012 Original Post by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1696854290452322

https://www.facebook.com/groups/phonefromhome/permalink/391185540932491

Ron Paul vs The Media Industrial Complex (WE'RE IN A LOT OF TROUBLE!)

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1632859983693492&id=100009085196708

Mass. Republicans oust Ron Paul delegates - The Boston Globe Jun 24, 2012 

https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2012/06/23/romney-campaign-ousts-ron-paul-

delegates/3xYwhZ5kbZuRMyMBlXy6EK/story.html

November 11th 2018 37 sources of Ways Ron Paul Was Cheated:

https://www.facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/posts/10157940206551632

March 19th 2020 at Rise of the Jedi Podcast:

https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/posts/139885650863578

December 12th 2020 How the Media Wants You To Think https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8 -- 

* Edwards also worked for the Orange County, FL, Department of Elections; and was also a Ron Paul Volunteer from 2010-2012. 

He created all his Yellowpage profiles for his campaign office listings in every state. Then, the news and all the candidates tried to 

beat Ron Paul. So, they proceeded to CHEAT Ron Paul at least 37 different ways.

https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/

Updated Dec 16, 2020, 11:12 AM

Dec 16, 2020, 11:12 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Kern County of Old.

Dec 16, 2020, 10:48 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Kern County Scanner Club.

Dec 16, 2020, 10:18 AM

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-fn9hBmJZ_T_neAjRLZI01DZHDL1RNSs60YgE5I5zq-p-aS69__MLQQOsMSf9HqEV682OjNGRYh3I6WBv-aYAb48TEYT0oXs6bUozkzQ61ijim_VzRsfUm1HFXCQ&s=2
https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8
https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/posts/139885650863578
https://www.facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/posts/10157940206551632
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2012/06/23/romney-campaign-ousts-ron-paul-delegates/3xYwhZ5kbZuRMyMBlXy6EK/story.html
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2012/06/23/romney-campaign-ousts-ron-paul-delegates/3xYwhZ5kbZuRMyMBlXy6EK/story.html
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1632859983693492&id=100009085196708
https://www.facebook.com/groups/phonefromhome/permalink/391185540932491
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1696854290452322
https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/
https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_K2Y5w7D6XdozuKgHHa0tmdasr9Emsd-IIKRZKLUfgxVnJDNKo3xW6oL7qQIueCTBm7PJGGMRINqQJqI-wYyO2TUQEKgzXA7K9A5YDgeVcN7h2APvi67srxcQ0XbFGjv55zMXV3hCNgtqKuFysYVxY&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX95tNIMkUXfoNbBwLLVVVuxgrDSi8tsXmIk9AYKsTsoEcSoJgKiqY5sYiHjEnBh6G5Xv33eJE7FMhr4ThMgp3cbJ8ANG98FXt16esX64HWO_8z-JbbTVD6PDsl5BN6h2UAFo6IZraO_iNofLmgKCvTq&s=2


Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 18, 2020, 5:19 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Model X Owners Community.

Merry Christmas from St. Nikolas Tesla. Tesla Inc (TSLA), up $33.13 on Thursday, December 17th 2020, for the 33 degree Masons 

and Council of 13. Merry Christmas from St. Nikola and Elf, Musk (Click to open your 1000 Presents) 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1635285489942536/

Tesla Leaks contention was confirmed 4hours later by Reuters | NASDAQ -- December 18th 2020 1AM EST $80 Billion expected to 

trade hands by the end of Friday (not including Monday) Those funds will simultaneously have to sell other S&P 500 constituents' 

shares worth the same amount. https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-stocks-tesla/tesla-to-see-unprecedented-trade-ahead-of-sp-500-

debut-idINKBN28S0LK

Houghton Mifflin, the owns the S&P500 stock index, (the one that's been lying about Nikola Tesla for over 100 years) is going to pay

Tesla Inc. $83 Billion on December 21st. Warren Buffet, in-kind, is investing another $25B or $108B just to start. Barron's | Why 

Friday Is Big for Tesla Stock, Ahead of Monday’s Epic S&P 500 Inclusion https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-

stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677

Dec 18, 2020, 12:44 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Mods (owners only).

Merry Christmas from St. Nikolas Tesla. Tesla Inc (TSLA), up $33.13 on Thursday, December 17th 2020, for the 33 degree Masons 

and Council of 13. Merry Christmas from St. Nikola and Elf, Musk (Click to open your 1000 Presents) 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1635285489942536/

Tesla Leaks contention was confirmed 4hours later by Reuters | NASDAQ -- December 18th 2020 1AM EST $80 Billion expected to 

trade hands by the end of Friday (not including Monday) Those funds will simultaneously have to sell other S&P 500 constituents' 

shares worth the same amount. https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-stocks-tesla/tesla-to-see-unprecedented-trade-ahead-of-sp-500-

debut-idINKBN28S0LK

Houghton Mifflin, the owns the S&P500 stock index, (the one that's been lying about Nikola Tesla for over 100 years) is going to pay

Tesla Inc. $83 Billion on December 21st. Warren Buffet, in-kind, is investing another $25B or $108B just to start. Barron's | Why 

Friday Is Big for Tesla Stock, Ahead of Monday’s Epic S&P 500 Inclusion https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-

stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677

Dec 18, 2020, 12:44 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Owners Club of Las Vegas.

Dec 18, 2020, 12:44 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Real Kern Valley News.

Dec 18, 2020, 12:25 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Cybertruck & Semi.

Dec 18, 2020, 12:24 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TESLA MODEL Y Owners Club.

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9nBFKCXf0BDNnnNkfgAHYzrVFXi9WxdW56CK_Bo-fWi-9ILlDSxCuqW5vT21rHFlokadg7vJarAVXJ_fmNhhBbDXjKt90lHEIsCeBRSuymTyWR1fjDkgPY5lLvDJJJGlsdYJgSXxWp-8M0epLea_gA&s=2
https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677
https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677
https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-stocks-tesla/tesla-to-see-unprecedented-trade-ahead-of-sp-500-debut-idINKBN28S0LK
https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-stocks-tesla/tesla-to-see-unprecedented-trade-ahead-of-sp-500-debut-idINKBN28S0LK
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1635285489942536/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-wzvuSBx7V87yptp3_fP0Xq4Qw3cwXT0ZD8RxwcxTfAGV5iOTz2Seoz9mCOPykZtBJ2DZOQ-erRiUdp2dCO7esAooSE2H8FMGQknCvjRnL-mZqpcIggtzcCjUWm2mGOSOPvNtSNHwbOPK5XcteQM8P&s=2
https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677
https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677
https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-stocks-tesla/tesla-to-see-unprecedented-trade-ahead-of-sp-500-debut-idINKBN28S0LK
https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-stocks-tesla/tesla-to-see-unprecedented-trade-ahead-of-sp-500-debut-idINKBN28S0LK
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1635285489942536/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8l5agjFto-4_ER2GDMv-tHWbTMZbTSVUUR9oVtbFn5IVcxUlNTlk5rsJ9wEGS17g1D64YruZJkMbR7dRWnPvOSvoLDeeNX88jxNdvMFjfD6p6dcbMZToYoGYPIox1qsC7nG5Ze3e22ZTo3&s=2
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012
https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492
https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/


Merry Christmas from St. Nikolas Tesla. Tesla Inc (TSLA), up $33.13 on Thursday, December 17th 2020, for the 33 degree Masons 

and Council of 13. Merry Christmas from St. Nikola and Elf, Musk (Click to open your 1000 Presents) 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1635285489942536/

Tesla Leaks contention was confirmed 4hours later by Reuters | NASDAQ -- December 18th 2020 1AM EST $80 Billion expected to 

trade hands by the end of Friday (not including Monday) Those funds will simultaneously have to sell other S&P 500 constituents' 

shares worth the same amount. https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-stocks-tesla/tesla-to-see-unprecedented-trade-ahead-of-sp-500-

debut-idINKBN28S0LK

Houghton Mifflin, the owns the S&P500 stock index, (the one that's been lying about Nikola Tesla for over 100 years) is going to pay

Tesla Inc. $83 Billion on December 21st. Warren Buffet, in-kind, is investing another $25B or $108B just to start. Barron's | Why 

Friday Is Big for Tesla Stock, Ahead of Monday’s Epic S&P 500 Inclusion https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-

stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677

Dec 18, 2020, 12:24 AM

Chris Edwards updated the group cover photo in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Merry Christmas from St. Nikolas Tesla. Tesla Inc (TSLA), up $33.13 on Thursday, December 17th 2020, for the 33 degree Masons 

and Council of 13. Houghton Mifflin, the owns the S&P500 stock index, (the one that's been lying about Nikola Tesla for over 100 

years) is going to pay Tesla Inc. $83 Billion on December 21st. Warren Buffet, in-kind, is investing another $25B or $108B just to 

start. Barron's | Why Friday Is Big for Tesla Stock, Ahead of Monday’s Epic S&P 500 Inclusion https://barrons.com/articles/why-

friday-is-big-for-tesla-stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677 Merry Christmas from St. Nikola and Elf, Musk 

(Click to open your 1000 Presents) https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1635285489942536/
Merry Christmas of free worldwide wireless energy from St. Nikolas Tesla and Elf, Musk (Click to open your 1000 Presents) 

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1635285489942536/ -- Houghton Mifflin, who owns the S&P500 stock index, (the 

one that's been lying about Nikola Tesla for over 100 years) is going to pay Tesla Inc. $83 Billion on December 21st. Warren Buffet, 

in-kind, is investing another $25B or $108B just to start. Barron's | Why Friday Is Big for Tesla Stock, Ahead of Monday’s Epic S&P 

500 Inclusion https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677 -- 

REPOST: 33+ Ways to Power the World by Tesla Leaks: #BANNED Yosemite can power the U.S. 327X times over. How much is 

that worth? https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/ -- The potential energy in the "Mass" of the Oceans and "Mass" of Mountains can power the Earth, Quadrillions of times over. 

How much is that worth? https://patents.google.com/patent/US6666024B1/en -- Feb 10th 2019 Nikola Tesla predicts in 1931 all the 

world's energy needs to be met with only Geothermal http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm -- Was the latest eruption in 

Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal power? Given that the Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free energy. 

https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp -- Why 

was CNN reporting that "Microwaves" were coming from the Volcano? August 26th 2016 Obama bans Geothermal operations 

offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in the reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it's the 80% of power coming from 

dirty oil and dirty ICE cars, not from geothermal energy plants. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-

largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html -- August 28 2018 

This dormant Volcano's 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all by itself. https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-

california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-magma-1070218 -- 33 Ways to Power The World by Tesla Leaks: 

https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1666091590370331&id=750861428384951

Dec 17, 2020, 7:11 PM

Repost: January 28th 2018 by Tesla Leaks: Voted the most Awesome, Epic Retort in Internet history with a call to shut-down the 

rest of the Internet! Response to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then claim they can "debunk" Tesla. 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html To begin with, it's unlikely they know how to spell

his name or where he is from, since the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and 

admission by Tesla, Library of Congress in 1891, prior to 1897, his name is spelt with a (C) "NiCola Tesla" (see other variations in 

the comments below). -- Tesla Leaks - Missing Patents & Inventions found under the name spelt "NiCola Tesla" -- Some think that 

everything online about Tesla, is made up! Much of it is! But, how could you know "everything"? Have you read all the top secret 

documents in every country on Earth? You must work for the CIA! In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and 

the other 3 files referred to in the FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake 

Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html
https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp
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https://barrons.com/articles/why-friday-is-big-for-tesla-stock-ahead-of-monday-epic-index-inclusion-51608237677
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1635285489942536/
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https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-stocks-tesla/tesla-to-see-unprecedented-trade-ahead-of-sp-500-debut-idINKBN28S0LK
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composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth 

looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 

patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked 

for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 

documents locked up at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his 

Museum that was bombed in WW2 and worked at the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you 

survived the 10,000 tons of depleted Uranium NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs 

Experiments Notes in 1955, published in 1978, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe

appeal case. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 

30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly crack. Instead it was people who called 

themselves "government officials" and John G Trump who admitted reviewing the information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you 

were there, you must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that 

the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing before his death (hoax), was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond

that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And 

of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity using cold 

temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power 

Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, 

with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is 

considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. 

They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his 

Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you 

might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI 

agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's 

property? The mission described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical importance"; the two were killed on 

their way to General Eisenhower when their military transport mysteriously crashed. The cause of the crash was never ascertained. 

It must have been the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of Tesla's effects. Like other great minds 

study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights and tubes that Tesla said he had in a separate 

room on the Wardenclyffe property up until 1907, under oath in his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case. Each light he 

said "described a unique scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since mentioned in the 

Wardenclyffe appeal. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla 

Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and 

"Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You 

being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work 

for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they 

are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked 

Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford 

White, friend witness and politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the 

Westinghouse, Tesla Hydro-electric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they 

were all asassinated. Within the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla 

using 10,000 horsepower from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his

company. Tesla told Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, 

"Trillions" of simultaneous, secure, pulse-width and pulse-position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, 

prior to the 1907 stock market crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned 

Lightening", the processes, appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control 

and economic utilization. Two months later after the stock market crash in 1907, the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent 

for the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not approve the patent until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to 

be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started. Then, in WW1, the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's 

hometown, Serbia. But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the next 

$250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery" (the final pieces that included the 

high tension UV generator to be placed in the Wardenclyffe Tower Cupola and Spark-Gap controls within the Tower structure). 

Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $60 Billion in sales to industry based on his 

inventions by 1904, that this venture would work as sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical

Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were 



building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he 

prescribed". Fortunately, in Tesla's last publication in the 1920 Electrical Experimenter, Tesla gives credit to John Hays Hammond 

for his June 22nd 1917 patent which he says "makes wireleses power possible". Days after Tesla dies, in a letter to the FBI director, 

Tesla tells Fitzgerald that his experiments in conjunction to the transmission of electrical power had been "completed and perfected" 

wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. 

Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you're looking for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not 

really looking, you don't want to work it out, ... You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige) 

https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA

Updated Dec 17, 2020, 12:12 PM

Dec 17, 2020, 12:12 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbkbhVhhGMQ

Repost: January 28th 2018 by Tesla Leaks: Voted the most Awesome, Epic Retort in Internet history with a call to shut-down the 

rest of the Internet! Response to those who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then claim they can "debunk" Tesla. 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html To begin with, it's unlikely they know how to spell

his name or where he is from, since the town he was born in doesn't exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and 

admission by Tesla, Library of Congress in 1891, prior to 1897, his name is spelt with a (C) "NiCola Tesla" (see other variations in 

the comments below). -- Tesla Leaks - Missing Patents & Inventions found under the name spelt "NiCola Tesla" -- Some think that 

everything online about Tesla, is made up! Much of it is! But, how could you know "everything"? Have you read all the top secret 

documents in every country on Earth? You must work for the CIA! In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and 

the other 3 files referred to in the FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake 

Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. Only "Space Raven" knows for sure. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his 

composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth 

looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, Library of Congress and 900 

patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum; much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked 

for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 400,000 

documents locked up at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his 

Museum that was bombed in WW2 and worked at the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you 

survived the 10,000 tons of depleted Uranium NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the Colorado Springs 

Experiments Notes in 1955, published in 1978, from events that took place in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe

appeal case. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 

30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly crack. Instead it was people who called 

themselves "government officials" and John G Trump who admitted reviewing the information in Tesla's NY storage unit. While you 

were there, you must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that 

the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing before his death (hoax), was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond

that, you must have gotten access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at CERN. And 

of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity "Means for increasing electrical intensity using cold 

temperature" in 1900. As you know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power 

Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone and other gasses. The point being, 

with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is 

considered "classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian handwriting is terrible. 

They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his 

Assistants Marconi, Hammond, Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, you 

might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver in the movie "Fragments from Olympus" that tells the story of real-life FBI 

agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who died on January 15, 1943 during the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla's 

property? The mission described by FBI documents as being part of "a secret mission of critical importance"; the two were killed on 

their way to General Eisenhower when their military transport mysteriously crashed. The cause of the crash was never ascertained. 

It must have been the faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of Tesla's effects. Like other great minds 

study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of lights and tubes that Tesla said he had in a separate 

room on the Wardenclyffe property up until 1907, under oath in his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case. Each light he 

said "described a unique scientific discovery". We're all glad you have that, because, it's been missing since mentioned in the 

Wardenclyffe appeal. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians had access to the "Entire Tesla 

Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbkbhVhhGMQ
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_t_o460Bm6UChq0BknWUUhRIzC7mTbIjM-Pvdg4n6tfcsWgYem6S0z3KzVxA4zd5W5xu2bxOkKlsWSXqj0UQ_Cjrrs_FGCIC6_i3-b7tleo1xmBUcUeWys_qsV0aXxQnHbdJoVIh04OA47DLPBigT42q98HGU1ZlNh&s=2
https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA


"Wealthy Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them into "Idea Factories". You 

being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work 

for Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, since they 

are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked 

Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford 

White, friend witness and politician Mark Twain, or even President William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the 

Westinghouse, Tesla Hydro-electric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, because they 

were all asassinated. Within the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla 

using 10,000 horsepower from the Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in his

company. Tesla told Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the only practical method to generate, 

"Trillions" of simultaneous, secure, pulse-width and pulse-position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, 

prior to the 1907 stock market crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured "all" patents on what he calls "Tuned 

Lightening", the processes, appliances, generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control 

and economic utilization. Two months later after the stock market crash in 1907, the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent 

for the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not approve the patent until 1914. This delay gave time for the Federal Reserve Act to 

be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when WW1 started. Then, in WW1, the supposed entire world attacked Tesla's 

hometown, Serbia. But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not provide the next 

$250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would "Never see that machinery" (the final pieces that included the 

high tension UV generator to be placed in the Wardenclyffe Tower Cupola and Spark-Gap controls within the Tower structure). 

Since Tesla mentioned to Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $60 Billion in sales to industry based on his 

inventions by 1904, that this venture would work as sure as "my name is Tesla". But later in Tesla's 1919 Autobiography in Electrical

Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said "They were 

building more of them". In the same Autobiography he states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he 

prescribed". Fortunately, in Tesla's last publication in the 1920 Electrical Experimenter, Tesla gives credit to John Hays Hammond 

for his June 22nd 1917 patent which he says "makes wireleses power possible". Days after Tesla dies, in a letter to the FBI director, 

Tesla tells Fitzgerald that his experiments in conjunction to the transmission of electrical power had been "completed and perfected" 

wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. 

Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up!

The Prestige Ending Un-Cut: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbkbhVhhGMQ

(Now you're looking for the secret, but you won't find it, because of course, you're not really looking, you don't want to work it out, ... 

You want to be Fooled! -- Ending sequence in The Prestige)

Dec 17, 2020, 12:11 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 12:02 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 
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Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 12:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Model Y.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:41 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:33 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Model X Owners Community.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:31 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: World Green and Renewable Energy Assosiation.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:31 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:31 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Model 3 Club.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/
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Dec 17, 2020, 11:30 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Obsessed.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:30 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: I AM the International Awareness Movement to End Secrecy Now.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:30 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Owners Club of Las Vegas.

Dec 17, 2020, 11:29 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: CyberTruck | TESLA Pickup TRUCK | WORLDWIDE.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:29 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Cybertruck.

Dec 17, 2020, 11:29 AM
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Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:29 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla CyberTruck.

Dec 17, 2020, 11:29 AM

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Updated Dec 17, 2020, 11:28 AM

Dec 17, 2020, 11:28 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

December 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks Update on "The Great Lithium "Mine" Hoax" -- Tesla battery packs will begin using recycled 

Lithium, 90-95% recyclable, from JB Straubel's company in a "Closed Loop" fashion. https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-

recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/ -- Tesla Leaks published the History of Lithium and a proof that Nikola Tesla invented, 

pictured, used, described at the Wardenclyffe supreme court case in 1922, published about in 1919 and has Receipts for "Lithium 

Salts" Batteries in 1899 he used at his Colorado Springs Lab in Experiments, Proofs: 

https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaAdvocates/posts/1708939885825234

Tesla Leaks Last Update August 17th 2019 on the Hoax 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/648035998583249/permalink/2413413392045492

Tesla Leaks Last Update March 30th 2020 on History of WW1 vs Serbia, Lithium & Hydro-electric Power: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1706287389509012

The day after the Lock-Down in the U.S.; March 14th 2020 February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the 

prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2464158940563588&id=100009085196708
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https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/

Dec 17, 2020, 11:27 AM

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: http://teslaleaks.com/ 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 

2014 Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & 

Recycling 4) September 28th 2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 

22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light

October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical Technology

June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016

August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump

October 7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016

October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History

November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks

January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla

February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises

March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake News

May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation

June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic

September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare

February 25th 2018 Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force

March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration

March 18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files

December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI Scenario

January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein

January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions

February 25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax

March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow Government Secret Weapons

June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day

Updated Dec 17, 2020, 11:00 AM

Dec 17, 2020, 11:00 AM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: Anonymous Slovenia.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

December 12th 2020 How the Media Wants You To Think https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8

Dec 17, 2020, 12:43 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Free Energy Party UK.

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: http://teslaleaks.com/ 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 

2014 Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & 

Recycling 4) September 28th 2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 

22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light

October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical Technology

June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016

August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump

October 7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016

October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History

http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-dgqNZ_4YKqdCZZn0YUYwRrWN_PS9SZCqsNVaoZ8PevP_y3p2pYBCm2cY5WyMoq8O-Qlr00H1-utrpq9rBSNbOAenmO_uEty0HYC85HXUw6i_sXUtx0nOWGFuzGQXk4zfETo4arWjqbDBc9haLY1ZF&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-W13Nr0SInHSixBtKJ1fDugjmUY05diUmkoH5NdFZjUum-oymmt9A18K4a8OPY3gTtEhOcRJw-R1Ol7-A_gJ4i7F1Yca-VJ74OtCbgbjTBvvlGjtodsf2sBslyYDt4KdxCtPd1HVRhU631aAWECFycuQjdEzVtgJZu&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_X2v4Vvf75tVTvy68zZFRTPyOmm7NYhpwsG_1pYl4wL6YQelCqb7UcfDMgk69-sIE51Phl42k_AX7SrHSePq3Rjhtys_qb-rk7hmQG2zDJ4kwmKPSSm1Ksww0z2P40LUHbwuz2__GnqwOn&s=2
https://teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-model-y-recycled-battery-packs-confirmed-rumor/


November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks

January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla

February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises

March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake News

May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation

June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic

September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare

February 25th 2018 Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force

March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration

March 18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files

December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI Scenario

January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein

January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions

February 25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax

March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow Government Secret Weapons

June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day

Dec 16, 2020, 10:02 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Free Energy Party UK.

Pure Voltage Has No Resistance Part 2: Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) 

Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & 

Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance 

Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, The Field-Effect (MOSFET) 

Transistor, Feedback Oscillators and much more https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372 @ 

teslaleaks.com

Dec 16, 2020, 10:01 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Real Kern Valley News.

Dec 16, 2020, 2:51 PM

https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/

#stopthesteal Predicted by *Chris Edwards of Kernville & Tesla Leaks on Voter Fraud & Cancellation of Christmas & Covid19 AI 

Scenario (He is the smartest man in the world, by far; that runs Tesla Leaks and used to date Danyelly); he predicted in 2012, 2016,

2018, 2019 "Your Vote Doesn't Count Part 7:" Governors pick Electors, not your vote. In states such as MI, PA, AZ, NV & GA; 

Governors can throw-out official Electors (as Mitt Romney threw out Ron Paul's 22 electors and replaced them with his own, in 

2012) and can by law appoint their own Electors; throwing out your electors and votes. 

https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/

May 22nd 2012 Original Post by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1696854290452322

https://www.facebook.com/groups/phonefromhome/permalink/391185540932491

Ron Paul vs The Media Industrial Complex (WE'RE IN A LOT OF TROUBLE!)

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1632859983693492&id=100009085196708

Mass. Republicans oust Ron Paul delegates - The Boston Globe Jun 24, 2012 

https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2012/06/23/romney-campaign-ousts-ron-paul-

delegates/3xYwhZ5kbZuRMyMBlXy6EK/story.html

November 11th 2018 37 sources of Ways Ron Paul Was Cheated:

https://www.facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/posts/10157940206551632

March 19th 2020 at Rise of the Jedi Podcast:

https://www.facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/posts/10157940206551632
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2012/06/23/romney-campaign-ousts-ron-paul-delegates/3xYwhZ5kbZuRMyMBlXy6EK/story.html
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2012/06/23/romney-campaign-ousts-ron-paul-delegates/3xYwhZ5kbZuRMyMBlXy6EK/story.html
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1632859983693492&id=100009085196708
https://www.facebook.com/groups/phonefromhome/permalink/391185540932491
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1696854290452322
https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/
https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX--pcsrWkJiLx1bCXCODyfVVXa1Qy2oZkDZydeERzmcGvOiliWWWHtieajxaR6gw7gyMXuUrlqS2b3wpvcZPd-jX_AYPI8ZtEGaxzFALIcblNz_UVsgz24OzZevOZg_PjivRTi17IobdgH7C99UqxYn&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_7Kt0lJ1Xq2fxRNhqI1vr8bt-cmEBVlQ7znkJhQZdHbKFV6CLoDYk_YfS5xRtIS04hcre3adGpa9cyS0t0ux1iDGDzAg2Px6QMqeCKIfw7sK0MCAyuElJplcC5NrnyusYyoCsqnlRrcykmbMEl4dIS&s=2


https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/posts/139885650863578

December 12th 2020 How the Media Wants You To Think https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8 -- 

* Edwards also worked for the Orange County, FL, Department of Elections; and was also a Ron Paul Volunteer from 2010-2012. 

He created all his Yellowpage profiles for his campaign office listings in every state. Then, the news and all the candidates tried to 

beat Ron Paul. So, they proceeded to CHEAT Ron Paul at least 37 different ways.

https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/

Updated Dec 16, 2020, 11:12 AM

Dec 16, 2020, 11:12 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Kern County of Old.

Dec 16, 2020, 10:48 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Kern County Scanner Club.

Dec 16, 2020, 10:18 AM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: Current events discussion.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

December 12th 2020 How the Media Wants You To Think https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8

Dec 16, 2020, 8:51 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Survival.

December 15th 2020 Predicted by Tesla Leaks in 2015: #Solar #Energy #Prices to be 2 cents Kw/hr by 2020. India breaks record 

2.71c Kw/hr | Portugal’s World Record of 1.3c kw/hr | Dubai 1.35 kw/hr (Equivalent to Electric Gallon of Gas is (Kw/Hr X 1.33) or 25c

to 40c per Gallon | India: https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/solar-tariff-bids-in-india-hit-new-low-of-us¢2-71-per-kilowatt-hour/ 

Portugal: https://pv-tech.org/news/historic-result-as-portugal-claims-record-low-prices-in-700mw-solar-auction -- Dubai: 

https://www.pv-tech.org/news/abu-dhabi-claims-new-record-low-solar-tariff-of-us0.0135-kwh-for-2gw-al-dha -- -- October 15th 2020 

100% of New US Power Capacity Was Wind & Solar Power in October https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/100-of-new-us-power-

capacity-was-wind-solar-power-in-october/ -- Regenerative Braking vs. Coasting: Volkswagen ID.4 Gets It Right 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/regenerative-braking-vs-coasting-volkswagen-id-4-gets-it-right/ -- EV Battery Packs ~50% 

Cheaper Than In 2016; 50% Cheaper in Than Today, in 2024 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-

than-in-2016/ Home Solar Power Blew Up In 2020 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/13/home-solar-power-blew-up-in-2020/ Solid 

State Batteries — They’re Everywhere! They’re Everywhere! https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/11/solid-state-batteries-theyre-

everywhere-theyre-everywhere/ -- Why Solar Power prices dropped 89% in the last Decade 

https://singularityhub.com/2020/12/13/why-the-price-of-new-solar-electricity-fell-an-incredible-89-in-the-last-decade/ -- Could solar 

power save the Lone Star state https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Could-Solar-Power-Save-The-Lone-Star-State.html -- 

Peachtree Corners 'First' US City To Install Solar Panel Roadway System https://whatnowatlanta.com/peachtree-corners-first-u-s-

city-to-install-solar-panel-roadway-system/ -- Solar Power - Now Cheapest Form of Electricity 

https://abccolumbia.com/2020/12/15/solar-power-now-cheapest-form-of-electricity/ -- Predicted by Tesla Leaks July 9th 2015 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard

Dec 16, 2020, 8:27 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: RENEWABLE ENERGY, FREE ENERGY GENERATOR.

Pure Voltage Has No Resistance Part 2: Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) 

Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & 

Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance 

Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, The Field-Effect (MOSFET) 

Transistor, Feedback Oscillators and much more https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372 @ 

teslaleaks.com

Dec 16, 2020, 3:37 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Free Energy Chronicles.

Pure Voltage Has No Resistance Part 2: Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) 

Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & 

Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance 

Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, The Field-Effect (MOSFET) 

Transistor, Feedback Oscillators and much more https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372 @ 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8vPrezfeNqiQXkHvTB2nDDQKolyPSw1epRZwOMJZyBAn5DgTNIQpiZhy2WxU6unBsVKdDTAhiu2VxTja-r8OWhd-4ZPBY19hTfvOv6iiL72mmzhJXUcEzAegsoDhZ0hRAYyqF3oKh2AFBwrYRr_0s&s=2
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https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/13/home-solar-power-blew-up-in-2020/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-than-in-2016/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-than-in-2016/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/regenerative-braking-vs-coasting-volkswagen-id-4-gets-it-right/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/100-of-new-us-power-capacity-was-wind-solar-power-in-october/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/100-of-new-us-power-capacity-was-wind-solar-power-in-october/
https://www.pv-tech.org/news/abu-dhabi-claims-new-record-low-solar-tariff-of-us0.0135-kwh-for-2gw-al-dha
https://pv-tech.org/news/historic-result-as-portugal-claims-record-low-prices-in-700mw-solar-auction
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/solar-tariff-bids-in-india-hit-new-low-of-us%C2%A22-71-per-kilowatt-hour/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-CommGva9YDbBmPnH9uL1ZjJvJWahXTFt5Tof5CONxGcINeTkGnyTDT2SL-txTTpVsbNMVh-nMzbUglWzZTtJZQKFOwAm2_ngAf0HB29zImpphUR6xmoSUYEMY3Gpytfi4gmkNnJ22YbEYQ19WN1dv&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX83ykdzP4S_PVLTY_AJfODzlSvKdDvutiUXfmCOyXDcDClpXFh5m13_lTYuonLRi8mq0duzHB_qkAdvJaBp0kNWgwtYc-JXXw7dnWR-p8LpVYjysk3V0DShD2BD2Q&s=2
https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8
https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/posts/139885650863578


teslaleaks.com

Dec 16, 2020, 3:37 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Build My UFO and Free Energy Device.

Pure Voltage Has No Resistance Part 2: Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) 

Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & 

Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance 

Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, The Field-Effect (MOSFET) 

Transistor, Feedback Oscillators and much more https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372 @ 

teslaleaks.com

Dec 16, 2020, 3:37 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NWO FREEDOM FIGHTERS.

Pure Voltage Has No Resistance Part 2: Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) 

Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & 

Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance 

Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, The Field-Effect (MOSFET) 

Transistor, Feedback Oscillators and much more https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372 @ 

teslaleaks.com

Dec 16, 2020, 3:37 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Free Energy Party UK.

Pure Voltage Has No Resistance Part 2: Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) 

Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & 

Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance 

Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, The Field-Effect (MOSFET) 

Transistor, Feedback Oscillators and much more https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372 @ 

teslaleaks.com

Dec 16, 2020, 3:37 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Free Thinkers vs Traditional Thinkers. Freely Thinking.

Pure Voltage Has No Resistance Part 2: Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) 

Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & 

Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance 

Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, The Field-Effect (MOSFET) 

Transistor, Feedback Oscillators and much more https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372 @ 

teslaleaks.com

Dec 16, 2020, 3:37 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Free Energy Generator (Eng Noman Shah Afridi) Buy And Sell.

Pure Voltage Has No Resistance Part 2: Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) 

Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & 

Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance 

Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, The Field-Effect (MOSFET) 

Transistor, Feedback Oscillators and much more https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372 @ 

teslaleaks.com

Dec 16, 2020, 3:37 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Freethinkers United.

Pure Voltage Has No Resistance Part 2: Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) 

Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & 

Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance 

Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, The Field-Effect (MOSFET) 

Transistor, Feedback Oscillators and much more https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372 @ 

teslaleaks.com

Dec 16, 2020, 3:37 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Free Energy For The World.

Pure Voltage Has No Resistance Part 2: Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) 

Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8siLOhwF3-noO5Nd3XcLc1DqgkTkTJngJXZUbJP_9L2iNXb_bWzwBMElYG3Qk0uqVzI0xwpXipLVEAwDwV2RFCi33P0chCOedGZPO5EWetMHRRSMLF9yHGSp_ezHLO3LD_ByZJZexwTRN-CLlkLjM&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8vB8s5AGGAdcmnHgCAW9ZcUaB8nZMxlf5Owpk2aEkVBppUaVQHpV2nQPDm-gIFiz8eCUid82rwGOXislj4hdyfPBm71LLuJaaC2svwcwCgfc59PBMsYyVZ9r1CzhssNvGOfrDxbRyFytxQI_ZsRiuwIAE&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9NqcBk4iiR0jDR_5z7SW3UXBmG_uhfRATvmKocjd2GbZlmT9tUoqBt714IuQ-zvpetfS5X14ql3GQCi8uWyPBGKWt1XeEPUMo-u2beoDDDlruqAS6dDaCJrcshSOmODsRnFi1wr61-9vnLnSLeU1vX&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_WF9SqMay7W_CiYH74r1OP_aOfN-Iise6CoSvb20fYrhvcYomo2XxSOgXKI_Jt9jNWx8Pezzy0Z_WHqRUtgw6P3EQC-tCucUO_76CWmjnA2KV5NUqU3Z31dTA-P6vMBu4D8BBOJVbqKCokekcJKlZQ&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-gNLLntQupKy32DsgxJ1f59AN6ZbZLHKJhYxZ80JGv08qZn04Myh1ra_b0a9kgrEr76wV-GLdxwmMoIAx_6jGxDU6TSeCh9qCOtLvK1f8Z2DpXqJyp1gvuXh8ghZt-3HQ_GCFcknzA5kiuJ-Zw3NGQ&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_GMgFCkDYct87USuQ2AyZwOqJtjpOZrg6Nvzv5ARqzLzWArIpfmR3-G7OJdrpxInxfpCS_QIZXJv3_nVBOTu14uWRS3bor4uVvVNVtfqccfwNGRzhSwOCasP3rn4A4xATSi8ovfVT-UnpNhhfJTYRD&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX90-YQ1i9xHpJ5kgnh12dnDX9me5BqLMCjCe3zFwaE9IhvfHLOaf6hztoQvGS-nDGlb3spNMxjyfPtGsn2wJIW1VbjmDZBRvlyiDN6WQpea2vIKrXxzWmanerEtLyngLQ65NIFV2X_NUC-TwURO0s4&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/


Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance 

Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, The Field-Effect (MOSFET) 

Transistor, Feedback Oscillators and much more https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372 @ 

teslaleaks.com

Dec 16, 2020, 3:37 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Walter Russell THINK TANK.

Dec 16, 2020, 3:37 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: RENEWABLE ENERGY, FREE ENERGY GENERATOR.

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: http://teslaleaks.com/ 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 

2014 Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & 

Recycling 4) September 28th 2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 

22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light

October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical Technology

June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016

August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump

October 7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016

October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History

November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks

January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla

February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises

March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake News

May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation

June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic

September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare

February 25th 2018 Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force

March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration

March 18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files

December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI Scenario

January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein

January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions

February 25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax

March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow Government Secret Weapons

June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day

Dec 16, 2020, 3:34 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Free Energy Chronicles.

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: http://teslaleaks.com/ 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 

2014 Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & 

Recycling 4) September 28th 2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 

22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light

October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical Technology

June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016

August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump

October 7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016

October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History

November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks

http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9dsWIGGgl6qS5s1aOMujf34x728CQVuHg-SIF3LE35_nJ3DKNTQZFuxFLxBFQmEjBCH1jAIFpaMMLO_41mkhOMUfTJuc3pxQFmuqqMU-ujQf00zAVk9K-sgS6vHxCDVnOW2RR1GZF2czpMi4LNerg&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-qeHiP93FhHoCH1VFO72K6cp2YYQCubnjPEnA9VkcunJUhZmb7yq6ot6klxrkV5oe9SO0shof0_dxUEoAWrCu-JB6xehKDE4Uwb0Ha_a04x5dJhNTXFXkE8rIegtLjepa4Oy7Q9yRQJc_hf4QhxpGx&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372


January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla

February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises

March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake News

May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation

June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic

September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare

February 25th 2018 Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force

March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration

March 18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files

December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI Scenario

January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein

January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions

February 25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax

March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow Government Secret Weapons

June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day

Dec 16, 2020, 3:34 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Free Energy Party UK.

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: http://teslaleaks.com/ 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 

2014 Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & 

Recycling 4) September 28th 2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 

22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light

October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical Technology

June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016

August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump

October 7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016

October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History

November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks

January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla

February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises

March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake News

May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation

June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic

September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare

February 25th 2018 Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force

March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration

March 18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files

December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI Scenario

January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein

January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions

February 25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax

March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow Government Secret Weapons

June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day

Dec 16, 2020, 3:33 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Walter Russell THINK TANK.

Dec 16, 2020, 3:33 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Kern River Valley News & Info.

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8TW-O-Psx2q9hG3kYXTM8p2XGBDgj-2W9FSsTcDOwo24VlOIvxsTpGkbVWJeUC_d3yoolO43_Yf00PFM8VX8t7kFsxEGeWLzx7UqdRpWBDVLirKjY4Fp-zH1x4Rks2572pkmblmlpJvHo5rYGgiEQW&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_zsWP1fGaJ4kcXjS7og0N-Bk29rQ7PB45_OrLEFW2N6_bGCCxKW69kkdJ-6ifC9QTVQv1qCbaXtpgLmCvowLQ_TGuITvTWsI2i2zpT7pOfPQA1oc-4DIK-3zkECufsdiaRGq5iZyEZpSC5EuZ0n5M&s=2


Dec 16, 2020, 3:23 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

December 15th 2020 Predicted by Tesla Leaks in 2015: #Solar #Energy #Prices to be 2 cents Kw/hr by 2020. India breaks record 

2.71c Kw/hr | Portugal’s World Record of 1.3c kw/hr | Dubai 1.35 kw/hr (Equivalent to Electric Gallon of Gas is (Kw/Hr X 1.33) or 25c

to 40c per Gallon | India: https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/solar-tariff-bids-in-india-hit-new-low-of-us¢2-71-per-kilowatt-hour/ 

Portugal: https://pv-tech.org/news/historic-result-as-portugal-claims-record-low-prices-in-700mw-solar-auction -- Dubai: 

https://www.pv-tech.org/news/abu-dhabi-claims-new-record-low-solar-tariff-of-us0.0135-kwh-for-2gw-al-dha -- -- October 15th 2020 

100% of New US Power Capacity Was Wind & Solar Power in October https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/100-of-new-us-power-

capacity-was-wind-solar-power-in-october/ -- Regenerative Braking vs. Coasting: Volkswagen ID.4 Gets It Right 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/regenerative-braking-vs-coasting-volkswagen-id-4-gets-it-right/ -- EV Battery Packs ~50% 

Cheaper Than In 2016; 50% Cheaper in Than Today, in 2024 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-

than-in-2016/ Home Solar Power Blew Up In 2020 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/13/home-solar-power-blew-up-in-2020/ Solid 

State Batteries — They’re Everywhere! They’re Everywhere! https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/11/solid-state-batteries-theyre-

everywhere-theyre-everywhere/ -- Why Solar Power prices dropped 89% in the last Decade 

https://singularityhub.com/2020/12/13/why-the-price-of-new-solar-electricity-fell-an-incredible-89-in-the-last-decade/ -- Could solar 

power save the Lone Star state https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Could-Solar-Power-Save-The-Lone-Star-State.html -- 

Peachtree Corners 'First' US City To Install Solar Panel Roadway System https://whatnowatlanta.com/peachtree-corners-first-u-s-

city-to-install-solar-panel-roadway-system/ -- Solar Power - Now Cheapest Form of Electricity 

https://abccolumbia.com/2020/12/15/solar-power-now-cheapest-form-of-electricity/ -- Predicted by Tesla Leaks July 9th 2015 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard

Dec 16, 2020, 12:42 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Renewable Energy Philippines.

December 15th 2020 Predicted by Tesla Leaks in 2015: #Solar #Energy #Prices to be 2 cents Kw/hr by 2020. India breaks record 

2.71c Kw/hr | Portugal’s World Record of 1.3c kw/hr | Dubai 1.35 kw/hr (Equivalent to Electric Gallon of Gas is (Kw/Hr X 1.33) or 25c

to 40c per Gallon | India: https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/solar-tariff-bids-in-india-hit-new-low-of-us¢2-71-per-kilowatt-hour/ 

Portugal: https://pv-tech.org/news/historic-result-as-portugal-claims-record-low-prices-in-700mw-solar-auction -- Dubai: 

https://www.pv-tech.org/news/abu-dhabi-claims-new-record-low-solar-tariff-of-us0.0135-kwh-for-2gw-al-dha -- -- October 15th 2020 

100% of New US Power Capacity Was Wind & Solar Power in October https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/100-of-new-us-power-

capacity-was-wind-solar-power-in-october/ -- Regenerative Braking vs. Coasting: Volkswagen ID.4 Gets It Right 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/regenerative-braking-vs-coasting-volkswagen-id-4-gets-it-right/ -- EV Battery Packs ~50% 

Cheaper Than In 2016; 50% Cheaper in Than Today, in 2024 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-

than-in-2016/ Home Solar Power Blew Up In 2020 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/13/home-solar-power-blew-up-in-2020/ Solid 

State Batteries — They’re Everywhere! They’re Everywhere! https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/11/solid-state-batteries-theyre-

everywhere-theyre-everywhere/ -- Why Solar Power prices dropped 89% in the last Decade 

https://singularityhub.com/2020/12/13/why-the-price-of-new-solar-electricity-fell-an-incredible-89-in-the-last-decade/ -- Could solar 

power save the Lone Star state https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Could-Solar-Power-Save-The-Lone-Star-State.html -- 

Peachtree Corners 'First' US City To Install Solar Panel Roadway System https://whatnowatlanta.com/peachtree-corners-first-u-s-

city-to-install-solar-panel-roadway-system/ -- Solar Power - Now Cheapest Form of Electricity 

https://abccolumbia.com/2020/12/15/solar-power-now-cheapest-form-of-electricity/ -- Predicted by Tesla Leaks July 9th 2015 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard

Dec 15, 2020, 11:33 PM

December 12th 2020 How the Media Wants You To Think https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8

Updated Dec 15, 2020, 11:09 PM

Dec 15, 2020, 11:09 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8

December 12th 2020 How the Media Wants You To Think https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8

Dec 15, 2020, 11:08 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: SPIRITUAL WARRIORS.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

December 12th 2020 How the Media Wants You To Think https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8

Dec 15, 2020, 11:06 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: Conspiracy Hackers.

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-F91O-lM0vB4GmdRTTtTGafN8eI24FAq0o_k1umN_1riroAOOynzZ14QaNbLi0yam4oTmtKmPZE3lX5Xl868m1M1u35FWc3wkQi0AZHfIWq0I2X_YdVPgdtPEAbXh01esFhLlOgIx_uCS8t88P0-Xz&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_kGXKfIsbEAOe4o48vuT0ZHM6ouOFYgCD8KPDzzQIoEFTiSuwAKixAw5_mCSjK3B8HmbfQ11UllDZMji8Ua2JzoffRGU7Sgszs7xubyzZobTWAaehoq6VESg9EHPeUoFqJlclfcofKZumM&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-0iLXw6pRaNbBkOWtdg8d4AswMh4XtfhBeEo7UyE7Cl3eQlFfo0FNZFfwOe-0enBK-wlW4LdyxLSByMAEocHpklAQBpqFByfbnVB1dq6NXgN7wtRT6wjVxGI3T-SY5IeYDKL6d39W2Du2qQ85-B456TO2SVFUsBnTx&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_I3p-5wWtv8TcfLck18DDurHbDRCC_IcsMgezCBF-MK1AGpQx3ofodUO0SG5u2T6ZNTd9PZXNO19M7pSspun_1_xtlAZJAwHDqquHHuJ7NGD941yfGU7Cv-m0gqLDF01UZUEJ7wyqhM7e5nctEynEm&s=2
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard
https://abccolumbia.com/2020/12/15/solar-power-now-cheapest-form-of-electricity/
https://whatnowatlanta.com/peachtree-corners-first-u-s-city-to-install-solar-panel-roadway-system/
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TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

December 12th 2020 How the Media Wants You To Think https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8

Dec 15, 2020, 11:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

December 12th 2020 How the Media Wants You To Think https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8

Dec 15, 2020, 11:04 PM

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

December 12th 2020 How the Media Wants You To Think https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8

Updated Dec 15, 2020, 11:03 PM

Dec 15, 2020, 11:03 PM

January 13th 2020 Tesla Leaks Facebook Archive (500 Pages) http://teslaleaks.com/teslaleaks.html -- Tesla Leaks Facebook 

Group Archive (750 Pages) http://teslaleaks.com/teslaleaksgroup.html -- Tesla Leaks 2.0 Website (1250 pages) 

http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Tesla Leaks - January 19th 2017 – “Nicola Tesla” Missing Patents & Inventions. Nikola Tesla’s picture in 

1890 at the Library of Congress. His name is written on the picture as “Nicola Tesla”, not “Nikola Tesla”. “Nicola Tesla” Missing or 

Lost Patents & Inventions such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents, Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, 

Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation, 100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for 

Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification, Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, 

Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from Storms and Atmosphere.

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard

Electrical Experimenter, Jan 1919 editors notes on Nikola Tesla's technical prints, inventions and discoveries. The following is only a

partial list of terms now adopted and published in text books: Tesla two-phase, three-phase, multi-phase, poly-phase system of 

power transmission

Tesla principal

Tesla rotating magnetic field

Tesla rotating magnetic field transformer

Tesla induction motor

Tesla split-phase motor

Tesla system of distribution

Tesla rotary transformer

Tesla system of transformation by condenser discharges

Tesla coil

Tesla oscillation transformer

Tesla electrical oscillator

Tesla mechanical oscillator

Tesla high frequency machines

Tesla dynamo-electric oscillator

Tesla tube

Tesla lamp

Tesla high-potential methods

Tesla inductor

Tesla marvels

Tesla impedance phenomena

Tesla electro-therapy

Tesla electrical massage

Tesla currents

Tesla transmission

Teslaic experiments

Tesla capacity

Tesla arclight system

Tesla third brush regulation

Tesla devices

Tesla sparks

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard
http://teslaleaks.com/
http://teslaleaks.com/teslaleaksgroup.html
http://teslaleaks.com/teslaleaks.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX96-_XO4jXZDe_2Cs2KNRRxCY29kgcnNAA9KPuiAUzcdL9mvAFxV-t7auY-i5wzkIRZDfQ2XP2RakYsuWYfdK8vE8P03zefRXVkx6_r69iqdsf3GnD33p2GDdrmhhLU5fZrzxbKf5M1R47wXq3AjzqLMeQ-Jy2QYMfe&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX87fQgeVopdPYN_CBoYd5Oqz_E5h91LfvqmV-OfECTij7V6yfhBlcXaLgQ7qiPCevceSPIQunntS649UyeyKynlOEzr8xrbIRh1v0NlaRkHPN19ea4rMVR-yXJKiX5OOFOz6bkGf4IY678LpbnuqwII&s=2
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-LHdEUrGa8


Tesla arrangements

Tesla theory

Tesla point

Tesla Steam Turbine

Tesla Gas Turbine

Tesla Water Turbine

Tesla Pump

Tesla Compressor

Tesla Igniter

Tesla condensers

Tesla electro-static field

Tesla effects

Tesla wireless system

Tesla methods of wireless transmission

Tesla magnifying transmitter

Tesla telautomata

Tesla insulation

Tesla underground transmission, etc.

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722570941632&id=716016631&set=a.10156722545796632&source=57

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-and-his-inventions-announcement

Nikola Tesla patents he did not file, applications, International, missing and misnamed relating to Telegeodynamics, Teleforce, 

Tuned Lightning, the Law of the Ionosphere, 1000 Points of Lights and more: https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=2093546950958124&id=100009085196708

Weather Modification & Warfare: https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html

300+ --Nikola Tesla Patents in HD https://youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU

100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

Full 400+ page Tesla FBI File with attachments and Interviews with known associates in HD https://youtube.com/watch?

v=vryqT3WPYkE

John G Trump's 8 Page Report in the Tesla FBI File referring to 15 categories of Inventions: https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1631999090446248&id=100009085196708&set=oa.757563367714757%2F

420 Nikola Tesla Files, Documents & Images used on the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group, Tesla Leaks Video's on YouTube and the 

1200 page Website https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/albums/10156722545796632/

March 1919-May 1920 Electrical Experimenter on Wireless Power Transmission https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?

view=files...

More at www.teslaleaks.com

Updated Dec 15, 2020, 10:30 PM

Dec 15, 2020, 10:30 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

January 13th 2020 Tesla Leaks Facebook Archive (500 Pages) http://teslaleaks.com/teslaleaks.html -- Tesla Leaks Facebook 

Group Archive (750 Pages) http://teslaleaks.com/teslaleaksgroup.html -- Tesla Leaks 2.0 Website (1250 pages) 

http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Tesla Leaks - January 19th 2017 – “Nicola Tesla” Missing Patents & Inventions. Nikola Tesla’s picture in 

1890 at the Library of Congress. His name is written on the picture as “Nicola Tesla”, not “Nikola Tesla”. “Nicola Tesla” Missing or 

Lost Patents & Inventions such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents, Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, 

Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation, 100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for 

Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification, Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, 

Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from Storms and Atmosphere.

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard

Electrical Experimenter, Jan 1919 editors notes on Nikola Tesla's technical prints, inventions and discoveries. The following is only a

partial list of terms now adopted and published in text books: Tesla two-phase, three-phase, multi-phase, poly-phase system of 

power transmission

Tesla principal

Tesla rotating magnetic field

Tesla rotating magnetic field transformer
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Tesla induction motor

Tesla split-phase motor

Tesla system of distribution

Tesla rotary transformer

Tesla system of transformation by condenser discharges

Tesla coil

Tesla oscillation transformer

Tesla electrical oscillator

Tesla mechanical oscillator

Tesla high frequency machines

Tesla dynamo-electric oscillator

Tesla tube

Tesla lamp

Tesla high-potential methods

Tesla inductor

Tesla marvels

Tesla impedance phenomena

Tesla electro-therapy

Tesla electrical massage

Tesla currents

Tesla transmission

Teslaic experiments

Tesla capacity

Tesla arclight system

Tesla third brush regulation

Tesla devices

Tesla sparks

Tesla arrangements

Tesla theory

Tesla point

Tesla Steam Turbine

Tesla Gas Turbine

Tesla Water Turbine

Tesla Pump

Tesla Compressor

Tesla Igniter

Tesla condensers

Tesla electro-static field

Tesla effects

Tesla wireless system

Tesla methods of wireless transmission

Tesla magnifying transmitter

Tesla telautomata

Tesla insulation

Tesla underground transmission, etc.

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722570941632&id=716016631&set=a.10156722545796632&source=57

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-and-his-inventions-announcement

Nikola Tesla patents he did not file, applications, International, missing and misnamed relating to Telegeodynamics, Teleforce, 

Tuned Lightning, the Law of the Ionosphere, 1000 Points of Lights and more: https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=2093546950958124&id=100009085196708

Weather Modification & Warfare: https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html

300+ --Nikola Tesla Patents in HD https://youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU

100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s
https://youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU
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Full 400+ page Tesla FBI File with attachments and Interviews with known associates in HD https://youtube.com/watch?

v=vryqT3WPYkE

John G Trump's 8 Page Report in the Tesla FBI File referring to 15 categories of Inventions: https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1631999090446248&id=100009085196708&set=oa.757563367714757%2F

420 Nikola Tesla Files, Documents & Images used on the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group, Tesla Leaks Video's on YouTube and the 

1200 page Website https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/albums/10156722545796632/

March 1919-May 1920 Electrical Experimenter on Wireless Power Transmission https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?

view=files...

More at www.teslaleaks.com

Dec 15, 2020, 10:29 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard

December 15th 2020 Predicted by Tesla Leaks in 2015: #Solar #Energy #Prices to be 2 cents Kw/hr by 2020. India breaks record 

2.71c Kw/hr | Portugal’s World Record of 1.3c kw/hr | Dubai 1.35 kw/hr (Equivalent to Electric Gallon of Gas is (Kw/Hr X 1.33) or 25c

to 40c per Gallon | India: https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/solar-tariff-bids-in-india-hit-new-low-of-us¢2-71-per-kilowatt-hour/ 

Portugal: https://pv-tech.org/news/historic-result-as-portugal-claims-record-low-prices-in-700mw-solar-auction -- Dubai: 

https://www.pv-tech.org/news/abu-dhabi-claims-new-record-low-solar-tariff-of-us0.0135-kwh-for-2gw-al-dha -- -- October 15th 2020 

100% of New US Power Capacity Was Wind & Solar Power in October https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/100-of-new-us-power-

capacity-was-wind-solar-power-in-october/ -- Regenerative Braking vs. Coasting: Volkswagen ID.4 Gets It Right 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/regenerative-braking-vs-coasting-volkswagen-id-4-gets-it-right/ -- EV Battery Packs ~50% 

Cheaper Than In 2016; 50% Cheaper in Than Today, in 2024 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-

than-in-2016/ Home Solar Power Blew Up In 2020 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/13/home-solar-power-blew-up-in-2020/ Solid 

State Batteries — They’re Everywhere! They’re Everywhere! https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/11/solid-state-batteries-theyre-

everywhere-theyre-everywhere/ -- Why Solar Power prices dropped 89% in the last Decade 

https://singularityhub.com/2020/12/13/why-the-price-of-new-solar-electricity-fell-an-incredible-89-in-the-last-decade/ -- Could solar 

power save the Lone Star state https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Could-Solar-Power-Save-The-Lone-Star-State.html -- 

Peachtree Corners 'First' US City To Install Solar Panel Roadway System https://whatnowatlanta.com/peachtree-corners-first-u-s-

city-to-install-solar-panel-roadway-system/ -- Solar Power - Now Cheapest Form of Electricity 

https://abccolumbia.com/2020/12/15/solar-power-now-cheapest-form-of-electricity/ -- Predicted by Tesla Leaks July 9th 2015 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard

Dec 15, 2020, 8:14 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard

December 15th 2020 Predicted by Tesla Leaks in 2015: #Solar #Energy #Prices to be 2 cents Kw/hr by 2020. India breaks record 

2.71c Kw/hr | Portugal’s World Record of 1.3c kw/hr | Dubai 1.35 kw/hr (Equivalent to Electric Gallon of Gas is (Kw/Hr X 1.33) or 25c

to 40c per Gallon | India: https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/solar-tariff-bids-in-india-hit-new-low-of-us¢2-71-per-kilowatt-hour/ 

Portugal: https://pv-tech.org/news/historic-result-as-portugal-claims-record-low-prices-in-700mw-solar-auction -- Dubai: 

https://www.pv-tech.org/news/abu-dhabi-claims-new-record-low-solar-tariff-of-us0.0135-kwh-for-2gw-al-dha -- -- October 15th 2020 

100% of New US Power Capacity Was Wind & Solar Power in October https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/100-of-new-us-power-

capacity-was-wind-solar-power-in-october/ -- Regenerative Braking vs. Coasting: Volkswagen ID.4 Gets It Right 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/regenerative-braking-vs-coasting-volkswagen-id-4-gets-it-right/ -- EV Battery Packs ~50% 

Cheaper Than In 2016; 50% Cheaper in Than Today, in 2024 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-

than-in-2016/ Home Solar Power Blew Up In 2020 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/13/home-solar-power-blew-up-in-2020/ Solid 

State Batteries — They’re Everywhere! They’re Everywhere! https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/11/solid-state-batteries-theyre-

everywhere-theyre-everywhere/ -- Why Solar Power prices dropped 89% in the last Decade 

https://singularityhub.com/2020/12/13/why-the-price-of-new-solar-electricity-fell-an-incredible-89-in-the-last-decade/ -- Could solar 

power save the Lone Star state https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Could-Solar-Power-Save-The-Lone-Star-State.html -- 

Peachtree Corners 'First' US City To Install Solar Panel Roadway System https://whatnowatlanta.com/peachtree-corners-first-u-s-

city-to-install-solar-panel-roadway-system/ -- Solar Power - Now Cheapest Form of Electricity 

https://abccolumbia.com/2020/12/15/solar-power-now-cheapest-form-of-electricity/ -- Predicted by Tesla Leaks July 9th 2015 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard

Dec 15, 2020, 8:12 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Discussion.
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capacity-was-wind-solar-power-in-october/ -- Regenerative Braking vs. Coasting: Volkswagen ID.4 Gets It Right 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/regenerative-braking-vs-coasting-volkswagen-id-4-gets-it-right/ -- EV Battery Packs ~50% 

Cheaper Than In 2016; 50% Cheaper in Than Today, in 2024 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-

than-in-2016/ Home Solar Power Blew Up In 2020 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/13/home-solar-power-blew-up-in-2020/ Solid 

State Batteries — They’re Everywhere! They’re Everywhere! https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/11/solid-state-batteries-theyre-

everywhere-theyre-everywhere/ -- Why Solar Power prices dropped 89% in the last Decade 

https://singularityhub.com/2020/12/13/why-the-price-of-new-solar-electricity-fell-an-incredible-89-in-the-last-decade/ -- Could solar 

power save the Lone Star state https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Could-Solar-Power-Save-The-Lone-Star-State.html -- 

Peachtree Corners 'First' US City To Install Solar Panel Roadway System https://whatnowatlanta.com/peachtree-corners-first-u-s-

city-to-install-solar-panel-roadway-system/ -- Solar Power - Now Cheapest Form of Electricity 

https://abccolumbia.com/2020/12/15/solar-power-now-cheapest-form-of-electricity/ -- Predicted by Tesla Leaks July 9th 2015 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard

Dec 15, 2020, 7:31 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: DIY Solar and Wind.

December 15th 2020 Predicted by Tesla Leaks in 2015: #Solar #Energy #Prices to be 2 cents Kw/hr by 2020. India breaks record 

2.71c Kw/hr | Portugal’s World Record of 1.3c kw/hr | Dubai 1.35 kw/hr (Equivalent to Electric Gallon of Gas is (Kw/Hr X 1.33) or 25c

to 40c per Gallon | India: https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/solar-tariff-bids-in-india-hit-new-low-of-us¢2-71-per-kilowatt-hour/ 

Portugal: https://pv-tech.org/news/historic-result-as-portugal-claims-record-low-prices-in-700mw-solar-auction -- Dubai: 

https://www.pv-tech.org/news/abu-dhabi-claims-new-record-low-solar-tariff-of-us0.0135-kwh-for-2gw-al-dha -- -- October 15th 2020 

100% of New US Power Capacity Was Wind & Solar Power in October https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/100-of-new-us-power-

capacity-was-wind-solar-power-in-october/ -- Regenerative Braking vs. Coasting: Volkswagen ID.4 Gets It Right 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/regenerative-braking-vs-coasting-volkswagen-id-4-gets-it-right/ -- EV Battery Packs ~50% 

Cheaper Than In 2016; 50% Cheaper in Than Today, in 2024 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-

than-in-2016/ Home Solar Power Blew Up In 2020 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/13/home-solar-power-blew-up-in-2020/ Solid 

State Batteries — They’re Everywhere! They’re Everywhere! https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/11/solid-state-batteries-theyre-

everywhere-theyre-everywhere/ -- Why Solar Power prices dropped 89% in the last Decade 

https://singularityhub.com/2020/12/13/why-the-price-of-new-solar-electricity-fell-an-incredible-89-in-the-last-decade/ -- Could solar 

power save the Lone Star state https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Could-Solar-Power-Save-The-Lone-Star-State.html -- 

Peachtree Corners 'First' US City To Install Solar Panel Roadway System https://whatnowatlanta.com/peachtree-corners-first-u-s-

city-to-install-solar-panel-roadway-system/ -- Solar Power - Now Cheapest Form of Electricity 

https://abccolumbia.com/2020/12/15/solar-power-now-cheapest-form-of-electricity/ -- Predicted by Tesla Leaks July 9th 2015 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard

Dec 15, 2020, 7:30 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Zero Carbon America by 2025 Initiative.

December 15th 2020 Predicted by Tesla Leaks in 2015: #Solar #Energy #Prices to be 2 cents Kw/hr by 2020. India breaks record 

2.71c Kw/hr | Portugal’s World Record of 1.3c kw/hr | Dubai 1.35 kw/hr (Equivalent to Electric Gallon of Gas is (Kw/Hr X 1.33) or 25c

to 40c per Gallon | India: https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/solar-tariff-bids-in-india-hit-new-low-of-us¢2-71-per-kilowatt-hour/ 

Portugal: https://pv-tech.org/news/historic-result-as-portugal-claims-record-low-prices-in-700mw-solar-auction -- Dubai: 

https://www.pv-tech.org/news/abu-dhabi-claims-new-record-low-solar-tariff-of-us0.0135-kwh-for-2gw-al-dha -- -- October 15th 2020 

100% of New US Power Capacity Was Wind & Solar Power in October https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/100-of-new-us-power-

capacity-was-wind-solar-power-in-october/ -- Regenerative Braking vs. Coasting: Volkswagen ID.4 Gets It Right 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/regenerative-braking-vs-coasting-volkswagen-id-4-gets-it-right/ -- EV Battery Packs ~50% 

Cheaper Than In 2016; 50% Cheaper in Than Today, in 2024 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-

than-in-2016/ Home Solar Power Blew Up In 2020 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/13/home-solar-power-blew-up-in-2020/ Solid 

State Batteries — They’re Everywhere! They’re Everywhere! https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/11/solid-state-batteries-theyre-

everywhere-theyre-everywhere/ -- Why Solar Power prices dropped 89% in the last Decade 

https://singularityhub.com/2020/12/13/why-the-price-of-new-solar-electricity-fell-an-incredible-89-in-the-last-decade/ -- Could solar 

power save the Lone Star state https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Could-Solar-Power-Save-The-Lone-Star-State.html -- 

Peachtree Corners 'First' US City To Install Solar Panel Roadway System https://whatnowatlanta.com/peachtree-corners-first-u-s-

city-to-install-solar-panel-roadway-system/ -- Solar Power - Now Cheapest Form of Electricity 

https://abccolumbia.com/2020/12/15/solar-power-now-cheapest-form-of-electricity/ -- Predicted by Tesla Leaks July 9th 2015 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard

Dec 15, 2020, 7:30 PM
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Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: World Green and Renewable Energy Assosiation.

December 15th 2020 Predicted by Tesla Leaks in 2015: #Solar #Energy #Prices to be 2 cents Kw/hr by 2020. India breaks record 

2.71c Kw/hr | Portugal’s World Record of 1.3c kw/hr | Dubai 1.35 kw/hr (Equivalent to Electric Gallon of Gas is (Kw/Hr X 1.33) or 25c

to 40c per Gallon | India: https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/solar-tariff-bids-in-india-hit-new-low-of-us¢2-71-per-kilowatt-hour/ 

Portugal: https://pv-tech.org/news/historic-result-as-portugal-claims-record-low-prices-in-700mw-solar-auction -- Dubai: 

https://www.pv-tech.org/news/abu-dhabi-claims-new-record-low-solar-tariff-of-us0.0135-kwh-for-2gw-al-dha -- -- October 15th 2020 

100% of New US Power Capacity Was Wind & Solar Power in October https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/100-of-new-us-power-

capacity-was-wind-solar-power-in-october/ -- Regenerative Braking vs. Coasting: Volkswagen ID.4 Gets It Right 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/regenerative-braking-vs-coasting-volkswagen-id-4-gets-it-right/ -- EV Battery Packs ~50% 

Cheaper Than In 2016; 50% Cheaper in Than Today, in 2024 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-

than-in-2016/ Home Solar Power Blew Up In 2020 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/13/home-solar-power-blew-up-in-2020/ Solid 

State Batteries — They’re Everywhere! They’re Everywhere! https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/11/solid-state-batteries-theyre-

everywhere-theyre-everywhere/ -- Why Solar Power prices dropped 89% in the last Decade 

https://singularityhub.com/2020/12/13/why-the-price-of-new-solar-electricity-fell-an-incredible-89-in-the-last-decade/ -- Could solar 

power save the Lone Star state https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Could-Solar-Power-Save-The-Lone-Star-State.html -- 

Peachtree Corners 'First' US City To Install Solar Panel Roadway System https://whatnowatlanta.com/peachtree-corners-first-u-s-

city-to-install-solar-panel-roadway-system/ -- Solar Power - Now Cheapest Form of Electricity 

https://abccolumbia.com/2020/12/15/solar-power-now-cheapest-form-of-electricity/ -- Predicted by Tesla Leaks July 9th 2015 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard

Dec 15, 2020, 7:30 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.

December 15th 2020 Predicted by Tesla Leaks in 2015: #Solar #Energy #Prices to be 2 cents Kw/hr by 2020. India breaks record 

2.71c Kw/hr | Portugal’s World Record of 1.3c kw/hr | Dubai 1.35 kw/hr (Equivalent to Electric Gallon of Gas is (Kw/Hr X 1.33) or 25c

to 40c per Gallon | India: https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/solar-tariff-bids-in-india-hit-new-low-of-us¢2-71-per-kilowatt-hour/ 

Portugal: https://pv-tech.org/news/historic-result-as-portugal-claims-record-low-prices-in-700mw-solar-auction -- Dubai: 

https://www.pv-tech.org/news/abu-dhabi-claims-new-record-low-solar-tariff-of-us0.0135-kwh-for-2gw-al-dha -- -- October 15th 2020 

100% of New US Power Capacity Was Wind & Solar Power in October https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/100-of-new-us-power-

capacity-was-wind-solar-power-in-october/ -- Regenerative Braking vs. Coasting: Volkswagen ID.4 Gets It Right 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/regenerative-braking-vs-coasting-volkswagen-id-4-gets-it-right/ -- EV Battery Packs ~50% 

Cheaper Than In 2016; 50% Cheaper in Than Today, in 2024 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-

than-in-2016/ Home Solar Power Blew Up In 2020 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/13/home-solar-power-blew-up-in-2020/ Solid 
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Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard

December 15th 2020 Predicted by Tesla Leaks in 2015: #Solar #Energy #Prices to be 2 cents Kw/hr by 2020. India breaks record 

2.71c Kw/hr | Portugal’s World Record of 1.3c kw/hr | Dubai 1.35 kw/hr (Equivalent to Electric Gallon of Gas is (Kw/Hr X 1.33) or 25c

to 40c per Gallon | India: https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/solar-tariff-bids-in-india-hit-new-low-of-us¢2-71-per-kilowatt-hour/ 

Portugal: https://pv-tech.org/news/historic-result-as-portugal-claims-record-low-prices-in-700mw-solar-auction -- Dubai: 

https://www.pv-tech.org/news/abu-dhabi-claims-new-record-low-solar-tariff-of-us0.0135-kwh-for-2gw-al-dha -- -- October 15th 2020 

100% of New US Power Capacity Was Wind & Solar Power in October https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/100-of-new-us-power-

capacity-was-wind-solar-power-in-october/ -- Regenerative Braking vs. Coasting: Volkswagen ID.4 Gets It Right 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/regenerative-braking-vs-coasting-volkswagen-id-4-gets-it-right/ -- EV Battery Packs ~50% 

Cheaper Than In 2016; 50% Cheaper in Than Today, in 2024 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-

than-in-2016/ Home Solar Power Blew Up In 2020 https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/13/home-solar-power-blew-up-in-2020/ Solid 

State Batteries — They’re Everywhere! They’re Everywhere! https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/11/solid-state-batteries-theyre-

everywhere-theyre-everywhere/ -- Why Solar Power prices dropped 89% in the last Decade 

https://singularityhub.com/2020/12/13/why-the-price-of-new-solar-electricity-fell-an-incredible-89-in-the-last-decade/ -- Could solar 

power save the Lone Star state https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Could-Solar-Power-Save-The-Lone-Star-State.html -- 

Peachtree Corners 'First' US City To Install Solar Panel Roadway System https://whatnowatlanta.com/peachtree-corners-first-u-s-

city-to-install-solar-panel-roadway-system/ -- Solar Power - Now Cheapest Form of Electricity 

https://abccolumbia.com/2020/12/15/solar-power-now-cheapest-form-of-electricity/ -- Predicted by Tesla Leaks July 9th 2015 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard

Dec 15, 2020, 7:27 PM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: Anonymous Slovenia.

Dec 15, 2020, 5:49 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Conspiracy Theory.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc

Forced Innoculations by Masked-Vader was Predicted by Tesla Leaks, December 27th 2019 at 1AM, the same day "Coronavirus" 

was alledgedly identified.

https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/posts/105086454343498 -- Full Post Text: The Empire's "Lord of Terror", Darth Vader, used 

forced Inoculations on Princess Lea. https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc -- Dec 2019 African's refusing Ebola vaccine with 

fears the vaccine might kill them https://thesun.co.uk/.../ebola-congo-refusing-vaccine.../ -- Ebola virus patent filed in 2008 is owned 

by the US Health Department. It contains live virus and the patent is 300 pages long; not even God could read it. 

https://patents.google.com/patent/CA2741523A1/en

https://facebook.comr/riseofthejedi

Dec 15, 2020, 3:00 AM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: Conspiracy Theory.

Dec 15, 2020, 2:57 AM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: Conspiracy Puzzle Pieces.

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_sEflfT3QV8rKnbDh1fDKb35qhBE6NdBT8LnqQMvRxUwwfD5RsCSXBVerhhe70u_JzRjygOMBPAs1GBP_oUDSAhp3_2M3QcwIstb3NOEKAjQVj6WKaQ-ux673gEXD-Le52JbybQGRDA95OmtMZGdGJ&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9m1BnHmDUgR3-Q1CUyXJKiswvdh7XekCXx0gZWk-wKliPClt-ivbB-N8rpQCVtQH4IQaldt42wWDn1tR1zspQVt6dyotuFCzaDxucuM7yPsG3sS1NvAq_MIULTK2AIEAQXh_K5-2i5F-kaHJokjsvl&s=2
https://facebook.comr/riseofthejedi
https://patents.google.com/patent/CA2741523A1/en
https://thesun.co.uk/.../ebola-congo-refusing-vaccine.../
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc
https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/posts/105086454343498
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-6xNiN6h_5L2A0GESPvgRpuk-a8p8yACwFrOvuaGMJtOGrtrWCz3en1R0mbuQMNxXwNV8yNw7PGSI-jklnPcYZiJr30ezrVtJRDzaVl6MPgbwPzI75k6bJVBdG_u6-M4rSWU5ozFFqF59WNFgnw7zW&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_e-3pUOOWbr-_7h5G7i3L956UYhoJdivUYFIG6YQ1XASgc-O7j4ZGoJUFalNUheVa_CrbpqY1u12OXrm75Q16cKF7kfwv4yyEFLbe_JRC0bk-emCZexRyv7nfd6MD_9OsU2c5XyIbZChmf&s=2
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard
https://abccolumbia.com/2020/12/15/solar-power-now-cheapest-form-of-electricity/
https://whatnowatlanta.com/peachtree-corners-first-u-s-city-to-install-solar-panel-roadway-system/
https://whatnowatlanta.com/peachtree-corners-first-u-s-city-to-install-solar-panel-roadway-system/
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Could-Solar-Power-Save-The-Lone-Star-State.html
https://singularityhub.com/2020/12/13/why-the-price-of-new-solar-electricity-fell-an-incredible-89-in-the-last-decade/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/11/solid-state-batteries-theyre-everywhere-theyre-everywhere/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/11/solid-state-batteries-theyre-everywhere-theyre-everywhere/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/13/home-solar-power-blew-up-in-2020/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-than-in-2016/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-than-in-2016/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/regenerative-braking-vs-coasting-volkswagen-id-4-gets-it-right/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/100-of-new-us-power-capacity-was-wind-solar-power-in-october/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/100-of-new-us-power-capacity-was-wind-solar-power-in-october/
https://www.pv-tech.org/news/abu-dhabi-claims-new-record-low-solar-tariff-of-us0.0135-kwh-for-2gw-al-dha
https://pv-tech.org/news/historic-result-as-portugal-claims-record-low-prices-in-700mw-solar-auction
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/solar-tariff-bids-in-india-hit-new-low-of-us%C2%A22-71-per-kilowatt-hour/
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_gEylC9OCNW1-wA3qufF6ll3EgxfIKiqRDoEAyyf8UetVBDH10fieu_xEBsNB6R4dpiCqexAxCX8JHfY6BHXtU_d2gFFjBFVa80T9gf4Ay8sq9MvzfyOuLxoHTjoeH83GNi9pVwW7XvvPMKv4Ljrs1gyE-FUQEWhCx&s=2
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard
https://abccolumbia.com/2020/12/15/solar-power-now-cheapest-form-of-electricity/
https://whatnowatlanta.com/peachtree-corners-first-u-s-city-to-install-solar-panel-roadway-system/
https://whatnowatlanta.com/peachtree-corners-first-u-s-city-to-install-solar-panel-roadway-system/
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Could-Solar-Power-Save-The-Lone-Star-State.html
https://singularityhub.com/2020/12/13/why-the-price-of-new-solar-electricity-fell-an-incredible-89-in-the-last-decade/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/11/solid-state-batteries-theyre-everywhere-theyre-everywhere/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/11/solid-state-batteries-theyre-everywhere-theyre-everywhere/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/13/home-solar-power-blew-up-in-2020/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-than-in-2016/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/14/ev-battery-packs-50-cheaper-than-in-2016/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/regenerative-braking-vs-coasting-volkswagen-id-4-gets-it-right/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/15/100-of-new-us-power-capacity-was-wind-solar-power-in-october/


Dec 14, 2020, 11:42 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Kern River Valley News & Info.

Dec 14, 2020, 11:12 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Kern News & Info.

Dec 14, 2020, 11:12 PM

Predicted by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2012, 2016, 2018, 2019 and 2020 December 14th 2020 -- "Your Vote Doesn't Count 

Part 7:" Governors pick the Electors, not your vote. In states such as Michigan, Pennsylvania, Arizona, Nevada & Georgia; 

Governors can throw-out the official Electors (as Mitt Romney had thrown out Ron Paul's 22 electors and replaced them with his 

own, in 2012) and appoint their own Electors; throwing out your votes. https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-

special-session-to-replace-electors/

-- May 22nd 2012 Original Post by Tesla Leaks: https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1696854290452322 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/phonefromhome/permalink/391185540932491 -- #ronpaul #classic #vs #media #industrial 

#complex #thenetwork #symbol (WE'RE IN A LOT OF TROUBLE!) Was "The Donald" booing Ron Paul in 2012 CPAC?? 

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1632859983693492&id=100009085196708

Updated Dec 14, 2020, 11:11 PM

Dec 14, 2020, 11:11 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/

Predicted by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks in 2012, 2016, 2018, 2019 and 2020 December 14th 2020 -- "Your Vote Doesn't Count 

Part 7:" Governors pick the Electors, not your vote. In states such as Michigan, Pennsylvania, Arizona, Nevada & Georgia; 

Governors can throw-out the official Electors (as Mitt Romney had thrown out Ron Paul's 22 electors and replaced them with his 

own, in 2012) and appoint their own Electors; throwing out your votes. https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-

special-session-to-replace-electors/

-- May 22nd 2012 Original Post by Tesla Leaks: https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1696854290452322 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/phonefromhome/permalink/391185540932491 -- #ronpaul #classic #vs #media #industrial 

#complex #thenetwork #symbol (WE'RE IN A LOT OF TROUBLE!) Was "The Donald" booing Ron Paul in 2012 CPAC?? 

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1632859983693492&id=100009085196708

Dec 14, 2020, 11:10 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ocJn_V6qyU

Predicted Here in 2012, 2016, 2018, 2019 and 2020 December 14th 2020 Your Vote Doesn't Count Part 7: Governors pick the 

Electors, not your vote. In states such as Michigan, Pennsylvania, Arizona, Nevada & Georgia; Governors can throw-out the official 

Electors (as Mitt Romney had thrown out Ron Paul's 22 electors and replaced them with his own, in 2012) and appoint their own 

Electors; throwing out your votes. https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/ -- 

May 22nd 2012 Original Post by Tesla Leaks: https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1696854290452322 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/phonefromhome/permalink/391185540932491 -- #ronpaul #classic #vs #media #industrial 

#complex #thenetwork #symbol (WE'RE IN A LOT OF TROUBLE!) Was "The Donald" booing Ron Paul in 2012 CPAC?? 

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1632859983693492&id=100009085196708

Updated Dec 14, 2020, 11:00 PM

Dec 14, 2020, 11:00 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

All Men will be Brothers > Beethoven 9th [www.RobertTothSculptor.com](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F

%2Fwww.RobertTothSculptor.com%2F%3Ffbclid

%3DIwAR0JdzeoaYEI4EludsOQv6TLYdHCPfUnWpcR82BpjOisANgQ7S7zbgUa_as&h=AT3Y9lgRvV6BnGNKe03EfZ2-

4JNodYar9_DncV25xHbEXnEtgWKPy7HG40YlMzjQvpZmuzXgHNvi5RtYuKgyNvSA25AdPMLFdhK6mTtDKJQe7Fbz6sSKAlca0uWvdoo4uw9fn0zIt

QTt3jXs-bs6) > A gift of art is a joy forever > Merry Christmas with a Tesla Sculpture
All Men will be Brothers > Beethoven 9th [www.RobertTothSculptor.com](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F

%2Fwww.RobertTothSculptor.com%2F%3Ffbclid

%3DIwAR0JdzeoaYEI4EludsOQv6TLYdHCPfUnWpcR82BpjOisANgQ7S7zbgUa_as&h=AT3Y9lgRvV6BnGNKe03EfZ2-

4JNodYar9_DncV25xHbEXnEtgWKPy7HG40YlMzjQvpZmuzXgHNvi5RtYuKgyNvSA25AdPMLFdhK6mTtDKJQe7Fbz6sSKAlca0uW

vdoo4uw9fn0zItQTt3jXs-bs6) > A gift of art is a joy forever > Merry Christmas with a Tesla Sculpture

Dec 14, 2020, 9:45 PM

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_MQAOTBU0F_MBe3KUtic0YKes-6rDpaJj0-ydLQQYV11QKYvtRofUM7D5hEJ0Vt29W3T_RupI74sdcgKW74pUJned13OWYw_MgY-OofNQqk1YjJqdi79k9kV--S84aSZ1rViVCmqX-LUqb&s=2
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.RobertTothSculptor.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0JdzeoaYEI4EludsOQv6TLYdHCPfUnWpcR82BpjOisANgQ7S7zbgUa_as&h=AT3Y9lgRvV6BnGNKe03EfZ2-4JNodYar9_DncV25xHbEXnEtgWKPy7HG40YlMzjQvpZmuzXgHNvi5RtYuKgyNvSA25AdPMLFdhK6mTtDKJQe7Fbz6sSKAlca0uWvdoo4uw9fn0zItQTt3jXs-bs6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.RobertTothSculptor.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0JdzeoaYEI4EludsOQv6TLYdHCPfUnWpcR82BpjOisANgQ7S7zbgUa_as&h=AT3Y9lgRvV6BnGNKe03EfZ2-4JNodYar9_DncV25xHbEXnEtgWKPy7HG40YlMzjQvpZmuzXgHNvi5RtYuKgyNvSA25AdPMLFdhK6mTtDKJQe7Fbz6sSKAlca0uWvdoo4uw9fn0zItQTt3jXs-bs6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.RobertTothSculptor.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0JdzeoaYEI4EludsOQv6TLYdHCPfUnWpcR82BpjOisANgQ7S7zbgUa_as&h=AT3Y9lgRvV6BnGNKe03EfZ2-4JNodYar9_DncV25xHbEXnEtgWKPy7HG40YlMzjQvpZmuzXgHNvi5RtYuKgyNvSA25AdPMLFdhK6mTtDKJQe7Fbz6sSKAlca0uWvdoo4uw9fn0zItQTt3jXs-bs6
http://www.RobertTothSculptor.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9ai9gXl6yZGZbhu8CIk-mGFC668N5EST7HNlv_d-Wa5yEFVQrR_THAvT8je-zUWhtD6BPhvr6droKh9vt2tM8syFkNfyrAYE_VIUYbKWYQbTnIJfgaiKr3rHtDP-dO-l03mdypb7NjbpwPUQvHwJz6CswGNnSnDzVX&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1632859983693492&id=100009085196708
https://www.facebook.com/groups/phonefromhome/permalink/391185540932491
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1696854290452322
https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ocJn_V6qyU
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8GOGwZ9mo8PWL5aS-Fx26_xuyyx6q52i0KUsq0rVdFjjaCxZGM9swvaou9FQqxR0Ph-Enu7HJBxxzTnDhiFY0uMkWbSiJALHAFpt70vpE7y1k9Is_NhsdnhC2s2d5YryNGepIvjlOz1YPv&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1632859983693492&id=100009085196708
https://www.facebook.com/groups/phonefromhome/permalink/391185540932491
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1696854290452322
https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/
https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/
https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9ZhSw-2edZ_HTdjBKa2rt5peCgYr2zXbFTcpUKSn1e6wSzRvc94iQmh3DeSkOJkFEPa8kxMMYJuNm0uJEPQsRPe4X3cpYsvvwjyS9Yd43cT2iJHUdLPgLcHnRX6uQdJxFm3KvPf6g9b-R29EGtGKAsL0XOLEwegEEV&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1632859983693492&id=100009085196708
https://www.facebook.com/groups/phonefromhome/permalink/391185540932491
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1696854290452322
https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/
https://nypost.com/2020/12/07/ga-governor-again-rejects-special-session-to-replace-electors/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-lOzxoWX5HLkkzIjYC_Jt9ViP4BBO2BS1gFGiaOP0gHGWRdnETc6zByxcYsWAQGRWVRiJu4Wo2B2Qxpne7jMful5aIs9VBO-pKAlhjNOUqWH8zpMZCeB_Fac9ctC9bu_8cBJgerbufGuQTtcgR5DymsxDVDq2a&s=2
file:///C:/Users/user/Documents/teslaleaks2020/facebook-100009085196708%20(2)/posts/


Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Pure Voltage Has No Resistance Part 2: Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) 

Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & 

Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance 

Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, The Field-Effect (MOSFET) 

Transistor, Feedback Oscillators and much more https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372 @ 

teslaleaks.com

Dec 14, 2020, 9:29 PM

Click for video:

Pure Voltage Has No Resistance Part 2: Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) 

Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & 

Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance 

Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, The Field-Effect (MOSFET) 

Transistor, Feedback Oscillators and much more https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372 @ 

teslaleaks.com
Pure Voltage Has No Resistance Part 2: Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) 

Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & 

Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance 

Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, The Field-Effect (MOSFET) 

Transistor, Feedback Oscillators and much more https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372 @ 

teslaleaks.com

Dec 14, 2020, 9:21 PM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: HOAX HUNTERS.

Dec 14, 2020, 9:21 PM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: Conspiracy Hackers.

Dec 14, 2020, 8:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.

Dec 14, 2020, 8:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Dec 14, 2020, 8:04 PM

Updated Dec 14, 2020, 8:03 PM

Dec 14, 2020, 8:03 PM

Updated Dec 14, 2020, 7:52 PM

Dec 14, 2020, 7:52 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

A Bill Gates Vaccine Christmas - ‘Twas the night before Christmas, next to a foreclosed house, A family was camping, their dinner, a

mouse. They thought politicians should be hung high with care, While they stayed socially distanced from others who were there. 

Around the campfire, each wore a mask, Ending the brainwashing would be no easy task. The children were in sleeping bags, of 

Santa they dreamed, Instead jolly Bill Gates was coming, as the cold moonlight beamed. He arrived in a sleigh packed with needles 

of harm, The shots were all mandatory; a vaccination for each arm. He spoke not a word, but went straight to his work, Bill hoped 

they’d all die, because he is such a jerk. Then he sprang to his sleigh with a grin on his face, Bill Gates would get even with the 

whole human race. “On Pfizer, On Monsanto, On Fauci!” he shouted, Bill was doing good work—it was not allowed to be doubted. 

Away he flew, leaving the homeless in dread, They thought Bill might be right after all–they’d be better off dead. So while they 

should fight back with all of their might, They instead faded gently into that goodnight. —Ben Garrison https://grrrgraphics.com/2020-

christmas-gift-guide/
A Bill Gates Vaccine Christmas - ‘Twas the night before Christmas, next to a foreclosed house,

A family was camping, their dinner, a mouse.

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9VHUkDZjmQtF9iE6PE_4F6F-sS6SaU-sVeXV6Ku_mDSE3ST94l52KrMAuy2A_HQDywMP-D36YMPQ_wveaiZ3Kk-22dC4w8bQhZQcZC47LRw1C35jcw2LfI4VK3mPaWSVJJ_nxXnXbwioRW6F79kC5GL5d6Jbk4nllU&s=2
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They thought politicians should be hung high with care,

While they stayed socially distanced from others who were there.

Around the campfire, each wore a mask,

Ending the brainwashing would be no easy task.

The children were in sleeping bags, of Santa they dreamed,

Instead jolly Bill Gates was coming, as the cold moonlight beamed.

He arrived in a sleigh packed with needles of harm,

The shots were all mandatory; a vaccination for each arm.

He spoke not a word, but went straight to his work,

Bill hoped they’d all die, because he is such a jerk.

Then he sprang to his sleigh with a grin on his face,

Bill Gates would get even with the whole human race.

“On Pfizer, On Monsanto, On Fauci!” he shouted,

Bill was doing good work—it was not allowed to be doubted.

Away he flew, leaving the homeless in dread,

They thought Bill might be right after all–they’d be better off dead.

So while they should fight back with all of their might,

They instead faded gently into that goodnight.

—Ben Garrison

https://grrrgraphics.com/2020-christmas-gift-guide/

Dec 14, 2020, 7:51 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://interestingengineering.com/nikola-teslas-wireless-transmitter-technology

October 28 2020 On Wardenclyffe Tower, Wireless Power through Natural Mediums, Earthquake Machine, Telegeodynamics, 

Geology & Seismology: By Interesting Engineering - Nikola Tesla's Wireless Transmitter https://interestingengineering.com/nikola-

teslas-wireless-transmitter-technology

Nikola Tesla was one of the first minds to envision a wireless future. In the year 1900, he claimed that there would be precise 

https://interestingengineering.com/nikola-teslas-wireless-transmitter-technology
https://interestingengineering.com/nikola-teslas-wireless-transmitter-technology
https://interestingengineering.com/nikola-teslas-wireless-transmitter-technology
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_DXPYde-YPx2oDMhtAz9DiZ-VpOHG2UrhyZ3jhJ_fs4PRqSHpZbvJJRLUTDm-t1mgxANH_q3NraWz3yQAJYAp9ntrsQLDSXYpPZzjY4VwXwx41lzvpGuRzN6b9Ho3lUi-mr2sKp276aq37&s=2
https://grrrgraphics.com/2020-christmas-gift-guide/


wireless transmission of signals that would be received by devices no larger than a watch. He's of course describing what we now 

know as radiowaves, the foundation of how our modern connected electronics work.

Tesla, in fact, believed in this idea of wireless communication and energy transfer so much that he started constructing a 

transmitting station in New York to prove his point. Called Teslas' 'World System of Wireless', it was unfortunately never completed 

due to Tesla running out of money. 

With that said, we still have the plans from Tesla for this wireless technology so we can take a closer look at its design and how it 

would've worked.

Tesla's idea of wireless transmission

After Tesla had already made a name for himself in the scientific and electrical realm, he started opening up laboratories in New 

York City. In 1888, he was conducting experiments at one of the laboratories specifically focused on alternating current.

Through these experiments and tests, he was able to develop a method of converting direct current and even low-frequency 

alternating currents into high-frequency currents.

RELATED: HOW NIKOLA TESLA'S VISION OF OUR WORLD CAME TO BE A REALITY

It was during the development of these transformers and alternators that he realized alternating current circuits can still function if 

they aren't fully 'complete'. Rather, that the current can still flow along just one wire from one grounded terminal to a second 

grounded terminal and the circuit would still work. Tesla discovered that when the source of the current was of high enough 

frequency, he could essentially use the ground as a part of the circuit.

If the grounded terminal had a high enough voltage grounded, and a wire was connected to the other terminal, the current could be 

drawn along the wire by the capacitance of a conducting body connected to the other end of it.

The capacitance of say, a light bulb, was enough to draw current from the circuit to light it up, which is similar to how radio 

transmitters work.

Tesla's Wardenclyffe wireless station, located in Shoreham, New York, seen in 1904. The test facility was intended to be a 

transatlantic radiotelegraphy station and wireless power transmitter, but was never completed due to funding drying up. Source: 

Wikimedia

Along the same train of thought, Tesla came up with a brilliant wireless transmission idea. It was to use the earth as the conductor 

for transmitting currents. As described in a lecture from Tesla in 1893, the device would connect a generator between the ground 

and a spherical conductor raised into the air. 

The electromagnetic frequencies resulting from the generator in this setup would ensure that the alternating current was of opposite 

sign from the earth. Tesla consequentially believed that the ground—the earth—could be set into a state of oscillations with little 

dissipation of energy.

-- 

In essence, this technology was the first way that geologists were able to see into the Earth without digging holes or taking bore 

samples. In fact, the principle of using an oscillation generator that creates seismic waves to study subsurface conditions is still used

by seismologists today.

January 7th 2020 Nikola Tesla's Earthquake Machine 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2020/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/

Tesla imagined using the waves generated by his invention for peaceful applications. One device would transform electricity into 

vibrations. Tesla then would use the rocks in the underground to send the vibrations to a second device. This recieving device would

pick up the vibrations and transform the oscillations into electricity, to be used locally. In fact, so Tesla, the device, consisting of a 

piston vibrating in a cylinder, was already powerful enough to vibrate an entire building. Just one precaution was necessary. If 

powerful enough, so Tesla, his machine could match Earth’s frequency, causing even earthquakes. Still, in the 1930s, Tesla 

imagined using smaller devices to relieve energy from Earth, in this case, to prevent earthquakes. However, the “telegeodynamics” 

system by Tesla never managed to get beyond the prototype. The device was in reality not powerful enough to send energy far 

enough. Dampening of the oscillations by structures and the underground was far too strong. Another idea of Tesla was more 

successful. He imagined using the oscillations generated by his device to prospect the underground. Waves send into the 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2020/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/


underground would be reflected by obstacles or different rocks. Observing the returning waves, a geologist may be able to see the 

underground. It’s just this basic idea that modern seismologists use. Pulses of energy, generated by electromagnetic devices, 

controlled explosions or mechanical pistons, send deep into the underground are reflected or deflected by geological structures. The

reflected signals can then be used to reconstruct a model of the underground.

Dec 14, 2020, 6:19 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Decoders of Truth.

Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control

5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long 

Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave,

Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the 

Scientific Community & The Patent Office @ teslaleaks.com

Dec 14, 2020, 10:38 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Puzzle Pieces.

December 8th 2020 JFK'a Last Speech featuring "Eye in the Sky" -- Eisenhower'a Farewell Address featuring Nikola Tesla 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg -- Rise of the Jedi Podcast Featuring Yoda, Tesla & Eisenhower on the Scientific 

Technocratic Elite https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 14, 2020, 4:18 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Conspiracy Puzzle Pieces.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc

Forced Innoculations by Masked-Vader was Predicted by Tesla Leaks, December 27th 2019 at 1AM, the same day "Coronavirus" 

was alledgedly identified.

https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/posts/105086454343498 -- Full Post Text: The Empire's "Lord of Terror", Darth Vader, used 

forced Inoculations on Princess Lea. https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc -- Dec 2019 African's refusing Ebola vaccine with 

fears the vaccine might kill them https://thesun.co.uk/.../ebola-congo-refusing-vaccine.../ -- Ebola virus patent filed in 2008 is owned 

by the US Health Department. It contains live virus and the patent is 300 pages long; not even God could read it. 

https://patents.google.com/patent/CA2741523A1/en

https://facebook.comr/riseofthejedi

Dec 14, 2020, 4:17 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Anonymous Slovenia.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc

Forced Innoculations by Masked-Vader was Predicted by Tesla Leaks, December 27th 2019 at 1AM, the same day "Coronavirus" 

was alledgedly identified.

https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/posts/105086454343498 -- Full Post Text: The Empire's "Lord of Terror", Darth Vader, used 

forced Inoculations on Princess Lea. https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc -- Dec 2019 African's refusing Ebola vaccine with 

fears the vaccine might kill them https://thesun.co.uk/.../ebola-congo-refusing-vaccine.../ -- Ebola virus patent filed in 2008 is owned 

by the US Health Department. It contains live virus and the patent is 300 pages long; not even God could read it. 

https://patents.google.com/patent/CA2741523A1/en

https://facebook.comr/riseofthejedi

Dec 14, 2020, 2:56 AM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Free Energy Party UK.

Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control

5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long 

Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave,

Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the 

Scientific Community & The Patent Office @ teslaleaks.com

Dec 13, 2020, 10:52 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Tesla Science Foundation .пријатељи
Dec 13, 2020, 8:08 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.
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Dec 13, 2020, 8:07 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Kern News & Info.

Dec 13, 2020, 5:07 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Conspiracy Hackers.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc

Forced Innoculations by Masked-Vader was Predicted by Tesla Leaks, December 27th 2019 at 1AM, the same day "Coronavirus" 

was alledgedly identified.

https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/posts/105086454343498 -- Full Post Text: The Empire's "Lord of Terror", Darth Vader, used 

forced Inoculations on Princess Lea. https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc -- Dec 2019 African's refusing Ebola vaccine with 

fears the vaccine might kill them https://thesun.co.uk/.../ebola-congo-refusing-vaccine.../ -- Ebola virus patent filed in 2008 is owned 

by the US Health Department. It contains live virus and the patent is 300 pages long; not even God could read it. 

https://patents.google.com/patent/CA2741523A1/en

https://facebook.comr/riseofthejedi

Dec 13, 2020, 4:31 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Twin Flames Universe: Open Forum.

Dec 13, 2020, 4:30 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: La Pulga de Atlanta.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc

Forced Innoculations by Masked-Vader was Predicted by Tesla Leaks, December 27th 2019 at 1AM, the same day "Coronavirus" 

was alledgedly identified.

https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/posts/105086454343498 -- Full Post Text: The Empire's "Lord of Terror", Darth Vader, used 

forced Inoculations on Princess Lea. https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc -- Dec 2019 African's refusing Ebola vaccine with 

fears the vaccine might kill them https://thesun.co.uk/.../ebola-congo-refusing-vaccine.../ -- Ebola virus patent filed in 2008 is owned 

by the US Health Department. It contains live virus and the patent is 300 pages long; not even God could read it. 

https://patents.google.com/patent/CA2741523A1/en

https://facebook.comr/riseofthejedi

Dec 13, 2020, 4:29 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc

Forced Innoculations by Masked-Vader was Predicted by Tesla Leaks, December 27th 2019 at 1AM, the same day "Coronavirus" 

was alledgedly identified.

https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/posts/105086454343498 -- Full Post Text: The Empire's "Lord of Terror", Darth Vader, used 

forced Inoculations on Princess Lea. https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc -- Dec 2019 African's refusing Ebola vaccine with 

fears the vaccine might kill them https://thesun.co.uk/.../ebola-congo-refusing-vaccine.../ -- Ebola virus patent filed in 2008 is owned 

by the US Health Department. It contains live virus and the patent is 300 pages long; not even God could read it. 

https://patents.google.com/patent/CA2741523A1/en

https://facebook.comr/riseofthejedi

Dec 13, 2020, 4:29 PM

Chris Edwards posted in I AM the International Awareness Movement to End Secrecy Now.

Dec 13, 2020, 4:29 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc

Forced Innoculations by Masked-Vader was Predicted by Tesla Leaks, December 27th 2019 at 1PM, the same day "Coronavirus" 

was alledgedly identified. https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/posts/105086454343498

- Full Post Text: The Empire's "Lord of Terror", Darth Vader, used forced Inoculations on Princess Lea. https://youtube.com/watch?

v=fMlxLy-FbMc -- Dec 2019 African's refusing Ebola vaccine with fears the vaccine might kill them 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/9598072/ebola-congo-refusing-vaccine-fearing-kill-them/ -- Ebola virus patent filed in 2008 is owned 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/9598072/ebola-congo-refusing-vaccine-fearing-kill-them/
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by the US Health Department. It contains live virus and the patent is 300 pages long; not even God could read it. 

https://patents.google.com/patent/CA2741523A1/en

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Because your all stupid, 7.5 Billon people now get a free lump of Donald Trump's coal and a myriad of fast-tracked, untested, poison

vaccines... (if you don't crash on the way to the hospital) All free, from Santa!! If you resist, the National Guard will kidnap your kids, 

like Santa will, and take care of them nicely.

Dec 13, 2020, 4:29 PM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc

Forced Innoculations by Masked-Vader was Predicted by Tesla Leaks, December 27th 2019 at 1PM, the same day "Coronavirus" 

was alledgedly identified.

https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/posts/105086454343498

Full Post Text: The Empire's "Lord of Terror", Darth Vader, used forced Inoculations on Princess Lea. https://youtube.com/watch?

v=fMlxLy-FbMc -- Dec 2019 African's refusing Ebola vaccine with fears the vaccine might kill them 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/9598072/ebola-congo-refusing-vaccine-fearing-kill-them/ -- Ebola virus patent filed in 2008 is owned 

by the US Health Department. It contains live virus and the patent is 300 pages long; not even God could read it. 

https://patents.google.com/patent/CA2741523A1/en

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Updated Dec 13, 2020, 5:19 PM

Dec 13, 2020, 4:29 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: Electric Truck Owners Tesla CyberTruck Rivian EV SUV Pickup Trucks SEMI 4X4.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: http://teslaleaks.com/ 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 

2014 Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & 

Recycling 4) September 28th 2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 

22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light

October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical Technology

June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016

August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump

October 7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016

October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History

November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks

January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla

February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises

March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake News

May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation

June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic

September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare

February 25th 2018 Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force

March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration

March 18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files

December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI Scenario

January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein

January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions

February 25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax

March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow Government Secret Weapons

http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8pLS1EYNVH-DBTvl3NwAAykzd7zfwVL50hloziGUN09-kYul_8P3W2jqdr8Z3rdw3nBIb8olu3njm50pxUrxBZ8U-T0mYLMh5VcCnHby-1KHkF3YjO1mjkPO-0T2vxbecb3HJzbEERsp2d12U84MAXnpqiRryTO_j-&s=2
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi
https://patents.google.com/patent/CA2741523A1/en
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/9598072/ebola-congo-refusing-vaccine-fearing-kill-them/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc
https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/posts/105086454343498
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_BokKwXJxxOElA3bXG61gLa-J49nh_9fD1G1VMvDdiFmN6r01onCGu4qYBcaHPVfI0nd5BERsB5wbtM9Yexqj5SUdyA302HvsCx6ZXBKpxkzJiSPDZPl7VRPAAFiicoiTHP-35qmJhAdyn&s=2
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi
https://patents.google.com/patent/CA2741523A1/en


June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day

Dec 13, 2020, 12:06 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: Harmonic SOULpreneurs.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: http://teslaleaks.com/ 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 

2014 Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & 

Recycling 4) September 28th 2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 

22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light

October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical Technology

June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016

August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump

October 7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016

October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History

November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks

January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla

February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises

March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake News

May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation

June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic

September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare

February 25th 2018 Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force

March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration

March 18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files

December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI Scenario

January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein

January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions

February 25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax

March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow Government Secret Weapons

June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day

Dec 13, 2020, 11:45 AM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: Climate Change For Dummies.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: http://teslaleaks.com/ 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 

2014 Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & 

Recycling 4) September 28th 2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 

22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light

October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical Technology

June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016

August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump

October 7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016

October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History

November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks

January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla

http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-2yR2OjYBYuWr8vdTInFwGF6KmQXm13Zcchj0k-BPPxrGyQzu0g8e3YZge9wyONrcjNS8wJFvNVgq1yCibYa_OA_oZorQb5GN_uUhV37qDlwbJrwqbw4k8uwBTsFrZjv7KZjauF_FP5fZfqrrbB7KsaH7r3A&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_DmAvW4QVWpYZGKRBwktmce98NA3d6_lkaZ3ffQd75SI0SP3GwLD2kLdd73xk9SrEN56C3VkiMEGFrN2zYYQT0ei7PPT-wmeMulTIP3v6QwkxA-UCfZgvbD0oSEoAMnGMIzxvtnzzfkcJ3uIJX_nA&s=2


February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises

March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake News

May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation

June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic

September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare

February 25th 2018 Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force

March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration

March 18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files

December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI Scenario

January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein

January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions

February 25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax

March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow Government Secret Weapons

June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day

Dec 13, 2020, 11:45 AM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: Zero Carbon America by 2025 Initiative.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: http://teslaleaks.com/ 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 

2014 Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & 

Recycling 4) September 28th 2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 

22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light

October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical Technology

June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016

August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump

October 7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016

October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History

November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks

January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla

February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises

March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake News

May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation

June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic

September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare

February 25th 2018 Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force

March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration

March 18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files

December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI Scenario

January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein

January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions

February 25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax

March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow Government Secret Weapons

June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day

Dec 13, 2020, 11:44 AM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: AI Artificial Intelligence: Deconstructing AI/Matrix and Healing Ourselves.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: http://teslaleaks.com/ 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 

2014 Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & 

http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9bONym-HJFcPUSa3yv0RklsrZtrH4651TxpmXAM-ogXKlMaWEBvnZ3rWe9ClS5Xfvy_0A9q7i4FPDRS-M2GML6oe2BFyxe2ywq0ba-eHhoHoT98WghfstoVDkl1z_AC0Nid42UcyILEiFLzuWXJHoWdjv9mA&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8SBzZU9pyo-DhMCzLk0-t1DibeR43HbI6N_9z7U6wfYKpSudaEH_QgNP_rIIi93snFOKuVd_Cv-1n0tn9-q3J0M3Ndm0mBRnjI30ArSJ0CX3jrB-S1seA0yB0XKM6qDM-0aMu-5IIdI04bp27yJaS_ata2oWWwOg&s=2


Recycling 4) September 28th 2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 

22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light

October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical Technology

June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016

August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump

October 7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016

October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History

November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks

January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla

February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises

March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake News

May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation

June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic

September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare

February 25th 2018 Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force

March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration

March 18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files

December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI Scenario

January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein

January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions

February 25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax

March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow Government Secret Weapons

June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day

Dec 13, 2020, 11:44 AM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: World Green and Renewable Energy Assosiation.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: http://teslaleaks.com/ 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 

2014 Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & 

Recycling 4) September 28th 2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 

22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light

October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical Technology

June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016

August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump

October 7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016

October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History

November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks

January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla

February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises

March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake News

May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation

June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic

September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare

February 25th 2018 Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force

March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration

http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9WtmVdNaIP-EPOUbnA2FVIurneP2umzT_B4YmGwgNAjUtRmGwIOg54nBPWc_gFk2_Kur5FiDQ7EpTQ9M7M5Ast_7-lWWZCqjpATfbcECPC09yTOGz3hZiFXCxWdC2ZU2RRVvLErdWLadtvifnz_lX9c5PCGpmkpic&s=2


March 18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files

December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI Scenario

January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein

January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions

February 25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax

March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow Government Secret Weapons

June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day

Dec 13, 2020, 11:44 AM

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: http://teslaleaks.com/ 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 

2014 Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & 

Recycling 4) September 28th 2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 

22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light

October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical Technology

June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016

August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump

October 7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016

October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History

November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks

January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla

February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises

March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake News

May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation

June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic

September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare

February 25th 2018 Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force

March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration

March 18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files

December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI Scenario

January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein

January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions

February 25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax

March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow Government Secret Weapons

June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day

Updated Dec 13, 2020, 11:41 AM

Dec 13, 2020, 11:41 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Energía Libre Nikola Tesla.

Dec 13, 2020, 7:21 AM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.

Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control

5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long 

Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave,

Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the 

Scientific Community & The Patent Office @ teslaleaks.com

Dec 13, 2020, 3:54 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Exposing the Truth AKA Conspiracy Theory Investigators.

December 8th 2020 JFK'a Last Speech featuring "Eye in the Sky" -- Eisenhower'a Farewell Address featuring Nikola Tesla 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_f5fTlKZrTF-E-vtfhaaateqr0XMRtnayLCXdIIUAKLGTOmLD8QSAmoW3XHXJWdCZtIOkysCr46QXvVkyCJxrL_u0fRV3bT0DnvbPSFyiF2UgeYQUjwswNWUvVDjgqkuqcLFXxemHoia7_t4oNyBMt&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-oEKcVBvOssBPl5_SOCsSerXKtUmT2mdnXcazIcTiy5XeErbd6_9fzwzfwg7t3hbISMbGtnqsE-mmjKcl7hXXGRrq17-D4aILoINwpOmpubgh50AUQphsebJGVkvwk0YzwvXajdB7fY9aUKN4OADEBOw&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_ZBr1SsaNpnpLD29vDsOgU89PTq1yEv2ZhxqwbGXIhd9zuUQfifis5kW5o_Gkl70FERhurxgHLtZmm2XEostdyb76YVbGkeBwX7H6j4phUR7ARYrYmuDPv4h1RtHpVYE9Gjt7tKZRAMofhfaLwMh0tVe5Qlg3V3Dn9&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_dvVuZCnAPEOSbIynDsLD3hzROQFYFpi9H02yxl8DdgCd6lNJht_UuHKH10A_Npb5S7TPqEIurh_e-nBF0HcRZnO5FoskrMhjiAawJxKjRWsOdr4F0QRbT61aWWh2nsnHuBvCgqbt6dPvcVtGpCmgX&s=2


https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg -- Rise of the Jedi Podcast Featuring Yoda, Tesla & Eisenhower on the Scientific 

Technocratic Elite https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 13, 2020, 1:43 AM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 2014 Apparatus for the 

Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & Recycling 4) September 28th 

2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - 

Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical 

Technology June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015 

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016 August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump October 

7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016 October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not 

WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World 

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA 

(FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake 

News May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, 

AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare February 25th 2018 

Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration March 

18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI 

Scenario January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions February 

25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow 

Government Secret Weapons June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) 

Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric 

Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: 

Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, 

Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the Scientific Community & The Patent Office 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372
Dec 13, 2020, 1:15 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

December 8th 2020 JFK'a Last Speech featuring "Eye in the Sky" -- Eisenhower'a Farewell Address featuring Nikola Tesla 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg -- Rise of the Jedi Podcast Featuring Yoda, Tesla & Eisenhower on the Scientific 

Technocratic Elite https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 13, 2020, 1:09 AM

http://teslaleaks.com/

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: http://teslaleaks.com/ 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 

2014 Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & 

Recycling 4) September 28th 2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 

22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light

October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical Technology

June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016

August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump

October 7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016

October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History

November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks

January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla

February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises
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March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake News

May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation

June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic

September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare

February 25th 2018 Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force

March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration

March 18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files

December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI Scenario

January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein

January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions

February 25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax

March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow Government Secret Weapons

June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day

Updated Dec 13, 2020, 1:17 AM

Dec 13, 2020, 1:07 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NWO FREEDOM FIGHTERS.

December 8th 2020 JFK'a Last Speech featuring "Eye in the Sky" -- Eisenhower'a Farewell Address featuring Nikola Tesla 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg -- Rise of the Jedi Podcast Featuring Yoda, Tesla & Eisenhower on the Scientific 

Technocratic Elite https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 13, 2020, 12:51 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Hackers.

December 8th 2020 JFK'a Last Speech featuring "Eye in the Sky" -- Eisenhower'a Farewell Address featuring Nikola Tesla 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg -- Rise of the Jedi Podcast Featuring Yoda, Tesla & Eisenhower on the Scientific 

Technocratic Elite https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Dec 13, 2020, 12:50 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Twin Flames Universe: Open Forum.

Dec 13, 2020, 12:49 AM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Renewable Energy Philippines.

Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control

5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long 

Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave,

Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the 

Scientific Community & The Patent Office @ teslaleaks.com

Dec 13, 2020, 12:17 AM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

December 8th 2020 JFK'a Last Speech featuring "Eye in the Sky" -- Eisenhower'a Farewell Address featuring Nikola Tesla 

[https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg](https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg&fbclid=IwAR244y5DEGi-

vmuEl9_8b06dpN2QCgEgUVWMnzV8H8Cen-YtoLW0ecOyrok) -- Rise of the Jedi Podcast Featuring Yoda, Tesla & Eisenhower on 

the Scientific Technocratic Elite [https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi](https://www.facebook.com/riseofthejedi/?__cft__

%5B0%5D=AZUq9SVa680pQOvsepv2TztilVwx6GW2UbFpkie34KDsS-WlYDnPoZcBssxh7WAXQPKkL_TltY-zKDdzL5yI5RHI-

Fqub6dvesFqTCCU9ldyuZEqE6g8Q7sB-OS6HStQMz0YgdmRa5e_Ek1IGIZjlA2lTiG4yjaNYq5w2dOSpwyZDQ&__tn__=kK-R)

Dec 13, 2020, 12:12 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Elon Musk on Pure Voltage Has No Resistance Part 2: Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 

3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto &

Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance 

Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much 

more @ teslaleaks.com

Dec 12, 2020, 11:56 PM

Pure Voltage Has No Resistance Part 2: Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) 
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Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & 

Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance 

Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much 

more @ teslaleaks.com

Updated Dec 12, 2020, 11:54 PM

Dec 12, 2020, 11:53 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Nikola Tesla Group Sweden.

Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control

5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long 

Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave,

Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the 

Scientific Community & The Patent Office @ teslaleaks.com

Dec 12, 2020, 11:48 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control

5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long 

Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave,

Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the 

Scientific Community & The Patent Office 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372

@ teslaleaks.com

Dec 12, 2020, 11:48 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Tesla coils, science, fire and ice.

Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control

5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long 

Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave,

Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the 

Scientific Community & The Patent Office @ teslaleaks.com

Dec 12, 2020, 11:48 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: The Free Energy Party UK.

Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control

5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long 

Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave,

Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the 

Scientific Community & The Patent Office @ teslaleaks.com

Dec 12, 2020, 11:48 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Conspiracy Hackers.

Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control

5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long 

Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave,

Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the 

Scientific Community & The Patent Office @ teslaleaks.com

Dec 12, 2020, 11:47 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.

Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control

5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long 

Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave,

Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the 

Scientific Community & The Patent Office @ teslaleaks.com

Dec 12, 2020, 11:47 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Tesla Tower Workgroup.

Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control

5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long 
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Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave,

Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the 

Scientific Community & The Patent Office @ teslaleaks.com

Dec 12, 2020, 11:43 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: TESLA-VIVEKANANDA STUDY CIRCLE.

Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control

5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long 

Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave,

Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the 

Scientific Community & The Patent Office @ teslaleaks.com

Dec 12, 2020, 11:42 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group:      Nikola Tesla Klub FaceBook Beograd.Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоок Београд
Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control

5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long 

Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave,

Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the 

Scientific Community & The Patent Office @ teslaleaks.com

Dec 12, 2020, 11:41 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.

Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure 

Communications 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless 

Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Feedback 

Oscillators and much more.

Dec 12, 2020, 11:34 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Free Energy For The World.

Dec 12, 2020, 11:34 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: TESLA MERANO.

Dec 12, 2020, 11:34 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Obsessed.

Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control

5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long 

Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave,

Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the 

Scientific Community & The Patent Office https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372 @ teslaleaks.com
Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control

5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long 

Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave,

Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the 

Scientific Community & The Patent Office

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372

@ teslaleaks.com

Dec 12, 2020, 11:34 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Istraživa ki centar Nikola Tesla.č
Dec 12, 2020, 11:33 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: I AM the International Awareness Movement to End Secrecy Now.

Dec 12, 2020, 11:33 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

Dec 12, 2020, 11:33 PM

Chris Edwards contributed to the album: Nikola Tesla - Pure Voltage Has No Resistance: Resonant Rise in TeslaLeaks.com - The 

WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.
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Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital 

Computing 3) Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure 

Communications 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil 

Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power 

Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Surface Waves, Standing 

Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Feedback Oscillators and much 

more. @ http://teslaleaks.com

Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control

5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long 

Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave,

Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the 

Scientific Community & The Patent Office 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372

@ teslaleaks.com

Dec 12, 2020, 11:23 PM

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

February 9th-25th 2020 "CoronaVirus" & "Test Kit" Hoax to stop Tesla Giga Shanghai Part 1: 1) Coronavirus Hoax was invented the

day after the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Launched, December 26 2019 https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi AND December 30th 2019, 

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8dKwRESTeZ6gMwqoL1dtEtt5HkwhjE60pPeWcW2rYitzW9vwOmSytKWP34QDUhxQBBlE5PXKJv_T94g0fwVVYL4dp9j_gne7eKmL2qxbzeEBe4SL3vRiuW0gL7DHH3N1391MC5Dw0LfwR_&s=2
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same day Tesla delivers first China-made cars from $5bn Shanghai factory. https://theguardian.com/technology/2019/dec/30/tesla-

delivers-first-china-made-cars-from-shanghai-factory 2) Coronaviruses are types of viruses?? 3) Viruses are too small to see with a 

light microscope — only seen with Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) detector in a scanning electron microscope 

4) See these examples of HIV imagery. If some images are colored for scientific purposes, and others altered for aesthetic reasons, 

how can a viewer tell the difference? #NASA #PHOTOSHOP https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/symbiartic/youve-never-really-

seen-a-virus-until-you-see-this/ 5) October 2017, A method for accurate quantitation of virus particles has long been sought, but a 

perfect method still eludes the scientific community. 6) There is only 1 claimed "real" photo of Coronavirus in Google Images 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronavirus 7) Coronavirus originated by an "illegal" "fish market" in China. OH SURE!! 8) Sounds like 

Long John Silvers & Walmart have a hand in this one; to "stop the wildlife trade"? A "wet market" in Wuhan, China, is catching the 

#blame as the #probable source of the current coronavirus outbreak that's sweeping the globe. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/19/health/coronavirus-animals-markets.html 9) All pathogens can be killed with UV lights in the 

air, on surfaces and in water (Nikola Tesla) https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks 10) All pathogens can be killed by purifying the 

blood with electric fields (John G Trump, MIT, 1978) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 11) Tesla Bio-Defense 

Mode: [https://electrek.co/2019/10/13/tesla-bioweapon-defense-air-wildfires/](https://electrek.co/2019/10/13/tesla-bioweapon-

defense-air-wildfires/)

Updated Dec 12, 2020, 11:12 PM

Dec 12, 2020, 11:12 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group:      Nikola Tesla Klub FaceBook Beograd.Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоок Београд
Dec 12, 2020, 8:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.

Dec 12, 2020, 8:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Free Energy For The World.

Dec 12, 2020, 8:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Obsessed.

Dec 12, 2020, 8:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla CyberTruck.

Dec 12, 2020, 8:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: I AM the International Awareness Movement to End Secrecy Now.

Dec 12, 2020, 8:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

Dec 12, 2020, 8:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

http://teslaleaks.com/

Tesla Leaks 33+ Special Reports: http://teslaleaks.com/ 1) January 1st 2014 Nikola Tesla - Patents & Inventions 2) November 5th 

2014 Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 3) July 9th 2015 Radiant Energy Harvesting, Battery Energy Storage & 

Recycling 4) September 28th 2015 Dieselgate - Volkswagen Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 5) October 

22nd 2015 Nikola Tesla - Debunking Albert Einstein Spooky Action at a Distance & Faster than Light

October 30th 2015 Nikola Tesla - Health & Medical Technology

June 4th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 Launches - Electrical Experimenter Files

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News 2015

June 5th 2016 Renewable Energy News January-June 2016

August 9th 2016 Nikola Tesla - FBI File with John G Trump

October 7th 2016 Renewable Energy News July-December 2016

October 21st 2016 Nikola Tesla - 13 Ways of Wireless Power Transmission

September 5th 2016 Nikola Tesla - Albert Einstein World Government & UN History

November 13th 2016 Tesla Leaks 2.0 - Not WikiLeaks, Nikola Tesla Leaks

January 1st 2017 Tesla Leaks - Renewable Energy News 2017 + 33 Ways to Power The World

January 19th 2017 Tesla Leaks - NiCola Tesla Missing Patents & Inventions not NiKola Tesla

February 6th 2017 Tesla Leaks - CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla Scalar Waves & Industrial Enterprises

March 5th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Radio History +& Fake News vs Fake News

May 12th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Murder Investigation

June 17th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Sandy Hook Radio Conspiracy vs Marconi, AT&T, RCA & GE, Titanic

September 11th 2017 Nikola Tesla - Weather Modification and Weather Warfare

http://teslaleaks.com/
http://teslaleaks.com/
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February 25th 2018 Titanic - The Unsinkable Ship vs The Unstoppable Force

March 10th 2018 Nikola Tesla - Energy, Frequency and Vibration

March 18th 2018 Nikola Tesla - The Cambridge Analytica Files

December 26th 2020 Rise of the Jedi Podcast - Predicted the CoVid-19 AI Scenario

January 2nd 2020 Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein

January 13th 2020 Nikola Tesla - 1000 Patents & Inventions

February 25th 2020 Coronavirus Hoax

March 4-11th 2020 Tesla-Corona Files: Colorado Experiment Without a Trace Tesla's Tower Shadow Government Secret Weapons

June 23rd 2020 Nikola Tesla - Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that cannot be Debunked

July 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla - Tesla Battery, Drivetrain & Investor Day

Dec 12, 2020, 8:03 PM

Click for video:

December 12th 2020 "Pure Voltage Has No Resistance" Part 2: Featuring Elon Musk and Nikola Tesla inventing 1) The Computer 

2) Digital Computing 3) Multiplexing 4) Continuous Wave Radio 5) Radar 6) Tracking Storms 7) Skywave 8) Standing Waves 9) 

Negative Resistance 10) The Transistor 11) Amplifiers 12) Speakers 13) Wireless Power Transmission @ teslaleaks.com
December 12th 2020 "Pure Voltage Has No Resistance" Part 2: Featuring Elon Musk and Nikola Tesla inventing 1) The Computer 

2) Digital Computing 3) Multiplexing 4) Continuous Wave Radio 5) Radar 6) Tracking Storms 7) Skywave 8) Standing Waves 9) 

Negative Resistance 10) The Transistor 11) Amplifiers 12) Speakers 13) Wireless Power Transmission @ teslaleaks.com

Dec 12, 2020, 7:54 PM

John G Trump on Nikola Tesla's reactive forces of Glycerine and Dynamite https://www.facebook.com/photo/?

fbid=1631999430446214&set=oa.757563367714757 ... and Letter to FBI director in 1945 confirms 75+ cases and trunks of Nikola 

Tesla's were under seal at the New York State Department of Taxation. Letter refers to enclosure that includes John G Trump's 

findings. https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3

Updated Aug 6, 2020, 7:45 PM

Aug 6, 2020, 7:45 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

John G Trump on Nikola Tesla's writing regarding the reactive forces of Glycerine and Dynamite https://www.facebook.com/photo/?

fbid=1631999430446214&set=oa.757563367714757 ... and Letter to FBI director in 1945 confirms 75+ cases and trunks of Nikola 

Tesla's were under seal at the New York State Department of Taxation. Letter refers to enclosure that includes John G Trump's 

findings. https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3
John G Trump on Nikola Tesla's writing regarding the reactive forces of Glycerine and Dynamite https://www.facebook.com/photo/?

fbid=1631999430446214&set=oa.757563367714757 ... and Letter to FBI director in 1945 confirms 75+ cases and trunks of Nikola 

Tesla's were under seal at the New York State Department of Taxation. Letter refers to enclosure that includes John G Trump's 

findings. https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3

Aug 6, 2020, 7:44 PM

Predicted here on April 14th. Nuke Hoax #fake #news #terror A now-deleted tweet suggesting the explosion was "atomic" was 

shared by a verified Twitter account with over 100,000 followers and racked up thousands of shares and likes. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/53669029/ -- Operation Gotham 2020 "Nuclear Bomb Drill" w/ Tidal Wave - Full Video: 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ObCmm3B9vSA Live Stream: -- Nikola Tesla's Tidal Wave for Defense and "Depth Charges" used in 

1) Operation Tidal Wave 2) Fukushima 3) Bikini Atoll to appear as a "Nuclear Bomb" http://anengineersaspect blogspot 

com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html -- Nuke Hoax Part 1 by Tesla Leaks https://youtube.com/watch?

v=P88P89G8Aio -- Nuke Hoax Playlist https://youtube com/watch?v=M-GliAMA-3c&list=PLb2dgysn--3UbLCHsl1ybKr3Lqvf1zJfZ -- 

Debunking Einstin by Tesla Leaks -- Debunking Nuclear Bombs by Nikola Tesla "All Energy in Matter comes from it's environment" 

NT, primary rays from the Sun or secondary rays from artificial sources. "I shattered structures with 10's of Millions of Volts, and 

never witnessed any additional energy output than input" NT. Not, Einstein's E=M, which presumes all energy is contained within the

Matter itself. This Einsteinian view is incorrect. https://www.facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-

energy/tesla-vs-einstein/914566628941148/

Updated Aug 6, 2020, 6:07 PM
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Aug 6, 2020, 6:07 PM

Predicted here on April 14th. Nuke Hoax #fake #news #terror A now-deleted tweet suggesting the explosion was "atomic" was 

shared by a verified Twitter account with over 100,000 followers and racked up thousands of shares and likes. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/53669029/ -- Operation Gotham 2020 "Nuclear Bomb Drill" w/ Tidal Wave - Full Video: 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ObCmm3B9vSA Live Stream: -- Nikola Tesla's Tidal Wave for Defense and "Depth Charges" used in 

1) Operation Tidal Wave 2) Fukushima 3) Bikini Atoll to appear as a "Nuclear Bomb" http://anengineersaspect blogspot 

com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html -- Nuke Hoax Part 1 by Tesla Leaks https://youtube.com/watch?

v=P88P89G8Aio -- Nuke Hoax Playlist https://youtube com/watch?v=M-GliAMA-3c&list=PLb2dgysn--3UbLCHsl1ybKr3Lqvf1zJfZ -- 

Debunking Einstin by Tesla Leaks -- Debunking Nuclear Bombs by Nikola Tesla "All Energy in Matter comes from it's environment" 

NT, primary rays from the Sun or secondary rays from artificial sources. "I shattered structures with 10's of Millions of Volts, and 

never witnessed any additional energy output than input" NT. Not, Einstein's E=M, which presumes all energy is contained within the

Matter itself. This Einsteinian view is incorrect. https://www.facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-

energy/tesla-vs-einstein/914566628941148/

Updated Aug 6, 2020, 5:59 PM

Aug 6, 2020, 5:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.bbc.com/news/53669029

Predicted here on April 14th. Nuke Hoax #fake #news #terror A now-deleted tweet suggesting the explosion was "atomic" was 

shared by a verified Twitter account with over 100,000 followers and racked up thousands of shares and likes. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/53669029 -- Operation Gotham 2020 "Nuclear Bomb Drill" w/ Nikola Tesla's Tidal Wave For Defense 

using underwater or buried Ammonium Nitrate & Glycerine. See John G Trump's 8 page analysis in the Tesla FBI File on Tesla's 

proposal to use Nitrates & Glycerine.

Aug 6, 2020, 5:37 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Renewable Energy Philippines.

#black #lives #matter July 23rd 2020 Trump threatens to pull funding for Ethiopia and the 110 Million poor black people, for filling 

their free-energy, free-water, self-funded, Grand Renaissance Dam. As Ethiopia rebuffs the World Bank and Federal Reserve Bank 

funding in November 2019, and then rebuffs the Trump and the CIA in January 2020; and Trump calls on the Taliban to sabotage 

the dam or even kill American soldiers in the process. #isis #dams #taliban #sabotage #hydroelectric 

https://www.google.com/search?&q=isis+taliban+sabotage+dams

Jul 23, 2020, 8:12 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Solar energy Business Exporter and Importer.

#black #lives #matter July 23rd 2020 Trump threatens to pull funding for Ethiopia and the 110 Million poor black people, for filling 

their free-energy, free-water, self-funded, Grand Renaissance Dam. As Ethiopia rebuffs the World Bank and Federal Reserve Bank 

funding in November 2019, and then rebuffs the Trump and the CIA in January 2020; and Trump calls on the Taliban to sabotage 

the dam or even kill American soldiers in the process. #isis #dams #taliban #sabotage #hydroelectric 

https://www.google.com/search?&q=isis+taliban+sabotage+dams

Jul 23, 2020, 6:35 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Energy, Renewable Energy & Alternate Sources of Energy (IDEH).

#black #lives #matter July 23rd 2020 Trump threatens to pull funding for Ethiopia and the 110 Million poor black people, for filling 

their free-energy, free-water, self-funded, Grand Renaissance Dam. As Ethiopia rebuffs the World Bank and Federal Reserve Bank 

funding in November 2019, and then rebuffs the Trump and the CIA in January 2020; and Trump calls on the Taliban to sabotage 

the dam or even kill American soldiers in the process. #isis #dams #taliban #sabotage #hydroelectric 

https://www.google.com/search?&q=isis+taliban+sabotage+dams

Jul 23, 2020, 6:34 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: RENEWABLE ENERGY, FREE ENERGY GENERATOR.

#black #lives #matter July 23rd 2020 Trump threatens to pull funding for Ethiopia and the 110 Million poor black people, for filling 

their free-energy, free-water, self-funded, Grand Renaissance Dam. As Ethiopia rebuffs the World Bank and Federal Reserve Bank 

funding in November 2019, and then rebuffs the Trump and the CIA in January 2020; and Trump calls on the Taliban to sabotage 

the dam or even kill American soldiers in the process. #isis #dams #taliban #sabotage #hydroelectric 

https://www.google.com/search?&q=isis+taliban+sabotage+dams

Jul 23, 2020, 6:34 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.

#black #lives #matter July 23rd 2020 Trump threatens to pull funding for Ethiopia and the 110 Million poor black people, for filling 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9p4H7n1XLj8G7Gux-UKOauhDK4-QBF6ifsJ3kCEbDHpiWPfmwOwA3vM61NCACsxeMJO3ONCrJXNnQJmg65M63jqrOsWSTKzHnYAG662g6mv76bU7j-_DkfCmd1K9FVWpGxZ_CaiwgOBBetzffAtmU&s=2
https://www.google.com/search?&q=isis+taliban+sabotage+dams
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_i5005qxtfjKb4sxNjE_FRsX4Otd98mO13ctkyZANf6icfn-fvM1Y2xAXQlqtZsH2ZZ-oIYneTApVdwlyAtH3aM1jyzBCmsGbZ4MnyhjDHnqiPum8DmuCWyGsM3uAOxy_y6y5RwRav0qj3ObEE6LY&s=2
https://www.google.com/search?&q=isis+taliban+sabotage+dams
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-qPxR1NTOd6l84azmIo-cqssMUfJhnkJdVBItF2-ljYzYBFIrXFbFUhg9g4Hrs_RBYBg6QNSwasGvdxzUfbjzJEMsSnVL2RKfmlNl4BIv6bEhTLXSOLm_QX40HtV0yBAUA3k0WZqOa6l-aR7blY70&s=2
https://www.google.com/search?&q=isis+taliban+sabotage+dams
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_wuGSccFDHPT8CzOppeWxvC-hU-R7czUccr6IEckGNC2Sji43DCG-oDIX6KDss34WdXC-7AsDNURi9xwl1cdLf-g9174eHWT8eYfq13pEGoZtxVWbkFBmTRNFrZzZIKwv_r6mvSHhJo9Y2Vh5A2p7t&s=2
https://www.google.com/search?&q=isis+taliban+sabotage+dams
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX962VP-MzvGcaAoUfyU8VsB6SIGrNIwjLgJsB6o4jubqgh1mCsUqRai8J1oCJoumtrmIOK2Aj0eJQeWo3U3qe7bWzDvE_in-2Bs4RCPK6iUA2KCiT1u1Nq-9nQzQqQP95kDMV4Ohq3FRAQe&s=2
https://www.bbc.com/news/53669029
https://www.bbc.com/news/53669029
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9ZVXl4Yed3NwH89HNW-3tKsb1wWdoHfk4exC1-It101vXdkv1NM-4B0T4ax90H-x8kbNUQEopCpP8pQmvb_PkPinWv1_uJLqvevxU8o4av5dsk_wmIFZXUm1WNyAZ1hso6HUsHfSp1EPbb06x9K0e4tzunqpHaONs0&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-energy/tesla-vs-einstein/914566628941148/
https://www.facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-energy/tesla-vs-einstein/914566628941148/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio
https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ObCmm3B9vSA
https://www.bbc.com/news/53669029/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-UONOiEMID3Ayu2UMWRghdl495uKj2PyMQ8za1S__Le9TASQUMcSKzErzr6pcz8DLoG9K0EoMeXeH7WAmJ9wWSun5XKD0L-FtFkS_tLpCPq-qFPQy-TU59DdUaOdW_5Len094RT018MeRinvGut7gGXX0aOA87y829&s=2


their free-energy, free-water, self-funded, Grand Renaissance Dam. As Ethiopia rebuffs the World Bank and Federal Reserve Bank 

funding in November 2019, and then rebuffs the Trump and the CIA in January 2020; and Trump calls on the Taliban to sabotage 

the dam or even kill American soldiers in the process. #isis #dams #taliban #sabotage #hydroelectric 

https://www.google.com/search?&q=isis+taliban+sabotage+dams

Jul 23, 2020, 6:34 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: World Green and Renewable Energy Assosiation.

#black #lives #matter July 23rd 2020 Trump threatens to pull funding for Ethiopia and the 110 Million poor black people, for filling 

their free-energy, free-water, self-funded, Grand Renaissance Dam. As Ethiopia rebuffs the World Bank and Federal Reserve Bank 

funding in November 2019, and then rebuffs the Trump and the CIA in January 2020; and Trump calls on the Taliban to sabotage 

the dam or even kill American soldiers in the process. #isis #dams #taliban #sabotage #hydroelectric 

https://www.google.com/search?&q=isis+taliban+sabotage+dams

Jul 23, 2020, 6:34 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Survival.

#black #lives #matter July 23rd 2020 Trump threatens to pull funding for Ethiopia and the 110 Million poor black people, for filling 

their free-energy, free-water, self-funded, Grand Renaissance Dam. As Ethiopia rebuffs the World Bank and Federal Reserve Bank 

funding in November 2019, and then rebuffs the Trump and the CIA in January 2020; and Trump calls on the Taliban to sabotage 

the dam or even kill American soldiers in the process. #isis #dams #taliban #sabotage #hydroelectric

Jul 23, 2020, 6:07 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Virginia People's Climate Movement.

#black #lives #matter July 23rd 2020 Trump threatens to pull funding for Ethiopia and the 110 Million poor black people, for filling 

their free-energy, free-water, self-funded, Grand Renaissance Dam. As Ethiopia rebuffs the World Bank and Federal Reserve Bank 

funding in November 2019, and then rebuffs the Trump and the CIA in January 2020; and Trump calls on the Taliban to sabotage 

the dam or even kill American soldiers in the process. #isis #dams #taliban #sabotage #hydroelectric

Jul 23, 2020, 6:07 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate, Capitalism, Consumerism.

#black #lives #matter July 23rd 2020 Trump threatens to pull funding for Ethiopia and the 110 Million poor black people, for filling 

their free-energy, free-water, self-funded, Grand Renaissance Dam. As Ethiopia rebuffs the World Bank and Federal Reserve Bank 

funding in November 2019, and then rebuffs the Trump and the CIA in January 2020; and Trump calls on the Taliban to sabotage 

the dam or even kill American soldiers in the process. #isis #dams #taliban #sabotage #hydroelectric

Jul 23, 2020, 6:07 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Virginia People's Climate Movement.

#black #lives #matter July 23rd 2020 Trump threatens to pull funding for Ethiopia and the 110 Million poor black people, for filling 

their free-energy, free-water, self-funded, Grand Renaissance Dam. As Ethiopia rebuffs the World Bank and Federal Reserve Bank 

funding in November 2019, and then rebuffs the Trump and the CIA in January 2020; and Trump calls on the Taliban to sabotage 

the dam or even kill American soldiers in the process. #isis #dams #taliban #sabotage #hydroelectric

Jul 23, 2020, 6:06 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change: Science, Mitigation & Adaptation.

#black #lives #matter July 23rd 2020 Trump threatens to pull funding for Ethiopia and the 110 Million poor black people, for filling 

their free-energy, free-water, self-funded, Grand Renaissance Dam. As Ethiopia rebuffs the World Bank and Federal Reserve Bank 

funding in November 2019, and then rebuffs the Trump and the CIA in January 2020; and Trump calls on the Taliban to sabotage 

the dam or even kill American soldiers in the process. #isis #dams #taliban #sabotage #hydroelectric

Jul 23, 2020, 6:06 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Battle Royale.

#black #lives #matter July 23rd 2020 Trump threatens to pull funding for Ethiopia and the 110 Million poor black people, for filling 

their free-energy, free-water, self-funded, Grand Renaissance Dam. As Ethiopia rebuffs the World Bank and Federal Reserve Bank 

funding in November 2019, and then rebuffs the Trump and the CIA in January 2020; and Trump calls on the Taliban to sabotage 

the dam or even kill American soldiers in the process. #isis #dams #taliban #sabotage #hydroelectric

Jul 23, 2020, 6:06 PM

Chris Edwards posted in I hate Donald Trump but can't post it non stop on my timeline.

Jul 23, 2020, 2:18 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: THE RESISTANCE AGAINST DONALD TRUMP.

#black #lives #matter July 23rd 2020 Trump threatens to pull funding for Ethiopia and the 110 Million poor black people, for filling 

their free-energy, free-water, self-funded, Grand Renaissance Dam. As Ethiopia rebuffs the World Bank and Federal Reserve Bank 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-RoVuUlN4V04r_Vw8w45gIyjeklxO-WxeLxDiBU-2xU5Z50bPGHaKi-hk5ltevwrDmI91LADLE68pmHOCnBrNmEqTscvuLSd3DxzwLaTB89bemO92B4dqvYHvTj5kq9xvgb5-5yHLHqUXy4aeBU_sVkdA&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-pdL-TYxtKmNPpsVyO_utFyxJwW46uPYnNDII8zhMofrwa2dybCtCmcM70ps_Uo4UERYYg1KBGAHdBaI-5iBhcH_zJEIO4g9SwYdTHhCqpAHXqCwNIAbSX1euPg_E_SjvNULl9WYinfc2ELU1K61WrbUqP&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9cUw9bN2BhZtLx6WFwel08w6VpVtyz14oOKs4BfzMlIedr7QhBJmGYDD7eKwO6TyWq5Yw4Yuo5LHfhcPbvB5SuwqaUcnlbhlPanwiD2VacflO1-fMtPIgBq3yd0YPvGt4iV1i-1OyTouhwpPnW__Hy&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9u273Kha7K9Klp_oAoUnvq5O603PbpbLaxygk7giAIru078WverAeFzu4LVobCDoFPi441-ktmmovLMaDl4zsIHr_bSNLeNLyin0C39y3jg-epNgOkAtB4fRwJp0haPdTa2gmjjEKTHPwRBMBLssI&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-KB923qzVnaMNaC6C_we1NfkFWsZXovunGZXmR1AHcsLB5hq7tjFSYeJOmN9zBd5aYacceNot3nB1rf8fAevi5yEg8DIlrPr6eJVLx9yUlD7dv6iNF95gG8mewG9yLZozs6EuTsbRjygS667CP0ipF&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9smO2teCLwlU3ntQN0t7sXssI23IHuJPqmKUUeiQlraJA7j-NLwwVn9bBcHqsrCgJL8q95YrNKDiq6iz7SDxQ8sqFiJeROHcOAsb-UZBUo6Xr5CeOnp-PcVgCWtRGPl94j494NmDUhahZG&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8Q2EDAalOAyJTAoGSgVkRSe-1ruTSeBazOIcSrR8ZqfPYneDCTthq0ntTy6RQgI5lTCAFshM7a1CcqU1BdyLBsNigZNK7axMJPDX4KSdyv0CZeZkfXHBDCNK0MT2U8oqzID41nfq9CouTzaaBIsf5A&s=2
https://www.google.com/search?&q=isis+taliban+sabotage+dams
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-fiCeprK0goZUfEp7v243Cz7Q86GoaZZeO75szrvwzTQGRa2pRbj0UE4B3d9QkyN91uMVy7eH3u-bkj--qs8we6koK47ufyjOkjYqCKXnLKRFircEHU5o2wAUiyblZFkOr7YNS6bERoToBh6jLzQmu&s=2
https://www.google.com/search?&q=isis+taliban+sabotage+dams


funding in November 2019, and then rebuffs the Trump and the CIA in January 2020; and Trump calls on the Taliban to sabotage 

the dam or even kill American soldiers in the process.

Jul 23, 2020, 2:17 PM

#black #lives #matter July 23rd 2020 Trump threatens to pull funding for Ethiopia and the 110 Million poor black people, for filling 

their free-energy, free-water, self-funded, Grand Renaissance Dam. As Ethiopia rebuffs the World Bank and Federal Reserve Bank 

funding in November 2019, and then rebuffs the Trump and the CIA in January 2020; and Trump calls on the Taliban to sabotage 

the dam or even kill American soldiers in the process.

Updated Jul 23, 2020, 2:17 PM

Jul 23, 2020, 2:17 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://egyptindependent.com/trump-administration-considers-withholding-some-aids-allocated-to-ethiopia/

#black #lives #matter July 23rd 2020 Trump threatens to pull funding for Ethiopia and the 110 Million poor black people, for filling 

their free-energy, free-water, self-funded, Grand Renaissance Dam. As Ethiopia rebuffs the World Bank and Federal Reserve Bank 

funding in November 2019, and then rebuffs the Trump and the CIA in January 2020; and Trump calls on the Taliban to sabotage 

the dam or even kill American soldiers in the process. https://egyptindependent.com/trump-administration-considers-withholding-

some-aids-allocated-to-ethiopia/

Jul 23, 2020, 2:11 PM

https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-tslaq-china-dam-collapse-takes-out-giga-shanghai/

July 20 2020 In response to previous posts by Tesla Leaks on who is behind the Hydro-electric dams being banned, removed or 

destroyed since 1893's Colombian Exposition, by #terrorists like #TSLAQ #Chevron #Taliban #ETC -- Tesla bears ponder China 

dam collapse to ‘take out’ Giga Shanghai — but there’s a catch https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-tslaq-china-dam-collapse-takes-out-

giga-shanghai/

Updated Jul 20, 2020, 11:25 PM

Jul 20, 2020, 11:25 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-tslaq-china-dam-collapse-takes-out-giga-shanghai/

July 20 2020 In response to previous posts by Tesla Leaks on who is behind the Hydro-electric dams being banned, removed or 

destroyed since 1893's Colombian Exposition, by #terrorists like #TSLAQ #Chevron #Taliban #ETC -- Tesla bears ponder China 

dam collapse to ‘take out’ Giga Shanghai — but there’s a catch https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-tslaq-china-dam-collapse-takes-out-

giga-shanghai/ -- African mini summit on the Grand Renaissance Dam on Tuesday 

https://www.arabnews.com/node/1706636/middle-east -- July 18 2020 The New York Times As Seasonal Rains Fall, Dispute Over 

Nile Dam Rushes Toward a Reckoning https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/18/world/middleeast/nile-dam-egypt-ethiopia.html

Jul 20, 2020, 11:22 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla.

Where is wireless power used? Wireless power transfer is already widely used. For example, unconnected induction coils are at the 

heart of transformers in television sets, smartphones, energy-saving lamps, power lines, neutron generators, UV lights, Laser, 

microwave transmission; all with reflectors or amlifiers at the receiver etc. By increasing or decreasing the alternating voltage in the 

electrical grid and individual devices, transformers enable efficient power transmission and the operation of consumer electronics. 

https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html Wireless power transfer was originally proposed by 

Nikola Tesla in the late 19th century. He managed to light fluorescent and incandescent lamps from a distance without any wires 

connecting the lamps to a generator. To pull off this feat, he used the principle of electromagnetic induction: When an alternating 

current passes through a coil—that is, a conductor wound in a spiral around a cylinder-shaped core—this gives rise to an alternating

magnetic field both inside and outside the coil. Faraday's law says that if a second coil is placed in this magnetic field (figure 1), an 

electric current is induced in this other coil, which can then be used for charging an accumulator or some other purpose.

Jul 20, 2020, 5:50 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Renewable Energy Philippines.

Jul 19, 2020, 2:18 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Air-Climate-Energy.

July 15th 2020 World Wildlife Fund & Fish and Game & Save the So and So...and friends all want to tear down all your free-energy, 

free-water and free flood control for farming, 24/7 demand response, 24/7 backup power, boating, fishing etc. at Dams, Power-Gas, 

etc. and replace all that power with COAL PLANTS> Even though there have been Run of River, Fish Ladders since the 1930's and 

feeding rivers and lakes with fish, are all ignored. https://www.euronews.com/2020/07/17/hydro-power-to-the-people-the-fight-

against-bosnia-and-herzegovina-s-hydroelectric-dams - (https://www.nwcouncil.org/reports/columbia-river-history/damsimpacts) -- 

https://www.nwcouncil.org/reports/columbia-river-history/damsimpacts
https://www.euronews.com/2020/07/17/hydro-power-to-the-people-the-fight-against-bosnia-and-herzegovina-s-hydroelectric-dams
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_OCfo8TcFQtmbEqjQm5ei2f70X96-w1BjO3wHXXMVK7GqmRs5bZzIS7yMU6OXeg4q7x6CoJIItsvGlVSzJdLzgu4RAZzr4p9QQp3RoXMAjEOZoz97i9_x4mFgYs1CjEBHDFzwqayWW-adZn9Jp5-FXh0WPdQ&s=2
https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_15-ZvYlwuTD5h7FQW6QkIbrVjoXzj4YUDBs9Sio_9SUT1OQ3uITeARfT2MguuqXepk-ZmaHcgrSn-DdLjn98ajZP080Sf4OB0nTF_DHKnU5lDlBaaA3Mb0AjklpmgTJMIDIpGzlJmoXz3&s=2
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/18/world/middleeast/nile-dam-egypt-ethiopia.html
https://www.arabnews.com/node/1706636/middle-east
https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-tslaq-china-dam-collapse-takes-out-giga-shanghai/
https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-tslaq-china-dam-collapse-takes-out-giga-shanghai/
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-xyiGVZWY3gY5vKTQDT3AyQk5ZE_dwxjOgz6SeNEHQ85wjo7ELfwzpIn-dcyPkmU_zdU9FefNpwHUFUCTPGIHsdI5UBHSoqa8MCHsOJEibQCXBsCsVElw5cnuDUstokTKmlbq-n5yE3o_8lBmNuMhVtwwATSkEiD2J&s=2
https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-tslaq-china-dam-collapse-takes-out-giga-shanghai/
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"In the US and Europe, there are plans for the removal of decommissioned dams to restore the connectivity of the rivers. Some 

dams have already been removed," says Barbarossa. "Our global maps can help to prioritize locations for restoration measures, 

such as dam removal and installation of bypasses." https://phys.org/news/2020-02-hydropower-threaten-fish-tropics.html

Jul 17, 2020, 11:25 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Virginia People's Climate Movement.

July 15th 2020 World Wildlife Fund & Fish and Game & Save the So and So...and friends all want to tear down all your free-energy, 

free-water and free flood control for farming, 24/7 demand response, 24/7 backup power, boating, fishing etc. at Dams, Power-Gas, 

etc. and replace all that power with COAL PLANTS> Even though there have been Run of River, Fish Ladders since the 1930's and 

feeding rivers and lakes with fish, are all ignored. https://www.euronews.com/2020/07/17/hydro-power-to-the-people-the-fight-

against-bosnia-and-herzegovina-s-hydroelectric-dams - (https://www.nwcouncil.org/reports/columbia-river-history/damsimpacts) -- 

"In the US and Europe, there are plans for the removal of decommissioned dams to restore the connectivity of the rivers. Some 

dams have already been removed," says Barbarossa. "Our global maps can help to prioritize locations for restoration measures, 

such as dam removal and installation of bypasses." https://phys.org/news/2020-02-hydropower-threaten-fish-tropics.html

Jul 17, 2020, 10:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate, Capitalism, Consumerism.

July 15th 2020 World Wildlife Fund & Fish and Game & Save the So and So...and friends all want to tear down all your free-energy, 

free-water and free flood control for farming, 24/7 demand response, 24/7 backup power, boating, fishing etc. at Dams, Power-Gas, 

etc. and replace all that power with COAL PLANTS> Even though there have been Run of River, Fish Ladders since the 1930's and 

feeding rivers and lakes with fish, are all ignored. https://www.euronews.com/2020/07/17/hydro-power-to-the-people-the-fight-

against-bosnia-and-herzegovina-s-hydroelectric-dams - (https://www.nwcouncil.org/reports/columbia-river-history/damsimpacts) -- 

"In the US and Europe, there are plans for the removal of decommissioned dams to restore the connectivity of the rivers. Some 

dams have already been removed," says Barbarossa. "Our global maps can help to prioritize locations for restoration measures, 

such as dam removal and installation of bypasses." https://phys.org/news/2020-02-hydropower-threaten-fish-tropics.html

Jul 17, 2020, 10:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Discussion.

July 15th 2020 World Wildlife Fund & Fish and Game & Save the So and So...and friends all want to tear down all your free-energy, 

free-water and free flood control for farming, 24/7 demand response, 24/7 backup power, boating, fishing etc. at Dams, Power-Gas, 

etc. and replace all that power with COAL PLANTS> Even though there have been Run of River, Fish Ladders since the 1930's and 

feeding rivers and lakes with fish, are all ignored. https://www.euronews.com/2020/07/17/hydro-power-to-the-people-the-fight-

against-bosnia-and-herzegovina-s-hydroelectric-dams - (https://www.nwcouncil.org/reports/columbia-river-history/damsimpacts) -- 

"In the US and Europe, there are plans for the removal of decommissioned dams to restore the connectivity of the rivers. Some 

dams have already been removed," says Barbarossa. "Our global maps can help to prioritize locations for restoration measures, 

such as dam removal and installation of bypasses." https://phys.org/news/2020-02-hydropower-threaten-fish-tropics.html

Jul 17, 2020, 10:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Survival.

July 15th 2020 World Wildlife Fund & Fish and Game & Save the So and So...and friends all want to tear down all your free-energy, 

free-water and free flood control for farming, 24/7 demand response, 24/7 backup power, boating, fishing etc. at Dams, Power-Gas, 

etc. and replace all that power with COAL PLANTS> Even though there have been Run of River, Fish Ladders since the 1930's and 

feeding rivers and lakes with fish, are all ignored. https://www.euronews.com/2020/07/17/hydro-power-to-the-people-the-fight-

against-bosnia-and-herzegovina-s-hydroelectric-dams - (https://www.nwcouncil.org/reports/columbia-river-history/damsimpacts) -- 

"In the US and Europe, there are plans for the removal of decommissioned dams to restore the connectivity of the rivers. Some 

dams have already been removed," says Barbarossa. "Our global maps can help to prioritize locations for restoration measures, 

such as dam removal and installation of bypasses." https://phys.org/news/2020-02-hydropower-threaten-fish-tropics.html

Jul 17, 2020, 10:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change For Dummies.

July 15th 2020 World Wildlife Fund & Fish and Game & Save the So and So...and friends all want to tear down all your free-energy, 

free-water and free flood control for farming, 24/7 demand response, 24/7 backup power, boating, fishing etc. at Dams, Power-Gas, 

etc. and replace all that power with COAL PLANTS> Even though there have been Run of River, Fish Ladders since the 1930's and 

feeding rivers and lakes with fish, are all ignored. https://www.euronews.com/2020/07/17/hydro-power-to-the-people-the-fight-

against-bosnia-and-herzegovina-s-hydroelectric-dams - (https://www.nwcouncil.org/reports/columbia-river-history/damsimpacts) -- 

"In the US and Europe, there are plans for the removal of decommissioned dams to restore the connectivity of the rivers. Some 

dams have already been removed," says Barbarossa. "Our global maps can help to prioritize locations for restoration measures, 

such as dam removal and installation of bypasses." https://phys.org/news/2020-02-hydropower-threaten-fish-tropics.html
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Jul 17, 2020, 10:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change - an open discussion.

July 15th 2020 World Wildlife Fund & Fish and Game & Save the So and So...and friends all want to tear down all your free-energy, 

free-water and free flood control for farming, 24/7 demand response, 24/7 backup power, boating, fishing etc. at Dams, Power-Gas, 

etc. and replace all that power with COAL PLANTS> Even though there have been Run of River, Fish Ladders since the 1930's and 

feeding rivers and lakes with fish, are all ignored. https://www.euronews.com/2020/07/17/hydro-power-to-the-people-the-fight-

against-bosnia-and-herzegovina-s-hydroelectric-dams - (https://www.nwcouncil.org/reports/columbia-river-history/damsimpacts) -- 

"In the US and Europe, there are plans for the removal of decommissioned dams to restore the connectivity of the rivers. Some 

dams have already been removed," says Barbarossa. "Our global maps can help to prioritize locations for restoration measures, 

such as dam removal and installation of bypasses." https://phys.org/news/2020-02-hydropower-threaten-fish-tropics.html

Jul 17, 2020, 10:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change: Science, Mitigation & Adaptation.

July 15th 2020 World Wildlife Fund & Fish and Game & Save the So and So...and friends all want to tear down all your free-energy, 

free-water and free flood control for farming, 24/7 demand response, 24/7 backup power, boating, fishing etc. at Dams, Power-Gas, 

etc. and replace all that power with COAL PLANTS> Even though there have been Run of River, Fish Ladders since the 1930's and 

feeding rivers and lakes with fish, are all ignored. https://www.euronews.com/2020/07/17/hydro-power-to-the-people-the-fight-

against-bosnia-and-herzegovina-s-hydroelectric-dams - (https://www.nwcouncil.org/reports/columbia-river-history/damsimpacts) -- 

"In the US and Europe, there are plans for the removal of decommissioned dams to restore the connectivity of the rivers. Some 

dams have already been removed," says Barbarossa. "Our global maps can help to prioritize locations for restoration measures, 

such as dam removal and installation of bypasses." https://phys.org/news/2020-02-hydropower-threaten-fish-tropics.html

Jul 17, 2020, 10:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Battle Royale.

July 15th 2020 World Wildlife Fund & Fish and Game & Save the So and So...and friends all want to tear down all your free-energy, 

free-water and free flood control for farming, 24/7 demand response, 24/7 backup power, boating, fishing etc. at Dams, Power-Gas, 

etc. and replace all that power with COAL PLANTS> Even though there have been Run of River, Fish Ladders since the 1930's and 

feeding rivers and lakes with fish, are all ignored. https://www.euronews.com/2020/07/17/hydro-power-to-the-people-the-fight-

against-bosnia-and-herzegovina-s-hydroelectric-dams - (https://www.nwcouncil.org/reports/columbia-river-history/damsimpacts) -- 

"In the US and Europe, there are plans for the removal of decommissioned dams to restore the connectivity of the rivers. Some 

dams have already been removed," says Barbarossa. "Our global maps can help to prioritize locations for restoration measures, 

such as dam removal and installation of bypasses." https://phys.org/news/2020-02-hydropower-threaten-fish-tropics.html

Jul 17, 2020, 10:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Energy, Renewable Energy & Alternate Sources of Energy (IDEH).

Jul 17, 2020, 10:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: RENEWABLE ENERGY, FREE ENERGY GENERATOR.

Jul 17, 2020, 10:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Worldwide Renewable Energy Professionals.

Jul 17, 2020, 10:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: World Green and Renewable Energy Assosiation.

Jul 17, 2020, 10:38 PM

https://phys.org/news/2020-02-hydropower-threaten-fish-tropics.html

July 15th 2020 World Wildlife Fund & Fish and Game & Save the So and So...and friends all want to tear down all your free-energy, 

free-water and free flood control for farming, 24/7 demand response, 24/7 backup power, boating, fishing etc. at Dams, Power-Gas, 

etc. and replace all that power with COAL PLANTS> Even though there have been Run of River, Fish Ladders since the 1930's and 

feeding rivers and lakes with fish, are all ignored. https://www.euronews.com/2020/07/17/hydro-power-to-the-people-the-fight-

against-bosnia-and-herzegovina-s-hydroelectric-dams - (https://www.nwcouncil.org/reports/columbia-river-history/damsimpacts) -- 

"In the US and Europe, there are plans for the removal of decommissioned dams to restore the connectivity of the rivers. Some 

dams have already been removed," says Barbarossa. "Our global maps can help to prioritize locations for restoration measures, 

such as dam removal and installation of bypasses." https://phys.org/news/2020-02-hydropower-threaten-fish-tropics.html

Updated Jul 17, 2020, 10:37 PM

Jul 17, 2020, 10:37 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://phys.org/news/2020-02-hydropower-threaten-fish-tropics.html
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free-water and free flood control for farming, 24/7 demand response, 24/7 backup power, boating, fishing etc. at Dams, Power-Gas, 

etc. and replace all that power with COAL PLANTS> Even though there have been Run of River, Fish Ladders since the 1930's and 

feeding rivers and lakes with fish, are all ignored. https://www.euronews.com/2020/07/17/hydro-power-to-the-people-the-fight-

against-bosnia-and-herzegovina-s-hydroelectric-dams - (https://www.nwcouncil.org/reports/columbia-river-history/damsimpacts) -- 

"In the US and Europe, there are plans for the removal of decommissioned dams to restore the connectivity of the rivers. Some 

dams have already been removed," says Barbarossa. "Our global maps can help to prioritize locations for restoration measures, 

such as dam removal and installation of bypasses." https://phys.org/news/2020-02-hydropower-threaten-fish-tropics.html

Jul 17, 2020, 10:37 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUvZdxG5jNo

July 14 2020 Update on batteries and lithium: #lithium #metal #oxygen #graphene #nanotubes New lithium battery charges faster, 

reduces risk of device explosions https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/07/200714182148.htm 

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/New-Tech-Puts-Lithium-Batteries-Back-In-The-Energy-Storage-Race.html -- 

https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Japanese-Firm-Develops-Battery-Thats-90-Cheaper-Than-Lithium-

Ion.html -- July 12 2020 Update on Lithium from #Seawater https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/07/seawater-could-provide-

nearly-unlimited-amounts-critical-battery-material -- #sodium #doped graphene https://www.pv-

magazine.com/2020/06/19/graphene-doping-a-step-forward-for-sodium-batteries/ #laser #induced Scientists stick to their laser guns

to improve lithium metal technology https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/07/200714121746.htm #honeycomb #tesselation 

#wardenclyffe #tunnels #davinci #octagon Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Octagon + Tunnels etal by Tesla Leaks 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUvZdxG5jNo

Jul 15, 2020, 12:44 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla.

Jul 14, 2020, 7:29 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla.

February 19th 1919 Nikola Tesla patent application for an improvement to his previous patent approved in 1914 'Apparatus for 

transmitting electrical energy' including drawings of various receivers and configurations. No attachments for the System, Art Of or 

Manufacture. More Nikola/Nicola Tesla missing patents, International patents and applications have been previously published on 

Tesla Leaks and http://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Jul 14, 2020, 7:25 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.

Tesla - Official Trailer I HD I IFC Films Starring: Ethan Hawke, Eve Hewson, Hannah Gross & Kyle MacLachlan 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4U-23TOKms

Jul 13, 2020, 12:35 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.

February 19th 1919 Nikola Tesla patent application for an improvement to his previous patent approved in 1914 'Apparatus for 

transmitting electrical energy' including drawings of various receivers and configurations. No attachments for the System, Art Of or 

Manufacture. More Nikola/Nicola Tesla missing patents, International patents and applications have been previously published on 

Tesla Leaks and http://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Jul 13, 2020, 12:35 PM

https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/13/investing/bank-earnings-recession/index.html

July 13th 2020 The banks that fund the oil companies, coal, propane, tree burning, ethanol and coronavirus hoax should all go 

bankrupt because of their stupid, lying, bullshit-scams! $2.1 Trillion in losses. I offer to buy all the piece of shits for $1. 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/13/investing/bank-earnings-recession/index.html

Updated Jul 13, 2020, 10:34 AM

Jul 13, 2020, 10:34 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/13/investing/bank-earnings-recession/index.html

July 13th 2020 The banks that fund the oil companies, coal, propane, tree burning, ethanol and coronavirus hoax should all go 

bankrupt because of their stupid, lying, bullshit-scams! $2.1 Trillion in losses. I offer to buy all the piece of shits for $1. 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/13/investing/bank-earnings-recession/index.html

Jul 13, 2020, 10:33 AM

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-shares-chuck-woolery-tweet-that-says-everyone-is-lying-about-the-coronavirus-2020-07-

13
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https://phys.org/news/2020-02-hydropower-threaten-fish-tropics.html
https://www.nwcouncil.org/reports/columbia-river-history/damsimpacts
https://www.euronews.com/2020/07/17/hydro-power-to-the-people-the-fight-against-bosnia-and-herzegovina-s-hydroelectric-dams
https://www.euronews.com/2020/07/17/hydro-power-to-the-people-the-fight-against-bosnia-and-herzegovina-s-hydroelectric-dams


July 13th 2020 "Everyone is Lying" about Coronavirus (Certificate Of Vaccination, Identification COVID) of (HEL1) cold virus and 

antibodies + paper mask hoax. https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-shares-chuck-woolery-tweet-that-says-everyone-is-lying-

about-the-coronavirus-2020-07-13

Updated Jul 13, 2020, 10:32 AM

Jul 13, 2020, 10:32 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-shares-chuck-woolery-tweet-that-says-everyone-is-lying-about-the-coronavirus-2020-07-

13

July 13th 2020 "Everyone is Lying" about Coronavirus (Certificate Of Vaccination, Identification COVID) of (HEL1) cold virus and 

antibodies + paper mask hoax. https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-shares-chuck-woolery-tweet-that-says-everyone-is-lying-

about-the-coronavirus-2020-07-13

Jul 13, 2020, 10:31 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Air-Climate-Energy.

33 WAYS TO POWER THE WORLD: 9/29/2018 Yellowstone Supervolcano Could Power The Entire Planet 327X Over 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/#6eff3c302d87 -- Jan 5th 2018 - Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S. 

https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/ -- Hydro-

electric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide another 150GW, today 300GW and "would 

displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced 

geothermal systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of megawatts of energy 

potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy 

production to almost 500,000.

“To put that into perspective,” Williams says,” the entire electric power generating capacity in the United States is about a million 

megawatts.”

So if there’s that much clean energy just waiting in the ground, what’s taking so long?

Allyson Anderson Book directs the American Geosciences Institute, a nonprofit network of geoscientists around the country. She 

says that geothermal energy has been historically overlooked as a renewable energy source, to the point that it is sometimes 

referred to as the “forgotten renewable." https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-

production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/

October 17, 2016 Updated: #21 to #30+ Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: (All by itself) 21) US Navy Turn 

Seawater to Jet Fuel (Lithium or Uranium) http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Natural Gas/Phosphates 

from Coal http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in 

China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-

china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the 

World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 

http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-

electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass 

Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal 

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) 

Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas 

http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas 

http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957-

apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s 

http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon 

http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-

night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998 

http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html
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increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 

18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative 

Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107

19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20) 

Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - 

Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur 

Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-

rechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-

energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second 

Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to 

1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone and other gasses "by using currents of 

extremely high frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation

Jul 12, 2020, 10:29 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Renewable Energy Philippines.

33 WAYS TO POWER THE WORLD: 9/29/2018 Yellowstone Supervolcano Could Power The Entire Planet 327X Over 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/#6eff3c302d87 -- Jan 5th 2018 - Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S. 

https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/ -- Hydro-

electric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide another 150GW, today 300GW and "would 

displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced 

geothermal systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of megawatts of energy 

potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy 

production to almost 500,000.

“To put that into perspective,” Williams says,” the entire electric power generating capacity in the United States is about a million 

megawatts.”

So if there’s that much clean energy just waiting in the ground, what’s taking so long?

Allyson Anderson Book directs the American Geosciences Institute, a nonprofit network of geoscientists around the country. She 

says that geothermal energy has been historically overlooked as a renewable energy source, to the point that it is sometimes 

referred to as the “forgotten renewable." https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-

production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/

October 17, 2016 Updated: #21 to #30+ Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: (All by itself) 21) US Navy Turn 

Seawater to Jet Fuel (Lithium or Uranium) http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Natural Gas/Phosphates 

from Coal http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in 

China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-

china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the 

World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 

http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-

electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass 

Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal 

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) 

Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas 

http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas 

http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957-

apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s 

http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon 

http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA


http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-

night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998 

http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or 

increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 

18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative 

Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107

19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20) 

Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - 

Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur 

Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-

rechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-

energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second 

Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to 

1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone and other gasses "by using currents of 

extremely high frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation

Jul 12, 2020, 10:28 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Energy, Renewable Energy & Alternate Sources of Energy (IDEH).

33 WAYS TO POWER THE WORLD: 9/29/2018 Yellowstone Supervolcano Could Power The Entire Planet 327X Over 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/#6eff3c302d87 -- Jan 5th 2018 - Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S. 

https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/ -- Hydro-

electric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide another 150GW, today 300GW and "would 

displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced 

geothermal systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of megawatts of energy 

potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy 

production to almost 500,000.

“To put that into perspective,” Williams says,” the entire electric power generating capacity in the United States is about a million 

megawatts.”

So if there’s that much clean energy just waiting in the ground, what’s taking so long?

Allyson Anderson Book directs the American Geosciences Institute, a nonprofit network of geoscientists around the country. She 

says that geothermal energy has been historically overlooked as a renewable energy source, to the point that it is sometimes 

referred to as the “forgotten renewable." https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-

production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/

October 17, 2016 Updated: #21 to #30+ Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: (All by itself) 21) US Navy Turn 

Seawater to Jet Fuel (Lithium or Uranium) http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Natural Gas/Phosphates 

from Coal http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in 

China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-

china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the 

World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 

http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-

electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass 

Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal 

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) 

Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas 
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http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas 

http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957-

apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s 

http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon 

http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-

night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998 

http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or 

increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 

18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative 

Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107

19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20) 

Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - 

Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur 

Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-

rechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-

energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second 

Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to 

1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone and other gasses "by using currents of 

extremely high frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation

Jul 12, 2020, 10:27 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: RENEWABLE ENERGY, FREE ENERGY GENERATOR.

33 WAYS TO POWER THE WORLD: 9/29/2018 Yellowstone Supervolcano Could Power The Entire Planet 327X Over 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/#6eff3c302d87 -- Jan 5th 2018 - Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S. 

https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/ -- Hydro-

electric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide another 150GW, today 300GW and "would 

displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced 

geothermal systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of megawatts of energy 

potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy 

production to almost 500,000.

“To put that into perspective,” Williams says,” the entire electric power generating capacity in the United States is about a million 

megawatts.”

So if there’s that much clean energy just waiting in the ground, what’s taking so long?

Allyson Anderson Book directs the American Geosciences Institute, a nonprofit network of geoscientists around the country. She 

says that geothermal energy has been historically overlooked as a renewable energy source, to the point that it is sometimes 

referred to as the “forgotten renewable." https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-

production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/

October 17, 2016 Updated: #21 to #30+ Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: (All by itself) 21) US Navy Turn 

Seawater to Jet Fuel (Lithium or Uranium) http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Natural Gas/Phosphates 

from Coal http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in 

China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-

china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the 

World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 

http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-

electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass 
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http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957-apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy
http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html


Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal 

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) 

Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas 

http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas 

http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957-

apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s 

http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon 

http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-

night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998 

http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or 

increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 

18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative 

Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107

19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20) 

Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - 

Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur 

Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-

rechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-

energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second 

Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to 

1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone and other gasses "by using currents of 

extremely high frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
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33 WAYS TO POWER THE WORLD: 9/29/2018 Yellowstone Supervolcano Could Power The Entire Planet 327X Over 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/#6eff3c302d87 -- Jan 5th 2018 - Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S. 

https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/ -- Hydro-

electric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide another 150GW, today 300GW and "would 

displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced 

geothermal systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of megawatts of energy 

potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy 

production to almost 500,000.

“To put that into perspective,” Williams says,” the entire electric power generating capacity in the United States is about a million 

megawatts.”

So if there’s that much clean energy just waiting in the ground, what’s taking so long?

Allyson Anderson Book directs the American Geosciences Institute, a nonprofit network of geoscientists around the country. She 

says that geothermal energy has been historically overlooked as a renewable energy source, to the point that it is sometimes 

referred to as the “forgotten renewable." https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-

production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/

October 17, 2016 Updated: #21 to #30+ Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: (All by itself) 21) US Navy Turn 

Seawater to Jet Fuel (Lithium or Uranium) http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Natural Gas/Phosphates 

from Coal http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in 

China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-

china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the 
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http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-rechargeable-batteries.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa
http://desertec.org/
http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107
http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm
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World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 

http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-

electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass 

Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal 

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) 

Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas 

http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas 

http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957-

apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s 

http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon 

http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-

night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998 

http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or 

increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 

18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative 

Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107

19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20) 

Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - 

Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur 

Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-

rechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-

energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second 

Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to 

1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone and other gasses "by using currents of 

extremely high frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
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33 WAYS TO POWER THE WORLD: 9/29/2018 Yellowstone Supervolcano Could Power The Entire Planet 327X Over 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/#6eff3c302d87 -- Jan 5th 2018 - Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S. 

https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/ -- Hydro-

electric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide another 150GW, today 300GW and "would 

displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced 

geothermal systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of megawatts of energy 

potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy 

production to almost 500,000.

“To put that into perspective,” Williams says,” the entire electric power generating capacity in the United States is about a million 

megawatts.”

So if there’s that much clean energy just waiting in the ground, what’s taking so long?

Allyson Anderson Book directs the American Geosciences Institute, a nonprofit network of geoscientists around the country. She 

says that geothermal energy has been historically overlooked as a renewable energy source, to the point that it is sometimes 

referred to as the “forgotten renewable." https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-

production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/

October 17, 2016 Updated: #21 to #30+ Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: (All by itself) 21) US Navy Turn 

Seawater to Jet Fuel (Lithium or Uranium) http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Natural Gas/Phosphates 

from Coal http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in 

China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-

china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the 

World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 

http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-

electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass 

Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal 

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) 

Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas 

http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas 

http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957-

apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s 

http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon 

http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-

night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998 

http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or 

increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 

18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative 

Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107

19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20) 

Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - 

Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur 

Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-

rechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-

energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second 

Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to 

1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone and other gasses "by using currents of 

extremely high frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation

Jul 12, 2020, 10:27 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Survival.

33 WAYS TO POWER THE WORLD: 9/29/2018 Yellowstone Supervolcano Could Power The Entire Planet 327X Over 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/#6eff3c302d87 -- Jan 5th 2018 - Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S. 

https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/ -- Hydro-

electric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide another 150GW, today 300GW and "would 

displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced 

geothermal systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of megawatts of energy 

potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy 

production to almost 500,000.

“To put that into perspective,” Williams says,” the entire electric power generating capacity in the United States is about a million 

megawatts.”

So if there’s that much clean energy just waiting in the ground, what’s taking so long?

Allyson Anderson Book directs the American Geosciences Institute, a nonprofit network of geoscientists around the country. She 

says that geothermal energy has been historically overlooked as a renewable energy source, to the point that it is sometimes 

referred to as the “forgotten renewable." https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-

production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/
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http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html
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http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text
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October 17, 2016 Updated: #21 to #30+ Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: (All by itself) 21) US Navy Turn 

Seawater to Jet Fuel (Lithium or Uranium) http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Natural Gas/Phosphates 

from Coal http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in 

China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-

china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the 

World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 

http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-

electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass 

Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal 

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) 

Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas 

http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas 

http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957-

apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s 

http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon 

http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-

night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998 

http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or 

increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 

18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative 

Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107

19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20) 

Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - 

Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur 

Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-

rechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-

energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second 

Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to 

1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone and other gasses "by using currents of 

extremely high frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation

Jul 12, 2020, 10:27 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Discussion.

33 WAYS TO POWER THE WORLD: 9/29/2018 Yellowstone Supervolcano Could Power The Entire Planet 327X Over 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/#6eff3c302d87 -- Jan 5th 2018 - Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S. 

https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/ -- Hydro-

electric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide another 150GW, today 300GW and "would 

displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced 

geothermal systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of megawatts of energy 

potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy 

production to almost 500,000.

“To put that into perspective,” Williams says,” the entire electric power generating capacity in the United States is about a million 

megawatts.”

So if there’s that much clean energy just waiting in the ground, what’s taking so long?
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Allyson Anderson Book directs the American Geosciences Institute, a nonprofit network of geoscientists around the country. She 

says that geothermal energy has been historically overlooked as a renewable energy source, to the point that it is sometimes 

referred to as the “forgotten renewable." https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-

production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/

October 17, 2016 Updated: #21 to #30+ Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: (All by itself) 21) US Navy Turn 

Seawater to Jet Fuel (Lithium or Uranium) http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Natural Gas/Phosphates 

from Coal http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in 

China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-

china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the 

World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 

http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-

electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass 

Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal 

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) 

Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas 

http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas 

http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957-

apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s 

http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon 

http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-

night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998 

http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or 

increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 

18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative 

Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107

19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20) 

Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - 

Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur 

Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-

rechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-

energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second 

Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to 

1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone and other gasses "by using currents of 

extremely high frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation

Jul 12, 2020, 10:27 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate, Capitalism, Consumerism.

33 WAYS TO POWER THE WORLD: 9/29/2018 Yellowstone Supervolcano Could Power The Entire Planet 327X Over 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/#6eff3c302d87 -- Jan 5th 2018 - Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S. 

https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/ -- Hydro-

electric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide another 150GW, today 300GW and "would 

displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced 

geothermal systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of megawatts of energy 

potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy 
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production to almost 500,000.

“To put that into perspective,” Williams says,” the entire electric power generating capacity in the United States is about a million 

megawatts.”

So if there’s that much clean energy just waiting in the ground, what’s taking so long?

Allyson Anderson Book directs the American Geosciences Institute, a nonprofit network of geoscientists around the country. She 

says that geothermal energy has been historically overlooked as a renewable energy source, to the point that it is sometimes 

referred to as the “forgotten renewable." https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-

production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/

October 17, 2016 Updated: #21 to #30+ Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: (All by itself) 21) US Navy Turn 

Seawater to Jet Fuel (Lithium or Uranium) http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Natural Gas/Phosphates 

from Coal http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in 

China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-

china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the 

World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 

http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-

electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass 

Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal 

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) 

Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas 

http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas 

http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957-

apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s 

http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon 

http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-

night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998 

http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or 

increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 

18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative 

Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107

19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20) 

Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - 

Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur 

Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-

rechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-

energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second 

Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to 

1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone and other gasses "by using currents of 

extremely high frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation

Jul 12, 2020, 10:27 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Virginia People's Climate Movement.

33 WAYS TO POWER THE WORLD: 9/29/2018 Yellowstone Supervolcano Could Power The Entire Planet 327X Over 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/#6eff3c302d87 -- Jan 5th 2018 - Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S. 

https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/ -- Hydro-
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electric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide another 150GW, today 300GW and "would 

displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced 

geothermal systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of megawatts of energy 

potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy 

production to almost 500,000.

“To put that into perspective,” Williams says,” the entire electric power generating capacity in the United States is about a million 

megawatts.”

So if there’s that much clean energy just waiting in the ground, what’s taking so long?

Allyson Anderson Book directs the American Geosciences Institute, a nonprofit network of geoscientists around the country. She 

says that geothermal energy has been historically overlooked as a renewable energy source, to the point that it is sometimes 

referred to as the “forgotten renewable." https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-

production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/

October 17, 2016 Updated: #21 to #30+ Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: (All by itself) 21) US Navy Turn 

Seawater to Jet Fuel (Lithium or Uranium) http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Natural Gas/Phosphates 

from Coal http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in 

China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-

china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the 

World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 

http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-

electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass 

Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal 

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) 

Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas 

http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas 

http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957-

apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s 

http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon 

http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-

night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998 

http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or 

increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 

18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative 

Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107

19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20) 

Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - 

Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur 

Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-

rechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-

energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second 

Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to 

1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone and other gasses "by using currents of 

extremely high frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation

Jul 12, 2020, 10:27 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change: Science, Mitigation & Adaptation.
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http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text
http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth
http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth
http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article
https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html
http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html
https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/
https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/


33 WAYS TO POWER THE WORLD: 9/29/2018 Yellowstone Supervolcano Could Power The Entire Planet 327X Over 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/#6eff3c302d87 -- Jan 5th 2018 - Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S. 

https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/ -- Hydro-

electric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide another 150GW, today 300GW and "would 

displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced 

geothermal systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of megawatts of energy 

potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy 

production to almost 500,000.

“To put that into perspective,” Williams says,” the entire electric power generating capacity in the United States is about a million 

megawatts.”

So if there’s that much clean energy just waiting in the ground, what’s taking so long?

Allyson Anderson Book directs the American Geosciences Institute, a nonprofit network of geoscientists around the country. She 

says that geothermal energy has been historically overlooked as a renewable energy source, to the point that it is sometimes 

referred to as the “forgotten renewable." https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-

production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/

October 17, 2016 Updated: #21 to #30+ Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: (All by itself) 21) US Navy Turn 

Seawater to Jet Fuel (Lithium or Uranium) http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Natural Gas/Phosphates 

from Coal http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in 

China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-

china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the 

World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 

http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-

electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass 

Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal 

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) 

Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas 

http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas 

http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957-

apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s 

http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon 

http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-

night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998 

http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or 

increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 

18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative 

Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107

19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20) 

Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - 

Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur 

Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-

rechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-

energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second 

Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to 

http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery
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1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone and other gasses "by using currents of 

extremely high frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation

Jul 12, 2020, 10:27 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Battle Royale.

33 WAYS TO POWER THE WORLD: 9/29/2018 Yellowstone Supervolcano Could Power The Entire Planet 327X Over 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/#6eff3c302d87 -- Jan 5th 2018 - Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S. 

https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/ -- Hydro-

electric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide another 150GW, today 300GW and "would 

displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced 

geothermal systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of megawatts of energy 

potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy 

production to almost 500,000.

“To put that into perspective,” Williams says,” the entire electric power generating capacity in the United States is about a million 

megawatts.”

So if there’s that much clean energy just waiting in the ground, what’s taking so long?

Allyson Anderson Book directs the American Geosciences Institute, a nonprofit network of geoscientists around the country. She 

says that geothermal energy has been historically overlooked as a renewable energy source, to the point that it is sometimes 

referred to as the “forgotten renewable." https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-

production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/

October 17, 2016 Updated: #21 to #30+ Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: (All by itself) 21) US Navy Turn 

Seawater to Jet Fuel (Lithium or Uranium) http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Natural Gas/Phosphates 

from Coal http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in 

China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-

china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the 

World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 

http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-

electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass 

Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal 

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) 

Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas 

http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas 

http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957-

apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s 

http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon 

http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-

night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998 

http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or 

increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 

18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative 

Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107

19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20) 

Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - 

Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa
http://desertec.org/
http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria
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Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-

rechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-

energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second 

Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to 

1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone and other gasses "by using currents of 

extremely high frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation

Jul 12, 2020, 10:27 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change - an open discussion.

33 WAYS TO POWER THE WORLD: 9/29/2018 Yellowstone Supervolcano Could Power The Entire Planet 327X Over 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/#6eff3c302d87 -- Jan 5th 2018 - Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S. 

https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/ -- Hydro-

electric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide another 150GW, today 300GW and "would 

displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced 

geothermal systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of megawatts of energy 

potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy 

production to almost 500,000.

“To put that into perspective,” Williams says,” the entire electric power generating capacity in the United States is about a million 

megawatts.”

So if there’s that much clean energy just waiting in the ground, what’s taking so long?

Allyson Anderson Book directs the American Geosciences Institute, a nonprofit network of geoscientists around the country. She 

says that geothermal energy has been historically overlooked as a renewable energy source, to the point that it is sometimes 

referred to as the “forgotten renewable." https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-

production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/

October 17, 2016 Updated: #21 to #30+ Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: (All by itself) 21) US Navy Turn 

Seawater to Jet Fuel (Lithium or Uranium) http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Natural Gas/Phosphates 

from Coal http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in 

China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-

china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the 

World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 

http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-

electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass 

Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal 

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) 

Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas 

http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas 

http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957-

apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s 

http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon 

http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-

night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998 

http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or 

increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 

18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative 

https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm
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Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107

19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20) 

Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - 

Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur 

Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-

rechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-

energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second 

Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to 

1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone and other gasses "by using currents of 

extremely high frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
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Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change For Dummies.

33 WAYS TO POWER THE WORLD: 9/29/2018 Yellowstone Supervolcano Could Power The Entire Planet 327X Over 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/#6eff3c302d87 -- Jan 5th 2018 - Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S. 

https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/ -- Hydro-

electric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide another 150GW, today 300GW and "would 

displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced 

geothermal systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of megawatts of energy 

potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy 

production to almost 500,000.

“To put that into perspective,” Williams says,” the entire electric power generating capacity in the United States is about a million 

megawatts.”

So if there’s that much clean energy just waiting in the ground, what’s taking so long?

Allyson Anderson Book directs the American Geosciences Institute, a nonprofit network of geoscientists around the country. She 

says that geothermal energy has been historically overlooked as a renewable energy source, to the point that it is sometimes 

referred to as the “forgotten renewable." https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-

production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/

October 17, 2016 Updated: #21 to #30+ Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: (All by itself) 21) US Navy Turn 

Seawater to Jet Fuel (Lithium or Uranium) http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Natural Gas/Phosphates 

from Coal http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in 

China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-

china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the 

World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 

http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-

electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass 

Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal 

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) 

Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas 

http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas 

http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957-

apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s 

http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon 

http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-

night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998 

http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or 

increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?

https://youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA
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v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 

18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative 

Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107

19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20) 

Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - 

Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur 

Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-

rechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-

energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second 

Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to 

1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone and other gasses "by using currents of 

extremely high frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation

33 WAYS TO POWER THE WORLD: 9/29/2018 Yellowstone Supervolcano Could Power The Entire Planet 327X Over 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-

over/#6eff3c302d87 -- Jan 5th 2018 - Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S. 

https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/ -- Hydro-

electric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide another 150GW, today 300GW and "would 

displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced 

geothermal systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of megawatts of energy 

potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy 

production to almost 500,000.

“To put that into perspective,” Williams says,” the entire electric power generating capacity in the United States is about a million 

megawatts.”

So if there’s that much clean energy just waiting in the ground, what’s taking so long?

Allyson Anderson Book directs the American Geosciences Institute, a nonprofit network of geoscientists around the country. She 

says that geothermal energy has been historically overlooked as a renewable energy source, to the point that it is sometimes 

referred to as the “forgotten renewable." https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-

production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/

October 17, 2016 Updated: #21 to #30+ Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: (All by itself) 21) US Navy Turn 

Seawater to Jet Fuel (Lithium or Uranium) http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Natural Gas/Phosphates 

from Coal http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in 

China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-

china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the 

World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 

http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-

electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass 

Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal 

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) 

Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas 

http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas 

http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957-

apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s 

http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon 

http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky
http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285
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http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024
http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text
http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth
http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-electric-place-on-earth
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation
http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery
http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-energy-efficiency-longevity-0725
http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-energy-efficiency-longevity-0725
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-rechargeable-batteries.html
http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-rechargeable-batteries.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa
http://desertec.org/
http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107
http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-encircle-globe
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA


night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998 

http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or 

increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 

18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative 

Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107

19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20) 

Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - 

Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur 

Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-

rechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-

energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second 

Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to 

1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone and other gasses "by using currents of 

extremely high frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation

Updated Jul 12, 2020, 10:26 PM

Jul 12, 2020, 10:26 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/

33 WAYS TO POWER THE WORLD: 9/29/2018 Yellowstone Supervolcano Could Power The Entire Planet 327X Over 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinandrews/2017/09/29/yellowstone-supervolcano-could-power-the-entire-planet-twice-over/ -- Jan 

5th 2018 - Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S. 

https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/ -- Hydro-

electric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide another 150GW, today 300GW and "would 

displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced 

geothermal systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of megawatts of energy 

potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy 

production to almost 500,000.

“To put that into perspective,” Williams says,” the entire electric power generating capacity in the United States is about a million 

megawatts.”

So if there’s that much clean energy just waiting in the ground, what’s taking so long?

Allyson Anderson Book directs the American Geosciences Institute, a nonprofit network of geoscientists around the country. She 

says that geothermal energy has been historically overlooked as a renewable energy source, to the point that it is sometimes 

referred to as the “forgotten renewable." https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-

production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/

October 17, 2016 Updated: #21 to #30+ Renewable Ways to Water, Feed & Power the World: (All by itself) 21) US Navy Turn 

Seawater to Jet Fuel (Lithium or Uranium) http://altenergy.org/new_energy/seawater-into-jet-fuel.html 22) Natural Gas/Phosphates 

from Coal http://phys.org/news/2016-10-microbes-compounds-coal-methane.html 23) Prior to WW2, Germany made Synthetic Oils 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel & 24) Synthetic Ammonia for Cars 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Haber_process & Nitrogen Fixation for Agriculture 25) Siemens develops "clean coal" in 

China to produce plastics, methane, and other fuels https://meed.com/siemens-microsite/energy/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-

china/siemens-develops-clean-coal-in-china/5008667.article ( Nikola Tesla's "20+ Renewable Ways each could Fully Power the 

World" - 1) Wireless Power http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 

http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-5.pdf 2) Electricity from Lightning http://bbc.com/earth/story/20150810-the-most-

electric-place-on-earth 3) Conventional Solar http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/print/2009/09/solar/johnson-text 4) Dam/Hydro 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm 5) Hurricane Power http://pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/hurricane-power.html 6) Ocean Mass 

Power http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 7) Geothermal 

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/ http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm 8) 

Power to Gas using Nuclear Power, Hydro or Geothermal https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor or Solar 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaseous_fission_reactor
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/geothermal.htm
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/deep_geothermal_the_untapped_energy_source/2077/
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel
http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107
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http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898
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http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html


http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html Enzyme Photosynthesis to Gas 

http://phys.org/news/2016-10-energy-hijacking-pathway-photosynthesis.html 9) Wave or Tidal Energy to Gas 

http://google.com.na/patents/WO2012150483A1 10) Radiant Energy http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-685957-

apparatus-utilization-radiant-energy 11) Onshore/Off-shire Wind/Wave/Solar Hybrid/s 

http://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214166916300285, 12) High Altitude Wind/Kite, Tethered Zepplin/Balloon 

http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/lighting-sky http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-

night-time.html 13) (The Plauson Converter) http://google.com/patents/US1540998 

http://clickamericana.com/media/newspapers/teslas-latest-wonder-wireless-electricity-1898 14) Salt - Water Osmosis 

http://phys.org/news/2016-07-electricity-salt-three-atoms-thick-membrane.html 15) Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or 

increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J-U78tSRNVA 16) "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe 17) Hydrogen Economy/Water Splitting http://phys.org/news/2016-07-simple-solution-hydrogen-production-solar.html 

18) 3rd-4th Generation Thin-Film Solar https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/160712073918.htm MIT Solar-Thermal Radiative 

Hybrids http://nanowerk.com/spotlight/spotid=44815.php MIT Solar-Thermal Storage http://news.mit.edu/2016/store-solar-heat-0107

19) Synthetic Fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_fuel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen-fixing_bacteria 20) 

Bioenergy/Biofuel http://theenergycollective.com/pauldeane/2382775/european-bioenergy-policy-telling-the-wood-from-the-trees - 

Bonus: Solarize the Desert http://desertec.org/ Dam the Mediterranean https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantropa Lithium-Sulfur 

Batteries with Titanium Carbide (Same material used in Catalytic Converters) http://phys.org/news/2016-10-surface-polarity-

rechargeable-batteries.html MIT Lithium-Oxygen Batteries http://news.mit.edu/2016/new-lithium-oxygen-battery-greatly-improves-

energy-efficiency-longevity-0725 Atomic Batteries https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery Swiss 600KW Electric Bus 15 second 

Flash-Charging http://cleantechnica.com/2016/07/26/abb-flash-charging-electric-bus-route-ooens-geneva-switzerland/ ) Prior to 

1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen (NOX) or Ozone and other gasses "by using currents of 

extremely high frequency or rate of vibration". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation

Jul 12, 2020, 10:26 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

February 19th 1919 Nikola Tesla patent application for an improvement to his previous patent approved in 1914 'Apparatus for 

transmitting electrical energy' including drawings of various receivers and configurations. No attachments for the System, Art Of or 

Manufacture. More Nikola/Nicola Tesla missing patents, International patents and applications have been previously published on 

Tesla Leaks and http://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Jul 12, 2020, 10:18 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.

February 19th 1919 Nikola Tesla patent application for an improvement to his previous patent approved in 1914 'Apparatus for 

transmitting electrical energy' including drawings of various receivers and configurations. No attachments for the System, Art Of or 

Manufacture. More Nikola/Nicola Tesla missing patents, International patents and applications have been previously published on 

Tesla Leaks and http://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Jul 12, 2020, 8:24 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

February 19th 1919 Nikola Tesla patent application for an improvement to his previous patent approved in 1914 'Apparatus for 

transmitting electrical energy' including drawings of various receivers and configurations. No attachments for the System, Art Of or 

Manufacture. More Nikola/Nicola Tesla missing patents, International patents and applications have been previously published on 

Tesla Leaks and http://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Jul 12, 2020, 8:21 PM

February 19th 1919 Nikola Tesla patent application for an improvement to his previous patent approved in 1914 'Apparatus for 

transmitting electrical energy' including drawings of various receivers and configurations. No attachments for the System, Art Of or 

Manufacture.

Updated Jul 12, 2020, 7:02 PM

Jul 12, 2020, 7:02 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

February 19th 1919 Nikola Tesla patent application for an improvement to his previous patent approved in 1914 'Apparatus for 

transmitting electrical energy' including drawings of various receivers and configurations. No attachments for the System, Art Of or 

Manufacture. More Nikola/Nicola Tesla missing patents, International patents and applications have been previously published on 

Tesla Leaks and http://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
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Jul 12, 2020, 7:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

February 19th 1919 Nikola Tesla patent application for an improvement to his previous patent approved in 1914 'Apparatus for 

transmitting electrical energy' including drawings of various receivers and configurations. No attachments for the System, Art Of or 

Manufacture. More Nikola/Nicola Tesla missing patents, International patents and applications have been previously published on 

Tesla Leaks and http://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Jul 12, 2020, 7:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

February 19th 1919 Nikola Tesla patent application for an improvement to his previous patent approved in 1914 'Apparatus for 

transmitting electrical energy' including drawings of various receivers and configurations. No attachments for the System, Art Of or 

Manufacture. More Nikola/Nicola Tesla missing patents, International patents and applications have been previously published on 

Tesla Leaks and http://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Jul 12, 2020, 7:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

February 19th 1919 Nikola Tesla patent application for an improvement to his previous patent approved in 1914 'Apparatus for 

transmitting electrical energy' including drawings of various receivers and configurations. No attachments for the System, Art Of or 

Manufacture. More Nikola/Nicola Tesla missing patents, International patents and applications have been previously published on 

Tesla Leaks and http://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Jul 12, 2020, 7:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

Tesla - Official Trailer I HD I IFC Films Starring: Ethan Hawke, Eve Hewson, Hannah Gross & Kyle MacLachlan 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4U-23TOKms

Jul 12, 2020, 6:50 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

Tesla - Official Trailer I HD I IFC Films Starring: Ethan Hawke, Eve Hewson, Hannah Gross & Kyle MacLachlan 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4U-23TOKms

Jul 12, 2020, 6:44 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

Tesla - Official Trailer I HD I IFC Films Starring: Ethan Hawke, Eve Hewson, Hannah Gross & Kyle MacLachlan 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4U-23TOKms

Jul 12, 2020, 6:44 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4U-23TOKms

Tesla - Official Trailer I HD I IFC Films Starring: Ethan Hawke, Eve Hewson, Hannah Gross & Kyle MacLachlan 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4U-23TOKms

Updated Jul 12, 2020, 6:42 PM

Jul 12, 2020, 6:42 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4U-23TOKms

Tesla - Official Trailer I HD I IFC Films Starring: Ethan Hawke, Eve Hewson, Hannah Gross & Kyle MacLachlan 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4U-23TOKms

Jul 12, 2020, 6:41 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.

Where is wireless power used? Wireless power transfer is already widely used. For example, unconnected induction coils are at the 

heart of transformers in television sets, smartphones, energy-saving lamps, power lines, neutron generators, UV lights, Laser, 

microwave transmission; all with reflectors or amlifiers at the receiver etc. By increasing or decreasing the alternating voltage in the 

electrical grid and individual devices, transformers enable efficient power transmission and the operation of consumer electronics. 

https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html Wireless power transfer was originally proposed by 

Nikola Tesla in the late 19th century. He managed to light fluorescent and incandescent lamps from a distance without any wires 

connecting the lamps to a generator. To pull off this feat, he used the principle of electromagnetic induction: When an alternating 

current passes through a coil—that is, a conductor wound in a spiral around a cylinder-shaped core—this gives rise to an alternating

magnetic field both inside and outside the coil. Faraday's law says that if a second coil is placed in this magnetic field (figure 1), an 

electric current is induced in this other coil, which can then be used for charging an accumulator or some other purpose.

Jul 11, 2020, 8:29 AM
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Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.

Where is wireless power used? Wireless power transfer is already widely used. For example, unconnected induction coils are at the 

heart of transformers in television sets, smartphones, energy-saving lamps, power lines, neutron generators, UV lights, Laser, 

microwave transmission; all with reflectors or amlifiers at the receiver etc. By increasing or decreasing the alternating voltage in the 

electrical grid and individual devices, transformers enable efficient power transmission and the operation of consumer electronics. 

https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html Wireless power transfer was originally proposed by 

Nikola Tesla in the late 19th century. He managed to light fluorescent and incandescent lamps from a distance without any wires 

connecting the lamps to a generator. To pull off this feat, he used the principle of electromagnetic induction: When an alternating 

current passes through a coil—that is, a conductor wound in a spiral around a cylinder-shaped core—this gives rise to an alternating

magnetic field both inside and outside the coil. Faraday's law says that if a second coil is placed in this magnetic field (figure 1), an 

electric current is induced in this other coil, which can then be used for charging an accumulator or some other purpose.

Jul 10, 2020, 11:32 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

Where is wireless power used? Wireless power transfer is already widely used. For example, unconnected induction coils are at the 

heart of transformers in television sets, smartphones, energy-saving lamps, power lines, neutron generators, UV lights, Laser, 

microwave transmission; all with reflectors or amlifiers at the receiver etc. By increasing or decreasing the alternating voltage in the 

electrical grid and individual devices, transformers enable efficient power transmission and the operation of consumer electronics. 

https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html Wireless power transfer was originally proposed by 

Nikola Tesla in the late 19th century. He managed to light fluorescent and incandescent lamps from a distance without any wires 

connecting the lamps to a generator. To pull off this feat, he used the principle of electromagnetic induction: When an alternating 

current passes through a coil—that is, a conductor wound in a spiral around a cylinder-shaped core—this gives rise to an alternating

magnetic field both inside and outside the coil. Faraday's law says that if a second coil is placed in this magnetic field (figure 1), an 

electric current is induced in this other coil, which can then be used for charging an accumulator or some other purpose.

Jul 10, 2020, 11:09 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

Where is wireless power used? Wireless power transfer is already widely used. For example, unconnected induction coils are at the 

heart of transformers in television sets, smartphones, energy-saving lamps, power lines, neutron generators, UV lights, Laser, 

microwave transmission; all with reflectors or amlifiers at the receiver etc. By increasing or decreasing the alternating voltage in the 

electrical grid and individual devices, transformers enable efficient power transmission and the operation of consumer electronics. 

https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html Wireless power transfer was originally proposed by 

Nikola Tesla in the late 19th century. He managed to light fluorescent and incandescent lamps from a distance without any wires 

connecting the lamps to a generator. To pull off this feat, he used the principle of electromagnetic induction: When an alternating 

current passes through a coil—that is, a conductor wound in a spiral around a cylinder-shaped core—this gives rise to an alternating

magnetic field both inside and outside the coil. Faraday's law says that if a second coil is placed in this magnetic field (figure 1), an 

electric current is induced in this other coil, which can then be used for charging an accumulator or some other purpose.

Jul 10, 2020, 10:54 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's World.

Where is wireless power used? Wireless power transfer is already widely used. For example, unconnected induction coils are at the 

heart of transformers in television sets, smartphones, energy-saving lamps, power lines, neutron generators, UV lights, Laser, 

microwave transmission; all with reflectors or amlifiers at the receiver etc. By increasing or decreasing the alternating voltage in the 

electrical grid and individual devices, transformers enable efficient power transmission and the operation of consumer electronics. 

https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html Wireless power transfer was originally proposed by 

Nikola Tesla in the late 19th century. He managed to light fluorescent and incandescent lamps from a distance without any wires 

connecting the lamps to a generator. To pull off this feat, he used the principle of electromagnetic induction: When an alternating 

current passes through a coil—that is, a conductor wound in a spiral around a cylinder-shaped core—this gives rise to an alternating

magnetic field both inside and outside the coil. Faraday's law says that if a second coil is placed in this magnetic field (figure 1), an 

electric current is induced in this other coil, which can then be used for charging an accumulator or some other purpose.

Jul 10, 2020, 10:42 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: International Flat Earth Society (IFES).

Where is wireless power used? Wireless power transfer is already widely used. For example, unconnected induction coils are at the 

heart of transformers in television sets, smartphones, energy-saving lamps, power lines, neutron generators, UV lights, Laser, 

microwave transmission; all with reflectors or amlifiers at the receiver etc. By increasing or decreasing the alternating voltage in the 

electrical grid and individual devices, transformers enable efficient power transmission and the operation of consumer electronics. 
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https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html


https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html Wireless power transfer was originally proposed by 

Nikola Tesla in the late 19th century. He managed to light fluorescent and incandescent lamps from a distance without any wires 

connecting the lamps to a generator. To pull off this feat, he used the principle of electromagnetic induction: When an alternating 

current passes through a coil—that is, a conductor wound in a spiral around a cylinder-shaped core—this gives rise to an alternating

magnetic field both inside and outside the coil. Faraday's law says that if a second coil is placed in this magnetic field (figure 1), an 

electric current is induced in this other coil, which can then be used for charging an accumulator or some other purpose.

Jul 10, 2020, 10:36 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Free Energy For The World.

Where is wireless power used? Wireless power transfer is already widely used. For example, unconnected induction coils are at the 

heart of transformers in television sets, smartphones, energy-saving lamps, power lines, neutron generators, UV lights, Laser, 

microwave transmission; all with reflectors or amlifiers at the receiver etc. By increasing or decreasing the alternating voltage in the 

electrical grid and individual devices, transformers enable efficient power transmission and the operation of consumer electronics. 

https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html Wireless power transfer was originally proposed by 

Nikola Tesla in the late 19th century. He managed to light fluorescent and incandescent lamps from a distance without any wires 

connecting the lamps to a generator. To pull off this feat, he used the principle of electromagnetic induction: When an alternating 

current passes through a coil—that is, a conductor wound in a spiral around a cylinder-shaped core—this gives rise to an alternating

magnetic field both inside and outside the coil. Faraday's law says that if a second coil is placed in this magnetic field (figure 1), an 

electric current is induced in this other coil, which can then be used for charging an accumulator or some other purpose.

Jul 10, 2020, 10:36 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: I AM the International Awareness Movement to End Secrecy Now.

Where is wireless power used? Wireless power transfer is already widely used. For example, unconnected induction coils are at the 

heart of transformers in television sets, smartphones, energy-saving lamps, power lines, neutron generators, UV lights, Laser, 

microwave transmission; all with reflectors or amlifiers at the receiver etc. By increasing or decreasing the alternating voltage in the 

electrical grid and individual devices, transformers enable efficient power transmission and the operation of consumer electronics. 

https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html Wireless power transfer was originally proposed by 

Nikola Tesla in the late 19th century. He managed to light fluorescent and incandescent lamps from a distance without any wires 

connecting the lamps to a generator. To pull off this feat, he used the principle of electromagnetic induction: When an alternating 

current passes through a coil—that is, a conductor wound in a spiral around a cylinder-shaped core—this gives rise to an alternating

magnetic field both inside and outside the coil. Faraday's law says that if a second coil is placed in this magnetic field (figure 1), an 

electric current is induced in this other coil, which can then be used for charging an accumulator or some other purpose.

Jul 10, 2020, 10:35 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

Where is wireless power used? Wireless power transfer is already widely used. For example, unconnected induction coils are at the 

heart of transformers in television sets, smartphones, energy-saving lamps, power lines, neutron generators, UV lights, Laser, 

microwave transmission; all with reflectors or amlifiers at the receiver etc. By increasing or decreasing the alternating voltage in the 

electrical grid and individual devices, transformers enable efficient power transmission and the operation of consumer electronics. 

https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html Wireless power transfer was originally proposed by 

Nikola Tesla in the late 19th century. He managed to light fluorescent and incandescent lamps from a distance without any wires 

connecting the lamps to a generator. To pull off this feat, he used the principle of electromagnetic induction: When an alternating 

current passes through a coil—that is, a conductor wound in a spiral around a cylinder-shaped core—this gives rise to an alternating

magnetic field both inside and outside the coil. Faraday's law says that if a second coil is placed in this magnetic field (figure 1), an 

electric current is induced in this other coil, which can then be used for charging an accumulator or some other purpose.

Jul 10, 2020, 10:35 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.

Jul 10, 2020, 10:35 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

Jul 10, 2020, 10:34 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

Jul 10, 2020, 10:34 PM

https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html

Where is wireless power used? Wireless power transfer is already widely used. For example, unconnected induction coils are at the 

heart of transformers in television sets, smartphones, energy-saving lamps, power lines, neutron generators, UV lights, Laser, 

microwave transmission; all with reflectors or amlifiers at the receiver etc. By increasing or decreasing the alternating voltage in the 
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electrical grid and individual devices, transformers enable efficient power transmission and the operation of consumer electronics. 

https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html Wireless power transfer was originally proposed by 

Nikola Tesla in the late 19th century. He managed to light fluorescent and incandescent lamps from a distance without any wires 

connecting the lamps to a generator. To pull off this feat, he used the principle of electromagnetic induction: When an alternating 

current passes through a coil—that is, a conductor wound in a spiral around a cylinder-shaped core—this gives rise to an alternating

magnetic field both inside and outside the coil. Faraday's law says that if a second coil is placed in this magnetic field (figure 1), an 

electric current is induced in this other coil, which can then be used for charging an accumulator or some other purpose.

Updated Jul 10, 2020, 10:34 PM

Jul 10, 2020, 10:34 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html

Where is wireless power used? Wireless power transfer **is already widely used. For example, unconnected induction coils are at 

the heart of transformers in television sets, smartphones, energy-saving lamps, power lines; stationary waves, neutron generators, 

UV lights, Lasers microwaves, with amplifiers at the receiver etc. or negative resistance. By increasing or decreasing the alternating 

voltage in the electrical grid and individual devices, transformers enable efficient power transmission and the operation of consumer 

electronics. **https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html **Wireless power transfer was originally 

proposed by Nikola Tesla in the late 19th century. He managed to light fluorescent and incandescent lamps from a distance without 

any wires connecting the lamps to a generator. To pull off this feat, he used the principle of electromagnetic induction: When an 

alternating current passes through a coil—that is, a conductor wound in a spiral around a cylinder-shaped core—this gives rise to an

alternating magnetic field both inside and outside the coil. Faraday's law says that if a second coil is placed in this magnetic field 

(figure 1), an electric current is induced in this other coil, which can then be used for charging an accumulator or some other 

purpose.**

Jul 10, 2020, 10:33 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Air-Climate-Energy.

July 8th 2020 EU Diesel Drivers Burn 100× More Palm Oil Than All Oreo Cookies In World 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/07/08/eu-diesel-drivers-burn-100x-more-palm-oil-than-all-oreo-cookies-in-world/ -- 

https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Biofuels/Good-News-And-Bad-News-For-The-Ethanol-Industry.html

Jul 9, 2020, 8:13 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Virginia People's Climate Movement.

July 8th 2020 EU Diesel Drivers Burn 100× More Palm Oil Than All Oreo Cookies In World 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/07/08/eu-diesel-drivers-burn-100x-more-palm-oil-than-all-oreo-cookies-in-world/ -- 

https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Biofuels/Good-News-And-Bad-News-For-The-Ethanol-Industry.html

Jul 9, 2020, 8:13 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate, Capitalism, Consumerism.

July 8th 2020 EU Diesel Drivers Burn 100× More Palm Oil Than All Oreo Cookies In World 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/07/08/eu-diesel-drivers-burn-100x-more-palm-oil-than-all-oreo-cookies-in-world/ -- 

https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Biofuels/Good-News-And-Bad-News-For-The-Ethanol-Industry.html

Jul 9, 2020, 8:13 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change - an open discussion.

July 8th 2020 EU Diesel Drivers Burn 100× More Palm Oil Than All Oreo Cookies In World 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/07/08/eu-diesel-drivers-burn-100x-more-palm-oil-than-all-oreo-cookies-in-world/ -- 

https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Biofuels/Good-News-And-Bad-News-For-The-Ethanol-Industry.html

Jul 9, 2020, 8:13 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Discussion.

July 8th 2020 EU Diesel Drivers Burn 100× More Palm Oil Than All Oreo Cookies In World 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/07/08/eu-diesel-drivers-burn-100x-more-palm-oil-than-all-oreo-cookies-in-world/ -- 

https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Biofuels/Good-News-And-Bad-News-For-The-Ethanol-Industry.html

Jul 9, 2020, 8:13 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Survival.

July 8th 2020 EU Diesel Drivers Burn 100× More Palm Oil Than All Oreo Cookies In World 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/07/08/eu-diesel-drivers-burn-100x-more-palm-oil-than-all-oreo-cookies-in-world/ -- 

https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Biofuels/Good-News-And-Bad-News-For-The-Ethanol-Industry.html

Jul 9, 2020, 8:13 AM
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https://phys.org/news/2018-04-electromagnetic-wizardry-wireless-power.html


Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change For Dummies.

July 8th 2020 EU Diesel Drivers Burn 100× More Palm Oil Than All Oreo Cookies In World 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/07/08/eu-diesel-drivers-burn-100x-more-palm-oil-than-all-oreo-cookies-in-world/ -- 

https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Biofuels/Good-News-And-Bad-News-For-The-Ethanol-Industry.html

Jul 9, 2020, 8:13 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change: Science, Mitigation & Adaptation.

July 8th 2020 EU Diesel Drivers Burn 100× More Palm Oil Than All Oreo Cookies In World 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/07/08/eu-diesel-drivers-burn-100x-more-palm-oil-than-all-oreo-cookies-in-world/ -- 

https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Biofuels/Good-News-And-Bad-News-For-The-Ethanol-Industry.html

Jul 9, 2020, 8:13 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Battle Royale.

July 8th 2020 EU Diesel Drivers Burn 100× More Palm Oil Than All Oreo Cookies In World 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/07/08/eu-diesel-drivers-burn-100x-more-palm-oil-than-all-oreo-cookies-in-world/ -- 

https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Biofuels/Good-News-And-Bad-News-For-The-Ethanol-Industry.html

Jul 9, 2020, 8:12 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Biofuels/Good-News-And-Bad-News-For-The-Ethanol-Industry.html

July 8th 2020 EU Diesel Drivers Burn 100× More Palm Oil Than All Oreo Cookies In World 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/07/08/eu-diesel-drivers-burn-100x-more-palm-oil-than-all-oreo-cookies-in-world/

Jul 9, 2020, 8:09 AM

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/07/08/eu-diesel-drivers-burn-100x-more-palm-oil-than-all-oreo-cookies-in-world/

Update on burning your food for stupid diesel trucks: July 8th 2020 EU Diesel Drivers Burn 100× More Palm Oil Than All Oreo 

Cookies In World https://cleantechnica.com/2020/07/08/eu-diesel-drivers-burn-100x-more-palm-oil-than-all-oreo-cookies-in-world/

Updated Jul 9, 2020, 8:09 AM

Jul 9, 2020, 8:09 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's World.

July 6th 2020 Elon Musk sells new SEXY -radiant red and gold striped- "Short Shorts" for as Tesla (TSLA) up 13.48% to $1371 or 

$1420 after hours.

Jul 7, 2020, 3:01 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

July 4th 2020 is the 113th Anniversary of the destruction of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower & the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken 

Station under the guise of "Espionage". Plus 100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

Jul 7, 2020, 12:25 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla.

July 6th 2020 Elon Musk sells new SEXY -radiant red and gold striped- "Short Shorts" for as Tesla (TSLA) up 13.48% to $1371 or 

$1420 after hours.

Jul 7, 2020, 12:22 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

July 6th 2020 Elon Musk sells new SEXY -radiant red and gold striped- "Short Shorts" for as Tesla (TSLA) up 13.48% to $1371 or 

$1420 after hours.

Jul 6, 2020, 9:39 PM

https://www.thedriven.io/2020/07/06/tesla-trumps-toyota-and-signals-end-of-ice-age-for-two-trillion-dollar-industries/

July 5 2020 It’s taken Tesla just 10 years to end Ice Age for Big Auto and Big Oil https://www.thedriven.io/2020/07/06/tesla-trumps-

toyota-and-signals-end-of-ice-age-for-two-trillion-dollar-industries/

Updated Jul 6, 2020, 9:21 PM

Jul 6, 2020, 9:21 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.thedriven.io/2020/07/06/tesla-trumps-toyota-and-signals-end-of-ice-age-for-two-trillion-dollar-industries/

July 5 2020 It’s taken Tesla just 10 years to end Ice Age for Big Auto and Big Oil https://www.thedriven.io/2020/07/06/tesla-trumps-

toyota-and-signals-end-of-ice-age-for-two-trillion-dollar-industries/

Jul 6, 2020, 9:20 PM
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Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

http://teslaleaks.com/

July 5 2020 It’s taken Tesla just 10 years to end Ice Age for Big Auto and Big Oil https://www.thedriven.io/2020/07/06/tesla-trumps-

toyota-and-signals-end-of-ice-age-for-two-trillion-dollar-industries/ -- Tesla Leaks began it's first post in January 2011 

http://teslaleaks.com/

Jul 6, 2020, 9:17 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

July 6th 2020 Elon Musk sells new SEXY -radiant red and gold striped- "Short Shorts" for as Tesla (TSLA) up 13.48% to $1371 or 

$1420 after hours.

Jul 6, 2020, 8:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change: Science, Mitigation & Adaptation.

July 6th 2020 Elon Musk sells new SEXY -radiant red and gold striped- "Short Shorts" for as Tesla (TSLA) up 13.48% to $1371 or 

$1420 after hours.

Jul 6, 2020, 8:37 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Battle Royale.

July 6th 2020 Elon Musk sells new SEXY -radiant red and gold striped- "Short Shorts" for as Tesla (TSLA) up 13.48% to $1371 or 

$1420 after hours.

Jul 6, 2020, 8:37 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TSLA Stock Discussion | TESLA Investors.

July 6th 2020 Elon Musk sells new SEXY -radiant red and gold striped- "Short Shorts" for as Tesla (TSLA) up 13.48% to $1371 or 

$1420 after hours.

Jul 6, 2020, 8:37 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

July 6th 2020 Elon Musk sells new SEXY -radiant red and gold striped- "Short Shorts" for as Tesla (TSLA) up 13.48% to $1371 or 

$1420 after hours. https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-short-shorts/

Jul 6, 2020, 3:24 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

July 6th 2020 Elon Musk sells new SEXY -radiant red and gold striped- "Short Shorts" for as Tesla (TSLA) up 13.48% to $1371 or 

$1420 after hours. https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-short-shorts/

Jul 6, 2020, 3:08 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

July 6th 2020 Elon Musk sells new SEXY -radiant red and gold striped- "Short Shorts" for as Tesla (TSLA) up 13.48% to $1371 or 

$1420 after hours. https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-short-shorts/

Jul 6, 2020, 3:07 PM

https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-short-shorts/

July 6th 2020 Elon Musk sells new SEXY -radiant red and gold striped- "Short Shorts" for as Tesla (TSLA) up 13.48% to $1371 or 

$1420 after hours. https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-short-shorts/

Updated Jul 6, 2020, 3:05 PM

Jul 6, 2020, 3:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-short-shorts/

July 6th 2020 Elon Musk sells new SEXY -radiant red and gold striped- "Short Shorts" for as Tesla (TSLA) up 13.48% to $1371 or 

$1420 after hours. https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-short-shorts/

Jul 6, 2020, 3:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.

July 4th 2020 is the 113th Anniversary of the destruction of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower & the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken 

Station under the guise of "Espionage". Plus 100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

Jul 4, 2020, 12:10 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla.

July 4th 2020 is the 113th Anniversary of the destruction of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower & the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken 

Station under the guise of "Espionage". Plus 100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s
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Jul 3, 2020, 11:28 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

July 4th 2020 is the 113th Anniversary of the destruction of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower & the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken 

Station under the guise of "Espionage". Plus 100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

Jul 3, 2020, 11:28 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla Australia.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

July 4th 2020 is the 113th Anniversary of the destruction of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower & the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken 

Station under the guise of "Espionage". Plus 100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

Jul 3, 2020, 11:22 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

July 4th 2020 is the 113th Anniversary of the destruction of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower & the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken 

Station under the guise of "Espionage". Plus 100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

Jul 3, 2020, 10:21 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

July 4th 2020 is the 113th Anniversary of the destruction of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower & the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken 

Station under the guise of "Espionage". Plus 100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

Jul 3, 2020, 8:31 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's World.

July 4th 2020 is the 113th Anniversary of the destruction of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower & the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken 

Station under the guise of "Espionage". Plus 100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

Jul 3, 2020, 7:56 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

Update Elon Musk’s New Cybertruck will Last 1000 YEARS After Battery Day - Here’s Why https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dRY4AVPQHHc

Jul 3, 2020, 7:55 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

July 4th 2020 is the 113th Anniversary of the destruction of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower & the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken 

Station under the guise of "Espionage". Plus 100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

Jul 3, 2020, 7:55 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.

July 4th 2020 is the 113th Anniversary of the destruction of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower & the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken 

Station under the guise of "Espionage". Plus 100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

Jul 3, 2020, 7:28 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Obsessed.

July 4th 2020 is the 113th Anniversary of the destruction of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower & the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken 

Station under the guise of "Espionage". Plus 100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

Jul 3, 2020, 6:50 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

July 4th 2020 is the 113th Anniversary of the destruction of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower & the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken 

Station under the guise of "Espionage". Plus 100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

Jul 3, 2020, 6:50 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX96lwUFat1z-k-SiOT3JmATtPaKfyWFZxxIfqVB950m2iBHfv2HD-oBQl9MRVtIAIfOIkWUKg0rQGfGGUYC8157mHomFG9vNBOzIJL07fmWw5LsImgrlKI3omERfVznE3x1MOqN3eoNBlQ1ctsbeCXg&s=2
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July 4th 2020 is the 113th Anniversary of the destruction of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower & the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken 

Station under the guise of "Espionage". Plus 100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

Jul 3, 2020, 6:49 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.

Jul 3, 2020, 6:49 PM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

July 4th 2020 is the 113th Anniversary of the destruction of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower & the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken 

Station under the guise of "Espionage". Plus 100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

Updated Jul 3, 2020, 6:49 PM

Jul 3, 2020, 6:49 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

July 4th 2020 is the 113th Anniversary of the destruction of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower & the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken 

Station under the guise of "Espionage". Plus 100+ Nikola Tesla to JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD

Jul 3, 2020, 6:48 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

March, 1920 "Power Transmitted by Wireless" and Too The Moon, Tesla Says No! by (Nikola Tesla); Electrical Experimenter, 

Science and Invention, March 1920 ft. John Hettinger's1917 patents that "make wireless possible" - Nikola Tesla -- Full PDF 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/files/

Jul 3, 2020, 6:48 PM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

July 4th 2020 is the 113th Anniversary of the destruction of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower & the Tesla/Marconi Telefunken 

Station under the guise of "Espionage". 100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

Updated Jul 3, 2020, 6:44 PM

Jul 3, 2020, 6:44 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.macon.com/news/local/article243788647.html

July 1st 2020 The phony paper face mask hoax guidelines exempt for medical reasons, such as the limit "Suffocation of Infants 

under 2 years old", Asthmatics, COPD, Hearing Aids, Disabilities and other reasons. 

https://www.macon.com/news/local/article243788647.html

Jul 3, 2020, 6:39 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.

Update Elon Musk’s New Cybertruck will Last 1000 YEARS After Battery Day - Here’s Why https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dRY4AVPQHHc

Jul 3, 2020, 2:13 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's World.

Update Elon Musk’s New Cybertruck will Last 1000 YEARS After Battery Day - Here’s Why https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dRY4AVPQHHc

Jul 3, 2020, 1:58 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla.

Update Elon Musk’s New Cybertruck will Last 1000 YEARS After Battery Day - Here’s Why https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dRY4AVPQHHc

Jul 2, 2020, 10:37 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

Update Elon Musk’s New Cybertruck will Last 1000 YEARS After Battery Day - Here’s Why https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dRY4AVPQHHc

Jul 2, 2020, 9:39 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.
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Update Elon Musk’s New Cybertruck will Last 1000 YEARS After Battery Day - Here’s Why https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dRY4AVPQHHc

Jul 2, 2020, 7:12 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla CyberTruck.

Update Elon Musk’s New Cybertruck will Last 1000 YEARS After Battery Day - Here’s Why https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dRY4AVPQHHc

Jul 2, 2020, 6:47 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: CyberTruck | TESLA Pickup TRUCK | WORLDWIDE.

Update Elon Musk’s New Cybertruck will Last 1000 YEARS After Battery Day - Here’s Why https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dRY4AVPQHHc

Jul 2, 2020, 6:47 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Battle Royale.

Update Elon Musk’s New Cybertruck will Last 1000 YEARS After Battery Day - Here’s Why https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dRY4AVPQHHc

Jul 2, 2020, 6:47 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Owners North America.

Update Elon Musk’s New Cybertruck will Last 1000 YEARS After Battery Day - Here’s Why https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dRY4AVPQHHc

Jul 2, 2020, 6:47 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TSLA Stock Discussion | TESLA Investors.

Update Elon Musk’s New Cybertruck will Last 1000 YEARS After Battery Day - Here’s Why https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dRY4AVPQHHc

Jul 2, 2020, 6:46 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

Update Elon Musk’s New Cybertruck will Last 1000 YEARS After Battery Day - Here’s Why https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dRY4AVPQHHc

Jul 2, 2020, 6:46 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.

Jul 2, 2020, 6:46 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

Update Elon Musk’s New Cybertruck will Last 1000 YEARS After Battery Day - Here’s Why https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dRY4AVPQHHc

Jul 2, 2020, 6:46 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

Update Elon Musk’s New Cybertruck will Last 1000 YEARS After Battery Day - Here’s Why https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dRY4AVPQHHc

Jul 2, 2020, 6:46 PM

Repost: Tesla Battery Day Preview, February 17th 2020 to July 1st 2020 https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-

wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-may-day-1888-may-2020/1667474476723637

Updated Jul 1, 2020, 9:54 PM

Jul 1, 2020, 9:54 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Repost: Tesla Battery Day Preview, February 17th 2020 to July 1st 2020 https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-

wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-may-day-1888-may-2020/1667474476723637

Jul 1, 2020, 9:53 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRY4AVPQHHc

Elon Musk’s New Cybertruck will Last 1000 YEARS After Battery Day - Here’s Why https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dRY4AVPQHHc

Updated Jul 1, 2020, 9:46 PM

Jul 1, 2020, 9:46 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRY4AVPQHHc
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v=dRY4AVPQHHc

Jul 1, 2020, 9:45 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y61ulskoGnI

This Device Instantly Sterilizes Hands (20,000 Volt Ozone Scanner) https://youtube.com/watch?v=y61ulskoGnI -- Joe Rogan and 

Elon Musk talk healing by electric fields https://youtube.com/watch?v=RcYjXbSJBN8 -- March 8th 2019 'Purple Sun' Device Uses 

UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2464049383907877&set=gm.652102552015459&type=3 -- Infections that a patient picks up in the hospital can be among the 

nastiest and costliest of all infections." https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24 -- New Yorker Hotel used UV Purification, 

Electric Induction Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New Yorker's bathrooms clean was to 

zap each of them with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠ https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-

U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-

new-yorker-hotel/5/

Jun 27, 2020, 9:46 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla.

Nikola Tesla's Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Jun 23, 2020, 1:51 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.

Nikola Tesla's Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Jun 20, 2020, 9:11 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

Nikola Tesla's Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Jun 19, 2020, 8:41 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

1/11/1943 Tesla FBI File to FBI Director, signed by LBJ on "Nikola Tesla had plans and formula in the connection to wireless power 

transmission of electrical power had been completed and perfected to provide power for the world absolutely for free. 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1849119995400822&set=gm.1011154719022286&type=3 -- Nikola Tesla's Timeline 

Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Jun 19, 2020, 7:52 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.

1/11/1943 Tesla FBI File to FBI Director, signed by LBJ on "Nikola Tesla had plans and formula in the connection to wireless power 

transmission of electrical power had been completed and perfected to provide power for the world absolutely for free. 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1849119995400822&set=gm.1011154719022286&type=3 -- Nikola Tesla's Timeline 

Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Jun 19, 2020, 2:33 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.

1/11/1943 Tesla FBI File to FBI Director, signed by LBJ on "Nikola Tesla had plans and formula in the connection to wireless power 

transmission of electrical power had been completed and perfected to provide power for the world absolutely for free. 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1849119995400822&set=gm.1011154719022286&type=3 -- Nikola Tesla's Timeline 

Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Jun 19, 2020, 1:43 AM
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Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Australia.

1/11/1943 Tesla FBI File to FBI Director, signed by LBJ on "Nikola Tesla had plans and formula in the connection to wireless power 

transmission of electrical power had been completed and perfected to provide power for the world absolutely for free. 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1849119995400822&set=gm.1011154719022286&type=3 -- Nikola Tesla's Timeline 

Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Jun 19, 2020, 1:17 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Australia.

1/11/1943 Tesla FBI File to FBI Director, signed by LBJ on "Nikola Tesla had plans and formula in the connection to wireless power 

transmission of electrical power had been completed and perfected to provide power for the world absolutely for free. 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1849119995400822&set=gm.1011154719022286&type=3 -- Nikola Tesla's Timeline 

Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Jun 19, 2020, 1:17 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Fan Club.

1/11/1943 Tesla FBI File to FBI Director, signed by LBJ on "Nikola Tesla had plans and formula in the connection to wireless power 

transmission of electrical power had been completed and perfected to provide power for the world absolutely for free. 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1849119995400822&set=gm.1011154719022286&type=3 -- Nikola Tesla's Timeline 

Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Jun 19, 2020, 1:15 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.

1/11/1943 Tesla FBI File to FBI Director, signed by LBJ on "Nikola Tesla had plans and formula in the connection to wireless power 

transmission of electrical power had been completed and perfected to provide power for the world absolutely for free. 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1849119995400822&set=gm.1011154719022286&type=3 -- Nikola Tesla's Timeline 

Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Jun 19, 2020, 1:13 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Barcelona.

1/11/1943 Tesla FBI File to FBI Director, signed by LBJ on "Nikola Tesla had plans and formula in the connection to wireless power 

transmission of electrical power had been completed and perfected to provide power for the world absolutely for free. 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1849119995400822&set=gm.1011154719022286&type=3 -- Nikola Tesla's Timeline 

Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Jun 19, 2020, 1:10 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.

1/11/1943 Tesla FBI File to FBI Director, signed by LBJ on "Nikola Tesla had plans and formula in the connection to wireless power 

transmission of electrical power had been completed and perfected to provide power for the world absolutely for free. 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1849119995400822&set=gm.1011154719022286&type=3 -- Nikola Tesla's Timeline 

Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Jun 19, 2020, 1:09 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

1/11/1943 Tesla FBI File to FBI Director, "Nikola Tesla had plans and formula in the connection to wireless power transmission of 

electrical power had been completed and perfected to provide power for the world absolutely for free. 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1849119995400822&set=gm.1011154719022286&type=3 -- Nikola Tesla's Timeline 

Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 
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https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Jun 19, 2020, 12:54 AM

Nikola Tesla's Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Updated Jun 19, 2020, 12:53 AM

Jun 19, 2020, 12:53 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

Nikola Tesla's Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Jun 19, 2020, 12:47 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

Nikola Tesla's Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Jun 19, 2020, 12:42 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.

Jun 19, 2020, 12:34 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

Nikola Tesla's Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Jun 19, 2020, 12:22 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

Nikola Tesla's Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Jun 19, 2020, 12:14 AM

Nikola Tesla's Timeline Chronograph - Conspiracy Theories that Cannot be Debunked by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-timeline-chronograph-conspiracy-theories-

that-cannot-be-debunked/633342000863249/

Updated Jun 19, 2020, 12:04 AM

Jun 19, 2020, 12:04 AM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

June 15th 2020 >Update on Project 1794 - AVRO -- The record-breaking jet which still haunts a country 

https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200615-the-record-breaking-jet-which-still-haunts-a-country

Jun 18, 2020, 11:39 PM

Chris Edwards shared an album to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

June 15th 2020 >Update on Project 1794 - AVRO -- The record-breaking jet which still haunts a country 

https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200615-the-record-breaking-jet-which-still-haunts-a-country

Jun 18, 2020, 11:35 PM

June 15th 2020 >Update on Project 1794 - AVRO -- The record-breaking jet which still haunts a country 

https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200615-the-record-breaking-jet-which-still-haunts-a-country

Updated Jun 18, 2020, 11:33 PM

Jun 18, 2020, 11:33 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla.

Nikola Tesla on his Torpedo in 1897-8, as "Wirelessly powered", invented prior to the destruction of the Maine in Havanna Harbor to

start the Spanish-American War https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-new-submarine-destroyer -- Nikola Tesla in 

1915 "Ingenious Plans for National Defence" Electric Arc Aircraft https://youtube.com/watch?v=2skrNBX4Zh0 -- Red Chopoper 5 

Nikola Tesla Electric Arc Aircraft Dustify WTC 9/11 - 1942 RCA (TWTA) (Twitter) https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI

Jun 16, 2020, 4:36 PM

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8xdhEgC9l_OQuHqKdEsEZRP_HSmv--cgcgPQSTr-11f9__4zp6iYHmA_U4KrJNqRPItu1SGRhJ_T7zFnWqdffPMwaTQ5kvNvzQiWhRuxpKKpvgWUMr5cP_kAa-n3Qnd0Uzwra5EJqmm95btHh8vxI&s=2
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Chris Edwards wrote on Rise of the Jedi Podcast's timeline.

Nikola Tesla in 1915 "Ingenious Plans for National Defence" Electric Arc Aircraft https://youtube.com/watch?v=2skrNBX4Zh0 -- Red 

Chopoper 5 Nikola Tesla Electric Arc Aircraft Dustify WTC 9/11 - 1942 RCA (TWTA) (Twitter) https://youtube.com/watch?

v=H2eZVR-NF -- Superman vs The Mad Scientist 1941 https://youtube.com/watch?v=xNjGD_RHPNw

Jun 14, 2020, 9:41 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

Nikola Tesla in 1915 "Ingenious Plans for National Defence" Electric Arc Aircraft https://youtube.com/watch?v=2skrNBX4Zh0 -- Red 

Chopoper 5 Nikola Tesla Electric Arc Aircraft Dustify WTC 9/11 - 1942 RCA (TWTA) (Twitter) https://youtube.com/watch?

v=H2eZVR-NF -- Superman vs The Mad Scientist 1941 https://youtube.com/watch?v=xNjGD_RHPNw

Jun 14, 2020, 9:37 PM

Updated Jun 14, 2020, 9:25 PM

Jun 14, 2020, 9:25 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Nikola Tesla in 1915 "Ingenious Plans for National Defence" Electric Arc Aircraft https://youtube.com/watch?v=2skrNBX4Zh0 -- Why

was "Red Chopper 5" -- tossing a tether to the top of the WTC just before it dustified; as reported on by Diane Sawyer on ABC news

just after 9/11.? Nikola Tesla Electric Arc Aircraft Dustify WTC 9/11 - 1942 RCA (TWTA) Tweeta a Tweet,(Twitter) 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NF -- Superman vs The Mad Scientist 1941 -- Tesla destroys the Empire State Building with 

his Electromanasia Ray https://youtube.com/watch?v=xNjGD_RHPNw -- Nikola Tesla's mising files set to Eisenhowers farewell 

address featuring The Automation, The MaineIngenious Plans for National Defense https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J469g5CEPfg&t=19 -- Also see Nikola Tesla's Reciprocating Engine Patent as a Mechanical Oscillator 

[https://teslaresearch.jimdofree.com/oscilators/mechanical-oscilator/](https://teslaresearch.jimdofree.com/oscilators/mechanical-

oscilator/)
Nikola Tesla in 1915 "Ingenious Plans for National Defence" Electric Arc Aircraft https://youtube.com/watch?v=2skrNBX4Zh0 -- Why

was "Red Chopper 5" -- tossing a tether to the top of the WTC just before it dustified; as reported on by Diane Sawyer on ABC news

just after 9/11.? Nikola Tesla Electric Arc Aircraft Dustify WTC 9/11 - 1942 RCA (TWTA) Tweeta a Tweet,(Twitter) 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NF -- Superman vs The Mad Scientist 1941 -- Tesla destroys the Empire State Building with 

his Electromanasia Ray https://youtube.com/watch?v=xNjGD_RHPNw -- Nikola Tesla's mising files set to Eisenhowers farewell 

address featuring The Automation, The MaineIngenious Plans for National Defense https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J469g5CEPfg&t=19 -- Also see Nikola Tesla's Reciprocating Engine Patent as a Mechanical Oscillator 

[https://teslaresearch.jimdofree.com/oscilators/mechanical-oscilator/](https://teslaresearch.jimdofree.com/oscilators/mechanical-

oscilator/)

Jun 14, 2020, 9:25 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.

Jun 14, 2020, 9:18 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

Nikola Tesla on his Torpedo in 1897-8, as "Wirelessly powered", invented prior to the destruction of the Maine in Havanna Harbor to

start the Spanish-American War https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-new-submarine-destroyer -- Nikola Tesla in 

1915 "Ingenious Plans for National Defence" Electric Arc Aircraft https://youtube.com/watch?v=2skrNBX4Zh0 -- Red Chopoper 5 

Nikola Tesla Electric Arc Aircraft Dustify WTC 9/11 - 1942 RCA (TWTA) (Twitter) https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI

Jun 14, 2020, 9:17 PM

Nikola Tesla on his Torpedo in 1897-8, as "Wirelessly powered", invented prior to the destruction of the Maine in Havanna Harbor to

start the Spanish-American War https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-new-submarine-destroyer -- Nikola Tesla in 

1915 "Ingenious Plans for National Defence" Electric Arc Aircraft https://youtube.com/watch?v=2skrNBX4Zh0 -- Red Chopoper 5 

Nikola Tesla Electric Arc Aircraft Dustify WTC 9/11 - 1942 RCA (TWTA) (Twitter) https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI

Updated Jun 14, 2020, 9:16 PM

Jun 14, 2020, 9:16 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-new-submarine-destroyer

Nikola Tesla on his Torpedo in 1897-8, as "Wirelessly powered" and reported by him again in 1907, invented prior to the destruction 

of the Maine in Havanna Harbor to start the Spanish-American War https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-new-

submarine-destroyer -- Nikola Tesla in 1915 "Ingenious Plans for National Defence" Electric Arc Aircraft https://youtube.com/watch?

https://youtube.com/watch?v=2skrNBX4Zh0
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-new-submarine-destroyer
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI
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v=2skrNBX4Zh0 -- Why was "Red Chopper 5" -- tossing a tether to the top of the WTC just before it dustified; as reported on by 

Diane Sawyer on ABC news just after 9/11.? Nikola Tesla Electric Arc Aircraft Dustify WTC 9/11 - 1942 RCA (TWTA) Tweeta a 

Tweet,(Twitter) https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NF -- Superman vs The Mad Scientist 1941 -- Tesla destroys the Emire State

Building with his Electromanasia Ray https://youtube.com/watch?v=xNjGD_RHPNw -- Nikola Tesla's mising files set to Eisenhowers

farewell address featuring The Automation, The MaineIngenious Plans for National Defense https://youtube.com/watch?

v=J469g5CEPfg&t=19s

Jun 14, 2020, 9:01 PM

June 13 2020 | The #1 rated flash-back song in America is "Land of Confusion" by Genesis -- https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ZujuYiweht8 -- Top Comments: 1) (1986: Land of Confusion 2020: Hold My Beer) -- Bonus: "I Don't Care Anymore" - Phil Collins 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=C6PNc9KN50M -- "I don't care what you say - we never played by the same rules anyway". "I don't 

play the same games you play"! To: You know who you are!

Updated Jun 13, 2020, 12:41 AM

Jun 13, 2020, 12:41 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZujuYiweht8

June 13 2020 | The #1 rated flash-back song in America is "Land of Confusion" by Phil Collins -- https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ZujuYiweht8 -- Top Comments: 1) (1986: Land of Confusion 2020: Hold My Beer) -- Bonus: "I Don't Care Anymore" - Phil Collins 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=C6PNc9KN50M -- "I don't care what you say - we never played by the same rules anyway". "I don't 

play the same games you play"! To: You know who you are!

Jun 13, 2020, 12:41 AM

https://news.yahoo.com/tesla-now-world-most-valuable-191800322.html

June 11th 2020 Tesla (TSLA) at $1000 a share is worlds most valuable automaker. https://news.yahoo.com/tesla-now-world-most-

valuable-191800322.html -- June 11th 2020 Tesla Battery Day is COMING WITH A BANG! Tesla Battery Revolution IS HERE: Now 

Over 3 Million Miles, 16 years of 10-90% daily charging; for the average driver, it would last for 160 years 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=KA2bJaSIxCQ -- June 11th 2020 Pentagon Documents Reveal The U.S. Has Planned For A Bitcoin 

Rebellion vs The Federal Reserve System and Fiat-Currency. https://forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2020/06/10/pentagon-

documents-reveal-the-us-has-planned-for-a-bitcoin-rebellion/

Updated Jun 12, 2020, 4:10 PM

Jun 12, 2020, 4:10 PM

https://news.yahoo.com/tesla-now-world-most-valuable-191800322.html

June 11th 2020 Tesla (TSLA) at $1000 a share is worlds most valuable automaker. https://news.yahoo.com/tesla-now-world-most-

valuable-191800322.html -- June 11th 2020 Tesla Battery Day is COMING WITH A BANG! Tesla Battery Revolution IS HERE: Now 

Over 3 Million Miles, 16 years of 10-90% daily charging; for the average driver, it would last for 160 years 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=KA2bJaSIxCQ -- June 11th 2020 Pentagon Documents Reveal The U.S. Has Planned For A Bitcoin 

Rebellion vs The Federal Reserve System and Fiat-Currency. https://forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2020/06/10/pentagon-

documents-reveal-the-us-has-planned-for-a-bitcoin-rebellion/

Updated Jun 12, 2020, 4:09 PM

Jun 12, 2020, 4:09 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://news.yahoo.com/tesla-now-world-most-valuable-191800322.html

June 11th 2020 Tesla (TSLA) at $1000 a share is worlds most valuable automaker. https://news.yahoo.com/tesla-now-world-most-

valuable-191800322.html -- June 11th 2020 Tesla Battery Day is COMING WITH A BANG! Tesla Battery Revolution IS HERE: Now 

Over 3 Million Miles, 16 years of 10-90% daily charging; for the average driver, it would last for 160 years 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=KA2bJaSIxCQ -- June 11th 2020 Pentagon Documents Reveal The U.S. Has Planned For A Bitcoin 

Rebellion vs The Federal Reserve System and Fiat-Currency. https://forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2020/06/10/pentagon-

documents-reveal-the-us-has-planned-for-a-bitcoin-rebellion/

Jun 12, 2020, 3:57 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

June 1st 2020 Update: Directional Wireless Energy Using Water by Plasma Channel: https://youtube.com/watch?v=C-C-Wjh2TxE - 

Tesla Leaks published in 2013 sources to sent TV signals through water, the Long Island aquifer. A source on Wardenclyffe's 

underground tunnels have the tubes reaching the Long Island Sound, whos water moves up and down 9' per day, and to the Atlantic

as a hydroelectric project. Wardenclyffe did not need an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=kMslL1KuUHI -- 

Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. From investigations of Tesla's patents and 
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writings; here is a good modern analysis. 

https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/

Jun 10, 2020, 3:18 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

June 1st 2020 Update: Directional Wireless Energy Using Water by Plasma Channel: https://youtube.com/watch?v=C-C-Wjh2TxE - 

Tesla Leaks published in 2013 sources to sent TV signals through water, the Long Island aquifer. A source on Wardenclyffe's 

underground tunnels have the tubes reaching the Long Island Sound, whos water moves up and down 9' per day, and to the Atlantic

as a hydroelectric project. Wardenclyffe did not need an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=kMslL1KuUHI -- 

Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. From investigations of Tesla's patents and 

writings; here is a good modern analysis by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks:) 

https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/

Jun 9, 2020, 10:32 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.

June 1st 2020 Update: Directional Wireless Energy Using Water by Plasma Channel: https://youtube.com/watch?v=C-C-Wjh2TxE - 

Tesla Leaks published in 2013 sources to sent TV signals through water, the Long Island aquifer. A source on Wardenclyffe's 

underground tunnels have the tubes reaching the Long Island Sound, whos water moves up and down 9' per day, and to the Atlantic

as a hydroelectric project. Wardenclyffe did not need an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=kMslL1KuUHI -- 

Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. From investigations of Tesla's patents and 

writings; here is a good modern analysis by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks: 

https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/

Jun 9, 2020, 10:32 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.

Jun 9, 2020, 9:43 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

June 1st 2020 Update: Directional Wireless Energy Using Water by Plasma Channel: https://youtube.com/watch?v=C-C-Wjh2TxE - 

Tesla Leaks published in 2013 sources to sent TV signals through water, the Long Island aquifer. A source on Wardenclyffe's 

underground tunnels have the tubes reaching the Long Island Sound, whos water moves up and down 9' per day, and to the Atlantic

as a hydroelectric project. Wardenclyffe did not need an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=kMslL1KuUHI -- 

Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. From investigations of Tesla's patents and 

writings; here is a good modern analysis. 

https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/

Jun 9, 2020, 9:34 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

June 1st 2020 Update: Directional Wireless Energy Using Water by Plasma Channel: https://youtube.com/watch?v=C-C-Wjh2TxE - 

Tesla Leaks published in 2013 sources to sent TV signals through water, the Long Island aquifer. A source on Wardenclyffe's 

underground tunnels have the tubes reaching the Long Island Sound, whos water moves up and down 9' per day, and to the Atlantic

as a hydroelectric project. Wardenclyffe did not need an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=kMslL1KuUHI -- 

Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower - (This is an animation of the top of the tower. From investigations of Tesla's patents and 

writings; here is a good modern analysis. 

https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/vb.100009085196708/1607020929610731/

Jun 9, 2020, 9:33 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.

Jun 9, 2020, 3:16 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla.

Directional Wireless Energy Using Water by Plasma Channel: https://youtube.com/watch?v=C-C-Wjh2TxE - Tesla Leaks published 

in 2013 sources to sent TV signals through water, Long Island aquifer. A source on Wardenclyffe's underground tunnels have the 

tubes reaching the Long Island Sound, which moves up and down 9' per day, and the Atlantic as a hydroelectric project. 

Wardenclyffe did not need an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=kMslL1KuUHI

Jun 9, 2020, 9:35 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

Directional Wireless Energy Using Water by Plasma Channel: https://youtube.com/watch?v=C-C-Wjh2TxE - Tesla Leaks published 

in 2013 sources to sent TV signals through water, Long Island aquifer. A source on Wardenclyffe's underground tunnels have the 

tubes reaching the Long Island Sound, which moves up and down 9' per day, and the Atlantic as a hydroelectric project. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=C-C-Wjh2TxE
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Wardenclyffe did not need an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=kMslL1KuUHI

Jun 9, 2020, 9:09 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

June 1st 2020 Update: Directional Wireless Energy Using Water by Plasma Channel: https://youtube.com/watch?v=C-C-Wjh2TxE - 

Tesla Leaks published in 2013 sources to sent TV signals through water, the Long Island aquifer. A source on Wardenclyffe's 

underground tunnels have the tubes reaching the Long Island Sound, whos water moves up and down 9' per day, and to the Atlantic

as a hydroelectric project. Wardenclyffe did not need an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=kMslL1KuUHI

Jun 9, 2020, 9:08 AM

June 1st 2020 Update: Directional Wireless Energy Using Water by Plasma Channel: https://youtube.com/watch?v=C-C-Wjh2TxE - 

Tesla Leaks published in 2013 sources to sent TV signals through water, Long Island aquifer. A source on Wardenclyffe's 

underground tunnels have the tubes reaching the Long Island Sound, which moves up and down 9' per day, and the Atlantic as a 

hydroelectric project. Wardenclyffe did not need an external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=kMslL1KuUHI

Updated Jun 9, 2020, 9:07 AM

Jun 9, 2020, 9:07 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TSLA Stock Discussion | TESLA Investors.

https://electrek.co/2020/06/08/tesla-new-million-mile-battery-ready-production-catl/

June 8th 2020 Tesla Battery Day Update: Tesla to get 1+ Million Mile battery ready for production at CTL 

https://electrek.co/2020/06/08/tesla-new-million-mile-battery-ready-production-catl/ -- Tesla Stock Cracks $933 

https://barrons.com/articles/tesla-stock-china-sales-auto-covid-19-manufacturing-model-3-51591627974

Jun 8, 2020, 10:39 AM

June 8th 2020 Tesla Battery Day Update: Tesla to get 1+ Million Mile battery ready for production at CTL 

https://electrek.co/2020/06/08/tesla-new-million-mile-battery-ready-production-catl/ -- Tesla Stock Cracks $933 

https://barrons.com/articles/tesla-stock-china-sales-auto-covid-19-manufacturing-model-3-51591627974

Updated Jun 8, 2020, 10:34 AM

Jun 8, 2020, 10:34 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://electrek.co/2020/06/08/tesla-new-million-mile-battery-ready-production-catl/

June 8th 2020 Tesla Battery Day Update: Tesla to get 1+ Million Mile battery ready for production at CATL 

https://electrek.co/2020/06/08/tesla-new-million-mile-battery-ready-production-catl/ -- Tesla Stock Cracks $933 

https://barrons.com/articles/tesla-stock-china-sales-auto-covid-19-manufacturing-model-3-51591627974

Jun 8, 2020, 10:32 AM

https://nytimes.com/2020/06/04/health/coronavirus-hydroxychloroquine.html

June 5th 2020 Reported here on the phony Covid-19 (HEL1) studies with no sources. "Todays "scientists" wonder off, equation after

equation until they reach a conclusion with no basis in reality" - Nikola Tesla. Two Huge Covid-19 Studies Are Retracted After 

Scientists Sound Alarms. But on Thursday, the studies were retracted by the scientific journals in which they had appeared, The 

New England Journal of Medicine and The Lancet, because the authors could not verify the data on which the results depended. 

https://nytimes.com/2020/06/04/health/coronavirus-hydroxychloroquine.html

Updated Jun 6, 2020, 12:41 PM

Jun 6, 2020, 12:41 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://nytimes.com/2020/06/04/health/coronavirus-hydroxychloroquine.html

June 5th 2020 Reported here on the phony Covid-19 (HEL1) studies with no sources. "Todays "scientists" wonder off, equation after

equation until they reach a conclusion with no basis in reality" - Nikola Tesla. Two Huge Covid-19 Studies Are Retracted After 

Scientists Sound Alarms. But on Thursday, the studies were retracted by the scientific journals in which they had appeared, The 

New England Journal of Medicine and The Lancet, because the authors could not verify the data on which the results depended. 

https://nytimes.com/2020/06/04/health/coronavirus-hydroxychloroquine.html

Jun 6, 2020, 12:23 PM

Chris Edwards shared a note to the group: Nikola Tesla.

Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein - Debunking Einstein, Newton, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm and others in under 5 minutes by "Tesla Leaks" 

editor in chief, Chris Edwards. https://www.facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-energy/tesla-vs-

einstein/914566628941148/ -- Chris Edwards resume is located at https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13

Jun 5, 2020, 7:58 PM

Repost: Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein - Debunking Einstein, Newton, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm and others; written in under 5 minutes 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8jTwOS9AINyScl4p2q9zhxa8Z0F8eCtypeGJVXGvVHWT8EDoeHV0CG0SBhUyH7p0liNg0FZ1qNs34rPmG92Tm15F3ReROfBA7EVaToWwaiw-HwPCH3XBEwelVSt0ySfoYMqa24sj5WkvRqOq-KWc0&s=2
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by "Tesla Leaks" editor in chief, Chris Edwards. https://facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-

energy/tesla-vs-einstein/914566628941148/ -- Chris Edwards resume is located at https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13

Updated Jun 4, 2020, 2:54 PM

Jun 4, 2020, 2:54 PM

Chris Edwards shared a note to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Repost: Nikola Tesla vs Albert Einstein - Debunking Einstein, Newton, Maxwell, Hertz, Ohm and others; written in under 5 minutes 

by "Tesla Leaks" editor in chief, Chris Edwards. https://facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-stationary-waves-and-scalar-

energy/tesla-vs-einstein/914566628941148/ -- Chris Edwards resume is located at https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13

Jun 4, 2020, 2:49 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

This Device Instantly Sterilizes Hands (20,000 Volt Ozone Scanner) https://youtube.com/watch?v=y61ulskoGnI -- Joe Rogan and 

Elon Musk talk healing by electric fields https://youtube.com/watch?v=RcYjXbSJBN8 -- March 8th 2019 'Purple Sun' Device Uses 

UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2464049383907877&set=gm.652102552015459&type=3 -- Infections that a patient picks up in the hospital can be among the 

nastiest and costliest of all infections." https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24 -- New Yorker Hotel used UV Purification, 

Electric Induction Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New Yorker's bathrooms clean was to 

zap each of them with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠ https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-

U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-

new-yorker-hotel/5/

Jun 1, 2020, 6:07 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.

This Device Instantly Sterilizes Hands (20,000 Volt Ozone Scanner) https://youtube.com/watch?v=y61ulskoGnI -- Joe Rogan and 

Elon Musk talk healing by electric fields https://youtube.com/watch?v=RcYjXbSJBN8 -- March 8th 2019 'Purple Sun' Device Uses 

UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2464049383907877&set=gm.652102552015459&type=3 -- Infections that a patient picks up in the hospital can be among the 

nastiest and costliest of all infections." https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24 -- New Yorker Hotel used UV Purification, 

Electric Induction Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New Yorker's bathrooms clean was to 

zap each of them with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠ https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-

U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-

new-yorker-hotel/5/

Jun 1, 2020, 3:21 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

This Device Instantly Sterilizes Hands (20,000 Volt Ozone Scanner) https://youtube.com/watch?v=y61ulskoGnI -- Joe Rogan and 

Elon Musk talk healing by electric fields https://youtube.com/watch?v=RcYjXbSJBN8 -- March 8th 2019 'Purple Sun' Device Uses 

UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2464049383907877&set=gm.652102552015459&type=3 -- Infections that a patient picks up in the hospital can be among the 

nastiest and costliest of all infections." https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24 -- New Yorker Hotel used UV Purification, 

Electric Induction Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New Yorker's bathrooms clean was to 

zap each of them with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠ https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-

U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-

new-yorker-hotel/5/

Jun 1, 2020, 3:08 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

This Device Instantly Sterilizes Hands (20,000 Volt Ozone Scanner) https://youtube.com/watch?v=y61ulskoGnI -- Joe Rogan and 

Elon Musk talk healing by electric fields https://youtube.com/watch?v=RcYjXbSJBN8 -- March 8th 2019 'Purple Sun' Device Uses 

UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2464049383907877&set=gm.652102552015459&type=3 -- Infections that a patient picks up in the hospital can be among the 

nastiest and costliest of all infections." https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24 -- New Yorker Hotel used UV Purification, 

Electric Induction Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New Yorker's bathrooms clean was to 

zap each of them with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠ https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-

U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-

new-yorker-hotel/5/

Jun 1, 2020, 3:07 PM
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Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.

This Device Instantly Sterilizes Hands (20,000 Volt Ozone Scanner) https://youtube.com/watch?v=y61ulskoGnI -- Joe Rogan and 

Elon Musk talk healing by electric fields https://youtube.com/watch?v=RcYjXbSJBN8 -- March 8th 2019 'Purple Sun' Device Uses 

UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2464049383907877&set=gm.652102552015459&type=3 -- Infections that a patient picks up in the hospital can be among the 

nastiest and costliest of all infections." https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24 -- New Yorker Hotel used UV Purification, 

Electric Induction Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New Yorker's bathrooms clean was to 

zap each of them with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠ https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-

U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-

new-yorker-hotel/5/

Jun 1, 2020, 3:06 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.

May 29, 2020, 9:19 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iafoQ4b5cjo

May 29th 2020 Thanks Plasma Channel for covering the Nikola Tesla "Violet Ray" and Multi-wave Oscillators. These devices were 

the reason for the monacher "quackery" came from; banned by the AMA in the 1920's, from the sound of clack, clack, clack coming 

from the spark gaps transformers. This device also has an insertion tube to interject UV light inside the body; as referred to by 

President Donald Trump. -- 100 Year Old Healing Tesla Coil (Violet Ray) The Violet Ray device, originally invented by Nikola Tesla, 

quickly found use during the 1920's as the Violet Wand. They produced 50,000 volts of brilliant plasma that warmed your skin on 

contact. Due to both their exotic and warming nature, they were marketed as medical healing devices. But how these work, and 

what is inside of them, is just as amazing as their claims. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iafoQ4b5cjo -- March 8th 2019 'Purple 

Sun' Device Uses UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2464049383907877&set=gm.652102552015459&type=3 -- Infections that a patient picks up in the hospital can be among the 

nastiest and costliest of all infections." https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24 -- New Yorker Hotel used UV Purification, 

Electric Induction Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New Yorker's bathrooms clean was to 

zap each of them with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠ https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-

U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-

new-yorker-hotel/5/ -- UV Robots Zap Hospital Germs - Mayo Clinic https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk -- Bonus: Tesla's 

New York, 2013 https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2a9ur1QUFg

May 29, 2020, 1:50 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iafoQ4b5cjo

May 29th 2020 Thanks Plasma Channel for covering the Nikola Tesla "Violet Ray" and Multi-wave Oscillators. These devices were 

the reason for the monacher "quackery" came from; banned by the AMA in the 1920's, from the sound of clack, clack, clack coming 

from the spark gaps transformers. This device also has an insertion tube to interject UV light inside the body; as referred to by 

President Donald Trump. -- 100 Year Old Healing Tesla Coil (Violet Ray) The Violet Ray device, originally invented by Nikola Tesla, 

quickly found use during the 1920's as the Violet Wand. They produced 50,000 volts of brilliant plasma that warmed your skin on 

contact. Due to both their exotic and warming nature, they were marketed as medical healing devices. But how these work, and 

what is inside of them, is just as amazing as their claims. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iafoQ4b5cjo -- March 8th 2019 'Purple 

Sun' Device Uses UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2464049383907877&set=gm.652102552015459&type=3 -- Infections that a patient picks up in the hospital can be among the 

nastiest and costliest of all infections." https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24 -- New Yorker Hotel used UV Purification, 

Electric Induction Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New Yorker's bathrooms clean was to 

zap each of them with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠ https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-

U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-

new-yorker-hotel/5/ -- UV Robots Zap Hospital Germs - Mayo Clinic https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk -- Bonus: Tesla's 

New York, 2013 https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2a9ur1QUFg

May 29, 2020, 1:14 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

May 29th 2020 Thanks Plasma Channel for covering the Nikola Tesla "Violet Ray" and Multi-wave Oscillators. These devices were 

the reason for the monacher "quackery" came from; banned by the AMA in the 1920's, from the sound of clack, clack, clack coming 

from the spark gaps transformers. This device also has an insertion tube to interject UV light inside the body; as referred to by 
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President Donald Trump. -- 100 Year Old Healing Tesla Coil (Violet Ray) The Violet Ray device, originally invented by Nikola Tesla, 

quickly found use during the 1920's as the Violet Wand. They produced 50,000 volts of brilliant plasma that warmed your skin on 

contact. Due to both their exotic and warming nature, they were marketed as medical healing devices. But how these work, and 

what is inside of them, is just as amazing as their claims. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iafoQ4b5cjo -- March 8th 2019 'Purple 

Sun' Device Uses UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2464049383907877&set=gm.652102552015459&type=3 -- Infections that a patient picks up in the hospital can be among the 

nastiest and costliest of all infections." https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24 -- New Yorker Hotel used UV Purification, 

Electric Induction Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New Yorker's bathrooms clean was to 

zap each of them with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠ https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-

U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-

new-yorker-hotel/5/ -- UV Robots Zap Hospital Germs - Mayo Clinic https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk -- Bonus: Tesla's 

New York, 2013 https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2a9ur1QUFg

May 29, 2020, 12:42 PM

May 29th 2020 Thanks Plasma Channel for covering the Nikola Tesla "Violet Ray" and Multi-wave Oscillators. These devices were 

the reason for the monacher "quackery" came from; banned by the AMA in the 1920's, from the sound of clack, clack, clack coming 

from the spark gaps transformers. This device also has an insertion tube to interject UV light inside the body; as referred to by 

President Donald Trump. -- 100 Year Old Healing Tesla Coil (Violet Ray) The Violet Ray device, originally invented by Nikola Tesla, 

quickly found use during the 1920's as the Violet Wand. They produced 50,000 volts of brilliant plasma that warmed your skin on 

contact. Due to both their exotic and warming nature, they were marketed as medical healing devices. But how these work, and 

what is inside of them, is just as amazing as their claims. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iafoQ4b5cjo -- March 8th 2019 'Purple 

Sun' Device Uses UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2464049383907877&set=gm.652102552015459&type=3 -- Infections that a patient picks up in the hospital can be among the 

nastiest and costliest of all infections." https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24 -- New Yorker Hotel used UV Purification, 

Electric Induction Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New Yorker's bathrooms clean was to 

zap each of them with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠ https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-

U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-

new-yorker-hotel/5/ -- UV Robots Zap Hospital Germs - Mayo Clinic https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk -- Bonus: Tesla's 

New York, 2013 https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2a9ur1QUFg

Updated May 29, 2020, 12:40 PM

May 29, 2020, 12:40 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iafoQ4b5cjo

May 29th 2020 Thanks Plasma Channel for covering the Nikola Tesla "Violet Ray" for creating UV, Ozone & Electro-static heating or

curing. These devices were the reason for the monacher "quackery" came from; banned by the AMA in the 1920's, from the sound 

of clack, clack, clack coming from the spark gaps transformers. This device also has an insertion tube to interject UV light inside the 

body; as referred to by President Donald Trump. -- 100 Year Old Healing Tesla Coil (Violet Ray) The Violet Ray device, originally 

invented by Nikola Tesla, quickly found use during the 1920's as the Violet Wand. They produced 50,000 volts of brilliant plasma 

that warmed your skin on contact. Due to both their exotic and warming nature, they were marketed as medical healing devices. But

how these work, and what is inside of them, is just as amazing as their claims. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iafoQ4b5cjo -- 

March 8th 2019 'Purple Sun' Device Uses UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. 

[https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2464042057241943&set=gm.1691446350993116&type=3]

(https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2464042057241943&set=gm.1691446350993116&type=3) -- Infections that a patient 

picks up in the hospital can be among the nastiest and costliest of all infections." https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24 -- 

New Yorker Hotel used UV Purification, Electric Induction Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, The Invention of Everything Else" -- 

Hotel New Yorker's bathrooms clean was to zap each of them with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠
https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays 

https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-new-yorker-hotel/5/ -- UV Robots Zap Hospital Germs - Mayo Clinic

https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk -- This Device Instantly Sterilizes Hands (20,000 Volt Ozone Scanner) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y61ulskoGnI -- Joe Rogan and Elon Musk talk healing by electric fields 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcYjXbSJBN8

May 29, 2020, 12:34 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla.

https://electrek.co/2020/05/22/tesla-cybertruck-prototype-elon-musk-improvements/

https://electrek.co/2020/05/22/tesla-cybertruck-prototype-elon-musk-improvements/
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May 22nd 2020 -- Tesla Cybertruck features bullet-proof against 9MM handguns made of a stainless steel exoskeleton, Front, Side 

& Rear "Armor Glass", https://electrek.co/2020/05/22/tesla-cybertruck-prototype-elon-musk-improvements/ -- Add bullet proof doors 

and graphene bullet proof windows for police and military. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bAlGzsVsbLE Cybertruck will feature "Cold-

Gas Thrusters" using compressed air turbines. They are akin to a "Perpetual Motion Machine" (Official Source) -- This "Ramjet" 

technology is based off of Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Bladeless Turbine" https://youtube.com/watch?v=mg4I2WIYAAM -- "Tesla Valve & 

Tesla Pump" https://youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME (used in Heart Pumps, Gas Turbines etc.) and his patent for "Fluid 

Propulsion" https://patents.google.com/patent/US1061142A/en. The Smithsonian now gives credit to Nikola Tesla for inventing the 

Ramjet. https://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-

180958881/ Sources at: https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/ https://autospies.com/news/VIDEO-TESTED-What-Can-This-

Tesla-s-Bulletproof-Glass-Actually-Stop-A-Rock-A-Glock-101535/ https://youtube.com/results?search_query=jet+fuel+hoax

May 28, 2020, 5:18 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Battle Royale.

May 22 2020 As predicted and reported here; Prices have gone -NEGATIVE- in 2020 in over-capacity of Electricity, Oil, Natural 

Gas, Oil Sands, Ethanol (Corn, Wheat, Soy), Interest Rates. They pay you to take it!! -- 

https://nytimes.com/2020/05/22/business/negative-electricity-rates.html (Bonus)Electric Bus Fleet In Washington Has Completed 50 

MWh Of Wireless Charging May 23rd, 2020 | https://cleantechnica.com/2020/05/23/electric-bus-fleet-in-washington-has-completed-

50-mwh-of-wireless-charging/

May 28, 2020, 3:19 PM

May 22 2020 #negative #prices As predicted and reported here; Prices have gone -NEGATIVE- in 2020 in over-capacity of 

Electricity, Oil, Natural Gas, Oil Sands, Ethanol (Corn, Wheat, Soy), Interest Rates. They pay you to take it!! -- 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/22/business/negative-electricity-rates.html

Electric Bus Fleet In Washington Has Completed 50 MWh Of Wireless Charging

Published on May 23rd, 2020 | https://cleantechnica.com/2020/05/23/electric-bus-fleet-in-washington-has-completed-50-mwh-of-

wireless-charging/

Updated May 28, 2020, 3:17 PM

May 28, 2020, 3:17 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/22/business/negative-electricity-rates.html

May 22 2020 #negative #prices As predicted and reported here; Prices have gone -NEGATIVE- in 2020 in over-capacity of 

Electricity, Oil, Natural Gas, Oil Sands, Ethanol (Corn, Wheat, Soy), Interest Rates. They pay you to take it!! -- 

https://nytimes.com/2020/05/22/business/negative-electricity-rates.html

Electric Bus Fleet In Washington Has Completed 50 MWh Of Wireless Charging May 23rd, 2020 | 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/05/23/electric-bus-fleet-in-washington-has-completed-50-mwh-of-wireless-charging/

May 28, 2020, 3:16 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

https://electrek.co/2020/05/22/tesla-cybertruck-prototype-elon-musk-improvements/

May 22nd 2020 -- Tesla Cybertruck features bullet-proof against 9MM handguns made of a stainless steel exoskeleton, Front, Side 

& Rear "Armor Glass", https://electrek.co/2020/05/22/tesla-cybertruck-prototype-elon-musk-improvements/ -- Add bullet proof doors 

and graphene bullet proof windows for police and military. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bAlGzsVsbLE Cybertruck will feature "Cold-

Gas Thrusters" using compressed air turbines. They are akin to a "Perpetual Motion Machine" (Official Source) -- This "Ramjet" 

technology is based off of Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Bladeless Turbine" https://youtube.com/watch?v=mg4I2WIYAAM -- "Tesla Valve & 

Tesla Pump" https://youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME (used in Heart Pumps, Gas Turbines etc.) and his patent for "Fluid 

Propulsion" https://patents.google.com/patent/US1061142A/en. The Smithsonian now gives credit to Nikola Tesla for inventing the 

Ramjet. https://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-

180958881/ Sources at: https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/ https://autospies.com/news/VIDEO-TESTED-What-Can-This-

Tesla-s-Bulletproof-Glass-Actually-Stop-A-Rock-A-Glock-101535/ https://youtube.com/results?search_query=jet+fuel+hoax

May 26, 2020, 1:20 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

https://electrek.co/2020/05/22/tesla-cybertruck-prototype-elon-musk-improvements/

May 22nd 2020 -- Tesla Cybertruck features bullet-proof against 9MM handguns made of a stainless steel exoskeleton, Front, Side 

& Rear "Armor Glass", https://electrek.co/2020/05/22/tesla-cybertruck-prototype-elon-musk-improvements/ -- Add bullet proof doors 
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and graphene bullet proof windows for police and military. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bAlGzsVsbLE Cybertruck will feature "Cold-

Gas Thrusters" using compressed air turbines. They are akin to a "Perpetual Motion Machine" (Official Source) -- This "Ramjet" 

technology is based off of Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Bladeless Turbine" https://youtube.com/watch?v=mg4I2WIYAAM -- "Tesla Valve & 

Tesla Pump" https://youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME (used in Heart Pumps, Gas Turbines etc.) and his patent for "Fluid 

Propulsion" https://patents.google.com/patent/US1061142A/en. The Smithsonian now gives credit to Nikola Tesla for inventing the 

Ramjet. https://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-

180958881/ Sources at: https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/ https://autospies.com/news/VIDEO-TESTED-What-Can-This-

Tesla-s-Bulletproof-Glass-Actually-Stop-A-Rock-A-Glock-101535/ https://youtube.com/results?search_query=jet+fuel+hoax

May 26, 2020, 12:07 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.

May 26, 2020, 11:45 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

https://electrek.co/2020/05/22/tesla-cybertruck-prototype-elon-musk-improvements/

May 22nd 2020 -- Tesla Cybertruck features bullet-proof against 9MM handguns made of a stainless steel exoskeleton, Front, Side 

& Rear "Armor Glass", https://electrek.co/2020/05/22/tesla-cybertruck-prototype-elon-musk-improvements/ -- Add bullet proof doors 

and graphene bullet proof windows for police and military. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bAlGzsVsbLE Cybertruck will feature "Cold-

Gas Thrusters" using compressed air turbines. They are akin to a "Perpetual Motion Machine" (Official Source) -- This "Ramjet" 

technology is based off of Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Bladeless Turbine" https://youtube.com/watch?v=mg4I2WIYAAM -- "Tesla Valve & 

Tesla Pump" https://youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME (used in Heart Pumps, Gas Turbines etc.) and his patent for "Fluid 

Propulsion" https://patents.google.com/patent/US1061142A/en. The Smithsonian now gives credit to Nikola Tesla for inventing the 

Ramjet. https://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-

180958881/ Sources at: https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/ https://autospies.com/news/VIDEO-TESTED-What-Can-This-

Tesla-s-Bulletproof-Glass-Actually-Stop-A-Rock-A-Glock-101535/ https://youtube.com/results?search_query=jet+fuel+hoax

May 26, 2020, 11:36 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

May 26 2020 China’s Virus Apps May Outlast the Outbreak, Stirring Privacy Fears 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/26/technology/china-coronavirus-surveillance.html

May 26, 2020, 11:15 AM

May 26 2020 China’s Virus Apps May Outlast the Outbreak, Stirring Privacy Fears

Updated May 26, 2020, 11:10 AM

May 26, 2020, 11:10 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla.

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wonders-future

April 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla's Treatise to prevent the UN's food catastrophe of "Biblical Perportions". Tesla on Infinite Fertilizer for 

the Soil in "Priblem of Increasing Human Energy", 1900 & Tesla Leaks identified 8 Ways Nikola Tesla speaks of Manufacturing 

Rain(Purple Rain) -- Dec 2nd 1916 Colliers Weekly on Tesla's "Wonders of the Future: But the time is very near when we shall have

the precipitation of the moisture of the atmosphere under complete control, and then it will be possible to draw unlimited quantities of

water from the oceans, develop any desired amount of energy, and completely transform the globe by irrigation and intensive 

farming. A greater achievement of man through the medium of electricity can hardly be imagined. " https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/wonders-future -- "Problem of Increasing Human Energy & Nitrogen Fixation" by Nikola Tesla, 1900 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm -- UN Famine of Bibical Perportions https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/04/1062272 -- 

Nikola Tesla's 8 Ways on Weather Modification & Weather Warfare by Tesla Leaks: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-

11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html -- HAARP is a method of radio-wave based wireless power proposed by Nikola Tesla ... "was 

successful in injecting energy into the Ionosphere and being able to control it ... that work has been completed" - Congressional 

Hearing on HAARP https://youtu.be/x2O-DVgcvWQ?t=171 -- Discovery Channel HAARP WEATHER WARS PART 1 OF 5 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPG67H0zB5k Discovery Channel DEATH RAY PART 1 OF 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=lgJ6SpHZir8 Geostorm coming October 2017 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz8cjvKJLuw Prince Death Hoax - Purple (UV) 

Rain https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ

New York Journal, May 1st 1898 "Tesla's Great Invention to Blow Up Hostile Warships by Electric Waves 

https://m.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024.1073741828.622166921279012/84364874913082

7/
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By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high 

altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of 

Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of 

atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance." https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-

1899-1900/

June-December 1899 Nikola Tesla was the first to scientifically document the artificial generation of fog by atmospheric ionization in 

his Colorado Springs lab, later reporting: "In Colorado I succeeded one day in precipitating a dense fog, so dense that when the 

hand was held only a few inches from the face it could not be seen." http://www.shamanicengineering.org/wp-

content/uploads/2014/07/Nikola-Tesla-Colorado-Springs-Notes-1899-1900.pdf

March 27th 1904 "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe

Radio Digest July 7 1923 MAN-MADE STORMS "OLD STUFF". Says he manufactured lightning first, before GE used lightning to 

destroy a Church. http://facebook.com/nikolateslaserbianinventor/photos/p.1113187948723978/1113187948723978/

https://archive.org/stream/radio192317919231924radi/radio192317919231924radi_djvu.txt

Prodigal Genius "The Life of Nikola Tesla" - "the idea become firmly fixed in his mind that electricity controlled the rain... He never 

succeeded in convincing the U.S. Patent Office of the practicability of his rain-making plan. https://books.google.com/books?id=-

cHJQL8qCEMC&pg=PA30&lpg=PA30&dq=tesla+rain+can+be+controlled 

Dec 1933 Breaking Tornado's by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/breaking-tornados

January 24th 2017 China is pouring 1.5 billion yuan ($168 million) into a program aimed at making it rain in its usually arid 

northwestern region. http://fortune.com/2017/01/24/china-government-artificial-rain-program/

Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from 

reaching Solar Grids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA

June 13th 2016 - An abundance of aerosol particles in the atmosphere can increase the lifespans of large storm clouds by delaying 

rainfall, making the clouds grow larger and live longer, and producing more extreme storms when the rain finally ... 

http://phys.org/news/2016-06-aerosols-storm-clouds.html

China Declares War on Drought. That might sound very 'civilian' but in fact the Chinese army has a big role in the program. It 

supplies the modified trucks, launchers and rockets to control the weather. http://defence.pk/threads/china-declares-war-on-

drought.123549/

UAE considers building an artificial mountain to increase rainfall http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/uae-considers-building-artificial-mountain-

increase-rainfall-1557938

Drought-Ridden L.A. Tries Rainmakers to Tap Storm Clouds - Scientific American As hoped-for precipitation from El Nino falls short,

Los Angeles resorts to a controversial method to reap water from the sky http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/drought-ridden-l-

a-tries-rainmakers-to-tap-storm-clouds/

Cloud Seeding Drones Fly Over Nevada to Increase Rainfall | Digital Trends Nevada is using cloud seeding drones for the first time 

ever to help increase rainfall and end the drought conditions plaguing the US west coast. http://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-

tech/nevada-cloud-seeding-drone-increase-rainfall-end-drought/ 

June 28th 2018 The HAARP Conspiracy (PT. 2) Weather as a WEAPON in 2025? https://youtube.com/watch?v=PIjHe0ujFO8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=PIjHe0ujFO8
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May 23, 2020, 11:35 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

This "Ramjet" technology is based off of Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Bladeless Turbine" https://youtube.com/watch?v=mg4I2WIYAAM -- 

"Tesla Valve & Tesla Pump" https://youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME (used in Heart Pumps, Gas Turbines etc.) and his patent

for "Fluid Propulsion" https://patents.google.com/patent/US1061142A/en. The Smithsonian now gives credit to Nikola Tesla for 

inventing the Ramjet. https://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-

travel-quarterly-180958881/ Sources at: https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/ --https://autospies.com/news/VIDEO-TESTED-

What-Can-This-Tesla-s-Bulletproof-Glass-Actually-Stop-A-Rock-A-Glock-101535/ -- https://youtube.com/results?

search_query=jet+fuel+hoax

May 22, 2020, 11:37 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

This "Ramjet" technology is based off of Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Bladeless Turbine" https://youtube.com/watch?v=mg4I2WIYAAM -- 

"Tesla Valve & Tesla Pump" https://youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME (used in Heart Pumps, Gas Turbines etc.) and his patent

for "Fluid Propulsion" https://patents.google.com/patent/US1061142A/en. The Smithsonian now gives credit to Nikola Tesla for 

inventing the Ramjet. https://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-

travel-quarterly-180958881/ Sources at: https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/ --https://autospies.com/news/VIDEO-TESTED-

What-Can-This-Tesla-s-Bulletproof-Glass-Actually-Stop-A-Rock-A-Glock-101535/ -- https://youtube.com/results?

search_query=jet+fuel+hoax

May 22, 2020, 11:22 AM

https://electrek.co/2020/05/22/tesla-cybertruck-prototype-elon-musk-improvements/

May 22nd 2020 -- Tesla Cybertruck with Jay Leno & Elon Musk. Features bullet-proof against 9MM made of a stainless steel 

exoskeleton, Front, Side & Rear "Armor Glass", https://electrek.co/2020/05/22/tesla-cybertruck-prototype-elon-musk-improvements/ 

-- Add bullet proof doors and graphene bullet proof windows for police and military. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bAlGzsVsbLE 

--Cybertruck will feature "Cold-Gas Thrusters" using compressed air turbines. They are akin to a "Perpetual Motion Machine" 

(Official Source) -- This "Ramjet" technology is based off of Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Bladeless Turbine" https://youtube.com/watch?

v=mg4I2WIYAAM -- "Tesla Valve & Tesla Pump" https://youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME (used in Heart Pumps, Gas 

Turbines etc.) and his patent for "Fluid Propulsion" https://patents.google.com/patent/US1061142A/en. The Smithsonian now gives 

credit to Nikola Tesla for inventing the Ramjet. https://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-

smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/ Sources at: https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/ 

--https://autospies.com/news/VIDEO-TESTED-What-Can-This-Tesla-s-Bulletproof-Glass-Actually-Stop-A-Rock-A-Glock-101535/ -- 

https://youtube.com/results?search_query=jet+fuel+hoax

Updated May 22, 2020, 11:20 AM

May 22, 2020, 11:20 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://electrek.co/2020/05/22/tesla-cybertruck-prototype-elon-musk-improvements/

May 22nd 2020 -- Tesla Cybertruck features bullet-proof against 9MM handguns made of a stainless steel shell, Front, Side & Rear 

"Armor Glass", https://electrek.co/2020/05/22/tesla-cybertruck-prototype-elon-musk-improvements/ -- Add bullet proof doors and 

graphene bullet proof windows for police and military. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bAlGzsVsbLE Cybertruck will feature "Cold-Gas

Thrusters" using compressed air turbines. They are akin to a "Perpetual Motion Machine" (Official Source) -- This "Ramjet" 

technology is based off of Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Bladeless Turbine" https://youtube.com/watch?v=mg4I2WIYAAM -- "Tesla Valve & 

Tesla Pump" https://youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME (used in Heart Pumps, Gas Turbines etc.) and his patent for "Fluid 

Propulsion" https://patents.google.com/patent/US1061142A/en. The Smithsonian now gives credit to Nikola Tesla for inventing the 

Ramjet. https://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-

180958881/ Sources at: https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/ https://www.autospies.com/news/VIDEO-TESTED-What-Can-This-

Tesla-s-Bulletproof-Glass-Actually-Stop-A-Rock-A-Glock-101535/ https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=jet+fuel+hoax

May 22, 2020, 11:12 AM

Power Transmitted by Wireless (High Powered UV, Line of Sight) To The Moon? Tesla Says No! by (Nikola Tesla); Electrical 

Experimenter, Science and Invention, March 1920 ft. John Hettinger 1917 patents that "make wireless possible" - Nikola Tesla -- 

Full PDF https://facebook.com/download/preview/228704954287836/

Updated May 18, 2020, 3:16 PM

May 18, 2020, 3:16 PM

Updated May 18, 2020, 3:15 PM

May 18, 2020, 3:15 PM
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https://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US1061142A/en
https://youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME
https://youtube.com/watch?v=mg4I2WIYAAM
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_cs9gRvPQCQdV7qKdJY2aOF20CbQ0MQs5YwGCFEtp6_OYhwPdQpfn8bG-tnDTR9ntsQFNYiv8QFJ9J0dUNj9yWfd6UsFrRrEUo2AqfYnwvXw2AOgh0IeiGBLi-Yqtw-azxgbdCdzVIag&s=2
https://youtube.com/results?search_query=jet+fuel+hoax
https://youtube.com/results?search_query=jet+fuel+hoax
https://autospies.com/news/VIDEO
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/
https://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/
https://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US1061142A/en
https://youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME
https://youtube.com/watch?v=mg4I2WIYAAM
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8IolsuQ_XDYH5nRs-p3RVcDUtj5vFB3NxoXafP1AIiqCuu9ziLKt2xG5lL3n_ez6YfJBFu-W0mcYsa_b-choiQpZ4XnlhRfhL5hazHNmBv9OEGmy7MpP57prZu1nvEMiJ6WEyLesw_wRgL-NK-GO0&s=2


Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Power Transmitted by Wireless and Too The Moon, Tesla Says No! by (Nikola Tesla); Electrical Experimenter, Science and 

Invention, March 1920 ft. John Hettinger 1917 patents that "make wireless possible" - Nikola Tesla -- Full PDF 

https://facebook.com/download/preview/228704954287836/
Power Transmitted by Wireless (High Powered UV, Line of Sight) To The Moon? Tesla Says No! by (Nikola Tesla); Electrical 

Experimenter, Science and Invention, March 1920 ft. John Hettinger 1917 patents that "make wireless possible" - Nikola Tesla -- 

Full PDF [https://facebook.com/download/preview/228704954287836/](https://facebook.com/download/preview/228704954287836/)

May 18, 2020, 2:49 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TESLA Model 3 Owners Worldwide.

May 12, 2020, 3:11 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Model 3 California.

May 11, 2020, 5:40 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TESLA MODEL Y Owners Club.

https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week

May 11th 2020 Musk Reopens Tesla's Plant, Dares Authorities to Arrest Him ... https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-

11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week -- May 11th 2020 Elon Musk: Tesla's Battery Cell Patent Is 

'Way More Important Than It Sounds' https://popularmechanics.com/science/a32433420/elon-musk-tesla-battery-cell-patent/

May 11, 2020, 5:06 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TESLA MODEL X Owners Club.

https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week

May 11th 2020 Musk Reopens Tesla's Plant, Dares Authorities to Arrest Him ... https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-

11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week -- May 11th 2020 Elon Musk: Tesla's Battery Cell Patent Is 

'Way More Important Than It Sounds' https://popularmechanics.com/science/a32433420/elon-musk-tesla-battery-cell-patent/

May 11, 2020, 4:42 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Las Vegas Tesla Owners & Enthusiasts.

https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week

May 11th 2020 Musk Reopens Tesla's Plant, Dares Authorities to Arrest Him ... https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-

11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week -- May 11th 2020 Elon Musk: Tesla's Battery Cell Patent Is 

'Way More Important Than It Sounds' https://popularmechanics.com/science/a32433420/elon-musk-tesla-battery-cell-patent/

May 11, 2020, 4:27 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Tesla Owners North America.

https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week

May 11th 2020 Musk Reopens Tesla's Plant, Dares Authorities to Arrest Him ... https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-

11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week -- May 11th 2020 Elon Musk: Tesla's Battery Cell Patent Is 

'Way More Important Than It Sounds' https://popularmechanics.com/science/a32433420/elon-musk-tesla-battery-cell-patent/

May 11, 2020, 4:22 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Tesla Owners Global - Modifications Group.

https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week

May 11th 2020 Musk Reopens Tesla's Plant, Dares Authorities to Arrest Him ... https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-

11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week -- May 11th 2020 Elon Musk: Tesla's Battery Cell Patent Is 

'Way More Important Than It Sounds' https://popularmechanics.com/science/a32433420/elon-musk-tesla-battery-cell-patent/

May 11, 2020, 4:14 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Owners Club of Las Vegas.

May 11, 2020, 4:12 PM

https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/a32433420/elon-musk-tesla-battery-cell-patent/

May 11th 2020 Elon Musk: Tesla's Battery Cell Patent Is 'Way More Important Than It Sounds' 

https://popularmechanics.com/science/a32433420/elon-musk-tesla-battery-cell-patent/

Updated May 11, 2020, 4:06 PM

May 11, 2020, 4:06 PM

May 11 2020 Musk Reopens Tesla's Plant, Dares Authorities to Arrest Him ... https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-

11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX85EbAKych9IZ26daBPACWB5ZzZOs81Gj-Y_vN1CI3Ex2SJf8AF0MhduzAG3gct5Jj4Sn6qPRuhNTHAYjf5KtUEN7OosbNsZ5MPWD92jjDf3NeFFkHiVBibH3x2_mYs7Dwm77sZGK2besFpPgm_V-wmqaES9A9vwxFP&s=2
https://popularmechanics.com/science/a32433420/elon-musk-tesla-battery-cell-patent/
https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/a32433420/elon-musk-tesla-battery-cell-patent/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9KyOLyGvGKtFtpNS6WeIktJpuzar73RU_kXtHXJA8oFV6Eyt940s1ja-6UeYfMijNZnlz6yXSvvpGvIDp1veqmfCsTIFRa7xU9b4dxAK-3TqtoE2D6xzMaTWWLZAUz2BiKYAq8M4NPens&s=2
https://popularmechanics.com/science/a32433420/elon-musk-tesla-battery-cell-patent/
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8tqn3HQ1QmlZOVhOoMvy9STHvSZvgADhwGyHr81qmAmzzJC2cJdI8huwYDxH-me2A8UZw5ccqBY9rV_lT5LnQeb7arVyv9CD5D04gg0C_dEzODUmDvcPs0k33s9VRkVObhoogxHPef&s=2
https://popularmechanics.com/science/a32433420/elon-musk-tesla-battery-cell-patent/
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8S3EFo8PKniBJVdaBqxgg54L9piHrz8smw6aSyPZ8glc6vxdhvzC_98B7N6aXexDbT-nuCAO16_8rls4wknC0XOu1k4eiB5PROIHZQEPfbTEDKJupGkowjMDDmCOdjt2YP4WEz0QsfypQq8-Nmzt4IADrH1mkhJsf2koI&s=2
https://popularmechanics.com/science/a32433420/elon-musk-tesla-battery-cell-patent/
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-CiOf6UkbpgCtRh01OhoxW-lgMohiJ_8nn43fM-4Quhy3FfsWIwR8SzkkB7eCpNk4-t1GN5jgWwIRGZcpDbyIEsI97dwm3_PkfofBw2LgcyF4rbAOhYq1vEnIdusCJ1yxuH-UvJxgvY584QeCflVKC8Cub7e8&s=2
https://popularmechanics.com/science/a32433420/elon-musk-tesla-battery-cell-patent/
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-ZstlXs0gO24PKsIwBaC7OIH5JSSBAwwQE5QXqW0wHa7CFdJ04REmfyFVrOagvHzO5BLx1Ehu5DONOyowcf29JIoPkcciFZ4_gFWSwRCDSAwYjsAgjXUDy4H-4uJVk8xKzp3EJUT7mWM2QelxJCcVK9uei9go&s=2
https://popularmechanics.com/science/a32433420/elon-musk-tesla-battery-cell-patent/
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX96GMhM0Aa53zJXP8uKQAuZ4Z5SndRyMtK9c7VPAdbuZ-efla-dvZ80kF12wLJ_MxmBbbQ2FPN45NdwoP0KwPfA_C4a6jH3Ui7doi3UikNpxmDxmnSASf-tG3Tq-IolA21saGlBzTlmTuso&s=2
https://facebook.com/download/preview/228704954287836/
https://facebook.com/download/preview/228704954287836/
file:///C:/Users/user/Documents/teslaleaks2020/facebook-100009085196708%20(2)/posts/


Updated May 11, 2020, 4:01 PM

May 11, 2020, 4:01 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week

May 11 2020 Musk Reopens Tesla's Plant, Dares Authorities to Arrest Him ... https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-

11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week

May 11, 2020, 3:56 PM

May 6th 2020 "You're president Trump has stepped down, I have taken it over. You wanted a report on the World Crisis? This is 

Nikola Tesla speaking. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wseyWRBWzyM -- Nikola Tesla is John Galt. Tesla as Yoda speaks of the 

nature of Good & Evil, The Force & Man's Existence, The Dark Side's "Morality of Death", Perpetually Motors, Extracting energy 

from the Ionosphere, Cyclotrons, Atoms are Indestructible, Logic: A is A and not E is M, and much much more. 

http://amberandchaos.net/?page_id=73 -- Atlas Shrugged II. 10/2/89 is the number of the date Coincidentally the date used in Atlas 

Shrugged II; the date the frequency of 2.3TZH was determined to break apart human DNA. Also, Atlas Shrugged points out, and 

Supreme Court Cast 369, Marconi vs US Govt. in 1943 is that the Government owns all patents; including Nikola Tesla's. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlas_Shrugged -- John Galt refers to the year Nikola Tesla died, 12 years before 1955-6 when Atlas 

Shrugged was written, published in 1957; also the dates in Back to the Future, 1955. "I gathered the leaders of industry" -- Nikola 

Tesla 1891-3; prior and at the Colombian Exposition https://youtu.be/T1dy3gCUE7I?t=1

Updated May 6, 2020, 2:07 PM

May 6, 2020, 2:07 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=wseyWRBWzyM

May 6th 2020 "You're president Trump has stepped down, I have taken it over. You wanted a report on the World Crisis? This is 

Nikola Tesla speaking. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wseyWRBWzyM -- Nikola Tesla is John Galt. Tesla as Yoda speaks of the 

nature of Good & Evil, The Force & Man's Existence, The Dark Side's "Morality of Death", Perpetually Motors, Extracting energy 

from the Ionosphere, Cyclotrons, Atoms are Indestructible, Logic: A is A and not E is M, and much much more. 

http://amberandchaos.net/?page_id=73 -- Atlas Shrugged II. 10/2/89 is the number of the date Coincidentally the date used in Atlas 

Shrugged II; the date the frequency of 2.3TZH was determined to break apart human DNA. Also, Atlas Shrugged points out, and 

Supreme Court Cast 369, Marconi vs US Govt. in 1943 is that the Government owns all patents; including Nikola Tesla's. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlas_Shrugged -- John Galt refers to the year Nikola Tesla died, 12 years before 1955-6 when Atlas 

Shrugged was written, published in 1957; also the dates in Back to the Future, 1955. "I gathered the leaders of industry" -- Nikola 

Tesla 1891-3; prior and at the Colombian Exposition https://youtu.be/T1dy3gCUE7I?t=1

May 6, 2020, 2:06 PM

Repost: If you don't share this video, you're stupid! Nikola Tesla's Eulogy by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of 

--Nikola Tesla at http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; 

after his friend Louis Adamic who sent a letter to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. 

https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 

40 Known Associates of --Nikola Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?

v=vryqT3WPYkE

Updated May 6, 2020, 1:53 PM

May 6, 2020, 1:53 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE

Repost: If you don't share this video, you're stupid! Nikola Tesla's Eulogy by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of 

--Nikola Tesla at http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 1943; 

after his friend Louis Adamic who sent a letter to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. 

https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 

40 Known Associates of --Nikola Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?

v=vryqT3WPYkE

May 6, 2020, 1:52 PM

Repost: "This is the End of the World, and nothing can stop it"; "You've got yourself a Virus, stuck in the Matrix" - Immortal 

Technique - "Point of No Return" https://youtube.com/watch?v=9J7yK1TPkDo - Beast 1333 in "Lemuria" https://youtube.com/watch?

https://youtube.com/watch?v=KOfNULiaLHg
https://youtube.com/watch?v=9J7yK1TPkDo
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8F113v200MpO2ZJFoW1wzLGYB5PN56nEle9nGyjO7XQRFmTzWNhOJEq_D4MjMOMb4CiP17dmQnJBuHyM1RiWKKDFO31iT0L82vuPlKdx-WpMsYDCLUJUJtppfAT9-grC8mWHXajXh0H366&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE
https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_786IpIpmKlD3WNo-RGTgZdBkJ4ERo0_F20_Py2ZfRCaYsYUSgQvVWbfjRYSh_Q7Dsi8QemyaMvGWAylTJ_iee85EQnSOoJZ8N2jsVXhC2avyTtiz5yk6kqLL-2N2W79YstIG9ImcJTbM1MTB-oON9P40i4fA8zybJ&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
https://youtube.com/watch?v=IEK7g0tqvDE
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_hn-XYefuX9QYCXI9u_hDi-cCSq-rGYzB6qytO7u8ueeVBXKprsoHIsfZKp6rcyqWdKMYTklgCvIeI7h_bSZFHC5tyKfiV8zc75mFFN0qNaET7s4E8KiIG29ITVlmyCLbZGnnB-3s-QSeb&s=2
https://youtu.be/T1dy3gCUE7I?t=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlas_Shrugged
http://amberandchaos.net/?page_id=73
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wseyWRBWzyM
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wseyWRBWzyM
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX897J05YK18FN9b-E92_jOF52xMPM2waU-2iTxLCvNJF6gbPND7xMmSMZGU3183OXFDCZE_Mn9ZOnAgTvVyBq8GZk_NbYm-YrI_q1ZVN5GBhhOlPNKRO1a4z9oRFFMf0H_O_P3SoZ5GuwcMn-IIA1mzO8NmaM6e5fvZ&s=2
https://youtu.be/T1dy3gCUE7I?t=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlas_Shrugged
http://amberandchaos.net/?page_id=73
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wseyWRBWzyM
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9Y-wLf9XarOhjvPmzFkWqnl5A2iQ1cbyIuxmQsGNNgbYRKQ9gGS1O8NL7dqX0PT-_cYtsu3kwGdxoFLvn1EWtMk89tJdVM7jzdffJcq19vsW3e8bkVT1tKr-LdNbwLYIx310KITviU817W&s=2
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/tesla-proceeds-with-reopen-newsom-thinks-is-happening-next-week
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_LrGvBSfA_OEbE23ulfukOLFBr5pK-iw2bSh_-iuzGamtB1z2buulYPf5ZcxJw_DWjDT1S-373xA6FyKiFjxcpAJdmollfQeh7luMnjGYqodxForn3TzDpAqXM3bj1TduUSeQqmESQYry00kwHd0hZe4P0Y79bd_kV&s=2


v=KOfNULiaLHg - Nikola Tesla Compilation Rap https://youtube.com/watch?v=R5kU1jdyOQA - Nikola Tesla ft "Secrets" 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=BitCDyf-pjs - Nikola Tesla's Earthquake Machine https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ss83AXca4Pg - 

Thomas Edison vs Nikola Tesla Rap Battle https://youtube.com/watch?v=gJ1Mz7kGVf0 -- Nikola Tesla in Sci-Fi Channel's 

"Sanctuary" ft "Radioactive" by Imagine Dragons https://youtube.com/watch?v=YC09sxv3NPQ - The Famous Chris Geo "The New 

World Order's Gotta Die" (Jay-Z Run This Town Backwards) https://youtube.com/watch?v=hgXuY9UNqS0 - Vinnie Paz's Classic 

"End of Days" ft David Ike (Who's YouTube channel was deleted 3 days ago) ttps://youtube.com/watch?v=2frJ3e0hxPE

Updated May 6, 2020, 1:50 PM

May 6, 2020, 1:50 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=9J7yK1TPkDo

Repost: "This is the End of the World, and nothing can stop it"; "You've got yourself a Virus, stuck in the Matrix" - Immortal 

Technique - "Point of No Return" https://youtube.com/watch?v=9J7yK1TPkDo - Beast 1333 in "Lemuria" https://youtube.com/watch?

v=KOfNULiaLHg - Nikola Tesla Compilation Rap https://youtube.com/watch?v=R5kU1jdyOQA - Nikola Tesla ft "Secrets" 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=BitCDyf-pjs - Nikola Tesla's Earthquake Machine https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ss83AXca4Pg - 

Thomas Edison vs Nikola Tesla Rap Battle https://youtube.com/watch?v=gJ1Mz7kGVf0 -- Nikola Tesla in Sci-Fi Channel's 

"Sanctuary" ft "Radioactive" by Imagine Dragons https://youtube.com/watch?v=YC09sxv3NPQ - The Famous Chris Geo "The New 

World Order's Gotta Die" (Jay-Z Run This Town Backwards) https://youtube.com/watch?v=hgXuY9UNqS0 - Vinnie Paz's Classic 

"End of Days" ft David Ike (Who's YouTube channel was deleted 3 days ago) ttps://youtube.com/watch?v=2frJ3e0hxPE

May 6, 2020, 1:49 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wonders-future

April 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla's Treatise to prevent the UN's food catastrophe of "Biblical Perportions". Tesla on Infinite Fertilizer for 

the Soil in "Priblem of Increasing Human Energy", 1900 & Tesla Leaks identified 8 Ways Nikola Tesla speaks of Manufacturing 

Rain(Purple Rain) -- Dec 2nd 1916 Colliers Weekly on Tesla's "Wonders of the Future: But the time is very near when we shall have

the precipitation of the moisture of the atmosphere under complete control, and then it will be possible to draw unlimited quantities of

water from the oceans, develop any desired amount of energy, and completely transform the globe by irrigation and intensive 

farming. A greater achievement of man through the medium of electricity can hardly be imagined. " https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/wonders-future -- "Problem of Increasing Human Energy & Nitrogen Fixation" by Nikola Tesla, 1900 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm -- UN Famine of Bibical Perportions https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/04/1062272 -- 

Nikola Tesla's 8 Ways on Weather Modification & Weather Warfare by Tesla Leaks: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-

11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html -- HAARP is a method of radio-wave based wireless power proposed by Nikola Tesla ... "was 

successful in injecting energy into the Ionosphere and being able to control it ... that work has been completed" - Congressional 

Hearing on HAARP https://youtu.be/x2O-DVgcvWQ?t=171 -- Discovery Channel HAARP WEATHER WARS PART 1 OF 5 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPG67H0zB5k Discovery Channel DEATH RAY PART 1 OF 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=lgJ6SpHZir8 Geostorm coming October 2017 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz8cjvKJLuw Prince Death Hoax - Purple (UV) 

Rain https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ

New York Journal, May 1st 1898 "Tesla's Great Invention to Blow Up Hostile Warships by Electric Waves 

https://m.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024.1073741828.622166921279012/84364874913082

7/

By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high 

altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of 

Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of 

atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance." https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-

1899-1900/

June-December 1899 Nikola Tesla was the first to scientifically document the artificial generation of fog by atmospheric ionization in 

his Colorado Springs lab, later reporting: "In Colorado I succeeded one day in precipitating a dense fog, so dense that when the 

hand was held only a few inches from the face it could not be seen." http://www.shamanicengineering.org/wp-

content/uploads/2014/07/Nikola-Tesla-Colorado-Springs-Notes-1899-1900.pdf
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March 27th 1904 "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe

Radio Digest July 7 1923 MAN-MADE STORMS "OLD STUFF". Says he manufactured lightning first, before GE used lightning to 

destroy a Church. http://facebook.com/nikolateslaserbianinventor/photos/p.1113187948723978/1113187948723978/

https://archive.org/stream/radio192317919231924radi/radio192317919231924radi_djvu.txt

Prodigal Genius "The Life of Nikola Tesla" - "the idea become firmly fixed in his mind that electricity controlled the rain... He never 

succeeded in convincing the U.S. Patent Office of the practicability of his rain-making plan. https://books.google.com/books?id=-

cHJQL8qCEMC&pg=PA30&lpg=PA30&dq=tesla+rain+can+be+controlled 

Dec 1933 Breaking Tornado's by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/breaking-tornados

January 24th 2017 China is pouring 1.5 billion yuan ($168 million) into a program aimed at making it rain in its usually arid 

northwestern region. http://fortune.com/2017/01/24/china-government-artificial-rain-program/

Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from 

reaching Solar Grids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA

June 13th 2016 - An abundance of aerosol particles in the atmosphere can increase the lifespans of large storm clouds by delaying 

rainfall, making the clouds grow larger and live longer, and producing more extreme storms when the rain finally ... 

http://phys.org/news/2016-06-aerosols-storm-clouds.html

China Declares War on Drought. That might sound very 'civilian' but in fact the Chinese army has a big role in the program. It 

supplies the modified trucks, launchers and rockets to control the weather. http://defence.pk/threads/china-declares-war-on-

drought.123549/

UAE considers building an artificial mountain to increase rainfall http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/uae-considers-building-artificial-mountain-

increase-rainfall-1557938

Drought-Ridden L.A. Tries Rainmakers to Tap Storm Clouds - Scientific American As hoped-for precipitation from El Nino falls short,

Los Angeles resorts to a controversial method to reap water from the sky http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/drought-ridden-l-

a-tries-rainmakers-to-tap-storm-clouds/

Cloud Seeding Drones Fly Over Nevada to Increase Rainfall | Digital Trends Nevada is using cloud seeding drones for the first time 

ever to help increase rainfall and end the drought conditions plaguing the US west coast. http://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-

tech/nevada-cloud-seeding-drone-increase-rainfall-end-drought/ 

June 28th 2018 The HAARP Conspiracy (PT. 2) Weather as a WEAPON in 2025? https://youtube.com/watch?v=PIjHe0ujFO8

May 6, 2020, 5:08 AM

May 5th 2020 Predicted Here: Judicial Watch files lawsuit seeking Dr. Fauci & WHO (Bill Gates) records on Corona virus 

https://www.judicialwatch.org/in-the-news/watchdog-who-communications/ -- May 5th 2020 Wisconsin & Michigan Supreme Court to

hear arguments to end the Unconstitutional lock-in as early as today: 

https://www.vox.com/platform/amp/2020/5/5/21246697/republican-lawsuit-stay-at-home-legislature-palm -- Trump gives up on Virus 

(hoax) battle; cancels daily briefings, to focus on reopenings: https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-cheers-on-governors-

as-they-ignore-white-house-coronovirus-guidelines-in-race-to-reopen

Updated May 5, 2020, 12:50 PM

May 5, 2020, 12:50 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.judicialwatch.org/in-the-news/watchdog-who-communications/
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https://www.judicialwatch.org/in-the-news/watchdog-who-communications/ -- May 5th 2020 Wisconsin & Michigan Supreme Court to

hear arguments to end the Unconstitutional lock-in as early as today: 

https://www.vox.com/platform/amp/2020/5/5/21246697/republican-lawsuit-stay-at-home-legislature-palm -- Trump gives up on Virus 

(hoax) battle; cancels daily briefings, to focus on reopenings: https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-cheers-on-governors-

as-they-ignore-white-house-coronovirus-guidelines-in-race-to-reopen

May 5, 2020, 12:50 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wonders-future

April 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla's Treatise to prevent the UN's food catastrophe of "Biblical Perportions". Tesla on Infinite Fertilizer for 

the Soil in "Priblem of Increasing Human Energy", 1900 & Tesla Leaks identified 8 Ways Nikola Tesla speaks of Manufacturing 

Rainfall (Purple Rain) -- Dec 2nd 1916 Colliers Weekly on Nikola Tesla's "Wonders of the Future: But the time is very near when we 

shall have the precipitation of the moisture of the atmosphere under complete control, and then it will be possible to draw unlimited 

quantities of water from the oceans, develop any desired amount of energy, and completely transform the globe by irrigation and 

intensive farming. A greater achievement of man through the medium of electricity can hardly be imagined. " 

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wonders-future -- "Problem of Increasing Human Energy & Nitrogen Fixation" by 

Nikola Tesla, 1900 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm -- UN Famine of Bibical Perportions 

https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/04/1062272 -- Nikola Tesla's 8 Ways on Weather Modification & Weather Warfare by Tesla 

Leaks: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html -- HAARP is a method of radio-wave 

based wireless power proposed by Nikola Tesla ... "was successful in injecting energy into the Ionosphere and being able to control 

it ... that work has been completed" - Congressional Hearing on HAARP https://youtu.be/x2O-DVgcvWQ?t=171 -- Discovery 

Channel HAARP WEATHER WARS PART 1 OF 5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPG67H0zB5k Discovery Channel DEATH 

RAY PART 1 OF 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lgJ6SpHZir8 Geostorm coming October 2017 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz8cjvKJLuw Prince Death Hoax - Purple (UV) Rain https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT-

XXApgftQ

New York Journal, May 1st 1898 "Tesla's Great Invention to Blow Up Hostile Warships by Electric Waves 

https://m.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024.1073741828.622166921279012/84364874913082

7/

By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high 

altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of 

Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of 

atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance." https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-

1899-1900/

June-December 1899 Nikola Tesla was the first to scientifically document the artificial generation of fog by atmospheric ionization in 

his Colorado Springs lab, later reporting: "In Colorado I succeeded one day in precipitating a dense fog, so dense that when the 

hand was held only a few inches from the face it could not be seen." http://www.shamanicengineering.org/wp-

content/uploads/2014/07/Nikola-Tesla-Colorado-Springs-Notes-1899-1900.pdf

March 27th 1904 "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe

Radio Digest July 7 1923 MAN-MADE STORMS "OLD STUFF". Says he manufactured lightning first, before GE used lightning to 

destroy a Church. http://facebook.com/nikolateslaserbianinventor/photos/p.1113187948723978/1113187948723978/

https://archive.org/stream/radio192317919231924radi/radio192317919231924radi_djvu.txt

Prodigal Genius "The Life of Nikola Tesla" - "the idea become firmly fixed in his mind that electricity controlled the rain... He never 

succeeded in convincing the U.S. Patent Office of the practicability of his rain-making plan. https://books.google.com/books?id=-

cHJQL8qCEMC&pg=PA30&lpg=PA30&dq=tesla+rain+can+be+controlled 
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Dec 1933 Breaking Tornado's by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/breaking-tornados

January 24th 2017 China is pouring 1.5 billion yuan ($168 million) into a program aimed at making it rain in its usually arid 

northwestern region. http://fortune.com/2017/01/24/china-government-artificial-rain-program/

Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from 

reaching Solar Grids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA

June 13th 2016 - An abundance of aerosol particles in the atmosphere can increase the lifespans of large storm clouds by delaying 

rainfall, making the clouds grow larger and live longer, and producing more extreme storms when the rain finally ... 

http://phys.org/news/2016-06-aerosols-storm-clouds.html

China Declares War on Drought. That might sound very 'civilian' but in fact the Chinese army has a big role in the program. It 

supplies the modified trucks, launchers and rockets to control the weather. http://defence.pk/threads/china-declares-war-on-

drought.123549/

UAE considers building an artificial mountain to increase rainfall http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/uae-considers-building-artificial-mountain-

increase-rainfall-1557938

Drought-Ridden L.A. Tries Rainmakers to Tap Storm Clouds - Scientific American As hoped-for precipitation from El Nino falls short,

Los Angeles resorts to a controversial method to reap water from the sky http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/drought-ridden-l-

a-tries-rainmakers-to-tap-storm-clouds/

Cloud Seeding Drones Fly Over Nevada to Increase Rainfall | Digital Trends Nevada is using cloud seeding drones for the first time 

ever to help increase rainfall and end the drought conditions plaguing the US west coast. http://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-

tech/nevada-cloud-seeding-drone-increase-rainfall-end-drought/ 

June 28th 2018 The HAARP Conspiracy (PT. 2) Weather as a WEAPON in 2025? https://youtube.com/watch?v=PIjHe0ujFO8

May 5, 2020, 12:39 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.

May 5, 2020, 6:49 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wonders-future

April 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla's Treatise to prevent the UN's food catastrophe of "Biblical Perportions". Tesla on Infinite Fertilizer for 

the Soil in "Priblem of Increasing Human Energy", 1900 & Tesla Leaks identified 8 Ways Nikola Tesla speaks of Manufacturing 

Rain(Purple Rain) -- Dec 2nd 1916 Colliers Weekly on Tesla's "Wonders of the Future: But the time is very near when we shall have

the precipitation of the moisture of the atmosphere under complete control, and then it will be possible to draw unlimited quantities of

water from the oceans, develop any desired amount of energy, and completely transform the globe by irrigation and intensive 

farming. A greater achievement of man through the medium of electricity can hardly be imagined. " https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/wonders-future -- "Problem of Increasing Human Energy & Nitrogen Fixation" by Nikola Tesla, 1900 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm -- UN Famine of Bibical Perportions https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/04/1062272 -- 

Nikola Tesla's 8 Ways on Weather Modification & Weather Warfare by Tesla Leaks: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-

11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html -- HAARP is a method of radio-wave based wireless power proposed by Nikola Tesla ... "was 

successful in injecting energy into the Ionosphere and being able to control it ... that work has been completed" - Congressional 

Hearing on HAARP https://youtu.be/x2O-DVgcvWQ?t=171 -- Discovery Channel HAARP WEATHER WARS PART 1 OF 5 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPG67H0zB5k Discovery Channel DEATH RAY PART 1 OF 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=lgJ6SpHZir8 Geostorm coming October 2017 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz8cjvKJLuw Prince Death Hoax - Purple (UV) 

Rain https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ

New York Journal, May 1st 1898 "Tesla's Great Invention to Blow Up Hostile Warships by Electric Waves 
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By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high 

altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of 

Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of 

atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance." https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-

1899-1900/

June-December 1899 Nikola Tesla was the first to scientifically document the artificial generation of fog by atmospheric ionization in 

his Colorado Springs lab, later reporting: "In Colorado I succeeded one day in precipitating a dense fog, so dense that when the 

hand was held only a few inches from the face it could not be seen." http://www.shamanicengineering.org/wp-

content/uploads/2014/07/Nikola-Tesla-Colorado-Springs-Notes-1899-1900.pdf

March 27th 1904 "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe

Radio Digest July 7 1923 MAN-MADE STORMS "OLD STUFF". Says he manufactured lightning first, before GE used lightning to 

destroy a Church. http://facebook.com/nikolateslaserbianinventor/photos/p.1113187948723978/1113187948723978/

https://archive.org/stream/radio192317919231924radi/radio192317919231924radi_djvu.txt

Prodigal Genius "The Life of Nikola Tesla" - "the idea become firmly fixed in his mind that electricity controlled the rain... He never 

succeeded in convincing the U.S. Patent Office of the practicability of his rain-making plan. https://books.google.com/books?id=-

cHJQL8qCEMC&pg=PA30&lpg=PA30&dq=tesla+rain+can+be+controlled 

Dec 1933 Breaking Tornado's by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/breaking-tornados

January 24th 2017 China is pouring 1.5 billion yuan ($168 million) into a program aimed at making it rain in its usually arid 

northwestern region. http://fortune.com/2017/01/24/china-government-artificial-rain-program/

Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from 

reaching Solar Grids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA

June 13th 2016 - An abundance of aerosol particles in the atmosphere can increase the lifespans of large storm clouds by delaying 

rainfall, making the clouds grow larger and live longer, and producing more extreme storms when the rain finally ... 

http://phys.org/news/2016-06-aerosols-storm-clouds.html

China Declares War on Drought. That might sound very 'civilian' but in fact the Chinese army has a big role in the program. It 

supplies the modified trucks, launchers and rockets to control the weather. http://defence.pk/threads/china-declares-war-on-

drought.123549/

UAE considers building an artificial mountain to increase rainfall http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/uae-considers-building-artificial-mountain-

increase-rainfall-1557938

Drought-Ridden L.A. Tries Rainmakers to Tap Storm Clouds - Scientific American As hoped-for precipitation from El Nino falls short,

Los Angeles resorts to a controversial method to reap water from the sky http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/drought-ridden-l-

a-tries-rainmakers-to-tap-storm-clouds/

Cloud Seeding Drones Fly Over Nevada to Increase Rainfall | Digital Trends Nevada is using cloud seeding drones for the first time 

ever to help increase rainfall and end the drought conditions plaguing the US west coast. http://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-

tech/nevada-cloud-seeding-drone-increase-rainfall-end-drought/ 
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June 28th 2018 The HAARP Conspiracy (PT. 2) Weather as a WEAPON in 2025? https://youtube.com/watch?v=PIjHe0ujFO8

May 5, 2020, 1:00 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wonders-future

April 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla's Treatise to prevent the UN's food catastrophe of "Biblical Perportions". Tesla on Infinite Fertilizer for 

the Soil in "Priblem of Increasing Human Energy", 1900 & Tesla Leaks identified 8 Ways Nikola Tesla speaks of Manufacturing 

Rain(Purple Rain) -- Dec 2nd 1916 Colliers Weekly on Tesla's "Wonders of the Future: But the time is very near when we shall have

the precipitation of the moisture of the atmosphere under complete control, and then it will be possible to draw unlimited quantities of

water from the oceans, develop any desired amount of energy, and completely transform the globe by irrigation and intensive 

farming. A greater achievement of man through the medium of electricity can hardly be imagined. " https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/wonders-future -- "Problem of Increasing Human Energy & Nitrogen Fixation" by Nikola Tesla, 1900 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm -- UN Famine of Bibical Perportions https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/04/1062272 -- 

Nikola Tesla's 8 Ways on Weather Modification & Weather Warfare by Tesla Leaks: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-

11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html -- HAARP is a method of radio-wave based wireless power proposed by Nikola Tesla ... "was 

successful in injecting energy into the Ionosphere and being able to control it ... that work has been completed" - Congressional 

Hearing on HAARP https://youtu.be/x2O-DVgcvWQ?t=171 -- Discovery Channel HAARP WEATHER WARS PART 1 OF 5 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPG67H0zB5k Discovery Channel DEATH RAY PART 1 OF 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=lgJ6SpHZir8 Geostorm coming October 2017 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz8cjvKJLuw Prince Death Hoax - Purple (UV) 

Rain https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ

New York Journal, May 1st 1898 "Tesla's Great Invention to Blow Up Hostile Warships by Electric Waves 

https://m.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024.1073741828.622166921279012/84364874913082
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By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high 

altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of 

Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of 

atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance." https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-

1899-1900/

June-December 1899 Nikola Tesla was the first to scientifically document the artificial generation of fog by atmospheric ionization in 

his Colorado Springs lab, later reporting: "In Colorado I succeeded one day in precipitating a dense fog, so dense that when the 

hand was held only a few inches from the face it could not be seen." http://www.shamanicengineering.org/wp-

content/uploads/2014/07/Nikola-Tesla-Colorado-Springs-Notes-1899-1900.pdf

March 27th 1904 "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe

Radio Digest July 7 1923 MAN-MADE STORMS "OLD STUFF". Says he manufactured lightning first, before GE used lightning to 

destroy a Church. http://facebook.com/nikolateslaserbianinventor/photos/p.1113187948723978/1113187948723978/

https://archive.org/stream/radio192317919231924radi/radio192317919231924radi_djvu.txt

Prodigal Genius "The Life of Nikola Tesla" - "the idea become firmly fixed in his mind that electricity controlled the rain... He never 

succeeded in convincing the U.S. Patent Office of the practicability of his rain-making plan. https://books.google.com/books?id=-

cHJQL8qCEMC&pg=PA30&lpg=PA30&dq=tesla+rain+can+be+controlled 

Dec 1933 Breaking Tornado's by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/breaking-tornados

January 24th 2017 China is pouring 1.5 billion yuan ($168 million) into a program aimed at making it rain in its usually arid 

northwestern region. http://fortune.com/2017/01/24/china-government-artificial-rain-program/
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Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from 

reaching Solar Grids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA

June 13th 2016 - An abundance of aerosol particles in the atmosphere can increase the lifespans of large storm clouds by delaying 

rainfall, making the clouds grow larger and live longer, and producing more extreme storms when the rain finally ... 

http://phys.org/news/2016-06-aerosols-storm-clouds.html

China Declares War on Drought. That might sound very 'civilian' but in fact the Chinese army has a big role in the program. It 

supplies the modified trucks, launchers and rockets to control the weather. http://defence.pk/threads/china-declares-war-on-

drought.123549/

UAE considers building an artificial mountain to increase rainfall http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/uae-considers-building-artificial-mountain-

increase-rainfall-1557938

Drought-Ridden L.A. Tries Rainmakers to Tap Storm Clouds - Scientific American As hoped-for precipitation from El Nino falls short,

Los Angeles resorts to a controversial method to reap water from the sky http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/drought-ridden-l-

a-tries-rainmakers-to-tap-storm-clouds/

Cloud Seeding Drones Fly Over Nevada to Increase Rainfall | Digital Trends Nevada is using cloud seeding drones for the first time 

ever to help increase rainfall and end the drought conditions plaguing the US west coast. http://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-

tech/nevada-cloud-seeding-drone-increase-rainfall-end-drought/ 

June 28th 2018 The HAARP Conspiracy (PT. 2) Weather as a WEAPON in 2025? https://youtube.com/watch?v=PIjHe0ujFO8

May 4, 2020, 11:03 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla's World.

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wonders-future

April 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla's Treatise to prevent the UN's food catastrophe of "Biblical Perportions". Tesla on Infinite Fertilizer for 

the Soil in "Priblem of Increasing Human Energy", 1900 & Tesla Leaks identified 8 Ways Nikola Tesla speaks of Manufacturing 

Rain(Purple Rain) -- Dec 2nd 1916 Colliers Weekly on Tesla's "Wonders of the Future: But the time is very near when we shall have

the precipitation of the moisture of the atmosphere under complete control, and then it will be possible to draw unlimited quantities of

water from the oceans, develop any desired amount of energy, and completely transform the globe by irrigation and intensive 

farming. A greater achievement of man through the medium of electricity can hardly be imagined. " https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/wonders-future -- "Problem of Increasing Human Energy & Nitrogen Fixation" by Nikola Tesla, 1900 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm -- UN Famine of Bibical Perportions https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/04/1062272 -- 

Nikola Tesla's 8 Ways on Weather Modification & Weather Warfare by Tesla Leaks: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-

11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html -- HAARP is a method of radio-wave based wireless power proposed by Nikola Tesla ... "was 

successful in injecting energy into the Ionosphere and being able to control it ... that work has been completed" - Congressional 

Hearing on HAARP https://youtu.be/x2O-DVgcvWQ?t=171 -- Discovery Channel HAARP WEATHER WARS PART 1 OF 5 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPG67H0zB5k Discovery Channel DEATH RAY PART 1 OF 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=lgJ6SpHZir8 Geostorm coming October 2017 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz8cjvKJLuw Prince Death Hoax - Purple (UV) 

Rain https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ

New York Journal, May 1st 1898 "Tesla's Great Invention to Blow Up Hostile Warships by Electric Waves 

https://m.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024.1073741828.622166921279012/84364874913082

7/

By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high 

altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of 

Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of 

atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance." https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-

1899-1900/
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June-December 1899 Nikola Tesla was the first to scientifically document the artificial generation of fog by atmospheric ionization in 

his Colorado Springs lab, later reporting: "In Colorado I succeeded one day in precipitating a dense fog, so dense that when the 

hand was held only a few inches from the face it could not be seen." http://www.shamanicengineering.org/wp-

content/uploads/2014/07/Nikola-Tesla-Colorado-Springs-Notes-1899-1900.pdf

March 27th 1904 "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe

Radio Digest July 7 1923 MAN-MADE STORMS "OLD STUFF". Says he manufactured lightning first, before GE used lightning to 

destroy a Church. http://facebook.com/nikolateslaserbianinventor/photos/p.1113187948723978/1113187948723978/

https://archive.org/stream/radio192317919231924radi/radio192317919231924radi_djvu.txt

Prodigal Genius "The Life of Nikola Tesla" - "the idea become firmly fixed in his mind that electricity controlled the rain... He never 

succeeded in convincing the U.S. Patent Office of the practicability of his rain-making plan. https://books.google.com/books?id=-

cHJQL8qCEMC&pg=PA30&lpg=PA30&dq=tesla+rain+can+be+controlled 

Dec 1933 Breaking Tornado's by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/breaking-tornados

January 24th 2017 China is pouring 1.5 billion yuan ($168 million) into a program aimed at making it rain in its usually arid 

northwestern region. http://fortune.com/2017/01/24/china-government-artificial-rain-program/

Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from 

reaching Solar Grids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA

June 13th 2016 - An abundance of aerosol particles in the atmosphere can increase the lifespans of large storm clouds by delaying 

rainfall, making the clouds grow larger and live longer, and producing more extreme storms when the rain finally ... 

http://phys.org/news/2016-06-aerosols-storm-clouds.html

China Declares War on Drought. That might sound very 'civilian' but in fact the Chinese army has a big role in the program. It 

supplies the modified trucks, launchers and rockets to control the weather. http://defence.pk/threads/china-declares-war-on-

drought.123549/

UAE considers building an artificial mountain to increase rainfall http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/uae-considers-building-artificial-mountain-

increase-rainfall-1557938

Drought-Ridden L.A. Tries Rainmakers to Tap Storm Clouds - Scientific American As hoped-for precipitation from El Nino falls short,

Los Angeles resorts to a controversial method to reap water from the sky http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/drought-ridden-l-

a-tries-rainmakers-to-tap-storm-clouds/

Cloud Seeding Drones Fly Over Nevada to Increase Rainfall | Digital Trends Nevada is using cloud seeding drones for the first time 

ever to help increase rainfall and end the drought conditions plaguing the US west coast. http://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-

tech/nevada-cloud-seeding-drone-increase-rainfall-end-drought/ 

June 28th 2018 The HAARP Conspiracy (PT. 2) Weather as a WEAPON in 2025? https://youtube.com/watch?v=PIjHe0ujFO8

May 4, 2020, 10:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wonders-future

April 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla's Treatise to prevent the UN's food catastrophe of "Biblical Perportions". Tesla on Infinite Fertilizer for 

the Soil in "Priblem of Increasing Human Energy", 1900 & Tesla Leaks identified 8 Ways Nikola Tesla speaks of Manufacturing 

Rain(Purple Rain) -- Dec 2nd 1916 Colliers Weekly on Tesla's "Wonders of the Future: But the time is very near when we shall have

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wonders-future
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the precipitation of the moisture of the atmosphere under complete control, and then it will be possible to draw unlimited quantities of

water from the oceans, develop any desired amount of energy, and completely transform the globe by irrigation and intensive 

farming. A greater achievement of man through the medium of electricity can hardly be imagined. " https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/wonders-future -- "Problem of Increasing Human Energy & Nitrogen Fixation" by Nikola Tesla, 1900 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm -- UN Famine of Bibical Perportions https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/04/1062272 -- 

Nikola Tesla's 8 Ways on Weather Modification & Weather Warfare by Tesla Leaks: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-

11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html -- HAARP is a method of radio-wave based wireless power proposed by Nikola Tesla ... "was 

successful in injecting energy into the Ionosphere and being able to control it ... that work has been completed" - Congressional 

Hearing on HAARP https://youtu.be/x2O-DVgcvWQ?t=171 -- Discovery Channel HAARP WEATHER WARS PART 1 OF 5 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPG67H0zB5k Discovery Channel DEATH RAY PART 1 OF 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=lgJ6SpHZir8 Geostorm coming October 2017 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz8cjvKJLuw Prince Death Hoax - Purple (UV) 

Rain https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ

New York Journal, May 1st 1898 "Tesla's Great Invention to Blow Up Hostile Warships by Electric Waves 

https://m.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024.1073741828.622166921279012/84364874913082

7/

By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high 

altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of 

Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of 

atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance." https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-

1899-1900/

June-December 1899 Nikola Tesla was the first to scientifically document the artificial generation of fog by atmospheric ionization in 

his Colorado Springs lab, later reporting: "In Colorado I succeeded one day in precipitating a dense fog, so dense that when the 

hand was held only a few inches from the face it could not be seen." http://www.shamanicengineering.org/wp-

content/uploads/2014/07/Nikola-Tesla-Colorado-Springs-Notes-1899-1900.pdf

March 27th 1904 "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe

Radio Digest July 7 1923 MAN-MADE STORMS "OLD STUFF". Says he manufactured lightning first, before GE used lightning to 

destroy a Church. http://facebook.com/nikolateslaserbianinventor/photos/p.1113187948723978/1113187948723978/

https://archive.org/stream/radio192317919231924radi/radio192317919231924radi_djvu.txt

Prodigal Genius "The Life of Nikola Tesla" - "the idea become firmly fixed in his mind that electricity controlled the rain... He never 

succeeded in convincing the U.S. Patent Office of the practicability of his rain-making plan. https://books.google.com/books?id=-

cHJQL8qCEMC&pg=PA30&lpg=PA30&dq=tesla+rain+can+be+controlled 

Dec 1933 Breaking Tornado's by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/breaking-tornados

January 24th 2017 China is pouring 1.5 billion yuan ($168 million) into a program aimed at making it rain in its usually arid 

northwestern region. http://fortune.com/2017/01/24/china-government-artificial-rain-program/

Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from 

reaching Solar Grids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA

June 13th 2016 - An abundance of aerosol particles in the atmosphere can increase the lifespans of large storm clouds by delaying 

rainfall, making the clouds grow larger and live longer, and producing more extreme storms when the rain finally ... 

http://phys.org/news/2016-06-aerosols-storm-clouds.html
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China Declares War on Drought. That might sound very 'civilian' but in fact the Chinese army has a big role in the program. It 

supplies the modified trucks, launchers and rockets to control the weather. http://defence.pk/threads/china-declares-war-on-

drought.123549/

UAE considers building an artificial mountain to increase rainfall http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/uae-considers-building-artificial-mountain-

increase-rainfall-1557938

Drought-Ridden L.A. Tries Rainmakers to Tap Storm Clouds - Scientific American As hoped-for precipitation from El Nino falls short,

Los Angeles resorts to a controversial method to reap water from the sky http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/drought-ridden-l-

a-tries-rainmakers-to-tap-storm-clouds/

Cloud Seeding Drones Fly Over Nevada to Increase Rainfall | Digital Trends Nevada is using cloud seeding drones for the first time 

ever to help increase rainfall and end the drought conditions plaguing the US west coast. http://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-

tech/nevada-cloud-seeding-drone-increase-rainfall-end-drought/ 

June 28th 2018 The HAARP Conspiracy (PT. 2) Weather as a WEAPON in 2025? https://youtube.com/watch?v=PIjHe0ujFO8

May 4, 2020, 10:24 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wonders-future

April 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla's Treatise to prevent the UN's food catastrophe of "Biblical Perportions". Tesla on Infinite Fertilizer for 

the Soil in "Priblem of Increasing Human Energy", 1900 & Tesla Leaks identified 8 Ways Nikola Tesla speaks of Manufacturing 

Rain(Purple Rain) -- Dec 2nd 1916 Colliers Weekly on Tesla's "Wonders of the Future: But the time is very near when we shall have

the precipitation of the moisture of the atmosphere under complete control, and then it will be possible to draw unlimited quantities of

water from the oceans, develop any desired amount of energy, and completely transform the globe by irrigation and intensive 

farming. A greater achievement of man through the medium of electricity can hardly be imagined. " https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/wonders-future -- "Problem of Increasing Human Energy & Nitrogen Fixation" by Nikola Tesla, 1900 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm -- UN Famine of Bibical Perportions https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/04/1062272 -- 

Nikola Tesla's 8 Ways on Weather Modification & Weather Warfare by Tesla Leaks: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-

11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html -- HAARP is a method of radio-wave based wireless power proposed by Nikola Tesla ... "was 

successful in injecting energy into the Ionosphere and being able to control it ... that work has been completed" - Congressional 

Hearing on HAARP https://youtu.be/x2O-DVgcvWQ?t=171 -- Discovery Channel HAARP WEATHER WARS PART 1 OF 5 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPG67H0zB5k Discovery Channel DEATH RAY PART 1 OF 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=lgJ6SpHZir8 Geostorm coming October 2017 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz8cjvKJLuw Prince Death Hoax - Purple (UV) 

Rain https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT-XXApgftQ

New York Journal, May 1st 1898 "Tesla's Great Invention to Blow Up Hostile Warships by Electric Waves

https://m.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024.1073741828.622166921279012/84364874913082

7/

By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high 

altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of 

Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of 

atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance." https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-

1899-1900/

June-December 1899 Nikola Tesla was the first to scientifically document the artificial generation of fog by atmospheric ionization in 

his Colorado Springs lab, later reporting: "In Colorado I succeeded one day in precipitating a dense fog, so dense that when the 

hand was held only a few inches from the face it could not be seen." http://www.shamanicengineering.org/wp-

content/uploads/2014/07/Nikola-Tesla-Colorado-Springs-Notes-1899-1900.pdf

March 27th 1904 "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 
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conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe

Radio Digest July 7 1923 MAN-MADE STORMS "OLD STUFF". Says he manufactured lightning first, before GE used lightning to 

destroy a Church. http://facebook.com/nikolateslaserbianinventor/photos/p.1113187948723978/1113187948723978/

https://archive.org/stream/radio192317919231924radi/radio192317919231924radi_djvu.txt

Prodigal Genius "The Life of Nikola Tesla" - "the idea become firmly fixed in his mind that electricity controlled the rain... He never 

succeeded in convincing the U.S. Patent Office of the practicability of his rain-making plan. https://books.google.com/books?id=-

cHJQL8qCEMC&pg=PA30&lpg=PA30&dq=tesla+rain+can+be+controlled

Dec 1933 Breaking Tornado's by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/breaking-tornados

January 24th 2017 China is pouring 1.5 billion yuan ($168 million) into a program aimed at making it rain in its usually arid 

northwestern region. http://fortune.com/2017/01/24/china-government-artificial-rain-program/

Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from 

reaching Solar Grids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA

June 13th 2016 - An abundance of aerosol particles in the atmosphere can increase the lifespans of large storm clouds by delaying 

rainfall, making the clouds grow larger and live longer, and producing more extreme storms when the rain finally ... 

http://phys.org/news/2016-06-aerosols-storm-clouds.html

China Declares War on Drought. That might sound very 'civilian' but in fact the Chinese army has a big role in the program. It 

supplies the modified trucks, launchers and rockets to control the weather. http://defence.pk/threads/china-declares-war-on-

drought.123549/

UAE considers building an artificial mountain to increase rainfall http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/uae-considers-building-artificial-mountain-

increase-rainfall-1557938

Drought-Ridden L.A. Tries Rainmakers to Tap Storm Clouds - Scientific American As hoped-for precipitation from El Nino falls short,

Los Angeles resorts to a controversial method to reap water from the sky http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/drought-ridden-l-

a-tries-rainmakers-to-tap-storm-clouds/

Cloud Seeding Drones Fly Over Nevada to Increase Rainfall | Digital Trends Nevada is using cloud seeding drones for the first time 

ever to help increase rainfall and end the drought conditions plaguing the US west coast. http://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-

tech/nevada-cloud-seeding-drone-increase-rainfall-end-drought/

June 28th 2018 The HAARP Conspiracy (PT. 2) Weather as a WEAPON in 2025? https://youtube.com/watch?v=PIjHe0ujFO8

May 4, 2020, 10:12 PM

April 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla's Treatise to prevent the UN's food catastrophe of "Biblical Perportions". Tesla on Infinite Fertilizer for 

the Soil in "Problem of Increasing Human Energy", 1900 & Tesla Leaks identified 8 Ways Nikola Tesla speaks of Manufacturing 

Rainfall (Purple Rain) -- Dec 2nd 1916 Colliers Weekly on Nikola Tesla's "Wonders of the Future: But the time is very near when we 

shall have the precipitation of the moisture of the atmosphere under complete control, and then it will be possible to draw unlimited 

quantities of water from the oceans, develop any desired amount of energy, and completely transform the globe by irrigation and 

intensive farming. A greater achievement of man through the medium of electricity can hardly be imagined. " 

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wonders-future -- "Problem of Increasing Human Energy & Nitrogen Fixation" by 

Nikola Tesla, 1900 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm -- UN Famine of Bibical Perportions 

https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/04/1062272 -- Nikola Tesla's 8 Ways on Weather Modification & Weather Warfare by Tesla 

Leaks: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html -- HAARP is a method of radio-wave 

based wireless power proposed by Nikola Tesla ... "was successful in injecting energy into the Ionosphere and being able to control 

it ... that work has been completed" - Congressional Hearing on HAARP https://youtu.be/x2O-DVgcvWQ?t=171 -- Discovery 

https://youtu.be/x2O-DVgcvWQ?t=171
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Channel HAARP WEATHER WARS PART 1 OF 5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPG67H0zB5k Discovery Channel DEATH 

RAY PART 1 OF 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lgJ6SpHZir8 Geostorm coming October 2017 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz8cjvKJLuw Prince Death Hoax - Purple (UV) Rain https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT-

XXApgftQ

New York Journal, May 1st 1898 "Tesla's Great Invention to Blow Up Hostile Warships by Electric Waves 

https://m.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024.1073741828.622166921279012/84364874913082

7/

By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high 

altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of 

Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of 

atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance." https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-

1899-1900/

June-December 1899 Nikola Tesla was the first to scientifically document the artificial generation of fog by atmospheric ionization in 

his Colorado Springs lab, later reporting: "In Colorado I succeeded one day in precipitating a dense fog, so dense that when the 

hand was held only a few inches from the face it could not be seen." http://www.shamanicengineering.org/wp-

content/uploads/2014/07/Nikola-Tesla-Colorado-Springs-Notes-1899-1900.pdf

March 27th 1904 "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe

Radio Digest July 7 1923 MAN-MADE STORMS "OLD STUFF". Says he manufactured lightning first, before GE used lightning to 

destroy a Church. http://facebook.com/nikolateslaserbianinventor/photos/p.1113187948723978/1113187948723978/

https://archive.org/stream/radio192317919231924radi/radio192317919231924radi_djvu.txt

Prodigal Genius "The Life of Nikola Tesla" - "the idea become firmly fixed in his mind that electricity controlled the rain... He never 

succeeded in convincing the U.S. Patent Office of the practicability of his rain-making plan. https://books.google.com/books?id=-

cHJQL8qCEMC&pg=PA30&lpg=PA30&dq=tesla+rain+can+be+controlled 

Dec 1933 Breaking Tornado's by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/breaking-tornados

January 24th 2017 China is pouring 1.5 billion yuan ($168 million) into a program aimed at making it rain in its usually arid 

northwestern region. http://fortune.com/2017/01/24/china-government-artificial-rain-program/

Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from 

reaching Solar Grids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA

June 13th 2016 - An abundance of aerosol particles in the atmosphere can increase the lifespans of large storm clouds by delaying 

rainfall, making the clouds grow larger and live longer, and producing more extreme storms when the rain finally ... 

http://phys.org/news/2016-06-aerosols-storm-clouds.html

China Declares War on Drought. That might sound very 'civilian' but in fact the Chinese army has a big role in the program. It 

supplies the modified trucks, launchers and rockets to control the weather. http://defence.pk/threads/china-declares-war-on-

drought.123549/

UAE considers building an artificial mountain to increase rainfall http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/uae-considers-building-artificial-mountain-

increase-rainfall-1557938

Drought-Ridden L.A. Tries Rainmakers to Tap Storm Clouds - Scientific American As hoped-for precipitation from El Nino falls short,

Los Angeles resorts to a controversial method to reap water from the sky http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/drought-ridden-l-
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a-tries-rainmakers-to-tap-storm-clouds/

Cloud Seeding Drones Fly Over Nevada to Increase Rainfall | Digital Trends Nevada is using cloud seeding drones for the first time 

ever to help increase rainfall and end the drought conditions plaguing the US west coast. http://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-

tech/nevada-cloud-seeding-drone-increase-rainfall-end-drought/ 

June 28th 2018 The HAARP Conspiracy (PT. 2) Weather as a WEAPON in 2025? https://youtube.com/watch?v=PIjHe0ujFO8

Updated May 4, 2020, 9:45 PM

May 4, 2020, 9:45 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wonders-future

April 4th 2020 Nikola Tesla's Treatise to prevent the UN's food catastrophe of "Biblical Perportions". Tesla on Infinite Fertilizer for 

the Soil in "Problem of Increasing Human Energy", 1900 & Tesla Leaks identified 8 Ways Nikola Tesla speaks of Manufacturing 

Rainfall (Purple Rain) -- Dec 2nd 1916 Colliers Weekly on Nikola Tesla's "Wonders of the Future: But the time is very near when we 

shall have the precipitation of the moisture of the atmosphere under complete control, and then it will be possible to draw unlimited 

quantities of water from the oceans, develop any desired amount of energy, and completely transform the globe by irrigation and 

intensive farming. A greater achievement of man through the medium of electricity can hardly be imagined. " 

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wonders-future -- "Problem of Increasing Human Energy & Nitrogen Fixation" by 

Nikola Tesla, 1900 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm -- UN Famine of Bibical Perportions 

https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/04/1062272 -- Nikola Tesla's 8 Ways on Weather Modification & Weather Warfare by Tesla 

Leaks: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html -- HAARP is a method of radio-wave 

based wireless power proposed by Nikola Tesla ... "was successful in injecting energy into the Ionosphere and being able to control 

it ... that work has been completed" - Congressional Hearing on HAARP https://youtu.be/x2O-DVgcvWQ?t=171 -- Discovery 

Channel HAARP WEATHER WARS PART 1 OF 5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPG67H0zB5k Discovery Channel DEATH 

RAY PART 1 OF 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lgJ6SpHZir8 Geostorm coming October 2017 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz8cjvKJLuw Prince Death Hoax - Purple (UV) Rain https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT-

XXApgftQ

New York Journal, May 1st 1898 "Tesla's Great Invention to Blow Up Hostile Warships by Electric Waves 

https://m.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024.1073741828.622166921279012/84364874913082

7/

By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high 

altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of 

Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of 

atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance." https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-

1899-1900/

June-December 1899 Nikola Tesla was the first to scientifically document the artificial generation of fog by atmospheric ionization in 

his Colorado Springs lab, later reporting: "In Colorado I succeeded one day in precipitating a dense fog, so dense that when the 

hand was held only a few inches from the face it could not be seen." http://www.shamanicengineering.org/wp-

content/uploads/2014/07/Nikola-Tesla-Colorado-Springs-Notes-1899-1900.pdf

March 27th 1904 "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic 

conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-

encircle-globe

Radio Digest July 7 1923 MAN-MADE STORMS "OLD STUFF". Says he manufactured lightning first, before GE used lightning to 

destroy a Church. http://facebook.com/nikolateslaserbianinventor/photos/p.1113187948723978/1113187948723978/

https://archive.org/stream/radio192317919231924radi/radio192317919231924radi_djvu.txt
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Prodigal Genius "The Life of Nikola Tesla" - "the idea become firmly fixed in his mind that electricity controlled the rain... He never 

succeeded in convincing the U.S. Patent Office of the practicability of his rain-making plan. https://books.google.com/books?id=-

cHJQL8qCEMC&pg=PA30&lpg=PA30&dq=tesla+rain+can+be+controlled 

Dec 1933 Breaking Tornado's by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/breaking-tornados

January 24th 2017 China is pouring 1.5 billion yuan ($168 million) into a program aimed at making it rain in its usually arid 

northwestern region. http://fortune.com/2017/01/24/china-government-artificial-rain-program/

Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from 

reaching Solar Grids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U78tSRNVA

June 13th 2016 - An abundance of aerosol particles in the atmosphere can increase the lifespans of large storm clouds by delaying 

rainfall, making the clouds grow larger and live longer, and producing more extreme storms when the rain finally ... 

http://phys.org/news/2016-06-aerosols-storm-clouds.html

China Declares War on Drought. That might sound very 'civilian' but in fact the Chinese army has a big role in the program. It 

supplies the modified trucks, launchers and rockets to control the weather. http://defence.pk/threads/china-declares-war-on-

drought.123549/

UAE considers building an artificial mountain to increase rainfall http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/uae-considers-building-artificial-mountain-

increase-rainfall-1557938

Drought-Ridden L.A. Tries Rainmakers to Tap Storm Clouds - Scientific American As hoped-for precipitation from El Nino falls short,

Los Angeles resorts to a controversial method to reap water from the sky http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/drought-ridden-l-

a-tries-rainmakers-to-tap-storm-clouds/

Cloud Seeding Drones Fly Over Nevada to Increase Rainfall | Digital Trends Nevada is using cloud seeding drones for the first time 

ever to help increase rainfall and end the drought conditions plaguing the US west coast. http://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-

tech/nevada-cloud-seeding-drone-increase-rainfall-end-drought/ 

June 28th 2018 The HAARP Conspiracy (PT. 2) Weather as a WEAPON in 2025? https://youtube.com/watch?v=PIjHe0ujFO8

May 4, 2020, 9:44 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Truth in Media (non-profit org).

May 4th 2020 Predicted Here: DOJ sides with church suing Virginia governor over lockdown 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/department-of-justice-virginia-church_n_5eb0386ec5b684fc457a1868

May 4, 2020, 2:08 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TETs TRUTH TUBE.

May 4th 2020 Predicted Here: DOJ sides with church suing Virginia governor over lockdown 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/department-of-justice-virginia-church_n_5eb0386ec5b684fc457a1868

May 4, 2020, 2:08 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Exposing the Truth AKA Conspiracy Theory Investigators.

May 4th 2020 Predicted Here: DOJ sides with church suing Virginia governor over lockdown 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/department-of-justice-virginia-church_n_5eb0386ec5b684fc457a1868

May 4, 2020, 2:07 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.

May 4th 2020 Predicted Here: DOJ sides with church suing Virginia governor over lockdown 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/department-of-justice-virginia-church_n_5eb0386ec5b684fc457a1868

May 4, 2020, 2:06 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

May 4th 2020 Predicted Here: DOJ sides with church suing Virginia governor over lockdown 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/department-of-justice-virginia-church_n_5eb0386ec5b684fc457a1868

May 4, 2020, 2:06 PM
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May 4th 2020 Predicted Here: DOJ sides with church suing Virginia governor over lockdown 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/department-of-justice-virginia-church_n_5eb0386ec5b684fc457a1868

Updated May 4, 2020, 2:04 PM

May 4, 2020, 2:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TESLA MODEL Y Owners Club.

May 4, 2020, 1:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TESLA MODEL 3 Owners Club.

May 4, 2020, 1:58 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: NIKOLA TESLA SLOVENIA.

http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-by-nikola-tesla-

1888/

May Day, May Day, May Day (Morgan, Edison & GE). Nikola Tesla's Polyphase system of generators, transformers and motors 

capable of smelting steel, sintering, manufacturing diamonds, manufacturing steel plant gasses and as heat pumps:

http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-by-nikola-tesla-

1888/

NIKOLA TESLA’S 9 of 13 PATENTS FOR NIAGARA FALLS

https://archive.org/details/transmissionpow00teslgoog/page/n7/mode/2up

Multi-phase generator with mechanical break. Experiments in the laboratory at 35 South Fifth Avenue and subsequently. I gave 

them a demonstration which was published in Martin's article in the Century Magazine of April 1895, and I know that on these 

occasions I used a two-phase arrangement. Later on I made it four phase. That apparatus existed, therefore, prior to the destruction

of my laboratory in 1895. (photo)

This [Fig. 38] illustrates another development in a different direction. In order to increase the number of breaks, I employed currents 

of different phase. I had in my laboratory, permanently, a two-phase dynamo and could get phases between; that is, from two 

phases, 90 apart, I could obtain four phases, 45 apart. Here is an arrangement shown as I had it, working with three phases [60 

apart, and could obtain six phases, 30 apart], and later on I had one with four phases [45 apart, and could obtain eight phases 22 

1/2 apart]. You see, as I multiplied the number of the phases, I increased the number of the fundamental discharges.

I made no publication, and I vividly remember that when I installed my apparatus on Long Island I had an arrangement with four 

transformers and four phases 45 apart. After I had been using this apparatus there, several years afterwards, I ran across a patent, I

believe held by the General Electric Company, describing precisely the same arrangement.[*] It was a similar experience as with 

that patent of Fessenden on the compressed air condenser. Any time I want to use these improvements all I need to do is to 

produce my records and that will settle the patents.

No. I have hundreds of inventions that were to be patented but side-stepped. The expense was too great and I could not do it. This 

form of apparatus with two and four phases was used prior to the destruction of my laboratory in 1895, and it was installed on a 

large scale with four phases in my plant on Long Island with which I was to telephone around the world, but that is a long story.

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac.htm

4 PATENTS for NIAGARA FALLS, NOT NIKOLA TELSA’S

Method for manufacturing Lead-Acid batteries like used at Niagara Falls. Niagara had a "soft lead" electric storage plate battery and 

a method for treating such plate. USL Battery Corp, US Patent #2169226A.

Niagara patent #406776 & 428289 Magneto Electric Machines.

William Stanley "System of Electrical Distribution" with Transformers, UPS & Self-Regulation features U.S. Patent # 469809, 1892. 

Frequency Regulation, With special adaptation to incandescent electric lighting, although it is applicable also to other purposes. In 
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the DC Dynamo's, These converters may be of any construction; but are preferably constructed to have the greatest magnetic 

conductivity in their magnetic circuits. 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US469809A/en

https://patents.google.com/patent/USRE11031E/en

https://books.google.com/books?id=JoJRAAAAYAAJ&pg=RA22-PA23&lpg=RA22-PA23&dq=us+patent+428289

Rankin Kennedy September 4, 1889, patent for a system of electrical distribution. ... The Kennedy patent was purchased by the 

Westinghouse Company some years since. The "Kennedy Motor" was used to run Sewing Machines. 

https://books.google.com/books?

id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA73&lpg=PA73&dq=Kennedy+general+electric+Patent+September+4th+1889

https://books.google.com/books?

id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA123&lpg=PA123&dq=Kennedy+patent+system+of+electrical+distribution

May 1, 2020, 4:44 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-by-nikola-tesla-

1888/

May Day, May Day, May Day (Morgan, Edison & GE). Nikola Tesla's Polyphase system of generators, transformers and motors 

capable of smelting steel, sintering, manufacturing diamonds, manufacturing steel plant gasses and as heat pumps:

http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-by-nikola-tesla-

1888/

NIKOLA TESLA’S 9 of 13 PATENTS FOR NIAGARA FALLS

https://archive.org/details/transmissionpow00teslgoog/page/n7/mode/2up

Multi-phase generator with mechanical break. Experiments in the laboratory at 35 South Fifth Avenue and subsequently. I gave 

them a demonstration which was published in Martin's article in the Century Magazine of April 1895, and I know that on these 

occasions I used a two-phase arrangement. Later on I made it four phase. That apparatus existed, therefore, prior to the destruction

of my laboratory in 1895. (photo)

This [Fig. 38] illustrates another development in a different direction. In order to increase the number of breaks, I employed currents 

of different phase. I had in my laboratory, permanently, a two-phase dynamo and could get phases between; that is, from two 

phases, 90 apart, I could obtain four phases, 45 apart. Here is an arrangement shown as I had it, working with three phases [60 

apart, and could obtain six phases, 30 apart], and later on I had one with four phases [45 apart, and could obtain eight phases 22 

1/2 apart]. You see, as I multiplied the number of the phases, I increased the number of the fundamental discharges.

I made no publication, and I vividly remember that when I installed my apparatus on Long Island I had an arrangement with four 

transformers and four phases 45 apart. After I had been using this apparatus there, several years afterwards, I ran across a patent, I

believe held by the General Electric Company, describing precisely the same arrangement.[*] It was a similar experience as with 

that patent of Fessenden on the compressed air condenser. Any time I want to use these improvements all I need to do is to 

produce my records and that will settle the patents.

No. I have hundreds of inventions that were to be patented but side-stepped. The expense was too great and I could not do it. This 

form of apparatus with two and four phases was used prior to the destruction of my laboratory in 1895, and it was installed on a 

large scale with four phases in my plant on Long Island with which I was to telephone around the world, but that is a long story.

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac.htm
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4 PATENTS for NIAGARA FALLS, NOT NIKOLA TELSA’S

Method for manufacturing Lead-Acid batteries like used at Niagara Falls. Niagara had a "soft lead" electric storage plate battery and 

a method for treating such plate. USL Battery Corp, US Patent #2169226A.

Niagara patent #406776 & 428289 Magneto Electric Machines.

William Stanley "System of Electrical Distribution" with Transformers, UPS & Self-Regulation features U.S. Patent # 469809, 1892. 

Frequency Regulation, With special adaptation to incandescent electric lighting, although it is applicable also to other purposes. In 

the DC Dynamo's, These converters may be of any construction; but are preferably constructed to have the greatest magnetic 

conductivity in their magnetic circuits. 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US469809A/en

https://patents.google.com/patent/USRE11031E/en

https://books.google.com/books?id=JoJRAAAAYAAJ&pg=RA22-PA23&lpg=RA22-PA23&dq=us+patent+428289

Rankin Kennedy September 4, 1889, patent for a system of electrical distribution. ... The Kennedy patent was purchased by the 

Westinghouse Company some years since. The "Kennedy Motor" was used to run Sewing Machines. 

https://books.google.com/books?

id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA73&lpg=PA73&dq=Kennedy+general+electric+Patent+September+4th+1889

https://books.google.com/books?

id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA123&lpg=PA123&dq=Kennedy+patent+system+of+electrical+distribution

May 1, 2020, 2:30 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-by-nikola-tesla-

1888/

May Day, May Day, May Day (Morgan, Edison & GE). Nikola Tesla's Polyphase system of generators, transformers and motors 

capable of smelting steel, sintering, manufacturing diamonds, manufacturing steel plant gasses and as heat pumps:

http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-by-nikola-tesla-

1888/

NIKOLA TESLA’S 9 of 13 PATENTS FOR NIAGARA FALLS

https://archive.org/details/transmissionpow00teslgoog/page/n7/mode/2up

Multi-phase generator with mechanical break. Experiments in the laboratory at 35 South Fifth Avenue and subsequently. I gave 

them a demonstration which was published in Martin's article in the Century Magazine of April 1895, and I know that on these 

occasions I used a two-phase arrangement. Later on I made it four phase. That apparatus existed, therefore, prior to the destruction

of my laboratory in 1895. (photo)

This [Fig. 38] illustrates another development in a different direction. In order to increase the number of breaks, I employed currents 

of different phase. I had in my laboratory, permanently, a two-phase dynamo and could get phases between; that is, from two 

phases, 90 apart, I could obtain four phases, 45 apart. Here is an arrangement shown as I had it, working with three phases [60 

apart, and could obtain six phases, 30 apart], and later on I had one with four phases [45 apart, and could obtain eight phases 22 

1/2 apart]. You see, as I multiplied the number of the phases, I increased the number of the fundamental discharges.

I made no publication, and I vividly remember that when I installed my apparatus on Long Island I had an arrangement with four 
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transformers and four phases 45 apart. After I had been using this apparatus there, several years afterwards, I ran across a patent, I

believe held by the General Electric Company, describing precisely the same arrangement.[*] It was a similar experience as with 

that patent of Fessenden on the compressed air condenser. Any time I want to use these improvements all I need to do is to 

produce my records and that will settle the patents.

No. I have hundreds of inventions that were to be patented but side-stepped. The expense was too great and I could not do it. This 

form of apparatus with two and four phases was used prior to the destruction of my laboratory in 1895, and it was installed on a 

large scale with four phases in my plant on Long Island with which I was to telephone around the world, but that is a long story.

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac.htm

4 PATENTS for NIAGARA FALLS, NOT NIKOLA TELSA’S

Method for manufacturing Lead-Acid batteries like used at Niagara Falls. Niagara had a "soft lead" electric storage plate battery and 

a method for treating such plate. USL Battery Corp, US Patent #2169226A.

Niagara patent #406776 & 428289 Magneto Electric Machines.

William Stanley "System of Electrical Distribution" with Transformers, UPS & Self-Regulation features U.S. Patent # 469809, 1892. 

Frequency Regulation, With special adaptation to incandescent electric lighting, although it is applicable also to other purposes. In 

the DC Dynamo's, These converters may be of any construction; but are preferably constructed to have the greatest magnetic 

conductivity in their magnetic circuits. 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US469809A/en

https://patents.google.com/patent/USRE11031E/en

https://books.google.com/books?id=JoJRAAAAYAAJ&pg=RA22-PA23&lpg=RA22-PA23&dq=us+patent+428289

Rankin Kennedy September 4, 1889, patent for a system of electrical distribution. ... The Kennedy patent was purchased by the 

Westinghouse Company some years since. The "Kennedy Motor" was used to run Sewing Machines. 

https://books.google.com/books?

id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA73&lpg=PA73&dq=Kennedy+general+electric+Patent+September+4th+1889

https://books.google.com/books?

id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA123&lpg=PA123&dq=Kennedy+patent+system+of+electrical+distribution

May 1, 2020, 1:28 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla.

http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-by-nikola-tesla-

1888/

May Day, May Day, May Day (Morgan, Edison & GE). Nikola Tesla's Polyphase system of generators, transformers and motors 

capable of smelting steel, sintering, manufacturing diamonds, manufacturing steel plant gasses and as heat pumps:

http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-by-nikola-tesla-

1888/

NIKOLA TESLA’S 9 of 13 PATENTS FOR NIAGARA FALLS

https://archive.org/details/transmissionpow00teslgoog/page/n7/mode/2up

Multi-phase generator with mechanical break. Experiments in the laboratory at 35 South Fifth Avenue and subsequently. I gave 

them a demonstration which was published in Martin's article in the Century Magazine of April 1895, and I know that on these 
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occasions I used a two-phase arrangement. Later on I made it four phase. That apparatus existed, therefore, prior to the destruction

of my laboratory in 1895. (photo)

This [Fig. 38] illustrates another development in a different direction. In order to increase the number of breaks, I employed currents 

of different phase. I had in my laboratory, permanently, a two-phase dynamo and could get phases between; that is, from two 

phases, 90 apart, I could obtain four phases, 45 apart. Here is an arrangement shown as I had it, working with three phases [60 

apart, and could obtain six phases, 30 apart], and later on I had one with four phases [45 apart, and could obtain eight phases 22 

1/2 apart]. You see, as I multiplied the number of the phases, I increased the number of the fundamental discharges.

I made no publication, and I vividly remember that when I installed my apparatus on Long Island I had an arrangement with four 

transformers and four phases 45 apart. After I had been using this apparatus there, several years afterwards, I ran across a patent, I

believe held by the General Electric Company, describing precisely the same arrangement.[*] It was a similar experience as with 

that patent of Fessenden on the compressed air condenser. Any time I want to use these improvements all I need to do is to 

produce my records and that will settle the patents.

No. I have hundreds of inventions that were to be patented but side-stepped. The expense was too great and I could not do it. This 

form of apparatus with two and four phases was used prior to the destruction of my laboratory in 1895, and it was installed on a 

large scale with four phases in my plant on Long Island with which I was to telephone around the world, but that is a long story.

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac.htm

4 PATENTS for NIAGARA FALLS, NOT NIKOLA TELSA’S

Method for manufacturing Lead-Acid batteries like used at Niagara Falls. Niagara had a "soft lead" electric storage plate battery and 

a method for treating such plate. USL Battery Corp, US Patent #2169226A.

Niagara patent #406776 & 428289 Magneto Electric Machines.

William Stanley "System of Electrical Distribution" with Transformers, UPS & Self-Regulation features U.S. Patent # 469809, 1892. 

Frequency Regulation, With special adaptation to incandescent electric lighting, although it is applicable also to other purposes. In 

the DC Dynamo's, These converters may be of any construction; but are preferably constructed to have the greatest magnetic 

conductivity in their magnetic circuits. 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US469809A/en

https://patents.google.com/patent/USRE11031E/en

https://books.google.com/books?id=JoJRAAAAYAAJ&pg=RA22-PA23&lpg=RA22-PA23&dq=us+patent+428289

Rankin Kennedy September 4, 1889, patent for a system of electrical distribution. ... The Kennedy patent was purchased by the 

Westinghouse Company some years since. The "Kennedy Motor" was used to run Sewing Machines. 

https://books.google.com/books?

id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA73&lpg=PA73&dq=Kennedy+general+electric+Patent+September+4th+1889

https://books.google.com/books?

id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA123&lpg=PA123&dq=Kennedy+patent+system+of+electrical+distribution

May 1, 2020, 1:20 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-by-nikola-tesla-

1888/

May Day, May Day, May Day (Morgan, Edison & GE). Nikola Tesla's Polyphase system of generators, transformers and motors 

capable of smelting steel, sintering, manufacturing diamonds, manufacturing steel plant gasses and as heat pumps:
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http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-by-nikola-tesla-

1888/

NIKOLA TESLA’S 9 of 13 PATENTS FOR NIAGARA FALLS

https://archive.org/details/transmissionpow00teslgoog/page/n7/mode/2up

Multi-phase generator with mechanical break. Experiments in the laboratory at 35 South Fifth Avenue and subsequently. I gave 

them a demonstration which was published in Martin's article in the Century Magazine of April 1895, and I know that on these 

occasions I used a two-phase arrangement. Later on I made it four phase. That apparatus existed, therefore, prior to the destruction

of my laboratory in 1895. (photo)

This [Fig. 38] illustrates another development in a different direction. In order to increase the number of breaks, I employed currents 

of different phase. I had in my laboratory, permanently, a two-phase dynamo and could get phases between; that is, from two 

phases, 90 apart, I could obtain four phases, 45 apart. Here is an arrangement shown as I had it, working with three phases [60 

apart, and could obtain six phases, 30 apart], and later on I had one with four phases [45 apart, and could obtain eight phases 22 

1/2 apart]. You see, as I multiplied the number of the phases, I increased the number of the fundamental discharges.

I made no publication, and I vividly remember that when I installed my apparatus on Long Island I had an arrangement with four 

transformers and four phases 45 apart. After I had been using this apparatus there, several years afterwards, I ran across a patent, I

believe held by the General Electric Company, describing precisely the same arrangement.[*] It was a similar experience as with 

that patent of Fessenden on the compressed air condenser. Any time I want to use these improvements all I need to do is to 

produce my records and that will settle the patents.

No. I have hundreds of inventions that were to be patented but side-stepped. The expense was too great and I could not do it. This 

form of apparatus with two and four phases was used prior to the destruction of my laboratory in 1895, and it was installed on a 

large scale with four phases in my plant on Long Island with which I was to telephone around the world, but that is a long story.

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac.htm

4 PATENTS for NIAGARA FALLS, NOT NIKOLA TELSA’S

Method for manufacturing Lead-Acid batteries like used at Niagara Falls. Niagara had a "soft lead" electric storage plate battery and 

a method for treating such plate. USL Battery Corp, US Patent #2169226A.

Niagara patent #406776 & 428289 Magneto Electric Machines.

William Stanley "System of Electrical Distribution" with Transformers, UPS & Self-Regulation features U.S. Patent # 469809, 1892. 

Frequency Regulation, With special adaptation to incandescent electric lighting, although it is applicable also to other purposes. In 

the DC Dynamo's, These converters may be of any construction; but are preferably constructed to have the greatest magnetic 

conductivity in their magnetic circuits.

https://patents.google.com/patent/US469809A/en

https://patents.google.com/patent/USRE11031E/en

https://books.google.com/books?id=JoJRAAAAYAAJ&pg=RA22-PA23&lpg=RA22-PA23&dq=us+patent+428289

Rankin Kennedy September 4, 1889, patent for a system of electrical distribution. ... The Kennedy patent was purchased by the 

Westinghouse Company some years since. The "Kennedy Motor" was used to run Sewing Machines.
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id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA73&lpg=PA73&dq=Kennedy+general+electric+Patent+September+4th+1889

https://books.google.com/books?

id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA123&lpg=PA123&dq=Kennedy+patent+system+of+electrical+distribution

May 1, 2020, 1:14 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-by-nikola-tesla-

1888/

May Day, May Day, May Day (Morgan, Edison & GE). Nikola Tesla's Polyphase system of generators, transformers and motors 

capable of smelting steel, sintering, manufacturing diamonds, manufacturing steel plant gasses and as heat pumps:

http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-by-nikola-tesla-

1888/

NIKOLA TESLA’S 9 of 13 PATENTS FOR NIAGARA FALLS

https://archive.org/details/transmissionpow00teslgoog/page/n7/mode/2up

Multi-phase generator with mechanical break. Experiments in the laboratory at 35 South Fifth Avenue and subsequently. I gave 

them a demonstration which was published in Martin's article in the Century Magazine of April 1895, and I know that on these 

occasions I used a two-phase arrangement. Later on I made it four phase. That apparatus existed, therefore, prior to the destruction

of my laboratory in 1895. (photo)

This [Fig. 38] illustrates another development in a different direction. In order to increase the number of breaks, I employed currents 

of different phase. I had in my laboratory, permanently, a two-phase dynamo and could get phases between; that is, from two 

phases, 90 apart, I could obtain four phases, 45 apart. Here is an arrangement shown as I had it, working with three phases [60 

apart, and could obtain six phases, 30 apart], and later on I had one with four phases [45 apart, and could obtain eight phases 22 

1/2 apart]. You see, as I multiplied the number of the phases, I increased the number of the fundamental discharges.

I made no publication, and I vividly remember that when I installed my apparatus on Long Island I had an arrangement with four 

transformers and four phases 45 apart. After I had been using this apparatus there, several years afterwards, I ran across a patent, I

believe held by the General Electric Company, describing precisely the same arrangement.[*] It was a similar experience as with 

that patent of Fessenden on the compressed air condenser. Any time I want to use these improvements all I need to do is to 

produce my records and that will settle the patents.

No. I have hundreds of inventions that were to be patented but side-stepped. The expense was too great and I could not do it. This 

form of apparatus with two and four phases was used prior to the destruction of my laboratory in 1895, and it was installed on a 

large scale with four phases in my plant on Long Island with which I was to telephone around the world, but that is a long story.

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac.htm

4 PATENTS for NIAGARA FALLS, NOT NIKOLA TELSA’S

Method for manufacturing Lead-Acid batteries like used at Niagara Falls. Niagara had a "soft lead" electric storage plate battery and 

a method for treating such plate. USL Battery Corp, US Patent #2169226A.

Niagara patent #406776 & 428289 Magneto Electric Machines.

William Stanley "System of Electrical Distribution" with Transformers, UPS & Self-Regulation features U.S. Patent # 469809, 1892. 

Frequency Regulation, With special adaptation to incandescent electric lighting, although it is applicable also to other purposes. In 

the DC Dynamo's, These converters may be of any construction; but are preferably constructed to have the greatest magnetic 

conductivity in their magnetic circuits. 
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https://patents.google.com/patent/US469809A/en

https://patents.google.com/patent/USRE11031E/en

https://books.google.com/books?id=JoJRAAAAYAAJ&pg=RA22-PA23&lpg=RA22-PA23&dq=us+patent+428289

Rankin Kennedy September 4, 1889, patent for a system of electrical distribution. ... The Kennedy patent was purchased by the 

Westinghouse Company some years since. The "Kennedy Motor" was used to run Sewing Machines. 

https://books.google.com/books?

id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA73&lpg=PA73&dq=Kennedy+general+electric+Patent+September+4th+1889

https://books.google.com/books?

id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA123&lpg=PA123&dq=Kennedy+patent+system+of+electrical+distribution

May 1, 2020, 1:11 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-by-nikola-tesla-

1888/

May Day, May Day, May Day (Morgan, Edison & GE). Nikola Tesla's Polyphase system of generators, transformers and motors 

capable of smelting steel, sintering, manufacturing diamonds, steel plant gasses and heat pumps:

http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-by-nikola-tesla-

1888/

NIKOLA TESLA’S 9 of 13 PATENTS FOR NIAGARA FALLS

https://archive.org/details/transmissionpow00teslgoog/page/n7/mode/2up

Multi-phase generator with mechanical break. Experiments in the laboratory at 35 South Fifth Avenue and subsequently. I gave 

them a demonstration which was published in Martin's article in the Century Magazine of April 1895, and I know that on these 

occasions I used a two-phase arrangement. Later on I made it four phase. That apparatus existed, therefore, prior to the destruction

of my laboratory in 1895. (photo)

This [Fig. 38] illustrates another development in a different direction. In order to increase the number of breaks, I employed currents 

of different phase. I had in my laboratory, permanently, a two-phase dynamo and could get phases between; that is, from two 

phases, 90 apart, I could obtain four phases, 45 apart. Here is an arrangement shown as I had it, working with three phases [60 

apart, and could obtain six phases, 30 apart], and later on I had one with four phases [45 apart, and could obtain eight phases 22 

1/2 apart]. You see, as I multiplied the number of the phases, I increased the number of the fundamental discharges.

I made no publication, and I vividly remember that when I installed my apparatus on Long Island I had an arrangement with four 

transformers and four phases 45 apart. After I had been using this apparatus there, several years afterwards, I ran across a patent, I

believe held by the General Electric Company, describing precisely the same arrangement.[*] It was a similar experience as with 

that patent of Fessenden on the compressed air condenser. Any time I want to use these improvements all I need to do is to 

produce my records and that will settle the patents.

No. I have hundreds of inventions that were to be patented but side-stepped. The expense was too great and I could not do it. This 

form of apparatus with two and four phases was used prior to the destruction of my laboratory in 1895, and it was installed on a 

large scale with four phases in my plant on Long Island with which I was to telephone around the world, but that is a long story.

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac.htm

4 PATENTS for NIAGARA FALLS, NOT NIKOLA TELSA’S
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Method for manufacturing Lead-Acid batteries like used at Niagara Falls. Niagara had a "soft lead" electric storage plate battery and 

a method for treating such plate. USL Battery Corp, US Patent #2169226A.

Niagara patent #406776 & 428289 Magneto Electric Machines.

William Stanley "System of Electrical Distribution" with Transformers, UPS & Self-Regulation features U.S. Patent # 469809, 1892. 

Frequency Regulation, With special adaptation to incandescent electric lighting, although it is applicable also to other purposes. In 

the DC Dynamo's, These converters may be of any construction; but are preferably constructed to have the greatest magnetic 

conductivity in their magnetic circuits. 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US469809A/en

https://patents.google.com/patent/USRE11031E/en

https://books.google.com/books?id=JoJRAAAAYAAJ&pg=RA22-PA23&lpg=RA22-PA23&dq=us+patent+428289

Rankin Kennedy September 4, 1889, patent for a system of electrical distribution. ... The Kennedy patent was purchased by the 

Westinghouse Company some years since. The "Kennedy Motor" was used to run Sewing Machines. 

https://books.google.com/books?

id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA73&lpg=PA73&dq=Kennedy+general+electric+Patent+September+4th+1889

https://books.google.com/books?

id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA123&lpg=PA123&dq=Kennedy+patent+system+of+electrical+distribution

May 1, 2020, 12:59 PM

Update: May Day, May Day, May Day (Morgan, Edison & GE). Nikola Tesla's Polyphase system of generators, transformers and 

motors capable of smelting steel, sintering, manufacturing diamonds, steel plant gasses and heat pumps:

http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-by-nikola-tesla-

1888/

NIKOLA TESLA’S 9 of 13 PATENTS FOR NIAGARA FALLS

https://archive.org/details/transmissionpow00teslgoog/page/n7/mode/2up

Multi-phase generator with mechanical break. Experiments in the laboratory at 35 South Fifth Avenue and subsequently. I gave 

them a demonstration which was published in Martin's article in the Century Magazine of April 1895, and I know that on these 

occasions I used a two-phase arrangement. Later on I made it four phase. That apparatus existed, therefore, prior to the destruction

of my laboratory in 1895. (photo)

This [Fig. 38] illustrates another development in a different direction. In order to increase the number of breaks, I employed currents 

of different phase. I had in my laboratory, permanently, a two-phase dynamo and could get phases between; that is, from two 

phases, 90 apart, I could obtain four phases, 45 apart. Here is an arrangement shown as I had it, working with three phases [60 

apart, and could obtain six phases, 30 apart], and later on I had one with four phases [45 apart, and could obtain eight phases 22 

1/2 apart]. You see, as I multiplied the number of the phases, I increased the number of the fundamental discharges.

I made no publication, and I vividly remember that when I installed my apparatus on Long Island I had an arrangement with four 

transformers and four phases 45 apart. After I had been using this apparatus there, several years afterwards, I ran across a patent, I

believe held by the General Electric Company, describing precisely the same arrangement.[*] It was a similar experience as with 

that patent of Fessenden on the compressed air condenser. Any time I want to use these improvements all I need to do is to 

produce my records and that will settle the patents.

No. I have hundreds of inventions that were to be patented but side-stepped. The expense was too great and I could not do it. This 

form of apparatus with two and four phases was used prior to the destruction of my laboratory in 1895, and it was installed on a 

large scale with four phases in my plant on Long Island with which I was to telephone around the world, but that is a long story.

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac.htm

4 PATENTS for NIAGARA FALLS, NOT NIKOLA TELSA’S

Method for manufacturing Lead-Acid batteries like used at Niagara Falls. Niagara had a "soft lead" electric storage plate battery and 

a method for treating such plate. USL Battery Corp, US Patent #2169226A.

Niagara patent #406776 & 428289 Magneto Electric Machines.
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William Stanley "System of Electrical Distribution" with Transformers, UPS & Self-Regulation features U.S. Patent # 469809, 1892. 

Frequency Regulation, With special adaptation to incandescent electric lighting, although it is applicable also to other purposes. In 

the DC Dynamo's, These converters may be of any construction; but are preferably constructed to have the greatest magnetic 

conductivity in their magnetic circuits. 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US469809A/en

https://patents.google.com/patent/USRE11031E/en

https://books.google.com/books?id=JoJRAAAAYAAJ&pg=RA22-PA23&lpg=RA22-PA23&dq=us+patent+428289

Rankin Kennedy September 4, 1889, patent for a system of electrical distribution. ... The Kennedy patent was purchased by the 

Westinghouse Company some years since. The "Kennedy Motor" was used to run Sewing Machines. 

https://books.google.com/books?

id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA73&lpg=PA73&dq=Kennedy+general+electric+Patent+September+4th+1889

https://books.google.com/books?

id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA123&lpg=PA123&dq=Kennedy+patent+system+of+electrical+distribution

Updated May 1, 2020, 12:58 PM

May 1, 2020, 12:58 PM

May 1st 2020 Elon Musk, Tesla CEO, "The lockdowns are Facist". Facist Trump, Gates, Fausi, Pelosi, Sanders, WHO, CDC, "the 

Governors" and all thier Minions. "Give people their FREEDOM back" - Elon Musk https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2WCAb33-

VGY

Updated May 1, 2020, 12:51 PM

May 1, 2020, 12:51 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2WCAb33-VGY

May 1st 2020 Elon Musk, Tesla CEO, "The lockdowns are Facist". Facist Trump, Gates, Fausi, Pelosi, Sanders, WHO, CDC, "the 

Governors" and all thier Minions. "Give people their FREEDOM back" - Elon Musk https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2WCAb33-

VGY

May 1, 2020, 12:50 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=00hF9iJPCkk

April 23 2020 Does Free Energy exist? An essay with The Old Scientist: (In a sense, if you build a multi-use Hydroelectric plant and 

pay it off in 5-10 years; whilst the motors last 500-1000 years; with wireless power and maintenance is "too cheap to meter") NT 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=00hF9iJPCkk -- Demonstration of Power Distribution between Air Coils https://youtube.com/watch?

v=dRyoSbLpacw -- How to find the resonant frequency at 1/4 wavelength https://youtube.com/watch?v=0MXWJyz2_WU -- 

Harnessing Atmospheric Electricity https://youtube.com/watch?v=qOkR69C5VQU -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1905495806429907&set=p.1905495806429907%2F

Apr 25, 2020, 6:17 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=00hF9iJPCkk

April 23 2020 Does Free Energy exist? An essay with The Old Scientist: (In a sense, if you build a multi-use Hydroelectric plant and 

pay it off in 5-10 years; whilst the motors last 500-1000 years; and maintenance is "too cheap to meter") NT 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=00hF9iJPCkk -- Demonstration of Power Distribution between Air Coils https://youtube.com/watch?

v=dRyoSbLpacw -- How to find the resonant frequency at 1/4 wavelength https://youtube.com/watch?v=0MXWJyz2_WU -- 

Harnessing Atmospheric Electricity https://youtube.com/watch?v=qOkR69C5VQU -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1905495806429907&set=p.1905495806429907&type=1

Apr 24, 2020, 5:20 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: Zimbabwean Wikileaks.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

There is 3 things missing in life: 1) The books in the Library of Alexandria made of stone, destroyed by fire 2) The Nikola Tesla Files 

3) Hillary Clinton Emails -- FBI Files on Tesla reveal the (C) is thought to mean "Classified" but are the other notations of the names 

responsible for the REDACTIONS. John G Trump (Donald Trump's uncle), named in the FBI File, although deceased, he and his 

co-conspirators need to explain where the Exhibits & Documents of Tesla are located; and the 2 Pictures which were taken of each 

item in Tesla's NY storage unit. https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Clinton vs Trump Debate: Who has Nikola 

Tesla's "Teleforce"? -- Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE --Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ NY Governor Clinton Hotel 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- In Tesla's FBI File, Agent Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, 

Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power (up to 12,000 miles) with less 

than 5% loss and "Teleforce" "Death/Peace Ray" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-37) -- DOE 

documentary with John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT on van de graaff generators, high speed electron 

radiography, electron cancer therapy, disinfection of materials and water supplies, di-electrics, particle accelerators and traveling 

wave tube amplifiers (TWTA) Tweeta's. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Nikola Tesla - The Missing Papers. ... The 

copies of Tesla's papers disappeared and nobody knows what happened to them. http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html

Apr 23, 2020, 11:27 PM

Bill Gates & WHO Accused Of Crimes Against Humanity | Global Sterilisation Agenda Though Vaccines https://youtube.com/watch?

v=DO8LDFkjLiI -- Bill Gates Vaccination Agenda | Certificate Of Vaccination COVID-2019 | Humanity Is Waking Up To The NWO! 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=eAa-2bBBS0Q

Updated Apr 23, 2020, 3:38 PM

Apr 23, 2020, 3:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=DO8LDFkjLiI

Bill Gates & WHO Accused Of Crimes Against Humanity | Global Sterilisation Agenda Though Vaccines https://youtube.com/watch?

v=DO8LDFkjLiI -- Bill Gates Vaccination Agenda | Certificate Of Vaccination | Humanity Is Waking Up To The NWO! 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=eAa-2bBBS0Q

Apr 23, 2020, 3:37 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=00hF9iJPCkk

April 23 2020 Does Free Energy exist? An essay with The Old Scientist: (In a sense, if you build a multi-use Hydroelectric plant and 

pay it off in 5-10 years; whilst the motors last 500-1000 years; with wireless power and maintenance is "too cheap to meter") NT 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=00hF9iJPCkk -- Demonstration of Power Distribution between Air Coils https://youtube.com/watch?

v=dRyoSbLpacw -- How to find the resonant frequency at 1/4 wavelength https://youtube.com/watch?v=0MXWJyz2_WU -- 

Harnessing Atmospheric Electricity https://youtube.com/watch?v=qOkR69C5VQU -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1905495806429907&set=p.1905495806429907%2F

Apr 23, 2020, 1:34 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=00hF9iJPCkk

April 23 2020 Does Free Energy exist? An essay with The Old Scientist: (In a sense, if you build a multi-use Hydroelectric plant and 

pay it off in 5-10 years; whilst the motors last 500 years; and maintenance is "too cheap to meter") added 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=00hF9iJPCkk -- Demonstration of Power Distribution between Air Coils https://youtube.com/watch?

v=dRyoSbLpacw -- How to find the resonant frequency at 1/4 wavelength https://youtube.com/watch?v=0MXWJyz2_WU -- 

Harnessing Atmospheric Electricity https://youtube.com/watch?v=qOkR69C5VQU -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1905495806429907&set=p.1905495806429907&type=1

Apr 23, 2020, 1:26 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=00hF9iJPCkk

April 23 2020 Does Free Energy exist? An essay with The Old Scientist: (In a sense, if you build a multi-use Hydroelectric plant and 

pay it off in 5-10 years; whilst the motors last 500-1000 years; with wireless power and maintenance is "too cheap to meter") NT 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=00hF9iJPCkk -- Demonstration of Power Distribution between Air Coils https://youtube.com/watch?

v=dRyoSbLpacw -- How to find the resonant frequency at 1/4 wavelength https://youtube.com/watch?v=0MXWJyz2_WU -- 

Harnessing Atmospheric Electricity https://youtube.com/watch?v=qOkR69C5VQU -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1905495806429907&set=p.1905495806429907%2F

Apr 23, 2020, 12:59 PM

April 23 2020 Does Free Energy exist? An essay with The Old Scientist: (In a sense, if you build a multi-use Hydroelectric plant and 

pay it off in 5-10 years; whilst the motors last 500 years; and maintenance is "too cheap to meter") added 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=00hF9iJPCkk -- Demonstration of Power Distribution between Air Coils https://youtube.com/watch?

v=dRyoSbLpacw -- How to find the resonant frequency at 1/4 wavelength https://youtube.com/watch?v=0MXWJyz2_WU -- 

Harnessing Atmospheric Electricity https://youtube.com/watch?v=qOkR69C5VQU

Updated Apr 23, 2020, 12:21 PM

Apr 23, 2020, 12:21 PM
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http://pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html
https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro


April 23 2020 Does Free Energy exist? An essay with The Old Scientist: (In a sense, if you build a Hydroelectric plant and pay it off 

in 5 years; whilst the motors last 500 years; and maintenance is "too cheap to meter") added https://youtube.com/watch?

v=00hF9iJPCkk -- Demonstration of Power Distribution between Air Coils https://youtube.com/watch?v=dRyoSbLpacw -- How to find

the resonant frequency at 1/4 wavelength https://youtube.com/watch?v=0MXWJyz2_WU -- Harnessing Atmospheric Electricity 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qOkR69C5VQU

Updated Apr 23, 2020, 12:16 PM

Apr 23, 2020, 12:16 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=00hF9iJPCkk

April 23 2020 Does Free Energy exist? An essay with The Old Scientist: (In a sense, if you build a multi-use Hydroelectric plant and 

pay it off in 5-10 years; whilst the motors last 500-1000 years; with wireless power and maintenance is "too cheap to meter") NT 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=00hF9iJPCkk%3F&t=06m30s -- Demonstration of Power Distribution between Air Coils 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=dRyoSbLpacw -- How to find the Resonant Frequency https://youtube.com/watch?v=0MXWJyz2_WU 

-- Harnessing Atmospheric Electricity https://youtube.com/watch?v=qOkR69C5VQU -- https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1905495806429907&set=p.1905495806429907%2F

Apr 23, 2020, 12:15 PM

April 23 2020 Who's wanted for pre-meditated murder by giving knowingly faulty Coronavirus tests, forced quarrantine and murder 

by "Suffocation" of the victims. https://cnn.com/2020/04/22/health/coronavirus-ventilator-patients-die/index.html -- Aprio 22nd 2020 

More deaths, no benefit from malaria drug in VA virus study https://apnews.com/a5077c7227b8eb8b0dc23423c0bbe2b2

Updated Apr 23, 2020, 10:38 AM

Apr 23, 2020, 10:38 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://cnn.com/2020/04/22/health/coronavirus-ventilator-patients-die/index.html

April 23 2020 Who's wanted for pre-meditated murder by giving knowingly phony Coronavirus tests, forced quarrantine and murder 

by "Suffocation" of the victims. https://cnn.com/2020/04/22/health/coronavirus-ventilator-patients-die/index.html -- Aprio 22nd 2020 

More deaths, no benefit from malaria drug in VA virus study https://apnews.com/a5077c7227b8eb8b0dc23423c0bbe2b2

Apr 23, 2020, 10:37 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

April 21st 2020 Apple US Patent #10,630,127 decides to use Nikola Tesla's AC Induction Motor/(Heat Pump vs Sintering) because 

of it's unique features 1) Power increases towards Infinity in both directions, or 500% rated power for the first .5-1 second of spin-up 

2) It can generate a high starting torque when the voltage/frequency is controlled 3) It's cheaper, and is also useful over rugged 

terrain. 4) Longer life 5) less maintenance, than, for instance, a permanent magnet drive. 6) When properly controlled, a three-phase

AC induction motor can be made to be 90-98% efficient. "Perfectly Efficient" - Nikola Tesla -- Instead, Apple's patent concentrates 

on the motor technology paired with a method for dissipating heat from the engine. "[A] cooling structure [is] disposed in a thermally 

conductive relationship with at least one of the upper exterior ring surface or the lower exterior ring surface for receiving heat from 

the end turn ring," it says.

https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/04/21/apple-car-research-focusing-on-use-of-tesla-style-induction-motor

https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/textbook/alternating-current/chpt-13/introduction-ac-motors/

https:/facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

http://teslaleaks.com/

Apr 22, 2020, 1:12 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Owners North America.

April 21st 2020 Apple US Patent #10,630,127 decides to use Nikola Tesla's AC Induction Motor/(Heat Pump vs Sintering) because 

of it's unique features 1) Power increases towards Infinity in both directions, or 500% rated power for the first .5-1 second of spin-up 

2) It can generate a high starting torque when the voltage/frequency is controlled 3) It's cheaper, and is also useful over rugged 

terrain. 4) Longer life 5) less maintenance, than, for instance, a permanent magnet drive. 6) When properly controlled, a three-phase

AC induction motor can be made to be 90-98% efficient. "Perfectly Efficient" - Nikola Tesla -- Instead, Apple's patent concentrates 

on the motor technology paired with a method for dissipating heat from the engine. "[A] cooling structure [is] disposed in a thermally 

conductive relationship with at least one of the upper exterior ring surface or the lower exterior ring surface for receiving heat from 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX87DSKpcK6egRtWJtchAfzVmxJf6MU6jBCPus9EwoHX3hPrAy1e9Ugh_P0zIq-bF1nFsCyxXMwsyHETBqzesZD0-xuvJt3iBEClPhRZDnULXtd0_kKCjhI1P4-YQ7xXSE3sYEZvi-RhYJE-mIbP1b6w&s=2
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_8D4q9JA3XkGXhrx-E2Um53szrp0duikY7EvP2mTXTzISxuPijQid6BQxUpmoTmw6EpOKh9V1F8QIRRa1gSoT3stGFD1Tb4K2By7twoxd8aVwsSkzvpd70_xHR5_iZe9E9xAnWW6Zup8rM&s=2
https://apnews.com/a5077c7227b8eb8b0dc23423c0bbe2b2
https://cnn.com/2020/04/22/health/coronavirus-ventilator-patients-die/index.html
https://cnn.com/2020/04/22/health/coronavirus-ventilator-patients-die/index.html
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https://cnn.com/2020/04/22/health/coronavirus-ventilator-patients-die/index.html
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the end turn ring," it says.

https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/04/21/apple-car-research-focusing-on-use-of-tesla-style-induction-motor

https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/textbook/alternating-current/chpt-13/introduction-ac-motors/

https:/facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

http://teslaleaks.com/

Apr 22, 2020, 1:11 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

April 21st 2020 Apple US Patent #10,630,127 decides to use Nikola Tesla's AC Induction Motor/(Heat Pump vs Sintering) because 

of it's unique features 1) Power increases towards Infinity in both directions, or 500% rated power for the first .5-1 second of spin-up 

2) It can generate a high starting torque when the voltage/frequency is controlled 3) It's cheaper, and is also useful over rugged 

terrain. 4) Longer life 5) less maintenance, than, for instance, a permanent magnet drive. 6) When properly controlled, a three-phase

AC induction motor can be made to be 90-98% efficient. "Perfectly Efficient" - Nikola Tesla -- Instead, Apple's patent concentrates 

on the motor technology paired with a method for dissipating heat from the engine. "[A] cooling structure [is] disposed in a thermally 

conductive relationship with at least one of the upper exterior ring surface or the lower exterior ring surface for receiving heat from 

the end turn ring," it says.

https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/04/21/apple-car-research-focusing-on-use-of-tesla-style-induction-motor

https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/textbook/alternating-current/chpt-13/introduction-ac-motors/

https:/facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

http://teslaleaks.com/

Apr 22, 2020, 1:08 PM

https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/04/21/apple-car-research-focusing-on-use-of-tesla-style-induction-motor

April 21st 2020 Apple US Patent #10,630,127 decides to use Nikola Tesla's AC Induction Motor/(Heat Pump vs Sintering) because 

of it's unique features 1) Power increases towards Infinity in both directions, or 500% rated power for the first .5-1 second of spin-up 

2) It can generate a high starting torque when the voltage/frequency is controlled 3) It's cheaper, and is also useful over rugged 

terrain. 4) Longer life 5) less maintenance, than, for instance, a permanent magnet drive. 6) When properly controlled, a three-phase

AC induction motor can be made to be 90-98% efficient. "Perfectly Efficient" - Nikola Tesla -- Instead, Apple's patent concentrates 

on the motor technology paired with a method for dissipating heat from the engine. "[A] cooling structure [is] disposed in a thermally 

conductive relationship with at least one of the upper exterior ring surface or the lower exterior ring surface for receiving heat from 

the end turn ring," it says.

https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/04/21/apple-car-research-focusing-on-use-of-tesla-style-induction-motor

https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/textbook/alternating-current/chpt-13/introduction-ac-motors/

https:/facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

http://teslaleaks.com/

Updated Apr 22, 2020, 12:57 PM

Apr 22, 2020, 12:57 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

April 22nd 2020 Coronavirus Hoax News Update -- Antibody Studies In California Have Big Holes In Them “This study suggests that

the covid fatality rate in LA County, currently estimated to be around 4%, is probably more likely between .15 and .09%, when 

accounting for all the infections that have not been counted,” a Los Angeles Times reporter tweeted. The testing methodology 

reportedly can’t distinguish between different coronaviruses. Many people testing positive for the virus might just have (or recently 

have had) the common cold. That would demolish the main finding of the study. As someone on Twitter summarized, “They used an

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-RpsAGCFZnwQzMRTP1mtixL0BCK5SfT5WDa-RWP_XJl3TVPOS0aK-q9p5PEsQplLbdgM1ic4wVZyjlW6Bw8lIl3UsPpkfdI98BSnti1ixMmoDeOLR7prl7zfc4ftO0F8r-q-qgpDkwYrZUvZx7eGkWX3rhy8u2hZ44&s=2
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assay that can not discern SARS-CoV-2 from common cold coronaviruses and MERS. This is one of many issues. But it means that

they vastly overestimated the number of infections.” -- https://cleantechnica.com/2020/04/22/covid-19-antibody-testing-studies-in-

california-have-big-holes-in-them-unfortunately/ -- David Ike: "Show me the "proof" Coronavirus is real?" https://youtube.com/watch?

v=QS-avIZUMoA - Dr Andrew Kaufman exposing the 'Covid-19', nor any other "Virus" can be determined to be the "cause" of any 

Disease https://youtube.com/watch?v=TXargSbVp7E -- April 21st 2020 White House Open Mic admits "So this is a Hoax"?? 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=IJIKBUQwb84 -- April 22nd 2020 Ron Paul: Whats in it for Bill Gates, does he want to rule the world? 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=965fQAi2iKo -- April 22nd 2020 James Corbett: Let them eat Ice Cream https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ycYKHTYXa8k -- April 22nd 2020 Cleantechnica: COVID-19

Apr 22, 2020, 12:56 PM

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/04/22/covid-19-antibody-testing-studies-in-california-have-big-holes-in-them-unfortunately/

April 22nd 2020 Coronavirus Hoax News Update -- https://cleantechnica.com/2020/04/22/covid-19-antibody-testing-studies-in-

california-have-big-holes-in-them-unfortunately/ -- David Ike: "Show me the "proof" Coronavirus is real?" https://youtube.com/watch?

v=QS-avIZUMoA - Dr Andrew Kaufman exposing the 'Covid-19', nor any other "Virus" can be determined to be the "cause" of any 

Disease https://youtube.com/watch?v=TXargSbVp7E -- April 21st 2020 White House Open Mic admits "So this is a Hoax"?? 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=IJIKBUQwb84 -- April 22nd 2020 Ron Paul: Whats in it for Bill Gates, does he want to rule the world? 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=965fQAi2iKo -- April 22nd 2020 James Corbett: Let them eat Ice Cream https://youtube.com/watch?

v=ycYKHTYXa8k -- April 22nd 2020 Cleantechnica: COVID-19 Antibody Studies In California Have Big Holes In Them “This study 

suggests that the covid fatality rate in LA County, currently estimated to be around 4%, is probably more likely between .15 and .

09%, when accounting for all the infections that have not been counted,” a Los Angeles Times reporter tweeted. The testing 

methodology reportedly can’t distinguish between different coronaviruses. Many people testing positive for the virus might just have 

(or recently have had) the common cold. That would demolish the main finding of the study. As someone on Twitter summarized, 

“They used an assay that can not discern SARS-CoV-2 from common cold coronaviruses and MERS. This is one of many issues. 

But it means that they vastly overestimated the number of infections.”

Updated Apr 22, 2020, 12:53 PM

Apr 22, 2020, 12:53 PM

Update: April 21 2020 UN food agency chief: Pending hunger pandemic of Biblical proportions 

https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/04/1062272

Updated Apr 21, 2020, 3:14 PM

Apr 21, 2020, 3:14 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

April 21 2020 Confirmed by Tesla Leaks on previous posts on the "Nature of Disease" as "Poisonings"!: Vaccinces nor Virus 

(genetic material) have never proven "causation" or transmission with any specific disease using Kochs Postulates -- 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=epValwOPMeM

Apr 21, 2020, 3:07 PM

Chris Edwards updated his status.

April 21 2020 Confirmed by Tesla Leaks on previous posts on the "Nature of Disease" as "Poisonings"!: Vaccinces nor Virus 

(genetic material) have never proven "causation" or transmission with any specific disease using Kochs Postulates -- 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=epValwOPMeM

Apr 21, 2020, 3:05 PM

Update: April 20 2020 2:00PM Predicted Here: The Greatest Oil Price Collapse: WTI CRUDE Minus -$36.13 BBl -300%. 

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Offshore-Sector-Reeling-After-Historic-300-Oil-Price-Crash.html

Updated Apr 20, 2020, 12:50 PM

Apr 20, 2020, 12:50 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Offshore-Sector-Reeling-After-Historic-300-Oil-Price-Crash.html

April 20 2020 2:00PM Predicted Here: The Greatest Oil Price Collapse: WTI CRUDE Minus -$36.13 BBl -300%. 

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Offshore-Sector-Reeling-After-Historic-300-Oil-Price-Crash.html

Apr 20, 2020, 12:48 PM

April 20 2020 2:00PM Predicted Here: The Greatest Oil Price Collapse: WTI CRUDE Minus -$36.13 BBl -300%. 

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Offshore-Sector-Reeling-After-Historic-300-Oil-Price-Crash.html

Updated Apr 20, 2020, 12:42 PM

Apr 20, 2020, 12:42 PM

April 20 2020 Facebook, based in Ireland, bans U.S. protest events that violate "guidelines" and "rules"; not laws! 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_BL-7WfCijyhSdj1FrGVooJn42kFuY_wTAsiN9MCGUUpbPcpSy3hc7npUR4DeTtdf4Dh73njb19JGwCc_4YWiVV9nJHEKwOlGCvSz0tpSHqPuXIC9_gmp5x4RwUgpdADjIuiyRwNK7XFnQ7gT0NgSz1IpJVoJheFia&s=2
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Offshore-Sector-Reeling-After-Historic-300-Oil-Price-Crash.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-FrSycZZHfU8XGKkQfL6REJ6_EPzEyLJzSrBVuZWdoUTOiAEyjsKt3CAPK29f3mQkTOu5H5bayW8yqpsAu8ORnApQAKNZ-oAddL_1-DrWQ3SGZvgPQxB976IrXM0CsaAgSVYY7xwOTN8sE&s=2
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Offshore-Sector-Reeling-After-Historic-300-Oil-Price-Crash.html
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Offshore-Sector-Reeling-After-Historic-300-Oil-Price-Crash.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX88wU-1_kvLQTCWdMWW2MMPbHQT1_jbCfUX47vU8dlIF-zh8kLf5RH4PYuMgnickvq4UoXif-p2TWVB1lPt_JYcxSrsdlNluWbCUqZ14gzP73MMReYtd1lat-TNzONlLDd3Y2oIGjUGUcQGCOxxUyGXyypiPGInYJg5&s=2
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Offshore-Sector-Reeling-After-Historic-300-Oil-Price-Crash.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_LrREw-5lo56h3EEd6J8xHXuLkYYizJdl_Cmp3RmZtq3oDc5c7sfKAZYNG9HjqAa1TkJxVskPLWSHkKmnxYtjPv_JT5M5i11TZRrqtHuvMABxCjZul4SbpEp4kmmuEGcy0bE76DdD9PIQBJxQA6MCEzrxoCy-ene1a&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=epValwOPMeM
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9TTpLsy-FrhJAhWRMJmVpNVRpd3L-MBziGjYax9mh8dvmTJwORB5w4v41jj9Z8NZ_lpioqCn8pKUVRZid8qzpNEi0t7DJ63koSHb-qGCCB7ycmbxxDQWHKoam9u1QWYhcihyoZwlNT9t_3&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=epValwOPMeM
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_ea8g-kEzsG8zw0owLfVYaUYrFkoqv7tSYSS-IdAcXYs_2eSxPHThJBAaWDjYUONkFMBryrfzGAX-vih-T29rV0EkYcIxXeohi4RPbuNLLJtU-tOKHshVfWXTsQEVOvqd9geVy8Ue6WaTc_UJJh-sWhCyBWkM4KecO&s=2
https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/04/1062272
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-fmQsXkqcgSCEVz-K3_HMFj6UMgzmFfsfYPH-UZDi-C6SOOFN56e1CSEB0r76kb3B8TSCpZyfL9brkCgN4rEZsd8Qor4f3aFyozsNwKaQkJVe9yIe909NKY8db0ztGQ32VBQK9_0IQWug0u6iItjsdZohmCUH7pmEN&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ycYKHTYXa8k
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ycYKHTYXa8k
https://youtube.com/watch?v=965fQAi2iKo
https://youtube.com/watch?v=IJIKBUQwb84
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TXargSbVp7E
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QS-avIZUMoA
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QS-avIZUMoA
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/04/22/covid-19-antibody-testing-studies-in-california-have-big-holes-in-them-unfortunately/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/04/22/covid-19-antibody-testing-studies-in-california-have-big-holes-in-them-unfortunately/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/04/22/covid-19-antibody-testing-studies-in-california-have-big-holes-in-them-unfortunately/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-hthppY0zgeY22Obp4he9iPxfCoBBGGegeGgSd-1Uo1icANCFGwUOrFpEFkLGiqkyVMeCWZ3eVHs9ubX0-OhDhy0UxzKliXuBwLK6wc2Na7QjIqIIEah1jNfa2Pi1hasDQSq9fkmwu-BBl&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ycYKHTYXa8k
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ycYKHTYXa8k
https://youtube.com/watch?v=965fQAi2iKo
https://youtube.com/watch?v=IJIKBUQwb84
https://youtube.com/watch?v=TXargSbVp7E
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QS-avIZUMoA
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QS-avIZUMoA
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/04/22/covid-19-antibody-testing-studies-in-california-have-big-holes-in-them-unfortunately/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/04/22/covid-19-antibody-testing-studies-in-california-have-big-holes-in-them-unfortunately/


https://theverge.com/2020/4/20/21228036/facebook-ban-event-protest-misinformation-government-social-distancing -- April 20 2020

A Letter to the Future: The Digital Dark Age | Corbett Report https://youtube.com/watch?v=QzxGtRWujvA

Updated Apr 20, 2020, 11:55 AM

Apr 20, 2020, 11:55 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://theverge.com/2020/4/20/21228036/facebook-ban-event-protest-misinformation-government-social-distancing

April 20 2020 Facebook, based in Ireland, bans U.S. protest events that violate "guidelines" and "rules"; not laws! 

https://theverge.com/2020/4/20/21228036/facebook-ban-event-protest-misinformation-government-social-distancing -- April 20 2020

A Letter to the Future: The Digital Dark Age | Corbett Report https://youtube.com/watch?v=QzxGtRWujvA

Apr 20, 2020, 11:54 AM

April 19 2020 Let the lawsuits begin! Tesla succombs to Coronavirus Hoax guidelines to open Gigafactory Nevada and implements 

unconstitutional rules. 1) Violations of the Right to Assemble 2) Violations of HIPPA Laws for Biometrics and APP data sharing 3) 

Violation of California Privacy Law 4) Violation of Personal Data Laws like the EU's "Right to be Forgotten" 5) Violation of personal 

health; wearing masks, tanking temperature readings and how many vaccines you've tanken are not a gague of human health. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE

April 18th 2020 Malwai High Court blocks Friday the 13th lockdown orders pending review | https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-

court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404

Biometrics Complaint Lawsuit: https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-

of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/

DoctorU.info - HIPAA Patient Privacy Act

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_IWwsTb9o

California Privacy Law CCPA 2020 (Including Biometrics)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM

NY Shield Act 2020

https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-biometric-data-provision-032402/

US-EU Privacy Shield Explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk

https://medium.com/@virtualunet

https://facebook.com/virutalunet

Updated Apr 19, 2020, 3:43 PM

Apr 19, 2020, 3:43 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE

April 19 2020 Let the lawsuits begin! Tesla succombs to Coronavirus Hoax guidelines to open Gigafactory Nevada and implements 

unconstitutional rules. 1) Violations of the Right to Assemble 2) Violations of HIPPA Laws for Biometrics and APP data sharing 3) 

Violation of California Privacy Law 4) Violation of Personal Data Laws like the EU's "Right to be Forgotten" 5) Violation of personal 

health; wearing masks, tanking temperature readings and how many vaccines you've tanken are not a gague of human health. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE

April 18th 2020 Malwai High Court blocks Friday the 13th lockdown orders pending review | https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-

court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404

Biometrics Complaint Lawsuit: https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-

of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/

https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/
https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/
https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404
https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX91YOAjdVGZDg1K0IWGP2Phsjb3rmThavwCy35ssKct9EJcwHNT5aW1qdv4ZAmsRxX-ZQG9h4yNPXBZ2tSYjju9mnCfWI_niWSKoAS7Qku8aASDDT8n89J3YgnpWk-yi4GuKGlEju8lBcEUB_qUhkh1jnKvcFm1BLRV&s=2
https://facebook.com/virutalunet
https://medium.com/@virtualunet
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk
https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-biometric-data-provision-032402/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_IWwsTb9o
https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/
https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/privacy/man-files-lawsuit-over-former-employers-use-of-biometric-fingerprint-scanner/
https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404
https://www.barrons.com/news/malawi-court-blocks-coronavirus-lockdown-01587143404
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qwvsFCXejsE
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-73d_wWp5za-uYBrrFK7Kxo_MN_Q8XOHMaflUd2Ak-HVtoWMB_jJ7e0C11O5d4x4JTyVp-ZbPNrfrmfGAqJMuERVuCGGy-d0TrjLI5k8gHHcFoC-5CTJFGxhlGRpxCVwlqEjkUnm7TPSiR&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QzxGtRWujvA
https://theverge.com/2020/4/20/21228036/facebook-ban-event-protest-misinformation-government-social-distancing
https://theverge.com/2020/4/20/21228036/facebook-ban-event-protest-misinformation-government-social-distancing
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_tV0vHo_oZrPyMDrqyXXBs8kZFY01X_-vw2Z8bD2h-LLlVihtWz3BJfbQNJkz5OYM9ZDZCMh-9k5yLmo4WbGkzwfPRLdUXNoTmH7FJfzgR2O96RdD64_oiP-U5CxqXkblBQPE1-nHREuVAFGNLk3CzE0GmisMrXti3&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QzxGtRWujvA
https://theverge.com/2020/4/20/21228036/facebook-ban-event-protest-misinformation-government-social-distancing


DoctorU.info - HIPAA Patient Privacy Act

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_IWwsTb9o

California Privacy Law CCPA 2020 (Including Biometrics)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM

NY Shield Act 2020

https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-biometric-data-provision-032402/

US-EU Privacy Shield Explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk

https://medium.com/@virtualunet

https://facebook.com/virutalunet

Apr 19, 2020, 3:42 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TETs TRUTH TUBE.

April 19 2020 #cuomo #fail #vs #tesla #leaks Cuomo Shuts Down Coronavirus Hoax Theories: 'Facts Are facts' | MSN - (There are 

no "facts" from Cuomo!; there is no valid "test" for a specific virus; Vaccine's do not cure! UV-C lights cure! Masks don't stop viru's 

and cause illness! Facts are facts!) https://youtube.com/watch?v=zF2CiG38knA -- April 18th 2020 American's "Spontaneously" 

attend Coronavirus Protests in 15+ states | NBC https://youtube.com/watch?v=KyOxKyupxhM -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002%2F

Apr 19, 2020, 3:31 PM

April 19 2020 #cuomo #fail #vs #tesla #leaks Cuomo Shuts Down Coronavirus Hoax Theories: 'Facts Are facts' | MSN - (There are 

no "facts" from Cuomo!; there is no valid "test" for a specific virus; Vaccine's do not cure! UV-C lights cure! Masks don't stop viru's 

and cause illness! Facts are facts!) https://youtube.com/watch?v=zF2CiG38knA -- April 18th 2020 American's "Spontaneously" 

attend Coronavirus Protests in 15+ states | NBC https://youtube.com/watch?v=KyOxKyupxhM -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002%2F

Updated Apr 19, 2020, 3:29 PM

Apr 19, 2020, 3:29 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=zF2CiG38knA

April 19 2020 #cuomo #fail #vs #tesla #leaks Cuomo Shuts Down Coronavirus Hoax Theories: 'Facts Are facts' | MSN - (There are 

no "facts" from Cuomo!; there is no valid "test" for a specific virus; Vaccine's do not cure! UV-C lights cure! Masks don't stop viru's 

and cause illness! Facts are facts!) https://youtube.com/watch?v=zF2CiG38knA -- April 18th 2020 American's "Spontaneously" 

attend Coronavirus Protests in 15+ states | NBC https://youtube.com/watch?v=KyOxKyupxhM -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002%2F

Apr 19, 2020, 3:28 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

Tesla Leaks Special Report: The date was 1897-8; Nikola Tesla and "The Mechanism of Thought"; the Tele-Automaton, Logic 

Gates, Quantum Mechanics, Wirless Power, the Computer & Radio with Secure Communications -- 

https://teleautomaton.com/post/1373803033/how-teslas-1898-patent-changed-the-world -- 

https://documents.theblackvault.com/documents/fbifiles/scientists/NikolaTesla-Sept2016Release.pdf

-- https://manifold.umn.edu/system/resources/attachments/c/c/a/original-8ae8a12ecbba2a272ad2602cb8da02b54a740823.pdf -- 

The Mechanism of Thought & The Automaton, #Wireless #Lights, #Dynamo #Coil, #Starter, #Transformer, in "English Mechanic and

World of Science", Volume 71, June 29th, August 27th 1900. https://books.google.com/books?

id=56BAAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA406&lpg=PA406&dq=tesla

Nikola Tesla's Wardencylffe Tower Animation - Modern Analysis:

https://books.google.com/books?id=56BAAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA406&lpg=PA406&dq=tesla
https://books.google.com/books?id=56BAAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA406&lpg=PA406&dq=tesla
https://manifold.umn.edu/system/resources/attachments/c/c/a/original-8ae8a12ecbba2a272ad2602cb8da02b54a740823.pdf
https://documents.theblackvault.com/documents/fbifiles/scientists/NikolaTesla-Sept2016Release.pdf
https://teleautomaton.com/post/1373803033/how-teslas-1898-patent-changed-the-world
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_f0BlgI4qZtOLbp5gFMk4slMAcZJAm8a8Uzp_gC5Nk8AQ1Jdprxx23L_qOWtibalFS0sgXUCVS7r7bIEnE9ZsKmBtd5TjK9nzuPcFlEt-mi1PMs0eQlMlvz-nr1RRkPo-5X7wn7L_1DaCo&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002%2F
https://youtube.com/watch?v=KyOxKyupxhM
https://youtube.com/watch?v=zF2CiG38knA
https://youtube.com/watch?v=zF2CiG38knA
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_p9u1S0w6MGqf1ZXGDK0UwsuS2a-BtIX7lrmNrqM52s-dP4U8y9-lOBAEBpsP3LgVZ7LJISi8kacPPnj3J-lJk8VLjYtnZbroKhvRwdIiqjCdD-PXekavOagU5lZ0ywpy1jG_QPZko7dUt0LosdoUmZ8eZo0X4VFOI&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002%2F
https://youtube.com/watch?v=KyOxKyupxhM
https://youtube.com/watch?v=zF2CiG38knA
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8J-bKSQJSZ0BMESls3NaMMXcoNG-7WodBxXDBWvJuuWWmU2dXagVwFcQvPlZnXuCDcIXdSAdFc__-Su1yvY7S98v4S1xhTDZx2SoAkd59EOMvFvGtC97zQ8l6B7ang9t4yj0rvGDRA&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002%2F
https://youtube.com/watch?v=KyOxKyupxhM
https://youtube.com/watch?v=zF2CiG38knA
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_gff9HkzlTBODQFmEdqiGSXDq94Qn7ZoHaTpgE0VybHjrXoT5vkeKIFf5pEqETQLOqrGBmcEvi39ghsOwfHGPgihmkXcoWUumhOS9eX3VZbDtwqYN17brLGHu6VtkmKqbjk-1v5i2aHrVG&s=2
https://facebook.com/virutalunet
https://medium.com/@virtualunet
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLELUCoC7Dk
https://findbiometrics.com/new-yorks-shield-act-includes-biometric-data-provision-032402/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elg9lrxx_RM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_IWwsTb9o


https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1607020929610731/

Tesla Demonstrates Worlds First Wireless Powered and Remote Controlled Boat:

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1898-tesla-demonstrates-worlds-first-wireless-remote-controlled-boat

Tesla Lectures In Buffalo. 12 pages. September 13th, 1898. "High Frequency Oscillators for Electro-therapeutic and Other 

Purposes" lecture given to the Electro-Therapeutic Society in Buffalo on September 13, 1898. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/high-frequency-oscillators-electro-therapeutic-and-other-purposes

A companion piece to Nikola Tesla: Lecture Before The New York Academy of Sciences, this paper was read in absentia before an 

1898 meeting of The American Electro-Therapeutic Association. It provides additional information about the construction and use of 

Tesla's New York oscillator as well as other smaller devices. Also included are comments on possible applications for HF currents 

by the medical profession and Tesla's personal observations of the effects "when a person is subjected to the action of such a coil." 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/mall/more/374hfo.htm

Building a Quantum Computer One Logic Gate At A Time

https://www.forbes.com/sites/eliseackerman/2012/02/23/building-a-quantum-computer-one-logic-gate-at-a-time/

Was the Wardenclyffe Tower Binary/Digital? Did Nikola Tesla invent Logic Gates (0/1), Quantum Mechanics (0/1), Electro-

Magnetism (0/1) System for his Remote Control Boat & Radiant Energy Receiver & Wardenclyffe Tower? Magnetic Nano-particles 

Enhance Performance of Solar Cells "It has been shown, for example, that gold nano-particles absorb additional sunlight, which in 

turn produces additional electrical charge carriers when the energy is released again by the gold particles." "This strategy makes 

use of a quantum physical principle which states that electrons have a kind of internal rotation, known as spin. According to the laws

of quantum physics, this spin has a value of 1/2. The positively charged hole also has a spin of 1/2. The two spins can either add up,

if they are in the same direction, or cancel each other out if they are in opposite directions. The electron-hole pair can therefore have

an overall spin of 0 or 1. Pairs with a spin of 1 exist for longer than those with an overall spin of 0. The researchers set out to find a 

material that was able to convert the spin 0 state into a spin 1 state. This required nano-particles of heavy elements, which flip the 

spin of the electron or the hole so that the spins of the two particles are aligned in the same direction. The iron oxide magnetite 

(Fe3O4) is in fact able to do just this. "In our experiment, adding magnetite nano-particles to the substrate increased the efficiency of

the solar cells by up to 11 per cent," reports Mosegu  Gonz lez. The lifetime of the electron-hole pair is significantly prolonged." � �
Building a Quantum Computer One Logic Gate At A Time. Berkelely Lab Nuclear Magnetic Resonance With No Magnets "spin up", 

spin down".

A Nikola Tesla logic gates + quantum mechanics method of encoding an unlimited number of secure, instantaneous 

communications channels for his Wardenclyffe Tower. "While elements of classical computers (bits) can only be in two states (logic 

zero and logic one), qubits are based on quantum objects that can be in a -coherent superposition- of two states, which means that 

they can encode the intermediate states between logic zero and one. When a qubit is measured, the outcome is either a zero or a 

one with a certain probability (determined by the laws of quantum mechanics).

http://scicasts.com/green-biology/1865-green-nanotechnology/9031-magnetic-nanoparticles-enhance-performance-of-solar-cells/

https://newscenter.lbl.gov/2011/05/17/nmr-no-magnets/
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Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

Tesla Leaks Special Report: The date was 1897-8; Nikola Tesla and "The Mechanism of Thought"; the Tele-Automaton, Logic 

Gates, Quantum Mechanics, Wirless Power, the Computer & Radio with Secure Communications -- 

https://teleautomaton.com/post/1373803033/how-teslas-1898-patent-changed-the-world -- 

https://documents.theblackvault.com/documents/fbifiles/scientists/NikolaTesla-Sept2016Release.pdf

-- https://manifold.umn.edu/system/resources/attachments/c/c/a/original-8ae8a12ecbba2a272ad2602cb8da02b54a740823.pdf -- 

The Mechanism of Thought & The Automaton, #Wireless #Lights, #Dynamo #Coil, #Starter, #Transformer, in "English Mechanic and

World of Science", Volume 71, June 29th, August 27th 1900. https://books.google.com/books?
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id=56BAAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA406&lpg=PA406&dq=tesla

Nikola Tesla's Wardencylffe Tower Animation - Modern Analysis:

https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1607020929610731/

Tesla Demonstrates Worlds First Wireless Powered and Remote Controlled Boat:

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1898-tesla-demonstrates-worlds-first-wireless-remote-controlled-boat

Tesla Lectures In Buffalo. 12 pages. September 13th, 1898. "High Frequency Oscillators for Electro-therapeutic and Other 

Purposes" lecture given to the Electro-Therapeutic Society in Buffalo on September 13, 1898. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/high-frequency-oscillators-electro-therapeutic-and-other-purposes

A companion piece to Nikola Tesla: Lecture Before The New York Academy of Sciences, this paper was read in absentia before an 

1898 meeting of The American Electro-Therapeutic Association. It provides additional information about the construction and use of 

Tesla's New York oscillator as well as other smaller devices. Also included are comments on possible applications for HF currents 

by the medical profession and Tesla's personal observations of the effects "when a person is subjected to the action of such a coil." 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/mall/more/374hfo.htm

Building a Quantum Computer One Logic Gate At A Time

https://www.forbes.com/sites/eliseackerman/2012/02/23/building-a-quantum-computer-one-logic-gate-at-a-time/

Was the Wardenclyffe Tower Binary/Digital? Did Nikola Tesla invent Logic Gates (0/1), Quantum Mechanics (0/1), Electro-

Magnetism (0/1) System for his Remote Control Boat & Radiant Energy Receiver & Wardenclyffe Tower? Magnetic Nano-particles 

Enhance Performance of Solar Cells "It has been shown, for example, that gold nano-particles absorb additional sunlight, which in 

turn produces additional electrical charge carriers when the energy is released again by the gold particles." "This strategy makes 

use of a quantum physical principle which states that electrons have a kind of internal rotation, known as spin. According to the laws

of quantum physics, this spin has a value of 1/2. The positively charged hole also has a spin of 1/2. The two spins can either add up,

if they are in the same direction, or cancel each other out if they are in opposite directions. The electron-hole pair can therefore have

an overall spin of 0 or 1. Pairs with a spin of 1 exist for longer than those with an overall spin of 0. The researchers set out to find a 

material that was able to convert the spin 0 state into a spin 1 state. This required nano-particles of heavy elements, which flip the 

spin of the electron or the hole so that the spins of the two particles are aligned in the same direction. The iron oxide magnetite 

(Fe3O4) is in fact able to do just this. "In our experiment, adding magnetite nano-particles to the substrate increased the efficiency of

the solar cells by up to 11 per cent," reports Mosegu  Gonz lez. The lifetime of the electron-hole pair is significantly prolonged." � �
Building a Quantum Computer One Logic Gate At A Time. Berkelely Lab Nuclear Magnetic Resonance With No Magnets "spin up", 

spin down".

A Nikola Tesla logic gates + quantum mechanics method of encoding an unlimited number of secure, instantaneous 

communications channels for his Wardenclyffe Tower. "While elements of classical computers (bits) can only be in two states (logic 

zero and logic one), qubits are based on quantum objects that can be in a -coherent superposition- of two states, which means that 

they can encode the intermediate states between logic zero and one. When a qubit is measured, the outcome is either a zero or a 

one with a certain probability (determined by the laws of quantum mechanics).

http://scicasts.com/green-biology/1865-green-nanotechnology/9031-magnetic-nanoparticles-enhance-performance-of-solar-cells/

https://newscenter.lbl.gov/2011/05/17/nmr-no-magnets/
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Apr 18, 2020, 11:20 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://teleautomaton.com/post/1373803033/how-teslas-1898-patent-changed-the-world
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World of Science", Volume 71, June 29th, August 27th 1900. https://books.google.com/books?

id=56BAAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA406&lpg=PA406&dq=tesla
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https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1898-tesla-demonstrates-worlds-first-wireless-remote-controlled-boat

Tesla Lectures In Buffalo. 12 pages. September 13th, 1898. "High Frequency Oscillators for Electro-therapeutic and Other 

Purposes" lecture given to the Electro-Therapeutic Society in Buffalo on September 13, 1898. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/high-frequency-oscillators-electro-therapeutic-and-other-purposes

A companion piece to Nikola Tesla: Lecture Before The New York Academy of Sciences, this paper was read in absentia before an 

1898 meeting of The American Electro-Therapeutic Association. It provides additional information about the construction and use of 

Tesla's New York oscillator as well as other smaller devices. Also included are comments on possible applications for HF currents 

by the medical profession and Tesla's personal observations of the effects "when a person is subjected to the action of such a coil." 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/mall/more/374hfo.htm

Building a Quantum Computer One Logic Gate At A Time

https://www.forbes.com/sites/eliseackerman/2012/02/23/building-a-quantum-computer-one-logic-gate-at-a-time/

Was the Wardenclyffe Tower Binary/Digital? Did Nikola Tesla invent Logic Gates (0/1), Quantum Mechanics (0/1), Electro-

Magnetism (0/1) System for his Remote Control Boat & Radiant Energy Receiver & Wardenclyffe Tower? Magnetic Nano-particles 

Enhance Performance of Solar Cells "It has been shown, for example, that gold nano-particles absorb additional sunlight, which in 

turn produces additional electrical charge carriers when the energy is released again by the gold particles." "This strategy makes 

use of a quantum physical principle which states that electrons have a kind of internal rotation, known as spin. According to the laws

of quantum physics, this spin has a value of 1/2. The positively charged hole also has a spin of 1/2. The two spins can either add up,

if they are in the same direction, or cancel each other out if they are in opposite directions. The electron-hole pair can therefore have

an overall spin of 0 or 1. Pairs with a spin of 1 exist for longer than those with an overall spin of 0. The researchers set out to find a 

material that was able to convert the spin 0 state into a spin 1 state. This required nano-particles of heavy elements, which flip the 

spin of the electron or the hole so that the spins of the two particles are aligned in the same direction. The iron oxide magnetite 

(Fe3O4) is in fact able to do just this. "In our experiment, adding magnetite nano-particles to the substrate increased the efficiency of

the solar cells by up to 11 per cent," reports Mosegu  Gonz lez. The lifetime of the electron-hole pair is significantly prolonged." � �
Building a Quantum Computer One Logic Gate At A Time. Berkelely Lab Nuclear Magnetic Resonance With No Magnets "spin up", 

spin down".

A Nikola Tesla logic gates + quantum mechanics method of encoding an unlimited number of secure, instantaneous 

communications channels for his Wardenclyffe Tower. "While elements of classical computers (bits) can only be in two states (logic 

zero and logic one), qubits are based on quantum objects that can be in a -coherent superposition- of two states, which means that 

they can encode the intermediate states between logic zero and one. When a qubit is measured, the outcome is either a zero or a 

one with a certain probability (determined by the laws of quantum mechanics).
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World of Science", Volume 71, June 29th, August 27th 1900. https://books.google.com/books?
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Tesla Demonstrates Worlds First Wireless Powered and Remote Controlled Boat:
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Tesla Lectures In Buffalo. 12 pages. September 13th, 1898. "High Frequency Oscillators for Electro-therapeutic and Other 

Purposes" lecture given to the Electro-Therapeutic Society in Buffalo on September 13, 1898. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/high-frequency-oscillators-electro-therapeutic-and-other-purposes

A companion piece to Nikola Tesla: Lecture Before The New York Academy of Sciences, this paper was read in absentia before an 

1898 meeting of The American Electro-Therapeutic Association. It provides additional information about the construction and use of 

Tesla's New York oscillator as well as other smaller devices. Also included are comments on possible applications for HF currents 

by the medical profession and Tesla's personal observations of the effects "when a person is subjected to the action of such a coil." 
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Enhance Performance of Solar Cells "It has been shown, for example, that gold nano-particles absorb additional sunlight, which in 

turn produces additional electrical charge carriers when the energy is released again by the gold particles." "This strategy makes 

use of a quantum physical principle which states that electrons have a kind of internal rotation, known as spin. According to the laws

of quantum physics, this spin has a value of 1/2. The positively charged hole also has a spin of 1/2. The two spins can either add up,

if they are in the same direction, or cancel each other out if they are in opposite directions. The electron-hole pair can therefore have

an overall spin of 0 or 1. Pairs with a spin of 1 exist for longer than those with an overall spin of 0. The researchers set out to find a 

material that was able to convert the spin 0 state into a spin 1 state. This required nano-particles of heavy elements, which flip the 

spin of the electron or the hole so that the spins of the two particles are aligned in the same direction. The iron oxide magnetite 

(Fe3O4) is in fact able to do just this. "In our experiment, adding magnetite nano-particles to the substrate increased the efficiency of

the solar cells by up to 11 per cent," reports Mosegu  Gonz lez. The lifetime of the electron-hole pair is significantly prolonged." � �
Building a Quantum Computer One Logic Gate At A Time. Berkelely Lab Nuclear Magnetic Resonance With No Magnets "spin up", 

spin down".

A Nikola Tesla logic gates + quantum mechanics method of encoding an unlimited number of secure, instantaneous 

communications channels for his Wardenclyffe Tower. "While elements of classical computers (bits) can only be in two states (logic 

zero and logic one), qubits are based on quantum objects that can be in a -coherent superposition- of two states, which means that 

they can encode the intermediate states between logic zero and one. When a qubit is measured, the outcome is either a zero or a 

one with a certain probability (determined by the laws of quantum mechanics).
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Update: April 18th 2020 Predicted Here: Trump, Alex Jones, Fox News, National Review & Media Matters recommendation to use 

Hydrochloroquine (Bleach) combined with explosive Zinc as a "cure" for Coronavirus, is now killing people. 

https://reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-brazilian-chloroquine-study/true-claimbrazilian-chloroquine-studyon-covid-19-patients-

washalted-after11deaths-idUSKBN21Z395 https://usatoday.com/story/news/2020/04/15/coronavirus-chloroquine-test-halted-

drug/2983129001/ Study of High-Dose Chloroquine For COVID-19 Stopped Early https://sciencealert.com/clinical-trial-for-high-

dose-of-chloroquine-stopped-early-due-to-safety-concerns -- A New York woman with coronavirus symptoms died last week after 

being prescribed a drug cocktail with known cardiac side effects https://nbcnews.com/health/health-news/family-new-york-woman-

blames-hydroxychloroquine-combo-fatal-heart-attack-n1185451 -- A recent poll found that 65 percent of physicians in United States 

would prescribe chloroquine or hydroxychloroquine to treat COVID-19 in a family member.

Updated Apr 18, 2020, 4:48 PM

Apr 18, 2020, 4:48 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-brazilian-chloroquine-study/true-claimbrazilian-chloroquine-studyon-covid-19-patients-

washalted-after11deaths-idUSKBN21Z395

April 18th 2020 Predicted Here: Trump, Alex Jones, Fox News, National Review & Media Matters recommendation to use 

Hydrochloroquine (Bleach) combined with explosive Zinc as a "cure" for Coronavirus, is now killing people. 

https://reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-brazilian-chloroquine-study/true-claimbrazilian-chloroquine-studyon-covid-19-patients-

washalted-after11deaths-idUSKBN21Z395 https://usatoday.com/story/news/2020/04/15/coronavirus-chloroquine-test-halted-

drug/2983129001/ Study of High-Dose Chloroquine For COVID-19 Stopped Early https://sciencealert.com/clinical-trial-for-high-

dose-of-chloroquine-stopped-early-due-to-safety-concerns -- A New York woman with coronavirus symptoms died last week after 

being prescribed a drug cocktail with known cardiac side effects https://nbcnews.com/health/health-news/family-new-york-woman-

blames-hydroxychloroquine-combo-fatal-heart-attack-n1185451 -- A recent poll found that 65 percent of physicians in United States 

would prescribe chloroquine or hydroxychloroquine to treat COVID-19 in a family member.

Apr 18, 2020, 4:38 PM

April 18th 2020 China's (alleged, believed and blamed Coronavirus) "Wet Market" ban promoted by The New World Order, Walmart,

McDonalds Fish-Fillet, incudes banning private fishing, private food markets and farmers markets https://youtube.com/watch?

v=Lv03sSi-Z6Q -- Commentary: No, China’s fresh food markets did not cause coronavirus https://latimes.com/food/story/2020-03-

11/coronavirus-chinaHwangwon Jung-wet-m

Updated Apr 18, 2020, 3:57 PM

Apr 18, 2020, 3:57 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Lv03sSi-Z6Q

April 18th 2020 China's (alleged, believed and blamed Coronavirus) "Wet Market" ban promoted by The New World Order, Walmart,

McDonalds Fish-Fillet, incudes banning private fishing, private food markets, and farmers markets https://youtube.com/watch?

v=Lv03sSi-Z6Q -- Commentary: No, China’s fresh food markets did not cause coronavirus https://latimes.com/food/story/2020-03-

11/coronavirus-chinaHwangwon Jung-wet-m

Apr 18, 2020, 3:57 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

April 18 2020 The World Health Organization (Bill Gates, Tony Fauci, U.S. & Politifact) LIES about the efficacy and safety of UV-C 

lights, the Sun or vaporizing Hydrogen Peroxide to provide Ozone, in killing all pathogens. 

https://politifact.com/factchecks/2020/mar/20/greg-murphy/no-sunlight-has-not-been-proven-kill-coronavirus/ -- ""UV lamps should 

not be used... can cause skin irritation and eyesight damage" WHO LIES. UV-C does not penetrate the skin nor damage the retina. 

https://who.int/uv/en/ -- ABC NEWS A UV light may help to kill coronavirus https://abcnews.go.com/Health/ultraviolet-light-fight-

spread-coronavirus/story?id=70170111 -- https://latimes.com/science/story/2020-04-14/how-uv-light-may-protect-us-from-the-

coronavirus -- https://video.foxnews.com/v/6150507307001 -- 

https://npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/04/17/836830157/coronavirus-faqs-can-sunlight-kill-the-virus-how-risky-is-an-elevator-

ride -- https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/04/16/coronavirus-update-uv-light-ppe-doctors-nurses/ -- 

https://nytimes.com/2020/04/16/health/n95-masks-decontaminated-coronavirus.html -- 

https://nationalgeographic.com/science/2020/02/what-happens-to-coronavirus-covid-19-in-warmer-spring-temperatures/ -- 

https://pcimag.com/articles/107204-uv-sanitation-lights-can-kill-coronavirus
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Apr 18, 2020, 1:53 PM

https://politifact.com/factchecks/2020/mar/20/greg-murphy/no-sunlight-has-not-been-proven-kill-coronavirus/

April 18 2020 World Health Organization (Bill Gates, Tony Fauci, U.S. & Politifact) LIES about efficacy & safety of UV-C lights, the 

Sun or vaporizing Hydrogen Peroxide to provide Ozone, in killing pathogens. https://politifact.com/factchecks/2020/mar/20/greg-

murphy/no-sunlight-has-not-been-proven-kill-coronavirus/ -- ""UV lamps should not be used... can cause skin irritation and eyesight 

damage" WHO LIES. UV-C does not penetrate the skin nor damage the retina. https://who.int/uv/en/ -- ABC NEWS: A UV light may 

help to kill coronavirus https://abcnews.go.com/Health/ultraviolet-light-fight-spread-coronavirus/story?id=70170111 -- 

https://latimes.com/science/story/2020-04-14/how-uv-light-may-protect-us-from-the-coronavirus -- 

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6150507307001 -- https://npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/04/17/836830157/coronavirus-faqs-can-

sunlight-kill-the-virus-how-risky-is-an-elevator-ride -- https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/04/16/coronavirus-update-uv-light-ppe-

doctors-nurses/ -- https://nytimes.com/2020/04/16/health/n95-masks-decontaminated-coronavirus.html -- 

https://nationalgeographic.com/science/2020/02/what-happens-to-coronavirus-covid-19-in-warmer-spring-temperatures/ -- 

https://pcimag.com/articles/107204-uv-sanitation-lights-can-kill-coronavirus

Updated Apr 18, 2020, 1:52 PM

Apr 18, 2020, 1:52 PM

April 17th 2020 Is Bill Gates "Darth Vader"? Will he use the "Torture Droid" for forced innoculations? 

https://starwars.fandom.com/wiki/IT-O_Interrogator -- The IT-O was an interrogation droid designed by Imperial Security Bureau and

employed by the Galactic Empire. Use of the IT-O was carefully controlled by ISB, though some models found their way into the 

hands of senior Moffs, military intelligence and even CompForce. They were also employed by Imperial Inquisitors and Stormtrooper

garrison commanders.

Coronavirus Hoax Predicted by Chris Edwards "Rise of the Jedi Podcast" with 1 podcast and 3 posts on December 22nd-28th 2019 

at 5AM (2 days before you ever heard of Coronavirus) on #fear #invisible #forced #vaccinations https://youtube.com/watch?

v=fMlxLy-FbMc4 -- Dec 26th 1am Podcast Episode 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzgasel4C24 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ka-

9b3ih7D4 -- Time & Date Stamps at: https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Updated Apr 17, 2020, 5:16 PM

Apr 17, 2020, 5:16 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

April 17th 2020 Is Bill Gates "Darth Vader"? Will he use the "Torture Droid" for forced innoculations? 

https://starwars.fandom.com/wiki/IT-O_Interrogator -- The IT-O was an interrogation droid designed by Imperial Security Bureau and

employed by the Galactic Empire. Use of the IT-O was carefully controlled by ISB, though some models found their way into the 

hands of senior Moffs, military intelligence and even CompForce. They were also employed by Imperial Inquisitors and Stormtrooper

garrison commanders. Coronavirus Hoax Predicted by Chris Edwards "Rise of the Jedi Podcast" with 1 podcast and 3 posts on 

December 22nd-28th 2019 at 5AM (2 days before you ever heard of Coronavirus) on #fear #invisible #forced #vaccinations 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc4 -- Dec 26th 1am Podcast Episode 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzgasel4C24 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ka-9b3ih7D4 -- Time & Date Stamps at: https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi
April 17th 2020 Is Bill Gates "Darth Vader"? Will he use the "Torture Droid" for forced innoculations? 

https://starwars.fandom.com/wiki/IT-O_Interrogator -- The IT-O was an interrogation droid designed by Imperial Security Bureau and

employed by the Galactic Empire. Use of the IT-O was carefully controlled by ISB, though some models found their way into the 

hands of senior Moffs, military intelligence and even CompForce. They were also employed by Imperial Inquisitors and Stormtrooper

garrison commanders.

Coronavirus Hoax Predicted by Chris Edwards "Rise of the Jedi Podcast" with 1 podcast and 3 posts on December 22nd-28th 2019 

at 5AM (2 days before you ever heard of Coronavirus) on #fear #invisible #forced #vaccinations https://youtube.com/watch?

v=fMlxLy-FbMc4 -- Dec 26th 1am Podcast Episode 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzgasel4C24 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ka-

9b3ih7D4 -- Time & Date Stamps at: https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Apr 17, 2020, 5:16 PM

April 17 2020 Single-Minded Tesla To Ride Out The Coronavirus Auto Storm https://forbes.com/sites/neilwinton/2020/04/16/single-

minded-tesla-to-ride-out-the-coronavirus-auto-storm/ -- April 17th Tesla's Stock Soaring! https://youtube.com/watch?v=0syu96JbTfg

Updated Apr 17, 2020, 4:53 PM

Apr 17, 2020, 4:53 PM
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Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/neilwinton/2020/04/16/single-minded-tesla-to-ride-out-the-coronavirus-auto-storm/

April 17 2020 Single-Minded Tesla To Ride Out The Coronavirus Auto Storm https://forbes.com/sites/neilwinton/2020/04/16/single-

minded-tesla-to-ride-out-the-coronavirus-auto-storm/ -- April 17th Tesla's Stock Soaring! https://youtube.com/watch?v=0syu96JbTfg

Apr 17, 2020, 4:52 PM

April 17th 2020 Most Hated Top 10: Bill Gates' phony vaccine and biometric scanning becomes the #1 hated person in the world. 

#2) Tony Fouci for his fake statistics #3) Democrats for thier push for more Tyranny #4) Trump for going along with the Hoax #5) 

The Governors #6) The WHO, CDC, NIH & AMA #7) Walmart, McDonalds & Starbucks #8) Mike "Space Force" Pence #9) The 

Media Industrial Complex #10) AI scenario's and those who witness to fake deaths 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/17/technology/bill-gates-virus-conspiracy-theories.html

Updated Apr 17, 2020, 4:49 PM

Apr 17, 2020, 4:49 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/17/technology/bill-gates-virus-conspiracy-theories.html

April 17th 2020 Most Hated Top 10: Bill Gates' phony vaccine and biometric scanning becomes the #1 hated person in the world. 

#2) Tony Fouci for his fake statistics #3) Democrats for thier push for more Tyranny #4) Trump for going along with the Hoax #5) 

The Governors #6) The WHO, CDC, NIH & AMA #7) Walmart, McDonalds & Starbucks #8) Mike "Space Force" Pence #9) The 

Media Industrial Complex #10) AI scenario's and those who witness to fake deaths 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/17/technology/bill-gates-virus-conspiracy-theories.html

Apr 17, 2020, 4:49 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Slovenia.

April 17 2020 Global privacy, AI, ID2020, Biometric data, facial recognition, mandatory vaccinations, digital currency 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=aPP2EaC5gj8 -- Get the latest privacy news at https://facebook.com/virtualunet

Apr 17, 2020, 11:51 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Anonymous Events.

April 17 2020 Global privacy, AI, ID2020, Biometric data, facial recognition, mandatory vaccinations, digital currency 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=aPP2EaC5gj8 -- Get the latest privacy news at https://facebook.com/virtualunet

Apr 17, 2020, 11:50 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theories and More.

April 17 2020 Global privacy, AI, ID2020, Biometric data, facial recognition, mandatory vaccinations, digital currency 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=aPP2EaC5gj8 -- Get the latest privacy news at https://facebook.com/virtualunet

Apr 17, 2020, 11:45 AM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

April 17 2020 Global privacy, AI, ID2020, Biometric data, facial recognition, mandatory vaccinations, digital currency 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=aPP2EaC5gj8 -- Get the latest privacy news at https://facebook.com/virtualunet

Apr 17, 2020, 11:43 AM

Chris Edwards updated his status.

April 17 2020 Global privacy, AI, ID2020, Biometric data, facial recognition, mandatory vaccinations, digital currency 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=aPP2EaC5gj8 -- Get the latest privacy news at https://facebook.com/virtualunet

Apr 17, 2020, 11:41 AM

April 17 2020 Federal Reserve: (The people that print phony money)

No Phony Vaccine? Then Look for 18 Months of Shutdowns https://ai-cio.com/news/no-vaccine-look-18-months-shutdowns/ -- 

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Updated Apr 17, 2020, 11:35 AM

Apr 17, 2020, 11:35 AM

April 17 2020 Federal Reserve: (The people that print phony money)

No Phony Vaccine? Then Look for 18 Months of Shutdowns https://ai-cio.com/news/no-vaccine-look-18-months-shutdowns/ -- 

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Updated Apr 17, 2020, 11:35 AM

Apr 17, 2020, 11:35 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.ai-cio.com/news/no-vaccine-look-18-months-shutdowns/
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=0syu96JbTfg
https://forbes.com/sites/neilwinton/2020/04/16/single-minded-tesla-to-ride-out-the-coronavirus-auto-storm/
https://forbes.com/sites/neilwinton/2020/04/16/single-minded-tesla-to-ride-out-the-coronavirus-auto-storm/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/neilwinton/2020/04/16/single-minded-tesla-to-ride-out-the-coronavirus-auto-storm/


No Phony Vaccine? Then Look for 18 Months of Shutdowns https://ai-cio.com/news/no-vaccine-look-18-months-shutdowns/ -- 

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Apr 17, 2020, 11:34 AM

April 16th 2020 Mass Non-Compliance! Are There Lockdown Protests? https://youtube.com/watch?v=QRuYu8-_w18 -- Ron Paul| 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=K6javvC5Myc -- Ron Paul | A Brave New World, Mass Surveilance State https://youtube.com/watch?

v=BiZQmcqzPk8

Updated Apr 16, 2020, 8:05 AM

Apr 16, 2020, 8:05 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=QRuYu8-_w18

April 16th 2020 Mass Non-Compliance! Are There Lockdown Protests? https://youtube.com/watch?v=QRuYu8-_w18 -- Ron Paul| 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=K6javvC5Myc -- Ron Paul | A Brave New World, Mass Surveilance State https://youtube.com/watch?

v=BiZQmcqzPk8

Apr 16, 2020, 8:03 AM

April 16 2020 SHARE THIS: MESSAGE TO SOLDIERS, POLICE AND SHERIFFS https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KohYmHN-

N8

Updated Apr 16, 2020, 6:45 AM

Apr 16, 2020, 6:45 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KohYmHN-N8

# April 16 2020 SHARE THIS: MESSAGE TO SOLDIERS, POLICE AND SHERIFFS [https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=8KohYmHN-N8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KohYmHN-N8)

Apr 16, 2020, 6:44 AM

April 15 2020 "We Just Print the Darn Money" - The Government https://www.yahoo.com/news/government-pulls-coronavirus-relief-

money-190301335.html

Updated Apr 16, 2020, 6:40 AM

Apr 16, 2020, 6:40 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

April 15th 2020 Cesium for 5G and next Selenium are the most electro-positive materials used in "very sensitive receivers" NT, 

battery materials. https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Chinas-Secret-Weapon-In-The-Looming-Tech-War.html -- Nikola 

Tesla used Selenium at Wardenclyffe -- https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1057545607716530/ 

https://scribd.com/document/178995356/Wardenclyffe-Lab-1901-1917-17-010-2013 -- "It’s about continuous, real-time connection 

for every device on the planet. That also means every digital healthcare device under the sun, from surgical bandages to 

pacemakers. It will revolutionize healthcare, and just about everything else. It’s critical not only to 5G, but to the healthcare industry, 

which uses cesium compounds in medical imaging, cancer therapy, positron emission tomography (PET), and in catalyst promoters,

glass amplifiers, photoelectric cell components, crystals in scintillation counters and getters in vacuum tubes. It’s also vital to the oil 

and gas industry, which uses cesium formate brines in drilling fluids to prevent blow-outs in high-temperature, over-pressurized 

wells."

Apr 15, 2020, 5:37 PM

April 15th 2020 Cesium for 5G and next Selenium are the most electro-positive materials used in "very sensitive receivers" NT, 

battery materials. https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Chinas-Secret-Weapon-In-The-Looming-Tech-War.html -- Nikola 

Tesla used Selenium at Wardenclyffe -- https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1057545607716530/ 

https://scribd.com/document/178995356/Wardenclyffe-Lab-1901-1917-17-010-2013 -- "It’s about continuous, real-time connection 

for every device on the planet. That also means every digital healthcare device under the sun, from surgical bandages to 

pacemakers. It will revolutionize healthcare, and just about everything else. It’s critical not only to 5G, but to the healthcare industry, 

which uses cesium compounds in medical imaging, cancer therapy, positron emission tomography (PET), and in catalyst promoters,

glass amplifiers, photoelectric cell components, crystals in scintillation counters and getters in vacuum tubes. It’s also vital to the oil 

and gas industry, which uses cesium formate brines in drilling fluids to prevent blow-outs in high-temperature, over-pressurized 

wells."

Updated Apr 15, 2020, 5:35 PM

Apr 15, 2020, 5:35 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8skaMp-AufUaHiPSty1AuusVXZgh7gmpQlRspK1jRsbkjGNmepL7zfFw5XDvDpW1Gem__HxAPeM3TgGjRRUo5CkZY7LAr-QfS7c32TI0aFyQri4SYElNAvZWXX4IgqAHB1H6CeZSiQG58oZD0KKXEoIoR2fzhQf3LY&s=2
https://scribd.com/document/178995356/Wardenclyffe-Lab-1901-1917-17-010-2013
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1057545607716530/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KohYmHN-N8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KohYmHN-N8
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=BiZQmcqzPk8
https://youtube.com/watch?v=K6javvC5Myc
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QRuYu8-_w18
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=BiZQmcqzPk8
https://youtube.com/watch?v=BiZQmcqzPk8
https://youtube.com/watch?v=K6javvC5Myc
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QRuYu8-_w18
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_VVuzMCLDfnj9GhqP3Cn6eekoJVN9WtE-E-n0gG56vp1wZKBdSYPMjkTvmplKep1E4TuOJNx9gTc8bPYUq3AmOBnXnG8F7XJZA1debGO6l-BRx4pwAF9OXdPDlfgduhpgQ3UQcjv67rGaj&s=2
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://ai-cio.com/news/no-vaccine-look-18-months-shutdowns/


https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Chinas-Secret-Weapon-In-The-Looming-Tech-War.html

April 15th 2020 Cesium for 5G and next Selenium are the most electro-positive materials used in "very sensitive receivers" NT, 

battery materials. https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Chinas-Secret-Weapon-In-The-Looming-Tech-War.html -- Nikola 

Tesla used Selenium (paint?) at Wardenclyffe -- https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1057545607716530/ 

https://scribd.com/document/178995356/Wardenclyffe-Lab-1901-1917-17-010-2013 -- "It’s about continuous, real-time connection 

for every device on the planet. That also means every digital healthcare device under the sun, from surgical bandages to 

pacemakers. It will revolutionize healthcare, and just about everything else. It’s critical not only to 5G, but to the healthcare industry, 

which uses cesium compounds in medical imaging, cancer therapy, positron emission tomography (PET), and in catalyst promoters,

glass amplifiers, photoelectric cell components, crystals in scintillation counters and getters in vacuum tubes. It’s also vital to the oil 

and gas industry, which uses cesium formate brines in drilling fluids to prevent blow-outs in high-temperature, over-pressurized 

wells."

Apr 15, 2020, 5:34 PM

April 15 2020 CNN confirms what Tesla Leaks and others have been proposing regarding 1) The nature of a Virus 2) The nature of 

Disease 3) Phony Tests 4) Phony Vaccinations 5) Phony person to person transmission https://youtube.com/watch?

v=a09PhAqw16A -- 1a) CNN admits that "Virus" is any RNA or DNA "genetic material" from humans or animals. 2a) The nature of 

disease is the poisoning by any number of protein snippets, pathogens; generally by injecting it into your bloodstream and 

bypassing your immune system. The manufacturing methods are not perfect. Your body manufactures DNA and RNA genetic 

material of innumerable amounts. 3a) Tests are not looking for the "Virus" as protein snippets are impossible to individually identify. 

They are looking for other immunoresponses; any or other genetic material of humans or animals; or entirely phony alltogether. 4a) 

Vaccinations, by definition, are a poison, used to create an immunoresponse, and not a "Cure" for anything 4b) All Vaccinations 

contain the preservative nano-organic mercury; the top side effect being brain damage 5a) Virus is not a living cell; it's protein shells 

would be destroyed on surfaces; no proven experiment or method to deliver human to human other than injection 6) Surely 

Coronavirus HEL1 didn't come from a bat in a Cave -- Coronavirus Hoax Full Post, February 25th 2020 with Updates: 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Updated Apr 15, 2020, 1:12 PM

Apr 15, 2020, 1:12 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=a09PhAqw16A

April 15 2020 CNN confirms what Tesla Leaks and others have been proposing regarding 1) The nature of a Virus 2) The nature of 

Disease 3) Phony Tests 4) Phony Vaccinations 5) Phony person to person transmission https://youtube.com/watch?

v=a09PhAqw16A -- 1a) CNN admits that "Virus" is any RNA or DNA "genetic material" from humans or animals. 2a) The nature of 

disease is the poisoning by any number of protein snippets, pathogens; generally by injecting it into your bloodstream and 

bypassing your immune system. The manufacturing methods are not perfect. Your body manufactures DNA and RNA genetic 

material of innumerable amounts. 3a) Tests are not looking for the "Virus" as protein snippets are impossible to individually identify. 

They are looking for other immunoresponses; any or other genetic material of humans or animals; or entirely phony alltogether. 4a) 

Vaccinations, by definition, are a poison, used to create an immunoresponse, and not a "Cure" for anything 4b) All Vaccinations 

contain the preservative nano-organic mercury; the top side effect being brain damage 5a) Virus is not a living cell; it's protein shells 

would be destroyed on surfaces; no proven experiment or method to deliver human to human other than injection 6) Surely 

Coronavirus HEL1 didn't come from a bat in a Cave -- Coronavirus Hoax Full Post, February 25th 2020 with Updates: 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 15, 2020, 1:11 PM

April 14 2020 New World Order False-Flag Imminent? Is this Part 2 of WW3 vs The People? Live Stream: 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=PwHR0BrKiY0 Operation Gotham 2020 "Nuclear Bomb Drill" w/ Tidal Wave - Full Video: 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ObCmm3B9vSA Live Stream: -- Nikola Tesla's Tidal Wave for Defense and "Depth Charges" used in 

1) Operation Tidal Wave 2) Fukushima 3) Bikini Atoll to appear as a "Nuclear Bomb" 

http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html -- Nuke Hoax Part 1 by Tesla Leaks 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio -- Nuke Hoax Playlist https://youtube.com/watch?v=M-GliAMA-3c&list=PLb2dgysn--

3UbLCHsl1ybKr3Lqvf1zJfZ -- Debunking Einstin by Tesla Leaks -- Debunking Nuclear Bombs by Nikola Tesla "All Energy in Matter 

comes from it's environment" NT, primary rays from the Sun or secondary rays from artificial sources. "I shattered structures with 

10's of Millions of Volts, and never witnessed any additional energy output than input" NT. Not, Einstein's E=M, which presumes all 

energy is contained within the Matter itself. This Einsteinian view is incorrect. https://www.facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-

stationary-waves-and-scalar-energy/tesla-vs-einstein/914566628941148/

Updated Apr 14, 2020, 4:00 PM
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https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Chinas-Secret-Weapon-In-The-Looming-Tech-War.html


Apr 14, 2020, 4:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=PwHR0BrKiY0

April 14 2020 New World Order False-Flag Imminent? Is this Part 2 of WW3 vs The People? Live Stream: 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=PwHR0BrKiY0 Operation Gotham 2020 "Nuclear Bomb Drill" w/ Tidal Wave - Full Video: 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ObCmm3B9vSA Live Stream: -- Nikola Tesla's Tidal Wave for Defense and "Depth Charges" used in 

1) Operation Tidal Wave 2) Fukushima 3) Bikini Atoll to appear as a "Nuclear Bomb" 

http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html -- Nuke Hoax Part 1 by Tesla Leaks 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=P88P89G8Aio -- Nuke Hoax Playlist https://youtube.com/watch?v=M-GliAMA-3c&list=PLb2dgysn--

3UbLCHsl1ybKr3Lqvf1zJfZ -- Debunking Einstin by Tesla Leaks -- Debunking Nuclear Bombs by Nikola Tesla "All Energy in Matter 

comes from it's environment" NT, primary rays from the Sun or secondary rays from artificial sources. "I shattered structures with 

10's of Millions of Volts, and never witnessed any additional energy output than input" NT. Not, Einstein's E=M, which presumes all 

energy is contained within the Matter itself. This Einsteinian view is incorrect. https://www.facebook.com/notes/understanding-teslas-

stationary-waves-and-scalar-energy/tesla-vs-einstein/914566628941148/

Apr 14, 2020, 4:00 PM

Repost: 5G doesn't cause Cancer or VAD, but your Internal Combustion Engine does! Fake news from gas stations and diesel truck

owners claim that "electric motors cause #Cancer" and "listened to another driver worry aloud about whether electric cars cause 

#Hair #Loss" Washington Post | The next China trade battle could be over electric cars 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/01/16/next-china-trade-battle-could-be-over-electric-cars/ -- #spark #plugs Spark 

plugs create electrical interference that disrupts car radio reception, two-way radio and cell phone operation. 

https://popularmechanics.com/cars/how-to/a84/1272491/ -- April 22 2019 The case for banning the Internal Combustion Engine 

(ICE): VAD (#Vibratory #Acoustic #Disease) is real, but not caused by Wind Turbines. By definition, Internal Combustion Engines 

are "Vibratory" Reciprocating Engines with the Timing of Vibration set to the potential energy in the "Rigidity of the Spring" used. The

Spark Plug creates high powered, impulse, Acoustic Radio Waves and interference patters in its "Telegeodynamics" in the ICE 

Automobiles; which normally have to be suppressed by spark plug wires. The ICE engines is also referred to as --Nikola Tesla's 

"Earthquake Machine" or "Mechanical Oscillator" in which at a particular resonant frequency, any materials can be made to 

mechanically shatter it's structure. In addition, The Reciprocating Engine for all Internal Combustion Engines (predates and 

describes proper reciprocation, the floating piston, fluid dynamics etc.) was patented by --Nikola Tesla in 1894. By 1897, The Spark 

Plug and Starter in a reciprocating cylinder was patented by Tesla and used in the Wright Brother's airplane in 1901. 

https://cleantechnica.com/2019/04/22/adventures-in-pseudoscience-a-case-study-of-the-rhetorical-tricks-of-a-fake-disease-anti-

wind-advocate/ -- More sources on Nikola Tesla at www.teslaleaks.com

Updated Apr 14, 2020, 11:21 AM

Apr 14, 2020, 11:21 AM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbAhsEHu42s

Russianvids Livestream Podcast W/ Brian Staveley - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbAhsEHu42s

Updated Apr 14, 2020, 11:17 AM

Apr 14, 2020, 11:17 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbAhsEHu42s

Russianvids Livestream Podcast W/ Brian Staveley - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbAhsEHu42s]

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbAhsEHu42s)

Apr 14, 2020, 11:16 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

Radio waves by definition are non-ionising. Long distance AM/FM is electrostatic induction, not electromagnetic nor "radiation". 

Nikola Tesla. -- The radio wave band - used for mobile phone networks - is non-ionising, "which means it lacks sufficient energy to 

break apart DNA and cause cellular damage,". As reported by Tesla Leaks many years previously, only 2.89 THZ waves at high 

electrical pressure can break DNA. More like the THZ scanners at airports. The sun's ultra-violet A&B rays fall within this harmful 

category, and can lead to skin cancers. UV-C is safe for the skin and retina. "It's crucial to note that radio waves are far less 

energetic than even the visible light we experience every day," says Dr Grimes. "There is no reputable evidence," he says "that 

mobile phones or wireless networks have caused us health problems." because there are more transmitters, 5G can run at (lower 

power) levels than previous 4G. The UK government guidelines on mobile phone base stations says radio frequency fields at places

normally accessible to the public are (many times below guideline levels). 5G Microwave (Beamforming) "heating effects are not 

harmful, says Prof Rodney Croft, an adviser to the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP)." "The 
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maximum radio frequency level that someone in the community could be exposed to from 5G (or any other signals in general 

community areas) is so small that (no temperature rise has been observed to date.)" -- For this study, rats' whole bodies were 

exposed to radiation from mobile phones for 9 hours a day 365 days for two years, starting before they were born. *No cancer link 

was found for the female rats or the mice studied . It was also found that rats exposed to the radiation ((lived longer)) than those in 

the control group. https://bbc.com/news/world-europe-48616174

Apr 13, 2020, 3:07 PM

Radio waves by definition are non-ionising. Long distance AM/FM is electrostatic induction, not electromagnetic nor "radiation". 

Nikola Tesla. -- The radio wave band - used for mobile phone networks - is non-ionising, "which means it lacks sufficient energy to 

break apart DNA and cause cellular damage,". As reported by Tesla Leaks many years previously, only 2.89 THZ waves at high 

electrical pressure can break DNA. More like the THZ scanners at airports. The sun's ultra-violet A&B rays fall within this harmful 

category, and can lead to skin cancers. UV-C is safe for the skin and retina. "It's crucial to note that radio waves are far less 

energetic than even the visible light we experience every day," says Dr Grimes. "There is no reputable evidence," he says "that 

mobile phones or wireless networks have caused us health problems." because there are more transmitters, 5G can run at (lower 

power) levels than previous 4G. The UK government guidelines on mobile phone base stations says radio frequency fields at places

normally accessible to the public are (many times below guideline levels). 5G Microwave (Beamforming) "heating effects are not 

harmful, says Prof Rodney Croft, an adviser to the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP)." "The 

maximum radio frequency level that someone in the community could be exposed to from 5G (or any other signals in general 

community areas) is so small that (no temperature rise has been observed to date.)" -- For this study, rats' whole bodies were 

exposed to radiation from mobile phones for 9 hours a day 365 days for two years, starting before they were born. *No cancer link 

was found for the female rats or the mice studied . It was also found that rats exposed to the radiation ((lived longer)) than those in 

the control group. https://bbc.com/news/world-europe-48616174

Updated Apr 13, 2020, 3:03 PM

Apr 13, 2020, 3:03 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-48616174

Radio waves by definition are non-ionising. Long distance AM/FM is electrostatic induction, not electromagnetic nor "radiation". 

Nikola Tesla. -- The radio wave band - used for mobile phone networks - is non-ionising, "which means it lacks sufficient energy to 

break apart DNA and cause cellular damage,". As reported by Tesla Leaks many years previously, only 2.89 THZ waves at high 

electrical pressure can break DNA. More like the THZ scanners at airports. The sun's ultra-violet A&B rays fall within this harmful 

category, and can lead to skin cancers. UV-C is safe for the skin and retina. "It's crucial to note that radio waves are far less 

energetic than even the visible light we experience every day," says Dr Grimes. "There is no reputable evidence," he says "that 

mobile phones or wireless networks have caused us health problems." because there are more transmitters, 5G can run at (lower 

power) levels than previous 4G. The UK government guidelines on mobile phone base stations says radio frequency fields at places

normally accessible to the public are (many times below guideline levels). 5G Microwave (Beamforming) "heating effects are not 

harmful, says Prof Rodney Croft, an adviser to the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP)." "The 

maximum radio frequency level that someone in the community could be exposed to from 5G (or any other signals in general 

community areas) is so small that (no temperature rise has been observed to date.)" -- For this study, rats' whole bodies were 

exposed to radiation from mobile phones for 9 hours a day 365 days for two years, starting before they were born. *No cancer link 

was found for the female rats or the mice studied . It was also found that rats exposed to the radiation ((lived longer)) than those in 

the control group. https://bbc.com/news/world-europe-48616174

Apr 13, 2020, 3:02 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Nikola Tesla's 5G of 1904 1) Trillions of simultaneous, secure channels. 2) Only practical means of multi-plexing (individualization), 

beamforming 3) Wireless power multiplexing 4) Advanced triangulation -- Pulse width, Pulse frequency modulation -- Nikola Tesla's 

Letters to JP Morgan [https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F

%2Fyoutube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DZwdaHpeOOWI%26fbclid

%3DIwAR2bZVFLikXMMVrCycqQqqnja1iXaVCXUYVeVfPNhBKHvyO4ersRiEjdEis&h=AT1wl3ZCbgLjXdmhWt9qKzg_YmvoVV11X

TqRExTWqFTvcyKmTj_Y7cU0W3tBwpx1I641I7O17ZUFlRxDEAsIIMwYzvKiqIc4BxzZbGY1LZMzXDWdSmYpYpyUEC2ltxekBM5n

MIWGkq-KGBgeuiVFavO_VU6Ejg4f)

"I Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me"

"I am a Century ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and 
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individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"

"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"

"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"

"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""

"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"

"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"

The greatest resistance to progress is mans propensity for war, religious fanatics & stupid people - Nikola Tesla's "Problem of 

Increasing Human Energy" 1900 Century Magazine [http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm](http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-

00.htm?fbclid=IwAR06T72D4ux2d0D9cprzFcKtFb5Mi70pRtRUzYEzyvFwwGxksQMFUILsPlU)

Apr 11, 2020, 8:15 PM

Nikola Tesla's 5G of 1904 1) Trillions of simultaneous, secure channels. 2) Only practical means of multi-plexing (individualization), 

beamforming 3) Wireless power multiplexing 4) Advanced triangulation -- Pulse width, Pulse frequency modulation - Nikola Tesla's 

Letters to JP Morgan https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI

"I Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me"

"I am a Century ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and 

individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"

"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"

"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"

"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""

"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"

"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"

The greatest resistance to progress is mans propensity for war, religious fanatics & stupid people - Nikola Tesla's "Problem of 

Increasing Human Energy" 1900 Century Magazine http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm

Updated Apr 11, 2020, 8:14 PM

Apr 11, 2020, 8:14 PM

April 11th 2020 Max Malone: How LOCKDOWN Ends...IT DOESN'T! https://youtube.com/watch?v=X7woWuSF4AM -- Why not? I 

Made This Video In 2013 This Is Happening Now https://youtube.com/watch?v=-saVDEM9GGQ -- 1) You believe Ceasar owns 

Earth 2) You believe Caesar's phony Rules 3) You believe in phony money to pay Caesar's phony Taxes 3) You believe Vaccine's 

are "Cures" and not poisons that induce auto-immune responses 4) You believe in NASA, Aliens, Dinosaurs, Loch Ness Monster, 

Bigfoot & Chupacabra 5) You Believe in Einstein's theories and Edisons's light bulb 6) You're a Moron!

Updated Apr 11, 2020, 10:59 AM

Apr 11, 2020, 10:59 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

April 11th 2020 Max Malone: How LOCKDOWN Ends...IT DOESN'T! https://youtube.com/watch?v=X7woWuSF4AM -- Why not? I 

Made This Video In 2013 This Is Happening Now https://youtube.com/watch?v=-saVDEM9GGQ -- 1) You believe Ceasar owns 

Earth 2) You believe Caesar's phony Rules 3) You believe in phony money to pay Caesar's phony Taxes 3) You believe Vaccine's 

are "Cures" and not poisons that induce auto-immune responses 4) You believe in NASA, Aliens, Dinosaurs, Loch Ness Monster, 

Bigfoot & Chupacabra 5) You Believe in Einstein's theories and Edisons's light bulb 6) You're a Moron!

Apr 11, 2020, 10:59 AM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=X7woWuSF4AM

April 11th 2020 Max Malone: How LOCKDOWN Ends...IT DOESN'T! https://youtube.com/watch?v=X7woWuSF4AM -- I Made This 

Video In 2013 This Is Happening Now https://youtube.com/watch?v=-saVDEM9GGQ -- Why not? 1) You believe Ceasar owns Earth

2) You believe Caesar's phony Rules 3) You believe in phony money to pay Caesar's phony Taxes 3) You believe Vaccine's are 

"Cures" and not poisons that only induce auto-immune responses 4) You believe in NASA, Aliens, Dinosaurs, Loch Ness Monster, 

Bigfoot & Chupacabra 5) You Believe in Einstein's theories and Edisons's light bulb 6) You're a Moron!

Updated Apr 11, 2020, 10:32 AM

Apr 11, 2020, 10:32 AM
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Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

April 11th 2020 Max Malone: How LOCKDOWN Ends...IT DOESN'T! https://youtube.com/watch?v=X7woWuSF4AM -- Why not? I 

Made This Video In 2013 This Is Happening Now https://youtube.com/watch?v=-saVDEM9GGQ -- 1) You believe Ceasar owns 

Earth 2) You believe Caesar's phony Rules 3) You believe in phony money to pay Caesar's phony Taxes 3) You believe Vaccine's 

are "Cures" and not poisons that induce auto-immune responses 4) You believe in NASA, Aliens, Dinosaurs, Loch Ness Monster, 

Bigfoot & Chupacabra 5) You Believe in Einstein's theories and Edisons's light bulb 6) You're a Moron!

Apr 11, 2020, 10:19 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TETs TRUTH TUBE.

April 11th 2020 Max Malone: How LOCKDOWN Ends...IT DOESN'T! https://youtube.com/watch?v=X7woWuSF4AM -- Why not? I 

Made This Video In 2013 This Is Happening Now https://youtube.com/watch?v=-saVDEM9GGQ -- 1) You believe Ceasar owns 

Earth 2) You believe Caesar's phony Rules 3) You believe in phony money to pay Caesar's phony Taxes 3) You believe Vaccine's 

are "Cures" and not poisons that induce auto-immune responses 4) You believe in NASA, Aliens, Dinosaurs, Loch Ness Monster, 

Bigfoot & Chupacabra 5) You Believe in Einstein's theories and Edisons's light bulb 6) You're a Moron!

Apr 11, 2020, 10:18 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=X7woWuSF4AM

April 11th 2020 Max Malone: How LOCKDOWN Ends...IT DOESN'T! https://youtube.com/watch?v=X7woWuSF4AM -- Why not? I 

Made This Video In 2013 This Is Happening Now https://youtube.com/watch?v=-saVDEM9GGQ -- 1) You believe Ceasar owns 

Earth 2) You believe Caesar's phony Rules 3) You believe in phony money to pay Caesar's phony Taxes 3) You believe Vaccine's 

are "Cures" and not poisons that induce auto-immune responses 4) You believe in NASA, Aliens, Dinosaurs, Loch Ness Monster, 

Bigfoot & Chupacabra 5) You Believe in Einstein's theories and Edisons's light bulb 6) You're a Moron!

Apr 11, 2020, 10:14 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Anonymous To Expose Corruption.

April 10th 2020 New World Order Update by Henry Kissinger by Mad Max Malone: Trump stepped down, the Pope stepped down, 

Boris is in Quarrantine; who is in charge? Is the Anti-Christ about to be revealed? Lock Down Is Torture Who Is Responsible For 

Global Takeover https://youtube.com/watch?v=J8qYd8-jgAI https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZUOcYL4-7mo -- Corbett Report; Corona 

New World Order? -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=HB00mLArYBQ

April 10th 2020 US Doctor: How can you make a vaccine for someting never proven to exist? A Must Watch! 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=YkPL6VmUqQQ -- Thank You Satanic Elite - For Proving Me Right - David Icke Dot Connector 

Videocast https://youtube.com/watch?v=pO57Am75HWc -- COVID CRISPR CERN & the Virtual Panopticon! - 04.08.2020 - 

CCNT186 https://youtube.com/watch?v=UByUt58-lg0 -- COVID-19(10) 911 Mass graves Prisoners - Unbelievable No really UN-

believable https://youtube.com/watch?v=gTrT2uOPh5g

Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1645279199118237&set=p.1645279199118237&type=1

Einstein Loves the New World Order:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 10, 2020, 2:21 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Anonymous Events.

April 10th 2020 New World Order Update by Henry Kissinger by Mad Max Malone: Trump stepped down, the Pope stepped down, 

Boris is in Quarrantine; who is in charge? Is the Anti-Christ about to be revealed? Lock Down Is Torture Who Is Responsible For 

Global Takeover https://youtube.com/watch?v=J8qYd8-jgAI https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZUOcYL4-7mo -- Corbett Report; Corona 

New World Order? -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=HB00mLArYBQ

April 10th 2020 US Doctor: How can you make a vaccine for someting never proven to exist? A Must Watch! 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=YkPL6VmUqQQ -- Thank You Satanic Elite - For Proving Me Right - David Icke Dot Connector 

Videocast https://youtube.com/watch?v=pO57Am75HWc -- COVID CRISPR CERN & the Virtual Panopticon! - 04.08.2020 - 

CCNT186 https://youtube.com/watch?v=UByUt58-lg0 -- COVID-19(10) 911 Mass graves Prisoners - Unbelievable No really UN-

believable https://youtube.com/watch?v=gTrT2uOPh5g

Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks:

https://youtube.com/watch?v=gTrT2uOPh5g
https://youtube.com/watch?v=UByUt58-lg0
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pO57Am75HWc
https://youtube.com/watch?v=YkPL6VmUqQQ
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HB00mLArYBQ
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZUOcYL4-7mo
https://youtube.com/watch?v=J8qYd8-jgAI
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX__GM8sp8tJIxVioDG276O1f7BwFdWpwW7gG4SF-g06s_P5fivQrd8vGDLZ1Olpm_-igTF1jt9Bxm9O-jFW7E7ypzfSeyVD_jtt5eEuaeXpVFVjHoI_e4rrTyWDEip0WpnOLzHwWY7I31n1B7Q9tfg&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-wcnMV-dPagnTXh-pnzGobJTYEH6kyBU9ldej3PBcV5GE-OCzoZhpa5IqxgQz3PBC1YuG-_V_L5AWiwP1xHP1rt_F7RST2ubbV5bEGbyNF9H4Xa0sS7Mv6mopF0zGTU78n9psWe9bSOJVM&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-saVDEM9GGQ
https://youtube.com/watch?v=X7woWuSF4AM
https://youtube.com/watch?v=X7woWuSF4AM
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX88QKWr1lnxlZ8MF7Ji5m2-KofubJ6m8SRyggAb3jW3wEA20RzaiZW_PtQ8Mxmkq-6HyYIo0dB7crlN8SwjJCi8AoxKeduIWb-RlZS9h8U3TVdyFdv0hECDNbPkphbKORNx22qCQ4AU&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-saVDEM9GGQ
https://youtube.com/watch?v=X7woWuSF4AM
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-5trzaNe0amCmQaFvWKolVONbRUgtq_1QxSEt441UgfkpKE4kRnqD4KSYGSLNPjc8_qBjbU89As_ckMhncrLAAG0LuN4xnhensEDm2ZKTcB1z6G3Xyn-bgfKCFx7HD4TM1xK9fb__Nkk4&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-saVDEM9GGQ
https://youtube.com/watch?v=X7woWuSF4AM


https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1645279199118237&set=p.1645279199118237&type=1

Einstein Loves the New World Order:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 10, 2020, 2:09 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Anonymous Slovenia.

April 10th 2020 New World Order Update by Henry Kissinger by Mad Max Malone: Trump stepped down, the Pope stepped down, 

Boris is in Quarrantine; who is in charge? Is the Anti-Christ about to be revealed? Lock Down Is Torture Who Is Responsible For 

Global Takeover https://youtube.com/watch?v=J8qYd8-jgAI https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZUOcYL4-7mo -- Corbett Report; Corona 

New World Order? -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=HB00mLArYBQ

April 10th 2020 US Doctor: How can you make a vaccine for someting never proven to exist? A Must Watch! 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=YkPL6VmUqQQ -- Thank You Satanic Elite - For Proving Me Right - David Icke Dot Connector 

Videocast https://youtube.com/watch?v=pO57Am75HWc -- COVID CRISPR CERN & the Virtual Panopticon! - 04.08.2020 - 

CCNT186 https://youtube.com/watch?v=UByUt58-lg0 -- COVID-19(10) 911 Mass graves Prisoners - Unbelievable No really UN-

believable https://youtube.com/watch?v=gTrT2uOPh5g

Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1645279199118237&set=p.1645279199118237&type=1

Einstein Loves the New World Order:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 10, 2020, 2:08 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: ~Free Thinkers Anonymous~.

April 10th 2020 New World Order Update by Henry Kissinger by Mad Max Malone: Trump stepped down, the Pope stepped down, 

Boris is in Quarrantine; who is in charge? Is the Anti-Christ about to be revealed? Lock Down Is Torture Who Is Responsible For 

Global Takeover https://youtube.com/watch?v=J8qYd8-jgAI https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZUOcYL4-7mo -- Corbett Report; Corona 

New World Order? -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=HB00mLArYBQ

April 10th 2020 US Doctor: How can you make a vaccine for someting never proven to exist? A Must Watch! 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=YkPL6VmUqQQ -- Thank You Satanic Elite - For Proving Me Right - David Icke Dot Connector 

Videocast https://youtube.com/watch?v=pO57Am75HWc -- COVID CRISPR CERN & the Virtual Panopticon! - 04.08.2020 - 

CCNT186 https://youtube.com/watch?v=UByUt58-lg0 -- COVID-19(10) 911 Mass graves Prisoners - Unbelievable No really UN-

believable https://youtube.com/watch?v=gTrT2uOPh5g

Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1645279199118237&set=p.1645279199118237&type=1

Einstein Loves the New World Order:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 10, 2020, 2:07 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Anonymous Against Global Irony.

April 10th 2020 New World Order Update by Henry Kissinger by Mad Max Malone: Trump stepped down, the Pope stepped down, 

Boris is in Quarrantine; who is in charge? Is the Anti-Christ about to be revealed? Lock Down Is Torture Who Is Responsible For 

Global Takeover https://youtube.com/watch?v=J8qYd8-jgAI https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZUOcYL4-7mo -- Corbett Report; Corona 

New World Order? -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=HB00mLArYBQ

April 10th 2020 US Doctor: How can you make a vaccine for someting never proven to exist? A Must Watch! 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=YkPL6VmUqQQ -- Thank You Satanic Elite - For Proving Me Right - David Icke Dot Connector 

Videocast https://youtube.com/watch?v=pO57Am75HWc -- COVID CRISPR CERN & the Virtual Panopticon! - 04.08.2020 - 

CCNT186 https://youtube.com/watch?v=UByUt58-lg0 -- COVID-19(10) 911 Mass graves Prisoners - Unbelievable No really UN-

believable https://youtube.com/watch?v=gTrT2uOPh5g

https://youtube.com/watch?v=gTrT2uOPh5g
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_aJO41Xh6MUAiaxCJo8SxmH_qOgqFXJHORV5o51ZWpBmK6F-4ueM6EM-8rSwDvsRrj56nzbdDq3O5xSlR67oAcLWXgbDNfWd808leSCNiQ_NjFmN_XIk1VMv2J-xZIvpNpqaxvgIQQyVcxpbTFCos&s=2
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9AIs3fd8E1agvhJzuDKCUcHESkzyoXlm4o_fd4x9_AYlspdAfzkwQ6XjMHR0FUKA8djsR1UuJR22_zK34k32FMsvajrOAeH6RhHPl135Nf1g5RyGjMdgAOyDoLhym5XhtoxJRX_4Opm7wSsOHon2c&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1645279199118237&set=p.1645279199118237&type=1


Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1645279199118237&set=p.1645279199118237&type=1

Einstein Loves the New World Order:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 10, 2020, 2:07 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Anonymous Marches Onward.

April 10th 2020 New World Order Update by Henry Kissinger by Mad Max Malone: Trump stepped down, the Pope stepped down, 

Boris is in Quarrantine; who is in charge? Is the Anti-Christ about to be revealed? Lock Down Is Torture Who Is Responsible For 

Global Takeover https://youtube.com/watch?v=J8qYd8-jgAI https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZUOcYL4-7mo -- Corbett Report; Corona 

New World Order? -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=HB00mLArYBQ

April 10th 2020 US Doctor: How can you make a vaccine for someting never proven to exist? A Must Watch! 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=YkPL6VmUqQQ -- Thank You Satanic Elite - For Proving Me Right - David Icke Dot Connector 

Videocast https://youtube.com/watch?v=pO57Am75HWc -- COVID CRISPR CERN & the Virtual Panopticon! - 04.08.2020 - 

CCNT186 https://youtube.com/watch?v=UByUt58-lg0 -- COVID-19(10) 911 Mass graves Prisoners - Unbelievable No really UN-

believable https://youtube.com/watch?v=gTrT2uOPh5g

Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1645279199118237&set=p.1645279199118237&type=1

Einstein Loves the New World Order:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 10, 2020, 2:06 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TETs TRUTH TUBE.

April 10th 2020 New World Order Update by Henry Kissinger by Mad Max Malone: Trump stepped down, the Pope stepped down, 

Boris is in Quarrantine; who is in charge? Is the Anti-Christ about to be revealed? Lock Down Is Torture Who Is Responsible For 

Global Takeover https://youtube.com/watch?v=J8qYd8-jgAI https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZUOcYL4-7mo -- Corbett Report; Corona 

New World Order? -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=HB00mLArYBQ

April 10th 2020 US Doctor: How can you make a vaccine for someting never proven to exist? A Must Watch! 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=YkPL6VmUqQQ -- Thank You Satanic Elite - For Proving Me Right - David Icke Dot Connector 

Videocast https://youtube.com/watch?v=pO57Am75HWc -- COVID CRISPR CERN & the Virtual Panopticon! - 04.08.2020 - 

CCNT186 https://youtube.com/watch?v=UByUt58-lg0 -- COVID-19(10) 911 Mass graves Prisoners - Unbelievable No really UN-

believable https://youtube.com/watch?v=gTrT2uOPh5g

Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1645279199118237&set=p.1645279199118237&type=1

Einstein Loves the New World Order:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 10, 2020, 2:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=J8qYd8-jgAI

April 10th 2020 New World Order Update by Henry Kissinger by Mad Max Malone: Trump stepped down, the Pope stepped down, 

Boris is in Quarrantine; who is in charge? Is the Anti-Christ about to be revealed? Lock Down Is Torture Who Is Responsible For 

Global Takeover https://youtube.com/watch?v=J8qYd8-jgAI https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZUOcYL4-7mo -- Corbett Report; Corona 

New World Order? -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=HB00mLArYBQ

April 10th 2020 US Doctor: How can you make a vaccine for someting never proven to exist? A Must Watch! 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=YkPL6VmUqQQ -- Thank You Satanic Elite - For Proving Me Right - David Icke Dot Connector 

Videocast https://youtube.com/watch?v=pO57Am75HWc -- COVID CRISPR CERN & the Virtual Panopticon! - 04.08.2020 - 

CCNT186 https://youtube.com/watch?v=UByUt58-lg0 -- COVID-19(10) 911 Mass graves Prisoners - Unbelievable No really UN-

https://youtube.com/watch?v=UByUt58-lg0
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=pO57Am75HWc
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https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=J8qYd8-jgAI
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9NBCZcmAkCj0PYGAhAJdeWYUuW7CANnErHQpIzlqxtgBQRnuW2wuZ-E8npCeOFFxq4f_zrSXYsteH7VCf6wPn_83QsH05-RoTQ1gvLgB64_srMiRMsj76KYGqinkF4fyxRwuYsSN2KEH43iyBO54w&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1645279199118237&set=p.1645279199118237&type=1


believable https://youtube.com/watch?v=gTrT2uOPh5g

Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1645279199118237&set=p.1645279199118237&type=1

Einstein Loves the New World Order:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 10, 2020, 2:02 PM

April 10th 2020 New World Order Update by Henry Kissinger by Mad Max Malone: Trump stepped down, the Pope stepped down, 

Boris is in Quarrantine; who is in charge? Is the Anti-Christ about to be revealed? Lock Down Is Torture Who Is Responsible For 

Global Takeover https://youtube.com/watch?v=J8qYd8-jgAI https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZUOcYL4-7mo -- Corbett Report; Corona 

New World Order? -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=HB00mLArYBQ

April 10th 2020 US Doctor: How can you make a vaccine for someting never proven to exist? A Must Watch! 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=YkPL6VmUqQQ -- Thank You Satanic Elite - For Proving Me Right - David Icke Dot Connector 

Videocast https://youtube.com/watch?v=pO57Am75HWc -- COVID CRISPR CERN & the Virtual Panopticon! - 04.08.2020 - 

CCNT186 https://youtube.com/watch?v=UByUt58-lg0 -- COVID-19(10) 911 Mass graves Prisoners - Unbelievable No really UN-

believable https://youtube.com/watch?v=gTrT2uOPh5g

Updated Apr 10, 2020, 1:50 PM

Apr 10, 2020, 1:50 PM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Repost: #air #water #surface #purification #uv #ozone Killing Pathogens Part 2: by Nikola Tesla https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2028642217448598&set=pcb.2028642874115199%2F -- Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" 

- Page 231 (The Electrified Water of Mr Tesla may be expected to posess the sparkle and sweetness of the aqueous fluid that flows 

from mountain rocks... Let us hope this time for practical results) https://www.estormwater.com/tesla-water-uv-treatment-facility-

earns-leed-silver-certification

The first of Nikola Tesla's method to purify water with UV and Ozone (Adanced Oxidation) was installed at the Dam that powers San

Francisco, after his A/C system was installed there in the early 1900's. https://sfwater.org/index.aspx?page=1297 As a bonus, the 

"Cloramine" to be used as a phony "cure" for Coronavirus comes as a waste product from sewage. The cost of chloramine 

conversion was approximately $47 million. In addition, a state-of-the-art ultraviolet (UV) treatment facility worth $111 

https://sfwater.org/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=9149 The Tesla UV Treatment Facility became fully operational in 

2011. https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/114-million-Tesla-project-aids-Hetch-Hetchy-water-2354053.php

Killing pathogens with UV & Ozone ctd. Feb 12 2018 NBC News "Fighting the flu with UV-C light" 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=8fh4LfUc-AI -- Disinfection by UV & Ozone https://youtube.com/watch?v=i9VC2ejYkYs --

Apr 9, 2020, 11:25 AM

Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theories.

Apr 8, 2020, 5:54 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla.

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html

Nikola Tesla "Electricity is the greatest of all doctors" 1899-1999 as the VP of the IEEE; Pathogen cures or destructive mechanisms 

without vaccines include UV, Ozone therapy, Negative Ion Generators, Radiofrequency surgery, Electron therapy, X-ray beam 

therapy, Radionics with Radium, Magnetic field blood filtering, Lasers and the Tesla Violet Ray 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html -- https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- 

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi -- Nikola Tesla "Electricity, Greatest of all Doctors" 1999 IEEE 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=771078 -- #air #water #surface #purification #uv #ozone Killing Pathogens 

Part 2: by Nikola Tesla https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2028642217448598&set=pcb.2028642874115199%2F -- Jan 9th 1901

"Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 231 (The Electrified Water of Mr Tesla may be expected to posess 

the sparkle and sweetness of the aqueous fluid that flows from mountain rocks... Let us hope this time for practical results) 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2028642217448598&set=pcb.2028642874115199%2F
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=771078
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https://www.estormwater.com/tesla-water-uv-treatment-facility-earns-leed-silver-certification

The first of Nikola Tesla's method to purify water with UV and Ozone (Adanced Oxidation) was installed at the Dam that powers San

Francisco, after his A/C system was installed there in the early 1900's. https://sfwater.org/index.aspx?page=1297 As a bonus, the 

"Cloramine" to be used as a phony "cure" for Coronavirus comes as a waste product from sewage. The cost of chloramine 

conversion was approximately $47 million. In addition, a state-of-the-art ultraviolet (UV) treatment facility worth $111 

https://sfwater.org/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=9149 The Tesla UV Treatment Facility became fully operational in 

2011. https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/114-million-Tesla-project-aids-Hetch-Hetchy-water-2354053.php

Killing pathogens with UV & Ozone ctd. Feb 12 2018 NBC News "Fighting the flu with UV-C light" 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=8fh4LfUc-AI -- Disinfection by UV & Ozone https://youtube.com/watch?v=i9VC2ejYkYs --

Apr 7, 2020, 8:46 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's World.

Nikola Tesla "Electricity is the greatest of all doctors" 1899-1999 as the VP of the IEEE; Pathogen cures or destructive mechanisms 

without vaccines include UV, Ozone therapy, Negative Ion Generators, Radiofrequency surgery, Electron therapy, X-ray beam 

therapy, Radionics with Radium, Magnetic field blood filtering, Lasers and the Tesla Purple Wand 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html -- https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- 

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi -- Nikola Tesla "Electricity, Greatest of all Doctors" 1999 

IEEE https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=771078

Apr 7, 2020, 5:33 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

Nikola Tesla "Electricity is the greatest of all doctors" 1899-1999 as the VP of the IEEE; Pathogen cures or destructive mechanisms 

without vaccines include UV, Ozone therapy, Negative Ion Generators, Radiofrequency surgery, Electron therapy, X-ray beam 

therapy, Radionics with Radium, Magnetic field blood filtering, Lasers and the Tesla Purple Wand 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html -- https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- 

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi -- Nikola Tesla "Electricity, Greatest of all Doctors" 1999 

IEEE https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=771078

Apr 7, 2020, 2:58 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

April 7 2020 RED ALERT: New World Order Attack Imminent! https://youtube.com/watch?v=Bu9e4WtVuw4 -- DaveJ on false 

witnessing "Death"; Coronavirus Hoax, the Nuke Hoax, Space Hoax... https://youtube.com/watch?v=wHAVfLkqgOQ

April 7th 2020 Ron Paul: Resistance Building To Coronavirus 'House Arrest' Orders...It's About Time!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJPlJ6Qf7nk

Apr 7, 2020, 1:56 PM

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html

Nikola Tesla "Electricity is the greatest of all doctors" 1899-1999 as the VP of the IEEE; Pathogen cures or destructive mechanisms 

without vaccines include UV, Ozone therapy, Negative Ion Generators, Radiofrequency surgery, Electron therapy, X-ray beam 

therapy, Radionics with Radium, Magnetic field blood filtering, Lasers and the Tesla Purple Wand 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html -- https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- 

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi -- Nikola Tesla "Electricity, Greatest of all Doctors" 1999 

IEEE https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=771078 -- #air #water #surface #purification #uv #ozone Killing 

Pathogens Part 2: by Nikola Tesla https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2028642217448598&set=pcb.2028642874115199%2F -- 

Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 231 (The Electrified Water of Mr Tesla may be 

expected to posess the sparkle and sweetness of the aqueous fluid that flows from mountain rocks... Let us hope this time for 

practical results) https://www.estormwater.com/tesla-water-uv-treatment-facility-earns-leed-silver-certification

The first of Nikola Tesla's method to purify water with UV and Ozone (Adanced Oxidation) was installed at the Dam that powers San

Francisco, after his A/C system was installed there in the early 1900's. https://sfwater.org/index.aspx?page=1297 As a bonus, the 

"Cloramine" to be used as a phony "cure" for Coronavirus comes as a waste product from sewage. The cost of chloramine 

conversion was approximately $47 million. In addition, a state-of-the-art ultraviolet (UV) treatment facility worth $111 

https://sfwater.org/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=9149 The Tesla UV Treatment Facility became fully operational in 

2011. https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/114-million-Tesla-project-aids-Hetch-Hetchy-water-2354053.php
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Killing pathogens with UV & Ozone ctd. Feb 12 2018 NBC News "Fighting the flu with UV-C light" 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=8fh4LfUc-AI -- Disinfection by UV & Ozone https://youtube.com/watch?v=i9VC2ejYkYs --

Updated Apr 7, 2020, 1:55 PM

Apr 7, 2020, 1:55 PM

April 7 2020 RED ALERT: New World Order Attack Imminent! https://youtube.com/watch?v=Bu9e4WtVuw4 -- DaveJ on false 

witnessing "Death"; Coronavirus Hoax, the Nuke Hoax, Space Hoax... https://youtube.com/watch?v=wHAVfLkqgOQ

April 7th 2020 Ron Paul: Resistance Building To Coronavirus 'House Arrest' Orders...It's About Time!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJPlJ6Qf7nk

Updated Apr 7, 2020, 1:50 PM

Apr 7, 2020, 1:50 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.

Apr 7, 2020, 1:39 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

Nikola Tesla "Electricity is the greatest of all doctors" 1899-1999 as the VP of the IEEE; Pathogen cures or destructive mechanisms 

without vaccines include UV, Ozone therapy, Negative Ion Generators, Radiofrequency surgery, Electron therapy, X-ray beam 

therapy, Radionics with Radium, Magnetic field blood filtering, Lasers and the Tesla Purple Wand 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html -- https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- 

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi -- Nikola Tesla "Electricity, Greatest of all Doctors" 1999 

IEEE https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=771078

Apr 7, 2020, 1:33 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html

Nikola Tesla "Electricity is the greatest of all doctors" 1899-1999 as the VP of the IEEE; Pathogen cures or destructive mechanisms 

without vaccines include UV, Ozone therapy, Negative Ion Generators, Radiofrequency surgery, Electron therapy, X-ray beam 

therapy, Radionics with Radium, Magnetic field blood filtering, Lasers and the Tesla Violet Ray 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html -- https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- 

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi -- Nikola Tesla "Electricity, Greatest of all Doctors" 1999 IEEE 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=771078 -- #air #water #surface #purification #uv #ozone Killing Pathogens 

Part 2: by Nikola Tesla -- Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 231 (The Electrified Water of 

Mr Tesla may be expected to posess the sparkle and sweetness of the aqueous fluid that flows from mountain rocks... Let us hope 

this time for practical results) https://www.estormwater.com/tesla-water-uv-treatment-facility-earns-leed-silver-certification

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2028642217448598&set=pcb.2028642874115199%2F

The first of Nikola Tesla's method to purify water with UV and Ozone (Adanced Oxidation) was installed at the Dam that powers San

Francisco, after his A/C system was installed there in the early 1900's. https://sfwater.org/index.aspx?page=1297 As a bonus, the 

"Cloramine" to be used as a phony "cure" for Coronavirus comes as a waste product from sewage. The cost of chloramine 

conversion was approximately $47 million. In addition, a state-of-the-art ultraviolet (UV) treatment facility worth $111 

https://sfwater.org/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=9149 The Tesla UV Treatment Facility became fully operational in 

2011. https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/114-million-Tesla-project-aids-Hetch-Hetchy-water-2354053.php

Killing pathogens with UV & Ozone ctd. Feb 12 2018 NBC News "Fighting the flu with UV-C light" 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=8fh4LfUc-AI -- Disinfection by UV & Ozone https://youtube.com/watch?v=i9VC2ejYkYs --

Apr 7, 2020, 1:27 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Puzzle Pieces.

April 7th 2020 Trump, Pelosi & WHO will have to kick in your door, snatch your kids and wife. If you resist, the police will blow your 

brains out. If still, the tanks will demolish your house. Phony Fox News claims you can catch Coronavirus from just "speaking" to 

someone and they claim the virus spreads through "pipes" in your home. All Lies!! https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZCyqcoC747o -- 

Operation Endgame is a Military Operation to cease 40 Million people https://facebook.com/photo.php?

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2469813169998165&set=a.1621698638142960%2F
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZCyqcoC747o
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-5q7lpF857e06vcIPG0iIGs4ZE3pLJwcF6FB6UETqbQf5Vj_rx6zLXU5M9vHDkxzAM_M6imKEN0WBkW46W4BuOdJ7WI5ENM8NNcp0XcGeXBUVFuZ2dBJPFiy9ZkDc6IuoPNk-k0CX2BPov&s=2
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fbid=2469813169998165&set=a.1621698638142960%2F -- Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 7, 2020, 10:27 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Conspiracy Theory.

April 7th 2020 Trump, Pelosi & WHO will have to kick in your door, snatch your kids and wife. If you resist, the police will blow your 

brains out. If still, the tanks will demolish your house. Phony Fox News claims you can catch Coronavirus from just "speaking" to 

someone and they claim the virus spreads through "pipes" in your home. All Lies!! https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZCyqcoC747o -- 

Operation Endgame is a Military Operation to cease 40 Million people https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2469813169998165&set=a.1621698638142960%2F -- Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 7, 2020, 10:26 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Wars.

April 7th 2020 Trump, Pelosi & WHO will have to kick in your door, snatch your kids and wife. If you resist, the police will blow your 

brains out. If still, the tanks will demolish your house. Phony Fox News claims you can catch Coronavirus from just "speaking" to 

someone and they claim the virus spreads through "pipes" in your home. All Lies!! https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZCyqcoC747o -- 

Operation Endgame is a Military Operation to cease 40 Million people https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2469813169998165&set=a.1621698638142960%2F -- Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 7, 2020, 10:25 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Exposing the Truth AKA Conspiracy Theory Investigators.

April 7th 2020 Trump, Pelosi & WHO will have to kick in your door, snatch your kids and wife. If you resist, the police will blow your 

brains out. If still, the tanks will demolish your house. Phony Fox News claims you can catch Coronavirus from just "speaking" to 

someone and they claim the virus spreads through "pipes" in your home. All Lies!! https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZCyqcoC747o -- 

Operation Endgame is a Military Operation to cease 40 Million people https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2469813169998165&set=a.1621698638142960%2F -- Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 7, 2020, 10:25 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Hackers.

April 7th 2020 Trump, Pelosi & WHO will have to kick in your door, snatch your kids and wife. If you resist, the police will blow your 

brains out. If still, the tanks will demolish your house. Phony Fox News claims you can catch Coronavirus from just "speaking" to 

someone and they claim the virus spreads through "pipes" in your home. All Lies!! https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZCyqcoC747o -- 

Operation Endgame is a Military Operation to cease 40 Million people https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2469813169998165&set=a.1621698638142960%2F -- Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 7, 2020, 10:24 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Theory.

April 7th 2020 Trump, Pelosi & WHO will have to kick in your door, snatch your kids and wife. If you resist, the police will blow your 

brains out. If still, the tanks will demolish your house. Phony Fox News claims you can catch Coronavirus from just "speaking" to 

someone and they claim the virus spreads through "pipes" in your home. All Lies!! https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZCyqcoC747o -- 

Operation Endgame is a Military Operation to cease 40 Million people https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2469813169998165&set=a.1621698638142960%2F -- Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 7, 2020, 10:23 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Truth!

April 7th 2020 Trump, Pelosi & WHO will have to kick in your door, snatch your kids and wife. If you resist, the police will blow your 

brains out. If still, the tanks will demolish your house. Phony Fox News claims you can catch Coronavirus from just "speaking" to 

someone and they claim the virus spreads through "pipes" in your home. All Lies!! https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZCyqcoC747o -- 

Operation Endgame is a Military Operation to cease 40 Million people https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2469813169998165&set=a.1621698638142960%2F -- Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 7, 2020, 10:23 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TETs TRUTH TUBE.

April 7th 2020 Trump, Pelosi & WHO will have to kick in your door, snatch your kids and wife. If you resist, the police will blow your 
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brains out. If still, the tanks will demolish your house. Phony Fox News claims you can catch Coronavirus from just "speaking" to 

someone and they claim the virus spreads through "pipes" in your home. All Lies!! https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZCyqcoC747o -- 

Operation Endgame is a Military Operation to cease 40 Million people https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2469813169998165&set=a.1621698638142960%2F -- Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 7, 2020, 10:21 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

April 7th 2020 Trump, Pelosi & WHO will have to kick in your door, snatch your kids and wife. If you resist, the police will blow your 

brains out. If still, the tanks will demolish your house. Phony Fox News claims you can catch Coronavirus from just "speaking" to 

someone and they claim the virus spreads through "pipes" in your home. All Lies!! https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZCyqcoC747o -- 

Operation Endgame is a Military Operation to cease 40 Million people https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2469813169998165&set=a.1621698638142960%2F -- Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Apr 7, 2020, 10:20 AM

April 7th 2020 Trump, Pelosi & WHO will have to kick in your door, snatch your kids and wife. If you resist, the police will blow your 

brains out. If still, the tanks will demolish your house. Phony Fox News claims you can catch Coronavirus from just "speaking" to 

someone and they claim the virus spreads through "pipes" in your home. All Lies!! https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZCyqcoC747o -- 

Operation Endgame is a Military Operation to cease 40 Million people https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2469813169998165&set=a.1621698638142960%2F -- Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Updated Apr 7, 2020, 10:19 AM

Apr 7, 2020, 10:19 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZCyqcoC747o

April 7th 2020 Trump, Pelosi & WHO will have to kick in your door, snatch your kids and wife. If you resist, the police will blow your 

brains out. If still, the tanks will demolish your house. Phony Fox News claims you can catch Coronavirus from just "speaking" to 

someone and they claim the virus spreads through "pipes" in your home. All Lies!! https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZCyqcoC747o -- 

Operation Endgame is a Military Operation to cease 40 Million people https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2469813169998165&set=a.1621698638142960%2F -- Coronavirus Hoax by Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002%2F -- April 7 2020 RED ALERT: New World Order Attack Imminent! 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Bu9e4WtVuw4 -- DaveJ on false witnessing "Death"; Coronavirus Hoax, the Nuke Hoax, Space 

Hoax... https://youtube.com/watch?v=wHAVfLkqgOQ

Apr 7, 2020, 10:13 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

April 6th 2020 The 5G Dangers Hoax: Nikola Tesla's inventions are safe. 1) Radio 2) Electric Motors 3) Wireless Power 5) Cell 

Phones & 5G. 6) Nuclear Power by Westinghouse etc. You can use these technologies for good purposes or for destructive one's. 

Other facts. 2a) An A/C induction motor produces only 3%-10% of the allowable EMF. Your A/C Wall Socket produces 100% of that 

limit. 5a) Cell Phones produce Zero EMF -- 

Mar 14 2018 ((5G comes with 1 Watt of power for always-on functionality; the FTC and EPA maximum power allowed)) 

Simultaneous wireless information and power transfer to increase energy efficiency of 5G 

http://www.newelectronics.co.uk/electronics-news/simultaneous-wireless-information-and-power-transfer-to-increase-energy-

efficiency-of-5g/170771/

Cell phones use minitiature versions of thse amplifiers call Magnetrons, which need less than 1 Watt and are sealed with Tin to stop 

EMF leakage and also have a lifespan considered as indefinite. https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/107665/does-the-cell-

phone-make-dipole-particles-in-our-body-dance-the-same-way-microwa -- DNA resonant frequency is approximately 2.0 Terahertz, 

This is the earliest report cited by most that determined the resonant frequency of DNA is on October 2nd 1989, Phys. Rev. A 39, 

2672 (1989) - Millimeter-microwave spectrum of DNA: Six predictions for spectroscopy 

https://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.39.2672 -- Coincidentally the date used in Atlas Shrugged II. 

https://youtu.be/T1dy3gCUE7I?t=13 -- Terahertz is the common frequency now used in the body scanners at the Airport. It's 

common knowlege that 5G is 28 Gigahertz is is not capable of destroying DNA. The electrical pressures needed to gassify 

Hydrogen in your body using a high frequency, high tension induction generator is 300,000 Volts, 35,000 cycles/second, Plasma 

https://youtu.be/T1dy3gCUE7I?t=13
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Impulse DC rate is unknown; commonly in Femtoseconds. Some reports require a laser with 5 Gigavolts per meter of electrical 

pressure at Terahertz frequency in order to break DNA; others need a BWO, Backwards Wave Oscillator a version of a TWTA, 

Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier. – Nov 15, 2016 Nature: Terahertz molecular resonance of cancer DNA 

https://nature.com/articles/srep37103 -- Mar 22, 2013 Science Daily: Intense terahertz pulses cause DNA damage and repair – 

https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/03/130314111816.htm -- Terahertz radiation - Wikipedia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terahertz_radiation – February 17th 2018 First they told us those X-ray scanners (that showed way too 

many naked body parts) were perfectly safe. ... the Center for Nonlinear Studies at Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico, 

revealed that these terahertz waves could “…unzip double-stranded DNA, creating bubbles that could significantly ... 

http://collective-evolution.com/2017/02/19/los-alamos-study-finds-airport-scanners-can-rip-apart-alter-dna/

Full Post April 3rd 2018: https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1110017382469352/

Apr 3, 2018, 5:56 PM Alex Jones at Inforwars still pushing the EMF, G5 danger hoax claiming it will kill "Billions" of people; just like 

the fake news they put out about wireless power dangers hoax. 

https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1936195590026595/?id=100009085196708 Nikola Tesla stated that his Electro-

Therapy devices using currents of high frequency, high tension, A/C currents (EMF), "Electrical Baths", Ozone Therapy, UV Curing 

and other radio-frequency methods to kill cancer and tumors. https://youtu.be/2kdlWowplSE?t=131 -- Alex Jones says he hopes the 

Globalists will be impressed by his work demonizing 5G. https://youtu.be/kTYn-WkH9Rg?t=250 -- As soon as Disney released their 

video demonstrating Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power Transmission in a demonstration room, the trolls entered their comment box 

stating "Cancer in 3.2.1.", and Disney closed their comments due to the trolls. https://youtube.com/watch?v=gn7T599QaN8

https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1936195590026595/?id=100009085196708

April 2 2018 BREAKING: Cell Phones / 5G Confirmed To Cause Cancer. "Milliwatts" of non-ionozing radiation wouldn't hurt a fly. On

the other hand, coal plants are 100x more radioactive than nu.clear power. Petro-chemicals at the gas station, not only cause 

Cancer, they create cancer by definition. But I don't see you, nor anyone else pointing that out. Except the warning signs at the 

pump. https://youtube.com/watch?v=-1xpX9_qUtk

April 5th 2020 Is There A Virus? - David Icke https://youtube.com/watch?v=LxSq_YJLbE8

Apr 6, 2020, 4:08 PM

April 6th 2020 The 5G Dangers Hoax: Nikola Tesla's inventions are safe. 1) Radio 2) Electric Motors 3) Wireless Power 5) Cell 

Phones & 5G. 6) Nuclear Power by Westinghouse etc. You can use these technologies for good purposes or for destructive one's. 

Other facts. 2a) An A/C induction motor produces only 3%-10% of the allowable EMF. Your A/C Wall Socket produces 100% of that 

limit. 5a) Cell Phones produce Zero EMF -- 

Mar 14 2018 ((5G comes with 1 Watt of power for always-on functionality; the FTC and EPA maximum power allowed)) 

Simultaneous wireless information and power transfer to increase energy efficiency of 5G 

http://www.newelectronics.co.uk/electronics-news/simultaneous-wireless-information-and-power-transfer-to-increase-energy-

efficiency-of-5g/170771/

Cell phones use minitiature versions of thse amplifiers call Magnetrons, which need less than 1 Watt and are sealed with Tin to stop 

EMF leakage and also have a lifespan considered as indefinite. https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/107665/does-the-cell-

phone-make-dipole-particles-in-our-body-dance-the-same-way-microwa -- DNA resonant frequency is approximately 2.0 Terahertz, 

This is the earliest report cited by most that determined the resonant frequency of DNA is on October 2nd 1989, Phys. Rev. A 39, 

2672 (1989) - Millimeter-microwave spectrum of DNA: Six predictions for spectroscopy 

https://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.39.2672 -- Coincidentally the date used in Atlas Shrugged II. 

https://youtu.be/T1dy3gCUE7I?t=13 -- Terahertz is the common frequency now used in the body scanners at the Airport. It's 

common knowlege that 5G is 28 Gigahertz is is not capable of destroying DNA. The electrical pressures needed to gassify 

Hydrogen in your body using a high frequency, high tension induction generator is 300,000 Volts, 35,000 cycles/second, Plasma 

Impulse DC rate is unknown; commonly in Femtoseconds. Some reports require a laser with 5 Gigavolts per meter of electrical 

pressure at Terahertz frequency in order to break DNA; others need a BWO, Backwards Wave Oscillator a version of a TWTA, 

Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier. – Nov 15, 2016 Nature: Terahertz molecular resonance of cancer DNA 

https://nature.com/articles/srep37103 -- Mar 22, 2013 Science Daily: Intense terahertz pulses cause DNA damage and repair – 
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https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/03/130314111816.htm -- Terahertz radiation - Wikipedia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terahertz_radiation – February 17th 2018 First they told us those X-ray scanners (that showed way too 

many naked body parts) were perfectly safe. ... the Center for Nonlinear Studies at Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico, 

revealed that these terahertz waves could “…unzip double-stranded DNA, creating bubbles that could significantly ... 

http://collective-evolution.com/2017/02/19/los-alamos-study-finds-airport-scanners-can-rip-apart-alter-dna/

Full Post April 3rd 2018: https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1110017382469352/

Apr 3, 2018, 5:56 PM Alex Jones at Inforwars still pushing the EMF, G5 danger hoax claiming it will kill "Billions" of people; just like 

the fake news they put out about wireless power dangers hoax. 

https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1936195590026595/?id=100009085196708 Nikola Tesla stated that his Electro-

Therapy devices using currents of high frequency, high tension, A/C currents (EMF), "Electrical Baths", Ozone Therapy, UV Curing 

and other radio-frequency methods to kill cancer and tumors. https://youtu.be/2kdlWowplSE?t=131 -- Alex Jones says he hopes the 

Globalists will be impressed by his work demonizing 5G. https://youtu.be/kTYn-WkH9Rg?t=250 -- As soon as Disney released their 

video demonstrating Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power Transmission in a demonstration room, the trolls entered their comment box 

stating "Cancer in 3.2.1.", and Disney closed their comments due to the trolls. https://youtube.com/watch?v=gn7T599QaN8

https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1936195590026595/?id=100009085196708

April 2 2018 BREAKING: Cell Phones / 5G Confirmed To Cause Cancer. "Milliwatts" of non-ionozing radiation wouldn't hurt a fly. On

the other hand, coal plants are 100x more radioactive than nu.clear power. Petro-chemicals at the gas station, not only cause 

Cancer, they create cancer by definition. But I don't see you, nor anyone else pointing that out. Except the warning signs at the 

pump. https://youtube.com/watch?v=-1xpX9_qUtk

April 5th 2020 Is There A Virus? - David Icke https://youtube.com/watch?v=LxSq_YJLbE8

Updated Apr 6, 2020, 4:00 PM

Apr 6, 2020, 4:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

http://www.newelectronics.co.uk/electronics-news/simultaneous-wireless-information-and-power-transfer-to-increase-energy-

efficiency-of-5g/170771/

April 6th 2020 5G Dangers Hoax: Nikola Tesla's inventions are safe. 1) Radio 2) A/C Electric Motors 3) Wireless Power 5) Cell 

Phones & 5G. 6) Nuclear Power Other facts. 2a) An A/C induction motor in an electric car produces only 3%-10% of the allowable 

EMF. A/C wiring, sockets and panels can produce over 100% of that limit. 5a) Cell Phones produce Zero EMF because of a Tin 

wrapper over the Magnetron.

Mar 14 2018 ((5G comes with 1 Watt of power for always-on functionality; the FTC and EPA maximum power allowed)) 

Simultaneous wireless information and power transfer to increase energy efficiency of 5G 

http://www.newelectronics.co.uk/electronics-news/simultaneous-wireless-information-and-power-transfer-to-increase-energy-

efficiency-of-5g/170771/

National Cancer Institute "No mechanism by which ELF-EMFs or RF radiation could cause cancer has been identified" 

https://cancer.gov/about-cancer/causes-prevention/risk/radiation/electromagnetic-fields-fact-sheet

5G Beamforming and Triangulation by Theoria [https://youtube.com/watch?v=ychjm79A6Zs](https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=ychjm79A6Zs)

5G Beamforming by IEEE [https://youtube.com/watch?v=OidnBOcXvic](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OidnBOcXvic)

DNA resonant frequency is approximately 2.0 Terahertz, This is the earliest report cited by most that determined the resonant 

frequency of DNA is on October 2nd 1989, Phys. Rev. A 39, 2672 (1989) - Millimeter-microwave spectrum of DNA: Six predictions 

for spectroscopy https://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.39.2672

Coincidentally the date used in Atlas Shrugged II. https://youtu.be/T1dy3gCUE7I?t=13
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Terahertz is the common frequency now used in the body scanners at the Airport. It's common knowlege that 5G is 28 Gigahertz is 

is not capable of destroying DNA. The electrical pressures needed to gassify Hydrogen in your body using a high frequency, high 

tension induction generator is 300,000 Volts, 35,000 cycles/second, Plasma Impulse DC rate is unknown; commonly in 

Femtoseconds. Some reports require a laser with 5 Gigavolts per meter of electrical pressure at Terahertz frequency in order to 

break DNA; others need a BWO, Backwards Wave Oscillator a version of a TWTA, Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier. – Nov 15, 2016 

Nature: Terahertz molecular resonance of cancer DNA https://nature.com/articles/srep37103

Mar 22, 2013 Science Daily: Intense terahertz pulses cause DNA damage and repair – 

https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/03/130314111816.htm

Terahertz radiation - Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terahertz_radiation

February 17th 2018 First they told us those X-ray scanners (that showed way too many naked body parts) were perfectly safe. ... the

Center for Nonlinear Studies at Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico, revealed that these terahertz waves could “…unzip 

double-stranded DNA, creating bubbles that could significantly ... http://collective-evolution.com/2017/02/19/los-alamos-study-finds-

airport-scanners-can-rip-apart-alter-dna/

Full Post April 3rd 2018: https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1110017382469352/

Apr 3, 2018, 5:56 PM Alex Jones at Inforwars still pushing the EMF, G5 danger hoax claiming it will kill "Billions" of people; just like 

the fake news they put out about wireless power dangers hoax. 

https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1936195590026595/?id=100009085196708 Nikola Tesla stated that his Electro-

Therapy devices using currents of high frequency, high tension, A/C currents (EMF), "Electrical Baths", Ozone Therapy, UV Curing 

and other radio-frequency methods to kill cancer and tumors. https://youtu.be/2kdlWowplSE?t=131 -- Alex Jones says he hopes the 

Globalists will be impressed by his work demonizing 5G. https://youtu.be/kTYn-WkH9Rg?t=250 -- As soon as Disney released their 

video demonstrating Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power Transmission in a demonstration room, the trolls entered their comment box 

stating "Cancer in 3.2.1.", and Disney closed their comments due to the trolls. https://youtube.com/watch?v=gn7T599QaN8

https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1936195590026595/?id=100009085196708

April 5th 2020 Is There A Virus? - David Icke https://youtube.com/watch?v=LxSq_YJLbE8

Apr 6, 2020, 4:00 PM

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Update: April 5th 2020 Is There A Virus? - David Icke https://youtube.com/watch?v=LxSq_YJLbE8 -- April 6th 2020 The 5G Dangers

Hoax and connection to Coronavirus: Nikola Tesla's inventions are safe. 1) Radio 2) Electric Motors 3) Wireless Power 5) Cell 

Phones & 5G. 6) Nuclear Power by Westinghouse etc. You can use these technologies for good purposes or for destructive one's. 

Other facts. 2a) An A/C induction motor produces only 3%-10% of the allowable EMF. Your A/C Wall Socket produces 100% of that 

limit. 5a) Cell Phones produce Zero EMF -- 

Mar 14 2018 ((5G comes with 1 Watt of power for always-on functionality; the FTC and EPA maximum power allowed)) 

Simultaneous wireless information and power transfer to increase energy efficiency of 5G 

http://www.newelectronics.co.uk/electronics-news/simultaneous-wireless-information-and-power-transfer-to-increase-energy-

efficiency-of-5g/170771/

Cell phones use minitiature versions of thse amplifiers call Magnetrons, which need less than 1 Watt and are sealed with Tin to stop 

EMF leakage and also have a lifespan considered as indefinite. https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/107665/does-the-cell-

phone-make-dipole-particles-in-our-body-dance-the-same-way-microwa -- DNA resonant frequency is approximately 2.0 Terahertz, 

This is the earliest report cited by most that determined the resonant frequency of DNA is on October 2nd 1989, Phys. Rev. A 39, 

2672 (1989) - Millimeter-microwave spectrum of DNA: Six predictions for spectroscopy 

https://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.39.2672 -- Coincidentally the date used in Atlas Shrugged II. 

https://youtu.be/T1dy3gCUE7I?t=13 -- Terahertz is the common frequency now used in the body scanners at the Airport. It's 

common knowlege that 5G is 28 Gigahertz is is not capable of destroying DNA. The electrical pressures needed to gassify 
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Hydrogen in your body using a high frequency, high tension induction generator is 300,000 Volts, 35,000 cycles/second, Plasma 

Impulse DC rate is unknown; commonly in Femtoseconds. Some reports require a laser with 5 Gigavolts per meter of electrical 

pressure at Terahertz frequency in order to break DNA; others need a BWO, Backwards Wave Oscillator a version of a TWTA, 

Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier. – Nov 15, 2016 Nature: Terahertz molecular resonance of cancer DNA 

https://nature.com/articles/srep37103 -- Mar 22, 2013 Science Daily: Intense terahertz pulses cause DNA damage and repair – 

https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/03/130314111816.htm -- Terahertz radiation - Wikipedia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terahertz_radiation – February 17th 2018 First they told us those X-ray scanners (that showed way too 

many naked body parts) were perfectly safe. ... the Center for Nonlinear Studies at Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico, 

revealed that these terahertz waves could “…unzip double-stranded DNA, creating bubbles that could significantly ... 

http://collective-evolution.com/2017/02/19/los-alamos-study-finds-airport-scanners-can-rip-apart-alter-dna/

Full Post April 3rd 2018: https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1110017382469352/

Apr 3, 2018, 5:56 PM Alex Jones at Inforwars still pushing the EMF, G5 danger hoax claiming it will kill "Billions" of people; just like 

the fake news they put out about wireless power dangers hoax. 

https://facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1936195590026595/?id=100009085196708 Nikola Tesla stated that his Electro-

Therapy devices using currents of high frequency, high tension, A/C currents (EMF), "Electrical Baths", Ozone Therapy, UV Curing 

and other radio-frequency methods to kill cancer and tumors. https://youtu.be/2kdlWowplSE?t=131 -- Alex Jones says he hopes the 

Globalists will be impressed by his work demonizing 5G. https://youtu.be/kTYn-WkH9Rg?t=250 -- As soon as Disney released their 

video demonstrating Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power Transmission in a demonstration room, the trolls entered their comment box 

stating "Cancer in 3.2.1.", and Disney closed their comments due to the trolls. https://youtube.com/watch?v=gn7T599QaN8

https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/1936195590026595/?id=100009085196708

April 2 2018 BREAKING: Cell Phones / 5G Confirmed To Cause Cancer. "Milliwatts" of non-ionozing radiation wouldn't hurt a fly. On

the other hand, coal plants are 100x more radioactive than nu.clear power. Petro-chemicals at the gas station, not only cause 

Cancer, they create cancer by definition. But I don't see you, nor anyone else pointing that out. Except the warning signs at the 

pump. https://youtube.com/watch?v=-1xpX9_qUtk

Updated Apr 6, 2020, 3:56 PM

Apr 6, 2020, 3:56 PM

April Fools! COLD HARD FACTS - By hero, Theoria on Nikola Tesla: TESLA FBI FILES Govt. Declassified Secrets & John G 

Trump's Disinformation Campaign https://youtube.com/watch?v=ghYWqt6Orlw -- TESLA was intentionally discredited by The U.S. 

Govt. and John G Trump as a (fraud, theif and a liar) after his passing https://youtube.com/watch?v=AqFPBAfnjzc -- As a witness to 

the FBI, TESLA trashes Einstein as a "Confusionist" in the Einstein FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYnD-lmcReQ -- TESLA 

on Mutual Induction & Rotating Magnetic fields for ENERGY https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wT1gh_hT0fo -- Tesla Leaks 

"Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation" Facebook Page: https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation -- Nikola Tesla Full FBI File in 

HD, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=523s -- Nikola 

Tesla's most important discovery's of the Rotating Magnetic Field ((The phenomena reported in the earliest court cases on A/C 

motors was called "EMF recycling". Today the Unipolar Dynamo called a "Reluctance Engine"; has the phenomena of Resistance 

turns to #Reluctance. In his writing on his Poly phase system he calls it "perfectly efficient". He calls the component devices, energy 

"translation devices". His A/C motor goes towards infinite power as the internal resistance of the motor (aka Grid Wall) balances with

the input of the battery, until the motor becomes aka "floating piston" or levitation and the motor burns out from the rush of energy 

from the Ether into the "zero point".) http://teslaleaks.com/

Updated Apr 6, 2020, 12:57 PM

Apr 6, 2020, 12:57 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ghYWqt6Orlw

April Fools! COLD HARD FACTS - By hero, Theoria on Nikola Tesla: TESLA FBI FILES Govt. Declassified Secrets & John G 

Trump's Disinformation Campaign https://youtube.com/watch?v=ghYWqt6Orlw -- TESLA was intentionally discredited by The U.S. 

Govt. and John G Trump as a (fraud, theif and a liar) after his passing https://youtube.com/watch?v=AqFPBAfnjzc -- As a witness to 

the FBI, TESLA trashes Einstein as a "Confusionist" in the Einstein FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=xYnD-lmcReQ -- TESLA 

on Mutual Induction & Rotating Magnetic fields for ENERGY https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wT1gh_hT0fo -- Tesla Leaks 

"Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation" Facebook Page: https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation -- Nikola Tesla Full FBI File in 

https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wT1gh_hT0fo
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HD, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=523s -- Nikola 

Tesla's most important discovery's of the Rotating Magnetic Field ((The phenomena reported in the earliest court cases on A/C 

motors was called "EMF recycling". Today the Unipolar Dynamo called a "Reluctance Engine"; has the phenomena of Resistance 

turns to #Reluctance. In his writing on his Poly phase system he calls it "perfectly efficient". He calls the component devices, energy 

"translation devices". His A/C motor goes towards infinite power as the internal resistance of the motor (aka Grid Wall) balances with

the input of the battery, until the motor becomes aka "floating piston" or levitation and the motor burns out from the rush of energy 

from the Ether into the "zero point".) http://teslaleaks.com/

Apr 6, 2020, 12:57 PM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=s7eyZUu6rTo

April 4th 2020 -- Coronavirus Hoax Update: Previously covered by Tesla Leaks. "Virus" is protein snippets aka "whatchamacallit". 

"Poisonings" are the nature of disease". Cannabis contains a "G-Protein Receptor" designed to clear the body of protein snippets. 

Richiefromboston: HOW YOU GET A "VIRUS" Aajonus Vonderplanitz https://youtube.com/watch?v=s7eyZUu6rTo -- COVID 19: 

HOW IT SPREADS, KNOW THE TRUTH. https://youtube.com/watch?v=RAyDt8SmrlI -- April 5th Event 201 Conspiracy by David 

Icke https://youtube.com/watch?v=RtEJQAduvZs -- April 5th by Ron Paul: Behind The Scenes At The 2 Trillion 'Coronavirus' 

Bailout- with Rep. Thomas Massie https://youtube.com/watch?v=-bWg6bq-5QU

February 28 2020 The hero, DaveJ, confirms Coronavirus Hoax (6', Pie R2 = 6 3, 6squared 666) https://youtube.com/watch?

v=PJzJspdLf8I&t=91s SO that No-One steal your Crown, Corona Revelation 311 #CorneyVirus

https://youtube.com/watch?v=SZ0k8HtmWi8

American Medical Association Encyclopedia, 1989 lists Coronavirus as a "Common Cold" https://youtube.com/watch?

v=2WcmYzDjJXo&t=13m00s

Tesla Leaks Full Post: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Updated Apr 5, 2020, 9:25 PM

Apr 5, 2020, 9:25 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

April 1st 2020 April Fools! The Government fooled you again! Published by Tesla Leaks prior to the History Channel series, The 

Tesla Files: https://youtube.com/watch?v=0_hFabF1Fjw -- 1) New Yorker Hotel built as a Wardenclyffe Tower 2) Tesla's 

Autobiography 1919 "They were builing more Wardenclyffe Towers" https://youtube.com/watch?v=O6UJvNqOj3M 3) Missing 3rd 

Room https://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 4) New Yorker technology from Radio, Teletype, TV and UV Purification 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2464042057241943&set=gm.1691446350993116&type=3 5) Project Pigeon 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ro068H6w8Vg 6) Pigeon's used for communcations 7) John G Trump https://youtube.com/watch?

v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=523s 8) Vannevar Bush https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vannevar_Bush 9) Office of Scientific Research, a program

Donald Trump shut down as soon as he took office 10) Wardenclyffe's underground tunnels 11) Wardenclyffe's use of Granite 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html https://youtube.com/watch?v=zmjdGr6mR8Y 

12) This video confirms that Eisenhower https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg&t=19s started using Tesla's works to turn 

them into HAARP, CERN, Manhattan Projects, Project Blue Book, Project Blue Beam, Project Invisibility etc. etc. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=PbO3SWtPcL4 -- Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks: 

https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM - Facebook search for previous posts on 

the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- Page search the website for sources above 

http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Bonus: April 2nd History Channel on Weather Warfare https://youtube.com/watch?v=2jtU1g70ZOM -- Tesla 

Leaks on Weather Modification and Weather Warfare http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-

tesla.html -- Project 179 (MJ12) https://youtube.com/watch?v=JN3s2c2Ya-c -- March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files Part 1: 

Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 -- The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado 

Experiment Part 2 -- The Tesla Files Part 3: Tesla's Infamous Tower https://youtube.com/watch?v=z7s5CcgOJjs -- The Tesla Files: 

Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4 -- The last person to have his dirty hands on

Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was

run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of Japanese people being held in concentration camps. 

Nikola Tesla's Manhattan Projects: https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1647021398944017&id=750861428384951 -- What 

are the "Nuke" Manhattan projects? If any? No one knows. "Nuke" technology is "classified at birth" US & UN Law. You were told it 

was Einstein's Manhattan Projects, then find out they're Nikola Tesla Projects/plural 1) Thermo-nuclear fusion "Project Tesla" 2) 

Project ULF/Sanguine is a Manhattan Project 3) Project Invisibility is a Manhattan Project etc. 4) Wireless Power is a Manhattan 

https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1647021398944017&id=750861428384951
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Project 5) Surely the Death Ray 6) Underwater Tidal Waves using Explosives (Project Bikini Atoll) posed on TV as a "Nuke" 7) 

Atomic/Molten Salt Batteries https://facebook.com/story.php… )) The "Nuke" projects are closed and the town's are now ghost 

towns. A Mr. Vannevar Bush worked with Tesla in Manhattan Projects. More on the Nuke Hoax by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks 

http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Bikini Atoll Underwater TNT to produce Tidal Waves for Defense https://youtube.com/watch?

v=m6DsC6Mmh34 Nikola Tesla Tidal Waves for Defense to make war impossible: 

https://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html

Apr 4, 2020, 4:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's World.

April 1st 2020 April Fools! The Government fooled you again! Published by Tesla Leaks prior to the History Channel series, The 

Tesla Files: https://youtube.com/watch?v=0_hFabF1Fjw -- 1) New Yorker Hotel built as a Wardenclyffe Tower 2) Tesla's 

Autobiography 1919 "They were builing more Wardenclyffe Towers" https://youtube.com/watch?v=O6UJvNqOj3M 3) Missing 3rd 

Room https://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 4) New Yorker technology from Radio, Teletype, TV and UV Purification 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2464042057241943&set=gm.1691446350993116&type=3 5) Project Pigeon 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ro068H6w8Vg 6) Pigeon's used for communcations 7) John G Trump https://youtube.com/watch?

v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=523s 8) Vannevar Bush https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vannevar_Bush 9) Office of Scientific Research, a program

Donald Trump shut down as soon as he took office 10) Wardenclyffe's underground tunnels 11) Wardenclyffe's use of Granite 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html https://youtube.com/watch?v=zmjdGr6mR8Y 

12) This video confirms that Eisenhower https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg&t=19s started using Tesla's works to turn 

them into HAARP, CERN, Manhattan Projects, Project Blue Book, Project Blue Beam, Project Invisibility etc. etc. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=PbO3SWtPcL4 -- Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks: 

https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM - Facebook search for previous posts on 

the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- Page search the website for sources above 

http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Bonus: April 2nd History Channel on Weather Warfare https://youtube.com/watch?v=2jtU1g70ZOM -- Tesla 

Leaks on Weather Modification and Weather Warfare http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-

tesla.html -- Project 179 (MJ12) https://youtube.com/watch?v=JN3s2c2Ya-c -- March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files Part 1: 

Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 -- The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado 

Experiment Part 2 -- The Tesla Files Part 3: Tesla's Infamous Tower https://youtube.com/watch?v=z7s5CcgOJjs -- The Tesla Files: 

Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4 -- The last person to have his dirty hands on

Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was

run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of Japanese people being held in concentration camps. 

Nikola Tesla's Manhattan Projects: https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1647021398944017&id=750861428384951 -- What 

are the "Nuke" Manhattan projects? If any? No one knows. "Nuke" technology is "classified at birth" US & UN Law. You were told it 

was Einstein's Manhattan Projects, then find out they're Nikola Tesla Projects/plural 1) Thermo-nuclear fusion "Project Tesla" 2) 

Project ULF/Sanguine is a Manhattan Project 3) Project Invisibility is a Manhattan Project etc. 4) Wireless Power is a Manhattan 

Project 5) Surely the Death Ray 6) Underwater Tidal Waves using Explosives (Project Bikini Atoll) posed on TV as a "Nuke" 7) 

Atomic/Molten Salt Batteries https://facebook.com/story.php… )) The "Nuke" projects are closed and the town's are now ghost 

towns. A Mr. Vannevar Bush worked with Tesla in Manhattan Projects. More on the Nuke Hoax by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks 

http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Bikini Atoll Underwater TNT to produce Tidal Waves for Defense https://youtube.com/watch?

v=m6DsC6Mmh34 Nikola Tesla Tidal Waves for Defense to make war impossible: 

https://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html

Apr 4, 2020, 2:01 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.

Apr 4, 2020, 12:34 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla.

April 1st 2020 April Fools! The Government fooled you again! Published by Tesla Leaks prior to the History Channel series, The 

Tesla Files: https://youtube.com/watch?v=0_hFabF1Fjw -- 1) New Yorker Hotel built as a Wardenclyffe Tower 2) Tesla's 

Autobiography 1919 "They were builing more Wardenclyffe Towers" https://youtube.com/watch?v=O6UJvNqOj3M 3) Missing 3rd 

Room https://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 4) New Yorker technology from Radio, Teletype, TV and UV Purification 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2464042057241943&set=gm.1691446350993116&type=3 5) Project Pigeon 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ro068H6w8Vg 6) Pigeon's used for communcations 7) John G Trump https://youtube.com/watch?

v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=523s 8) Vannevar Bush https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vannevar_Bush 9) Office of Scientific Research, a program

Donald Trump shut down as soon as he took office 10) Wardenclyffe's underground tunnels 11) Wardenclyffe's use of Granite 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html https://youtube.com/watch?v=zmjdGr6mR8Y 
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12) This video confirms that Eisenhower https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg&t=19s started using Tesla's works to turn 

them into HAARP, CERN, Manhattan Projects, Project Blue Book, Project Blue Beam, Project Invisibility etc. etc. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=PbO3SWtPcL4 -- Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks: 

https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM - Facebook search for previous posts on 

the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- Page search the website for sources above 

http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Bonus: April 2nd History Channel on Weather Warfare https://youtube.com/watch?v=2jtU1g70ZOM -- Tesla 

Leaks on Weather Modification and Weather Warfare http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-

tesla.html -- Project 179 (MJ12) https://youtube.com/watch?v=JN3s2c2Ya-c -- March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files Part 1: 

Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 -- The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado 

Experiment Part 2 -- The Tesla Files Part 3: Tesla's Infamous Tower https://youtube.com/watch?v=z7s5CcgOJjs -- The Tesla Files: 

Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4 -- The last person to have his dirty hands on

Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was

run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of Japanese people being held in concentration camps. 

Nikola Tesla's Manhattan Projects: https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1647021398944017&id=750861428384951 -- What 

are the "Nuke" Manhattan projects? If any? No one knows. "Nuke" technology is "classified at birth" US & UN Law. You were told it 

was Einstein's Manhattan Projects, then find out they're Nikola Tesla Projects/plural 1) Thermo-nuclear fusion "Project Tesla" 2) 

Project ULF/Sanguine is a Manhattan Project 3) Project Invisibility is a Manhattan Project etc. 4) Wireless Power is a Manhattan 

Project 5) Surely the Death Ray 6) Underwater Tidal Waves using Explosives (Project Bikini Atoll) posed on TV as a "Nuke" 7) 

Atomic/Molten Salt Batteries https://facebook.com/story.php… )) The "Nuke" projects are closed and the town's are now ghost 

towns. A Mr. Vannevar Bush worked with Tesla in Manhattan Projects. More on the Nuke Hoax by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks 

http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Bikini Atoll Underwater TNT to produce Tidal Waves for Defense https://youtube.com/watch?

v=m6DsC6Mmh34 Nikola Tesla Tidal Waves for Defense to make war impossible: 

https://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html

Apr 4, 2020, 12:23 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

April 1st 2020 April Fools! The Government fooled you again! Published by Tesla Leaks prior to the History Channel series, The 

Tesla Files: https://youtube.com/watch?v=0_hFabF1Fjw -- 1) New Yorker Hotel built as a Wardenclyffe Tower 2) Tesla's 

Autobiography 1919 "They were builing more Wardenclyffe Towers" https://youtube.com/watch?v=O6UJvNqOj3M 3) Missing 3rd 

Room https://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 4) New Yorker technology from Radio, Teletype, TV and UV Purification 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2464042057241943&set=gm.1691446350993116&type=3 5) Project Pigeon 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ro068H6w8Vg 6) Pigeon's used for communcations 7) John G Trump https://youtube.com/watch?

v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=523s 8) Vannevar Bush https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vannevar_Bush 9) Office of Scientific Research, a program

Donald Trump shut down as soon as he took office 10) Wardenclyffe's underground tunnels 11) Wardenclyffe's use of Granite 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html https://youtube.com/watch?v=zmjdGr6mR8Y 

12) This video confirms that Eisenhower https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg&t=19s started using Tesla's works to turn 

them into HAARP, CERN, Manhattan Projects, Project Blue Book, Project Blue Beam, Project Invisibility etc. etc. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=PbO3SWtPcL4 -- Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks: 

https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM - Facebook search for previous posts on 

the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- Page search the website for sources above 

http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Bonus: April 2nd History Channel on Weather Warfare https://youtube.com/watch?v=2jtU1g70ZOM -- Tesla 

Leaks on Weather Modification and Weather Warfare http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-

tesla.html -- Project 179 (MJ12) https://youtube.com/watch?v=JN3s2c2Ya-c -- March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files Part 1: 

Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 -- The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado 

Experiment Part 2 -- The Tesla Files Part 3: Tesla's Infamous Tower https://youtube.com/watch?v=z7s5CcgOJjs -- The Tesla Files: 

Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4 -- The last person to have his dirty hands on

Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was

run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of Japanese people being held in concentration camps. 

Nikola Tesla's Manhattan Projects: https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1647021398944017&id=750861428384951 -- What 

are the "Nuke" Manhattan projects? If any? No one knows. "Nuke" technology is "classified at birth" US & UN Law. You were told it 

was Einstein's Manhattan Projects, then find out they're Nikola Tesla Projects/plural 1) Thermo-nuclear fusion "Project Tesla" 2) 

Project ULF/Sanguine is a Manhattan Project 3) Project Invisibility is a Manhattan Project etc. 4) Wireless Power is a Manhattan 

Project 5) Surely the Death Ray 6) Underwater Tidal Waves using Explosives (Project Bikini Atoll) posed on TV as a "Nuke" 7) 

Atomic/Molten Salt Batteries https://facebook.com/story.php… )) The "Nuke" projects are closed and the town's are now ghost 
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towns. A Mr. Vannevar Bush worked with Tesla in Manhattan Projects. More on the Nuke Hoax by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks 

http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Bikini Atoll Underwater TNT to produce Tidal Waves for Defense https://youtube.com/watch?

v=m6DsC6Mmh34 Nikola Tesla Tidal Waves for Defense to make war impossible: 

https://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html

Apr 4, 2020, 12:22 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

April 1st 2020 April Fools! The Government fooled you again! Published by Tesla Leaks prior to the History Channel series, The 

Tesla Files: https://youtube.com/watch?v=0_hFabF1Fjw -- 1) New Yorker Hotel built as a Wardenclyffe Tower 2) Tesla's 

Autobiography 1919 "They were builing more Wardenclyffe Towers" https://youtube.com/watch?v=O6UJvNqOj3M 3) Missing 3rd 

Room https://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 4) New Yorker technology from Radio, Teletype, TV and UV Purification 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2464042057241943&set=gm.1691446350993116&type=3 5) Project Pigeon 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ro068H6w8Vg 6) Pigeon's used for communcations 7) John G Trump https://youtube.com/watch?

v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=523s 8) Vannevar Bush https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vannevar_Bush 9) Office of Scientific Research, a program

Donald Trump shut down as soon as he took office 10) Wardenclyffe's underground tunnels 11) Wardenclyffe's use of Granite 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html https://youtube.com/watch?v=zmjdGr6mR8Y 

12) This video confirms that Eisenhower https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg&t=19s started using Tesla's works to turn 

them into HAARP, CERN, Manhattan Projects, Project Blue Book, Project Blue Beam, Project Invisibility etc. etc. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=PbO3SWtPcL4 -- Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks: 

https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM - Facebook search for previous posts on 

the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- Page search the website for sources above 

http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Bonus: April 2nd History Channel on Weather Warfare https://youtube.com/watch?v=2jtU1g70ZOM -- Tesla 

Leaks on Weather Modification and Weather Warfare http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-

tesla.html -- Project 179 (MJ12) https://youtube.com/watch?v=JN3s2c2Ya-c -- March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files Part 1: 

Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 -- The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado 

Experiment Part 2 -- The Tesla Files Part 3: Tesla's Infamous Tower https://youtube.com/watch?v=z7s5CcgOJjs -- The Tesla Files: 

Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4 -- The last person to have his dirty hands on

Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was

run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of Japanese people being held in concentration camps. 

Nikola Tesla's Manhattan Projects: https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1647021398944017&id=750861428384951 -- What 

are the "Nuke" Manhattan projects? If any? No one knows. "Nuke" technology is "classified at birth" US & UN Law. You were told it 

was Einstein's Manhattan Projects, then find out they're Nikola Tesla Projects/plural 1) Thermo-nuclear fusion "Project Tesla" 2) 

Project ULF/Sanguine is a Manhattan Project 3) Project Invisibility is a Manhattan Project etc. 4) Wireless Power is a Manhattan 

Project 5) Surely the Death Ray 6) Underwater Tidal Waves using Explosives (Project Bikini Atoll) posed on TV as a "Nuke" 7) 

Atomic/Molten Salt Batteries https://facebook.com/story.php… )) The "Nuke" projects are closed and the town's are now ghost 

towns. A Mr. Vannevar Bush worked with Tesla in Manhattan Projects. More on the Nuke Hoax by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks 

http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Bikini Atoll Underwater TNT to produce Tidal Waves for Defense https://youtube.com/watch?

v=m6DsC6Mmh34 Nikola Tesla Tidal Waves for Defense to make war impossible: 

https://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html

Apr 4, 2020, 12:21 PM

April 1st 2020 April Fools! The Government fooled you again! Published by Tesla Leaks prior to the History Channel series, The 

Tesla Files: https://youtube.com/watch?v=0_hFabF1Fjw -- 1) New Yorker Hotel built as a Wardenclyffe Tower 2) Tesla's 

Autobiography 1919 "They were builing more Wardenclyffe Towers" https://youtube.com/watch?v=O6UJvNqOj3M 3) Missing 3rd 

Room https://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 4) New Yorker technology from Radio, Teletype, TV and UV Purification 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2464042057241943&set=gm.1691446350993116&type=3 5) Project Pigeon 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ro068H6w8Vg 6) Pigeon's used for communcations 7) John G Trump https://youtube.com/watch?

v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=523s 8) Vannevar Bush https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vannevar_Bush 9) Office of Scientific Research, a program

Donald Trump shut down as soon as he took office 10) Wardenclyffe's underground tunnels 11) Wardenclyffe's use of Granite 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html https://youtube.com/watch?v=zmjdGr6mR8Y 

12) This video confirms that Eisenhower https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg&t=19s started using Tesla's works to turn 

them into HAARP, CERN, Manhattan Projects, Project Blue Book, Project Blue Beam, Project Invisibility etc. etc. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=PbO3SWtPcL4 -- Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla Leaks: 

https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM - Facebook search for previous posts on 

the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- Page search the website for sources above 
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http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Bonus: April 2nd History Channel on Weather Warfare https://youtube.com/watch?v=2jtU1g70ZOM -- Tesla 

Leaks on Weather Modification and Weather Warfare http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-

tesla.html -- Project 179 (MJ12) https://youtube.com/watch?v=JN3s2c2Ya-c -- March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files Part 1: 

Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 -- The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado 

Experiment Part 2 -- The Tesla Files Part 3: Tesla's Infamous Tower https://youtube.com/watch?v=z7s5CcgOJjs -- The Tesla Files: 

Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4 -- The last person to have his dirty hands on

Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was

run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of Japanese people being held in concentration camps. 

Nikola Tesla's Manhattan Projects: https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1647021398944017&id=750861428384951 -- What 

are the "Nuke" Manhattan projects? If any? No one knows. "Nuke" technology is "classified at birth" US & UN Law. You were told it 

was Einstein's Manhattan Projects, then find out they're Nikola Tesla Projects/plural 1) Thermo-nuclear fusion "Project Tesla" 2) 

Project ULF/Sanguine is a Manhattan Project 3) Project Invisibility is a Manhattan Project etc. 4) Wireless Power is a Manhattan 

Project 5) Surely the Death Ray 6) Underwater Tidal Waves using Explosives (Project Bikini Atoll) posed on TV as a "Nuke" 7) 

Atomic/Molten Salt Batteries https://facebook.com/story.php… )) The "Nuke" projects are closed and the town's are now ghost 

towns. A Mr. Vannevar Bush worked with Tesla in Manhattan Projects. More on the Nuke Hoax by Chris Edwards at Tesla Leaks 

http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Bikini Atoll Underwater TNT to produce Tidal Waves for Defense https://youtube.com/watch?

v=m6DsC6Mmh34 Nikola Tesla Tidal Waves for Defense to make war impossible: 

https://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html

Updated Apr 4, 2020, 12:16 PM

Apr 4, 2020, 12:16 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=0_hFabF1Fjw

April 1st 2020 April Fools! The Government fooled you again! Published by Tesla Leaks prior to the History Channel series, The 

Tesla Files: https://youtube.com/watch?v=0_hFabF1Fjw -- 1) New Yorker Hotel built as a Wardenclyffe Tower 2) Tesla's 

Autobiography 1919 "They were builing more Wardenclyffe Towers" https://youtube.com/watch?v=O6UJvNqOj3M 3) Missing 3rd 

Room https://youtube.com/watch?v=Fk4jLkNDcC4 4) New Yorker technology from Radio, Teletype, TV and UV Purification 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2464042057241943&set=gm.1691446350993116&type=3 5) Project Pigeon 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ro068H6w8Vg 6) Pigeon's used for communcations 7) John G Trump https://youtube.com/watch?

v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=523s 8) Vannevar Bush on Tesla's Manhattan Projects https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vannevar_Bush 9) Office of

Scientific Research, a program Donald Trump shut down as soon as he took office 10) Wardenclyffe's underground tunnels 11) 

Wardenclyffe's use of Granite http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=zmjdGr6mR8Y 12) Tesla Leaks original video on Eisenhower's Farewell Address when the Military 

Industrial complex and scientific technocratic elite started using Tesla's works to turn them into HAARP, CERN, Manhattan Projects,

Project Blue Book, Project Blue Beam, Project Invisibility etc. etc. https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg 13) Extracting Energy

from Storms [https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html]

(https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html) -- Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation by Tesla 

Leaks: https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation --https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM -- Facebook search for previous 

posts on the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- Page search the website for sources above 

http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Bonus: April 2nd History Channel on Weather Warfare https://youtube.com/watch?v=2jtU1g70ZOM -- Tesla 

Leaks on Weather Modification and Weather Warfare http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-

tesla.html -- Project 1794 (MJ12) https://youtube.com/watch?v=JN3s2c2Ya-c -- March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files Part 1: 

Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 -- The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado 

Experiment Part 2 -- The Tesla Files Part 3: Tesla's Infamous Tower https://youtube.com/watch?v=z7s5CcgOJjs -- The Tesla Files: 

Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4 -- The last person to have his dirty hands on

Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was

run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of Japanese people being held in concentration camps. 

Nikola Tesla's Manhattan Projects: What are the "Nuke" Manhattan projects? If any? No one knows. "Nuke" technology is "classified

at birth" US & UN Law. You were told it was Einstein's Manhattan Projects, then find out they're Nikola Tesla Projects/plural 1) 

Thermo-nuclear fusion "Project Tesla" 2) Project ULF/Sanguine is a Manhattan Project 3) Project Invisibility is a Manhattan Project 

etc. 4) Wireless Power is a Manhattan Project 5) Surely the Death Ray 6) Underwater Tidal Waves using Explosives (Project Bikini 

Atoll) posed on TV as a "Nuke" 7) Atomic/Molten Salt Batteries. The Einsteinian "Nuke" projects are closed and the town's are now 

ghost towns. A Mr. Vannevar Bush worked with Tesla in Manhattan Projects. More on the Nuke Hoax by Chris Edwards at Tesla 

Leaks http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Bikini Atoll Underwater TNT to produce Tidal Waves for Defense https://youtube.com/watch?
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v=m6DsC6Mmh34 Nikola Tesla Tidal Waves for Defense to make war impossible: 

https://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html

Apr 4, 2020, 12:15 PM

Update: April 2nd 2020 Alex Jones featuring predictive programming in V for Vendetta, Endgame, The Simpson's, Rockefeller & 

Carnegie Foundation, Bill Gates Foundation, forced innoculations, Lock Step, and more news on Prison Planet 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4_2QnqDa6U

Updated Apr 3, 2020, 5:44 PM

Apr 3, 2020, 5:44 PM

Tesla Leaks editor in chief, Chris Edwards, met Jeff Dahn at the Solar Power International 3M Booth in 2014. 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2481032095542939&set=p.2481032095542939&type=3&theater -- Chris spoke to everyone at

the conference about Nikola Tesla, even SunEdison. https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-

teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/?hc_location=ufi There, Chris told Dahn about Nikola Tesla's 

patents for wound coil capacitors and other patents. Only 1 person at the entire convention knew any patent of Nikola Tesla. The 

one person knew about the November 5th 1901 AURE patent using Mica, but knew nothing about it. At the conference, only 1 

company produced thin-film solar, for toys. By July 9th 2015, Tesla Leaks published the Renewable Energy Treatise describing all 

types of renewable technology. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard

-- November 2014 Treatise on Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-

tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html?view=flipcard
Tesla Leaks editor in chief, Chris Edwards, met Jeff Dahn at the Solar Power International 3M Booth in 2014. 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2481032095542939&set=p.2481032095542939&type=3&theater -- Chris spoke to everyone at

the conference about Nikola Tesla, even SunEdison. https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-

teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/?hc_location=ufi There, Chris told Dahn about Nikola Tesla's 

patents for wound coil capacitors and other patents. Only 1 person at the entire convention knew any patent of Nikola Tesla. The 

one person knew about the November 5th 1901 AURE patent using Mica, but knew nothing about it. At the conference, only 1 

company produced thin-film solar, for toys.

By July 9th 2015, Tesla Leaks published the Renewable Energy Treatise describing all types of renewable technology. 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard -- November 2014 Treatise on 

Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-

utilization.html?view=flipcard

Apr 3, 2020, 3:46 PM

Update: April Fools! https://facebook.com/tesladeathwatch/

Updated Apr 1, 2020, 2:18 PM

Apr 1, 2020, 2:18 PM

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Update: April Fool's 2020 Share This! Proof of Hoax. Empty hospitals, phony tests and false positives. https://youtube.com/watch?

v=BVQbc7W2_68 -- Event 201 pandemic scenario, Oct 2019 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Eq4lu0xfMq0 - This is a Rockefeller 

foudation pandemic scenario presented in 2010 https://youtube.com/watch?v=eKorglkGSTQ

Updated Apr 1, 2020, 2:15 PM

Apr 1, 2020, 2:15 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=1JLBXfKDbbI

March 24 2020 We're living in 12 Monkeys : Truthstream Media: https://youtube.com/watch?v=1JLBXfKDbbI -- Quarantine 12 

Monkeys https://youtube.com/watch?v=5CCVUc5ZMZo

Mar 30, 2020, 1:13 PM

Update: March 30 2020 Donald Trump (Diablo's Minon) "Mephisto", the Lord of Hatred & Lies, tells his 33,911 lie. Trump claims he 

saw stacks of "body bags" and "freezer trucks" at his Queens hospital. Yet, provides no proof. Just numbers on a TV screen. There 

are no dead bodies from Coronavirus, only Targeted Assassinations & False Positives based on a Phony Test. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=no_cAlfl_EU -- On the Left, Brezenski and Clinton and "Science" claim Vaccine's are a "Cure"! 

https://facebook.com/fakenews.fake/ -- Vaccine's do-not "cure" anything, by definition. They only create auto-immune responses or 

auto-immune diseases. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immunization https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA_vaccination 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immunologic_adjuvant -- Some have equated Donald Trump to Mephisto or Mephistopheles means 
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"scatterer, disperser a "plasterer of lies" or LUCIFER.[1]. In Lore & Diablo 2 "Lord of Destruction" Mephisto is the "Lord of Hatred" a 

Super-unique character guarding the entrance to Diablo's gate. -- https://diablo.gamepedia.com/Mephisto -- The name can also be a

combination of three Greek words:  (m ) as a negation,  (ph s) meaning "light", and  "philis" meaning "loving", making it μή ḗ φῶς ō � φιλις

mean "not-light-loving", possibly parodying the Latin "Lucifer" or "light-bearer".[2] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mephistopheles -- 

Galeb Flamefinger is allegedly The Secretary of State, Rex Tillerson and Exxon CEO, in Lore and Diablo 2 the Super-Unique 

Council member protecting Mephisto's gate. High Council found in Travincal. He (and the others) must be killed to complete the The

Blackened Temple quest, which will enable your character to enter the Durance of Hate. Geleb was exceptionally dangerous prior to

v1.09, since his Fire Enchanted death explosion stacked the damage with his Extra Strong modifier, and resulted in an enormously 

damaging blast, capable of one-hit killing most characters. Hardcore melee battlers especially dreaded killing off Geleb. The v1.09 

patch fixed this bug. https://diablo2.diablowiki.net/Geleb_Flamefinger -- There is a method in Diablo 2 for a Sorceress or other 

characters to defeat Mephisto every time called the 'Moat Trick" revealed by this poster in 2001. https://youtube.com/watch?

v=yEg5BgS8heM -- Trump's Daughter steals --Nikola Tesla's Worldstone from under Trump Tower to create the Sanctuary. Who 

created the Angel's & Demons in Diablo Lore: Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=BShXixAtYp0&t=10m47s -- November 2nd 2018 

Diablo Immortal Cinematic Trailer https://youtube.com/watch?v=98ZKvfKL35g -- Late 2019 Release Diablo Immortal Gameplay 

Trailer coming to cell phones https://youtu.be/Ab2-WW1skOM

Updated Mar 30, 2020, 8:22 AM

Mar 30, 2020, 8:22 AM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Update: March 30 2020 Donald Trump (Diablo's Minon) "Mephisto", Lord of Hatred & Lies, tells his 33,911 lie. Trump claims he saw 

stacks of CV19 victims in "body bags" & "freezer trucks" at a Queens hospital. Yet, provides no proof. You idiots only see numbers 

on a TV screen. There are no dead bodies from Coronavirus, only Targeted Assassinations & False Positives based on a Phony 

Test and/or "Blamed On". https://youtube.com/watch?v=no_cAlfl_EU -- On the Left, Mika (Mica) Brzezinski & Clinton & phony 

"Science" claim Vaccine's "Cure"! https://facebook.com/fakenews.fake/ -- Vaccine's do-not "cure" anything, by definition. They only 

create auto-immune responses or auto-immune diseases. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immunization 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA_vaccination https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immunologic_adjuvant -- Some have equated Donald 

Trump to Mephisto or Mephistopheles means "scatterer, disperser a "plasterer of lies" or LUCIFER.[1]. In Lore & Diablo 2 "Lord of 

Destruction" Mephisto is the "Lord of Hatred" a Super-unique character guarding the entrance to Diablo's gate. -- 

https://diablo.gamepedia.com/Mephisto -- The name can also be a combination of three Greek words:  (m ) as a negation,  μή ḗ φῶς

(ph s) meaning "light", and  "philis" meaning "loving", making it mean "not-light-loving", possibly parodying the Latin "Lucifer" orō � φιλις
"light-bearer".[2] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mephistopheles -- Galeb Flamefinger is allegedly The Secretary of State, Rex Tillerson 

and Exxon CEO, in Lore and Diablo 2 the Super-Unique Council member protecting Mephisto's gate. High Council found in 

Travincal. He (and the others) must be killed to complete the The Blackened Temple quest, which will enable your character to enter

the Durance of Hate. Geleb was exceptionally dangerous prior to v1.09, since his Fire Enchanted death explosion stacked the 

damage with his Extra Strong modifier, and resulted in an enormously damaging blast, capable of one-hit killing most characters. 

Hardcore melee battlers especially dreaded killing off Geleb. The v1.09 patch fixed this bug. 

https://diablo2.diablowiki.net/Geleb_Flamefinger -- There is a method in Diablo 2 for a Sorceress or other characters to defeat 

Mephisto every time called the 'Moat Trick" revealed by this poster in 2001. https://youtube.com/watch?v=yEg5BgS8heM -- Trump's 

Daughter steals --Nikola Tesla's Worldstone from under Trump Tower to create the Sanctuary. Who created the Angel's & Demons 

in Diablo Lore: Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=BShXixAtYp0&t=10m47s -- November 2nd 2018 Diablo Immortal Cinematic 

Trailer https://youtube.com/watch?v=98ZKvfKL35g -- Late 2019 Release Diablo Immortal Gameplay Trailer coming to cell phones 

https://youtu.be/Ab2-WW1skOM -- Diablo 1 & 2 Lore : Diablo 3 Lore: [https://youtube.com/watch?v=NgheCEv1fzk]

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgheCEv1fzk)
Update: March 30 2020 Donald Trump (Diablo's Minon) "Mephisto", Lord of Hatred & Lies, tells his 33,911 lie. Trump claims he saw 

stacks of CV19 victims in "body bags" & "freezer trucks" at a Queens hospital. Yet, provides no proof. You idiots only see numbers 

on a TV screen. There are no dead bodies from Coronavirus, only Targeted Assassinations & False Positives based on a Phony 

Test and/or "Blamed On". https://youtube.com/watch?v=no_cAlfl_EU -- On the Left, Mika (Mica) Brzezinski & Clinton & phony 

"Science" claim Vaccine's "Cure"! https://facebook.com/fakenews.fake/ -- Vaccine's do-not "cure" anything, by definition. They only 

create auto-immune responses or auto-immune diseases. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immunization 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA_vaccination https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immunologic_adjuvant -- Some have equated Donald 

Trump to Mephisto or Mephistopheles means "scatterer, disperser a "plasterer of lies" or LUCIFER.[1]. In Lore & Diablo 2 "Lord of 

Destruction" Mephisto is the "Lord of Hatred" a Super-unique character guarding the entrance to Diablo's gate. -- 
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https://diablo.gamepedia.com/Mephisto -- The name can also be a combination of three Greek words:  (m ) as a negation,  μή ḗ φῶς

(ph s) meaning "light", and  "philis" meaning "loving", making it mean "not-light-loving", possibly parodying the Latin "Lucifer" orō � φιλις
"light-bearer".[2] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mephistopheles -- Galeb Flamefinger is allegedly The Secretary of State, Rex Tillerson 

and Exxon CEO, in Lore and Diablo 2 the Super-Unique Council member protecting Mephisto's gate. High Council found in 

Travincal. He (and the others) must be killed to complete the The Blackened Temple quest, which will enable your character to enter

the Durance of Hate. Geleb was exceptionally dangerous prior to v1.09, since his Fire Enchanted death explosion stacked the 

damage with his Extra Strong modifier, and resulted in an enormously damaging blast, capable of one-hit killing most characters. 

Hardcore melee battlers especially dreaded killing off Geleb. The v1.09 patch fixed this bug. 

https://diablo2.diablowiki.net/Geleb_Flamefinger -- There is a method in Diablo 2 for a Sorceress or other characters to defeat 

Mephisto every time called the 'Moat Trick" revealed by this poster in 2001. https://youtube.com/watch?v=yEg5BgS8heM -- Trump's 

Daughter steals --Nikola Tesla's Worldstone from under Trump Tower to create the Sanctuary. Who created the Angel's & Demons 

in Diablo Lore: Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=BShXixAtYp0&t=10m47s -- November 2nd 2018 Diablo Immortal Cinematic 

Trailer https://youtube.com/watch?v=98ZKvfKL35g -- Late 2019 Release Diablo Immortal Gameplay Trailer coming to cell phones 

https://youtu.be/Ab2-WW1skOM -- Diablo 1 & 2 Lore : Diablo 3 Lore: [https://youtube.com/watch?v=NgheCEv1fzk]

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgheCEv1fzk)

Mar 30, 2020, 8:21 AM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=tclAbWvBt70

The WW1 Conspiracy, Rewind: The planners of WW1 to attack --Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia, started in 1891. The same year 

--Nikola Tesla demonstrated radio, wireless power, Thermo-nuclear lights, perpetual A/C induction motors, manufacture of 

diamonds by electric furnace and Hydro-electric plants, which put the world order of gas, coal and tree burning out of business. 

Serbia is also the location of the first long distance A/C power plants and Serbia has enough Lithium to power the whole world with 

electricity. In WW1, 500,000 of --Nikola Tesla's countryman were killed and Tesla's home was destroyed. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=tclAbWvBt70 -- Jan 3 2019 NATO is wanted for war crimes against humanity for using Depleted 

Uranium on --Nikola Tesla's hometown. https://globalresearch.ca/nato-member-states-to-be-…/5664603 -- Snip: Is the use of the 

Bosnian/Herzegovina conflict by Michael Jackson in "Earth Song" motive to have him killed on the final rehearsal night 

https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10157243705191632&id=716016631 -- On June 23rd 2009, in Michael Jackson's last 

video performance to CNN of the song TDCAU, where he points out the use of Hydrazine/Napalm (A Nikola Tesla invention) on 

civilians, a reason to have him killed. https://youtu.be/ZArJyfKagOQ -- NATO Commander, Wesley Clark threatens to put people in 

concentration camps if they believe that NATO https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia was responsible for 

dropping depleted Uranium onto Nikola Tesla's hometown Serbia, (a War Crime) and Yugoslavia during the Bosnian conflict. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=t7GYnHDy0P8 and Bosnian Death Camp Hoax: https://youtube.com/watch?v=-ZuSujA-asA -- Nikola 

Tesla's hometown doesn't exist anymore: https://youtube.com/watch?v=62Hzsdhgpw4 (Starting WW1, Austrian attack invasion of 

Serbia on 28 July 1914 https://en.wikipedia.org/wi…/Serbian_Campaign_of_World_War_I -- After Duke Ferdinand was supposedly 

killed, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by the Allies, along with Yugoslavia. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II_in_Yugoslavia In WW2, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by Germany 

https://history.com/…/germany-invades-yugoslavia-and-greece… later Stalin, and as the people fled through escape routs, the allies

claimed that 25,000 NAZI's were there, and carpet bombed and strafed the convoy's by airplane. http://archives.chicagotribune.com/

…/250-000-nazis-appear-…/ In Bosnia/Kosovo War, Nikola Tesla's hometown was bombed again by Bill Clinton, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters his Museum was also destroyed. http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm 

https://groups.google.com/forum/… -- Their Hydro Dam generating electricity was also destroyed http://balkaninsight.com/

…/croatian-prosecution-witness-on-… The first hydroelectric power plant in Serbia was started as early as in 1900 in Užice on the 

tinj  river, using a Tesla polyphase electric current system. Đе а http://srpskikod.org/…/tesla/hydroelectric-power-plants-in-… -- So 

much for that idea of "World Wars"! Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Immortal Technique "Point of 

No Return" -- Machine gunning your body with Depleted Uranium (Serbia); ...cause the place that I'm from doesn't exist anymore. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=9J7yK1TPkDo

Updated Mar 30, 2020, 8:19 AM

Mar 30, 2020, 8:19 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=tclAbWvBt70

The WW1 Conspiracy, Rewind: The planners of WW1 to attack --Nikola Tesla's hometown, Serbia, started in 1891. The same year 

--Nikola Tesla demonstrated radio, wireless power, Thermo-nuclear lights, perpetual A/C induction motors, manufacture of 

diamonds by electric furnace and Hydro-electric plants, which put the world order of gas, coal and tree burning out of business. 

Serbia is also the location of the first long distance A/C power plants and Serbia has enough Lithium to power the whole world with 
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electricity. In WW1, 500,000 of --Nikola Tesla's countryman were killed and Tesla's home was destroyed. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=tclAbWvBt70 -- Jan 3 2019 NATO is wanted for war crimes against humanity for using Depleted 

Uranium on --Nikola Tesla's hometown. https://globalresearch.ca/nato-member-states-to-be-…/5664603 -- Snip: Is the use of the 

Bosnian/Herzegovina conflict by Michael Jackson in "Earth Song" motive to have him killed on the final rehearsal night 

https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10157243705191632&id=716016631 -- On June 23rd 2009, in Michael Jackson's last 

video performance to CNN of the song TDCAU, where he points out the use of Hydrazine/Napalm (A Nikola Tesla invention) on 

civilians, a reason to have him killed. https://youtu.be/ZArJyfKagOQ -- NATO Commander, Wesley Clark threatens to put people in 

concentration camps if they believe that NATO https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia was responsible for 

dropping depleted Uranium onto Nikola Tesla's hometown Serbia, (a War Crime) and Yugoslavia during the Bosnian conflict. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=t7GYnHDy0P8 and Bosnian Death Camp Hoax: https://youtube.com/watch?v=-ZuSujA-asA -- Nikola 

Tesla's hometown doesn't exist anymore: https://youtube.com/watch?v=62Hzsdhgpw4 (Starting WW1, Austrian attack invasion of 

Serbia on 28 July 1914 https://en.wikipedia.org/wi…/Serbian_Campaign_of_World_War_I -- After Duke Ferdinand was supposedly 

killed, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by the Allies, along with Yugoslavia. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II_in_Yugoslavia In WW2, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by Germany 

https://history.com/…/germany-invades-yugoslavia-and-greece… later Stalin, and as the people fled through escape routs, the allies

claimed that 25,000 NAZI's were there, and carpet bombed and strafed the convoy's by airplane. http://archives.chicagotribune.com/

…/250-000-nazis-appear-…/ In Bosnia/Kosovo War, Nikola Tesla's hometown was bombed again by Bill Clinton, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters his Museum was also destroyed. http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm 

https://groups.google.com/forum/… -- Their Hydro Dam generating electricity was also destroyed http://balkaninsight.com/

…/croatian-prosecution-witness-on-… The first hydroelectric power plant in Serbia was started as early as in 1900 in Užice on the 

tinj  river, using a Tesla polyphase electric current system. Đе а http://srpskikod.org/…/tesla/hydroelectric-power-plants-in-… -- So 

much for that idea of "World Wars"! Tesla Leaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- Immortal Technique "Point of 

No Return" -- Machine gunning your body with Depleted Uranium (Serbia); ...cause the place that I'm from doesn't exist anymore. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=9J7yK1TPkDo

Mar 30, 2020, 8:18 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Australia.

Mar 28, 2020, 8:21 PM

March 28 2020 Posted by Tesla Leaks on Jan 26, 2016, Staged Crisis are also used for "Targeted Assassinations" + Nikola Tesla 

VS the EPA in his 1919 Autobiography https://youtube.com/watch?v=l4kMiRDfgeI

Updated Mar 28, 2020, 2:28 PM

Mar 28, 2020, 2:28 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4kMiRDfgeI

March 28 2020 Posted by Tesla Leaks on Jan 26, 2016, Staged Crisis are also used for "Targeted Assassinations" + Nikola Tesla 

VS the EPA in his 1919 Autobiography [https://youtube.com/watch?v=l4kMiRDfgeI](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4kMiRDfgeI)

Mar 28, 2020, 2:28 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

What Cured Polio? According to Wikipedia: --Nikola Tesla's methods to purify water, air and food & --Nikola Tesla's Ozone 

Generator with positive electricity + Iron Lung was commonly used from 1952 onwards. Vaccines were not invented for use until 

1957-1961. With 20,000 cases in 1949, by 1960, reported cases dropped to just 2000; by 1965 just 60. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_polio -- A Monograph on the Epidemic of Poliomyelitis (Infantile Paralysis) in New York City 

in 1916[25] one suggested remedy reads: “Give oxygen through the lower extremities, by positive electricity. This is the same as 

using a Nikola Tesla's Ozone Generator & UV light that kills Smallpox (Another virus that's allegedly transmitted through 

contaminated food and water). Ozone therapy kills Smallpox, and Anthrax. Sandia National Labs 2002 (DOE) 

https://scienceblog.com/…/hyperbaric-treatment-on-the-cheap/

Mar 28, 2020, 2:15 PM

What Cured Polio? According to Wikipedia: --Nikola Tesla's methods to purify water, air and food & --Nikola Tesla's Ozone 

Generator with positive electricity + Iron Lung was commonly used from 1952 onwards. Vaccines were not invented for use until 

1957-1961. With 20,000 cases in 1949, by 1960, reported cases dropped to just 2000; by 1965 just 60. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_polio -- A Monograph on the Epidemic of Poliomyelitis (Infantile Paralysis) in New York City 

in 1916[25] one suggested remedy reads: “Give oxygen through the lower extremities, by positive electricity. This is the same as 

using a Nikola Tesla's Ozone Generator & UV light that kills Smallpox (Another virus that's allegedly transmitted through 

contaminated food and water). Ozone therapy kills Smallpox, and Anthrax. Sandia National Labs 2002 (DOE) 
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https://scienceblog.com/…/hyperbaric-treatment-on-the-cheap/

Updated Mar 28, 2020, 2:13 PM

Mar 28, 2020, 2:13 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Conspiracy Theory.

March 28 2020 FWD: Walmart, McDonalds, Starbucks & 7//11 have already been witnessed assaulting people and calling the police

if you do not "obey" social distancing. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- The only companies allowed to stay open are the 

Conspirators https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs

Mar 28, 2020, 10:18 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Exposing the Truth AKA Conspiracy Theory Investigators.

March 28 2020 FWD: Walmart, McDonalds, Starbucks & 7//11 have already been witnessed assaulting people and calling the police

if you do not "obey" social distancing. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- The only companies allowed to stay open are the 

Conspirators https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs

Mar 28, 2020, 10:18 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Conspiracy Talk.

March 28 2020 FWD: Walmart, McDonalds, Starbucks & 7//11 have already been witnessed assaulting people and calling the police

if you do not "obey" social distancing. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- The only companies allowed to stay open are the 

Conspirators https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs

Mar 28, 2020, 10:17 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Hackers.

March 28 2020 FWD: Walmart, McDonalds, Starbucks & 7//11 have already been witnessed assaulting people and calling the police

if you do not "obey" social distancing. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- The only companies allowed to stay open are the 

Conspirators https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs

Mar 28, 2020, 10:16 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Truth!

March 28 2020 FWD: Walmart, McDonalds, Starbucks & 7//11 have already been witnessed assaulting people and calling the police

if you do not "obey" social distancing. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- The only companies allowed to stay open are the 

Conspirators https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs

Mar 28, 2020, 10:15 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Revealed.

March 28 2020 FWD: Walmart, McDonalds, Starbucks & 7//11 have already been witnessed assaulting people and calling the police

if you do not "obey" social distancing. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- The only companies allowed to stay open are the 

Conspirators https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs

Mar 28, 2020, 10:07 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Theories and Hidden Knowledge Group.

March 28 2020 FWD: Walmart, McDonalds, Starbucks & 7//11 have already been witnessed assaulting people and calling the police

if you do not "obey" social distancing. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- The only companies allowed to stay open are the 

Conspirators https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs

Mar 28, 2020, 10:05 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Theories and More.

March 28 2020 FWD: Walmart, McDonalds, Starbucks & 7//11 have already been witnessed assaulting people and calling the police

if you do not "obey" social distancing. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- The only companies allowed to stay open are the 

Conspirators https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs

Mar 28, 2020, 10:04 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Research.

March 28 2020 FWD: Walmart, McDonalds, Starbucks & 7//11 have already been witnessed assaulting people and calling the police

if you do not "obey" social distancing. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- The only companies allowed to stay open are the 

Conspirators https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs

Mar 28, 2020, 10:04 AM

March 28 2020 FWD: Walmart, McDonalds, Starbucks & 7//11 have already been witnessed assaulting people and calling the police

if you do not "obey" social distancing. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- The only companies allowed to stay open are the 

Conspirators https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs

Updated Mar 28, 2020, 9:55 AM

Mar 28, 2020, 9:55 AM
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_90fqoRy415O_UOxQilEHLkcrLe0_Dym6FXH1RIZAXMurWKcKKdjAj3ldn7LxxeVyu-fvKkKuUuquMq989g-TCGhrGGemrP6y5KkRPadDx27KoSyfAyJp87kx-1zKLmpKYOok4OqFoHDaGUmgdhjMWQAbKJd_Kz5KUmRFcxeL1HQ&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX--Q7BHw4NdX4coZztYNKmMBsEyBzBuzpJf0Zpnj2OPokl6HrG88BLMOygl5r-tlcAEUVf-v6aQJXH3Xf1SjFb6x4Ond5BqaFGm2Rrs6hkJMbcLJDFzxJz_uNa-kbb44WTcQUVdwpzo2gZ3ZH4gsAw&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-UBIyq2oVd-GDPjnCh8QlOA-AVKltIlfrHg3-cwPRKmCTFpIAFP7qHIovlP_MHto7Qkwt8DCptFYAWB7phAGZNltgFIQo4NVVD-xx39xAa9I4RZVVpuphfaNIWmcvg57T3E5ePUEfpNeXxlRVMSUY&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8BfXKaKZjlJbHEFcqxjlt5_muyYLFEG4_qY1jPd9YN9y1UAnZVfgpvedQj1mq2-8ULJK0HO9pyN9kyzmb-x1VopxXCTFR2nYWcR0OjiqTZSIy7zcVvQ_VJH1tsPeIY6XPfIPHKhzX0uvNJrNj75Cn5&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8N1jY88m0Nhc9MFFA71JGCyG1wAbt62hO2eb-c3LKzMKw0vLT_fehx-M1nwPunXko3dIMFmpe3r5DlyN_i1gL42kNpqemMUjWQ3u9-Koyl_Hj7K-umlr4Y8kVxaCMb7mk-MEYqfN9xhc-zlUK7yQCK84w&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-bZudd2uuKGcLhswzhJIm_sYaDf8ee4oa8F4yyCyHOfXhw5xaWosmL5Avp6MMlAR5m4fRAgC3istO8JwDajb4hVL3dhB7om2uS9Ts5eMIorRWMR8SUpeqM5dIbOLVkFxoGORyeeONMxoDUr5rHGg26mEbE&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_72g4ED5HmA7p8cli_c0ER8iC_SXnHp4lMyqjpWHtzFLo607gWurfHMtE29UTerc_0zF1mkKROk-xEVgPyyESw808xJfggbxhsEzze3lrQp7nWSBYaEe59bFqJeAOSiKolvNz94nKZREUqzHQQBXA&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_P7ZD74QN6x--h7chrLYrhIkL70cLgq7rRhDg8zQ1JwZ6JTY1R-pL5yjF4vsc3rDTtY5XGG1ykDbhtVZ2GYlgazXCQIBc1aRZF7PzYoD-wOO5dBpxfTEAzib95dQEh-RGIv0tUImq1gBpErM2G8Dz3iCG2IsdBywSq&s=2
https://scienceblog.com/


Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

March 28 2020 FWD: Walmart, McDonalds, Starbucks & 7//11 have already been witnessed assaulting people and calling the police

if you do not "obey" social distancing. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- The only companies allowed to stay open are the 

Conspirators [https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs)
March 28 2020 FWD: Walmart, McDonalds, Starbucks & 7//11 have already been witnessed assaulting people and calling the police

if you do not "obey" social distancing. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- The only companies allowed to stay open are the 

Conspirators [https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs)

Mar 28, 2020, 9:54 AM

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks. Tesla's missing documents, patents, inventions and property; Includes principles, 

improvements and vernacular in: Alternating Currents (AC) Polyphase System of Generators Transformers Motors for Trains, Fans, 

Washing Machines and A/C Arc Lamp Lighting, AC Induction Motors & Generators, Rotating Magnetic Field, EMF Recycling, 

Monopolar Dynamo's, Impulse Direct Current (DC), Radio, Speakers, Amplifiers, Teleautomatics, Telegeodynamics, Teleautomata, 

Multi-plexing, Feedback, Coherers, Torpedo, Remote Control, Logic Gates, Nodal Systems (Loops & Nodes), Wireless Energy, 

Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Ion Generators, Plasma Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, 

Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Resonant Rise, Submarine Communications, Super-

Critical Water, Power to Gas, Radioactive Elements, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Field Effects, Levitation, Concentric Waves, Ruby 

Laser, LED, Radar, X-Ray, Tesla Coil, Tuned Coils, Voltage Transformers, Frequency Regulation, AC-DC Converters, 

Commutators, High Frequency Microwave Generators, Ozone Generator, Nitrogen Fixation, Fluorescent Lighting, Vacuum Tube 

Capacitors, Negative Resistance, Water Purification with UV, Lightning Protection & Capture, Condensers/Batteries, Flow Batteries 

(Salt Batteries), Tesla Bladeless Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Turbine Pump for Desalination, RamJet Engine, Fluid Propulsion, Fluid 

Dynamics, Boundary Layers, Skin Effect, Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Compounding Steam Engine, Pyro-magnetic electric 

engine (Heat Engine), Solar Cells, Geothermal using the Tesla Heat Pump & Tesla Bladeless Turbine, Hydro/Water Power, Wind 

Turbines & Generators, Magnetic-Levitation, Potential Energy with the Rigidity of a Spring, Electric Starter, Spark Plug, Spark Gap 

Transformers, Rotary Motor, GPS by Triangulation, Doppler Effect/Tracking Storms, Speedometer, Water Flow Meter, Electric 

Meters, Electrolytic Meters, Ships Log, VTOL Aircraft, Reciprocating Engines (Internal Combustion Engines/Heart Pumps), 

Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-sociation, Cyclotrons (Echo chambers), Particle Accelerators (CERN), ULF/VHF Atmospheric 

Ionization & Heating (HAARP), UV Death Ray, Electro-static Generators, Weather Modification, Ball Lightning, Teleportation, Tesla 

Effects, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Projection, Electro-therapy, Electrical Massage, Cosmic Ray Motor, Electric Car, Electric 

Arc Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal Analyzer, Purifying Metals, 

Underground Locator/Fracking, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic & Gravitic Machines, Drilling Machines, 

Manufacturing Methods for the above... ELECTRICAL FURNACE, HIGH FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING, 

ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS, SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCKS, FACSIMILE, BROADCASTING 

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3

Updated Mar 27, 2020, 10:08 PM

Mar 27, 2020, 10:08 PM

March 27 2020 Coronavirus Hoax Confirmed: After 3 Months of Coronavirus, Mexico's 150 Million people; they have a whole 4 

(four) "alledged" deaths. The Mexican's are FREE. You are a SLAVE. If you believe otherwise you are either 1) A Moron 2) A New 

World Order "Stooge" 3) Part of the Hitlarian U.S., Great Britain etal Conspirators taking orders from your slave owner at the 

Vatican. https://youtube.com/watch?v=o3z-MH-xxdI

Updated Mar 27, 2020, 10:05 PM

Mar 27, 2020, 10:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=o3z-MH-xxdI

March 27 2020 Coronavirus Hoax Confirmed: After 3 Months of Coronavirus, Mexico's 150 Million people; they have a whole 4 

(four) "alledged" deaths. The Mexican's are FREE. You are a SLAVE. If you believe otherwise you are either 1) A Moron 2) A New 

World Order "Stooge" 3) Part of the Hitlarian U.S., Great Britain etal Conspirators taking orders from your slave owner at the 

Vatican. https://youtube.com/watch?v=o3z-MH-xxdI

Mar 27, 2020, 10:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

March 27 2020 Was it China that made Trump cancel all subsidies for electric cars and renewable energy, or did he do it on his own

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-maPGtnYp74JOxYblQnFOq5SD-1AOF0U2wElHDfM-riMpjAKjdX0_HfRuCJYxydJ0RTu-M6lc-_GyQZ0n5c-p8BAG5UyCsvn-Wh3oqpFfJSqSDbLz2rXKKejsHlcZ413EQIHUlyKQkqgpb&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=o3z-MH-xxdI
https://youtube.com/watch?v=o3z-MH-xxdI
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-19XCtggvzWmPowF6Xqt1aNZeYa0x76ml5ZwRy_v9YCZO0j_EwHvGZdaEzGPx_rJnJ--Hux7dKNS0aDqOs5ioNbPbE_SmuvLte8yL1X0NKh-Iv3YOEy5ICpRHvnLDadbdIFCmT9zlL48xjK3agBuogQB5Ou6OK_udv&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=o3z-MH-xxdI
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_AYBeqn8ipoPmURvmEI3kl83Abhk-jUiLqKRhKQO2-jzKdNEiUPwqFFPjJFp3eIrPVFwwkVF7Pkl-y_JmLu5To8lVcJkJQYXr-Up7GTLWTOy2JSNZvhPmG0jDEMgvXz2VQbNxOhy0bg47R6nK0OMss9BtBAve7AIp9&s=2
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3
http://TeslaLeaks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9pxrM-DYflLFn6q3bvaX4MMtpHXsOMIZinyICp7VPPZVJ_7YvRtRB-jCnqMu_gp4jkG4z35HwXvl_8s7i_FZn7JdRQ2hajnN3wMRi1Y-kjtwpLBW8gMuYmqfEa7sVsXOIhgqVV8wA6l7Cp&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=OrKzCQdgixs
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
file:///C:/Users/user/Documents/teslaleaks2020/facebook-100009085196708%20(2)/posts/


accord? Did China make Trump indefinitely remove ALL environmental protections in the U.S.? https://electrek.co/2020/03/27/epa-

suspends-environmental-law-enforcement-citing-coronavirus/ -- Is Coronavirus really from China, or has it been here for decades?? 

March 2nd 2020 #HEL1 The present outbreak of a coronavirus-associated acute respiratory nsp13-HEL1 core 

https://nature.com/articles/s41564-020-0695-z -- ((HEL1 pronounced "Hell One")) Coronavirus HEL1 manufactured in the Lab? The 

Nidoviruses: (Coronaviruses and Arteriviruses) edited by Ehud Lavi, Susan R. Weiss, Susan T. Hingley 2012 

https://books.google.com/books?id=AvLlBwAAQBAJ&pg=PA704&lpg=PA704&dq=HEL1

Mar 27, 2020, 4:20 PM

March 27 2020 Predicted Here: Barrel of Monkeys now worth more than a barrel of Alberta oil https://cbc.ca/news/business/bitumen-

wcs-wti-oil-1.5511386 -- Oil prices go negative in Dick Cheney's Wyoming https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-27/one-

corner-of-u-s-oil-market-has-already-seen-negative-prices -- Canadian oil drops to $5. 

https://business.financialpost.com/commodities/energy/canadian-heavy-oil-collapses-another-28-to-under-5-as-oilsands-face-shut-

ins

Updated Mar 27, 2020, 4:19 PM

Mar 27, 2020, 4:19 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

March 27 2020 Predicted Here: Barrel of Monkeys now worth more than a barrel of Alberta oil https://cbc.ca/news/business/bitumen-

wcs-wti-oil-1.5511386 -- Oil prices go negative in Dick Cheney's Wyoming https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-27/one-

corner-of-u-s-oil-market-has-already-seen-negative-prices -- Canadian oil drops to $5. 

https://business.financialpost.com/commodities/energy/canadian-heavy-oil-collapses-another-28-to-under-5-as-oilsands-face-shut-

ins
March 27 2020 Predicted Here: Barrel of Monkeys now worth more than a barrel of Alberta oil https://cbc.ca/news/business/bitumen-

wcs-wti-oil-1.5511386 -- Oil prices go negative in Dick Cheney's Wyoming https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-27/one-

corner-of-u-s-oil-market-has-already-seen-negative-prices -- Canadian oil drops to $5. 

https://business.financialpost.com/commodities/energy/canadian-heavy-oil-collapses-another-28-to-under-5-as-oilsands-face-shut-

ins

Mar 27, 2020, 4:18 PM

March 27 2020 Was it China that made Trump cancel all subsidies for electric cars and renewable energy, or did he do it on his own

accord? Did China make Trump indefinitely remove ALL environmental protections in the U.S.? https://electrek.co/2020/03/27/epa-

suspends-environmental-law-enforcement-citing-coronavirus/ -- Is Coronavirus really from China, or has it been here for decades?? 

March 2nd 2020 #HEL1 The present outbreak of a coronavirus-associated acute respiratory nsp13-HEL1 core 

https://nature.com/articles/s41564-020-0695-z -- ((HEL1 pronounced "Hell One")) Coronavirus HEL1 manufactured in the Lab? The 

Nidoviruses: (Coronaviruses and Arteriviruses) edited by Ehud Lavi, Susan R. Weiss, Susan T. Hingley 2012 

https://books.google.com/books?id=AvLlBwAAQBAJ&pg=PA704&lpg=PA704&dq=HEL1

Updated Mar 27, 2020, 4:06 PM

Mar 27, 2020, 4:06 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://electrek.co/2020/03/27/epa-suspends-environmental-law-enforcement-citing-coronavirus/

March 27 2020 Was it China that made Trump cancel all subsidies for electric cars and renewable energy, or did he do it on his own

accord? Did China make Trump indefinitely remove ALL environmental protections in the U.S.? https://electrek.co/2020/03/27/epa-

suspends-environmental-law-enforcement-citing-coronavirus/ -- Is Coronavirus really from China, or has it been here for decades?? 

March 2nd 2020 #HEL1 The present outbreak of a coronavirus-associated acute respiratory nsp13-HEL1 core 

https://nature.com/articles/s41564-020-0695-z -- ((HEL1 pronounced "Hell One")) Coronavirus HEL1 manufactured in the Lab? The 

Nidoviruses: (Coronaviruses and Arteriviruses) edited by Ehud Lavi, Susan R. Weiss, Susan T. Hingley 2012 

https://books.google.com/books?id=AvLlBwAAQBAJ&pg=PA704&lpg=PA704&dq=HEL1

Mar 27, 2020, 4:06 PM

March 27th 2020 The smartest man in the room, Chris Edwards, David Icke & the facts about "virus" protein snippets have proven 

that the "Coronavirus Test Kit" is a complete scam: Sanity Amid The Madness, Acquiescence And Sheer Stupidity (DEVASTATING 

information) - David Icke https://youtube.com/watch?v=-oLzC5P1A9o

Updated Mar 27, 2020, 11:57 AM

Mar 27, 2020, 11:57 AM

Update: March 27 2020 Predicted Here: Short Term Interest Rates Go Negative! https://www.wsj.com/articles/short-term-yields-go-

https://www.wsj.com/articles/short-term-yields-go-negative-in-scramble-for-cash-11585227369
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8qgFlPpKhje_mAw6xg7BBDcNq8JTdYhUFNKEPGAnAm_rqpKB8G9xpWszvlOJlwyoLjMg2EF1xxt2yNDaOTnSiWiNW-eUvs1vF4qYjXeVz0QGpevLmviwvYuXFMyo1a2i7_WgBGJOd6c880F65NkdsLMnzRJIVeT6-1&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-oLzC5P1A9o
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX98bcsdVLcQHus292Wod9NBOusFyo8ZbXEcAQgxDmylHupNWXqN7jXKtfbrrUNpQQ0LxjqplPuWshMC-QKanFt1z-RA5JcsJKAmIB-0VKg92fwnKgPxjzbu0WUaVInY6pB5BomtYy-URZ0O&s=2
https://books.google.com/books?id=AvLlBwAAQBAJ&pg=PA704&lpg=PA704&dq=HEL1
https://nature.com/articles/s41564-020-0695-z
https://electrek.co/2020/03/27/epa-suspends-environmental-law-enforcement-citing-coronavirus/
https://electrek.co/2020/03/27/epa-suspends-environmental-law-enforcement-citing-coronavirus/
https://electrek.co/2020/03/27/epa-suspends-environmental-law-enforcement-citing-coronavirus/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-yjDJaXP5cqlQUJMUy406CSxaLr-AMZ4j2HSlYxPJZl54Dwu-EZORrRfE-cDWsGUWEuFJkeq2jxswWd63RseBQt9YGehrS5GRf5tkK7w9P86-vb18iJL7T2ccfMmHY-ZBVvUYtwW3c6jRMlNNL5GXG-fQQ7rNZ8vQ3&s=2
https://books.google.com/books?id=AvLlBwAAQBAJ&pg=PA704&lpg=PA704&dq=HEL1
https://nature.com/articles/s41564-020-0695-z
https://electrek.co/2020/03/27/epa-suspends-environmental-law-enforcement-citing-coronavirus/
https://electrek.co/2020/03/27/epa-suspends-environmental-law-enforcement-citing-coronavirus/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8L5_ggoOx0-Nd_TDGkQcm8HDRvf51WqglBta5ffWaDBZXJKHgA3gQDxH0SXDGnsfQSyiZQsDFy96dcFmcgPmN76_IsjrAD3tMsFsR-3EHPqUV3zLiVziySwncL5BzbFZE00llW6y96zYHw&s=2
https://business.financialpost.com/commodities/energy/canadian-heavy-oil-collapses-another-28-to-under-5-as-oilsands-face-shut-ins
https://business.financialpost.com/commodities/energy/canadian-heavy-oil-collapses-another-28-to-under-5-as-oilsands-face-shut-ins
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-27/one-corner-of-u-s-oil-market-has-already-seen-negative-prices
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-27/one-corner-of-u-s-oil-market-has-already-seen-negative-prices
https://cbc.ca/news/business/bitumen-wcs-wti-oil-1.5511386
https://cbc.ca/news/business/bitumen-wcs-wti-oil-1.5511386
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9vZXAfugmOdj3QtYaejmKUJ2hk99mW2grZ6bwtVJ2ID17TpjC_JD6g5kJeoL39MHrOrunq7EXLszJa04XG_CLkg2BETLI6AjJoFGII09HbRcav6APrVwe0ZTEWKd6z8rGHwLVCiUaYzj9y_AQMqKtx0NU3JIXvFnBb&s=2
https://business.financialpost.com/commodities/energy/canadian-heavy-oil-collapses-another-28-to-under-5-as-oilsands-face-shut-ins
https://business.financialpost.com/commodities/energy/canadian-heavy-oil-collapses-another-28-to-under-5-as-oilsands-face-shut-ins
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-27/one-corner-of-u-s-oil-market-has-already-seen-negative-prices
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-27/one-corner-of-u-s-oil-market-has-already-seen-negative-prices
https://cbc.ca/news/business/bitumen-wcs-wti-oil-1.5511386
https://cbc.ca/news/business/bitumen-wcs-wti-oil-1.5511386
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-IB8fXIfSX4UKF8-U5byvPCQ0mlp55r8FxR1aJb8-GE5f-ImPdwjMxqKIU5Uqsvk9mgwiJoumcmy-UvfZ9W-aK5rMcCkltalTmfirt10tmVDRqULobC5rjCNNKtCBIguqE-JA4btMHt2Y&s=2
https://books.google.com/books?id=AvLlBwAAQBAJ&pg=PA704&lpg=PA704&dq=HEL1
https://nature.com/articles/s41564-020-0695-z
https://electrek.co/2020/03/27/epa-suspends-environmental-law-enforcement-citing-coronavirus/
https://electrek.co/2020/03/27/epa-suspends-environmental-law-enforcement-citing-coronavirus/
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negative-in-scramble-for-cash-11585227369

Updated Mar 27, 2020, 11:57 AM

Mar 27, 2020, 11:57 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-oLzC5P1A9o

March 27th 2020 The smartest man in the room, Chris Edwards, David Icke & the facts about "virus" protein snippets have proven 

that the "Coronavirus Test Kit" is a complete scam: Sanity Amid The Madness, Acquiescence And Sheer Stupidity (DEVASTATING 

information) - David Icke [https://youtube.com/watch?v=-oLzC5P1A9o](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-oLzC5P1A9o)

Mar 27, 2020, 11:52 AM

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Green-Initiatives-Almost-Derailed-The-2-Trillion-Stimulus-Bill.html

March 26 2020 Oil, Gas, Bankers & Hospital Bailouts = $10 Trillion, Renewables & Tesla get $0. https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-

General/Green-Initiatives-Almost-Derailed-The-2-Trillion-Stimulus-Bill.html

Updated Mar 27, 2020, 11:50 AM

Mar 27, 2020, 11:50 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla's World.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4

March 26th 2020 The Tesla Files: Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4 -- The 

Tesla Files: Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4The Tesla (Missing) Files Part 1:

Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 -- The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado 

Experiment Part 2 -- The Tesla Files Part 3: Tesla's Infamous Tower https://youtube.com/watch?v=z7s5CcgOJjs -- The last person 

to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The 

office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of Japanese people being held in 

concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 26, 2020, 12:28 PM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4

March 26th 2020 The Tesla Files: Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4 -- The 

Tesla Files: Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4The Tesla (Missing) Files Part 1:

Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 -- The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado 

Experiment Part 2 -- The Tesla Files Part 3: Tesla's Infamous Tower https://youtube.com/watch?v=z7s5CcgOJjs -- The last person 

to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The 

office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of Japanese people being held in 

concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Updated Mar 26, 2020, 12:25 PM

Mar 26, 2020, 12:25 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4

March 26th 2020 The Tesla Files: Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4 -- The 

Tesla Files: Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4The Tesla (Missing) Files Part 1:

Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 -- The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado 

Experiment Part 2 -- The Tesla Files Part 3: Tesla's Infamous Tower https://youtube.com/watch?v=z7s5CcgOJjs -- The last person 

to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The 

office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of Japanese people being held in 

concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 26, 2020, 12:23 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

March 26th 2020 The Tesla Files: Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4 -- The 

Tesla Files: Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4The Tesla (Missing) Files Part 1:

Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 -- The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado 

Experiment Part 2 -- The Tesla Files Part 3: Tesla's Infamous Tower https://youtube.com/watch?v=z7s5CcgOJjs -- The last person 

to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The 

office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of Japanese people being held in 

concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 26, 2020, 12:20 PM
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/short-term-yields-go-negative-in-scramble-for-cash-11585227369


March 26th 2020 The Tesla Files: Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4 -- The 

Tesla (Missing) Files Part 1: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 -- The Tesla-

Corona Files: The Colorado Experiment Part 2 -- The Tesla Files Part 3: Tesla's Infamous Tower https://youtube.com/watch?

v=z7s5CcgOJjs -- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to 

sieze the property of Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Updated Mar 26, 2020, 12:18 PM

Mar 26, 2020, 12:18 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4

March 26th 2020 The Tesla Files: Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4 -- The 

Tesla (Missing) Files Part 1: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 -- The Tesla-

Corona Files: The Colorado Experiment Part 2 -- The Tesla Files Part 3: Tesla's Infamous Tower https://youtube.com/watch?

v=z7s5CcgOJjs -- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to 

sieze the property of Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 26, 2020, 12:18 PM

March 25th 2020 #coronavirus #hoax 1) Zero dead bodies 2) Zero body bags 3) Zero SS# death index filings 4) Zero crying 

relatives 5) Zero newspaper death filings 5) Zero open casket funerals 6) Zero burials 7) Zero, Zero, Zero, Zero... 10) This video of 

Michael Jackson jumping out of the back of his coroners van that left the helicopter, is more real than any Coronavirus 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1N0Ogaskv88

Updated Mar 25, 2020, 7:57 PM

Mar 25, 2020, 7:57 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1N0Ogaskv88

March 25 2020 Coronavirus: 1) Zero dead bodies 2) Zero body bags 3) Zero SS# death filings 4) Zero crying relatives 5) Zero 

newspaper death filings 5) Zero open casket funerals 6) Zero burials 7) Zero, Zero, Zero, Zero... 10) This video of Michael Jackson 

jumping out of the back of his coroners van with the same license plate of the coroners van that left the helicopter, is more real than 

any Coronavirus https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1N0Ogaskv88

Mar 25, 2020, 7:57 PM

March 25th 2020 The first demonstration of autonomous robotaxi's and wireless charging to be displayed at the 2020 Olympics have

been cancelled. Japan will let driverless cars roam freely ahead of 2020 Olympics. TOKYO -- For seven days next July, before 

Japan kicks off the Summer Olympics, Tokyo will let dozens of driverless vehicles roam freely around the competition venues in the 

city's waterfront area to promote the nascent technology. Sep 5, 2019 https://youtube.com/watch?v=gtxInrFnTm0

Updated Mar 25, 2020, 5:47 PM

Mar 25, 2020, 5:47 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=gtxInrFnTm0

March 25th 2020 The first demonstration of autonomous robotaxi's and wireless charging to be displayed at the 2020 Olympics have

been cancelled. Japan will let driverless cars roam freely ahead of 2020 Olympics. TOKYO -- For seven days next July, before 

Japan kicks off the Summer Olympics, Tokyo will let dozens of driverless vehicles roam freely around the competition venues in the 

city's waterfront area to promote the nascent technology. Sep 5, 2019 https://youtube.com/watch?v=gtxInrFnTm0

Mar 25, 2020, 5:47 PM

March 25th 2020 Trump berates the need for artificial lines, walls and nationalism. How can he and his ilk put you in a prison cell, if 

there is no cell block numbers and artificial lines?? https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/mar/11/donald-trump-coronavirus-

politics -- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GGowUgT0Fr4

Updated Mar 25, 2020, 5:46 PM

Mar 25, 2020, 5:46 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/mar/11/donald-trump-coronavirus-politics

March 25th 2020 Trump berates the need for artificial lines, walls and nationalism. How can he and his ilk put you in a prison cell, if 

there is no cell block numbers and artificial lines?? https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/mar/11/donald-trump-coronavirus-

politics -- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GGowUgT0Fr4
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Mar 25, 2020, 5:46 PM

March 25th 2020 The US, CIA and Saudi-Aramco/Chevron (the two terrorist states involved in 9/11, and their ally Russia) form a 

Cartel to scam you. https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Saudi-Arabia-And-The-US-Could-Form-The-Worlds-Newest-Oil-

Cartel.html

Updated Mar 25, 2020, 5:45 PM

Mar 25, 2020, 5:45 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Saudi-Arabia-And-The-US-Could-Form-The-Worlds-Newest-Oil-Cartel.html

March 25th 2020 The US, CIA and Saudi-Aramco/Chevron (the two terrorist states involved in 9/11, and their ally Russia & friends) 

form a Cartel to scam you. https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Saudi-Arabia-And-The-US-Could-Form-The-Worlds-Newest-Oil-

Cartel.html

Mar 25, 2020, 5:44 PM

March 25 2020 Coronavirus Hoax: Slave owner, Modi, orders 1.3 Billion slaves "complete lock-down" to stay in their prison cell or 

face 2 years in prison because of 10 "alleged" deaths. https://cnn.com/2020/03/24/asia/india-lockdown-coronavirus-intl/index.html -- 

Hoaxers Prince Charles, and Prince Andrew of Monoco "claim" they have Coronavirus to dupe their moron flock of shit-heads to "do

whatever they say" https://cnn.com/2020/03/25/europe/prince-charles-coronavirus-gbr-intl/index.html

Updated Mar 25, 2020, 10:20 AM

Mar 25, 2020, 10:20 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://cnn.com/2020/03/24/asia/india-lockdown-coronavirus-intl/index.html

March 25 2020 Coronavirus Hoax: Slave owner, Modi, orders 1.3 Billion slaves "complete lock-down" to stay in their prison cell or 

face 2 years in prison because of 10 "alleged" deaths. https://cnn.com/2020/03/24/asia/india-lockdown-coronavirus-intl/index.html -- 

Hoaxers Prince Charles, and Prince Andrew of Monoco "claim" they have Coronavirus to dupe their moron flock of shit-heads to "do

whatever they say" https://cnn.com/2020/03/25/europe/prince-charles-coronavirus-gbr-intl/index.html

Mar 25, 2020, 10:18 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Serbian Genius.

Mar 24, 2020, 10:16 PM

March 23 2020 All Episodes of History Channel's series "The Tesla FIles" have been removed from their channel 

https://youtube.com/user/historychannel/videos

Updated Mar 23, 2020, 4:28 PM

Mar 23, 2020, 4:28 PM

Repost: March 23 2020 SNL uses mind control by word association to connect the Tesla Model S Automomous Robot Car or Solar 

Cyber-Truck with Child Molestation. And that any "Mad Scientist" with any invention is also connected. Pre-empting that is the direct 

notion of predictive programming by beginning with "Micro" shrunken "microbes". The bonus Nikola Tesla association is the Ruby 

Laser, the manufacture of superconductive gasses with his Ozone Generator and cryogenics with his Means for Increasing 

Electrical Oscillations with Cold Temperature https://youtube.com/watch?v=z0NgUhEs1R4

Updated Mar 23, 2020, 4:04 PM

Mar 23, 2020, 4:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=z0NgUhEs1R4

Repost: March 23 2020 SNL uses mind control by word association to connect the Tesla Model S Automomous Robot Car or Solar 

Cyber-Truck with Child Molestation. And that any "Mad Scientist" with any invention is also connected. Pre-empting that is the direct 

notion of predictive programming by beginning with "Micro" shrunken "microbes". The bonus Nikola Tesla association is the Ruby 

Laser, the manufacture of superconductive gasses with his Ozone Generator and cryogenics with his Means for Increasing 

Electrical Oscillations with Cold Temperature https://youtube.com/watch?v=z0NgUhEs1R4

Mar 23, 2020, 4:04 PM

March 23 2020 The Cloroquine (C18 H26 ClN3) Hydroxychloroquine "Cure" Hoax w/ Zink: Mr Trump, Alex Jones & FDA claim that 

"Bleech" (Hydrochloric Acid) and a million dollar HIV CPAC treatment is a "Cure". March 23rd Nigeria records chloroquine poisoning

after Trump endorses it CNN: https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/23/africa/chloroquine-trump-nigeria-intl/index.html -- 

https://nytimes.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-chloroquine-trump.html -- When Zinc is dropped in Hydrocholoric Acid, it 

explodes. https://youtube.com/watch?v=KtY0USo84KI -- The reaction makes H2 Hydrogeon Gas https://youtube.com/watch?

v=diiYf26LNJ4 -- -- Is intended for Parasite's, not Virus protein snippets https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chloroquine 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydroxychloroquine https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrochloric_acid -- Update: FDA Continues to 
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Facilitate Development of Treatments. ... to determine the efficacy in using chloroquine to treat COVID-19. https://fda.gov/news-

events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-continues-facilitate-development-treatments

Updated Mar 23, 2020, 3:55 PM

Mar 23, 2020, 3:55 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/23/africa/chloroquine-trump-nigeria-intl/index.html

March 23 2020 The Cloroquine (C18 H26 ClN3) Hydroxychloroquine "Cure" Hoax w/ Zink: Mr Trump, Alex Jones & FDA claim that 

"Bleech" (Hydrochloric Acid) and a million dollar HIV ZPAC treatment is a "Cure". March 23rd Nigeria records chloroquine poisoning 

after Trump endorses it CNN: https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/23/africa/chloroquine-trump-nigeria-intl/index.html -- 

https://nytimes.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-chloroquine-trump.html -- When Zinc is dropped in Hydrocholoric Acid, it 

explodes. https://youtube.com/watch?v=KtY0USo84KI -- The reaction makes H2 Hydrogeon Gas https://youtube.com/watch?

v=diiYf26LNJ4 -- -- Is intended for Parasite's, not Virus protein snippets https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chloroquine 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydroxychloroquine https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrochloric_acid -- Update: FDA Continues to 

Facilitate Development of Treatments. ... to determine the efficacy in using chloroquine to treat COVID-19. https://fda.gov/news-

events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-continues-facilitate-development-treatments

Mar 23, 2020, 3:55 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=kBY6pF42I-c

March 23 2020 Coronavirus Victims spotted at Walmart, McDonalds, Starbucks, 7/11 & Chevron Gas Stations 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=kBY6pF42I-c -- Coronavirus Panic - The Survival Mechanism Doesn't Think - David Icke 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=v39Xq_L-OMo

Mar 23, 2020, 10:08 AM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=kBY6pF42I-c

March 23 2020 Coronavirus Victims spotted at Walmart, McDonalds, Starbucks, 7/11 & Chevron Gas Stations 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=kBY6pF42I-c -- Coronavirus Panic - The Survival Mechanism Doesn't Think - David Icke 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=v39Xq_L-OMo

Updated Mar 23, 2020, 10:07 AM

Mar 23, 2020, 10:07 AM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Tesla Death Watch - Revisitedfacebook.com

March 23 2020 How COVID-19 Could Bankrupt Tesla https://www.fool.com/investing/2020/03/22/how-covid-19-could-bankrupt-

tesla.aspx

Mar 23, 2020, 10:00 AM

Tesla Death Watch - Revisitedfacebook.com

March 23 2020 How COVID-19 Could Bankrupt Tesla https://www.fool.com/investing/2020/03/22/how-covid-19-could-bankrupt-

tesla.aspx

Updated Mar 23, 2020, 10:00 AM

Mar 23, 2020, 10:00 AM

https://www.fool.com/investing/2020/03/22/how-covid-19-could-bankrupt-tesla.aspx

March 23 2020 How COVID-19 Could Bankrupt Tesla https://www.fool.com/investing/2020/03/22/how-covid-19-could-bankrupt-

tesla.aspx

Updated Mar 23, 2020, 9:56 AM

Mar 23, 2020, 9:56 AM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nD8jjldGnY8

March 23 2020 Tesla's Millions Mile Batteries https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nD8jjldGnY8

Updated Mar 23, 2020, 9:54 AM

Mar 23, 2020, 9:54 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nD8jjldGnY8

March 23 2020 Tesla's Millions Mile Batteries [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nD8jjldGnY8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=nD8jjldGnY8)

Mar 23, 2020, 9:51 AM
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March 23 2020 Gasoline Futures Fall To $0.50 As Demand Plummets https://oilprice.com/Energy/Oil-Prices/Gasoline-Futures-Fall-

To-050-As-Demand-Plummets.html

Updated Mar 23, 2020, 9:44 AM

Mar 23, 2020, 9:44 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

March 8th 2019 'Purple Sun' Device Uses UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. "Infections that a patient picks up in 

the hospital can be among the nastiest and costliest of all infections." -- New Yorker Hotel used UV Purification, Electric Induction 

Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New Yorker's bathrooms clean was to zap each of them 

with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠ https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-

U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-

new-yorker-hotel/5/ -- UV Robots Zap Hospital Germs - Mayo Clinic https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk -- Bonus: Tesla's 

New York, 2013 https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2a9ur1QUFg

Mar 22, 2020, 11:56 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Chris Edwards posted on Tesla Leaks, August 26, 2016 -- "Operation Endgame" Timeline: A 2003–2012 plan under implementation 

by the Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the US Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and 

Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all removable aliens and "suspected terrorists" currently living in the United States by 

2012.[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame https://slideshare.net/imjoep/operation-endgame-9044078 -- Ron Paul 

Rewind: The Constitution... Gone! https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys

Dec 11, 2019 Trump is in the endgame now, but he is far from inevitable https://www.cnbc.com/2019/12/11/trump-is-in-the-

endgame-now-but-he-is-far-from-inevitable.html

June 17 2019 "Operation Endgame" in full force upon Sunrise: Trump vows mass immigration arrests, removals of ‘millions of illegal 

aliens’ starting next week. https://www.washingtonpost.com/immigration/trump-vows-mass-immigration-arrests-removals-of-millions-

of-illegal-aliens-starting-next-week/2019/06/17/4e366f5e-916d-11e9-aadb-74e6b2b46f6a_story.html

April 4th 2018, Martial Law has been declared in the U.S.. No, not Alex Jones's renewable energy hit piece called "Endgame". Not 

the movie "Endgame", It's "Operation Endgame" 2003-2012 plan under Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the U.S. 

Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all "removable aliens" and 

"suspected terrorists" ("marijuana users", anyone they don't like) currently living in the U.S. by 2012. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame -- Donald Trump's "Operation Endgame" requires an "extraction force" and prison 

residences run by DHS, called "Internment/FEMA Camps" -- CNN tries to get Van Jones, the White House Green Energy Tzar to 

take back the idea, by someone else, that Internment Camps were not part of the Operation Endgame. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3yfFJQaUiQ

Nov 14, 2016 Donald Trump's "Operation Endgame" requires an "extraction force" and prison residences run by DHS, called 

"Internment/FEMA Camps" -- CNN tries to get Van Jones, the White House Green Energy Tzar to take back the idea, by someone 

else, that Internment Camps were not part of the Operation Endgame. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3yfFJQaUiQ

July 11th 2012 'Operation Endgame' and the profitable purge of legal immigrants

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/jul/11/operation-endgame-purge-legal-immigrants

Mar 21, 2020, 3:21 PM

Chris Edwards posted on Tesla Leaks, August 26, 2016 -- "Operation Endgame" Timeline: A 2003–2012 plan under implementation 

by the Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the US Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and 

Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all removable aliens and "suspected terrorists" currently living in the United States by 

2012.[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame https://slideshare.net/imjoep/operation-endgame-9044078 -- Ron Paul 

Rewind: The Constitution... Gone! https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys Dec 11, 2019 Trump is in the endgame now, but 

he is far from inevitable https://www.cnbc.com/2019/12/11/trump-is-in-the-endgame-now-but-he-is-far-from-inevitable.html June 17 

2019 "Operation Endgame" in full force upon Sunrise: Trump vows mass immigration arrests, removals of ‘millions of illegal aliens’ 
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starting next week. https://www.washingtonpost.com/immigration/trump-vows-mass-immigration-arrests-removals-of-millions-of-

illegal-aliens-starting-next-week/2019/06/17/4e366f5e-916d-11e9-aadb-74e6b2b46f6a_story.html April 4th 2018, Martial Law has 

been declared in the U.S.. No, not Alex Jones's renewable energy hit piece called "Endgame". Not the movie "Endgame", It's 

"Operation Endgame" 2003-2012 plan under Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the U.S. Department of Homeland 

Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all "removable aliens" and "suspected terrorists" 

("marijuana users", anyone they don't like) currently living in the U.S. by 2012. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame -- 

Donald Trump's "Operation Endgame" requires an "extraction force" and prison residences run by DHS, called "Internment/FEMA 

Camps" -- CNN tries to get Van Jones, the White House Green Energy Tzar to take back the idea, by someone else, that Internment

Camps were not part of the Operation Endgame. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3yfFJQaUiQ Nov 14, 2016 Donald Trump's 

"Operation Endgame" requires an "extraction force" and prison residences run by DHS, called "Internment/FEMA Camps" -- CNN 

tries to get Van Jones, the White House Green Energy Tzar to take back the idea, by someone else, that Internment Camps were 

not part of the Operation Endgame. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3yfFJQaUiQ July 11th 2012 'Operation Endgame' and the 

profitable purge of legal immigrants https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/jul/11/operation-endgame-purge-legal-

immigrants
Chris Edwards posted on Tesla Leaks, August 26, 2016 -- "Operation Endgame" Timeline: A 2003–2012 plan under implementation 

by the Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the US Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and 

Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all removable aliens and "suspected terrorists" currently living in the United States by 

2012.[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame https://slideshare.net/imjoep/operation-endgame-9044078 -- Ron Paul 

Rewind: The Constitution... Gone! https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys

Dec 11, 2019 Trump is in the endgame now, but he is far from inevitable https://www.cnbc.com/2019/12/11/trump-is-in-the-

endgame-now-but-he-is-far-from-inevitable.html

June 17 2019 "Operation Endgame" in full force upon Sunrise: Trump vows mass immigration arrests, removals of ‘millions of illegal 

aliens’ starting next week. https://www.washingtonpost.com/immigration/trump-vows-mass-immigration-arrests-removals-of-millions-

of-illegal-aliens-starting-next-week/2019/06/17/4e366f5e-916d-11e9-aadb-74e6b2b46f6a_story.html

April 4th 2018, Martial Law has been declared in the U.S.. No, not Alex Jones's renewable energy hit piece called "Endgame". Not 

the movie "Endgame", It's "Operation Endgame" 2003-2012 plan under Office of Detention and Removal Operations of the U.S. 

Department of Homeland Security Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to detain and deport all "removable aliens" and 

"suspected terrorists" ("marijuana users", anyone they don't like) currently living in the U.S. by 2012. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame -- Donald Trump's "Operation Endgame" requires an "extraction force" and prison 

residences run by DHS, called "Internment/FEMA Camps" -- CNN tries to get Van Jones, the White House Green Energy Tzar to 

take back the idea, by someone else, that Internment Camps were not part of the Operation Endgame. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3yfFJQaUiQ

Nov 14, 2016 Donald Trump's "Operation Endgame" requires an "extraction force" and prison residences run by DHS, called 

"Internment/FEMA Camps" -- CNN tries to get Van Jones, the White House Green Energy Tzar to take back the idea, by someone 

else, that Internment Camps were not part of the Operation Endgame. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3yfFJQaUiQ

July 11th 2012 'Operation Endgame' and the profitable purge of legal immigrants

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/jul/11/operation-endgame-purge-legal-immigrants

Mar 21, 2020, 3:21 PM

Updated Mar 21, 2020, 3:04 PM

Mar 21, 2020, 3:04 PM

Updated Mar 21, 2020, 3:04 PM

Mar 21, 2020, 3:04 PM

Updated Mar 21, 2020, 3:04 PM

Mar 21, 2020, 3:04 PM

Chris Edwards updated his status.

Mar 21, 2020, 3:03 PM

March 20th 2020 Predicted Here: The largest bailout in world history for oil, gas, propane, coal, ethanol and tree burner people: 

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Canada-Prepares-Multi-Billion-Dollar-Bailout-For-Its-Oil-Industry.html

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Canada-Prepares-Multi-Billion-Dollar-Bailout-For-Its-Oil-Industry.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_ART_yy0cMgD0gN3hOgWgv1gQQbC-t_cJvwgWMXCjW-_Pt1DlEq19FOpHrvCoxzy05-IdrN7yUz-inpSF7aq7kJhrp8Bn3vSuV4n0Em01tMhQu5vkkRWEcCu-HsamO6Rxzrm5L2zeCfMZ_p3gjf_wDnRt3sFH76WFZ&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_UrKUZkog6BK1iiy0fpvOyIBFbq55UJ-p1g2VT2vATlkRJHaoH2Mt653QIdarcQpf0Lpuql-hcJencUtkKeJM7tKDqCa4OQJppj0PXrncEZEreB2zVsj8eLvS-ayNcjV4GzEsG-8gaSVnVVC3Fe3qbgiB4hHZLgtQJ&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_N4DFx0K1xGpJXTymVdyZzzbPIhMzdeyKlZXIs9e8tT4KjucdnmwjTfgY0zWndM26ndULgEM5ywhw9EVDLDqw13ezhRT6vuaeURmAFUGI2E3cLJFViX-a1Hft-dG6YXSLI3OPks2gqspnV7SfATNUSyAgBPsv3gLpK&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_zVRSIAbttWgeODTJZU38JtMWblqdvGSsJA-LQNPM4HT4laKrPnwtPMsfOts2JSlBjlkZyuOp-qjg66jjMoJOyMm78Gu1wLdk9YWGPLYw-BPcMGSkdjc56zp507bwVYaJELtz9mHcjJj3RehQcmcSZ4TbzCzK58fLG&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX99UKmWGeeIU6HhBHSh65nGkSyTBx3wpbwYOA6YjjP03NsUpmYOrjgzDG91OFDSmoGCcXPPyptSGhNxqHIXv_bWK_7D2dU1bJUlMDeAl1VzUeC_qYEXceiWH2Lv2GfVjxlZvcUUtFKTL896zfcxvLCMBG1AIVRwntQB&s=2
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/jul/11/operation-endgame-purge-legal-immigrants
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3yfFJQaUiQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3yfFJQaUiQ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame
https://www.washingtonpost.com/immigration/trump-vows-mass-immigration-arrests-removals-of-millions-of-illegal-aliens-starting-next-week/2019/06/17/4e366f5e-916d-11e9-aadb-74e6b2b46f6a_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/immigration/trump-vows-mass-immigration-arrests-removals-of-millions-of-illegal-aliens-starting-next-week/2019/06/17/4e366f5e-916d-11e9-aadb-74e6b2b46f6a_story.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/12/11/trump-is-in-the-endgame-now-but-he-is-far-from-inevitable.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/12/11/trump-is-in-the-endgame-now-but-he-is-far-from-inevitable.html
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0CGCe3XOVys
https://slideshare.net/imjoep/operation-endgame-9044078
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Endgame


Updated Mar 20, 2020, 11:54 AM

Mar 20, 2020, 11:54 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Canada-Prepares-Multi-Billion-Dollar-Bailout-For-Its-Oil-Industry.html

March 20th 2020 Predicted Here: The largest bailout in world history for oil, gas, propane, coal, ethanol and tree burner people: 

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Canada-Prepares-Multi-Billion-Dollar-Bailout-For-Its-Oil-Industry.html

Mar 20, 2020, 11:54 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Your Vote Doesn't Count Part 3: Facebook blocks Ron Paul's Video Report "The Coronavirus Hoax" https://youtube.com/watch?

v=WYH0LskZWVg

Mar 20, 2020, 11:49 AM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Tesla Death Watch - Revisitedfacebook.com

March 18th 2020 Elon Musk for President: Tesla workers told to come to Fremont factory after county shutdown order

San Francisco Chronicle 1 hour ago https://www.sfchronicle.com/business/article/Tesla-workers-told-to-come-to-Fremont-factory-

15140601.php

Mar 18, 2020, 2:45 PM

Tesla Death Watch - Revisitedfacebook.com

March 18th 2020 Elon Musk for President: Tesla workers told to come to Fremont factory after county shutdown order

San Francisco Chronicle 1 hour ago https://www.sfchronicle.com/business/article/Tesla-workers-told-to-come-to-Fremont-factory-

15140601.php

Updated Mar 18, 2020, 2:45 PM

Mar 18, 2020, 2:45 PM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc4

Coronavirus Hoax Predicted by Chris Edwards "Rise of the Jedi Podcast" with 3 posts on December 28th 2019 at 5AM (2 days 

before you ever heard of Coronavirus) on #fear #invisible #forced #vaccinations https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc4 -- Get 

in your prison cell slaves. Trump, gas station man, Pence & Sanders have a Live virus, phony forced vaccine coming for you! 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ka-9b3ih7D4 -- Time & Date Stamps at: https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Updated Mar 18, 2020, 2:41 PM

Mar 18, 2020, 2:41 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc4

Coronavirus Hoax Predicted by Chris Edwards "Rise of the Jedi Podcast" with 3 posts on December 28th 2019 at 5AM (2 days 

before you ever heard of Coronavirus) on #fear #invisible #forced #vaccinations https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc4 -- Get 

in your prison cell slaves. Trump, gas station man, Pence & Sanders have a Live virus, phony forced vaccine coming for you! 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ka-9b3ih7D4 -- Time & Date Stamps at: https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Mar 18, 2020, 2:39 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Click for video:

JP Morgan's WMD - Nikola Tesla's Earthquake Machine + Tidal Wave for Defense https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
JP Morgan's WMD - Nikola Tesla's Earthquake Machine + Tidal Wave for Defense https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 15, 2020, 12:43 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

March 8th 2019 'Purple Sun' Device Uses UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. "Infections that a patient picks up in 

the hospital can be among the nastiest and costliest of all infections." -- New Yorker Hotel used UV Purification, Electric Induction 

Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New Yorker's bathrooms clean was to zap each of them 

with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠ https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-

U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-

new-yorker-hotel/5/ -- UV Robots Zap Hospital Germs - Mayo Clinic https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk -- Bonus: Tesla's 

New York, 2013 https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2a9ur1QUFg

Mar 15, 2020, 12:29 AM

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_JjaF5JgrdDkYRLvNpPx9477d9nuMwzgP_spAW4rZ3LXTi5BBf1Gwv2uvebmtV0RAbNsrqdkBQRnTSaOqeid4E8w679wFZfT7dlR0dt3hsJKs_qteoQFhXz1ltVYjp_GlkI0YlRQjOmB8v9OXiJhA&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2a9ur1QUFg
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk
https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-new-yorker-hotel/5/
https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-new-yorker-hotel/5/
https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays
https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX992LB8SBQf8l2KrWmDkq7gUjhgHr9Wq-rSj1GGoU0QMDpAnH145NowkGBG01bWhEKwGuj20Ue9x0YmgvO0BjoqReaRakvMacKn-WL60Dxbv0duoiym2-DDScev3aqnEu7ZyV4_ohS-s_2N&s=2
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-5egACwcq9mx1WGFgHFFs6CYYsGiFHqGoC9IhRhF1alsxs2pDQ6SHsxonr63MWd0Se7mU2W_jPy7E8yrg3sYdUWlhAkTtfJRmG_zc1JCiJotKjLcEfyLGm0M5x5d1E7PQMITQBO-GILxBF&s=2
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ka-9b3ih7D4
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc4
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc4
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_YzwMXbcDHWhEoxquU1ermp-70ZVBmTjXMEaHJhDI_rUXXMcPsxkbXYuULCJSxT81k4tZXb4AjJplx31KPPcfD6eQg6RTD1NvwNaOhBAtVXWO-RHqx6i0UFPPFbQyfPnG7MHsjx2Vx_t6YWN2e0PRZK9Sf_rE8MPi4&s=2
https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ka-9b3ih7D4
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc4
https://youtube.com/watch?v=fMlxLy-FbMc4
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX94d8DPPOBvfey3LjqE1zx4-IzWrBdp5VMpSL-fQO_vzmV856LisI90u_ML6SrCU33zngpNxeA5EnYFwvvQdHC1OXx4w5ahUbLdwRK4LmBgpNEkK44MzzZ7viphb4SrDLLgeR_fGyzephUhxE0XE0_H6zT_BdrPTGo8&s=2
https://www.sfchronicle.com/business/article/Tesla-workers-told-to-come-to-Fremont-factory-15140601.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/business/article/Tesla-workers-told-to-come-to-Fremont-factory-15140601.php
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8eobcqiPj5mPCn1Hs3m7m5lDC182n-DumhuBnl3_3AZr9eCfUFn4iGYsRNsV2FKA0grJLajmEl1wHOmPOLx-T5GsAfclB0dY5aOBB5kMVNGMfAWBmOraW608yAjCd6dKrDjup0n1umC_lh&s=2
https://www.sfchronicle.com/business/article/Tesla-workers-told-to-come-to-Fremont-factory-15140601.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/business/article/Tesla-workers-told-to-come-to-Fremont-factory-15140601.php
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-oMisG_Q6HEXPFYQs0J0FGdRUzaeo_aRI-6mSP2gKgW5L69Jk_B-6haaIXf2DKfzVA8PPTNhT3ySgqOqtEpW8NI4QeHfLWAY_OjW7hpYFbDAEKTm6oMTbv4UKfq2cYw8QWosHVaaiEUEX1&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=WYH0LskZWVg
https://youtube.com/watch?v=WYH0LskZWVg
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_Z3m6wzazhZfrGlRJvyuyJ4szg7KbDngTG9un3Bt_Hg9mkBaeNoXCTUVc6pY_s46iMzZpfbUSRkkK1hsFByqqm-fLLeVnp9OqGxUB7lXWs2bpqzcjVyrcx5qVBK0DlX8LxTAPeU4r0EYfX&s=2
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Canada-Prepares-Multi-Billion-Dollar-Bailout-For-Its-Oil-Industry.html
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Canada-Prepares-Multi-Billion-Dollar-Bailout-For-Its-Oil-Industry.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_pFJoCUbbKl3SmUF1HGlUh_55p9YS_J9269fLp2zfzHfgTqWzNQp4HDdsoFc69EM1hM-QJOxStJJ0fPzNDyIZQgdEqUvfRh-6W92CLEMKqQxurC14VVLa7_-CaU0eVgEC373dZeBxvHzRIUbuXpOrBbneFcUiZbypU&s=2
file:///C:/Users/user/Documents/teslaleaks2020/facebook-100009085196708%20(2)/posts/


Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

The only alleged copy of his real voice found by Tesla Leaks is in our video titled "Nikola Tesla - Negative Resistance"; which also 

contains the John Hettinger Patents 1917-1919 for wireless signalling and power. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-

VpC9zyqg&t=05m20s -- According to the Tesla FBI File, the Nikola Tesla effects were both behind the Iron Curtain since the 1950's,

but also gathered up by goverments and private individuals. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=523s -- Nikola Tesla's 

Additional Correspondance & FBI Files https://youtube.com/watch?v=yj4rsVfeuWs

Mar 15, 2020, 12:28 AM

The only alleged copy of his real voice found by Tesla Leaks is in our video titled "Nikola Tesla - Negative Resistance"; which also 

contains the John Hettinger Patents 1917-1919 for wireless signalling and power. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-

VpC9zyqg&t=05m20s -- According to the Tesla FBI File, the Nikola Tesla effects were both behind the Iron Curtain since the 1950's,

but also gathered up by goverments and private individuals. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=523s -- Nikola Tesla's 

Additional Correspondance & FBI Files https://youtube.com/watch?v=yj4rsVfeuWs

Updated Mar 15, 2020, 12:27 AM

Mar 15, 2020, 12:27 AM

February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca. -- 

https://bizlife.rs/en/business/business-news/will-batteries-or-e-cars-be-made-in-loznica/ -- March 3 2020 Minister of Serbia planning 

to invest billions in lithium industry https://rs.n1info.com/English/NEWS/a574494/Minister-says-Serbia-planning-to-invest-billions-in-

mining-industry.html

Updated Mar 14, 2020, 11:17 PM

Mar 14, 2020, 11:17 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://bizlife.rs/en/business/business-news/will-batteries-or-e-cars-be-made-in-loznica/

February 27 2020 Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic plans for the prodution of electric batteries and electric cars in Lozinca. -- 

https://bizlife.rs/en/business/business-news/will-batteries-or-e-cars-be-made-in-loznica/ -- March 3 2020 Minister of Serbia planning 

to invest billions in lithium industry https://rs.n1info.com/English/NEWS/a574494/Minister-says-Serbia-planning-to-invest-billions-in-

mining-industry.html

Mar 14, 2020, 11:17 PM

https://nature.com/articles/s41563-020-0634-7

March 9th 2020 New filtering technology could produce lithium from brine in hours instead of months to years. 

https://nature.com/articles/s41563-020-0634-7

Updated Mar 14, 2020, 10:48 PM

Mar 14, 2020, 10:48 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's World.

March 8th 2019 'Purple Sun' Device Uses UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. "Infections that a patient picks up in 

the hospital can be among the nastiest and costliest of all infections." -- New Yorker Hotel used UV Purification, Electric Induction 

Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New Yorker's bathrooms clean was to zap each of them 

with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠ https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-

U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-

new-yorker-hotel/5/ -- UV Robots Zap Hospital Germs - Mayo Clinic https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk -- Bonus: Tesla's 

New York, 2013 https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2a9ur1QUFg

Mar 14, 2020, 8:09 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Tesla Owners North America.

March 8th 2019 'Purple Sun' Device Uses UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. "Infections that a patient picks up in 

the hospital can be among the nastiest and costliest of all infections." https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24 -- New Yorker 

Hotel used UV Purification, Electric Induction Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, "The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New 

Yorker's bathrooms clean was to zap each of them with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠
https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays 

https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-new-yorker-hotel/5/ -- UV Robots Zap Hospital Germs - Mayo Clinic

https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk -- Bonus: Tesla's New York, 2013 https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2a9ur1QUFg
March 8th 2019 'Purple Sun' Device Uses UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. "Infections that a patient picks up in 

the hospital can be among the nastiest and costliest of all infections." https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24 -- New Yorker 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_I6b8B_pGQCCPsi6zpdkys2rHBIBHKUvWHyLYhAD-SQmEMsxB_3a3Tr8x5UogwybhkbI6YamaVcItaX07hB5UTLIltay-p4EW9rjUAvTOETdbM46f_KBbuq2ZEVAkOLHPLuP8QN80FHjZGbSdL3mGHMg&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2a9ur1QUFg
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk
https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-new-yorker-hotel/5/
https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-new-yorker-hotel/5/
https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays
https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-qB7lnPfj08mmhYNj9PuOmh2KlUQVwTjjhCTPbI9aEjaW2KnoIL6u1cskbKVxWS9J-IT8HFVQHZBJLLD_fLifuVpHCLqUeqQt2xfiYPZF_9R9BcPwbZdMg8KgAbrP57vaoPKjcsEen7pjWOoK3X_0Z29XXBjBpKJns&s=2
https://nature.com/articles/s41563-020-0634-7
https://nature.com/articles/s41563-020-0634-7
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX__rfGXLtaqurKjB8vUwhcusFKCzKkcy53SDbWZw581_vqbJ1Ve_lgoqaBUUvGajlwwkhbBSTCdqmJ_u_TPXtxdOfaK7TK0ErJ-M3q6-s1NdcMjrmBzGyj2tAOH6EcH3MvLCPL1FshZrE6y&s=2
https://rs.n1info.com/English/NEWS/a574494/Minister-says-Serbia-planning-to-invest-billions-in-mining-industry.html
https://rs.n1info.com/English/NEWS/a574494/Minister-says-Serbia-planning-to-invest-billions-in-mining-industry.html
https://bizlife.rs/en/business/business-news/will-batteries-or-e-cars-be-made-in-loznica/
https://bizlife.rs/en/business/business-news/will-batteries-or-e-cars-be-made-in-loznica/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8QkhuON7luNBIH1Kzksp_kQRTTy4BmlP4A4LjxHAJWKCpMy981JobdMviuI12XUJxTlbUMQHpqJ7xaoPmc0dV-KfPCLM7RpoQhjxEjCxP9VryEYVLk6Dmn9WPWGn33znYZwbHBxVhh6vMBiB3XKTlUaJfqS3dKMjc_&s=2
https://rs.n1info.com/English/NEWS/a574494/Minister-says-Serbia-planning-to-invest-billions-in-mining-industry.html
https://rs.n1info.com/English/NEWS/a574494/Minister-says-Serbia-planning-to-invest-billions-in-mining-industry.html
https://bizlife.rs/en/business/business-news/will-batteries-or-e-cars-be-made-in-loznica/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_j2p1zzkczQxxYi4AV-_aSQK7X35hio5Ke6KsvTbO79AnaRZ1jNNg6u8sDV-zkbJ3QOzJh-xsUUSqPRMEb9_Q3f8JYNNkoDRECJ113Q2jQVjBd_hw0-4SDOkUv7sjQs5aCYKt5ENn_f3dR3mQuPsbARpYz0LBgiHYg&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=yj4rsVfeuWs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=523s
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg&t=05m20s
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg&t=05m20s
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-YPMeQnyc7oejJrdwrQluBSB2k-EdVEKzflqKPm0_4XN1TpiQWZDWJ1gUPMmDoiLMCbRzN4wjSd1wWjwg0800awV2Mz8xz9PQGUJSKlrgJjyBYxbANeE2yc8fwFplmhnQ7GX9jLT_TiOQKhlqxtW8&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=yj4rsVfeuWs
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=523s
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg&t=05m20s
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg&t=05m20s
file:///C:/Users/user/Documents/teslaleaks2020/facebook-100009085196708%20(2)/posts/


Hotel used UV Purification, Electric Induction Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, "The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New 

Yorker's bathrooms clean was to zap each of them with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠
https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays 

https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-new-yorker-hotel/5/ -- UV Robots Zap Hospital Germs - Mayo Clinic

https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk -- Bonus: Tesla's New York, 2013 https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2a9ur1QUFg

Mar 14, 2020, 7:24 PM

March 8th 2019 'Purple Sun' Device Uses UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. "Infections that a patient picks up in 

the hospital can be among the nastiest and costliest of all infections." https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24 -- New Yorker 

Hotel used UV Purification, Electric Induction Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, "The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New 

Yorker's bathrooms clean was to zap each of them with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠
https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays 

https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-new-yorker-hotel/5/ -- UV Robots Zap Hospital Germs - Mayo Clinic

https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk -- Bonus: Tesla's New York, 2013 https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2a9ur1QUFg

Updated Mar 14, 2020, 7:09 PM

Mar 14, 2020, 7:09 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

March 8th 2019 'Purple Sun' Device Uses UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2464049383907877&set=gm.652102552015459&type=3 -- Infections that a patient picks up in the hospital can be among the 

nastiest and costliest of all infections." https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24 -- New Yorker Hotel used UV Purification, 

Electric Induction Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New Yorker's bathrooms clean was to 

zap each of them with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-≠
U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-

new-yorker-hotel/5/ -- UV Robots Zap Hospital Germs - Mayo Clinic https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk -- Bonus: Tesla's 

New York, 2013 https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2a9ur1QUFg
March 8th 2019 'Purple Sun' Device Uses UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2464049383907877&set=gm.652102552015459&type=3 -- Infections that a patient picks up in the hospital can be among the 

nastiest and costliest of all infections." https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24 -- New Yorker Hotel used UV Purification, 

Electric Induction Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, The Invention of Everything Else" -- Hotel New Yorker's bathrooms clean was to 

zap each of them with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room o  with cellophane. ≠ https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-

U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-

new-yorker-hotel/5/ -- UV Robots Zap Hospital Germs - Mayo Clinic https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk -- Bonus: Tesla's 

New York, 2013 https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2a9ur1QUFg

Mar 14, 2020, 7:08 PM

Updated: March 14th 2020 CNN Walmart is your new FEMA camp for phony testing, quarantine and concentration camp, Sunday at

Midnight, Sharp!. https://youtube.com/watch?v=souNf6kglEM

Updated Mar 14, 2020, 6:43 PM

Mar 14, 2020, 6:43 PM

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trump-says-u-buy-large-200628237.html

Friday 13th Trump bails out the oil industry to it's maxiumum amount. The largest bailout in world history. Oil prices dropped to a low

of $21.12. More bailouts to come: https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trump-says-u-buy-large-200628237.html

Updated Mar 14, 2020, 6:37 PM

Mar 14, 2020, 6:37 PM

March 14th 2020 Proven here years ago. Just by traveling to any doctor to get any phony vaccine or phony procedure from the 

phony doctors would cause 6000 car crashes, just in the U.S. Elon Musk Told Workers They're More Likely To Die In A Car 

Accident. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/elon-musk-spacex-employees-car-crash-coronavirus

Updated Mar 14, 2020, 12:17 PM

Mar 14, 2020, 12:17 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/elon-musk-spacex-employees-car-crash-coronavirus

March 14th 2020 Proven here years ago. Just by traveling to any doctor to get any phony vaccine or phony procedure from the 

phony doctors would cause 6000 car crashes, just in the U.S.-- [Elon Musk Told Workers They're More Likely To Die In A Car]

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/elon-musk-spacex-employees-car-crash-coronavirus
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8CSij-ebmZK8UmJMVvz4GoGgT6FtdqdKMA6lgyPFqA_CMgHmzEcuq1HrSnoxbk9dBw9puH7qAXqDnF3uIfOuBteEiv2_4lK1HtZmU3QZrT9k6u_vQ9nuPRgw67Et6PlLhcvv2A_uyovduBEd3BiB_VFCSuCOZkbmZD&s=2
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/elon-musk-spacex-employees-car-crash-coronavirus
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-vqJorjN8LmzjmfJmWKbPsLUYAQXoQylBqjfYnw2KO-Zgs6StA1mPkxMmEgUxJwhtM1R50BGI-PPoA-sSdzGS2yPOemTlbAgJvnbnXmWDo7lWA-n0itxika6IB3QQs6XKR2fmWG0MYh9P_cid5GoXXiOd58YCBz3zD&s=2
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trump-says-u-buy-large-200628237.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trump-says-u-buy-large-200628237.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_DUxlgL06TDUO4Rs1ajeOymDItOgIUd8zc6DMBUhs5g6HlcEJZiGX8eI8fTabtIsiHz2Gjs2ttrOacJ5oN82dGYXxenl8peblbKnhW0v7UN-F4DKriejAPkCLY9xALXWvOVUXRe6UIcLpaS6eDNgG52ImTF8bTiEXo&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=souNf6kglEM
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9IeK3mJTnDSl6_jvq64Y_4LZmnKKARbw3yEkhs9jTtgc9U0A1Q7ZZj8tZaUr-UV7u124SlayE65mg0aqPtuHdGMBkjsmmJ3OeR-sBrxW7JfSjIITtT7PX_BkzmwINA3loUvIgXoxhzGFQw&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2a9ur1QUFg
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk
https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-new-yorker-hotel/5/
https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-new-yorker-hotel/5/
https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays
https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays
https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2464049383907877&set=gm.652102552015459&type=3
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2464049383907877&set=gm.652102552015459&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8uyOK6qzG1LqDHmLHGKv8PrINWnoa0nCsN21oqnoEqnHty-cLTN2ivujns2NgiwthQWm4iVnbASQ5xu1tJMJuenZgULrSmU6oyDBbGhpiH_YLCQ0T7SaFaE1M2SJdaXADplczFLFmoX0QNpD3UxZ7yhsS-N5JRbVXy&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2a9ur1QUFg
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk
https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-new-yorker-hotel/5/
https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays
https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8gfwNJ6evMfkv10TpE6ihrBNqaI9YKPuXeNH2YL6yyUDZQcH5GpTVfOj8TNkiKU48pwgyiPHlQC9znGjaA8nMC6Z8i1Dj6pF2tWwhuCXs5QteVs-MxYI9q2dFwbzFax9U85djcMa9g&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=-2a9ur1QUFg
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk
https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-new-yorker-hotel/5/
https://books.google.com/books?id=6kMShDje-U4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays
file:///C:/Users/user/Documents/teslaleaks2020/facebook-100009085196708%20(2)/posts/


(https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/elon-musk-spacex-employees-car-crash-coronavirus) Accident. 

[https://buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/elon-musk-spacex-employees-car-crash-coronavirus]

(https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/elon-musk-spacex-employees-car-crash-coronavirus) -- Coronavirus HEL1 Hoax 

Part 1: [https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3]

(https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3)

Mar 14, 2020, 12:17 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oiVDu277Opo

Friday 13th Cramer calls on Eli Lilly to skip vaccine testing, and give a phony, live virus, nano mercury vaccine forceably to everyone

as a "cure". Vaccines don't cure anything, they give you the virus that casues the disease. https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=oiVDu277Opo

Updated Mar 14, 2020, 12:14 PM

Mar 14, 2020, 12:14 PM

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/herd-immunity-will-the-uks-coronavirus-strategy-work

Friday 13th UK goverment calls for phony, forced innoculations of live virus for 200 Million Eurpeans to get "herd immunity" 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/herd-immunity-will-the-uks-coronavirus-strategy-work

Updated Mar 14, 2020, 12:09 PM

Mar 14, 2020, 12:09 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

Tesla Science Center at Wardenclyffe (TSCW) received a $750,000 Empire State Development (ESD) grant from the New York 

Regional Economic Development Councils (REDC) 2019 Awards program.. Transformation Begins at Nikola Tesla’s Historic NY 

Laboratory as New ESD Grant Propels Renovations for a Global Museum and Science Center 

http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renov

ations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm

Mar 14, 2020, 2:28 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

Mar 14, 2020, 2:27 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

Mar 13, 2020, 11:23 PM

March, 13th in 1895: Tesla's 5th Avenue Laboratory 

WORK OF HALF A LIFETIME GONE

'I am in too much grief to talk. What can I say? The work of half my lifetime, very nearly all my mechanical instruments and scientific 

apparatus, that it has taken years to perfect, swept away in a fire that lasted only an hour or two. How can I estimate the loss in 

mere dollars and cents? Everything is gone. I must begin over again.' Nikola Tesla

Updated Mar 13, 2020, 11:15 PM

Mar 13, 2020, 11:15 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

March, 13th in 1895: Tesla's 5th Avenue Laboratory 

WORK OF HALF A LIFETIME GONE

'I am in too much grief to talk. What can I say? The work of half my lifetime, very nearly all my mechanical instruments and scientific 

apparatus, that it has taken years to perfect, swept away in a fire that lasted only an hour or two. How can I estimate the loss in 

mere dollars and cents? Everything is gone. I must begin over again.' Nikola Tesla

Mar 13, 2020, 11:12 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla, Weird Science And Freaking Magic.

Friday 13th: Tesla's 3.3 Million Mile Battery with 5300-8000 cycles only 3% loss in capacity. Cathode Using Single crystal Mica with 

Graphene & Fluoride + Ethyle, Phosphate or Sulfur Electrolyte. https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE -- Nikola Tesla's 

Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-

battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 13, 2020, 10:42 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.

Friday 13th: Tesla's 3.3 Million Mile Battery with 5300-8000 cycles only 3% loss in capacity. Cathode Using Single crystal Mica with 

Graphene & Fluoride + Ethyle, Phosphate or Sulfur Electrolyte. https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE -- Nikola Tesla's 

Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-

battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8RyCfWLieopcwsuS6kRHLZrUUF9qlxbaJYwaf3i0ibq7-WhsQpXeoFg-xH494EK7forvYIfwAx7RTqYcYtJwPpCRol_O65OUhgy_uFUsEqustp13-chmTtjd9X2iOriZJ4VBef-A&s=2
https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8U6hqi4HXAeN_fdVl3Cd9LLvOAp_Eo4tsu9aIuI5_seB6ORJ1if4lUkQNEIeSmaVMo9vEsU6-fc3boXMdGws-ReIWhbhPct4ZSCD3Mhphmc0Qt18xhghrdp5_4CD_bcOQfACmioP1OBS1K&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-lo_YdSMdsEa9ACSMCV0ro0KLw0iTXNQLPoHJelVTTSXIbhSc8OloPwZslsA4-FQkiH1Qrsde38cCEqMC5U9sMB3T91dlU_DM_s7s1ufsvYPDhJhxUPjIcWJP28PywjhZZSKx65LmwFHuY6PWKZIkSkDAbNgzjvU0S&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-Qn1sAk7LfVgNZqaUTRnHv4YEtB4q2qLJTlppn71LfUAKT1AvDFGBXo-s_GJBAif0A4TdgrfkXBdp3NDZpsb-AB66fVHHLrUNS9hqMxBJzzGhhLGXkxcMDS8l5vw6F4EFj9VqpoJoHYMk&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9NRFZTKwct-y-NtVuP-QS3L8Z21JY5zmT7cmI2k6j-ayIllqAV4ug4lTkTaxwlyjJKarSB7YYO_BuoqZImpZqbGsfaK-Lg4x7pGB3bodYAM38q-wnvc3DWcvtvuTrfe7T289CXAA-pMg&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-dttKBkSsKb_oaQpMjMUhbg7kE3e-If1evah66jCW-Kj7fkmwVYqsrRtUjkq7itKTEnm0SY46C0lbPHR2XqbEN0BL_oOvKdaAjtkycvspbfLAMm9ICW4178oLvFS4b6MUmqh5S2OhhCw&s=2
http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renovations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm
http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renovations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9ijVtKvPfGjUVTNl3IRnnPdToFcxoU2B4Qvs4xpmVmj6T27N_ZmCrKLF8xAD0O5Rm7ZRCUAYdUf5F9M_RuTNALdXWNjvuSOUU8D7G5DnbPZpNUtLxAaq1BMNzcIN8-l-QeVI4KDiixQPUYXHimYC1YoqVWh8w7osrl&s=2
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/herd-immunity-will-the-uks-coronavirus-strategy-work
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/herd-immunity-will-the-uks-coronavirus-strategy-work
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_q7tKbEYJN2DPYyqC9XEpRhGSWJa-vix4JrBX0rttBRqZSeytKzIcsMGl9RczyqHIttAZDgkCa-CQQ2K2jBIIXfQraPwWH1YQGEEukbILCTaBr2Mr0NSgqu5jH5cdVUWf0HXoUHRshqS-cwCyzC_EuCu1GFKZLUtC3&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oiVDu277Opo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oiVDu277Opo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oiVDu277Opo
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX89FOr9mLLsqsHGstPEq0SrCKeBWGnEcMDLlPgXtsOSO6Bm6Af_gnrUt3cKyXyXHcEbjcXKVSg_JaCqL2LbuQvKDoklksXvOSIQYrmFcfQFEKLR_TI5JWkKa3ZzWMM-e571QgvMbRy8vU-N&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/elon-musk-spacex-employees-car-crash-coronavirus
https://buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/elon-musk-spacex-employees-car-crash-coronavirus
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/elon-musk-spacex-employees-car-crash-coronavirus


Mar 13, 2020, 10:41 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change: Science, Mitigation & Adaptation.

Friday 13th: Tesla's 3.3 Million Mile Battery with 5300-8000 cycles only 3% loss in capacity. Cathode Using Single crystal Mica with 

Graphene & Fluoride + Ethyle, Phosphate or Sulfur Electrolyte. https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE -- Nikola Tesla's 

Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-

battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 13, 2020, 10:39 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Climate Change - an open discussion.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE

Friday 13th: Tesla's 3.3 Million Mile Battery with 5300-8000 cycles only 3% loss in capacity. Cathode Using Single crystal Mica with 

Graphene & Fluoride + Ethyle, Phosphate or Sulfur Electrolyte. https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE -- Nikola Tesla's 

Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-

battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 13, 2020, 10:39 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: CyberTruck | TESLA Pickup TRUCK | WORLDWIDE.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE

Friday 13th: Tesla's 3.3 Million Mile Battery with 5300-8000 cycles only 3% loss in capacity. Cathode Using Single crystal Mica with 

Graphene & Fluoride + Ethyle, Phosphate or Sulfur Electrolyte. https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE -- Nikola Tesla's 

Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-

battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 13, 2020, 10:02 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Tesla Model S3XY accessories.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE

Friday 13th: Tesla's 3.3 Million Mile Battery with 5300-8000 cycles only 3% loss in capacity. Cathode Using Single crystal Mica with 

Graphene & Fluoride + Ethyle, Phosphate or Sulfur Electrolyte. [https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE]

(https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE&fbclid=IwAR0gEczXFJK5B684G1SnPtad29HiSlXFHmh-

Fe7B9qyMqiacyY7MIC_Wxwc) -- Nikola Tesla's Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 [https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-

the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/]

(https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-

2020/1667474476723637/)

Mar 13, 2020, 9:28 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TESLA MODEL Y Owners Club.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE

Friday 13th: Tesla's 3.3 Million Mile Battery with 5300-8000 cycles only 3% loss in capacity. Cathode Using Single crystal Mica with 

Graphene & Fluoride + Ethyle, Phosphate or Sulfur Electrolyte. https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE -- Nikola Tesla's 

Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-

battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 13, 2020, 9:24 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TESLA MODEL 3 Owners Club.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE

Friday 13th: Tesla's 3.3 Million Mile Battery with 5300-8000 cycles only 3% loss in capacity. Cathode Using Single crystal Mica with 

Graphene & Fluoride + Ethyle, Phosphate or Sulfur Electrolyte. https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE -- Nikola Tesla's 

Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-

battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 13, 2020, 9:13 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Teslas For Sale By Owner.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE

Friday 13th: Tesla's 3.3 Million Mile Battery with 5300-8000 cycles only 3% loss in capacity. Cathode Using Single crystal Mica with 

Graphene & Fluoride + Ethyle, Phosphate or Sulfur Electrolyte. https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE -- Nikola Tesla's 

Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-

battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 13, 2020, 9:01 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TESLA MODEL X | WORLDWIDE.
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE

Friday 13th: Tesla's 3.3 Million Mile Battery with 5300-8000 cycles only 3% loss in capacity. Cathode Using Single crystal Mica with 

Graphene & Fluoride + Ethyle, Phosphate or Sulfur Electrolyte. https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE -- Nikola Tesla's 

Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-

battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 13, 2020, 8:55 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Tesla Model X Owners Community.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE

Friday 13th: Tesla's 3.3 Million Mile Battery with 5300-8000 cycles only 3% loss in capacity. Cathode Using Single crystal Mica with 

Graphene & Fluoride + Ethyle, Phosphate or Sulfur Electrolyte. https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE -- Nikola Tesla's 

Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-

battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 13, 2020, 8:51 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Tesla Owners North America.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE

Friday 13th: Tesla's 3.3 Million Mile Battery with 5300-8000 cycles only 3% loss in capacity. Cathode Using Single crystal Mica with 

Graphene & Fluoride + Ethyle, Phosphate or Sulfur Electrolyte. https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE -- Nikola Tesla's 

Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-

battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 13, 2020, 8:48 PM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE

Friday 13th: Tesla's 3.3 Million Mile Battery with 5300-8000 cycles only 3% loss in capacity. Cathode Using Single crystal Mica with 

Graphene & Fluoride + Ethyle, Phosphate or Sulfur Electrolyte. https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE -- Nikola Tesla's 

Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-

battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Updated Mar 13, 2020, 8:36 PM

Mar 13, 2020, 8:36 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

Friday 13th: Tesla's 3.3 Million Mile Battery with 5300-8000 cycles only 3% loss in capacity. Cathode Using Single crystal Mica with 

Graphene & Fluoride + Ethyle, Phosphate or Sulfur Electrolyte. https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE -- Nikola Tesla's 

Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-

battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 13, 2020, 8:30 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE

Friday 13th: Tesla's 3.3 Million Mile Battery with 5300-8000 cycles only 3% loss in capacity. Cathode Using Single crystal Mica with 

Graphene & Fluoride + Ethyle, Phosphate or Sulfur Electrolyte. https://youtube.com/watch?v=oWhR21HdFVE -- Nikola Tesla's 

Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 [https://facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-

battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/](https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-

tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/)

Mar 13, 2020, 8:28 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Conspiracy Theories.

Mar 13, 2020, 1:02 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Conspiracy Hackers.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEL1 - The New, Novel, Self-Resurrecting, Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential 

Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. 

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is 

it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-

30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, 

denied as "fake news." https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-

alarm-over-trumps -- Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-

see-delivery-march-13 -- Trudau, Hanks, Trump exposed as crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-

https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-trudeau-coronavirus-response-canada-measures
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trudeau-coronavirus-response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 12:42 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Conspiracy Theory.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEL1 - The New, Novel, Self-Resurrecting, Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential 

Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. 

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is 

it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-

30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, 

denied as "fake news." https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-

alarm-over-trumps -- Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-

see-delivery-march-13 -- Trudau, Hanks, Trump exposed as crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-

trudeau-coronavirus-response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 12:39 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Conspiracy Revealed.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEL1 - The New, Novel, Self-Resurrecting, Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential 

Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. 

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is 

it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-

30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, 

denied as "fake news." https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-

alarm-over-trumps -- Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-

see-delivery-march-13 -- Trudau, Hanks, Trump exposed as crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-

trudeau-coronavirus-response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 12:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Conspiracy FACT.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEL1 - The New, Novel, Self-Resurrecting, Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential 

Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. 

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is 

it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-

30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, 

denied as "fake news." https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-

alarm-over-trumps -- Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-

see-delivery-march-13 -- Trudau, Hanks, Trump exposed as crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-

trudeau-coronavirus-response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 12:37 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Exposing the Truth AKA Conspiracy Theory Investigators.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEL1 - The New, Novel, Self-Resurrecting, Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential 

Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. 

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is 

it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-

30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, 

denied as "fake news." https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-

alarm-over-trumps -- Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-

see-delivery-march-13 -- Trudau, Hanks, Trump exposed as crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-

trudeau-coronavirus-response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
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fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 12:35 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Conspiracy Masters.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEL1 - The New, Novel, Self-Resurrecting, Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential 

Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. 

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is 

it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-

30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, 

denied as "fake news." https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-

alarm-over-trumps -- Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-

see-delivery-march-13 -- Trudau, Hanks, Trump exposed as crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-

trudeau-coronavirus-response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 12:33 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Zombie Apocalypse Conspiracy.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEL1 - The New, Novel, Self-Resurrecting, Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential 

Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. 

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is 

it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-

30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, 

denied as "fake news." https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-

alarm-over-trumps -- Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-

see-delivery-march-13 -- Trudau, Hanks, Trump exposed as crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-

trudeau-coronavirus-response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 12:32 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Conspiracy Lovers.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEL1 - The New, Novel, Self-Resurrecting, Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential 

Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. 

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is 

it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-

30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, 

denied as "fake news." https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-

alarm-over-trumps -- Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-

see-delivery-march-13 -- Trudau, Hanks, Trump exposed as crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-

trudeau-coronavirus-response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 12:30 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: The Conspiracy Theory.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEL1 - The New, Novel, Self-Resurrecting, Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential 

Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. 

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is 

it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-

30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, 

denied as "fake news." https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-

alarm-over-trumps -- Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-

see-delivery-march-13 -- Trudau, Hanks, Trump exposed as crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-

trudeau-coronavirus-response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3
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Mar 13, 2020, 12:28 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: The Conspiracy Talk.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEL1 - The New, Novel, Self-Resurrecting, Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential 

Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. 

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is 

it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-

30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, 

denied as "fake news." https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-

alarm-over-trumps -- Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-

see-delivery-march-13 -- Trudau, Hanks, Trump exposed as crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-

trudeau-coronavirus-response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 12:26 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Conspiracy Truth!

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEL1 - The New, Novel, Self-Resurrecting, Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential 

Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. 

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is 

it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-

30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, 

denied as "fake news." https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-

alarm-over-trumps -- Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-

see-delivery-march-13 -- Trudau, Hanks, Trump exposed as crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-

trudeau-coronavirus-response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 12:22 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Conspiracy Puzzle Pieces.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEL1 - The New, Novel, Self-Resurrecting, Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential 

Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. 

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is 

it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-

30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, 

denied as "fake news." https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-

alarm-over-trumps -- Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-

see-delivery-march-13 Trudau, Hanks, Trump and their crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-

trudeau-coronavirus-response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 12:19 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Conspiracy Wars.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEL1 - The New, Novel, Self-Resurrecting, Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential 

Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. 

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is 

it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-

30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, 

denied as "fake news." https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-

alarm-over-trumps -- Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-

see-delivery-march-13 Trudau, Hanks, Trump and their crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-

trudeau-coronavirus-response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 12:18 PM
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Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Conspiracy Theories and Hidden Knowledge Group.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEL1 - The New, Novel, Self-Resurrecting, Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential 

Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. 

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is 

it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-

30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, 

denied as "fake news." https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-

alarm-over-trumps -- Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-

see-delivery-march-13 Trudau, Hanks, Trump and their crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-

trudeau-coronavirus-response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 12:15 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Conspiracy Theories and More.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEL1 - The New, Novel, Self-Resurrecting, Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential 

Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. 

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is 

it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-

30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, 

denied as "fake news." https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-

alarm-over-trumps -- Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-

see-delivery-march-13 Trudau, Hanks, Trump and their crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-

trudeau-coronavirus-response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 12:15 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Conspiracy Theories and More.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEl1 Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare 

emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-

emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-

york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's 

Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, denied as "fake news." 

https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-alarm-over-trumps -- 

Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-see-delivery-march-13 

Trudau, Hanks, Trump and their crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-trudeau-coronavirus-

response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 12:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Conspiracy.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEl1 Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare 

emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-

emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-

york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's 

Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, denied as "fake news." 

https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-alarm-over-trumps -- 

Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-see-delivery-march-13 

Trudau, Hanks, Trump and their crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-trudeau-coronavirus-

response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 11:59 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.
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https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEl1 Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential Directive 51 and HR-645 to declare 

emergency; makes FEMA and Homeland Security your mommy and daddy. https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-

emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-

york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's 

Bolsonaero reported earlier Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, denied as "fake news." 

https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-alarm-over-trumps -- 

Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-see-delivery-march-13 

Trudau, Hanks, Trump and their crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-trudeau-coronavirus-

response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 11:54 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Conspiracy Research.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEl1 Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential Directive 51 and HR-645 to declare 

emergency; makes FEMA and Homeland Security your mommy and daddy. https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-

emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-

york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's 

Bolsonaero reported earlier Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, denied as "fake news." 

https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-alarm-over-trumps -- 

Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-see-delivery-march-13 --

Trudau, Hanks, Trump exposed as crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-trudeau-coronavirus-

response-canada-measures

Mar 13, 2020, 11:51 AM

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEl1 Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential Directive 51 and HR-645 to declare 

emergency; makes FEMA and Homeland Security your mommy and daddy. https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-

emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-

york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's 

Bolsonaero reported earlier Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, denied as "fake news." 

https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-alarm-over-trumps -- 

Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-see-delivery-march-13 

Trudau, Hanks, Trump and their crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-trudeau-coronavirus-

response-canada-measures

Updated Mar 13, 2020, 11:47 AM

Mar 13, 2020, 11:47 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530

Friday the 13th - Zombie Apocalypsis HEL1 - The New, Novel, Self-Resurrecting, Virus Hoax Accelerates: Trump uses Presidential 

Directive PD-51 & HR-645 to declare emergency; makes FEMA & Homeland Security your mommy & daddy. 

https://politico.com/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-emergency-declaration-trump-128530 -- NY cases explode overnight to 420? or is 

it 421 cases?? https://cnbc.com/2020/03/13/new-york-state-now-has-the-most-coronavirus-cases-in-the-us-as-new-cases-jump-

30percent-overnight-to-421.html -- Brazil's Bolsonaero reported Friday that Bolsonaro tested positive, which his son, Eduardo, 

denied as "fake news." https://commondreams.org/news/2020/03/13/conflicting-reports-about-brazil-president-bolsonaro-intensify-

alarm-over-trumps -- Tesla releases Model Y, Hoax Accelerates to Plaid: https://interestingengineering.com/tesla-model-y-could-

see-delivery-march-13 -- Trudau, Hanks, Trump exposed as crisis actors on crack https://theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/justin-

trudeau-coronavirus-response-canada-measures -- Coronavirus Hoax Part 1: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2448995512079931&set=gm.1674524159352002&type=3

Mar 13, 2020, 11:45 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla.

March 11th 2020 The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado Experiment + Government Cover-Up of Nikola Tesla ft John G Trump. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=DIyBOpfgc7U -- Tesla told JP Morgan in the Tesla-Morgan Files, that he, Tesla, had already sent 

power across the world in 1899. Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan "Famous Quote's". https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- "I 

Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me". "I am a Century 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
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ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and individualization of 

telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"

"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"

"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"

"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""

"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"

"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"

Colorado Spring Notes 1899-1900 - Open Tesla Research

HTTPS://TESLARESEARCH.JIMDOFREE.COM/BOOKS-1/COLORADO-SPRING-NOTES-1899-1900/COLORADO-SPRINGS-

NOTES-JUNE-1-30-1899/

Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 86 (Nikola Tesla claims to have discovered a new law 

in electrical science which will necessitate the re-writing of most of the text books now in use. "The capacity of an electrical 

conductor ... various under different conditions ... it is not fixed and unalterable at all ... it is susceptible to grate changes ... I 

observed that the capacity varied with the elevation of the conduction surface above the ground (THE IONOSPHERE).

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2028642334115253&set=pcb.2028642874115199&type=3&theater

"The EXACT LAW to "Infinite Speed" will be understood in Fig. 82, which a transmitting circuit is shown connected to earth and to 

an antenna. The transmitter being in action, two effects are produced: Hertz waves pass thru the air, and a current traverses the 

earth." - Nikola Tesla

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722549071632&set=a.10156722545796632&type=3&theater

By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high 

altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of 

Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of 

atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance."

https://teslaresearch.jimdofree.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/

Single-wire earth return (SWER) or single-wire ground return

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-wire_earth_return

#stationary #waves #quartz #rockey #point #granite #tellurium #cobblestone #mercury #gas #spark #gap #transformers

Search page by keyword at:

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

http://teslaleaks.com/

Mar 13, 2020, 7:38 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

Tesla Science Center at Wardenclyffe (TSCW) received a $750,000 Empire State Development (ESD) grant from the New York 

Regional Economic Development Councils (REDC) 2019 Awards program.. Transformation Begins at Nikola Tesla’s Historic NY 

Laboratory as New ESD Grant Propels Renovations for a Global Museum and Science Center 

http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renov

ations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm

Mar 13, 2020, 12:26 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

MARCH 12, 2020 An all-electric magnetic logic gate https://phys.org/news/2020-03-all-electric-magnetic-logic-gate.html

Mar 13, 2020, 12:26 AM
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Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

MARCH 12, 2020 An all-electric magnetic logic gate https://phys.org/news/2020-03-all-electric-magnetic-logic-gate.html

Mar 13, 2020, 12:08 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

MARCH 12, 2020 An all-electric magnetic logic gate https://phys.org/news/2020-03-all-electric-magnetic-logic-gate.html

Mar 13, 2020, 12:08 AM

MARCH 12, 2020 An all-electric magnetic logic gate https://phys.org/news/2020-03-all-electric-magnetic-logic-gate.html

Updated Mar 13, 2020, 12:07 AM

Mar 13, 2020, 12:07 AM

March 12 2020 Room-temperature bonded interface improves cooling of gallium nitride devices.. The technique, called surface-

activated bonding, uses an ion source in a high vacuum environment to first clean the surfaces of the GaN and diamond, which 

activates the surfaces by creating dangling bonds. Introducing small amounts of silicon into the ion beams facilitates forming strong 

atomic bonds at room temperature, allowing the direct bonding of the GaN and single-crystal diamond that allows the fabrication of 

high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs). https://phys.org/news/2020-03-room-temperature-bonded-interface-cooling-gallium.html

Updated Mar 13, 2020, 12:01 AM

Mar 13, 2020, 12:01 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

March 12 2020 Room-temperature bonded interface improves cooling of gallium nitride devices.. The technique, called surface-

activated bonding, uses an ion source in a high vacuum environment to first clean the surfaces of the GaN and diamond, which 

activates the surfaces by creating dangling bonds. Introducing small amounts of silicon into the ion beams facilitates forming strong 

atomic bonds at room temperature, allowing the direct bonding of the GaN and single-crystal diamond that allows the fabrication of 

high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs). https://phys.org/news/2020-03-room-temperature-bonded-interface-cooling-gallium.html

Mar 13, 2020, 12:00 AM

Friday the 13th, March 2020 -- Plunge Protection Team #circuit #breakers are on Stand-By: Stock futures fall again, indicating 

ominous start to trading on Friday the 13th. https://marketwatch.com/story/stock-futures-fall-again-indicating-ominous-start-to-

trading-on-friday-the-13th-2020-03-12

Updated Mar 12, 2020, 10:46 PM

Mar 12, 2020, 10:46 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

http://marketwatch.com/story/stock-futures-fall-again-indicating-ominous-start-to-trading-on-friday-the-13th-2020-03-12

Friday the 13th, March 2020 -- Plunge Protection Team #circuit #breakers are on Stand-By: Stock futures fall again, indicating 

ominous start to trading on Friday the 13th. https://marketwatch.com/story/stock-futures-fall-again-indicating-ominous-start-to-

trading-on-friday-the-13th-2020-03-12

Mar 12, 2020, 10:46 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NElExbtwuog

Elon Musk - When "They" Tried To Kill Tesla | Rise of Tesla (2020)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NElExbtwuog

Updated Mar 12, 2020, 10:44 PM

Mar 12, 2020, 10:44 PM

Updated Mar 12, 2020, 10:16 PM

Mar 12, 2020, 10:16 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

On October 6th 2012 we started a campaign to save Nikola Tesla's 1901-1917 "Wardenclyffe" lab, property. It was for sale, slated 

for demolition, bull-dozing. May 4th 2009, A Battle to Preserve a Visionary’s Bold Failure 

[http://nytimes.com/2009/05/05/science/05tesla.html](http://nytimes.com/2009/05/05/science/05tesla.html?fbclid=IwAR00VHs0TnFF-

BT0M9HBLg6jY1UJXaHI3Zg53sT9TGh_Bos7CiCRGhtRzCY) -- [http://teslasciencecenter.org/join-our-campaign-to-save-

wardenclyffe/](http://teslasciencecenter.org/join-our-campaign-to-save-wardenclyffe/?fbclid=IwAR2Sa09o-

uzHrO0rn1rmIPlAOHfFs3buIOTpbteThmNspMbcZZq_fShVHq8) - Later we promoted cartoonist Matthew Inman's campaign called 

"Let's Build a Goddamn Tesla Museum" that generated more than $1.3M [https://indiegogo.com/projects/let-s-build-a-goddamn-

tesla-museum--5#/](https://indiegogo.com/projects/let-s-build-a-goddamn-tesla-museum--5?
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https://marketwatch.com/story/stock-futures-fall-again-indicating-ominous-start-to-trading-on-friday-the-13th-2020-03-12
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-ihgDMTQ-jHrb51AgrSAEwdRjxqOtZ_wASnQg8RSFob_ZyD_LygbyEwQLOtLKZ5wq4zjzSjrlQm2nTOwKCLlX7OD2ITZ_rTeDkmpZEBLGWBMAJOk_HltDDdL3yjMZRd2_1JTLkAmkLiJU6&s=2
https://phys.org/news/2020-03-room-temperature-bonded-interface-cooling-gallium.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8d1yHSB-OGlPo3hTRIGVRyrkgt_ytHiRcbeMqQLPg5X__Gv3_dAAnoFF2IoATsaf8p6oHy9bummXVCDtAGb9hI1EeXaiHAnmk9ANgMYY2fIohixBaZUsXwdWudmSY9Wl90f1Snk8KiZ1pZ8NOpWC0AwayEWdwRzoE4&s=2
https://phys.org/news/2020-03-room-temperature-bonded-interface-cooling-gallium.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9oSLL-ogNqnb2oQ3sw8yhstKpfYSxLDrVz4jYAxSkHwMd8y0azO3GEKbBzczWrUzJ49iQFijoa4QAuQ4sGjwiCkwvSYXp8GPohfFWbKftPbrOUFRc1zgc8tAdAFV_Xr2rZkjLOiJdAuU3Q-LJRoDuvrbboS_uuO7M2&s=2
https://phys.org/news/2020-03-all-electric-magnetic-logic-gate.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-t-tbcl4LW8h0MoZxL-PgkRxD-eXx_13EsTPIJwIZ7aMQdeJykgTnnTCXf3hvW7o1z-V00ftnAvBoCkumErsntIezkfpOCmCwETEUQ-TlLCndssLKVYNtx-CM6N156ayc0X-gvvMxFfFYO&s=2
https://phys.org/news/2020-03-all-electric-magnetic-logic-gate.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8XwpWxmzTp_GXUwCe-rT5Alk0NsoXOTm9fGJmcznHI89popjxj7qiH8MTOD7mHQxtZ73WzzaDAl4Mjiz_2JeisoDtWof1NwdiHXWJE2CgEMgY8XyDCgGFUO4PjXjCEq5jUqI6P5xBdnkI&s=2
https://phys.org/news/2020-03-all-electric-magnetic-logic-gate.html
file:///C:/Users/user/Documents/teslaleaks2020/facebook-100009085196708%20(2)/posts/


fbclid=IwAR24q8jS2XzeZZ2170o3rl2sNHWwflkzIKToLqs11YJdxowNX9UN39P1X8M#/) - In order to build a Tesla Museum on the 

newly saved Wardenclyffe property, the Tesla Science Center at Wardenclyffe started an Indiegogo campaign called "Buy Brick for 

Nick". Funders would get a brick inscribed in their name at the entrance of the Museum. [https://indiegogo.com/esi/en/projects/buy-

a-brick-for-the-nikola-tesla-museum](https://indiegogo.com/esi/en/projects/buy-a-brick-for-the-nikola-tesla-museum?

fbclid=IwAR3JvFyAOYIkE4DsHHi_MgOo5Om3xXU23Tm4C-H1C4T4tOaTcM1FhNWZtnE) -
On October 6th 2012 we started a campaign to save Nikola Tesla's 1901-1917 "Wardenclyffe" lab, property. It was for sale, slated 

for demolition, bull-dozing. May 4th 2009, A Battle to Preserve a Visionary’s Bold Failure 

[http://nytimes.com/2009/05/05/science/05tesla.html](http://nytimes.com/2009/05/05/science/05tesla.html?fbclid=IwAR00VHs0TnFF-

BT0M9HBLg6jY1UJXaHI3Zg53sT9TGh_Bos7CiCRGhtRzCY) -- [http://teslasciencecenter.org/join-our-campaign-to-save-

wardenclyffe/](http://teslasciencecenter.org/join-our-campaign-to-save-wardenclyffe/?fbclid=IwAR2Sa09o-

uzHrO0rn1rmIPlAOHfFs3buIOTpbteThmNspMbcZZq_fShVHq8) - Later we promoted cartoonist Matthew Inman's campaign called 

"Let's Build a Goddamn Tesla Museum" that generated more than $1.3M [https://indiegogo.com/projects/let-s-build-a-goddamn-

tesla-museum--5#/](https://indiegogo.com/projects/let-s-build-a-goddamn-tesla-museum--5?

fbclid=IwAR24q8jS2XzeZZ2170o3rl2sNHWwflkzIKToLqs11YJdxowNX9UN39P1X8M#/) - In order to build a Tesla Museum on the 

newly saved Wardenclyffe property, the Tesla Science Center at Wardenclyffe started an Indiegogo campaign called "Buy Brick for 

Nick". Funders would get a brick inscribed in their name at the entrance of the Museum. [https://indiegogo.com/esi/en/projects/buy-

a-brick-for-the-nikola-tesla-museum](https://indiegogo.com/esi/en/projects/buy-a-brick-for-the-nikola-tesla-museum?

fbclid=IwAR3JvFyAOYIkE4DsHHi_MgOo5Om3xXU23Tm4C-H1C4T4tOaTcM1FhNWZtnE) -

Mar 12, 2020, 10:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

Tesla Science Center at Wardenclyffe (TSCW) received a $750,000 Empire State Development (ESD) grant from the New York 

Regional Economic Development Councils (REDC) 2019 Awards program.. Transformation Begins at Nikola Tesla’s Historic NY 

Laboratory as New ESD Grant Propels Renovations for a Global Museum and Science Center 

http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renov

ations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm

Mar 12, 2020, 9:54 PM

Tesla Science Center at Wardenclyffe (TSCW) received a $750,000 Empire State Development (ESD) grant from the New York 

Regional Economic Development Councils (REDC) 2019 Awards program.. Transformation Begins at Nikola Tesla’s Historic NY 

Laboratory as New ESD Grant Propels Renovations for a Global Museum and Science Center 

http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renov

ations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm

Updated Mar 12, 2020, 9:53 PM

Mar 12, 2020, 9:53 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renov

ations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm

[Tesla Science Center at Wardenclyffe](http://www.teslasciencecenter.org/) (TSCW) received a $750,000 Empire State 

Development (ESD) grant from the New York Regional Economic Development Councils (REDC) 2019 Awards program.. 

Transformation Begins at Nikola Tesla’s Historic NY Laboratory as New ESD Grant Propels Renovations for a Global Museum and 

Science Center 

[http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renov

ations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm]

(http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renov

ations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm)

Mar 12, 2020, 9:53 PM

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Oil-Price-Crash-Continues-Despite-15-Trillion-Fed-Intervention.html

March 12 2020 Dow drops 2330 points, 9.99%, worst since 1987. Europe stocks drops 11%, worst in history. Fed prints $1.5T in 

phony money, oil still continues to collapse. https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Oil-Price-Crash-Continues-Despite-15-

Trillion-Fed-Intervention.html

Updated Mar 12, 2020, 9:36 PM

Mar 12, 2020, 9:36 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.

Mar 11, 2020, 8:49 PM

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8uxRRLmd5kyB1ykORxnAiffUhQnMMLixvUAuxnsS0RfP9w-kF-8Z6G6gbDHACReaLg3v85zE0G5skYJoc5UW55sRmnQ_RcBkCte6fIOuJ0n_ymTpy4S1nuPZvJG-KXcNXmF71UbuRI6m6XceelkzAlDXeoSrAKKe8dPw&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_j49TdYxAVPxYYSlZ8xi_E0GQqExgw9w_VYi_H7Mw2JWnadow9Zl6X3TCbh1AS32UbPWMNbuwdBioPFmQ7i-HLPD5w2ZB-R8Ln4jDtb-YXNmiFr0gVT-Pnr9ueLjsOuzR6WyAWQn_uFTgJ4HRLvltCQ4-HZ3KWfcsR&s=2
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Oil-Price-Crash-Continues-Despite-15-Trillion-Fed-Intervention.html
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Oil-Price-Crash-Continues-Despite-15-Trillion-Fed-Intervention.html
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Oil-Price-Crash-Continues-Despite-15-Trillion-Fed-Intervention.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9nGOU4-Zsew7ECTGyWWG-TC4L3LEhPSl1Fmq9QFWvV3SGewjXYhSL1HBcl-IeBfZjF52PNZOJdM8YaSaVuMZyzpJ5tBvCQ9r5a8fXzzwGIEAyba6EX4azYT6g_gYKDqzYO9P3hb21lt9OX&s=2
http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renovations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm
http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renovations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm
http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renovations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm
http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renovations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm
http://www.teslasciencecenter.org/
http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renovations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm
http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renovations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8pKL0glsdystNvI8utWM4xNf4BJpjJKuFDiXta45S9NrSsZodO7MzLt8yneIg-JpES5D7o2JqmN1UAB1jUJQD_OFwwAKrUkU_fKYlPpzk4DUywBTQ8gXDWDsMykZuvoLudYcYwv4eoK4M43Fmy2JCaPLZLf7bj5w51&s=2
http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renovations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm
http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renovations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_NfxiSJ8BsID_XXu3cPNoaNPu-J0N3jc4L2MndVlWrG4I6F6mVbDhjz3ZYopbAz1ez3dlFKnnOi-vFA5G8_bo5269YPGgJsNSYArz6vEQ_kHaaCST6-8_eDa6IH0135okgv7aXAKMWrw0&s=2
http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renovations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm
http://www.prweb.com/releases/transformation_begins_at_nikola_teslas_historic_ny_laboratory_as_new_esd_grant_propels_renovations_for_a_global_museum_and_science_center/prweb16972337.htm
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9dFVsU2mZfbZcgOrjWsK48RqJxAo70aagjSTqyBpFFJSAYdCt4VEAbPdkXJJw8X-dM5NW01Bql1KFim8a3XFQHT1tRVUCF6l82bONBHiWmJYhLZSI6gxEd_y8fTgfkTQg8f4JkmV9XMfg0&s=2
https://indiegogo.com/esi/en/projects/buy-a-brick-for-the-nikola-tesla-museum?fbclid=IwAR3JvFyAOYIkE4DsHHi_MgOo5Om3xXU23Tm4C-H1C4T4tOaTcM1FhNWZtnE
https://indiegogo.com/esi/en/projects/buy-a-brick-for-the-nikola-tesla-museum?fbclid=IwAR3JvFyAOYIkE4DsHHi_MgOo5Om3xXU23Tm4C-H1C4T4tOaTcM1FhNWZtnE
https://indiegogo.com/esi/en/projects/buy-a-brick-for-the-nikola-tesla-museum
https://indiegogo.com/esi/en/projects/buy-a-brick-for-the-nikola-tesla-museum
https://indiegogo.com/projects/let-s-build-a-goddamn-tesla-museum--5?fbclid=IwAR24q8jS2XzeZZ2170o3rl2sNHWwflkzIKToLqs11YJdxowNX9UN39P1X8M#/
https://indiegogo.com/projects/let-s-build-a-goddamn-tesla-museum--5?fbclid=IwAR24q8jS2XzeZZ2170o3rl2sNHWwflkzIKToLqs11YJdxowNX9UN39P1X8M#/
https://indiegogo.com/projects/let-s-build-a-goddamn-tesla-museum--5#/
https://indiegogo.com/projects/let-s-build-a-goddamn-tesla-museum--5#/
http://teslasciencecenter.org/join-our-campaign-to-save-wardenclyffe/?fbclid=IwAR2Sa09o-uzHrO0rn1rmIPlAOHfFs3buIOTpbteThmNspMbcZZq_fShVHq8
http://teslasciencecenter.org/join-our-campaign-to-save-wardenclyffe/?fbclid=IwAR2Sa09o-uzHrO0rn1rmIPlAOHfFs3buIOTpbteThmNspMbcZZq_fShVHq8
http://teslasciencecenter.org/join-our-campaign-to-save-wardenclyffe/
http://teslasciencecenter.org/join-our-campaign-to-save-wardenclyffe/
http://nytimes.com/2009/05/05/science/05tesla.html?fbclid=IwAR00VHs0TnFF-BT0M9HBLg6jY1UJXaHI3Zg53sT9TGh_Bos7CiCRGhtRzCY
http://nytimes.com/2009/05/05/science/05tesla.html?fbclid=IwAR00VHs0TnFF-BT0M9HBLg6jY1UJXaHI3Zg53sT9TGh_Bos7CiCRGhtRzCY
http://nytimes.com/2009/05/05/science/05tesla.html


Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Revealed.

Trump announces travel ban effective Friday the 13th. FEMA camps open, 5AM, sharp!

Mar 11, 2020, 8:12 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy.

Trump announces travel ban effective Friday the 13th. FEMA camps open, 5AM, sharp!

Mar 11, 2020, 8:11 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.

Trump announces travel ban effective Friday the 13th. FEMA camps open, 5AM, sharp!

Mar 11, 2020, 8:11 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Research.

Mar 11, 2020, 8:10 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Barcelona.

Mar 11, 2020, 7:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

Mar 11, 2020, 7:56 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

Mar 11, 2020, 7:54 PM

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/11/investing/stock-futures-coronavirus-trump/index.html

March 11 2020 Dow Futures tumble 1000 points https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/11/investing/stock-futures-coronavirus-

trump/index.html

Updated Mar 11, 2020, 7:35 PM

Mar 11, 2020, 7:35 PM

Trump announces travel ban effective Friday the 13th. FEMA camps open, 5AM, sharp! 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/11/coronavirus-live-updates/

Updated Mar 11, 2020, 7:34 PM

Mar 11, 2020, 7:34 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Updated: March 14th 2020 CNN Walmart is your new FEMA camp for phony testing, quarantine and concentration camp. 

[https://youtube.com/watch?v=souNf6kglEM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=souNf6kglEM) -- Trump announces travel ban 

effective Friday the 13th. FEMA camps open, 5AM, sharp! [https://washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/11/coronavirus-live-updates/]

(https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/11/coronavirus-live-updates/)
Updated: March 14th 2020 CNN Walmart is your new FEMA camp for phony testing, quarantine and concentration camp. 

[https://youtube.com/watch?v=souNf6kglEM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=souNf6kglEM) -- Trump announces travel ban 

effective Friday the 13th. FEMA camps open, 5AM, sharp! [https://washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/11/coronavirus-live-updates/]

(https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/11/coronavirus-live-updates/)

Mar 11, 2020, 7:33 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla.

Mar 11, 2020, 6:21 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

March 11th 2020 The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado Experiment + Government Cover-Up of Nikola Tesla ft John G Trump. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=DIyBOpfgc7U -- Tesla told JP Morgan in the Tesla-Morgan Files, that he, Tesla, had already sent 

power across the world in 1899. Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan "Famous Quote's". https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- "I 

Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me". "I am a Century 

ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and individualization of 

telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"

"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"

"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"

"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
https://youtube.com/watch?v=DIyBOpfgc7U
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-Nl_7sWYEkzozVh8cas1zOS_gr1kMTzZpXlMX7DtnKCtyu91ie_mHT-2qC4gpZOp8-BrraqbZ0-r4kYz0xe7c89X3gIG0O0ZFqrkCPe7hxqnzcKOu-0BYY1DtY5o-FJ_bKn4sM5JUN24qf&s=2
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/11/coronavirus-live-updates/
https://washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/11/coronavirus-live-updates/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=souNf6kglEM
https://youtube.com/watch?v=souNf6kglEM
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8MJ2lVVPShJfvWid2QTq90lI0Izn2Z9oHWbZ8MgeGvjbYvSmnSCyaviTZYXFGIfWF4NcR5NdzWRg1G_5-u8InK8_LguJ9tTacQF7jRFnyoUFHgIvO1By6MSmCseXte5SEENXiRxei7ZnAA7SCBfNrJkzIGoLGrDZm5&s=2
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/11/coronavirus-live-updates/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9kdhBUY7fmKY5N8s2CoMLHGw3sgsHKV4fyHMz22CL78wP72w1AYeaLke7Z6UYUCg3esdlsims748wBnVNcFEHgEsOYoILUgJDytZXrIhkc8zqCbaIVF2N15Z6XI43Q9Tun-2YEQzx72Tolgs25q4erTs-sEDPiRMIk&s=2
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/11/investing/stock-futures-coronavirus-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/11/investing/stock-futures-coronavirus-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/11/investing/stock-futures-coronavirus-trump/index.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-vCA7uLOkK_62csc7n7E62hwcyQuEcymZf2suGa6jcf477oUZ35QhQnbaDkHMwp_vNJuIsaNv5dKxqw__0YS5WQ8cSX90Gn4jZAMEQH4PpruN40Q0I_jwuuQb01CC84xYgym5pE4Km8swo-Lv8CIJ3&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX82o1V_sfF1cu_FY18QUeFtDxBUqG8SYymv4iM3_2cUu9Pzxqhy8053lifiG7-HYNbI4JXx-LugIOhoQy1vR3b2SJun3_p3P_lmE6Oo5JHOuQHsGT_Ic3I3rBdqq3PNpJlqsUBV7tv2yv5IHtO9nex1&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8-Cj6Ze1xyvEHdmdAjMIZF5bBhomI_w0fn9BKgxyHj9Iw1Z76h51VN7-xFUGzsbbHs15FTdr9FpIMDctfarbOeRmQA1y3_GS1rMLQDFpium0QRZX_zxoGu_Z6wZ6_rfAC8UdlLqg528luhlUh6ako&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9-WEVNBx4ujnCZSpU3ZHvfpTGpSX_qxgPC2HTwd0GyEdP_k3Qhya-Kvm2AQ-TF5lrwxAhG22CAHC5NVOJCzNRl4_kqD3-1VuVUaR8kzwrO3Iu8h_9iokMHynSwvN9owC2PGf71_G0yYiZpcMefjdBfVTHk-MtbatvMh5Y1N6-LVg&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-qDcuvxDwHG-6E2O-I8ogaXMAuvKCHoueHj-vl7HXdfU9t4FunP26UiD1CFmowXhrkfaA8XMrYMui9iqezPfwc0N-YM4Oo-l2w0E33AjsoCsNgpXFzlult6UPQzfuEb46kPwsCHC1PQXuPs5YvQOIK&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9Z3Oesb4y6yTFwMOH1XQPKGFzxV4lDA0FvuitN5vlIORWY0jp6VwCUDYFoZlgXCrM7jNIXjmDmH0ChVuaB_9gOoRxGf1jo6E693b0TqSwbow5AX-plTgUPbRVM6yMGQkrLRwWruehkIYvhDu-B&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9O7BgAHpKTbe7BTIHGa1ZOfJsJ6okbV01b27nwe1rAOvF1XdNJrTSBDpV0U4hvKqV4HMFFuo6mUd_lizZKxRcAWbibOeDGGgyqkjuFcvSpq7vYS3JyIoxkYP2gDZaWI4S-5u2QPoC9HVB6uFpWZmE&s=2
file:///C:/Users/user/Documents/teslaleaks2020/facebook-100009085196708%20(2)/posts/


"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"

"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"

Colorado Spring Notes 1899-1900 - Open Tesla Research

HTTPS://TESLARESEARCH.JIMDOFREE.COM/BOOKS-1/COLORADO-SPRING-NOTES-1899-1900/COLORADO-SPRINGS-

NOTES-JUNE-1-30-1899/

Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 86 (Nikola Tesla claims to have discovered a new law 

in electrical science which will necessitate the re-writing of most of the text books now in use. "The capacity of an electrical 

conductor ... various under different conditions ... it is not fixed and unalterable at all ... it is susceptible to grate changes ... I 

observed that the capacity varied with the elevation of the conduction surface above the ground (THE IONOSPHERE).

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2028642334115253&set=pcb.2028642874115199&type=3&theater

"The EXACT LAW to "Infinite Speed" will be understood in Fig. 82, which a transmitting circuit is shown connected to earth and to 

an antenna. The transmitter being in action, two effects are produced: Hertz waves pass thru the air, and a current traverses the 

earth." - Nikola Tesla

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722549071632&set=a.10156722545796632&type=3&theater

By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high 

altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of 

Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of 

atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance."

https://teslaresearch.jimdofree.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/

Single-wire earth return (SWER) or single-wire ground return

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-wire_earth_return

#stationary #waves #quartz #rockey #point #granite #tellurium #cobblestone #mercury #gas #spark #gap #transformers

Search page by keyword at:

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

http://teslaleaks.com/

Mar 11, 2020, 5:13 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's World.

March 11th 2020 The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado Experiment + Government Cover-Up of Nikola Tesla ft John G Trump. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=DIyBOpfgc7U -- Tesla told JP Morgan in the Tesla-Morgan Files, that he, Tesla, had already sent 

power across the world in 1899. Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan "Famous Quote's". https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- "I 

Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me". "I am a Century 

ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and individualization of 

telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"

"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"

"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"

"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""

"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"

"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI
https://youtube.com/watch?v=DIyBOpfgc7U
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Colorado Spring Notes 1899-1900 - Open Tesla Research

HTTPS://TESLARESEARCH.JIMDOFREE.COM/BOOKS-1/COLORADO-SPRING-NOTES-1899-1900/COLORADO-SPRINGS-

NOTES-JUNE-1-30-1899/

Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 86 (Nikola Tesla claims to have discovered a new law 

in electrical science which will necessitate the re-writing of most of the text books now in use. "The capacity of an electrical 

conductor ... various under different conditions ... it is not fixed and unalterable at all ... it is susceptible to grate changes ... I 

observed that the capacity varied with the elevation of the conduction surface above the ground (THE IONOSPHERE).

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2028642334115253&set=pcb.2028642874115199&type=3&theater

"The EXACT LAW to "Infinite Speed" will be understood in Fig. 82, which a transmitting circuit is shown connected to earth and to 

an antenna. The transmitter being in action, two effects are produced: Hertz waves pass thru the air, and a current traverses the 

earth." - Nikola Tesla

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722549071632&set=a.10156722545796632&type=3&theater

By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high 

altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of 

Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of 

atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance."

https://teslaresearch.jimdofree.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/

Single-wire earth return (SWER) or single-wire ground return

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-wire_earth_return

#stationary #waves #quartz #rockey #point #granite #tellurium #cobblestone #mercury #gas #spark #gap #transformers
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Mar 11, 2020, 4:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

March 11th 2020 The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado Experiment + Government Cover-Up of Nikola Tesla ft John G Trump. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=DIyBOpfgc7U -- Tesla told JP Morgan in the Tesla-Morgan Files, that he, Tesla, had already sent 

power across the world in 1899. Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan "Famous Quote's". https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- "I 

Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me". "I am a Century 

ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and individualization of 

telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"

"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"

"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"

"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""

"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"

"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"

Colorado Spring Notes 1899-1900 - Open Tesla Research

HTTPS://TESLARESEARCH.JIMDOFREE.COM/BOOKS-1/COLORADO-SPRING-NOTES-1899-1900/COLORADO-SPRINGS-

NOTES-JUNE-1-30-1899/

Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 86 (Nikola Tesla claims to have discovered a new law 
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in electrical science which will necessitate the re-writing of most of the text books now in use. "The capacity of an electrical 

conductor ... various under different conditions ... it is not fixed and unalterable at all ... it is susceptible to grate changes ... I 

observed that the capacity varied with the elevation of the conduction surface above the ground (THE IONOSPHERE).

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2028642334115253&set=pcb.2028642874115199&type=3&theater

"The EXACT LAW to "Infinite Speed" will be understood in Fig. 82, which a transmitting circuit is shown connected to earth and to 

an antenna. The transmitter being in action, two effects are produced: Hertz waves pass thru the air, and a current traverses the 

earth." - Nikola Tesla

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722549071632&set=a.10156722545796632&type=3&theater

By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high 

altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of 

Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of 

atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance."

https://teslaresearch.jimdofree.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/

Single-wire earth return (SWER) or single-wire ground return

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-wire_earth_return
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Mar 11, 2020, 4:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=DIyBOpfgc7U

March 11th 2020 The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado Experiment + Government Cover-Up of Nikola Tesla ft John G Trup. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=DIyBOpfgc7U -- Tesla told JP Morgan in the Tesla-Morgan Files, that he, Tesla, had already sent 

power across the world in 1899. Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan "Famous Quote's". https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- "I 

Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me"

"I am a Century ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and 

individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"

"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"

"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"

"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""

"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"

"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"

COLORADO SPRING NOTES 1899-1900 - OPEN TESLA RESEARCH

HTTPS://TESLARESEARCH.JIMDOFREE.COM/BOOKS-1/COLORADO-SPRING-NOTES-1899-1900/COLORADO-SPRINGS-

NOTES-JUNE-1-30-1899/

Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 86 (Nikola Tesla claims to have discovered a new law 

in electrical science which will necessitate the re-writing of most of the text books now in use. "The capacity of an electrical 

conductor ... various under different conditions ... it is not fixed and unalterable at all ... it is susceptible to grate changes ... I 
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observed that the capacity varied with the elevation of the conduction surface above the ground (THE IONOSPHERE).

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2028642334115253&set=pcb.2028642874115199&type=3&theater

Single-wire earth return (SWER) or single-wire ground return

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-wire_earth_return

#stationary #waves #quartz #rockey #point #granite #tellurium #cobblestone
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Mar 11, 2020, 4:25 PM

March 11th 2020 The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado Experiment + Government Cover-Up of Nikola Tesla ft John G Trump. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=DIyBOpfgc7U -- Tesla told JP Morgan in the Tesla-Morgan Files, that he, Tesla, had already sent 

power across the world in 1899. Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan "Famous Quote's". https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- "I 

Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me". "I am a Century 

ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and individualization of 

telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"

"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"

"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"

"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""

"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"

"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"

Colorado Spring Notes 1899-1900 - Open Tesla Research

HTTPS://TESLARESEARCH.JIMDOFREE.COM/BOOKS-1/COLORADO-SPRING-NOTES-1899-1900/COLORADO-SPRINGS-

NOTES-JUNE-1-30-1899/

Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 86 (Nikola Tesla claims to have discovered a new law 

in electrical science which will necessitate the re-writing of most of the text books now in use. "The capacity of an electrical 

conductor ... various under different conditions ... it is not fixed and unalterable at all ... it is susceptible to grate changes ... I 

observed that the capacity varied with the elevation of the conduction surface above the ground (THE IONOSPHERE).

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2028642334115253&set=pcb.2028642874115199&type=3&theater

The EXACT LAW to "Infinite Speed" will be understood in Fig. 82, which a transmitting circuit is shown connected to earth and to an 

antenna. The transmitter being in action, two effects are produced: Hertz waves pass thru the air, and a current traverses the earth. 

- Nikola Tesla

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722549071632&set=a.10156722545796632&type=3&theater

By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high 

altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of 

Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of 

atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance."

https://teslaresearch.jimdofree.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/

Single-wire earth return (SWER) or single-wire ground return

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-wire_earth_return
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Updated Mar 11, 2020, 4:13 PM

Mar 11, 2020, 4:13 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=DIyBOpfgc7U

March 11th 2020 The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado Experiment + Government Cover-Up of Nikola Tesla ft John G Trump. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=DIyBOpfgc7U -- Tesla told JP Morgan in the Tesla-Morgan Files, that he, Tesla, had already sent 

power across the world in 1899. Tesla's Letters to JP Morgan "Famous Quote's". https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- "I 

Have Secured XXXXXX U.S. Patents, ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me". "I am a Century 

ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the transmission and individualization of 

telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and will create a Revolution"

"The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without wires to any part of the globe"

"My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla"

"The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will never see that machinery""

"5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the earth with electrical waves"

"Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"

[Colorado Spring Notes 1899-1900 - Open Tesla Research](https://teslaresearch.jimdofree.com/books-1/colorado-spring-notes-

1899-1900/)

## [https://teslaresearch.jimdofree.com/books-1/colorado-spring-notes-1899-1900/colorado-springs-notes-june-1-30-1899/]

(https://teslaresearch.jimdofree.com/books-1/colorado-spring-notes-1899-1900/colorado-springs-notes-june-1-30-1899/)

Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 86 (Nikola Tesla claims to have discovered a new law 

in electrical science which will necessitate the re-writing of most of the text books now in use. "The capacity of an electrical 

conductor ... various under different conditions ... it is not fixed and unalterable at all ... it is susceptible to grate changes ... I 

observed that the capacity varied with the elevation of the conduction surface above the ground (THE IONOSPHERE).

[https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2028642334115253&set=pcb.2028642874115199&type=3&theater]

(https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2028642334115253&set=pcb.2028642874115199&type=3&theater)

The EXACT LAW to "Infinite Speed" will be understood in Fig. 82, which a transmitting circuit is shown connected to earth and to an 

antenna. The transmitter being in action, two effects are produced: Hertz waves pass thru the air, and a current traverses the earth. 

- Nikola Tesla

[https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722549071632&set=a.10156722545796632&type=3&theater]

(https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722549071632&set=a.10156722545796632&type=3&theater)

By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit electrical power without wires at high 

altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of 

Electrical Energy - March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately rarefied strata of 

atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance."

[https://teslaresearch.jimdofree.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/](https://teslaresearch.jimdofree.com/colorado-springs-lab-

1899-1900/)

Single-wire earth return (SWER) or single-wire ground return

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-wire_earth_return
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Mar 11, 2020, 4:09 PM

https://esciencenews.com/sources/upi/2020/03/11/samsung.develops.electric.vehicle.battery.with.500.mile.range

March 11 2020 Samsung develops solid state battery to provide 500 EV miles 

https://esciencenews.com/sources/upi/2020/03/11/samsung.develops.electric.vehicle.battery.with.500.mile.range

Updated Mar 11, 2020, 4:07 PM

Mar 11, 2020, 4:07 PM

March 11 2020 Trump, Pence & Pelosi will attempt use the "Full Power of the Government" to deal with popping of of nowhere, 

invisible, Coronavirus - HEL1 . Only Goverment can save you. Government is your God. And you are Stupid!

Donald J. Trump Twitter · 54 mins ago "I am fully prepared to use the full power of the Federal Government to deal with our current 

challenge of the CoronaVirus!"

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump

Updated Mar 11, 2020, 1:17 PM

Mar 11, 2020, 1:17 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Secret Facebook Page: https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- 

March 11 2020 Trump, Pence & Pelosi will attempt use the "Full 

Power of the Government" to deal with popping of of nowhere, 

invisible, Coronavirus - HEL1 . Only Goverment can save you. 

Government is your God. And you are Stupid! Donald J. Trump 

Twitter · 54 mins ago "I am fully prepared to use the full power of 

the Federal Government to deal with our current challenge of the 

CoronaVirus!" https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump

Secret Facebook Page: https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks -- 

March 11 2020 Trump, Pence & Pelosi will attempt use the "Full 

Power of the Government" to deal with popping of of nowhere, 

invisible, Coronavirus - HEL1 . Only Goverment can save you. 

Government is your God. And you are Stupid! Donald J. Trump 

Twitter · 54 mins ago "I am fully prepared to use the full power of 

the Federal Government to deal with our current challenge of the 

CoronaVirus!" https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump
March 11 2020 Trump, Pence & Pelosi will attempt use the "Full Power of the Government" to deal with popping out of nowhere, 

invisible, phony test kit, Coronavirus - HEL1 . Only Goverment can save you. Government is your God. And you are Stupid!

[Donald J. Trump](https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor) Twitter 

· 54 mins ago "I am fully prepared to use the full power of the Federal Government to deal with our current challenge of the 

CoronaVirus!"

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump

Mar 11, 2020, 1:17 PM

March 11th 2020 Dead Cat Bounced. Found in Bear's Mouth. Bear gets caught in Bear-Trap. Tesla runs over Bear. 3:33PM Est 

Dow down 1,666 or 66.6%. https://cnbc.com/2020/03/10/dow-futures-point-to-a-loss-of-more-than-400-points-after-tuesdays-

surge.html

In finance, a dead cat bounce is a small, brief recovery in the price of a declining stock. Derived from the idea that "even a dead cat 

will bounce if it falls from a great height", https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dead_cat_bounce -- The Tesla Bear-Trap. 

https://marketwatch.com/story/5-things-tesla-bears-keep-getting-wrong-about-this-stock-2020-01-09

March 10 2020 Elon Musk scouting locations in the U.S. to build Cyber-Trucks 

https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/ -- How The Tesla 

Cybertruck Prevails In A Zombie Apocalypsis https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw

Updated Mar 11, 2020, 12:48 PM

Mar 11, 2020, 12:48 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

March 11th 2020 Dead Cat Bounced. Found in Bear's Mouth. March 11th 2020 Dead Cat Bounced. Found in Bear's Mouth. 
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Bear gets caught in Bear-Trap. Tesla runs over Bear. 3:33PM Est

Dow down 1,666 or 66.6%. https://cnbc.com/2020/03/10/dow-

futures-point-to-a-loss-of-more-than-400-points-after-tuesdays-

surge.html In finance, a dead cat bounce is a small, brief recovery

in the price of a declining stock. Derived from the idea that "even 

a dead cat will bounce if it falls from a great height", 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dead_cat_bounce -- The Tesla Bear-

Trap. https://marketwatch.com/story/5-things-tesla-bears-keep-

getting-wrong-about-this-stock-2020-01-09 March 10 2020 Elon 

Musk scouting locations in the U.S. to build Cyber-Trucks 

https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-

cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/ -- How The 

Tesla Cybertruck Prevails In A Zombie Apocalypsis 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw

Bear gets caught in Bear-Trap. Tesla runs over Bear. 3:33PM Est 

Dow down 1,666 or 66.6%. https://cnbc.com/2020/03/10/dow-

futures-point-to-a-loss-of-more-than-400-points-after-tuesdays-

surge.html -- In finance, a dead cat bounce is a small, brief 

recovery in the price of a declining stock. Derived from the idea 

that "even a dead cat will bounce if it falls from a great height", 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dead_cat_bounce -- The Tesla Bear-

Trap. https://www.marketwatch.com/story/5-things-tesla-bears-

keep-getting-wrong-about-this-stock-2020-01-09 -- March 10 2020

Elon Musk scouting locations in the U.S. to build Cyber-Trucks 

https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-

cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/ -- How The 

Tesla Cybertruck Prevails In A Zombie Apocalypsis 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw
March 11th 2020 Dead Cat Bounced. Found in Bear's Mouth. Bear gets caught in Bear-Trap. Tesla runs over Bear. 3:33PM Est 

Dow down 1,666 or 6.66%. https://cnbc.com/2020/03/10/dow-futures-point-to-a-loss-of-more-than-400-points-after-tuesdays-

surge.html

In finance, a dead cat bounce is a small, brief recovery in the price of a declining stock. Derived from the idea that "even a dead cat 

will bounce if it falls from a great height", https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dead_cat_bounce -- The Tesla Bear-Trap. 

https://marketwatch.com/story/5-things-tesla-bears-keep-getting-wrong-about-this-stock-2020-01-09

March 10 2020 Elon Musk scouting locations in the U.S. to build Cyber-Trucks 

https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/ -- How The Tesla 

Cybertruck Prevails In A Zombie Apocalypsis https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw

Mar 11, 2020, 12:48 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

March 11th 2020 Update: March 10th 2020 As predicted here. All fuel based sovereign wealth funds are "at risk" of Junk status. -- 

Nikola Tesla, 1896 https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Junk-Status-Oil-Nations-Face-Serious-Credit-Downgrades.html

Mar 10, 2020, 11:21 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TESLA Model 3 Owners Worldwide.

Mar 10, 2020, 9:54 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

March 10 2020 Elon Musk scouting locations in the U.S. to build Cyber-Trucks 

https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/ -- How The Tesla 

Cybertruck Prevails In A Zombie Apocalypsis https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw

Mar 10, 2020, 8:50 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

March 10 2020 Elon Musk scouting locations in the U.S. to build Cyber-Trucks 

https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/ -- How The Tesla 

Cybertruck Prevails In A Zombie Apocalypsis https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw

Mar 10, 2020, 8:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TESLA MODEL 3 | WORLDWIDE.

March 10 2020 Elon Musk scouting locations in the U.S. to build Cyber-Trucks 

https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/ -- How The Tesla 

Cybertruck Prevails In A Zombie Apocalypsis https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw

Mar 10, 2020, 8:37 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Cybertruck Owners Worldwide.

March 10 2020 Elon Musk scouting locations in the U.S. to build Cyber-Trucks 

https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/ -- How The Tesla 

Cybertruck Prevails In A Zombie Apocalypsis https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw

Mar 10, 2020, 8:35 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TESLA Cybertruck Owners Club.
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March 10 2020 Elon Musk scouting locations in the U.S. to build Cyber-Trucks 

https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/ -- How The Tesla 

Cybertruck Prevails In A Zombie Apocalypsis https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw

Mar 10, 2020, 8:28 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla CyberTruck Owners Club.

March 10 2020 Elon Musk scouting locations in the U.S. to build Cyber-Trucks 

https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/ -- How The Tesla 

Cybertruck Prevails In A Zombie Apocalypsis https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw

Mar 10, 2020, 8:28 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Model X Owners Community.

March 10 2020 Elon Musk scouting locations in the U.S. to build Cyber-Trucks 

https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/ -- How The Tesla 

Cybertruck Prevails In A Zombie Apocalypsis https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw

Mar 10, 2020, 8:20 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Owners North America.

March 10 2020 Elon Musk scouting locations in the U.S. to build Cyber-Trucks 

https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/ -- How The Tesla 

Cybertruck Prevails In A Zombie Apocalypsis https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw

Mar 10, 2020, 8:18 PM

March 10 2020 Elon Musk scouting locations in the U.S. to build Cyber-Trucks 

https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/ -- How The Tesla 

Cybertruck Prevails In A Zombie Apocalypsis https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw

Updated Mar 10, 2020, 8:06 PM

Mar 10, 2020, 8:06 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

March 10 2020 Elon Musk scouting locations in the U.S. to build Cyber-Trucks 

[https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/]

(https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/) -- How The Tesla 

Cybertruck Prevails In A Zombie Apocalypsis [https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=LKAJhPW59Rw&fbclid=IwAR1UxieWJcdjk2nYlwHGn7czllwh0V0JCok91w4pz1Rqu70U5Dm7anAXE8c)
March 10 2020 Elon Musk scouting locations in the U.S. to build Cyber-Trucks 

[https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/]

(https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/) -- How The Tesla 

Cybertruck Prevails In A Zombie Apocalypsis [https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=LKAJhPW59Rw&fbclid=IwAR1UxieWJcdjk2nYlwHGn7czllwh0V0JCok91w4pz1Rqu70U5Dm7anAXE8c)

Mar 10, 2020, 8:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NikolaTeslaWorld.com.

March 11th 2020 Update: March 10th 2020 As predicted here. All fuel based sovereign wealth funds are "at risk" of Junk status. -- 

Nikola Tesla, 1896 https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Junk-Status-Oil-Nations-Face-Serious-Credit-Downgrades.html

Mar 10, 2020, 6:27 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla.

March 11th 2020 Update: March 10th 2020 As predicted here. All fuel based sovereign wealth funds are "at risk" of Junk status. -- 

Nikola Tesla, 1896 https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Junk-Status-Oil-Nations-Face-Serious-Credit-Downgrades.html

Mar 10, 2020, 6:26 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

March 11th 2020 Update: March 10th 2020 As predicted here. All fuel based sovereign wealth funds are "at risk" of Junk status. -- 

Nikola Tesla, 1896 https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Junk-Status-Oil-Nations-Face-Serious-Credit-Downgrades.html

Mar 10, 2020, 6:23 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

March 11th 2020 Repost: March 10th 2020 As predicted here. All fuel based sovereign wealth funds are "at risk" of Junk status. -- 

Nikola Tesla, 1896 https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Junk-Status-Oil-Nations-Face-Serious-Credit-Downgrades.html
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https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_QshQOI92CiMssmHxc_1g0jlPVNyaMuKxS1nZGqMqeobVtKVV4uRNS90c9_iicKL9Q7vzyTUPZm6nlmBJGW2Bnk_M-nsBe40k0x60LrmZjof41lKd5bGEe4KK0C6QH3EvP7rWTBQjb0I4i5G3HbA-s&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw
https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9m5vCjwtSnM4dD_asQtEoqA2KRGYipIUuhsAr-1qKehJlPxtcudosr-eOfzh2rPqjyYZwqzRD-vh4R8Th91pQ2_363QaH3RGJ3mR_IigbP0N0iIlfK3-CBHoOOU0MGS90vOwxpBIVe80ntcFkm&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw
https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-81eLlDNil9_g6_cp8A88TqQxXhlzsLSsNQ-0EblK4-p0Y_8uG3z1yz4olPyHpGfbC2r3ci4eTtYrfn5Agf-8jDIMV-0PBnuCi_tHLSdJx9qxtrpozBcndFoYygSxdeKuW-dWF0DBGH3lESOPepeEyj90&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=LKAJhPW59Rw
https://usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2020/03/10/teslas-cybertruck-elon-musk-factory-plant/5016822002/
file:///C:/Users/user/Documents/teslaleaks2020/facebook-100009085196708%20(2)/posts/


Mar 10, 2020, 6:18 PM

March 11th 2020 Repost: March 10th 2020 As predicted here. All fuel based sovereign wealth funds are "at risk" of Junk status. -- 

Nikola Tesla, 1896 https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Junk-Status-Oil-Nations-Face-Serious-Credit-Downgrades.html

Updated Mar 10, 2020, 6:18 PM

Mar 10, 2020, 6:18 PM

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Junk-Status-Oil-Nations-Face-Serious-Credit-Downgrades.html

March 10th 2020 As predicted here. All fuel based sovereign wealth funds are "at risk" of Junk status. 

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Junk-Status-Oil-Nations-Face-Serious-Credit-Downgrades.html?

Updated Mar 10, 2020, 6:13 PM

Mar 10, 2020, 6:13 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Air-Climate-Energy.

Mar 9, 2020, 9:44 PM

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/cramer-9-or-10-oil-companies-may-go-bankrupt-amid-crude-declines.html

March 9 2020 Cramer: '9 or 10' oil companies may go bankrupt amid crude collapse. $1 offer for all their stranded assets. Elon Musk

is going to lend me the $1. "#Funding #Secured" https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/cramer-9-or-10-oil-companies-may-go-bankrupt-

amid-crude-declines.html

Updated Mar 9, 2020, 9:04 PM

Mar 9, 2020, 9:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: CyberTruck | TESLA Pickup TRUCK | WORLDWIDE.

Mar 9, 2020, 8:53 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Electric Truck Owners Tesla CyberTruck Rivian EV SUV Pickup Trucks SEMI 4X4.

Mar 9, 2020, 8:52 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TESLA MODEL X Owners Club.

Mar 9, 2020, 8:52 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tired of Climate Change Deniers?

Mar 9, 2020, 8:50 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change: Science, Mitigation & Adaptation.

Mar 9, 2020, 8:50 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

Mar 9, 2020, 8:33 PM

Repost of Offer: My plan for President! I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1. Everyone 

gets a FREE bullet proof Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla Leaks: To 

demonstrate "Genius"; I will then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of 

scrap" --Nikola Tesla because of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal and 

tree rail-lines (that were never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas 

Edison DC generators for those coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). 

Next, I will dump it using another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the 

"Niagara Falls Dinosaur Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it 

again into the first in the world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara Falls. The steel Smelter will turn it all into one 

big slag of super-luminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic 

diamonds come free as a waste product of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung

to make it 1000X brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more 

efficient than LED.) These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the 

superconductive Krypton gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned 

into real rubber "Whoopie Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real 

Ones! The Whoopie Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost 

of the Super-Slab of Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for 

worship, pledges and allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an 

attachment; another Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what 

your "money" is worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the famous National 

Plastic Museum where the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for 

sex toys. I will then use those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 

2011 "Trash Compactor" https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 / -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash Compactors". 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8yHge8eEs4TlLjv9FyFDW_PvetFAjOJBr6MXXFOBeVvVAtJ8SS9hjBEUIxYkEo5juT3svhAfXfHW_YLuOdQJ3CHPwXS6_CYf68yG86yu7v4_wS2hTEn7wAOLsdTd2xMbeARQHOnqR2Gzk&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-cKG_WPCIe5NtFafitjHrUBvX_FAOBQNtEz8M1O-KgfWMwmk0NM1siX9Ak-a4gDzS251lD5hIk5NiNd7DuUpm4pihg41zV1TZlwjJtBS61gNWKKdhQfYyx__2DZcZG1DUQewDXkLlNEErudtk3I_ry8_lg&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX99ERTYREVBrgzcActilOEBXMkRjayB3KdLgKR9ecDUZyKwFpLcX1PttMSsDr774PmLpiFbymTkyzp7tQtmxmE83SWf0opEteWRlDeeNhmgKbXucN0FcwqitHuv4QYWtANXK6kMZNIzT8xXoxc&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_rp2ua-HyX2w7I2vm5tSrbvdNoUz3qdEEI3a-LJ0iFV4YJdjIhohjyjQ3u_EE9hd1PhOR9XkjQmDdzTMguJN7Tx_kQe3KuLWfw28lxwsrPhzRbo73dWHoNI9NOizw4quze0i9aRH6mTdCUaRlidoWo45bSLN4&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX97Dq0N0hZScNAX-x2nH3ub7BVVK5gSmQDj8oWxFFxksHMidg6YHuZmqX3_-XsxuK9EGS14f1VRVXskb2vFCypzTHrfAWhDatj7ig2ngogakbF7GQ5ykZmr4bXL8UbwD8rIjmLURxywy5GNeha4Jps&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8mXVm-EFf2ErtLNdF0Z_WCI0Y1ZcBVgcvBMvH1rJtgXi8FKDm9ZO8jnJw4c6YikeTr5Q1h3H8vigQYj1SV4D9EhOrsj70XtnbN-9PHqI7vDTeU9OfYDlDLuAQDUgXAgKp1X1-KAFDlKp5eHkf49PpL&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX94Y_eKmGlhlfbBlIStvRK1SQcupWYXNWCoi8KpaCn4gU9bZEEs5Tzfsibe62Uc7gyOTxvgT-I7UlqYMvjIyHA4cncByFrGgg6A87HsIvkZa73aFJyEfKknz1k7DG1WFbmjKtTaAWIzaOgkB1D4l1OckQUeHi9kWaFa&s=2
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/cramer-9-or-10-oil-companies-may-go-bankrupt-amid-crude-declines.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/cramer-9-or-10-oil-companies-may-go-bankrupt-amid-crude-declines.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/cramer-9-or-10-oil-companies-may-go-bankrupt-amid-crude-declines.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8dQH1TmNI8S4g36N8eXzUCxddT8NkpPurQEX_51QyFBR2lnOuane4eCsXVEjskaG2E3yKLLohZMMOGdyB424zPI-sp3p0JFwr_iCVXNAHys7WByFQAT749D80YmP8qmkY02gXGBfAsiashqUUYR8EI&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-qTLlV4sqAMXVwaQ1tbm_7zkwfTHSi8xmmXeTJF29f_rP5T2-itoddhUyGiIJgg_r_NQHbwqtlYOzASC1jZzkmGzjHG_SmUUemHUFaMcEHXxvg6B0IV8TpCKxkMAxQFByHfR9SdSy15pPYqdjWKOdcvK4CNtsSkgq2&s=2
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Junk-Status-Oil-Nations-Face-Serious-Credit-Downgrades.html
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Junk-Status-Oil-Nations-Face-Serious-Credit-Downgrades.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8PzuwP3mZcLs98su_df1NUTtf1oVf1GJjWcuYae1UGRhhr0OB4d3rUt3tZlQSs5rVlLZCnf1vE6JlZkaUvozLsPbyvXHpUg9FOwrB8zo1PCOKmzI5nYa5KF6qSUUEHSB1gZ71-l539S-Iywgnn9Vb7upLiSbUBJ89I&s=2
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Junk-Status-Oil-Nations-Face-Serious-Credit-Downgrades.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-4M_7PIKy5l8npwxz2SozD3vLEpJarxaxkKoee5Ey8E-h1ntfCd13XzNzguSP0G6KPBUH9JRm1EdYvaAsoIQrzBCHgjVosTy469XHYnVBqa6srnNXRSdvjhL52byGJooL4_iqAmzEhyq9C&s=2


https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/en -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent citation is for a 

giant "Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash Compactor: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/en -- Dumping Mechanism: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/en -- 

Plastic Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/news/milking-

machine-creator-recognised-100-years-after-his-invention-revolutionised-dairy-farming/ -- Cash Register 

https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a great team!) 

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Updated Mar 9, 2020, 8:23 PM

Mar 9, 2020, 8:23 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600

Repost of Offer: My plan for President! I hereby offer all gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1. Everyone 

gets a FREE bullet proof Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison by Tesla Leaks: To 

demonstrate "Genius"; I will then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of 

scrap" --Nikola Tesla because of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal and 

tree rail-lines (that were never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas 

Edison DC generators for those coal plant rails were already scrapped when Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). 

Next, I will dump it using another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the newly formed site called the 

"Niagara Falls Dinosaur Dump" where jobs will be available riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it 

again into the first in the world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara Falls. The steel Smelter will turn it all into one 

big slag of super-luminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted (Alien) Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic 

diamonds come free as a waste product of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung

to make it 1000X brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent for lights using this diamond dust, 1000X more 

efficient than LED.) These special Tesla Dynamos and "translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the 

superconductive Krypton gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic waste will be turned 

into real rubber "Whoopie Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real 

Ones! The Whoopie Cushions will be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the cost 

of the Super-Slab of Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm going to present it to the public for 

worship, pledges and allegiance called the "Thomas Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an 

attachment; another Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so that the money changers can "calculate" what 

your "money" is worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will be available for pledges at the famous National 

Plastic Museum where the other statue of Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for 

sex toys. I will then use those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 

2011 "Trash Compactor" https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 / -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash Compactors". 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/en -- From all these inventions of Thomas Edison; the best Patent citation is for a 

giant "Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash Compactor: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/en -- Dumping Mechanism: https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/en -- 

Plastic Slabs https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- Milking Machine http://thebullvine.com/news/milking-

machine-creator-recognised-100-years-after-his-invention-revolutionised-dairy-farming/ -- Cash Register 

https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could have made a great team!) 

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 9, 2020, 8:23 PM

March 9th 2020 (999) after (888) on 3/8/20.-- Tesla Strikes-Back! by the Aftermath Staff - Records broken: ) Oil prices down 33.8%, 

lowest since 1991 ) Dow plunges 7% within minuts to 2155 point low as the "plunge protection team is called in for the first time 

since 1987 ) Exxon drops 13% most in 11 years since 1999. Halliburton, Diamondback, Hess & Marathon down 33-50% before 

trading was halted. Schlumberger down 35%. Chevron down 15%. Banks down 15%. ) S&P 500 biggest one day decline since 2011

) SPN.Y energy index plunged 18.2% to its lowest level since 2004 ) NYSE records the highest number of 52 week lows since 

2008 ) Ford, GM & Fiat Chrysler reach fresh 52 week lows ) Petro-Dollar Fed Rates collapses to 0?

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-stocks-carnage/coronavirus-then-oil-collapse-erase-5-trillion-from-u-s-stocks-

idUSKBN20W2TJ

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/exxon-drops-most-11-years-134911716.html

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/exxon-drops-most-11-years-134911716.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-stocks-carnage/coronavirus-then-oil-collapse-erase-5-trillion-from-u-s-stocks-idUSKBN20W2TJ
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-stocks-carnage/coronavirus-then-oil-collapse-erase-5-trillion-from-u-s-stocks-idUSKBN20W2TJ
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8T4AxgO7grXNFsMpnggEvnd6Z9UoowY0pzbNF6os9k9zbYGM7I8OLHbTb9TTnpPCrRuC90_htGRO2B1Xqj_6OHzrENskpsqOhHeCQSsWDcb5KARRXzEH8qwzaILmDC_dL_gMgEGjWlUp8a&s=2
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/
http://thebullvine.com/news/milking-machine-creator-recognised-100-years-after-his-invention-revolutionised-dairy-farming/
http://thebullvine.com/news/milking-machine-creator-recognised-100-years-after-his-invention-revolutionised-dairy-farming/
https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9
https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9LbtGZ3GwhTJtyoxGyyJ2RrpeN_H_ltC_w3j1sNUFa1MSvoAHVdf2_H_8C3SmpmKiJERxFb4dgdVabd8vVMQYnsF0URiERa38co6RZtVgpAL-rAaoz8Rd_E9HEDc696aRxuZ0vQpyY0ZIDVxAImwLygRJwLAlt4NqP&s=2
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/
http://thebullvine.com/news/milking-machine-creator-recognised-100-years-after-his-invention-revolutionised-dairy-farming/
http://thebullvine.com/news/milking-machine-creator-recognised-100-years-after-his-invention-revolutionised-dairy-farming/
https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9
https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/en


https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-oil-trump/trump-blames-oil-fight-fake-news-for-stock-market-drop-idUSKBN20W22W

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/treasury-yields-plunge-record-lows-004348502.html

While that's going on. Since march 3rd, China reported less than 100 new cases of Coronavirus HEL1 in China. 

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/03/china-s-aggressive-measures-have-slowed-coronavirus-they-may-not-work-other-

countries

Since March 5th SCMP reports Tesla restarting production o 150K-250K cars for this year 

https://www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/3065221/much-riding-tesla-shanghais-authorities-pull-out-all-stops

March 9th 2020 Tesla Giga Berlin at "Warp Speed"

https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-giga-berlin-cuts-germany-red-tape/

Tesla Battery, Solar & Investor day coming soon:

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-

2020/1667474476723637/

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

The Aftermath Staff: Regulators https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xp5wID1FWOk

Updated Mar 9, 2020, 2:05 PM

Mar 9, 2020, 2:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

March 9th 2020 (999) after (888) on 3/8/20.-- Tesla Strikes-Back! by the Aftermath Staff - Records broken: ) Oil prices down 33.8%, 

lowest since 1991 ) Dow & S&P500 plunges 7% within minuts to 2155 point low as the "plunge protection team" #circuit #breaker is 

called in for the first time since 1987 ) Exxon drops 13% most in 11 years since 1999. Halliburton, Diamondback, Hess & Marathon 

down 33-50% before trading was halted. Schlumberger down 35%. Chevron down 15%. Banks down 13%. ) S&P 500 biggest one 

day decline since 2011 ) SPN.Y energy index plunged 18.2% to its lowest level since 2004 ) NYSE records the highest number of 

52 week lows since 2008 ) Ford, GM & Fiat Chrysler reach fresh 52 week lows ) Petro-Dollar Fed Rates collapses to 0?

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-stocks-carnage/coronavirus-then-oil-collapse-erase-5-trillion-from-u-s-stocks-

idUSKBN20W2TJ

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/exxon-drops-most-11-years-134911716.html

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-oil-trump/trump-blames-oil-fight-fake-news-for-stock-market-drop-idUSKBN20W22W

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/treasury-yields-plunge-record-lows-004348502.html

March 3rd, China reported less than 100 new cases of Coronavirus HEL1 in China. 

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/03/china-s-aggressive-measures-have-slowed-coronavirus-they-may-not-work-other-

countries

March 3rd 2020 [Tesla Model 3 Was Best Selling Plug-In EV Car In China](https://insideevs.com/news/401151/tesla-model-3-best-

selling-china-january/) [https://cleantechnica.com/2020/03/03/tesla-model-3-shines-in-disrupted-market-china-ev-sales-report/]

(https://cleantechnica.com/2020/03/03/tesla-model-3-shines-in-disrupted-market-china-ev-sales-report/)

March 3rd 2020 [Tesla's Success in Europe Catches Industry Off Guard](https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/04/business/tesla-

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/04/business/tesla-europe-success.html
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/03/03/tesla-model-3-shines-in-disrupted-market-china-ev-sales-report/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/03/03/tesla-model-3-shines-in-disrupted-market-china-ev-sales-report/
https://insideevs.com/news/401151/tesla-model-3-best-selling-china-january/
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https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/03/china-s-aggressive-measures-have-slowed-coronavirus-they-may-not-work-other-countries
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/03/china-s-aggressive-measures-have-slowed-coronavirus-they-may-not-work-other-countries
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/treasury-yields-plunge-record-lows-004348502.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-oil-trump/trump-blames-oil-fight-fake-news-for-stock-market-drop-idUSKBN20W22W
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/exxon-drops-most-11-years-134911716.html
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https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-stocks-carnage/coronavirus-then-oil-collapse-erase-5-trillion-from-u-s-stocks-idUSKBN20W2TJ
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9NJ9GPl8EyPrMEiiUy7JT5jpdjjJI49ut3dVcyVjCAFBh4iw54iTGGk6xpiwWxqF_pQ_3TdO-2XqNqKutcyqcLznmSUSjaJTmS4d839ndty7P4MftnfhOewgGfHSv2ikUW8zAsXZPgJ5TmaTwiodORcqrssv3Z5l0c&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xp5wID1FWOk
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-giga-berlin-cuts-germany-red-tape/
https://www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/3065221/much-riding-tesla-shanghais-authorities-pull-out-all-stops
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/03/china-s-aggressive-measures-have-slowed-coronavirus-they-may-not-work-other-countries
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/03/china-s-aggressive-measures-have-slowed-coronavirus-they-may-not-work-other-countries
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/treasury-yields-plunge-record-lows-004348502.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-oil-trump/trump-blames-oil-fight-fake-news-for-stock-market-drop-idUSKBN20W22W


europe-success.html) [https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/04/business/tesla-europe-success.html]

(https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/04/business/tesla-europe-success.html)

Since March 5th SCMP reports Tesla restarting production o 150K-250K cars for this year 

https://www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/3065221/much-riding-tesla-shanghais-authorities-pull-out-all-stops

March 5th 2020 Is the Coronavirus threatening Tesla? [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xTHSOsLW7Gs]

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=xTHSOsLW7Gs&fbclid=IwAR18Zm06dwxFuzXZOkUIr9pdLQ4XM8kfiLPK8XWoPKMcpSMygDlIMMyTcUk)

March 6th 2020 Elon Musk: Coronavirus panic is 'dumb' [Video] [https://finance.yahoo.com/video/elon-musk-coronavirus-panic-

dumb-214652017.html](https://finance.yahoo.com/video/elon-musk-coronavirus-panic-dumb-214652017.html)

March 9th 2020 Tesla Giga Berlin at "Warp Speed"; 3rd section for up to 750K cars

https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-giga-berlin-cuts-germany-red-tape/

Tesla Battery, Solar & Investor day coming soon:

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-

2020/1667474476723637/

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

The Aftermath Staff: Regulators https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xp5wID1FWOk

Mar 9, 2020, 2:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Renewable Energy.

#mica #cathode Patents filed under NiCola Tesla for breaking radiation http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-

nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Nikola Tesla's use of in AURE patent for the elevated conductor or A Cathode is 1) Highly polished Tin 

2) Coverted with Graphite with the "highest angle of curvature" (nano) B Anode: Uranium/Radium/Lithium Battery interconnected 

with a Asynchronouse Reluctance Engine for "negative resistance" and "electrical self cooling". Other Uses of Mica as a Cathode 

Include: G. P. Thomson Diffraction of Cathode Rays by Mica https://www.nature.com/articles/1211019a0 -- Kinetic Energy Effect 

Cathode Ray Tubes https://dornsife.usc.edu/labs/lecture-support-lab/cathode-ray-tubes -- Radiography 1905 I will show you a tube 

arranged in this way in which the wheel has mica vanes ... in the direction one might expect from the effect being due to the cathode

rays. https://books.google.com/books?id=_x9MAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=mica+cathode -- Geiger–Müller tube - 

Geiger Counters and Radiation Detection https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geiger–Müller_tube -- Geiger-muller counter for radioactive 

emission, RCA 1942 https://patents.google.com/patent/US2502331 -- #breaking #radiation Active Remote Detection of Radioactivity

Based on Electromagnetic Signatures https://patents.google.com/patent/US20160377761A1/en

Mar 9, 2020, 2:18 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: CyberTruck | TESLA Pickup TRUCK | WORLDWIDE.

Nikola Tesla's Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 - Question Who is the "Energizer Bunny"? A Treatise on the Nikola Tesla 

patents referring to ELECTROLYTIC, SOLID STATE, MAGNETO-HYDRODYNAMIC BATTERIES w/ DRIVETRAIN + Tesla's Earth-

Ionosphere-Battery; manufacturing methods & insulators still used today; featuring Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant 

Energy"! Answer? The 2012 Tesla Model S! https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-

teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 8, 2020, 11:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TESLA MODEL Y Owners Club.

Nikola Tesla's Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 - Question Who is the "Energizer Bunny"? A Treatise on the Nikola Tesla 

patents referring to ELECTROLYTIC, SOLID STATE, MAGNETO-HYDRODYNAMIC BATTERIES w/ DRIVETRAIN + Tesla's Earth-

Ionosphere-Battery; manufacturing methods & insulators still used today; featuring Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant 

Energy"! Answer? The 2012 Tesla Model S! https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-

teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 8, 2020, 11:03 PM

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9UK2tvw04bWZjVLYDqVvxG4lK4icvPD8EuKb9d6yLRZrsPqCSzCTykIfDViyOjUHrvGGOlcCxYqiG4nhEuLwg9tXrMKEztPt9Oe95SCB6Sn8UGAbayuQoQTq7uXYsbOmDE_WCaI-1uWLE3slFxKpXQ0XNLxCE&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_1YCQHgFa_Auc7JnY4xAiMwFq_DH9fS8IzkdKmjxgTHq0S9S39H56K2iSwOSiPtscvm7ozlSziH7stvc_PthqSMHsKu0cXezzAvJsf45t1uUhxMFFHVI_XHBUepyytUJgPU2nRTtPMJOx9ESpdmE_m&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX81ZldDaUH7Lr0nS-bZm2FCbKyP51Bt4QtSuw6lyynM7Jhykq97Mv-wUFmtbSx1xiOqx9f9ofo1g2GyiCiK1yeXUFYsDQzKQ3uqSxzzhlY4UT2moXf1pL1Mu1FpyMTNvTea6s0QQ3wX2w&s=2
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20160377761A1/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US2502331
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geiger%E2%80%93M%C3%BCller_tube
https://books.google.com/books?id=_x9MAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=mica+cathode
https://dornsife.usc.edu/labs/lecture-support-lab/cathode-ray-tubes
https://www.nature.com/articles/1211019a0
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-TS3EnDASxgoUFdj8gST-gz9zfvJxLDncYeWovn5h-_5W5lOjohrhU1ZF-WDMRn7k93OK3Y9xB5R3efPf1RZLJEKA2HacIdRZKta1T3l_smMjRrBpF-g4XvUrZFVvU3MbTjLUeUCrX84j5&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xp5wID1FWOk
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-giga-berlin-cuts-germany-red-tape/
https://finance.yahoo.com/video/elon-musk-coronavirus-panic-dumb-214652017.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/video/elon-musk-coronavirus-panic-dumb-214652017.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/video/elon-musk-coronavirus-panic-dumb-214652017.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xTHSOsLW7Gs&fbclid=IwAR18Zm06dwxFuzXZOkUIr9pdLQ4XM8kfiLPK8XWoPKMcpSMygDlIMMyTcUk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xTHSOsLW7Gs&fbclid=IwAR18Zm06dwxFuzXZOkUIr9pdLQ4XM8kfiLPK8XWoPKMcpSMygDlIMMyTcUk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xTHSOsLW7Gs
https://www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/3065221/much-riding-tesla-shanghais-authorities-pull-out-all-stops
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/04/business/tesla-europe-success.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/04/business/tesla-europe-success.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/04/business/tesla-europe-success.html


Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Model X Owners Community.

Nikola Tesla's Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 - Question Who is the "Energizer Bunny"? A Treatise on the Nikola Tesla 

patents referring to ELECTROLYTIC, SOLID STATE, MAGNETO-HYDRODYNAMIC BATTERIES w/ DRIVETRAIN + Tesla's Earth-

Ionosphere-Battery; manufacturing methods & insulators still used today; featuring Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant 

Energy"! Answer? The 2012 Tesla Model S! https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-

teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 8, 2020, 11:01 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Cybertruck.

Nikola Tesla's Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 - Question Who is the "Energizer Bunny"? A Treatise on the Nikola Tesla 

patents referring to ELECTROLYTIC, SOLID STATE, MAGNETO-HYDRODYNAMIC BATTERIES w/ DRIVETRAIN + Tesla's Earth-

Ionosphere-Battery; manufacturing methods & insulators still used today; featuring Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant 

Energy"! Answer? The 2012 Tesla Model S! https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-

teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 8, 2020, 10:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Owners North America.

Update: Nikola Tesla's Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 - Question Who is the "Energizer Bunny"? A Treatise on the Nikola 

Tesla patents referring to ELECTROLYTIC, SOLID STATE, MAGNETO-HYDRODYNAMIC BATTERIES w/ DRIVETRAIN + Tesla's 

Earth-Ionosphere-Battery; manufacturing methods & insulators still used today; featuring Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of 

Radiant Energy"! Answer? The 2012 Tesla Model S! https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-

tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 8, 2020, 10:56 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Battle Royale.

Nikola Tesla's Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 - Question Who is the "Energizer Bunny"? A Treatise on the Nikola Tesla 

patents referring to ELECTROLYTIC, SOLID STATE, MAGNETO-HYDRODYNAMIC BATTERIES w/ DRIVETRAIN + Tesla's Earth-

Ionosphere-Battery; manufacturing methods & insulators still used today; featuring Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant 

Energy"! Answer? The 2012 Tesla Model S! https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-

teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 8, 2020, 10:54 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Mods (owners only).

Nikola Tesla's Earth-Battery Day, Date: April 1st 2020 - Question Who is the "Energizer Bunny"? A Treatise on the Nikola Tesla 

patents referring to ELECTROLYTIC, SOLID STATE, MAGNETO-HYDRODYNAMIC BATTERIES w/ DRIVETRAIN + Tesla's Earth-

Ionosphere-Battery; manufacturing methods & insulators still used today; featuring Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant 

Energy"! Answer? The 2012 Tesla Model S! https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-

teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/

Mar 8, 2020, 10:21 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: RENEWABLE ENERGY CENTER.

#mica #cathode Patents filed under NiCola Tesla for breaking radiation http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-

nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Nikola Tesla's use of in AURE patent for the elevated conductor or A Cathode is 1) Highly polished Tin 

2) Coverted with Graphite with the "highest angle of curvature" (nano) B Anode: Uranium/Radium/Lithium Battery interconnected 

with a Asynchronouse Reluctance Engine for "negative resistance" and "electrical self cooling". Other Uses of Mica as a Cathode 

Include: G. P. Thomson Diffraction of Cathode Rays by Mica https://www.nature.com/articles/1211019a0 -- Kinetic Energy Effect 

Cathode Ray Tubes https://dornsife.usc.edu/labs/lecture-support-lab/cathode-ray-tubes -- Radiography 1905 I will show you a tube 

arranged in this way in which the wheel has mica vanes ... in the direction one might expect from the effect being due to the cathode

rays. https://books.google.com/books?id=_x9MAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=mica+cathode -- Geiger–Müller tube - 

Geiger Counters and Radiation Detection https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geiger–Müller_tube -- Geiger-muller counter for radioactive 

emission, RCA 1942 https://patents.google.com/patent/US2502331 -- #breaking #radiation Active Remote Detection of Radioactivity

Based on Electromagnetic Signatures https://patents.google.com/patent/US20160377761A1/en

Mar 8, 2020, 9:39 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Australia Renewable Energy Research.

#mica #cathode Patents filed under NiCola Tesla for breaking radiation http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-

nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Nikola Tesla's use of in AURE patent for the elevated conductor or A Cathode is 1) Highly polished Tin 

2) Coverted with Graphite with the "highest angle of curvature" (nano) B Anode: Uranium/Radium/Lithium Battery interconnected 

with a Asynchronouse Reluctance Engine for "negative resistance" and "electrical self cooling". Other Uses of Mica as a Cathode 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_SFuqJe0wA9WzET0ouJxvTmoVPIXMjOwnWvOWgt4A7WDrZbOmljBWS20Rfw61Itprz6dOYq9e_qgp8-xrXbjqCZpp3T1naTiYUCwr3isMm8yr6nT-ke3LI_cGdjO34H3Gt7wGss7c&s=2
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20160377761A1/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US2502331
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geiger%E2%80%93M%C3%BCller_tube
https://books.google.com/books?id=_x9MAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=mica+cathode
https://dornsife.usc.edu/labs/lecture-support-lab/cathode-ray-tubes
https://www.nature.com/articles/1211019a0
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-TsK9x3sg4LtRHvKyU37_rMVThDQe3WslXh_pe3QtGLuFnMxVjSbqs84FqQEsGBHQYuAUpWLZoJ9zBPbkiC9xctI9gZwlM79VngcE_HLHXS8UPSBKSvLmRG0RQlr2EP-kSTUCVkgnCNsEjDnTX9yms&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8ypiR2dgBb189tl2_rq9Rlj6_1L3UeAfMNcuFMIqwXuN6fa1PXYUEppE5R713L5KKOzpXB98SJ1vFH_YPc1OMCk7GP8I5p7H7e_8JIKDDg82m8WIExsFdemRB3-vutcrgq65PyoTHCSAOJOQVh5GSQnsQ&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX825GnMQSRjF1puuM4I2r0Rv1LRZW8Rfl21SlDx84nsm7o4-DkYAKeaBfsYT7KsUXiUM41RzKga_4NGUMq2M7ccSRAqfw65SxDOKS6ySRczFCm8EYrGPG1Ua_c3ph--6q--GnLsl5nh&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9ta2UrkskwPn8I5k1ykUH-jNrmHdRiz_PZV655-kn-W2Gz0-RAZ2x6QZnxON59RCmu8K5Lf4Ngi-batxoBwYAIrnKzpPmOgKm7fKvThRQsEGAMC_2P5FeTHdwGwGflRD6BcvMXT2rT_eurAbw&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_4ApQe6m0_-MvY9D3KxkFBtsI4u-AlXnHwV2c4Am8ikhyhFaFovFeb9hTHhDawR5wu80gyKqjeIgILM884NFWIDFJQa-h84yeKL3hYalwtOw3z6BKp7M6NxPsxWybcz5gujHAlcD72v4N-lGulxq15&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/


Include: G. P. Thomson Diffraction of Cathode Rays by Mica https://www.nature.com/articles/1211019a0 -- Kinetic Energy Effect 

Cathode Ray Tubes https://dornsife.usc.edu/labs/lecture-support-lab/cathode-ray-tubes -- Radiography 1905 I will show you a tube 

arranged in this way in which the wheel has mica vanes ... in the direction one might expect from the effect being due to the cathode

rays. https://books.google.com/books?id=_x9MAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=mica+cathode -- Geiger–Müller tube - 

Geiger Counters and Radiation Detection https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geiger–Müller_tube -- Geiger-muller counter for radioactive 

emission, RCA 1942 https://patents.google.com/patent/US2502331 -- #breaking #radiation Active Remote Detection of Radioactivity

Based on Electromagnetic Signatures https://patents.google.com/patent/US20160377761A1/en

Mar 8, 2020, 9:35 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Tesla Owners North America.

https://cnbc.com/2020/03/08/oil-plummets-30percent-as-opec-deal-failure-sparks-price-war-fears.html

March 8th (888) 2020 -- BREAKING: Oil plummets 30% as OPEC deal failure sparks price war https://cnbc.com/2020/03/08/oil-

plummets-30percent-as-opec-deal-failure-sparks-price-war-fears.html -- Did #TSLA and #HEL1 kill Gas's Golden Goose? OPEC 

deal collapse sparks price war: '$20 oil in 2020 is coming' https://cnbc.com/2020/03/08/opec-deal-collapse-sparks-price-war-20-oil-

in-2020-is-coming.html -- "Prompting some (Tesla Leaks) experts to predict oil could drop to the low 30's on Monday" 

https://washingtonpost.com/business/2020/03/08/saudi-arabia-flooding-market-with-oil-prompting-predictions-further-decline-

monday/ -- March 8 2020 #plunge #protection #team Shares of Saudi Aramco-Chevron, the Saudi national oil plummeted by more 

than 9 percent on Sunday, falling below its December initial public offering price of 32 riyals for the first time. The Riyadh stock 

exchange fell more than 8 percent. On the Kuwaiti exchange, trading on a major index was halted after it tumbled 10 percent. 

https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-08/saudi-prince-s-2-trillion-aramco-vision-fades-on-oil-price-war/

Mar 8, 2020, 4:31 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Climate Change.

https://cnbc.com/2020/03/08/oil-plummets-30percent-as-opec-deal-failure-sparks-price-war-fears.html

March 8th (888) 2020 -- BREAKING: Oil plummets 30% as OPEC deal failure sparks price war https://cnbc.com/2020/03/08/oil-

plummets-30percent-as-opec-deal-failure-sparks-price-war-fears.html -- Did #TSLA and #HEL1 kill Gas's Golden Goose? OPEC 

deal collapse sparks price war: '$20 oil in 2020 is coming' https://cnbc.com/2020/03/08/opec-deal-collapse-sparks-price-war-20-oil-

in-2020-is-coming.html -- "Prompting some (Tesla Leaks) experts to predict oil could drop to the low 30's on Monday" 

https://washingtonpost.com/business/2020/03/08/saudi-arabia-flooding-market-with-oil-prompting-predictions-further-decline-

monday/ -- March 8 2020 #plunge #protection #team Shares of Saudi Aramco-Chevron, the Saudi national oil plummeted by more 

than 9 percent on Sunday, falling below its December initial public offering price of 32 riyals for the first time. The Riyadh stock 

exchange fell more than 8 percent. On the Kuwaiti exchange, trading on a major index was halted after it tumbled 10 percent. 

https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-08/saudi-prince-s-2-trillion-aramco-vision-fades-on-oil-price-war/

Mar 8, 2020, 4:19 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Climate Change: Science, Mitigation & Adaptation.

https://cnbc.com/2020/03/08/oil-plummets-30percent-as-opec-deal-failure-sparks-price-war-fears.html

March 8th (888) 2020 -- BREAKING: Oil plummets 30% as OPEC deal failure sparks price war [https://cnbc.com/2020/03/08/oil-

plummets-30percent-as-opec-deal-failure-sparks-price-war-fears.html](https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/08/oil-plummets-30percent-

as-opec-deal-failure-sparks-price-war-fears.html?fbclid=IwAR2-SNFiUCntO-

_icbDBu9hN1bicvOF2bLuyIi0hCpoc2hNR_I5Q4WfD620) -- Did [#TSLA](https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/tsla?

source=note&epa=HASHTAG) and [#HEL1](https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/hel1?source=note&epa=HASHTAG) kill Gas's 

Golden Goose? [OPEC deal collapse sparks price war: '$20 oil in 2020 is coming'](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F

%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2020%2F03%2F08%2Fopec-deal-collapse-sparks-price-war-20-oil-in-2020-is-coming.html%3Ffbclid

%3DIwAR2zq0vRnsD8I5Zq2OM0p_yozSwBkS86IGRgvLPX99tLA9GyvczqQSb-IXs&h=AT2uRgF_WbGT_umL-

E7CBJ1r3T8s8c1xU007Hr_SDp3MD39ZvjfWD7n_1pnsd7REjVcNxmnSasYZ1x5rNHfdT-

AhQ5aMTyAbAwDJS0EQdxxvWC5Vs_GCc8GtRunJPvLdWI6nH3Aju1g-pgvpfYwR) [https://cnbc.com/2020/03/08/opec-deal-

collapse-sparks-price-war-20-oil-in-2020-is-coming.html](https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/08/opec-deal-collapse-sparks-price-war-20-

oil-in-2020-is-coming.html?fbclid=IwAR1mgz-LBhZt2m7pdGHkvNbqp-FCoheqmUgTg4PTBWeFMiJbfqSaJXojXfE) -- "Prompting 

some (Tesla Leaks) experts to predict oil could drop to the low 30's on Monday" 

[https://washingtonpost.com/business/2020/03/08/saudi-arabia-flooding-market-with-oil-prompting-predictions-further-decline-

monday/](https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/03/08/saudi-arabia-flooding-market-with-oil-prompting-predictions-further-

decline-monday/?fbclid=IwAR0FI7rK-ZlVhP2QhLKs6jrgO60eRgQa8PK7EDcuvTm_0yTpeJHt6q4NGDA) -- March 8 2020 [#plunge]

(https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/plunge?

hc_location=ufi&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMTAwNDI3OTQ2NzYxNjI5XzE2ODU3MjM3NjQ4OTg3MDg%3D) [#protection]

(https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/protection?
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hc_location=ufi&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMTAwNDI3OTQ2NzYxNjI5XzE2ODU3MjM3NjQ4OTg3MDg%3D) [#team]

(https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/team?

hc_location=ufi&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMTAwNDI3OTQ2NzYxNjI5XzE2ODU3MjM3NjQ4OTg3MDg%3D) Shares of Saudi 

Aramco-Chevron, the Saudi national oil plummeted by more than 9 percent on Sunday, falling below its December initial public 

offering price of 32 riyals for the first time. The Riyadh stock exchange fell more than 8 percent. On the Kuwaiti exchange, trading on

a major index was halted after it tumbled 10 percent. [https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-08/saudi-prince-s-2-trillion-

aramco-vision-fades-on-oil-price-war](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2Fnews%2Farticles

%2F2020-03-08%2Fsaudi-prince-s-2-trillion-aramco-vision-fades-on-oil-price-war%3Ffbclid

%3DIwAR3l4bGfeZ_fHIUZlzGoIT8ETnxWGNLmfJL1yCJVYtSmpuWhdMpJ9UmotIM&h=AT1YG6aSy_OEPqokUTpk4nhbnoR5j3VtL

Rwfp7uyOYeBdyLnmKTpbCx1J4chPEq7pJnqhxNb1Ml-

JEbQxYAwMMR35B5vV16TbsMCjUmYNVH7YNhbBWrY4AYfXgjvwOv7YzZ1L_05ruLmcgY_zCmb)/

Mar 8, 2020, 4:12 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Climate Change Battle Royale.

https://cnbc.com/2020/03/08/oil-plummets-30percent-as-opec-deal-failure-sparks-price-war-fears.html

March 8th (888) 2020 -- BREAKING: Oil plummets 30% as OPEC deal failure sparks price war https://cnbc.com/2020/03/08/oil-

plummets-30percent-as-opec-deal-failure-sparks-price-war-fears.html -- Did #TSLA and #HEL1 kill Gas's Golden Goose? OPEC 

deal collapse sparks price war: '$20 oil in 2020 is coming' https://cnbc.com/2020/03/08/opec-deal-collapse-sparks-price-war-20-oil-

in-2020-is-coming.html -- "Prompting some (Tesla Leaks) experts to predict oil could drop to the low 30's on Monday" 

https://washingtonpost.com/business/2020/03/08/saudi-arabia-flooding-market-with-oil-prompting-predictions-further-decline-

monday/ -- March 8 2020 #plunge #protection #team Shares of Saudi Aramco-Chevron, the Saudi national oil plummeted by more 

than 9 percent on Sunday, falling below its December initial public offering price of 32 riyals for the first time. The Riyadh stock 

exchange fell more than 8 percent. On the Kuwaiti exchange, trading on a major index was halted after it tumbled 10 percent. 

https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-08/saudi-prince-s-2-trillion-aramco-vision-fades-on-oil-price-war/

Mar 8, 2020, 4:08 PM

Update: A single crystal Mica for Cahodes: #mica #cathode Patents filed under NiCola Tesla for breaking radiation 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html -- Nikola Tesla's use of in AURE patent for the 

elevated conductor or A Cathode is 1) Highly polished Tin 2) Covered with Graphite with the "highest angle of curvature" (nano) B 

Anode: Uranium/Radium/Lithium Battery interconnected with a Asynchronouse Reluctance Engine for "negative resistance" and 

"electrical self cooling". Other Uses of Mica as a Cathode Include: G. P. Thomson Diffraction of Cathode Rays by Mica 

https://www.nature.com/articles/1211019a0 -- Kinetic Energy Effect Cathode Ray Tubes https://dornsife.usc.edu/labs/lecture-

support-lab/cathode-ray-tubes -- Radiography 1905 I will show you a tube arranged in this way in which the wheel has mica 

vanes ... in the direction one might expect from the effect being due to the cathode rays. https://books.google.com/books?

id=_x9MAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=mica+cathode -- Geiger–Müller tube - Geiger Counters and Radiation Detection 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geiger–Müller_tube -- Geiger-muller counter for radioactive emission, RCA 1942 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US2502331 -- #breaking #radiation Active Remote Detection of Radioactivity Based on 

Electromagnetic Signatures https://patents.google.com/patent/US20160377761A1/en

Updated Mar 8, 2020, 2:42 PM

Mar 8, 2020, 2:42 PM

March 8th (888) 2020 -- BREAKING: Oil plummets 30% as OPEC deal failure sparks price war https://cnbc.com/2020/03/08/oil-

plummets-30percent-as-opec-deal-failure-sparks-price-war-fears.html -- Did #TSLA and #HEL1 kill Gas's Golden Goose? OPEC 

deal collapse sparks price war: '$20 oil in 2020 is coming' https://cnbc.com/2020/03/08/opec-deal-collapse-sparks-price-war-20-oil-

in-2020-is-coming.html -- "Prompting some (Tesla Leaks) experts to predict oil could drop to the low 30's on Monday" 

https://washingtonpost.com/business/2020/03/08/saudi-arabia-flooding-market-with-oil-prompting-predictions-further-decline-

monday/ -- March 8 2020 #plunge #protection #team Shares of Saudi Aramco-Chevron, the Saudi national oil plummeted by more 

than 9 percent on Sunday, falling below its December initial public offering price of 32 riyals for the first time. The Riyadh stock 

exchange fell more than 8 percent. On the Kuwaiti exchange, trading on a major index was halted after it tumbled 10 percent. 

https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-08/saudi-prince-s-2-trillion-aramco-vision-fades-on-oil-price-war/

Updated Mar 8, 2020, 2:03 PM

Mar 8, 2020, 2:03 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/08/opec-deal-collapse-sparks-price-war-20-oil-in-2020-is-coming.html

March 8th (888) 2020 -- BREAKING: March 8 2020 10PM Est. Plunge Protection Team on Standby, Zombie Apocalypse Imminent: 

https://barrons.com/articles/is-the-stock-market-crashing-heres-when-s-p-500-circuit-breakers-kick-in-51583717721 -- Oil plummets 
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33% to $27.59 as OPEC deal failure sparks price war [https://cnbc.com/2020/03/08/oil-plummets-30percent-as-opec-deal-failure-

sparks-price-war-fears.html](https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/08/oil-plummets-30percent-as-opec-deal-failure-sparks-price-war-

fears.html) -- Did #TSLA and #HEL1 kill Gas's Golden Goose? [OPEC deal collapse sparks price war: '$20 oil in 2020 is coming']

(https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/08/opec-deal-collapse-sparks-price-war-20-oil-in-2020-is-coming.html) 

[https://cnbc.com/2020/03/08/opec-deal-collapse-sparks-price-war-20-oil-in-2020-is-coming.html]

(https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/08/opec-deal-collapse-sparks-price-war-20-oil-in-2020-is-coming.html) -- "Prompting some (Tesla 

Leaks) experts to predict oil could drop to the low 30's on Monday" [https://washingtonpost.com/business/2020/03/08/saudi-arabia-

flooding-market-with-oil-prompting-predictions-further-decline-monday/]

(https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/03/08/saudi-arabia-flooding-market-with-oil-prompting-predictions-further-decline-

monday/) -- March 8 2020 [#plunge](https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/plunge?

hc_location=ufi&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMTAwNDI3OTQ2NzYxNjI5XzE2ODU3MjM3NjQ4OTg3MDg%3D) [#protection]

(https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/protection?

hc_location=ufi&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMTAwNDI3OTQ2NzYxNjI5XzE2ODU3MjM3NjQ4OTg3MDg%3D) [#team]

(https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/team?

hc_location=ufi&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMTAwNDI3OTQ2NzYxNjI5XzE2ODU3MjM3NjQ4OTg3MDg%3D) Shares of Saudi 

Aramco-Chevron, the Saudi national oil plummeted by more than 9 percent on Sunday, falling below its December initial public 

offering price of 32 riyals for the first time. The Riyadh stock exchange fell more than 8 percent. On the Kuwaiti exchange, trading on

a major index was halted after it tumbled 10 percent. [https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-08/saudi-prince-s-2-trillion-

aramco-vision-fades-on-oil-price-war](https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-08/saudi-prince-s-2-trillion-aramco-vision-

fades-on-oil-price-war)/

Mar 8, 2020, 2:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.

June 1st 2013 #time #machine What was the real cause of Tesla Motors first stock spike on March 29th 2013. When did Tesla 

#FUD begin? By TeslaLeaks #0 solving long distance wireless power 5 years before the solution was revealed. March 6th 2020 

Tesla Time Machine: Bull vs Bear (reaction video) https://youtube.com/watch?v=SFOwMPh_CLw -- The reason for the FUD started 

was the concurrent publication by TeslaLeaks #0 blog which included the solution to wireless power transmission and the validity of 

Nikola Tesla & Tesla Motors; starting at the exact same dates.

Dec. 11th 2011 Tesla Death-Watch Begins:

https://www.facebook.com/tesladeathwatch/

April 16th 2012 the Nikola Tesla 3327 YouTube Channel & Discussion Begins:

https://www.youtube.com/user/NikolaTesla3327/videos

May-July 2013 Tesla Leaks publishes a series of reports that include the John Hettinger patents on the TL0 blog in which "made 

wireless possible" - Nikola Tesla. http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html 

https://www.scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031-AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-

Hettinger

Jun 25th 2013 92,508 views• Nikola Tesla Wardenclyffe Tower Worldwide Wireless Free Energy describing the concentric, 

standing, electrical surface waves to JP Morgan after he returns from his Colorado Springs Experiments in 1899

https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc

June 25th 2013 Tesla Leaks published a video on Nikola Tesla, Negative Resistance, Spark Gap Transformers, Mercury-Gas & 

High Tension Radiant Beams; which includes the Hettinger patent; with red arrows pointing to two above phenomena described in 

the patent. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg&t=01m50s

January 19th 2014 the Tesla Leaks #0 Blogspot started as a compilation of materials from April 2012 YouTube Channel 

http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html

January 3rd 2018 a PDF and text copy of the publication, Wireless Power Now Possible, Electrical Experimenter (Science and 

Invention), March 1920, was published on the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group.
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/files/

January 3rd 2018 Published on Facebook on WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE 1920 (Cover) -

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2263851040594380

John Hettinger 1917-19 (Patent)

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1888352848144203&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951

Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical 

Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened 

up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent 

confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger 

https://google.com/patents/US1309031

"By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous 

other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.

While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light

beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.

It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,

it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to 

utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner.

As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays 

vertically.

These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect 

insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio 

communication."

Immediately after publication, the full post was removed by Facebook, reposted here:

https://facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/

BONUS:

CHAPTER II - DISAPPEARING TESLA: http://www.whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html

That lead the the Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation at 

https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/

*Tesla Leaks 1 was started on Facebook, Blogspot & YouTubue officially on July 4th 2014, the first day of the historic oil price 

collapse.

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/

It was removed from Facebook in May 2016, after the collapse had ended by Facebook with no option to recover it. The links to this 

old TL1, appear in some of the TL1 YouTube channel video's and on the above Blogspot page.

Aug 23, 2013 TL1 YouTube channel still exists referring to the missing TL1 Facebook pages

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
http://www.whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrqeGse0Nvji2LU1vykaaEQ/videos

By July 14th 2016, Tesla Leaks 2 Facebook Group was re-created and has been publishing ever since. 

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

http://teslaleaks.com/

Mar 7, 2020, 12:57 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=SFOwMPh_CLw

June 1st 2013 #time #machine What was the real cause of Tesla Motors first stock spike March 29th 2013. When did Tesla #FUD 

begin? By TeslaLeaks #0 solving long distance wireless power 5 years before the solution was revealed. March 6th 2020 Tesla 

Time Machine: Bull vs Bear (reaction video) https://youtube.com/watch?v=SFOwMPh_CLw

The reason for the FUD started was the concurrent publication by TeslaLeaks #0 blog which included the solution to wireless power 

transmission and the validity of Nikola Tesla & Tesla Motors; starting at the exact same dates.

*Tesla Leaks #0 Blogspot started on January 2014 http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html - As a 

compiliation of materials started in April 16th 2012 from the Nikola Tesla 3327 YouTube Channel

https://www.youtube.com/user/NikolaTesla3327/videos

May-July 2013 Tesla Leaks publishes a series of reports that include the John Hettinger patents on the TL0 blog in which "made 

wireless possible" - Nikola Tesla. http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html 

https://www.scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031-AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-

Hettinger

Jun 25th 2013 92,508 views• Nikola Tesla Wardenclyffe Tower Worldwide Wireless Free Energy describing the concentric, 

standing, electrical surface waves to JP Morgan after he returns from his Colorado Springs Experiments in 1899 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc

June 25th 2013 Tesla Leaks published a video on Nikola Tesla, Negative Resistance, Spark Gap Transformers, Mercury-Gas & 

High Tension Radiant Beams; which includes the Hettinger patent; with red arrows pointing to two above phenomena described in 

the patent. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg&t=01m50s

January 3rd 2018 a PDF and text copy of the publication, Wireless Power Now Possible, Electrical Experimenter (Science and 

Invention), March 1920, was published on the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/files/

January 3rd 2018 Published on Facebook on WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE 1920 (Cover) -

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2263851040594380

John Hettinger 1917-19 (Patent)

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1888352848144203&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951

Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical 

Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened 

up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent 

confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger 

https://google.com/patents/US1309031
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"By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous 

other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.

While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light

beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.

It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,

it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to 

utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner.

As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays 

vertically.

These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect 

insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio 

communication."

Immediately after publication, the full post was removed by Facebook, reposted here:

https://facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/

BONUS:

CHAPTER II - DISAPPEARING TESLA: http://www.whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html

That lead the the Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation at https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/

*Tesla Leaks 1 was started on Facebook, Blogspot & YouTubue officially on July 4th 2014, the first day of the historic oil price 

collapse.

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/

It was removed from Facebook in May 2016, after the collapse had ended by Facebook with no option to recover it. The links to this 

old TL1, appear in some of the TL1 YouTube channel video's and on the above Blogspot page.

Aug 23, 2013 TL1 YouTube channel still exists referring to the missing TL1 Facebook pages

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrqeGse0Nvji2LU1vykaaEQ/videos

By July 14th 2016, Tesla Leaks 2 Facebook Group was re-created and has been publishing ever since. 

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

http://teslaleaks.com/

Mar 7, 2020, 12:45 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=SFOwMPh_CLw

June 1st 2013 #time #machine What was the real cause of Tesla Motors first stock spike March 29th 2013. When did Tesla #FUD 

begin? By TeslaLeaks #0 solving long distance wireless power 5 years before the solution was revealed. March 6th 2020 Tesla 

Time Machine: Bull vs Bear (reaction video) https://youtube.com/watch?v=SFOwMPh_CLw

The reason for the FUD started was the concurrent publication by TeslaLeaks #0 blog which included the solution to wireless power 

transmission and the validity of Nikola Tesla & Tesla Motors; starting at the exact same dates.
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*Tesla Leaks #0 Blogspot started on January 2014 http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html - As a 

compiliation of materials started in April 16th 2012 from the Nikola Tesla 3327 YouTube Channel

https://www.youtube.com/user/NikolaTesla3327/videos

May-July 2013 Tesla Leaks publishes a series of reports that include the John Hettinger patents on the TL0 blog in which "made 

wireless possible" - Nikola Tesla. http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html 

https://www.scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031-AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-

Hettinger

Jun 25th 2013 92,508 views• Nikola Tesla Wardenclyffe Tower Worldwide Wireless Free Energy describing the concentric, 

standing, electrical surface waves to JP Morgan after he returns from his Colorado Springs Experiments in 1899 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc

June 25th 2013 Tesla Leaks published a video on Nikola Tesla, Negative Resistance, Spark Gap Transformers, Mercury-Gas & 

High Tension Radiant Beams; which includes the Hettinger patent; with red arrows pointing to two above phenomena described in 

the patent. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg&t=01m50s

January 3rd 2018 a PDF and text copy of the publication, Wireless Power Now Possible, Electrical Experimenter (Science and 

Invention), March 1920, was published on the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/files/

January 3rd 2018 Published on Facebook on WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE 1920 (Cover) -

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2263851040594380

John Hettinger 1917-19 (Patent)

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1888352848144203&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951

Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical 

Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened 

up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent 

confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger 

https://google.com/patents/US1309031

"By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous 

other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.

While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light

beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.

It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,

it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to 

utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner.

As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays 

vertically.

These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect 

https://google.com/patents/US1309031
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1888352848144203&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2263851040594380
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/files/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg&t=01m50s
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031-AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-Hettinger
https://www.scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031-AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-Hettinger
http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html
https://www.youtube.com/user/NikolaTesla3327/videos
http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html


insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio 

communication."

Immediately after publication, the full post was removed by Facebook, reposted here:

https://facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/

BONUS:

CHAPTER II - DISAPPEARING TESLA: http://www.whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html

That lead the the Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation at https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/

*Tesla Leaks 1 was started on Facebook, Blogspot & YouTubue officially on July 4th 2014, the first day of the historic oil price 

collapse.

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/

It was removed from Facebook in May 2016, after the collapse had ended by Facebook with no option to recover it. The links to this 

old TL1, appear in some of the TL1 YouTube channel video's and on the above Blogspot page.

Aug 23, 2013 TL1 YouTube channel still exists referring to the missing TL1 Facebook pages

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrqeGse0Nvji2LU1vykaaEQ/videos

By July 14th 2016, Tesla Leaks 2 Facebook Group was re-created and has been publishing ever since. 

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

http://teslaleaks.com/

Mar 7, 2020, 12:42 PM

June 1st 2013 #time #machine What was the real cause of Tesla Motors first stock spike on March 29th 2013. When did Tesla 

#FUD begin? By TeslaLeaks #0 solving long distance wireless power 5 years before the solution was revealed. March 6th 2020 

Tesla Time Machine: Bull vs Bear (reaction video) https://youtube.com/watch?v=SFOwMPh_CLw --

The reason for the FUD started was the concurrent publication by TeslaLeaks #0 blog which included the solution to wireless power 

transmission and the validity of Nikola Tesla & Tesla Motors; starting at the exact same dates.

*Tesla Leaks #0 Blogspot started on January 2014 http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html - As a 

compiliation of materials started in April 16th 2012 from the Nikola Tesla 3327 YouTube Channel

https://www.youtube.com/user/NikolaTesla3327/videos

May-July 2013 Tesla Leaks publishes a series of reports that include the John Hettinger patents on the TL0 blog in which "made 

wireless possible" - Nikola Tesla. http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html 

https://www.scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031-AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-

Hettinger

Jun 25th 2013 92,508 views• Nikola Tesla Wardenclyffe Tower Worldwide Wireless Free Energy describing the concentric, 

standing, electrical surface waves to JP Morgan after he returns from his Colorado Springs Experiments in 1899 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc

June 25th 2013 Tesla Leaks published a video on Nikola Tesla, Negative Resistance, Spark Gap Transformers, Mercury-Gas & 

High Tension Radiant Beams; which includes the Hettinger patent; with red arrows pointing to two above phenomena described in 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031-AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-Hettinger
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https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
http://www.whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html
https://facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/


the patent. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg&t=01m50s

January 3rd 2018 a PDF and text copy of the publication, Wireless Power Now Possible, Electrical Experimenter (Science and 

Invention), March 1920, was published on the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/files/

January 3rd 2018 Published on Facebook on WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE 1920 (Cover) -

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2263851040594380

John Hettinger 1917-19 (Patent)

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1888352848144203&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951

Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical 

Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened 

up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent 

confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger 

https://google.com/patents/US1309031

"By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous 

other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.

While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light

beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.

It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,

it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to 

utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner.

As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays 

vertically.

These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect 

insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio 

communication."

Immediately after publication, the full post was removed by Facebook, reposted here:

https://facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/

BONUS:

CHAPTER II - DISAPPEARING TESLA: http://www.whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html

That lead the the Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation at https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/

*Tesla Leaks 1 was started on Facebook, Blogspot & YouTubue officially on July 4th 2014, the first day of the historic oil price 

collapse.

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
http://www.whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html
https://facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/
https://google.com/patents/US1309031
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1888352848144203&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2263851040594380
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/files/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg&t=01m50s


It was removed from Facebook in May 2016, after the collapse had ended by Facebook with no option to recover it. The links to this 

old TL1, appear in some of the TL1 YouTube channel video's and on the above Blogspot page.

Aug 23, 2013 TL1 YouTube channel still exists referring to the missing TL1 Facebook pages

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrqeGse0Nvji2LU1vykaaEQ/videos

By July 14th 2016, Tesla Leaks 2 Facebook Group was re-created and has been publishing ever since. 

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

http://teslaleaks.com/

Updated Mar 7, 2020, 12:17 PM

Mar 7, 2020, 12:17 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=SFOwMPh_CLw

June 1st 2013 #time #machine What was the real cause of Tesla Motors first stock spike on March 29th 2013. When did Tesla 

#FUD begin? By TeslaLeaks #0 solving long distance wireless power 5 years before the solution was revealed. March 6th 2020 

Tesla Time Machine: Bull vs Bear (reaction video) https://youtube.com/watch?v=SFOwMPh_CLw -- The reason for the FUD started 

was the concurrent publication by TeslaLeaks #0 blog which included the solution to wireless power transmission and the validity of 

Nikola Tesla & Tesla Motors; starting at the exact same dates.

Dec. 11th 2011 Tesla Death-Watch Begins:

[https://www.facebook.com/tesladeathwatch/](https://www.facebook.com/tesladeathwatch/)

April 16th 2012 the Nikola Tesla 3327 YouTube Channel & Discussion Begins:

https://www.youtube.com/user/NikolaTesla3327/videos

May-July 2013 Tesla Leaks publishes a series of reports that include the John Hettinger patents on the TL0 blog in which "made 

wireless possible" - Nikola Tesla. http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html 

https://www.scribd.com/document/146482745/US-PATENT-1309031-AERIAL-CONDUCTOR-FOR-WIRELESS-SIGNALING-J-

Hettinger

Jun 25th 2013 92,508 views• Nikola Tesla Wardenclyffe Tower Worldwide Wireless Free Energy describing the concentric, 

standing, electrical surface waves to JP Morgan after he returns from his Colorado Springs Experiments in 1899

https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc

June 25th 2013 Tesla Leaks published a video on Nikola Tesla, Negative Resistance, Spark Gap Transformers, Mercury-Gas & 

High Tension Radiant Beams; which includes the Hettinger patent; with red arrows pointing to two above phenomena described in 

the patent. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg&t=01m50s

January 19th 2014 the Tesla Leaks #0 Blogspot started as a compilation of materials from April 2012 YouTube Channel 

http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html

January 3rd 2018 a PDF and text copy of the publication, Wireless Power Now Possible, Electrical Experimenter (Science and 

Invention), March 1920, was published on the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/files/

January 3rd 2018 Published on Facebook on WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE 1920 (Cover) -

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/files/
http://nikolateslapatents.blogspot.com/2014/01/nikola-tesla-patents.html
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg&t=01m50s
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
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https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2263851040594380

John Hettinger 1917-19 (Patent)

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1888352848144203&id=100009085196708&set=g.750861428384951

Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last article on wireless Power, Electrical 

Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened 

up the way for it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. The Hettinger Patent 

confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger 

https://google.com/patents/US1309031

"By one bold stroke an English genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like numerous 

other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see it.

While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light

beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks of it.

It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore,

it is possible to ionize a gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised means to 

utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner.

As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of ionizing rays 

vertically.

These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect 

insulator. By making connection to this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for radio 

communication."

Immediately after publication, the full post was removed by Facebook, reposted here:

https://facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/

BONUS:

CHAPTER II - DISAPPEARING TESLA: http://www.whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html

That lead the the Nikola Tesla Murder Investigation at 

https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/

*Tesla Leaks 1 was started on Facebook, Blogspot & YouTubue officially on July 4th 2014, the first day of the historic oil price 

collapse.

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/

It was removed from Facebook in May 2016, after the collapse had ended by Facebook with no option to recover it. The links to this 

old TL1, appear in some of the TL1 YouTube channel video's and on the above Blogspot page.

Aug 23, 2013 TL1 YouTube channel still exists referring to the missing TL1 Facebook pages

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/
http://www.whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html
https://facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.1868232790070093/2191631064396929/
https://google.com/patents/US1309031
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
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[https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrqeGse0Nvji2LU1vykaaEQ/videos]

(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrqeGse0Nvji2LU1vykaaEQ/videos)

By July 14th 2016, Tesla Leaks 2 Facebook Group was re-created and has been publishing ever since. 

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

http://teslaleaks.com/

Mar 7, 2020, 12:15 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbqZyapMgzY

March 6 2020 Hannity on Fox News praises Trump for 1) Speedy closing of the borders 2) Speedy FEMA camps 3) Speedy new 

experimental vaccine funding. Is it surprising the Democrats, and Republicans want the same exact thing? Just be sure to wash 

your hands when you get their bullshit on them. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbqZyapMgzY

Updated Mar 7, 2020, 11:36 AM

Mar 7, 2020, 11:36 AM

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/02/200225114417.htm

February 25, 2020 Simple #self #charging battery offers power solutions for devices. A new type of battery combines negative 

capacitance and negative resistance within the same cell, allowing the cell to self-charge without losing energy, which has important

implications for long-term storage and improved output power for batteries. Researchers report making their very simple battery with

two different metals, as electrodes and a lithium or sodium glass electrolyte between them. 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/02/200225114417.htm

Updated Mar 6, 2020, 8:51 PM

Mar 6, 2020, 8:51 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Discussion.

March 6th 2020 #Oil Price #Armageddon As OPEC+ Disintigrates. Prices plunge 7.77% to $42.0 after OPEC+ fails to agree on a 

massive production cut. Down 33% this year from est. $70-80 Bbl. Oil & Gas value loss at $66.6 Trillion because of HEL1. The Q1 

est. price if Hillary had won was $37.7s Bbl. Prices need to be $9.99 Bbl to compete with a Tesla. 

https://oilprice.com/energy/energy-general/the-words-most-powerful-oil-alliance-is-falling-apart.html -- 1) Occidental Petrolium down 

13% at 15 year lows. 2) Peabody #Coal down 50% YTD 3) #Ethanol RUS down 40-50% YTD 4) #LNG at "#Utter #Collapse" under 

$1.50. https://naturalgasintel.com/articles/121250-natural-gas-forwards-stage-comeback-but-potential-for-utter-collapse-below-150

Mar 6, 2020, 8:02 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change Battle Royale.

March 6th 2020 #Oil Price #Armageddon As OPEC+ Disintigrates. Prices plunge 7.77% to $42.0 after OPEC+ fails to agree on a 

massive production cut. Down 33% this year from est. $70-80 Bbl. Oil & Gas value loss at $66.6 Trillion because of HEL1. The Q1 

est. price if Hillary had won was $37.7s Bbl. Prices need to be $9.99 Bbl to compete with a Tesla. 

https://oilprice.com/energy/energy-general/the-words-most-powerful-oil-alliance-is-falling-apart.html -- 1) Occidental Petrolium down 

13% at 15 year lows. 2) Peabody #Coal down 50% YTD 3) #Ethanol RUS down 40-50% YTD 4) #LNG at "#Utter #Collapse" under 

$1.50. https://naturalgasintel.com/articles/121250-natural-gas-forwards-stage-comeback-but-potential-for-utter-collapse-below-150

Mar 6, 2020, 8:01 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tired of Climate Change Deniers?

March 6th 2020 #Oil Price #Armageddon As OPEC+ Disintigrates. Prices plunge 7.77% to $42.0 after OPEC+ fails to agree on a 

massive production cut. Down 33% this year from est. $70-80 Bbl. Oil & Gas value loss at $66.6 Trillion because of HEL1. The Q1 

est. price if Hillary had won was $37.7s Bbl. Prices need to be $9.99 Bbl to compete with a Tesla. 

https://oilprice.com/energy/energy-general/the-words-most-powerful-oil-alliance-is-falling-apart.html -- 1) Occidental Petrolium down 

13% at 15 year lows. 2) Peabody #Coal down 50% YTD 3) #Ethanol RUS down 40-50% YTD 4) #LNG at "#Utter #Collapse" under 

$1.50. https://naturalgasintel.com/articles/121250-natural-gas-forwards-stage-comeback-but-potential-for-utter-collapse-below-150

Mar 6, 2020, 8:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change For Dummies.

March 6th 2020 #Oil Price #Armageddon As OPEC+ Disintigrates. Prices plunge 7.77% to $42.0 after OPEC+ fails to agree on a 

massive production cut. Down 33% this year from est. $70-80 Bbl. Oil & Gas value loss at $66.6 Trillion because of HEL1. The Q1 

est. price if Hillary had won was $37.7s Bbl. Prices need to be $9.99 Bbl to compete with a Tesla. 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX925HDZLi3qeL_1fK-KboJZM_03D0-NZ02bWDFt5ndkya6lwhC2jaZ89zACrzfILK7jZZ4cLrsz5i2dCAzrFHzx1FkmKKAfST6RyM_u0rAESPJzjcpLqjMPc49ibszupN73gdQtcxeMCZzNAX4&s=2
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https://oilprice.com/energy/energy-general/the-words-most-powerful-oil-alliance-is-falling-apart.html -- 1) Occidental Petrolium down 

13% at 15 year lows. 2) Peabody #Coal down 50% YTD 3) #Ethanol RUS down 40-50% YTD 4) #LNG at "#Utter #Collapse" under 

$1.50. https://naturalgasintel.com/articles/121250-natural-gas-forwards-stage-comeback-but-potential-for-utter-collapse-below-150

Mar 6, 2020, 8:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change - an open discussion.

March 6th 2020 #Oil Price #Armageddon As OPEC+ Disintigrates. Prices plunge 7.77% to $42.0 after OPEC+ fails to agree on a 

massive production cut. Down 33% this year from est. $70-80 Bbl. Oil & Gas value loss at $66.6 Trillion because of HEL1. The Q1 

est. price if Hillary had won was $37.7s Bbl. Prices need to be $9.99 Bbl to compete with a Tesla. 

https://oilprice.com/energy/energy-general/the-words-most-powerful-oil-alliance-is-falling-apart.html -- 1) Occidental Petrolium down 

13% at 15 year lows. 2) Peabody #Coal down 50% YTD 3) #Ethanol RUS down 40-50% YTD 4) #LNG at "#Utter #Collapse" under 

$1.50. https://naturalgasintel.com/articles/121250-natural-gas-forwards-stage-comeback-but-potential-for-utter-collapse-below-150

Mar 6, 2020, 7:58 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change: Science, Mitigation & Adaptation.

March 6th 2020 #Oil Price #Armageddon As OPEC+ Disintigrates. Prices plunge 7.77% to $42.0 after OPEC+ fails to agree on a 

massive production cut. Down 33% this year from est. $70-80 Bbl. Oil & Gas value loss at $66.6 Trillion because of HEL1. The Q1 

est. price if Hillary had won was $37.7s Bbl. Prices need to be $9.99 Bbl to compete with a Tesla. 

https://oilprice.com/energy/energy-general/the-words-most-powerful-oil-alliance-is-falling-apart.html -- 1) Occidental Petrolium down 

13% at 15 year lows. 2) Peabody #Coal down 50% YTD 3) #Ethanol RUS down 40-50% YTD 4) #LNG at "#Utter #Collapse" under 

$1.50. https://naturalgasintel.com/articles/121250-natural-gas-forwards-stage-comeback-but-potential-for-utter-collapse-below-150

Mar 6, 2020, 7:55 PM

https://finance.yahoo.com/video/elon-musk-coronavirus-panic-dumb-214652017.html

March 6th 2020 Elon Musk: Coronavirus panic is 'dumb' [Video] https://finance.yahoo.com/video/elon-musk-coronavirus-panic-

dumb-214652017.html

Updated Mar 6, 2020, 7:35 PM

Mar 6, 2020, 7:35 PM

March 6th 2020 #Oil Price #Armageddon As OPEC+ Disintigrates. Prices plunge 7.77% to $42.0 after OPEC+ fails to agree on a 

massive production cut. Down 33% this year from est. $70-80 Bbl. Oil & Gas value loss at $66.6 Trillion because of HEL1. The Q1 

est. price if Hillary had won was $37.7s Bbl. Prices need to be $10 Bbl to compete with a Tesla. https://oilprice.com/energy/energy-

general/the-words-most-powerful-oil-alliance-is-falling-apart.html -- 1) Occidental Petrolium down 13% at 15 year lows. 2) Peabody 

#Coal down 50% YTD 3) #Ethanol RUS down 40-50% YTD 4) #LNG at "#Utter #Collapse" under $1.50. 

https://naturalgasintel.com/articles/121250-natural-gas-forwards-stage-comeback-but-potential-for-utter-collapse-below-150

Updated Mar 6, 2020, 7:21 PM

Mar 6, 2020, 7:21 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://oilprice.com/energy/energy-general/the-words-most-powerful-oil-alliance-is-falling-apart.html

March 6th 2020 #Oil Price #Armageddon As OPEC+ Disintigrates. Prices plunge 20% to $33 on Monday. Friday down 7.77% to 

$42.0 after OPEC+ fails to agree on a massive production cut. Down 33% this year from est. $69-88 Bbl Mph. Oil & Gas value loss 

at $66.6 Trillion because of HEL1. The Q1 est. price if Hillary had won was $37.7s Bbl. Prices need to be $9.99 Bbl or 99 cents a 

gallon to compete with a Tesla. https://oilprice.com/energy/energy-general/the-words-most-powerful-oil-alliance-is-falling-apart.html 

-- 1) Occidental Petrolium down 13% at 15 year lows. 2) Peabody #Coal down 50% YTD 3) #Ethanol RUS down 40-50% YTD 4) 

#LNG at "#Utter #Collapse" under $1.50. https://naturalgasintel.com/articles/121250-natural-gas-forwards-stage-comeback-but-

potential-for-utter-collapse-below-150

Mar 6, 2020, 7:19 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Institute Brasil.

March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 

-- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?

v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of 

Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 6, 2020, 5:18 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.

Tesla Leaks, with time & date stamps, predicted 2 staged #hoaxes before they happened of 1000's over 10 years; even better than 

#Nastradamous 1) #Coronavirus #HEL1 hoax was as a response to the announcement to our 33K subscribers of the upcoming 

"Rise of the Jedi Podcast" FB page started on December 22nd at 1AM as George Washington planned to defeat the British on or 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-Ngz0XcJmmlq7UVkVd9Nqaj34i6OB8Flwj4dx5xnt6nkzDbkcmlIPcLULzAT4pZ79wbn-Suqgv9UJJK61pRj88OdVqo0IBQKN66lBLowY08dgd1d0EywutCl_apaUGxVoB-1vRRRiRi7ls3ugD9n5JTD1LtWfr8duT1w&s=2
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around Christmas. https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi -- The official post announced the live podcast reveal date to be uploaded on 

December 26th at 1AM, the time Washington decided to cross the Delaware. The podcast was a message to Nikola Tesla's Jedi's of

truth, free energy, curing disease with unlimited potential; without the destruction of anyting and an extension of Eisenhower's 

farewell address that prediction the continued use of #fear and even the #invisible and #jedi #mind #tricks by the Scientific 

Technocratic Elite for the Military Industrial Complex; as weapons against you. The Facebook icon has the message "Tesla Strikes-

Back". Within a day, by December 24th, was the date the alleged "doctor" found HEL1. He announced it to the press on December 

26th, just after the release of the podcast and the 33K personal invitations to the Facebook page. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_the_2019–20_coronavirus_outbreak_in_December_2019_–_January_2020 -- Most #SARS

Coronavirus in fact gets infected and transmitted by hospital staff; well known as early as this March 2003 report where 200 hospital 

staff get SARS and spread it to patients. https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3323223/ 2) By December 30th at 5AM, the press

reports the #Tesla #Gigafactory #Shanghai is at 1000 but approved soon for 3,000 cars per day. https://cnbc.com/2019/12/30/tesla-

shanghai-factory-is-reportedly-making-1000-model-3s-per-week.html 2b) The Coronavirus Timeline starts the day of December 

30th, the doctor went public about the alleged Coronavirus. On the evening of 30 December 2019, an The Wuhan local health 

authority issued "urgent notice on the treatment of pneumonia of #unknown #cause". It was initially reported to the WHO on 

December 31, 2019. The 2 for 1 to stop Tesla & Nikola Tesla & the Jedi. If you didn't know this was a #hoax by now, your stupid! 

Tesla Leaks Original Sep 16, 2015: Nikola Tesla's Missing Files as the Scientific Technocratic Elite in Eisenhower's Speech 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg --

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 5, 2020, 9:52 PM

Rise of the Jedi Podcastfacebook.com

Tesla Leaks, with time & date stamps, predicted 2 staged #hoaxes before they happened of 1000's over 10 years; even better than 

#Nastradamous 1) #Coronavirus #HEL1 hoax was as a response to the announcement to our 33K subscribers of the upcoming 

"Rise of the Jedi Podcast" FB page started on December 22nd at 1AM as George Washington planned to defeat the British on or 

around Christmas. https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi -- The official post announced the live podcast reveal date to be uploaded on 

December 26th at 1AM, the time Washington decided to cross the Delaware. The podcast was a message to Nikola Tesla's Jedi's of

truth, free energy, curing disease with unlimited potential; without the destruction of anyting and an extension of Eisenhower's 

farewell address that prediction the continued use of #fear and even the #invisible and #jedi #mind #tricks by the Scientific 

Technocratic Elite for the Military Industrial Complex; as weapons against you. The Facebook icon has the message "Tesla Strikes-

Back". Within a day, by December 24th, was the date the alleged "doctor" found HEL1. He announced it to the press on December 

26th, just after the release of the podcast and the 33K personal invitations to the Facebook page. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_the_2019–20_coronavirus_outbreak_in_December_2019_–_January_2020 -- Most #SARS

Coronavirus in fact gets infected and transmitted by hospital staff; well known as early as this March 2003 report where 200 hospital 

staff get SARS and spread it to patients. https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3323223/ 2) By December 30th at 5AM, the press

reports the #Tesla #Gigafactory #Shanghai is at 1000 but approved soon for 3,000 cars per day. https://cnbc.com/2019/12/30/tesla-

shanghai-factory-is-reportedly-making-1000-model-3s-per-week.html 2b) The Coronavirus Timeline starts the day of December 

30th, the doctor went public about the alleged Coronavirus. On the evening of 30 December 2019, an The Wuhan local health 

authority issued "urgent notice on the treatment of pneumonia of #unknown #cause". It was initially reported to the WHO on 

December 31, 2019. The 2 for 1 to stop Tesla & Nikola Tesla & the Jedi. If you didn't know this was a #hoax by now, your stupid! 

Tesla Leaks Original Sep 16, 2015: Nikola Tesla's Missing Files as the Scientific Technocratic Elite in Eisenhower's Speech 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg --

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Updated Mar 5, 2020, 9:40 PM

Mar 5, 2020, 9:40 PM

Chris Edwards posted in Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

Tesla Leaks, with time & date stamps, predicted 2 staged #hoaxes before they happened of 1000's over 10 years; even better than 

#Nastradamous 1) #Coronavirus #HEL1 hoax was as a response to the announcement to our 33K subscribers of the upcoming 

"Rise of the Jedi Podcast" FB page started on December 22nd at 1AM as George Washington planned to defeat the British on or 

around Christmas. https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi -- The official post announced the live podcast reveal date to be uploaded on 
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December 26th at 1AM, the time Washington decided to cross the Delaware. The podcast was a message to Nikola Tesla's Jedi's of

truth, free energy, curing disease with unlimited potential; without the destruction of anyting and an extension of Eisenhower's 

farewell address that prediction the continued use of #fear and even the #invisible and #jedi #mind #tricks by the Scientific 

Technocratic Elite for the Military Industrial Complex; as weapons against you. The Facebook icon has the message "Tesla Strikes-

Back". Within a day, by December 24th, was the date the alleged "doctor" found HEL1. He announced it to the press on December 

26th, just after the release of the podcast and the 33K personal invitations to the Facebook page. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_the_2019%E2%80%9320_coronavirus_outbreak_in_December_2019_

%E2%80%93_January_2020 -- Most #SARS Coronavirus in fact gets infected and transmitted by hospital staff; well known as early 

as this March 2003 report where 200 hospital staff get SARS and spread it to patients. 

https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3323223/ 2) By December 30th at 5AM, the press reports the #Tesla #Gigafactory 

#Shanghai is at 1000 but approved soon for 3,000 cars per day. https://cnbc.com/2019/12/30/tesla-shanghai-factory-is-reportedly-

making-1000-model-3s-per-week.html 2b) The Coronavirus Timeline starts the day of December 30th, the doctor went public about 

the alleged Coronavirus. On the evening of 30 December 2019, an The Wuhan local health authority issued "urgent notice on the 

treatment of pneumonia of #unknown #cause". It was initially reported to the WHO on December 31, 2019. The 2 for 1 to stop Tesla 

& Nikola Tesla & the Jedi. If you didn't know this was a #hoax by now, your stupid! Tesla Leaks Original Sep 16, 2015: Nikola 

Tesla's Missing Files as the Scientific Technocratic Elite in Eisenhower's Speech https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg -- 

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
Tesla Leaks, with time & date stamps, predicted 2 staged #hoaxes before they happened of 1000's over 10 years; even better than 

#Nastradamous 1) #Coronavirus #HEL1 hoax was as a response to the announcement to our 33K subscribers of the upcoming 

"Rise of the Jedi Podcast" FB page started on December 22nd at 1AM as George Washington planned to defeat the British on or 

around Christmas. https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi -- The official post announced the live podcast reveal date to be uploaded on 

December 26th at 1AM, the time Washington decided to cross the Delaware. The podcast was a message to Nikola Tesla's Jedi's of

truth, free energy, curing disease with unlimited potential; without the destruction of anyting and an extension of Eisenhower's 

farewell address that prediction the continued use of #fear and even the #invisible and #jedi #mind #tricks by the Scientific 

Technocratic Elite for the Military Industrial Complex; as weapons against you. The Facebook icon has the message "Tesla Strikes-

Back". Within a day, by December 24th, was the date the alleged "doctor" found HEL1. He announced it to the press on December 

26th, just after the release of the podcast and the 33K personal invitations to the Facebook page. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_the_2019–20_coronavirus_outbreak_in_December_2019_–_January_2020 -- Most #SARS

Coronavirus in fact gets infected and transmitted by hospital staff; well known as early as this March 2003 report where 200 hospital 

staff get SARS and spread it to patients. https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3323223/ 2) By December 30th at 5AM, the press

reports the #Tesla #Gigafactory #Shanghai is at 1000 but approved soon for 3,000 cars per day. https://cnbc.com/2019/12/30/tesla-

shanghai-factory-is-reportedly-making-1000-model-3s-per-week.html 2b) The Coronavirus Timeline starts the day of December 

30th, the doctor went public about the alleged Coronavirus. On the evening of 30 December 2019, an The Wuhan local health 

authority issued "urgent notice on the treatment of pneumonia of #unknown #cause". It was initially reported to the WHO on 

December 31, 2019. The 2 for 1 to stop Tesla & Nikola Tesla & the Jedi. If you didn't know this was a #hoax by now, your stupid! 

Tesla Leaks Original Sep 16, 2015: Nikola Tesla's Missing Files as the Scientific Technocratic Elite in Eisenhower's Speech 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg -- 

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 5, 2020, 9:31 PM

Tesla Leaks, with time & date stamps, predicted 2 staged #hoaxes before they happened of 1000's over 10 years; even better than 

#Nastradamous 1) #Coronavirus #HEL1 hoax was as a response to the announcement to our 33K subscribers of the upcoming 

"Rise of the Jedi Podcast" FB page started on December 22nd at 1AM as George Washington planned to defeat the British on or 

around Christmas. https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi -- The official post announced the live podcast reveal date to be uploaded on 

December 26th at 1AM, the time Washington decided to cross the Delaware. The podcast was a message to Nikola Tesla's Jedi's of

truth, free energy, curing disease with unlimited potential; without the destruction of anyting and an extension of Eisenhower's 

farewell address that prediction the continued use of #fear and even the #invisible and #jedi #mind #tricks by the Scientific 

Technocratic Elite for the Military Industrial Complex; as weapons against you. The Facebook icon has the message "Tesla Strikes-

Back". Within a day, by December 24th, was the date the alleged "doctor" found HEL1. He announced it to the press on December 

26th, just after the release of the podcast and the 33K personal invitations to the Facebook page. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_the_2019–20_coronavirus_outbreak_in_December_2019_–_January_2020 -- Most #SARS

Coronavirus in fact gets infected and transmitted by hospital staff; well known as early as this March 2003 report where 200 hospital 

staff get SARS and spread it to patients. https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3323223/ 2) By December 30th at 5AM, the press

https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3323223/
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reports the #Tesla #Gigafactory #Shanghai is at 1000 but approved soon for 3,000 cars per day. https://cnbc.com/2019/12/30/tesla-

shanghai-factory-is-reportedly-making-1000-model-3s-per-week.html 2b) The Coronavirus Timeline starts the day of December 

30th, the doctor went public about the alleged Coronavirus. On the evening of 30 December 2019, an The Wuhan local health 

authority issued "urgent notice on the treatment of pneumonia of #unknown #cause". It was initially reported to the WHO on 

December 31, 2019. January 29th 2020 Tesla temporarily closes Shanghai factory over coronavirus. February 4-5th 2020, Tesla 

stock rises 40% in 2 days. February 5th, the alleged Coronavirus doctor dies. February 6th 2020 Tesla temporarily closes China 

stores amid coronavirus fears. February 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks launches the Earth-Battery Day 

Report: .https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-

2020/1667474476723637/ -- February 18th 2020 Stocks & Apple fall on Conronavirus "worst is yet to come". The 2 for 1 to stop 

Tesla & Nikola Tesla & the Jedi. If you didn't know this was a #hoax by now, your stupid! Tesla Leaks Original Sep 16, 2015: Nikola 

Tesla's Missing Files as the Scientific Technocratic Elite in Eisenhower's Speech https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg --

Updated Mar 5, 2020, 9:26 PM

Mar 5, 2020, 9:26 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Rise of the Jedi Podcastfacebook.com

Tesla Leaks, with time & date stamps, predicted 2 staged #hoaxes before they happened of 1000's over 10 years; even better than 

#Nastradamous

1) #Coronavirus #HEL1 hoax was as a response to the announcement to our 33K subscribers of the upcoming "Rise of the Jedi 

Podcast" FB page started on December 22nd at 1AM as George Washington planned to defeat the British on or around Christmas. 

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

The official post announced the live podcast reveal date to be uploaded on December 26th at 1AM, the time Washington decided to 

cross the Delaware. The podcast was a message to Nikola Tesla's Jedi's of truth, free energy, curing disease with unlimited 

potential; without the destruction of anyting and an extension of Eisenhower's farewell address that prediction the continued use of 

#fear and even the #invisible and #jedi #mind #tricks by the Scientific Technocratic Elite for the Military Industrial Complex; as 

weapons against you. The Facebook icon has the message "Tesla Strikes-Back".

Within a day, by December 24th, was the date the alleged "doctor" found HEL1. He announced it to the press on December 26th, 

just after the release of the podcast and the 33K personal invitations to the Facebook page. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_the_2019–20_coronavirus_outbreak_in_December_2019_–_January_2020

December 26 2019 Tesla files patent for “Dioxazolones and Nitrile Sulfites As Electrolyte Additives for Lithium-Ion Batteries” towards

Million Mile Battery. December 30th, 2019 Forbes reports on it. [https://forbes.com/sites/arielcohen/2020/12/30/teslas-new-lithium-

ion-patent-brings-company-closer-to-promised-1-million-mile-battery/#209aa7f933e3]

(https://www.forbes.com/sites/arielcohen/2020/12/30/teslas-new-lithium-ion-patent-brings-company-closer-to-promised-1-million-

mile-battery/#209aa7f933e3) -- Most #SARS Coronavirus in fact gets infected and transmitted by hospital staff; well known as early 

as this March 2003 report where 200 hospital staff get SARS and spread it to patients. 

https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3323223/

2) By December 30th at 5AM, the press reports the #Tesla #Gigafactory #Shanghai is at 1000 but approved soon for 3,000 cars per 

day. https://cnbc.com/2019/12/30/tesla-shanghai-factory-is-reportedly-making-1000-model-3s-per-week.html

2b) The Coronavirus Timeline starts the day of December 30th, the doctor went public about the alleged Coronavirus. On the 

evening of 30 December 2019, an The Wuhan local health authority issued "urgent notice on the treatment of pneumonia of 

#unknown #cause". It was initially reported to the WHO on December 31, 2019. By January 29th 2020 [Tesla temporarily closes 

Shanghai factory over coronavirus](https://techcrunch.com/2020/01/29/tesla-closes-shanghai-factory-over-coronavirus-concerns/). 

January 7th Coronavirus HEl1 gets a name "Covid-19"; "a variation of a previous Corona". 

February 4-5th 2020, Tesla stock rises 40% in 2 days. 

February 5th, the alleged Coronavirus doctor dies.
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February 6th 2020 [Tesla temporarily closes China stores amid coronavirus fears](https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/06/tesla-

temporarily-closes-china-stores-amid-virus-fears.html).

The next day, February 7th, [U.S. states quarantine passengers under Trump](https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-health-usa-

quarantine/u-s-states-quarantine-handful-of-passengers-under-trump-coronavirus-screening-idUSKBN202027)'s use of PD-51 and 

HR645. 

February 17th 2020 Tesla Leaks launches the Earth-Battery Day Report: [https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-

wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-2020/1667474476723637/]

(https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-april-1st-

2020/1667474476723637/)

February 18th 2020 Stocks & Apple fall on Conronavirus "worst is yet to come".

February 29th 2020 Trump [Launches Coronavirus Task Force](https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-launches-coronavirus-task-

force) with gas station owner Mike Pence 

March 2nd-3rd 2020 The FDA allows rapid phony testing for phony virus and phony vaccine with real live virus and nano organic 

mercury

The 2 for 1 to stop Tesla & Nikola Tesla & the Jedi. If you didn't know this was a #hoax by now, your stupid! Tesla 

Leaks Original Sep 16, 2015: Nikola Tesla's Missing Files as the Scientific Technocratic Elite in Eisenhower's Speech 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg --

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 5, 2020, 9:25 PM

March 5th 2020 "Thank You Taliban" - Donald Trump -- Sep 19, 2019 A Taliban car bomb killed and wounded dozens of people 

in ... Insurgents have also attacked power-transmission lines https://wsj.com/articles/taliban-bombing-flattens-hospital-kills-at-least-

15-in-afghanistan-11568887954 Jul 23, 2016 Afghanistan blast: At least 61 killed at protest for a power line plan 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=zvn2GhVuKaY Jul 8, 2008 Suicide Car Blast Kills 41 in Afghan Capital for power lines from their 

hydroelectric plants https://nytimes.com/2008/07/08/world/asia/08afghanistan.html

Updated Mar 5, 2020, 1:55 PM

Mar 5, 2020, 1:55 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://wsj.com/articles/taliban-bombing-flattens-hospital-kills-at-least-15-in-afghanistan-11568887954

March 5th 2020 "Thank You Taliban" - Donald Trump -- Sep 19, 2019 A Taliban car bomb killed and wounded dozens of people 

in ... Insurgents have also attacked power-transmission lines https://wsj.com/articles/taliban-bombing-flattens-hospital-kills-at-least-

15-in-afghanistan-11568887954 Jul 23, 2016 Afghanistan blast: At least 61 killed at protest for a power line plan 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=zvn2GhVuKaY Jul 8, 2008 Suicide Car Blast Kills 41 in Afghan Capital for power lines from their 

hydroelectric plants https://nytimes.com/2008/07/08/world/asia/08afghanistan.html

Mar 5, 2020, 1:54 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NIKOLA TESLA » L'ENERGIA CHE NON CONOSCI.

March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 

-- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?

v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of 

Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 5, 2020, 12:32 PM

https://nature.com/articles/d41586-020-00154-w

March 5th 2020 #hoax Drugs that treat the HIV #hoax and Ebola #hoax being rapidly tested on morons. "There is no approved 

treatments for diseases caused by HEL1", nor is there a treatment for a virus, other than giving you the live virus. Enjoy! 

https://nature.com/articles/d41586-020-00154-w

Updated Mar 5, 2020, 11:29 AM
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Mar 5, 2020, 11:29 AM

Repost: Debt-Notes are not "Money", by definition. Negative rates means the Fed pays you to "take it"! ""The notes are then put into

circulation by the Federal Reserve Banks,[3] at which point they become liabilities of the Federal Reserve Banks[4] and obligations 

of the United States.[2]"" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Reserve_Note -- March 4th 2020 The Fed might have to cut interest 

rates all the way to zero https://cnn.com/2020/03/04/investing/fed-rate-cut-zero-coronavirus/index.html -- Or Below Zero 

https://barrons.com/articles/could-treasury-yields-fall-below-zero-its-possible-51583342510

Updated Mar 5, 2020, 10:43 AM

Mar 5, 2020, 10:43 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Reserve_Note

Repost: Debt-Notes are not "Money", by definition. Negative rates means the Fed pays you to "take it"! ""The notes are then put into

circulation by the Federal Reserve Banks,[[3]](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Reserve_Note#cite_note-3) at which point they 

become #liabilities of the Federal Reserve Banks[[4]](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Reserve_Note#cite_note-4) and 

#obligations of the United States.[[2]](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Reserve_Note#cite_note-Section_411-2)"" 

[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Reserve_Note](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Reserve_Note) -- March 4th 2020 The 

Fed might have to cut interest rates all the way to zero [https://cnn.com/2020/03/04/investing/fed-rate-cut-zero-

coronavirus/index.html](https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/04/investing/fed-rate-cut-zero-coronavirus/index.html) -- Or Below Zero 

[https://barrons.com/articles/could-treasury-yields-fall-below-zero-its-possible-51583342510](https://www.barrons.com/articles/could-

treasury-yields-fall-below-zero-its-possible-51583342510)

Mar 5, 2020, 10:42 AM

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-04/los-angeles-county-declares-coronavirus-emergency-6-new-cases

March 5 2020 #hoax Again, the Coronavirus "pops out of nowhere" in the middle of the Ocean, without any contact with anyone. 

Because she was "linked" to the HEL1. Is "linked" proof?? The "acting" Governor will waste $8 Billion on your phony hoax. 

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-04/los-angeles-county-declares-coronavirus-emergency-6-new-cases

Updated Mar 5, 2020, 10:34 AM

Mar 5, 2020, 10:34 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Club Chicago.

March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 

-- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?

v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of 

Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 4, 2020, 10:12 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Fan Club.

March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 

-- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?

v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of 

Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 4, 2020, 10:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Australia.

March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 

-- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?

v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of 

Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 4, 2020, 7:51 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NIKOLA TESLA-Free Energy -Tartaria.

March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 

-- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?

v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of 

Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 4, 2020, 6:29 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Club Toronto.

March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 

-- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?

https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro
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v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of 

Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 4, 2020, 6:27 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Barcelona.

March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 

-- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?

v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of 

Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 4, 2020, 6:26 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Fan Club A.K.A. Edison sucks donkey balls.

March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 

-- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?

v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of 

Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 4, 2020, 6:26 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.

March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 

-- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?

v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of 

Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 4, 2020, 6:21 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla.

March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 

-- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?

v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of 

Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 4, 2020, 6:21 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group:        .Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоокМи смо ТЕСЛИН НАРОД
March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 

-- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?

v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of 

Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 4, 2020, 6:20 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NIKOLA TESLA.

March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 

-- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?

v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of 

Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 4, 2020, 6:20 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group:      Nikola Tesla Klub FaceBook Beograd.Никола Тесла Клуб ФацеБоок Београд
March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 

-- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?

v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of 

Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 4, 2020, 6:19 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Istraživa ki centar Nikola Tesla.č
March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 

-- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?

v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of 

Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 4, 2020, 6:18 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.

March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 
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-- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?

v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of 

Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 4, 2020, 6:18 PM

March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8 

-- The last person to have his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?

v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of 

Japanese people being held in concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Updated Mar 4, 2020, 6:12 PM

Mar 4, 2020, 6:12 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=AmWFinqBAO8

March 4th 2020 The Tesla (Missing) Files Part 1: Without a Trace - Full Episode | HISTORY https://youtube.com/watch?

v=AmWFinqBAO8 -- The Tesla-Corona Files: The Colorado Experiment Part 2 -- The Tesla Files Part 3: Tesla's Infamous Tower 

[https://youtube.com/watch?v=z7s5CcgOJjs](https://youtube.com/watch?

v=z7s5CcgOJjs&fbclid=IwAR1z3WRvrU50_2JRda4Dy4O4g1pnnqbFavhOQAzrmHYvXjCm7M2Y9AyuUZM) -- The Tesla Files: 

Secret Weapons for the U.S. Military Part 4 [https://youtube.com/watch?v=HC_innBfhc4](https://youtube.com/watch?

v=HC_innBfhc4&fbclid=IwAR24Yn75lD7gXm_1v2YSFHFgB-JyIdJcpUNo0Urayum2OfmIKvMuEF7OLCk) -- The last person to have 

his dirty hands on Tesla's property was John G Trump - Tesla FBI File https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro -- The office of 

Alien Property was run by a Trump relative in 1943. Trump was able to sieze the property of Japanese people being held in 

concentration camps. https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Mar 4, 2020, 6:12 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Conspiracy Talk.

March 4th 2020 Is Trump the same Terrorist as the Taliban? https://apnews.com/e142c8d18406fb270ccb2c0cb0872a0a -- March 

3rd 2020, Trump blocks Ethiopia out of the Grand Renaissance Dam negotiations -- https://bbc.com/news/world-africa-51728405 -- 

The Taliban and Republicans have been blowing up your free energy, free water, free irrigation, steel smelting, gas production, 

demand response, backup power dams in every country for over 50 years. https://google.com/search&q=taliban+dams

Mar 4, 2020, 12:19 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy FACT.

March 4th 2020 Is Trump the same Terrorist as the Taliban? https://apnews.com/e142c8d18406fb270ccb2c0cb0872a0a -- March 

3rd 2020, Trump blocks Ethiopia out of the Grand Renaissance Dam negotiations -- https://bbc.com/news/world-africa-51728405 -- 

The Taliban and Republicans have been blowing up your free energy, free water, free irrigation, steel smelting, gas production, 

demand response, backup power dams in every country for over 50 years. https://google.com/search&q=taliban+dams

Mar 4, 2020, 12:19 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.

March 4th 2020 Is Trump the same Terrorist as the Taliban? https://apnews.com/e142c8d18406fb270ccb2c0cb0872a0a -- March 

3rd 2020, Trump blocks Ethiopia out of the Grand Renaissance Dam negotiations -- https://bbc.com/news/world-africa-51728405 -- 

The Taliban and Republicans have been blowing up your free energy, free water, free irrigation, steel smelting, gas production, 

demand response, backup power dams in every country for over 50 years. https://google.com/search&q=taliban+dams

Mar 4, 2020, 12:18 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Theory.

March 4th 2020 Is Trump the same Terrorist as the Taliban? https://apnews.com/e142c8d18406fb270ccb2c0cb0872a0a -- March 

3rd 2020, Trump blocks Ethiopia out of the Grand Renaissance Dam negotiations -- https://bbc.com/news/world-africa-51728405 -- 

The Taliban and Republicans have been blowing up your free energy, free water, free irrigation, steel smelting, gas production, 

demand response, backup power dams in every country for over 50 years. https://google.com/search&q=taliban+dams

Mar 4, 2020, 12:18 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: FALSE FLAGS/ CONSPIRACY INTERNATIONAL.

March 4th 2020 Is Trump the same Terrorist as the Taliban? https://apnews.com/e142c8d18406fb270ccb2c0cb0872a0a -- March 

3rd 2020, Trump blocks Ethiopia out of the Grand Renaissance Dam negotiations -- https://bbc.com/news/world-africa-51728405 -- 

The Taliban and Republicans have been blowing up your free energy, free water, free irrigation, steel smelting, gas production, 

demand response, backup power dams in every country for over 50 years. https://google.com/search&q=taliban+dams

Mar 4, 2020, 12:17 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Fight Like A Black Sheep.
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March 4th 2020 Is Trump the same Terrorist as the Taliban? https://apnews.com/e142c8d18406fb270ccb2c0cb0872a0a -- March 

3rd 2020, Trump blocks Ethiopia out of the Grand Renaissance Dam negotiations -- https://bbc.com/news/world-africa-51728405 -- 

The Taliban and Republicans have been blowing up your free energy, free water, free irrigation, steel smelting, gas production, 

demand response, backup power dams in every country for over 50 years. https://google.com/search&q=taliban+dams

Mar 4, 2020, 12:17 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Research.

March 4th 2020 Is Trump the same Terrorist as the Taliban? https://apnews.com/e142c8d18406fb270ccb2c0cb0872a0a -- March 

3rd 2020, Trump blocks Ethiopia out of the Grand Renaissance Dam negotiations -- https://bbc.com/news/world-africa-51728405 -- 

The Taliban and Republicans have been blowing up your free energy, free water, free irrigation, steel smelting, gas production, 

demand response, backup power dams in every country for over 50 years. https://google.com/search&q=taliban+dams

Mar 4, 2020, 12:16 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Hackers.

March 4th 2020 Is Trump the same Terrorist as the Taliban? https://apnews.com/e142c8d18406fb270ccb2c0cb0872a0a -- March 

3rd 2020, Trump blocks Ethiopia out of the Grand Renaissance Dam negotiations -- https://bbc.com/news/world-africa-51728405 -- 

The Taliban and Republicans have been blowing up your free energy, free water, free irrigation, steel smelting, gas production, 

demand response, backup power dams in every country for over 50 years. https://google.com/search&q=taliban+dams

Mar 4, 2020, 12:16 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Revealed.

March 4th 2020 Is Trump the same Terrorist as the Taliban? https://apnews.com/e142c8d18406fb270ccb2c0cb0872a0a -- March 

3rd 2020, Trump blocks Ethiopia out of the Grand Renaissance Dam negotiations -- https://bbc.com/news/world-africa-51728405 -- 

The Taliban and Republicans have been blowing up your free energy, free water, free irrigation, steel smelting, gas production, 

demand response, backup power dams in every country for over 50 years. https://google.com/search&q=taliban+dams

Mar 4, 2020, 12:15 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy.

March 4th 2020 Is Trump the same Terrorist as the Taliban? https://apnews.com/e142c8d18406fb270ccb2c0cb0872a0a -- March 

3rd 2020, Trump blocks Ethiopia out of the Grand Renaissance Dam negotiations -- https://bbc.com/news/world-africa-51728405 -- 

The Taliban and Republicans have been blowing up your free energy, free water, free irrigation, steel smelting, gas production, 

demand response, backup power dams in every country for over 50 years. https://google.com/search&q=taliban+dams

Mar 4, 2020, 12:15 PM

March 4th 2020 Is Trump the same Terrorist as the Taliban? https://apnews.com/e142c8d18406fb270ccb2c0cb0872a0a -- March 

3rd 2020, Trump blocks Ethiopia out of the Grand Renaissance Dam negotiations -- https://bbc.com/news/world-africa-51728405 -- 

The Taliban and Republicans have been blowing up your free energy, free water, free irrigation, steel smelting, gas production, 

demand response, backup power dams in every country for over 50 years. https://google.com/search&q=taliban+dams

Updated Mar 4, 2020, 12:05 PM

Mar 4, 2020, 12:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://apnews.com/e142c8d18406fb270ccb2c0cb0872a0a

March 4th 2020 Is Trump the same Terrorist as the Taliban? https://apnews.com/e142c8d18406fb270ccb2c0cb0872a0a -- March 

3rd 2020, Trump blocks Ethiopia out of the Grand Renaissance Dam negotiations -- https://bbc.com/news/world-africa-51728405 -- 

The Taliban and Republicans have been blowing up your free energy, free water, free irrigation, steel smelting, gas production, 

demand response, backup power dams in every country for over 50 years. https://google.com/search&q=taliban+dams

Mar 4, 2020, 12:05 PM

March 2nd 2020 #HEL1 The present outbreak of a coronavirus-associated acute respiratory nsp13-HEL1 core 

https://nature.com/articles/s41564-020-0695-z -- ((HEL1 pronounced "Hell One")) Coronavirus HEL1 manufactured in the Lab? The 

Nidoviruses: (Coronaviruses and Arteriviruses) edited by Ehud Lavi, Susan R. Weiss, Susan T. Hingley 2012 

https://books.google.com/books?id=AvLlBwAAQBAJ&pg=PA704&lpg=PA704&dq=HEL1

Updated Mar 3, 2020, 6:14 PM

Mar 3, 2020, 6:14 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://nature.com/articles/s41564-020-0695-z

March 2nd 2020 #HEL1 The present outbreak of a coronavirus-associated acute respiratory nsp13-HEL1 core 

https://nature.com/articles/s41564-020-0695-z -- ((HEL1 pronounced "Hell One")) Coronavirus HEL1 manufactured in the Lab? The 

Nidoviruses: (Coronaviruses and Arteriviruses) edited by Ehud Lavi, Susan R. Weiss, Susan T. Hingley 2012 

https://nature.com/articles/s41564-020-0695-z
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https://books.google.com/books?id=AvLlBwAAQBAJ&pg=PA704&lpg=PA704&dq=HEL1

Mar 3, 2020, 6:10 PM

Jun 11, 2019 - Synthesis of Single Crystal (MICA) by Jeff Dahn: https://wired.com/story/tesla-may-soon-have-a-battery-that-can-last-

a-million-miles/ -- Page Not Found: https://iopscience.iop.org/partner/ecs/content/166/10/A1956.abstract --Chris Edwards met Jeff 

Dahn at the Solar Power International 3M Booth in 2014. I spoke to everyone at the conference about Nikola Tesla, even 

SunEdison. There, I told Dahn about Nikola Tesla's patents for wound coil capacitors and other patents. Only 1 person at the entire 

convention knew any patent of Nikola Tesla. The one person knew about the November 5th 1901 AURE patent using Mica, but 

knew nothing about it. At the conference, only 1 company produced thin-film solar, for toys. By July 9th 2015, Tesla Leaks published

the Renewable Energy Treatise describing all types of solar technology. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-

energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard -- November 2014 Treatise on AURE: 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html?view=flipcard

Updated Mar 3, 2020, 5:45 PM

Mar 3, 2020, 5:45 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.wired.com/story/tesla-may-soon-have-a-battery-that-can-last-a-million-miles/

Jun 11, 2019 - Synthesis of Single Crystal (MICA) by Jeff Dahn: https://wired.com/story/tesla-may-soon-have-a-battery-that-can-last-

a-million-miles/ -- Page Not Found: https://iopscience.iop.org/partner/ecs/content/166/10/A1956.abstract --Chris Edwards met Jeff 

Dahn at the Solar Power International 3M Booth in 2014. I spoke to everyone at the conference about Nikola Tesla, even 

SunEdison. There, I told Dahn about Nikola Tesla's patents for wound coil capacitors and other patents. Only 1 person at the entire 

convention knew any patent of Nikola Tesla. The one person knew about the November 5th 1901 AURE patent using Mica, but 

knew nothing about it. At the conference, only 1 company produced thin-film solar, for toys. By July 9th 2015, Tesla Leaks published

the Renewable Energy Treatise describing all types of solar technology. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-

energy-harvesting-night-time.html?view=flipcard -- November 2014 Treatise on AURE: 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html?view=flipcard

Mar 3, 2020, 5:45 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Writers: Science Fiction/Fantasy/Horror Networking.

#viral #video March 2nd 2020 Tesla Invented Something So Strange, We Still Don't Fully Understand It! Tesla Leaks has published 

evidence the Wardenclyffe Tower site was still in operation in 1907-1908. After his announcement of "Tuned Lightning" in March 

1907, after JP Morgan stages the great banking panic of 1907 that Bankrupt Westinghouse and Tesla and in 1908 for Tunguska. 

Since Aliens and Meteors from "Space" is not the source, then we know that Nikola Tesla probably did it. This video also agrees 

with the sources that admit Tesla was using parameters of the Earth that were provided by the "officals" and that his wireless system

is electro-static in nature and not hertzean electromagnetic waves. Tesla's Death Ray was quoted as being by "Electro-staic 

repulsion" - Nikola Tesla "Any electromagnetic effect is to be minimized at the receiver" paraphrasing Nikola Tesla 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qPq704m3iMc

Mar 3, 2020, 8:40 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qPq704m3iMc

#viral #video March 2nd 2020 Tesla Invented Something So Strange, We Still Don't Fully Understand It! Tesla Leaks has published 

evidence the Wardenclyffe Tower site was still in operation in 1907-1908. After his announcement of "Tuned Lightning" in March 

1907, after JP Morgan stages the great banking panic of 1907 that Bankrupt Westinghouse and Tesla and in 1908 for Tunguska. 

Since Aliens and Meteors from "Space" is not the source, then we know that Nikola Tesla more likely did it. This video also agrees 

with the sources that admit Tesla was using parameters of the Earth that were provided by the "officals" and that his wireless system

is electro-static in nature and not hertzean electromagnetic waves. Tesla's Death Ray was quoted as being by "Electro-staic 

repulsion" - Nikola Tesla "Any electromagnetic effect is to be minimized at the receiver" paraphrasing Nikola Tesla 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qPq704m3iMc

Mar 2, 2020, 10:12 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Knowledge and Wonders of Science with Brian Cox and Neil Degrasse Tyson ?.

#viral #video March 2nd 2020 Tesla Invented Something So Strange, We Still Don't Fully Understand It! Tesla Leaks has published 

evidence the Wardenclyffe Tower site was still in operation in 1907-1908. After his announcement of "Tuned Lightning" in March 

1907, after JP Morgan stages the great banking panic of 1907 that Bankrupt Westinghouse and Tesla and in 1908 for Tunguska. 

Since Aliens and Meteors from "Space" is not the source, then we know that Nikola Tesla probably did it. This video also agrees 

with the sources that admit Tesla was using parameters of the Earth that were provided by the "officals" and that his wireless system

is electro-static in nature and not hertzean electromagnetic waves. Tesla's Death Ray was quoted as being by "Electro-staic 
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repulsion" - Nikola Tesla "Any electromagnetic effect is to be minimized at the receiver" paraphrasing Nikola Tesla 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qPq704m3iMc

Mar 2, 2020, 8:59 PM

Nikola Tesla's inventions used prior to the invention and used today for superconductive electromagnetic trains. 1) Levitation by 

Magnetic Repulsion 2) Tesla Coil 3) A/C Generator 4) Superconductive gasses 4) Traveling Waves & Standing Waves 5) Non-

radiative power transfer https://youtube.com/watch?v=OI_HFnNTfyU

Updated Mar 2, 2020, 8:42 PM

Mar 2, 2020, 8:42 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=OI_HFnNTfyU

Nikola Tesla's inventions used prior to the invention and used today for superconductive electromagnetic trains. 1) Levitation by 

Magnetic Repulsion 2) Tesla Coil 3) A/C Generator 4) Superconductive gasses 5) Traveling Waves & Standing Waves 6) Non-

radiative power transfer https://youtube.com/watch?v=OI_HFnNTfyU

Mar 2, 2020, 8:42 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: The Tesla Science Foundation .пријатељи
#viral #video March 2nd 2020 Tesla Invented Something So Strange, We Still Don't Fully Understand It! Tesla Leaks has published 

evidence the Wardenclyffe Tower site was still in operation in 1907-1908. After his announcement of "Tuned Lightning" in March 

1907, after JP Morgan stages the great banking panic of 1907 that Bankrupt Westinghouse and Tesla and in 1908 for Tunguska. 

Since Aliens and Meteors from "Space" is not the source, then we know that Nikola Tesla probably did it. This video also agrees 

with the sources that admit Tesla was using parameters of the Earth that were provided by the "officals" and that his wireless system

is electro-static in nature and not hertzean electromagnetic waves. Tesla's Death Ray was quoted as being by "Electro-staic 

repulsion" - Nikola Tesla "Any electromagnetic effect is to be minimized at the receiver" paraphrasing Nikola Tesla 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qPq704m3iMc

Mar 2, 2020, 7:07 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.

#viral #video March 2nd 2020 Tesla Invented Something So Strange, We Still Don't Fully Understand It! Tesla Leaks has published 

evidence the Wardenclyffe Tower site was still in operation in 1907-1908. After his announcement of "Tuned Lightning" in March 

1907, after JP Morgan stages the great banking panic of 1907 that Bankrupt Westinghouse and Tesla and in 1908 for Tunguska. 

Since Aliens and Meteors from "Space" is not the source, then we know that Nikola Tesla probably did it. This video also agrees 

with the sources that admit Tesla was using parameters of the Earth that were provided by the "officals" and that his wireless system

is electro-static in nature and not hertzean electromagnetic waves. Tesla's Death Ray was quoted as being by "Electro-staic 

repulsion" - Nikola Tesla "Any electromagnetic effect is to be minimized at the receiver" paraphrasing Nikola Tesla 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qPq704m3iMc

Mar 2, 2020, 7:06 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).

#viral #video March 2nd 2020 Tesla Invented Something So Strange, We Still Don't Fully Understand It! Tesla Leaks has published 

evidence the Wardenclyffe Tower site was still in operation in 1907-1908. After his announcement of "Tuned Lightning" in March 

1907, after JP Morgan stages the great banking panic of 1907 that Bankrupt Westinghouse and Tesla and in 1908 for Tunguska. 

Since Aliens and Meteors from "Space" is a hoax, then we know that Nikola Tesla probably did it. This video also agrees with the 

sources that admit Tesla was using parameters of the Earth that were provided by the "officals" and that his wireless system is 

electro-static in nature and not hertzean electromagnetic waves. Tesla's Death Ray was quoted as being by "Electro-staic repulsion"

- Nikola Tesla "Any electromagnetic effect is to be minimized at the receiver" paraphrasing Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?

v=qPq704m3iMc

Mar 2, 2020, 7:04 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change: Science, Mitigation & Adaptation.

#viral #video March 2nd 2020 Tesla Invented Something So Strange, We Still Don't Fully Understand It! Tesla Leaks has published 

evidence the Wardenclyffe Tower site was still in operation in 1907-1908. After his announcement of "Tuned Lightning" in March 

1907, after JP Morgan stages the great banking panic of 1907 that Bankrupt Westinghouse and Tesla and in 1908 for Tunguska. 

Since Aliens and Meteors from "Space" is a hoax, then we know that Nikola Tesla probably did it. This video also agrees with the 

sources that admit Tesla was using parameters of the Earth that were provided by the "officals" and that his wireless system is 

electro-static in nature and not hertzean electromagnetic waves. Tesla's Death Ray was quoted as being by "Electro-staic repulsion"

- Nikola Tesla "Any electromagnetic effect is to be minimized at the receiver" paraphrasing Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?

v=qPq704m3iMc
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Mar 2, 2020, 7:03 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla coils, science, fire and ice.

#viral #video March 2nd 2020 Tesla Invented Something So Strange, We Still Don't Fully Understand It! Tesla Leaks has published 

evidence the Wardenclyffe Tower site was still in operation in 1907-1908. After his announcement of "Tuned Lightning" in March 

1907, after JP Morgan stages the great banking panic of 1907 that Bankrupt Westinghouse and Tesla and in 1908 for Tunguska. 

Since Aliens and Meteors from "Space" is a hoax, then we know that Nikola Tesla probably did it. This video also agrees with the 

sources that admit Tesla was using parameters of the Earth that were provided by the "officals" and that his wireless system is 

electro-static in nature and not hertzean electromagnetic waves. Tesla's Death Ray was quoted as being by "Electro-staic repulsion"

- Nikola Tesla "Any electromagnetic effect is to be minimized at the receiver" paraphrasing Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?

v=qPq704m3iMc

Mar 2, 2020, 7:02 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla, Weird Science And Freaking Magic.

#viral #video March 2nd 2020 Tesla Invented Something So Strange, We Still Don't Fully Understand It! Tesla Leaks has published 

evidence the Wardenclyffe Tower site was still in operation in 1907-1908. After his announcement of "Tuned Lightning" in March 

1907, after JP Morgan stages the great banking panic of 1907 that Bankrupt Westinghouse and Tesla and in 1908 for Tunguska. 

Since Aliens and Meteors from "Space" is a hoax, then we know that Nikola Tesla did it. This video also agrees with the sources that

admit Tesla was using parameters of the Earth that were provided by the "officals" and that his wireless system is electro-static in 

nature and not hertzean electromagnetic waves. Tesla's Death Ray was quoted as being by "Electro-staic repulsion" - Nikola Tesla 

"Any electromagnetic effect is to be minimized at the receiver" paraphrasing Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?

v=qPq704m3iMc

Mar 2, 2020, 7:01 PM

#viral #video March 2nd 2020 Tesla Invented Something So Strange, We Still Don't Fully Understand It! Tesla Leaks has published 

evidence the Wardenclyffe Tower site was still in operation in 1907-1908. After his announcement of "Tuned Lightning" in March 

1907, after JP Morgan stages the great banking panic of 1907 that Bankrupt Westinghouse and Tesla and in 1908 for Tunguska. 

Since Aliens and Meteors from "Space" is a hoax, then we know that Nikola Tesla did it. This video also agrees with the sources that

admit Tesla was using parameters of the Earth that were provided by the "officals" and that his wireless system is electro-static in 

nature and not hertzean electromagnetic waves. Tesla's Death Ray was quoted as being by "Electro-staic repulsion" - Nikola Tesla 

"Any electromagnetic effect is to be minimized at the receiver" paraphrasing Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?

v=qPq704m3iMc

Updated Mar 2, 2020, 6:54 PM

Mar 2, 2020, 6:54 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qPq704m3iMc

#viral #video March 2nd 2020 Tesla Invented Something So Strange, We Still Don't Fully Understand It! Tesla Leaks has published 

evidence the Wardenclyffe Tower site was still in operation in 1907-1908. After his announcement of "Tuned Lightning" in March 

1907, after JP Morgan stages the great banking panic of 1907 that Bankrupt Westinghouse and Tesla and in 1908 for Tunguska. 

Since Aliens and Meteors from "Space" is a hoax, then we know that Nikola Tesla did it. This video also agrees with the sources that

admit Tesla was using parameters of the Earth that were provided by the "officals" and that his wireless system is electro-static in 

nature and not hertzean electromagnetic waves. Tesla's Death Ray was quoted as being by "Electro-staic repulsion" - Nikola Tesla 

"Any electromagnetic effect is to be minimized at the receiver" paraphrasing Nikola Tesla https://youtube.com/watch?

v=qPq704m3iMc

Mar 2, 2020, 6:54 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

March 2nd 2020 Chris Geo's "Run This Town". Featuring Trump & Caesar's FEMA preparing to use Presidential Directive PD51 to 

open 2000 prison camps for weapons confiscation and forced inoculations for a virus that pops out of nowhere and the live vaccine 

doesn't exist. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Qf_prA-mWbY -- Obama passed PD51 so that Trump could use it later. 

https://nypost.com/2020/03/02/fema-reportedly-preparing-for-possible-coronavirus-emergency/ The Coronavirus Hoax was the best 

scenario provided by the WOPR computer AI. The Alein invasion hoax, Nuclear bomb hoax, World Wars hoax, HIV hoax, Space 

hoax, Tesla's unintended acceleration hoax, Peak resources hoax, Federal Reserve Debt-Notes & Petro-Dollar hoax and even the 

Jurassic Park & Mad Max scenarious have been eleminated.

Mar 2, 2020, 1:00 PM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Qf_prA-mWbY

March 2nd 2020 Chris Geo's "Run This Town". Featuring Trump & Caesar's FEMA preparing to use Presidential Directive PD51 to 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Qf_prA-mWbY
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_3UzwEl7gSxpY0bldaU7aXdl1CYVVB9CFh_fbZRpZ5WyVEYplnc8DNkyg7Ppqe_kZDhe8n4APnh-JYegBbiwgyT2i--MJdcwearpIEqNKm3s852Hwzpv4ZQ7V8fo7OSMFlcz3DdaRIP3g0&s=2
https://nypost.com/2020/03/02/fema-reportedly-preparing-for-possible-coronavirus-emergency/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Qf_prA-mWbY
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=qPq704m3iMc
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qPq704m3iMc
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qPq704m3iMc
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=qPq704m3iMc
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qPq704m3iMc
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_rGZMwFtwYAxVooHMdPi3tvGXmBxcIpxpUjsmhRu90lgfrEzNNKGYqMrjKiXLpvVVx6PcckFAhpO5FY09sJjfAxrWPgBKKxBpCOfgpylvUorttLe4MKSrAy4-w83hnX05vhcyZ9w&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qPq704m3iMc
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qPq704m3iMc
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_6iQS9ku56JVllUpifWIoOFICVJFRvurUnO5t5hPU3d20lIByw-rUCnWWA4v0EhF38oBnscVsmc5ZDZJjOciZD4YevodB-_7wXbIOIfCDE_eLrsPtUV_lrlYj2CqUSrwTWpZrpinTWOQRml7zsZWwd&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qPq704m3iMc
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qPq704m3iMc
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9NPItyAY5kec0Lb-Q2CTjHOSkIz2AtrGECk4MTqrFgsIrOoGdAQvWnYUf2ngEsWaf8MJ5ntGQaHue9CTeas0Ycf1L-0grKPGOFj9V5sPILl1NhqRBAp2szLIYp03BeLT3VnIHBlu_4u_JAav6kGtHzf_j1&s=2


open 2000 prison camps for weapons confiscation and forced inoculations for a virus that pops out of nowhere and the live vaccine 

doesn't exist. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Qf_prA-mWbY -- Obama passed PD51 so that Trump could use it later. 

https://nypost.com/2020/03/02/fema-reportedly-preparing-for-possible-coronavirus-emergency/ The Coronavirus Hoax was the best 

scenario provided by the WOPR computer AI. The Alein invasion hoax, Nuclear bomb hoax, World Wars hoax, HIV hoax, Space 

hoax, Tesla's unintended acceleration hoax, Peak resources hoax, Federal Reserve Debt-Notes & Petro-Dollar hoax and even the 

Jurassic Park & Mad Max scenarious have been eleminated.

Updated Mar 2, 2020, 12:59 PM

Mar 2, 2020, 12:59 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

March 2nd 2020 Chris Geo's "Run This Town". Featuring Trump & Caesar's FEMA preparing to use Presidential Directive PD51 to 

open 2000 prison camps for weapons confiscation and forced inoculations for a virus that pops out of nowhere and the live vaccine 

doesn't exist. Obama passed PD51 so that Trump could use it later. https://nypost.com/2020/03/02/fema-reportedly-preparing-for-

possible-coronavirus-emergency/ The Coronavirus Hoax was the best scenario provided by the WOPR computer AI. The Alein 

invasion hoax, Nuclear bomb hoax, World Wars hoax, HIV hoax, Space hoax, Tesla's unintended acceleration hoax, Peak 

resources hoax, Federal Reserve Debt-Notes & Petro-Dollar hoax and even the Jurassic Park & Mad Max scenarious have been 

eleminated.

Mar 2, 2020, 12:51 PM

Chris Edwards updated his status.

March 2nd 2020 Chris Geo's "Run This Town". Featuring Trump & Caesar's FEMA preparing to use Presidential Directive PD51 to 

open 2000 prison camps for weapons confiscation and forced inoculations for a virus that pops out of nowhere and the live vaccine 

doesn't exist. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Qf_prA-mWbY -- Obama passed PD51 so that Trump could use it later. 

https://nypost.com/2020/03/02/fema-reportedly-preparing-for-possible-coronavirus-emergency/ The Coronavirus Hoax was the best 

scenario provided by the WOPR computer AI. The Alein invasion hoax, Nuclear bomb hoax, World Wars hoax, HIV hoax, Space 

hoax, Tesla's unintended acceleration hoax, Peak resources hoax, Federal Reserve Debt-Notes & Petro-Dollar hoax and even the 

Jurassic Park & Mad Max scenarious have been eleminated.

Mar 2, 2020, 12:49 PM

https://nypost.com/2020/03/02/fema-reportedly-preparing-for-possible-coronavirus-emergency/

March 2nd 2020 Caesar's FEMA is preparing to use PDD51 and your prison camps for weapons confiscation and forced 

inoculations right now. https://nypost.com/2020/03/02/fema-reportedly-preparing-for-possible-coronavirus-emergency/

Updated Mar 2, 2020, 12:27 PM

Mar 2, 2020, 12:27 PM

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Are-Oil-Majors-Facing-A-Terminal-Decline.html

Trump, Putin & Saudi-Armaco (Chevron) are meeting this week to stop their Terminal Decline and raise prices. Be sure to have your

mouth, wide, wide open! They are also all gay, so they do expect a courtesy reach-around. https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-

Oil/Are-Oil-Majors-Facing-A-Terminal-Decline.html

Updated Mar 2, 2020, 12:24 PM

Mar 2, 2020, 12:24 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NIKOLA TESLA.

May 1st 1893: Tesla stuns a St. Louis crowd with his first demonstration of radio and wireless power to carbon button incandescent 

lamps. It also admits that Tesla's True Wireless, is electro-static, not hertzean electromagnetic waves. 

https://www.stltoday.com/news/archives/tesla-stuns-a-st-louis-crowd-with-his-first-demonstration/article_49b2dbbe-5bc7-11ea-a174-

d74d53c88bfb.html

Mar 1, 2020, 2:44 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

https://www.stltoday.com/news/archives/tesla-stuns-a-st-louis-crowd-with-his-first-demonstration/article_49b2dbbe-5bc7-11ea-a174-

d74d53c88bfb.html

March 1st 1893: Tesla stuns a St. Louis crowd with his first demonstration of radio and wireless power to carbon button 

incandescent lamps. It also admits that Tesla's True Wireless, is electro-static, not hertzean electromagnetic waves. 

https://www.stltoday.com/news/archives/tesla-stuns-a-st-louis-crowd-with-his-first-demonstration/article_49b2dbbe-5bc7-11ea-a174-

d74d53c88bfb.html

Mar 1, 2020, 2:41 PM

March 1st 1893: Tesla stuns a St. Louis crowd with his first demonstration of radio and wireless power to carbon button 

incandescent lamps. It also admits that Tesla's True Wireless, is electro-static, not hertzean electromagnetic waves. 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-oQIUmYvauhXYr_8C0bxw_6ThOncvfkrsF5MUMfNU3rxsORCGpXlD0l3sgtIOtARCg7S_nm071D6-PLYW4Md52fopNJaVW7cvoIpuCrL1owTagp51pWy7-vaoAxBSx9CESSqLCVvLJCVjeQhkdCrtL&s=2
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_42vTGWDlSc8YKCnBT0Nq_gdp2vvUD0uWDtnT9puCCHqxxNOWAQNNd6xq9RjmoU3HXKmaCflNEf_sWPWqMxc4dyZkvKvmFBDMW48DJh6ik2o6cjdvQRV4pSe5mliFEsG-ZImlTXusknyrqxotxAKU&s=2
https://www.stltoday.com/news/archives/tesla-stuns-a-st-louis-crowd-with-his-first-demonstration/article_49b2dbbe-5bc7-11ea-a174-d74d53c88bfb.html
https://www.stltoday.com/news/archives/tesla-stuns-a-st-louis-crowd-with-his-first-demonstration/article_49b2dbbe-5bc7-11ea-a174-d74d53c88bfb.html
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_jq-GjkD3z709k3ctohQ_UEx-21xsuSRmDqNd-nRuNk-RJmPmevvJOHXg7-cBQm9TA1wz6_4YNWUfsGsCmyKzxQorBtKMk6Aja807isfLsN_rKp8GzRVeqrdOWIeAdwQUg7Xokyem9UHwDt04ZM0xUMgDn-xdFWSII&s=2
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https://www.stltoday.com/news/archives/tesla-stuns-a-st-louis-crowd-with-his-first-demonstration/article_49b2dbbe-5bc7-11ea-a174-

d74d53c88bfb.html

Updated Mar 1, 2020, 2:37 PM

Mar 1, 2020, 2:37 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.stltoday.com/news/archives/tesla-stuns-a-st-louis-crowd-with-his-first-demonstration/article_49b2dbbe-5bc7-11ea-a174-

d74d53c88bfb.html

March 1st 1893: Tesla stuns a St. Louis crowd with his first demonstration of radio and wireless power to carbon button 

incandescent lamps. It also admits that Tesla's True Wireless, is electro-static, not hertzean electromagnetic waves. 

https://www.stltoday.com/news/archives/tesla-stuns-a-st-louis-crowd-with-his-first-demonstration/article_49b2dbbe-5bc7-11ea-a174-

d74d53c88bfb.html

Mar 1, 2020, 2:37 PM

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/EV-Battery-Breakthrough-Twice-The-Range-Five-Minutes-To-Charge.html

February 29 2020 EV Battery Breakthrough Twice The Range, Five Minutes To Charge https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-

General/EV-Battery-Breakthrough-Twice-The-Range-Five-Minutes-To-Charge.html -- January 19 2020 New electrode design may 

lead to more powerful batteries http://news.mit.edu/2020/solid-batteries-lithium-metal-electrode-0203

Updated Feb 29, 2020, 9:15 PM

Feb 29, 2020, 9:15 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: FALSE FLAGS/ CONSPIRACY INTERNATIONAL.

Feb 29, 2020, 9:10 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Fight Like A Black Sheep.

Feb 29, 2020, 9:09 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy Revealed.

Feb 29, 2020, 9:09 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Conspiracy.

Feb 29, 2020, 9:06 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Elon Musk/All things Elon Musk.

Feb 29, 2020, 8:58 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Infrastructure, Urban Development & Architecture - Environment (IDEH).

Feb 29, 2020, 8:57 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Books...and related ideas.

Feb 29, 2020, 8:56 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: ~Free Thinkers Anonymous~.

Feb 29, 2020, 8:55 PM

https://www.foxbusiness.com/markets/tesla-short-sellers-coronavirus

02/29/2020 #coincidence Tesla short-sellers get an assist from coronavirus https://www.foxbusiness.com/markets/tesla-short-

sellers-coronavirus

Updated Feb 29, 2020, 8:24 PM

Feb 29, 2020, 8:24 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Model 3 Owners' Club.

The Tesla Model S & X Bio-Defense HEPA Filter can filtrate particulates, bacteria and virus. "When working at full capacity, which 

Tesla calls “Bioweapon Defense Mode,” the company says that it is “100 times more effective than premium automotive filters” as it 

removes “at least 99.97% of fine particulate matter and gaseous pollutants, as well as bacteria, viruses, pollen, and mold spores.” 

Oct 13, 2019 https://youtube.com/watch?v=5hWhc6A-KUE https://www.tesla.com/blog/putting-tesla-hepa-filter-and-bioweapon-

defense-mode-to-the-test

Tesla Leaks exclusive find of Dr. Nikola Tesla's inventions to 1) Cure Cancer w/ Roentgen Rays 2) Purification of Water, Air, Food 

with UV and Electricity to eliminate Disease 3) Unlimited Ionospheric Energy w/ his "Law of the Ionosphere" -- More by Tesla Leaks 

on --Nikola Tesla's Medical & Purification: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2028642217448598&set=pcb.2028642874115199&type=3&theater -- UV light is >99% effective in killing pathogens in just 5-7 

minutes. "The cellophane costs your nothing" (Vaccines not included). https://facebook.com/

…/a.915054161984456/1415759245247276/-- The "cellophane and Tin hit-piece" by Weird All Yankovic (Funded by the nano-

aluminum industry) https://youtube.com/watch?v=urglg3WimHA -- Dec 2 2019 New technique uses ultrasound to kill prostate cancer

https://youtube.com/watch?v=urglg3WimHA
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_qfZotRN3uTJPUQ4LENBxQ7IzN4J2H8OfM1DrJ17Fox0MCWIngoiuIeewbBF-Fw7mAF6Yu5gDvyoHsN45I3NHeYDkj18pSF_tgFp_oezVQr09fvDU-piVnHrYC67DxGykAqYaQOkgsMfP78drpzIdm&s=2
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with no surgery and 80% success rate. https://independent.co.uk/…/prostate-cancer-surgery-ultraso… -- --Nikola Tesla: Electricity, 

the greatest of Doctors, 1999 IEEE https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=771078 -- December 1st 1912 "Tesla's 

Plan Of Electrically Treating School Children" POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE http://teslacollection.com/

…/tesla_s_plan_of_electrically_t… -- November 12 2019 Thanks to existing research, biochemical scientist George Frodsham knew

it was possible to force magnetic nanoparticles to bind to specific cells in the body and filter them from the blood. 

https://futurism.com/n…/engineer-pull-diseases-blood-magnets -- Also see John G Trump on Purifying the Blood. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Filed at the US Patent office under 'NiCola Tesla" for Medical Testing & Therapy 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- More at www.teslaleaks.com -- Source: Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical 

Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 231 (The Electrified Water of Mr Tesla may be expected to posess the sparkle and sweetness of the 

aqueous fluid that flows from mountain rocks... Let us hope this time for practical results) https://books.google.com/books?

id=DM00AQAAMAAJ&printsec=frontcover&fbclid=IwAR1o2pH3B4Oa3KWMwIniKdhEsvu34hKlHyf4PDT95_Ik3zWt0mHlqUAzpVg#v

=onepage&q=%22nikola%20tesla%22&f=false

February 5 2020 You can't have your Tesla until you take your Vaccines! https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-stocks/tesla-tumbles-

as-coronavirus-weighs-on-shanghai-factory-idUSKBN1ZZ2MN -- Tesla launches Bio-Defense Mode https://tesla.com/blog/putting-

tesla-hepa-filter-and-bioweapon-defense-mode-to-the-test + a UV disinfectant light bulb inside the car to kill all pathogens. Or to 

purify water like Nikola Tesla's system in San Francisco: 

https://eponline.com/articles/2011/08/15/focus-on-californias-largest-ultraviolet-water-treatment-facility.aspx -- (Walmart no longer 

sells them) or cure surface wounds with a Violet Ray https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray

Feb 28, 2020, 3:56 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TESLA MODEL X Owners Club.

The Tesla Model S & X Bio-Defense HEPA Filter can filtrate particulates, bacteria and virus. "When working at full capacity, which 

Tesla calls “Bioweapon Defense Mode,” the company says that it is “100 times more effective than premium automotive filters” as it 

removes “at least 99.97% of fine particulate matter and gaseous pollutants, as well as bacteria, viruses, pollen, and mold spores.” 

Oct 13, 2019 https://youtube.com/watch?v=5hWhc6A-KUE https://www.tesla.com/blog/putting-tesla-hepa-filter-and-bioweapon-

defense-mode-to-the-test

Tesla Leaks exclusive find of Dr. Nikola Tesla's inventions to 1) Cure Cancer w/ Roentgen Rays 2) Purification of Water, Air, Food 

with UV and Electricity to eliminate Disease 3) Unlimited Ionospheric Energy w/ his "Law of the Ionosphere" -- More by Tesla Leaks 

on --Nikola Tesla's Medical & Purification: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2028642217448598&set=pcb.2028642874115199&type=3&theater -- UV light is >99% effective in killing pathogens in just 5-7 

minutes. "The cellophane costs your nothing" (Vaccines not included). https://facebook.com/

…/a.915054161984456/1415759245247276/-- The "cellophane and Tin hit-piece" by Weird All Yankovic (Funded by the nano-

aluminum industry) https://youtube.com/watch?v=urglg3WimHA -- Dec 2 2019 New technique uses ultrasound to kill prostate cancer

with no surgery and 80% success rate. https://independent.co.uk/…/prostate-cancer-surgery-ultraso… -- --Nikola Tesla: Electricity, 

the greatest of Doctors, 1999 IEEE https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=771078 -- December 1st 1912 "Tesla's 

Plan Of Electrically Treating School Children" POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE http://teslacollection.com/

…/tesla_s_plan_of_electrically_t… -- November 12 2019 Thanks to existing research, biochemical scientist George Frodsham knew

it was possible to force magnetic nanoparticles to bind to specific cells in the body and filter them from the blood. 

https://futurism.com/n…/engineer-pull-diseases-blood-magnets -- Also see John G Trump on Purifying the Blood. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Filed at the US Patent office under 'NiCola Tesla" for Medical Testing & Therapy 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- More at www.teslaleaks.com -- Source: Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical 

Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 231 (The Electrified Water of Mr Tesla may be expected to posess the sparkle and sweetness of the 

aqueous fluid that flows from mountain rocks... Let us hope this time for practical results) https://books.google.com/books?

id=DM00AQAAMAAJ&printsec=frontcover&fbclid=IwAR1o2pH3B4Oa3KWMwIniKdhEsvu34hKlHyf4PDT95_Ik3zWt0mHlqUAzpVg#v

=onepage&q=%22nikola%20tesla%22&f=false

February 5 2020 You can't have your Tesla until you take your Vaccines! https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-stocks/tesla-tumbles-

as-coronavirus-weighs-on-shanghai-factory-idUSKBN1ZZ2MN -- Tesla launches Bio-Defense Mode https://tesla.com/blog/putting-

tesla-hepa-filter-and-bioweapon-defense-mode-to-the-test + a UV disinfectant light bulb inside the car to kill all pathogens. Or to 

purify water like Nikola Tesla's system in San Francisco: 

https://eponline.com/articles/2011/08/15/focus-on-californias-largest-ultraviolet-water-treatment-facility.aspx -- (Walmart no longer 

sells them) or cure surface wounds with a Violet Ray https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray
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Feb 28, 2020, 3:56 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TESLA EV fans en owners - BENELUX.

The Tesla Model S & X Bio-Defense HEPA Filter can filtrate particulates, bacteria and virus. "When working at full capacity, which 

Tesla calls “Bioweapon Defense Mode,” the company says that it is “100 times more effective than premium automotive filters” as it 

removes “at least 99.97% of fine particulate matter and gaseous pollutants, as well as bacteria, viruses, pollen, and mold spores.” 

Oct 13, 2019 https://youtube.com/watch?v=5hWhc6A-KUE https://www.tesla.com/blog/putting-tesla-hepa-filter-and-bioweapon-

defense-mode-to-the-test

Tesla Leaks exclusive find of Dr. Nikola Tesla's inventions to 1) Cure Cancer w/ Roentgen Rays 2) Purification of Water, Air, Food 

with UV and Electricity to eliminate Disease 3) Unlimited Ionospheric Energy w/ his "Law of the Ionosphere" -- More by Tesla Leaks 

on --Nikola Tesla's Medical & Purification: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2028642217448598&set=pcb.2028642874115199&type=3&theater -- UV light is >99% effective in killing pathogens in just 5-7 

minutes. "The cellophane costs your nothing" (Vaccines not included). https://facebook.com/

…/a.915054161984456/1415759245247276/-- The "cellophane and Tin hit-piece" by Weird All Yankovic (Funded by the nano-

aluminum industry) https://youtube.com/watch?v=urglg3WimHA -- Dec 2 2019 New technique uses ultrasound to kill prostate cancer

with no surgery and 80% success rate. https://independent.co.uk/…/prostate-cancer-surgery-ultraso… -- --Nikola Tesla: Electricity, 

the greatest of Doctors, 1999 IEEE https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=771078 -- December 1st 1912 "Tesla's 

Plan Of Electrically Treating School Children" POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE http://teslacollection.com/

…/tesla_s_plan_of_electrically_t… -- November 12 2019 Thanks to existing research, biochemical scientist George Frodsham knew

it was possible to force magnetic nanoparticles to bind to specific cells in the body and filter them from the blood. 

https://futurism.com/n…/engineer-pull-diseases-blood-magnets -- Also see John G Trump on Purifying the Blood. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Filed at the US Patent office under 'NiCola Tesla" for Medical Testing & Therapy 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- More at www.teslaleaks.com -- Source: Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical 

Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 231 (The Electrified Water of Mr Tesla may be expected to posess the sparkle and sweetness of the 

aqueous fluid that flows from mountain rocks... Let us hope this time for practical results) https://books.google.com/books?

id=DM00AQAAMAAJ&printsec=frontcover&fbclid=IwAR1o2pH3B4Oa3KWMwIniKdhEsvu34hKlHyf4PDT95_Ik3zWt0mHlqUAzpVg#v

=onepage&q=%22nikola%20tesla%22&f=false

February 5 2020 You can't have your Tesla until you take your Vaccines! https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-stocks/tesla-tumbles-

as-coronavirus-weighs-on-shanghai-factory-idUSKBN1ZZ2MN -- Tesla launches Bio-Defense Mode https://tesla.com/blog/putting-

tesla-hepa-filter-and-bioweapon-defense-mode-to-the-test + a UV disinfectant light bulb inside the car to kill all pathogens. Or to 

purify water like Nikola Tesla's system in San Francisco: 

https://eponline.com/articles/2011/08/15/focus-on-californias-largest-ultraviolet-water-treatment-facility.aspx -- (Walmart no longer 

sells them) or cure surface wounds with a Violet Ray https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray

Feb 28, 2020, 3:55 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Electric Truck Owners Tesla CyberTruck Rivian EV SUV Pickup Trucks SEMI 4X4.

The Tesla Model S & X Bio-Defense HEPA Filter can filtrate particulates, bacteria and virus. "When working at full capacity, which 

Tesla calls “Bioweapon Defense Mode,” the company says that it is “100 times more effective than premium automotive filters” as it 

removes “at least 99.97% of fine particulate matter and gaseous pollutants, as well as bacteria, viruses, pollen, and mold spores.” 

Oct 13, 2019 https://youtube.com/watch?v=5hWhc6A-KUE https://www.tesla.com/blog/putting-tesla-hepa-filter-and-bioweapon-

defense-mode-to-the-test

Tesla Leaks exclusive find of Dr. Nikola Tesla's inventions to 1) Cure Cancer w/ Roentgen Rays 2) Purification of Water, Air, Food 

with UV and Electricity to eliminate Disease 3) Unlimited Ionospheric Energy w/ his "Law of the Ionosphere" -- More by Tesla Leaks 

on --Nikola Tesla's Medical & Purification: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2028642217448598&set=pcb.2028642874115199&type=3&theater -- UV light is >99% effective in killing pathogens in just 5-7 

minutes. "The cellophane costs your nothing" (Vaccines not included). https://facebook.com/

…/a.915054161984456/1415759245247276/-- The "cellophane and Tin hit-piece" by Weird All Yankovic (Funded by the nano-

aluminum industry) https://youtube.com/watch?v=urglg3WimHA -- Dec 2 2019 New technique uses ultrasound to kill prostate cancer

with no surgery and 80% success rate. https://independent.co.uk/…/prostate-cancer-surgery-ultraso… -- --Nikola Tesla: Electricity, 

the greatest of Doctors, 1999 IEEE https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=771078 -- December 1st 1912 "Tesla's 

Plan Of Electrically Treating School Children" POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE http://teslacollection.com/

…/tesla_s_plan_of_electrically_t… -- November 12 2019 Thanks to existing research, biochemical scientist George Frodsham knew
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it was possible to force magnetic nanoparticles to bind to specific cells in the body and filter them from the blood. 

https://futurism.com/n…/engineer-pull-diseases-blood-magnets -- Also see John G Trump on Purifying the Blood. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Filed at the US Patent office under 'NiCola Tesla" for Medical Testing & Therapy 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- More at www.teslaleaks.com -- Source: Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical 

Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 231 (The Electrified Water of Mr Tesla may be expected to posess the sparkle and sweetness of the 

aqueous fluid that flows from mountain rocks... Let us hope this time for practical results) https://books.google.com/books?

id=DM00AQAAMAAJ&printsec=frontcover&fbclid=IwAR1o2pH3B4Oa3KWMwIniKdhEsvu34hKlHyf4PDT95_Ik3zWt0mHlqUAzpVg#v

=onepage&q=%22nikola%20tesla%22&f=false

February 5 2020 You can't have your Tesla until you take your Vaccines! https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-stocks/tesla-tumbles-

as-coronavirus-weighs-on-shanghai-factory-idUSKBN1ZZ2MN -- Tesla launches Bio-Defense Mode https://tesla.com/blog/putting-

tesla-hepa-filter-and-bioweapon-defense-mode-to-the-test + a UV disinfectant light bulb inside the car to kill all pathogens. Or to 

purify water like Nikola Tesla's system in San Francisco: 

https://eponline.com/articles/2011/08/15/focus-on-californias-largest-ultraviolet-water-treatment-facility.aspx -- (Walmart no longer 

sells them) or cure surface wounds with a Violet Ray https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray

Feb 28, 2020, 3:54 PM

The Tesla Model S & X Bio-Defense HEPA Filter can filtrate particulates, bacteria and virus. "When working at full capacity, which 

Tesla calls “Bioweapon Defense Mode,” the company says that it is “100 times more effective than premium automotive filters” as it 

removes “at least 99.97% of fine particulate matter and gaseous pollutants, as well as bacteria, viruses, pollen, and mold spores.” 

Oct 13, 2019 https://youtube.com/watch?v=5hWhc6A-KUE https://www.tesla.com/blog/putting-tesla-hepa-filter-and-bioweapon-

defense-mode-to-the-test

Tesla Leaks exclusive find of Dr. Nikola Tesla's inventions to 1) Cure Cancer w/ Roentgen Rays 2) Purification of Water, Air, Food 

with UV and Electricity to eliminate Disease 3) Unlimited Ionospheric Energy w/ his "Law of the Ionosphere" -- More by Tesla Leaks 

on --Nikola Tesla's Medical & Purification: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2028642217448598&set=pcb.2028642874115199&type=3&theater -- UV light is >99% effective in killing pathogens in just 5-7 

minutes. "The cellophane costs your nothing" (Vaccines not included). https://facebook.com/

…/a.915054161984456/1415759245247276/-- The "cellophane and Tin hit-piece" by Weird All Yankovic (Funded by the nano-

aluminum industry) https://youtube.com/watch?v=urglg3WimHA -- Dec 2 2019 New technique uses ultrasound to kill prostate cancer

with no surgery and 80% success rate. https://independent.co.uk/…/prostate-cancer-surgery-ultraso… -- --Nikola Tesla: Electricity, 

the greatest of Doctors, 1999 IEEE https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=771078 -- December 1st 1912 "Tesla's 

Plan Of Electrically Treating School Children" POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE http://teslacollection.com/

…/tesla_s_plan_of_electrically_t… -- November 12 2019 Thanks to existing research, biochemical scientist George Frodsham knew

it was possible to force magnetic nanoparticles to bind to specific cells in the body and filter them from the blood. 

https://futurism.com/n…/engineer-pull-diseases-blood-magnets -- Also see John G Trump on Purifying the Blood. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Filed at the US Patent office under 'NiCola Tesla" for Medical Testing & Therapy 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- More at www.teslaleaks.com -- Source: Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical 

Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 231 (The Electrified Water of Mr Tesla may be expected to posess the sparkle and sweetness of the 

aqueous fluid that flows from mountain rocks... Let us hope this time for practical results) https://books.google.com/books?

id=DM00AQAAMAAJ&printsec=frontcover&fbclid=IwAR1o2pH3B4Oa3KWMwIniKdhEsvu34hKlHyf4PDT95_Ik3zWt0mHlqUAzpVg#v

=onepage&q=%22nikola%20tesla%22&f=false

February 5 2020 You can't have your Tesla until you take your Vaccines! https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-stocks/tesla-tumbles-

as-coronavirus-weighs-on-shanghai-factory-idUSKBN1ZZ2MN -- Tesla launches Bio-Defense Mode https://tesla.com/blog/putting-

tesla-hepa-filter-and-bioweapon-defense-mode-to-the-test + a UV disinfectant light bulb inside the car to kill all pathogens. Or to 

purify water like Nikola Tesla's system in San Francisco: 

https://eponline.com/articles/2011/08/15/focus-on-californias-largest-ultraviolet-water-treatment-facility.aspx -- (Walmart no longer 

sells them) or cure surface wounds with a Violet Ray https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray

Updated Feb 28, 2020, 3:52 PM

Feb 28, 2020, 3:52 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=5hWhc6A-KUE

The Tesla Model S & X Bio-Defense HEPA Filter can filtrate particulates, bacteria and virus. "When working at full capacity, which 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=5hWhc6A-KUE
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Tesla calls “Bioweapon Defense Mode,” the company says that it is “100 times more effective than premium automotive filters” as it 

removes “at least 99.97% of fine particulate matter and gaseous pollutants, as well as bacteria, viruses, pollen, and mold spores.” 

Oct 13, 2019 https://youtube.com/watch?v=5hWhc6A-KUE https://www.tesla.com/blog/putting-tesla-hepa-filter-and-bioweapon-

defense-mode-to-the-test

Tesla Leaks exclusive find of Dr. Nikola Tesla's inventions to 1) Cure Cancer w/ Roentgen Rays 2) Purification of Water, Air, Food 

with UV and Electricity to eliminate Disease 3) Unlimited Ionospheric Energy w/ his "Law of the Ionosphere" -- More by Tesla Leaks 

on --Nikola Tesla's Medical & Purification: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=2028642217448598&set=pcb.2028642874115199&type=3&theater -- UV light is >99% effective in killing pathogens in just 5-7 

minutes. "The cellophane costs your nothing" (Vaccines not included). https://facebook.com/

…/a.915054161984456/1415759245247276/-- The "cellophane and Tin hit-piece" by Weird All Yankovic (Funded by the nano-

aluminum industry) https://youtube.com/watch?v=urglg3WimHA -- Dec 2 2019 New technique uses ultrasound to kill prostate cancer

with no surgery and 80% success rate. https://independent.co.uk/…/prostate-cancer-surgery-ultraso… -- --Nikola Tesla: Electricity, 

the greatest of Doctors, 1999 IEEE https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=771078 -- December 1st 1912 "Tesla's 

Plan Of Electrically Treating School Children" POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE http://teslacollection.com/

…/tesla_s_plan_of_electrically_t… -- November 12 2019 Thanks to existing research, biochemical scientist George Frodsham knew

it was possible to force magnetic nanoparticles to bind to specific cells in the body and filter them from the blood. 

https://futurism.com/n…/engineer-pull-diseases-blood-magnets -- Also see John G Trump on Purifying the Blood. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 -- Filed at the US Patent office under 'NiCola Tesla" for Medical Testing & Therapy 

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ -- More at www.teslaleaks.com -- Source: Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical 

Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 231 (The Electrified Water of Mr Tesla may be expected to posess the sparkle and sweetness of the 

aqueous fluid that flows from mountain rocks... Let us hope this time for practical results) https://books.google.com/books?

id=DM00AQAAMAAJ&printsec=frontcover&fbclid=IwAR1o2pH3B4Oa3KWMwIniKdhEsvu34hKlHyf4PDT95_Ik3zWt0mHlqUAzpVg#v

=onepage&q=%22nikola%20tesla%22&f=false

February 5 2020 You can't have your Tesla until you take your Vaccines! https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-stocks/tesla-tumbles-

as-coronavirus-weighs-on-shanghai-factory-idUSKBN1ZZ2MN -- Tesla launches Bio-Defense Mode https://tesla.com/blog/putting-

tesla-hepa-filter-and-bioweapon-defense-mode-to-the-test + a UV disinfectant light bulb inside the car to kill all pathogens. Or to 

purify water like Nikola Tesla's system in San Francisco: 

https://eponline.com/articles/2011/08/15/focus-on-californias-largest-ultraviolet-water-treatment-facility.aspx -- (Walmart no longer 

sells them) or cure surface wounds with a Violet Ray https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray

Feb 28, 2020, 3:52 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

This is a picture of Nikola Tesla's "1000 Points of Lights"; the (pictured) banks of lights Tesla says were the entrance-way to another

room containing 1000 lights, each one he says explained a scientific phenomena.

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2451570971822385&set=gm.1677546029049815

Tesla's description of Long Island plant and inventory of the installation as reported in 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeal 

proceedings. His 1000 lights are still missing. Tesla also states under oath that his Colorado Springs Experiment was in 1889 not 

1899. http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm

Fire at Dr. Nikola Tesla’s Laboratory http://www.aniruddhafriend-samirsinh.com/fire-dr-nikola-teslas-laboratory/

Feb 28, 2020, 3:41 PM

This is an alleged picture of Nikola Tesla's "1000 Points of Lights"; the (pictured) banks of lights Tesla says were the entrance-way 

to another room containing 1000 lights, each one he says explained a scientific phenomena. Tesla's description of Long Island plant

and inventory of the installation as reported in 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeal proceedings. His 1000 lights are still missing.

Tesla also states under oath that his Colorado Springs Experiment was in 1889 not 1899. 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm

Fire at Dr. Nikola Tesla’s Laboratory http://www.aniruddhafriend-samirsinh.com/fire-dr-nikola-teslas-laboratory/

Updated Feb 28, 2020, 3:38 PM
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Feb 28, 2020, 3:38 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

This is an alleged picture of Nikola Tesla's "1000 Points of Lights"; the (pictured) banks of lights Tesla says were the entrance-way 

to another room containing 1000 lights, each one he says explained a scientific phenomena. Tesla's description of Long Island plant

and inventory of the installation as reported in 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeal proceedings. His 1000 lights are still missing.

Tesla also states under oath that his Colorado Springs Experiment was in 1889 not 1899. 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm Fire at Dr. Nikola Tesla’s Laboratory http://www.aniruddhafriend-

samirsinh.com/fire-dr-nikola-teslas-laboratory/
This is an alleged picture of Nikola Tesla's "1000 Points of Lights"; the (pictured) banks of lights Tesla says were the entrance-way 

to another room containing 1000 lights, each one he says explained a scientific phenomena. Tesla's description of Long Island plant

and inventory of the installation as reported in 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeal proceedings. His 1000 lights are still missing.

Tesla also states under oath that his Colorado Springs Experiment was in 1889 not 1899. 

http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm

Fire at Dr. Nikola Tesla’s Laboratory http://www.aniruddhafriend-samirsinh.com/fire-dr-nikola-teslas-laboratory/

Feb 28, 2020, 3:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Feb 27, 2020, 8:43 AM

Updated Feb 27, 2020, 8:42 AM

Feb 27, 2020, 8:42 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

https://www.pv-magazine.com/press-releases/records-of-wind-and-photovoltaic-energy-production-in-europe-and-negative-daily-

price-in-germany/

February 20 2020 Records of wind and photovoltaic energy production in Europe and negative daily price in Germany 

https://www.pv-magazine.com/press-releases/records-of-wind-and-photovoltaic-energy-production-in-europe-and-negative-daily-

price-in-germany/

Feb 27, 2020, 8:37 AM

February 20 2020 Records of wind and photovoltaic energy production in Europe and negative daily price in Germany 

https://www.pv-magazine.com/press-releases/records-of-wind-and-photovoltaic-energy-production-in-europe-and-negative-daily-

price-in-germany/

Updated Feb 27, 2020, 8:27 AM

Feb 27, 2020, 8:27 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.pv-magazine.com/press-releases/records-of-wind-and-photovoltaic-energy-production-in-europe-and-negative-daily-

price-in-germany/

February 20 2020 Records of wind and photovoltaic energy production in Europe and #negative daily #price in Germany 

https://www.pv-magazine.com/press-releases/records-of-wind-and-photovoltaic-energy-production-in-europe-and-negative-daily-

price-in-germany/

Feb 27, 2020, 8:24 AM

Tesla Death Watch - Revisitedfacebook.com

Tesla Death-Watch Revisited Update: https://facebook.com/tesladeathwatch -- February 22 2020 How Elon Musk Took Tesla To 

Hell And Back With The Model 3 https://youtube.com/watch?v=QIt8WuEQntY

Updated Feb 26, 2020, 12:47 PM

Feb 26, 2020, 12:47 PM

February 25 2020 Donald Trump, Exxon & Peabody Coal want the ability to hack into your in-car video camera, your radar and of 

course, your cell phone. https://insideevs.com/news/400812/why-tesla-forcing-updates-safety-issue/ -- The NTSB wants your 

employer to monitor and control your driving habits, your cell phone, etc. when not at work. "NTSB officials also discussed the role 

employers can play in improving road safety." https://cnn.com/2020/02/25/tech/tesla-autopilot-safety-ntsb/index.html -- The 

scumbag, moron goverment didn't give you a single charging port on Earth, not even McDonalds or many Starbucks, not even the 

ability to plug into the neighbors electricity (which is made a crime), then the moron goverment puts you in jail for "stealing" $1 in 

electricity. Of course they need another police station that cost $100M to run more scams on the public. 
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https://foxnews.com/auto/german-tesla-model-3-driver-stealing-electricity-police

Updated Feb 26, 2020, 11:55 AM

Feb 26, 2020, 11:55 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://insideevs.com/news/400812/why-tesla-forcing-updates-safety-issue/

February 25 2020 Donald Trump, Exxon & Peabody Coal want the ability to hack into your in-car video camera, your radar and of 

course, your cell phone. https://insideevs.com/news/400812/why-tesla-forcing-updates-safety-issue/ -- The NTSB wants your 

employer to monitor and control your driving habits, your cell phone, etc. when not at work. "NTSB officials also discussed the role 

employers can play in improving road safety." https://cnn.com/2020/02/25/tech/tesla-autopilot-safety-ntsb/index.html -- The 

scumbag, moron goverment didn't give you a single charging port on Earth, not even McDonalds or many Starbucks, not even the 

ability to plug into the neighbors electricity (which is made a crime), then the moron goverment puts you in jail for "stealing" $1 in 

electricity. Of course they need another police station that cost $100M to run more scams on the public. 

https://foxnews.com/auto/german-tesla-model-3-driver-stealing-electricity-police

Feb 26, 2020, 11:51 AM

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

#coronavirus #hoax "CoronaVirus" & "Test Kit" Hoax to stop Tesla Giga Shanghai Part 1: 1) Coronavirus Hoax was invented the day

after the Rise of the Jedi Podcast Launched, December 26 2019 https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi AND December 30th 2019, 

same day Tesla Giga Shanghai began production Tesla delivers first China-made cars from $5bn Shanghai factory. 

https://theguardian.com/technology/2019/dec/30/tesla-delivers-first-china-made-cars-from-shanghai-factory 2) Coronaviruses are 

types of viruses?? 3) Viruses are too small to see with a light microscope — only seen with Scanning Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (STEM) detector in a scanning electron microscope 4) See these examples of HIV imagery. If some images are colored 

for scientific purposes, and others altered for aesthetic reasons, how can a viewer tell the difference? #NASA #PHOTOSHOP 

https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/symbiartic/youve-never-really-seen-a-virus-until-you-see-this/ 5) October 2017, A method for 

accurate quantitation of virus particles has long been sought, but a perfect method still eludes the scientific community. 6) There is 

only 1 claimed "real" photo of Coronavirus in Google Images https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronavirus 7) Coronavirus originated by 

an "illegal" "fish market" in China. OH SURE!! 8) Sounds like Long John Silvers & Walmart have a hand in this one; to "stop the 

wildlife trade"? A "wet market" in Wuhan, China, is catching the #blame as the #probable source of the current coronavirus outbreak

that's sweeping the globe. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/19/health/coronavirus-animals-markets.html 9) All pathogens can be 

killed with UV lights in the air, on surfaces and in water (Nikola Tesla) https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks 10) All pathogens can 

be killed by purifying the blood with electric fields (John G Trump, MIT, 1978) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8

Updated Feb 25, 2020, 10:12 AM

Feb 25, 2020, 10:12 AM

Update: February 25 2020 Weinstein Plans Appeal https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-02-25/weinstein-plans-his-

appeal-even-as-verdict-opens-door-to-women

Updated Feb 24, 2020, 7:13 PM

Feb 24, 2020, 7:13 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/02/23/the-tipping-point/

February 23 2020 The Tipping Point: The US dollar, is underpinned by oil and propped up my a military complex with more bases in 

the world than there are countries. What happens when the very oil most wars in the world today are being fought over loses most 

of its value? Where will these war machines turn their attention to? What of all those whose job it is to work in the military? What of 

all the workers in the fossil fuel industry, what will they do? Will things not only get worse as these people lose their reasons for 

being? https://cleantechnica.com/2020/02/23/the-tipping-point/

Feb 23, 2020, 7:34 PM

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/02/23/the-tipping-point/

February 23 2020 The Tipping Point: The US dollar, is underpinned by oil and propped up my a military complex with more bases in 

the world than there are countries. What happens when the very oil most wars in the world today are being fought over loses most 

of its value? Where will these war machines turn their attention to? What of all those whose job it is to work in the military? What of 

all the workers in the fossil fuel industry, what will they do? Will things not only get worse as these people lose their reasons for 

being? https://cleantechnica.com/2020/02/23/the-tipping-point/

Updated Feb 23, 2020, 7:33 PM

Feb 23, 2020, 7:33 PM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=H-OGIKcqp8c

https://youtube.com/watch?v=H-OGIKcqp8c
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February 21 2020 Why The U.S. Government And Big Tech Disagree On Encryption https://youtube.com/watch?v=H-OGIKcqp8c

Updated Feb 23, 2020, 7:32 PM

Feb 23, 2020, 7:32 PM

https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-gigafactory-brazil-government-incentive/

Tesla gets courted by Brazil to establish a Gigafactory in the country. Brazil’s Minister of Science, Technology, Innovations and 

Communications Marcos Pontes and Congressman Daniel Freitas are reportedly in early talks about the potential for a Tesla 

Gigafactory in Brazil. Both Pontes and Freitas did not disclose what company they’re negotiating with, only they hin... 

https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-gigafactory-brazil-government-incentive/

Updated Feb 23, 2020, 7:30 PM

Feb 23, 2020, 7:30 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5z_gc5TWl0

February 21 2020 Mattel is selling two R/C toy versions of Tesla’s sci-fi inspired electric truck. A limited-edition collectors model is 

1/10th the size for $400. And a smaller $20 version of the Cybertruck is also remote controlled and drives on classic Hot Wheels 

tracks. Bridget Carey gets an early look at the prototypes at New York Toy Fair. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5z_gc5TWl0

Updated Feb 22, 2020, 7:48 PM

Feb 22, 2020, 7:48 PM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=TvQLZZ4YTqM

February 21 2020 The Tesla Cybertruck didn't stop being pre-ordered after Musk's last 250k announcement, they've been grinding 

higher ever since! Currently the total pre-orders of 550,000 could be worth an estimated $25B in revenue for Tesla! 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=TvQLZZ4YTqM

Updated Feb 22, 2020, 7:47 PM

Feb 22, 2020, 7:47 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uGV_fRj0UA

February 19 2020 Fake-News: By McAfee, an Alex Jones supporter, who's antivirus software is the Virus; changes a speed limit 

sign, a federal crime. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uGV_fRj0UA

Updated Feb 22, 2020, 7:46 PM

Feb 22, 2020, 7:46 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Quantum Mechanics.

http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/

8/7/2016 MIT's New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive for $10 ea. 

http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/ -- The 1st referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901 patent

for an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957 is Laser Optical Radar and Distance 

Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by the Army in 1974, like those in Autonomous vehicles like for Tesla Motors. 

https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- 8/8/2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than Anyone Expects—It Will 

‘Blow People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver. http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Elon-Musk-Full-Autonomy-is-

Coming-Sooner-Than-Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will

Feb 21, 2020, 2:05 PM

February 18 2020 The third coin in an annual series of silver bullion coins celebrating Nikola Tesla is now available. The 2020 coin 

highlights his work on X-ray technology. https://coinworld.com/…/serbia-continues-tesla-silver-coin-… --Nikola Tesla ON THE 

SOURCE OF ROENTGEN RAYS AND THE PRACTICAL CONSTRUCTION AND SAFE OPERATION OF LENARD TUBES 

Electrical Review, August 11th, 1897 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/source-roentgen-rays-and-practical-construction-

and-safe-operation-lenard

Updated Feb 18, 2020, 3:57 PM

Feb 18, 2020, 3:57 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

February 18 2020 The third coin in an annual series of silver bullion coins celebrating Nikola Tesla is now available. The 2020 coin 

highlights his work on X-ray technology. https://coinworld.com/…/serbia-continues-tesla-silver-coin-… --Nikola Tesla ON THE 

SOURCE OF ROENTGEN RAYS AND THE PRACTICAL CONSTRUCTION AND SAFE OPERATION OF LENARD TUBES 

Electrical Review, August 11th, 1897 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/source-roentgen-rays-and-practical-construction-

and-safe-operation-lenard
February 18 2020 The third coin in an annual series of silver bullion coins celebrating Nikola Tesla is now available. The 2020 coin 
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highlights his work on X-ray technology. https://coinworld.com/…/serbia-continues-tesla-silver-coin-… --Nikola Tesla ON THE 

SOURCE OF ROENTGEN RAYS AND THE PRACTICAL CONSTRUCTION AND SAFE OPERATION OF LENARD TUBES 

Electrical Review, August 11th, 1897 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/source-roentgen-rays-and-practical-construction-

and-safe-operation-lenard

Feb 18, 2020, 3:57 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=6qoHCMy-laA

February 18 2020 Update on --Nikola Tesla's non-radiative, non-ionozing, resonant wireless power. MIT has dozen's of patent 

citations to --Nikola Tesla's wireless works. This technology is 98-99% efficient, can charge moving Vehicles and is used for wireless

induction kitchen appliances. EV wireless charging - powering the future of autonomous vehicles. https://youtube.com/watch?

v=6qoHCMy-laA

Feb 18, 2020, 3:46 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=6qoHCMy-laA

February 18 2020 Update on --Nikola Tesla's non-radiative, non-ionozing, resonant wireless power. MIT has dozen's of patent 

citations to --Nikola Tesla's wireless works. This technology is 98-99% efficient, can charge moving Vehicles and is used for wireless

induction kitchen appliances. EV wireless charging - powering the future of autonomous vehicles. https://youtube.com/watch?

v=6qoHCMy-laA

Feb 18, 2020, 3:45 PM

February 18 2020 Update on --Nikola Tesla's non-radiative, non-ionozing, resonant wireless power. MIT has dozen's of patent 

citations to --Nikola Tesla's wireless works. This technology is 98-99% efficient, can charge moving Vehicles and is used for wireless

induction kitchen appliances. EV wireless charging - powering the future of autonomous vehicles. https://youtube.com/watch?

v=6qoHCMy-laA

Updated Feb 18, 2020, 3:42 PM

Feb 18, 2020, 3:42 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=6qoHCMy-laA

February 18 2020 Update on --Nikola Tesla's non-radiative, non-ionozing, resonant wireless power. MIT has dozen's of patent 

citations to --Nikola Tesla's wireless works. This technology is 98-99% efficient, can charge moving Vehicles and is used for wireless

induction kitchen appliances. EV wireless charging - powering the future of autonomous vehicles. https://youtube.com/watch?

v=6qoHCMy-laA -- Wireless Power Update, DECEMBER 2017 (Nikola Tesla's) patent references at (MIT'S) Witricity takes a turn 

toward electric vehicle charging. "the vision is that fleets of autonomous vehicles would charge this way, too." 

https://bostonglobe.com/business/2017/12/15/witricity-takes-turn-toward-electric-car-charging/jbuwKKlY4qr18j0B7PCUII/story.html 

Dec 4, 2017 Graphene composite provides wireless power at your fingertips http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/tech/70625 

December 8, 2017 PowerLight plans a safe method for free-space power transmission of 400-1000 watts transmitted wirelessly over

1 kilometer. using a near-infrared laser. https://geekwire.com/2017/lasermotive-makes-switch-powerlight-focuses-beaming-power-

fiber/ 4 DECEMBER 2017 Norway Wärtsilä’s (1MW inductive) wireless charging of a Ferry. https://ship-

technology.com/features/wartsilas-wireless-charging-ahead-game/ November 30, 2017 NUvention: Medical "Through Table 

Charger" for wearable devices and medical implants http://chicagobusiness.com/article/20171130/ISSUE01/171139998/you-may-

be-recharging-your-phone-with-its-technology-right-now Dec 20, 2017 Wireless (Backscatter based) technology without batteries? 

This startup is powering IoT devices - using air! https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/startups/features/wireless-

technology-without-batteries-this-startup-is-powering-iot-devices-using-air/articleshow/62016675.cms Dec 20, 2017 AirFuel's (new 

large surface-area power source) Doubles-Down on Next Generation Resonant and RF Wireless Charging Technologies for 2018 

https://prnewswire.com/news-releases/airfuel-doubles-down-on-next-generation-resonant-and-rf-wireless-charging-technologies-for-

2018-300573750.html DECEMBER 27, 2017 Powercast said Tuesday that it's won FCC approval for its PowerSpot RF transmitter, 

which can deliver over-the-air charging to electronic devices several feet away and, in some cases, as far as 80 feet (24 meters) 

https://cnet.com/news/powercast-powerspot-wireless-charging-goes-long-for-consumer-gear-ces-2018/ Dec. 26, 2017 Energous 

Soars 75% as It Wins FCC Approval for RF WattUp Mid Field transmitter for Wireless Power Transmission up to 15 feet 

https://barrons.com/articles/energous-soars-75-as-it-wins-fcc-approval-for-wireless-power-transmission-1514323886 Dec 01 2017 

Smart Glass Country Announces Wireless Powered Smart Glass for the Next Generation of Smart Homes 

https://prnewswire.com/news-releases/smart-glass-country-announces-wireless-smart-glass-for-the-next-generation-of-smart-

homes-300565001.html DECEMBER 12, 2017 AT&T begins testing 1GB high-speed internet over power lines 

https://reuters.com/article/us-at-t-internet/att-begins-testing-high-speed-internet-over-power-lines-idUSKBN1E70GB DECEMBER 
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19, 2017 Israeli bus company invests millions in wireless charging electric roads http://jpost.com/Jpost-Tech/Israeli-bus-company-

invests-millions-in-wireless-charging-electric-roads-518472 December 19, 2017 Lectrifi Limited Secures Licensing Agreement To 

Supply Wireless EV Charging Stations http://dailytelescope.com/pr/lectrifi-limited-secures-licensing-agreement-to-supply-wireless-

ev-charging-stations/33994 Dec 19 2017 Continental to unveil bi-directional, wireless charging systems at CES 

http://caradvice.com.au/610364/continental-to-unveil-bi-directional-wireless-charging-systems-at-ces/

MIT WiTricity uses all Nikola Tesla's Wireless Patents https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WiTricity -- Nikola Tesla Patent US645576 - 

System of transmission of electrical energy. https://google.com/patents/US645576 Patent US649621 - Apparatus for transmission of

electrical energy. https://google.com/patents/US649621 -- Patent US787412 - Art of transmitting electrical energy through the 

natural mediums. https://google.com/patents/US787412 -- Patent US1119732 - Apparatus for transmitting electrical energy. 

https://google.com/patents/US1119732 -- Nikola Tesla Patent CA142352A - Electrical energy transmission - 

https://google.com/patents/CA142352A/ "Stationary Electrical Waves" https://lens.org/lens/patent/CA_142352_A -- List of Nikola 

Tesla patents - Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Nikola_Tesla_patents -- Israeli startup aims to enable wireless 

charging of electric buses while driving http://treehugger.com/…/israeli-startup-aims-enable-wireles… #energy #monopoly #dead 

#wireless #power Referring Patent US9256905 - Intelligent routing of electric power - Google Patents 

https://google.com/patents/US9256905 (Energy Monopoly killer) A method and system for dynamically routing electric power in real 

time in accordance with parameters submitted by buyers and sellers of electric power using a feedback control scheme. -- Referring 

Patent US9496921 - (Secure) Hybrid guided surface wave communication (and power) - Google Patents 

https://google.com/patents/US9496921 Disclosed is hybrid communication in which a first message from a guided surface wave 

probe node is embedded in a guided surface wave, and a second message from a guided surface wave receive node uses a 

different messaging mechanism. --

Surface wave - Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_wave -- Evanescent field - Wikipedia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evanescent_field

MIT's Witricity 2017 patents referrals to Nikola Tesla's 'System of transmission of electrical energy' Classification: H04L25/4902 

Pulse width modulation; Pulse position modulation

https://www.google.com/patents/US645576

US9544683 Jan 10, 2017 Witricity Wirelessly powered audio devices

US9545290 Jan 17, 2017 Endo-Surgery, Inc. Needle probe guide

US9564268 * Oct 8, 2014 Feb 7, 2017 Earth Energies, Inc. Power receiver for extracting power from electric field energy in the earth

US9572623 Aug 2, 2012 Feb 21, 2017 Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc. Reusable electrode and disposable sheath

US9577436 Jun 6, 2011 Feb 21, 2017 Witricity Corporation Wireless energy transfer for implantable devices

US9584189 Jun 21, 2013 Feb 28, 2017 Witricity Corporation Wireless energy transfer using variable size resonators and system 

monitoring

US9595378 Sep 19, 2013 Mar 14, 2017 Witricity Corporation Resonator enclosure

US9596005 Jun 21, 2013 Mar 14, 2017 Witricity Corporation Wireless energy transfer using variable size resonators and systems 

monitoring

US9601261 Apr 13, 2010 Mar 21, 2017 Witricity Corporation Wireless energy transfer using repeater resonators

US9601266 Oct 25, 2013 Mar 21, 2017 Witricity Corporation Multiple connected resonators with a single electronic circuit

US9601270 Feb 26, 2014 Mar 21, 2017 Witricity Corporation Low AC resistance conductor designs
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US9602168 Oct 28, 2014 Mar 21, 2017 Witricity Corporation Communication in wireless energy transfer systems

US9634495 Nov 24, 2014 Apr 25, 2017 Duracell U.S. Operations, Inc. Wireless power transfer using separately tunable resonators

US9662161 Dec 12, 2014 May 30, 2017 Witricity Corporation Wireless energy transfer for medical applications

US9698607 Nov 18, 2014 Jul 4, 2017 Witricity Corporation Secure wireless energy transfer

US9711991 Jul 19, 2013 Jul 18, 2017 Witricity Corporation Wireless energy transfer converters

US9742204 Apr 13, 2016 Aug 22, 2017 Witricity Corporation Wireless energy transfer in lossy environments

US9744858 Apr 15, 2016 Aug 29, 2017 Witricity Corporation System for wireless energy distribution in a vehicle

US9754718 Nov 26, 2013 Sep 5, 2017 Witricity Corporation Resonator arrays for wireless energy transfer

Feb 18, 2020, 3:41 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

Nikola Tesla Earth-Battery Day, April 1st 2020 Here: https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-

tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-april-1st-2020-under-construction/1667474476723637/

Feb 18, 2020, 12:14 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla 1934-43 Death Ray, Teleforce, Particle Acellerator.

Nikola Tesla Earth-Battery Day, April 1st 2020 Preview us Here: https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-

nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-april-1st-2020-under-construction/1667474476723637/

Feb 17, 2020, 10:08 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.

Nikola Tesla Earth-Battery Day, April 1st 2020 Preview us Here: https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-

nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-april-1st-2020-under-construction/1667474476723637/

Feb 17, 2020, 10:06 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

Nikola Tesla Earth-Battery Day, April 1st 2020 Preview us Here: https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-

nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-april-1st-2020-under-construction/1667474476723637/

Feb 17, 2020, 10:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

Please post any relevent messages, inventions or news on the Nikola Tesla Earth-Battery Day, April 1st 2020 Here: 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-april-1st-2020-under-

construction/1667474476723637/

Feb 17, 2020, 10:03 PM

Updated Feb 17, 2020, 2:16 PM

Feb 17, 2020, 2:16 PM

Chris Edwards uploaded a file in the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Download file: files/NikolaTesla33USPatentApplications_197867178193994.pdf
Nikola Tesla’s 33 Patent Applications for Which Patents Were Not Granted; 2013

Feb 17, 2020, 1:16 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Plasma Channelfacebook.com

Feb 14, 2020, 10:48 AM

Plasma Channelfacebook.com

Updated Feb 14, 2020, 10:48 AM

Feb 14, 2020, 10:48 AM

Chris Edwards shared a note to the group: Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.

Feb 14, 2020, 10:42 AM

Chris Edwards shared a note to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.
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Feb 14, 2020, 10:41 AM

Chris Edwards shared a note to the group: Tesla's Ambassadors.

Feb 14, 2020, 10:41 AM

Chris Edwards shared a note to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Feb 14, 2020, 10:39 AM

Updated Feb 14, 2020, 10:38 AM

Feb 14, 2020, 10:38 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Feb 14, 2020, 10:28 AM

https://washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/national-security/cia-crypto-encryption-machines-espionage/

February 13 2020 But what none of its customers ever knew was that Crypto AG was secretly owned by the CIA in a highly 

classified partnership with West German intelligence. These spy agencies rigged the company’s devices so they could easily break 

the codes that countries used to send encrypted messages.

Updated Feb 14, 2020, 10:27 AM

Feb 14, 2020, 10:27 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Knowledge and Wonders of Science with Brian Cox and Neil Degrasse Tyson ?.

#science February 12 2020 #graphene - ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, creates LIG with features more than 60% smaller than 

the macro version and almost 10 times smaller and less expensive than typically achieved with the former infrared laser. "This 

method allows us to make structures that are 10 times denser than we formerly made." https://phys.org/news/2020-02-laser-

induced-graphene-flexible-electronics.html -- February 12 2020 #tellurium - For Leslie Schoop's lab, one recent such investigation 

has uncovered a layered compound with a trio of properties not previously known to exist in one material. An international 

interdisciplinary team published a paper last week in Science Advances reporting that the van der Waals material gadolinium 

tritelluride (GdTe3) displays the highest electronic mobility among all known layered magnetic materials. In addition, it has magnetic 

order, and can easily be exfoliated. The lab has already shipped a number of samples to researchers eager to explore how the 

compound fits into a category previously occupied only by black phosphorous and graphite. High mobility is rare in layered 

materials. https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/6/eaay6407

February 12 2020 #perovskite - Cracks in perovskite films for solar cells easily healed, study finds. The study, published in the 

journal Acta Materialia, finds that though perovskite films tend to crack easily, those cracks are easily healed with some 

compression or a little bit of heat. Temperatures around 100 degrees Celsius—quite modest heating by material science standards

—were enough to completely heal cracks in perovskite films. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2020.01.040

February 12 2020 #topological #insulators #superconductivity "Powering a topological superconductor using a time crystal gives you

more than the sum of its parts," says Jason Alicea, a researcher at California Institute of Technology (Caltech). In crossing this 

boundary, the wave function has to undergo a change that can lead to conducting edge or surface states at the boundary that are 

symmetry-protected by particle number conservation and time-reversal symmetry, making them particularly robust to perturbations. 

3-D topological states have come to light in which intrinsic spin-orbit coupling takes the place of the magnetic field, as well as 

topological superconductors and photonic and magnetic analogues. Alicea explains that the study led them to the discovery that it is

possible to enrich topological superconductors by coupling them to controllable magnetic degrees of freedom. "Then we realized 

that by turning those magnetic degrees of freedom into a time crystal, topological superconductivity responds in remarkable ways," 

says Alicea. https://journals.aps.org/prl/accepted/8207bY04Ua413365468292600efeed0fb1530ecd4

February 12 2020 #negative #resistance #electron #transport #Weyl #semimetals - Anomalous phonon-mode dependence in 

polarized Raman spectroscopy of the topological Weyl semimetal. "For example, they can show negative magnetoresistance, which 

means when you apply a magnetic field, the resistance drops. With many conventional materials, it increases." Topological Weyl 

semimetals (WSMs) have attracted widespread interest due to the chiral Weyl fermions and surface Fermi arcs that enable unique 

optical and transport phenomena. https://phys.org/news/2020-02-class-materials-strange-electron-properties.html

February 11 2020 #water #purification #fluorescent #arclamp #plasma - Blasting NASA's 'forever' chemicals out of water with a 

vortex of cold plasma. These chemicals, commonly called PFAS—a shortening of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances, were used 

for some 60 years as coatings for nonstick pans and waterproof clothing and in fire-fighting foams. Though precise exposure routes 

have not yet been identified, studies suggest that PFAS has been detected in the bloodstream of as much as 98 percent of the U.S. 

population through some combination of direct exposure, drinking water contamination and bioaccumulation. The Drexel team is 
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proposing the use of highly energized gas, or plasma, as a way to activate the PFAS atoms without heating the water. In non-

equilibrium, or "cold" plasma, an electromagnetic field is used to excite the electrons in a gas without raising its overall temperature. 

In a common example of cold plasma, a fluorescent light, electrons are excited to the point where they emit visible light while the 

gas itself remains at room temperature. https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2020/EW/C9EW01050E#!divAbstract

February 11 2020 #light #sound #multiplexing #cascade #laser - Using sound and light to generate ultra-fast data transfer. A 

research team from the University of Leeds and University of Nottingham believe they have found a way of delivering ultra- fast 

modulation, by combining the power of acoustic and light waves. They have published their findings today in Nature 

Communications.Instead of using external electronics, the teams of researchers at Leeds and Nottingham Universities used 

acoustic waves to vibrate the quantum wells inside the quantum cascade laser. The acoustic waves were generated by the impact 

of a pulse from another laser onto an aluminium film. This caused the film to expand and contract, sending a mechanical wave 

through the quantum cascade laser. https://phys.org/news/2020-02-ultra-fast.html

February 11 2020 #power #to #gas - New method offers more stable, efficient electrocatalytic reactions. The technique, which 

fluidizes catalyst particles in electrolyte instead of gluing them to electrodes, avoids a rapid decline in reaction performance—a 

phenomenon researchers call fatigue. The approach could improve production processes for electrolysis and electrochemical 

energy conversion and storage. Huang tested his ideas using a well-known, commercially available catalyst called Pt/C, which is 

made of carbon black powders decorated by platinum nanoparticles to catalyze oxygen evolution, hydrogen evolution, and methanol

oxidation reactions. These three electrochemical reactions, when catalyzed by Pt/C, normally suffer from severe performance 

decay, but all showed higher efficiency and stability when the particles were fluidized. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.31635/ccschem.019.201900065

February 10 2020 #inverted #perovskite #solar - Inverted perovskite solar cells with a power conversion efficiency of 22.3%. 

Researchers at King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST) and the University of Toronto were recently able to 

reduce the previously observed efficiency gap between perovskite PV cells with a regular structure and those with an inverted 

structure. Their paper, published in Nature Energy, introduces a new design strategy that allowed them to fabricate inverted solar 

cells with long operation lifetimes and power conversion efficiencies of 22.3%. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41560-019-0538-4

February 10 2020 #hydrogenation #palladium - Power to Gas without Hydrogen: Chemists develop safer hydrogenation processes. 

Safe and environmentally-friendly hydrogen gas on demand could be on the horizon following a new "hydrogenation" chemical 

process in development at The City College of New York. Led by Mahesh K. Lakshman, the research uniquely bypasses the need 

for an external source of hydrogen gas to accomplish a wide range of hydrogenations. Lakshman explained hydrogenation as the 

addition of hydrogen atoms. For instance, a very common application is for the production of fats from vegetable oils. In industry, 

production of paraffin is an example. "What we have found is that we can mix two stable materials together in the presence of 

palladium on charcoal and this produces a mixture capable of "hydrogenation," without requiring an external source of compressed 

hydrogen gas," It would allow labs to dispense with compressed hydrogen gas cylinders. http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/adsc.201901099

February 10 2020 #desalination - Harnessing the sun to bring fresh water to remote or disaster-struck communities. A device that 

takes a novel approach to removing salt from water has been developed in Bath, paving the way for small, solar-powered 

desalination units. eveloped by the university's Water Innovation and Research Centre in partnership with Indonesia's Bogor 

Agricultural University and the University of Johannesburg, the prototype desalination unit is a 3-D-printed system with two internal 

chambers designed to extract and/or accumulate salt. When power is applied, salt cations (positively charged ions) and salt anions 

(negatively charged ions) flow between chambers through arrays of micro-holes in a thin synthetic membrane. The flow can only 

happen in one direction thanks to a mechanism that has parallels in mobile-phone technology. As a result of this one-way flow, salt 

is pumped out of seawater. This contrasts with the classical desalination process, where water rather than salt is pumped through a 

membrane. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.desal.2020.114351

Feb 12, 2020, 4:43 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Disclosure Now, Alternative Science Discovery, Conspiracy& other WEIRD news.

#science February 12 2020 #graphene - ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, creates LIG with features more than 60% smaller than 

the macro version and almost 10 times smaller and less expensive than typically achieved with the former infrared laser. "This 

method allows us to make structures that are 10 times denser than we formerly made." https://phys.org/news/2020-02-laser-

induced-graphene-flexible-electronics.html -- February 12 2020 #tellurium - For Leslie Schoop's lab, one recent such investigation 

has uncovered a layered compound with a trio of properties not previously known to exist in one material. An international 
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interdisciplinary team published a paper last week in Science Advances reporting that the van der Waals material gadolinium 

tritelluride (GdTe3) displays the highest electronic mobility among all known layered magnetic materials. In addition, it has magnetic 

order, and can easily be exfoliated. The lab has already shipped a number of samples to researchers eager to explore how the 

compound fits into a category previously occupied only by black phosphorous and graphite. High mobility is rare in layered 

materials. https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/6/eaay6407

February 12 2020 #perovskite - Cracks in perovskite films for solar cells easily healed, study finds. The study, published in the 

journal Acta Materialia, finds that though perovskite films tend to crack easily, those cracks are easily healed with some 

compression or a little bit of heat. Temperatures around 100 degrees Celsius—quite modest heating by material science standards

—were enough to completely heal cracks in perovskite films. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2020.01.040

February 12 2020 #topological #insulators #superconductivity "Powering a topological superconductor using a time crystal gives you

more than the sum of its parts," says Jason Alicea, a researcher at California Institute of Technology (Caltech). In crossing this 

boundary, the wave function has to undergo a change that can lead to conducting edge or surface states at the boundary that are 

symmetry-protected by particle number conservation and time-reversal symmetry, making them particularly robust to perturbations. 

3-D topological states have come to light in which intrinsic spin-orbit coupling takes the place of the magnetic field, as well as 

topological superconductors and photonic and magnetic analogues. Alicea explains that the study led them to the discovery that it is

possible to enrich topological superconductors by coupling them to controllable magnetic degrees of freedom. "Then we realized 

that by turning those magnetic degrees of freedom into a time crystal, topological superconductivity responds in remarkable ways," 

says Alicea. https://journals.aps.org/prl/accepted/8207bY04Ua413365468292600efeed0fb1530ecd4

February 12 2020 #negative #resistance #electron #transport #Weyl #semimetals - Anomalous phonon-mode dependence in 

polarized Raman spectroscopy of the topological Weyl semimetal. "For example, they can show negative magnetoresistance, which 

means when you apply a magnetic field, the resistance drops. With many conventional materials, it increases." Topological Weyl 

semimetals (WSMs) have attracted widespread interest due to the chiral Weyl fermions and surface Fermi arcs that enable unique 

optical and transport phenomena. https://phys.org/news/2020-02-class-materials-strange-electron-properties.html

February 11 2020 #water #purification #fluorescent #arclamp #plasma - Blasting NASA's 'forever' chemicals out of water with a 

vortex of cold plasma. These chemicals, commonly called PFAS—a shortening of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances, were used 

for some 60 years as coatings for nonstick pans and waterproof clothing and in fire-fighting foams. Though precise exposure routes 

have not yet been identified, studies suggest that PFAS has been detected in the bloodstream of as much as 98 percent of the U.S. 

population through some combination of direct exposure, drinking water contamination and bioaccumulation. The Drexel team is 

proposing the use of highly energized gas, or plasma, as a way to activate the PFAS atoms without heating the water. In non-

equilibrium, or "cold" plasma, an electromagnetic field is used to excite the electrons in a gas without raising its overall temperature. 

In a common example of cold plasma, a fluorescent light, electrons are excited to the point where they emit visible light while the 

gas itself remains at room temperature. https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2020/EW/C9EW01050E#!divAbstract

February 11 2020 #light #sound #multiplexing #cascade #laser - Using sound and light to generate ultra-fast data transfer. A 

research team from the University of Leeds and University of Nottingham believe they have found a way of delivering ultra- fast 

modulation, by combining the power of acoustic and light waves. They have published their findings today in Nature 

Communications.Instead of using external electronics, the teams of researchers at Leeds and Nottingham Universities used 

acoustic waves to vibrate the quantum wells inside the quantum cascade laser. The acoustic waves were generated by the impact 

of a pulse from another laser onto an aluminium film. This caused the film to expand and contract, sending a mechanical wave 

through the quantum cascade laser. https://phys.org/news/2020-02-ultra-fast.html

February 11 2020 #power #to #gas - New method offers more stable, efficient electrocatalytic reactions. The technique, which 

fluidizes catalyst particles in electrolyte instead of gluing them to electrodes, avoids a rapid decline in reaction performance—a 

phenomenon researchers call fatigue. The approach could improve production processes for electrolysis and electrochemical 

energy conversion and storage. Huang tested his ideas using a well-known, commercially available catalyst called Pt/C, which is 

made of carbon black powders decorated by platinum nanoparticles to catalyze oxygen evolution, hydrogen evolution, and methanol

oxidation reactions. These three electrochemical reactions, when catalyzed by Pt/C, normally suffer from severe performance 

decay, but all showed higher efficiency and stability when the particles were fluidized. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.31635/ccschem.019.201900065
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February 10 2020 #inverted #perovskite #solar - Inverted perovskite solar cells with a power conversion efficiency of 22.3%. 

Researchers at King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST) and the University of Toronto were recently able to 

reduce the previously observed efficiency gap between perovskite PV cells with a regular structure and those with an inverted 

structure. Their paper, published in Nature Energy, introduces a new design strategy that allowed them to fabricate inverted solar 

cells with long operation lifetimes and power conversion efficiencies of 22.3%. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41560-019-0538-4

February 10 2020 #hydrogenation #palladium - Power to Gas without Hydrogen: Chemists develop safer hydrogenation processes. 

Safe and environmentally-friendly hydrogen gas on demand could be on the horizon following a new "hydrogenation" chemical 

process in development at The City College of New York. Led by Mahesh K. Lakshman, the research uniquely bypasses the need 

for an external source of hydrogen gas to accomplish a wide range of hydrogenations. Lakshman explained hydrogenation as the 

addition of hydrogen atoms. For instance, a very common application is for the production of fats from vegetable oils. In industry, 

production of paraffin is an example. "What we have found is that we can mix two stable materials together in the presence of 

palladium on charcoal and this produces a mixture capable of "hydrogenation," without requiring an external source of compressed 

hydrogen gas," It would allow labs to dispense with compressed hydrogen gas cylinders. http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/adsc.201901099

February 10 2020 #desalination - Harnessing the sun to bring fresh water to remote or disaster-struck communities. A device that 

takes a novel approach to removing salt from water has been developed in Bath, paving the way for small, solar-powered 

desalination units. eveloped by the university's Water Innovation and Research Centre in partnership with Indonesia's Bogor 

Agricultural University and the University of Johannesburg, the prototype desalination unit is a 3-D-printed system with two internal 

chambers designed to extract and/or accumulate salt. When power is applied, salt cations (positively charged ions) and salt anions 

(negatively charged ions) flow between chambers through arrays of micro-holes in a thin synthetic membrane. The flow can only 

happen in one direction thanks to a mechanism that has parallels in mobile-phone technology. As a result of this one-way flow, salt 

is pumped out of seawater. This contrasts with the classical desalination process, where water rather than salt is pumped through a 

membrane. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.desal.2020.114351

Feb 12, 2020, 3:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Occupy Tesla (Science Discussions).

#science February 12 2020 #graphene - ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, creates LIG with features more than 60% smaller than 

the macro version and almost 10 times smaller and less expensive than typically achieved with the former infrared laser. "This 

method allows us to make structures that are 10 times denser than we formerly made." https://phys.org/news/2020-02-laser-

induced-graphene-flexible-electronics.html -- February 12 2020 #tellurium - For Leslie Schoop's lab, one recent such investigation 

has uncovered a layered compound with a trio of properties not previously known to exist in one material. An international 

interdisciplinary team published a paper last week in Science Advances reporting that the van der Waals material gadolinium 

tritelluride (GdTe3) displays the highest electronic mobility among all known layered magnetic materials. In addition, it has magnetic 

order, and can easily be exfoliated. The lab has already shipped a number of samples to researchers eager to explore how the 

compound fits into a category previously occupied only by black phosphorous and graphite. High mobility is rare in layered 

materials. https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/6/eaay6407

February 12 2020 #perovskite - Cracks in perovskite films for solar cells easily healed, study finds. The study, published in the 

journal Acta Materialia, finds that though perovskite films tend to crack easily, those cracks are easily healed with some 

compression or a little bit of heat. Temperatures around 100 degrees Celsius—quite modest heating by material science standards

—were enough to completely heal cracks in perovskite films. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2020.01.040

February 12 2020 #topological #insulators #superconductivity "Powering a topological superconductor using a time crystal gives you

more than the sum of its parts," says Jason Alicea, a researcher at California Institute of Technology (Caltech). In crossing this 

boundary, the wave function has to undergo a change that can lead to conducting edge or surface states at the boundary that are 

symmetry-protected by particle number conservation and time-reversal symmetry, making them particularly robust to perturbations. 

3-D topological states have come to light in which intrinsic spin-orbit coupling takes the place of the magnetic field, as well as 

topological superconductors and photonic and magnetic analogues. Alicea explains that the study led them to the discovery that it is

possible to enrich topological superconductors by coupling them to controllable magnetic degrees of freedom. "Then we realized 

that by turning those magnetic degrees of freedom into a time crystal, topological superconductivity responds in remarkable ways," 

says Alicea. https://journals.aps.org/prl/accepted/8207bY04Ua413365468292600efeed0fb1530ecd4
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February 12 2020 #negative #resistance #electron #transport #Weyl #semimetals - Anomalous phonon-mode dependence in 

polarized Raman spectroscopy of the topological Weyl semimetal. "For example, they can show negative magnetoresistance, which 

means when you apply a magnetic field, the resistance drops. With many conventional materials, it increases." Topological Weyl 

semimetals (WSMs) have attracted widespread interest due to the chiral Weyl fermions and surface Fermi arcs that enable unique 

optical and transport phenomena. https://phys.org/news/2020-02-class-materials-strange-electron-properties.html

February 11 2020 #water #purification #fluorescent #arclamp #plasma - Blasting NASA's 'forever' chemicals out of water with a 

vortex of cold plasma. These chemicals, commonly called PFAS—a shortening of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances, were used 

for some 60 years as coatings for nonstick pans and waterproof clothing and in fire-fighting foams. Though precise exposure routes 

have not yet been identified, studies suggest that PFAS has been detected in the bloodstream of as much as 98 percent of the U.S. 

population through some combination of direct exposure, drinking water contamination and bioaccumulation. The Drexel team is 

proposing the use of highly energized gas, or plasma, as a way to activate the PFAS atoms without heating the water. In non-

equilibrium, or "cold" plasma, an electromagnetic field is used to excite the electrons in a gas without raising its overall temperature. 

In a common example of cold plasma, a fluorescent light, electrons are excited to the point where they emit visible light while the 

gas itself remains at room temperature. https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2020/EW/C9EW01050E#!divAbstract

February 11 2020 #light #sound #multiplexing #cascade #laser - Using sound and light to generate ultra-fast data transfer. A 

research team from the University of Leeds and University of Nottingham believe they have found a way of delivering ultra- fast 

modulation, by combining the power of acoustic and light waves. They have published their findings today in Nature 

Communications.Instead of using external electronics, the teams of researchers at Leeds and Nottingham Universities used 

acoustic waves to vibrate the quantum wells inside the quantum cascade laser. The acoustic waves were generated by the impact 

of a pulse from another laser onto an aluminium film. This caused the film to expand and contract, sending a mechanical wave 

through the quantum cascade laser. https://phys.org/news/2020-02-ultra-fast.html

February 11 2020 #power #to #gas - New method offers more stable, efficient electrocatalytic reactions. The technique, which 

fluidizes catalyst particles in electrolyte instead of gluing them to electrodes, avoids a rapid decline in reaction performance—a 

phenomenon researchers call fatigue. The approach could improve production processes for electrolysis and electrochemical 

energy conversion and storage. Huang tested his ideas using a well-known, commercially available catalyst called Pt/C, which is 

made of carbon black powders decorated by platinum nanoparticles to catalyze oxygen evolution, hydrogen evolution, and methanol

oxidation reactions. These three electrochemical reactions, when catalyzed by Pt/C, normally suffer from severe performance 

decay, but all showed higher efficiency and stability when the particles were fluidized. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.31635/ccschem.019.201900065

February 10 2020 #inverted #perovskite #solar - Inverted perovskite solar cells with a power conversion efficiency of 22.3%. 

Researchers at King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST) and the University of Toronto were recently able to 

reduce the previously observed efficiency gap between perovskite PV cells with a regular structure and those with an inverted 

structure. Their paper, published in Nature Energy, introduces a new design strategy that allowed them to fabricate inverted solar 

cells with long operation lifetimes and power conversion efficiencies of 22.3%. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41560-019-0538-4

February 10 2020 #hydrogenation #palladium - Power to Gas without Hydrogen: Chemists develop safer hydrogenation processes. 

Safe and environmentally-friendly hydrogen gas on demand could be on the horizon following a new "hydrogenation" chemical 

process in development at The City College of New York. Led by Mahesh K. Lakshman, the research uniquely bypasses the need 

for an external source of hydrogen gas to accomplish a wide range of hydrogenations. Lakshman explained hydrogenation as the 

addition of hydrogen atoms. For instance, a very common application is for the production of fats from vegetable oils. In industry, 

production of paraffin is an example. "What we have found is that we can mix two stable materials together in the presence of 

palladium on charcoal and this produces a mixture capable of "hydrogenation," without requiring an external source of compressed 

hydrogen gas," It would allow labs to dispense with compressed hydrogen gas cylinders. http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/adsc.201901099

February 10 2020 #desalination - Harnessing the sun to bring fresh water to remote or disaster-struck communities. A device that 

takes a novel approach to removing salt from water has been developed in Bath, paving the way for small, solar-powered 

desalination units. eveloped by the university's Water Innovation and Research Centre in partnership with Indonesia's Bogor 

Agricultural University and the University of Johannesburg, the prototype desalination unit is a 3-D-printed system with two internal 

chambers designed to extract and/or accumulate salt. When power is applied, salt cations (positively charged ions) and salt anions 
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(negatively charged ions) flow between chambers through arrays of micro-holes in a thin synthetic membrane. The flow can only 

happen in one direction thanks to a mechanism that has parallels in mobile-phone technology. As a result of this one-way flow, salt 

is pumped out of seawater. This contrasts with the classical desalination process, where water rather than salt is pumped through a 

membrane. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.desal.2020.114351

Feb 12, 2020, 3:57 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Climate Change: Science, Mitigation & Adaptation.

#science February 12 2020 #graphene - ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, creates LIG with features more than 60% smaller than 

the macro version and almost 10 times smaller and less expensive than typically achieved with the former infrared laser. "This 

method allows us to make structures that are 10 times denser than we formerly made." https://phys.org/news/2020-02-laser-

induced-graphene-flexible-electronics.html -- February 12 2020 #tellurium - For Leslie Schoop's lab, one recent such investigation 

has uncovered a layered compound with a trio of properties not previously known to exist in one material. An international 

interdisciplinary team published a paper last week in Science Advances reporting that the van der Waals material gadolinium 

tritelluride (GdTe3) displays the highest electronic mobility among all known layered magnetic materials. In addition, it has magnetic 

order, and can easily be exfoliated. The lab has already shipped a number of samples to researchers eager to explore how the 

compound fits into a category previously occupied only by black phosphorous and graphite. High mobility is rare in layered 

materials. https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/6/eaay6407

February 12 2020 #perovskite - Cracks in perovskite films for solar cells easily healed, study finds. The study, published in the 

journal Acta Materialia, finds that though perovskite films tend to crack easily, those cracks are easily healed with some 

compression or a little bit of heat. Temperatures around 100 degrees Celsius—quite modest heating by material science standards

—were enough to completely heal cracks in perovskite films. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2020.01.040

February 12 2020 #topological #insulators #superconductivity "Powering a topological superconductor using a time crystal gives you

more than the sum of its parts," says Jason Alicea, a researcher at California Institute of Technology (Caltech). In crossing this 

boundary, the wave function has to undergo a change that can lead to conducting edge or surface states at the boundary that are 

symmetry-protected by particle number conservation and time-reversal symmetry, making them particularly robust to perturbations. 

3-D topological states have come to light in which intrinsic spin-orbit coupling takes the place of the magnetic field, as well as 

topological superconductors and photonic and magnetic analogues. Alicea explains that the study led them to the discovery that it is

possible to enrich topological superconductors by coupling them to controllable magnetic degrees of freedom. "Then we realized 

that by turning those magnetic degrees of freedom into a time crystal, topological superconductivity responds in remarkable ways," 

says Alicea. https://journals.aps.org/prl/accepted/8207bY04Ua413365468292600efeed0fb1530ecd4

February 12 2020 #negative #resistance #electron #transport #Weyl #semimetals - Anomalous phonon-mode dependence in 

polarized Raman spectroscopy of the topological Weyl semimetal. "For example, they can show negative magnetoresistance, which 

means when you apply a magnetic field, the resistance drops. With many conventional materials, it increases." Topological Weyl 

semimetals (WSMs) have attracted widespread interest due to the chiral Weyl fermions and surface Fermi arcs that enable unique 

optical and transport phenomena. https://phys.org/news/2020-02-class-materials-strange-electron-properties.html

February 11 2020 #water #purification #fluorescent #arclamp #plasma - Blasting NASA's 'forever' chemicals out of water with a 

vortex of cold plasma. These chemicals, commonly called PFAS—a shortening of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances, were used 

for some 60 years as coatings for nonstick pans and waterproof clothing and in fire-fighting foams. Though precise exposure routes 

have not yet been identified, studies suggest that PFAS has been detected in the bloodstream of as much as 98 percent of the U.S. 

population through some combination of direct exposure, drinking water contamination and bioaccumulation. The Drexel team is 

proposing the use of highly energized gas, or plasma, as a way to activate the PFAS atoms without heating the water. In non-

equilibrium, or "cold" plasma, an electromagnetic field is used to excite the electrons in a gas without raising its overall temperature. 

In a common example of cold plasma, a fluorescent light, electrons are excited to the point where they emit visible light while the 

gas itself remains at room temperature. https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2020/EW/C9EW01050E#!divAbstract

February 11 2020 #light #sound #multiplexing #cascade #laser - Using sound and light to generate ultra-fast data transfer. A 

research team from the University of Leeds and University of Nottingham believe they have found a way of delivering ultra- fast 

modulation, by combining the power of acoustic and light waves. They have published their findings today in Nature 

Communications.Instead of using external electronics, the teams of researchers at Leeds and Nottingham Universities used 

acoustic waves to vibrate the quantum wells inside the quantum cascade laser. The acoustic waves were generated by the impact 
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of a pulse from another laser onto an aluminium film. This caused the film to expand and contract, sending a mechanical wave 

through the quantum cascade laser. https://phys.org/news/2020-02-ultra-fast.html

February 11 2020 #power #to #gas - New method offers more stable, efficient electrocatalytic reactions. The technique, which 

fluidizes catalyst particles in electrolyte instead of gluing them to electrodes, avoids a rapid decline in reaction performance—a 

phenomenon researchers call fatigue. The approach could improve production processes for electrolysis and electrochemical 

energy conversion and storage. Huang tested his ideas using a well-known, commercially available catalyst called Pt/C, which is 

made of carbon black powders decorated by platinum nanoparticles to catalyze oxygen evolution, hydrogen evolution, and methanol

oxidation reactions. These three electrochemical reactions, when catalyzed by Pt/C, normally suffer from severe performance 

decay, but all showed higher efficiency and stability when the particles were fluidized. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.31635/ccschem.019.201900065

February 10 2020 #inverted #perovskite #solar - Inverted perovskite solar cells with a power conversion efficiency of 22.3%. 

Researchers at King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST) and the University of Toronto were recently able to 

reduce the previously observed efficiency gap between perovskite PV cells with a regular structure and those with an inverted 

structure. Their paper, published in Nature Energy, introduces a new design strategy that allowed them to fabricate inverted solar 

cells with long operation lifetimes and power conversion efficiencies of 22.3%. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41560-019-0538-4

February 10 2020 #hydrogenation #palladium - Power to Gas without Hydrogen: Chemists develop safer hydrogenation processes. 

Safe and environmentally-friendly hydrogen gas on demand could be on the horizon following a new "hydrogenation" chemical 

process in development at The City College of New York. Led by Mahesh K. Lakshman, the research uniquely bypasses the need 

for an external source of hydrogen gas to accomplish a wide range of hydrogenations. Lakshman explained hydrogenation as the 

addition of hydrogen atoms. For instance, a very common application is for the production of fats from vegetable oils. In industry, 

production of paraffin is an example. "What we have found is that we can mix two stable materials together in the presence of 

palladium on charcoal and this produces a mixture capable of "hydrogenation," without requiring an external source of compressed 

hydrogen gas," It would allow labs to dispense with compressed hydrogen gas cylinders. http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/adsc.201901099

February 10 2020 #desalination - Harnessing the sun to bring fresh water to remote or disaster-struck communities. A device that 

takes a novel approach to removing salt from water has been developed in Bath, paving the way for small, solar-powered 

desalination units. eveloped by the university's Water Innovation and Research Centre in partnership with Indonesia's Bogor 

Agricultural University and the University of Johannesburg, the prototype desalination unit is a 3-D-printed system with two internal 

chambers designed to extract and/or accumulate salt. When power is applied, salt cations (positively charged ions) and salt anions 

(negatively charged ions) flow between chambers through arrays of micro-holes in a thin synthetic membrane. The flow can only 

happen in one direction thanks to a mechanism that has parallels in mobile-phone technology. As a result of this one-way flow, salt 

is pumped out of seawater. This contrasts with the classical desalination process, where water rather than salt is pumped through a 

membrane. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.desal.2020.114351

Feb 12, 2020, 3:55 PM

#science February 12 2020 #graphene - ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, creates LIG with features more than 60% smaller than 

the macro version and almost 10 times smaller and less expensive than typically achieved with the former infrared laser. "This 

method allows us to make structures that are 10 times denser than we formerly made." https://phys.org/news/2020-02-laser-

induced-graphene-flexible-electronics.html -- February 12 2020 #tellurium - For Leslie Schoop's lab, one recent such investigation 

has uncovered a layered compound with a trio of properties not previously known to exist in one material. An international 

interdisciplinary team published a paper last week in Science Advances reporting that the van der Waals material gadolinium 

tritelluride (GdTe3) displays the highest electronic mobility among all known layered magnetic materials. In addition, it has magnetic 

order, and can easily be exfoliated. The lab has already shipped a number of samples to researchers eager to explore how the 

compound fits into a category previously occupied only by black phosphorous and graphite. High mobility is rare in layered 

materials. https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/6/eaay6407

February 12 2020 #perovskite - Cracks in perovskite films for solar cells easily healed, study finds. The study, published in the 

journal Acta Materialia, finds that though perovskite films tend to crack easily, those cracks are easily healed with some 

compression or a little bit of heat. Temperatures around 100 degrees Celsius—quite modest heating by material science standards

—were enough to completely heal cracks in perovskite films. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2020.01.040
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February 12 2020 #topological #insulators #superconductivity "Powering a topological superconductor using a time crystal gives you

more than the sum of its parts," says Jason Alicea, a researcher at California Institute of Technology (Caltech). In crossing this 

boundary, the wave function has to undergo a change that can lead to conducting edge or surface states at the boundary that are 

symmetry-protected by particle number conservation and time-reversal symmetry, making them particularly robust to perturbations. 

3-D topological states have come to light in which intrinsic spin-orbit coupling takes the place of the magnetic field, as well as 

topological superconductors and photonic and magnetic analogues. Alicea explains that the study led them to the discovery that it is

possible to enrich topological superconductors by coupling them to controllable magnetic degrees of freedom. "Then we realized 

that by turning those magnetic degrees of freedom into a time crystal, topological superconductivity responds in remarkable ways," 

says Alicea. https://journals.aps.org/prl/accepted/8207bY04Ua413365468292600efeed0fb1530ecd4

February 12 2020 #negative #resistance #electron #transport #Weyl #semimetals - Anomalous phonon-mode dependence in 

polarized Raman spectroscopy of the topological Weyl semimetal. "For example, they can show negative magnetoresistance, which 

means when you apply a magnetic field, the resistance drops. With many conventional materials, it increases." Topological Weyl 

semimetals (WSMs) have attracted widespread interest due to the chiral Weyl fermions and surface Fermi arcs that enable unique 

optical and transport phenomena. https://phys.org/news/2020-02-class-materials-strange-electron-properties.html

February 11 2020 #water #purification #fluorescent #arclamp #plasma - Blasting NASA's 'forever' chemicals out of water with a 

vortex of cold plasma. These chemicals, commonly called PFAS—a shortening of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances, were used 

for some 60 years as coatings for nonstick pans and waterproof clothing and in fire-fighting foams. Though precise exposure routes 

have not yet been identified, studies suggest that PFAS has been detected in the bloodstream of as much as 98 percent of the U.S. 

population through some combination of direct exposure, drinking water contamination and bioaccumulation. The Drexel team is 

proposing the use of highly energized gas, or plasma, as a way to activate the PFAS atoms without heating the water. In non-

equilibrium, or "cold" plasma, an electromagnetic field is used to excite the electrons in a gas without raising its overall temperature. 

In a common example of cold plasma, a fluorescent light, electrons are excited to the point where they emit visible light while the 

gas itself remains at room temperature. https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2020/EW/C9EW01050E#!divAbstract

February 11 2020 #light #sound #multiplexing #cascade #laser - Using sound and light to generate ultra-fast data transfer. A 

research team from the University of Leeds and University of Nottingham believe they have found a way of delivering ultra- fast 

modulation, by combining the power of acoustic and light waves. They have published their findings today in Nature 

Communications.Instead of using external electronics, the teams of researchers at Leeds and Nottingham Universities used 

acoustic waves to vibrate the quantum wells inside the quantum cascade laser. The acoustic waves were generated by the impact 

of a pulse from another laser onto an aluminium film. This caused the film to expand and contract, sending a mechanical wave 

through the quantum cascade laser. https://phys.org/news/2020-02-ultra-fast.html

February 11 2020 #power #to #gas - New method offers more stable, efficient electrocatalytic reactions. The technique, which 

fluidizes catalyst particles in electrolyte instead of gluing them to electrodes, avoids a rapid decline in reaction performance—a 

phenomenon researchers call fatigue. The approach could improve production processes for electrolysis and electrochemical 

energy conversion and storage. Huang tested his ideas using a well-known, commercially available catalyst called Pt/C, which is 

made of carbon black powders decorated by platinum nanoparticles to catalyze oxygen evolution, hydrogen evolution, and methanol

oxidation reactions. These three electrochemical reactions, when catalyzed by Pt/C, normally suffer from severe performance 

decay, but all showed higher efficiency and stability when the particles were fluidized. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.31635/ccschem.019.201900065

February 10 2020 #inverted #perovskite #solar - Inverted perovskite solar cells with a power conversion efficiency of 22.3%. 

Researchers at King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST) and the University of Toronto were recently able to 

reduce the previously observed efficiency gap between perovskite PV cells with a regular structure and those with an inverted 

structure. Their paper, published in Nature Energy, introduces a new design strategy that allowed them to fabricate inverted solar 

cells with long operation lifetimes and power conversion efficiencies of 22.3%. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41560-019-0538-4

February 10 2020 #hydrogenation #palladium - Power to Gas without Hydrogen: Chemists develop safer hydrogenation processes. 

Safe and environmentally-friendly hydrogen gas on demand could be on the horizon following a new "hydrogenation" chemical 

process in development at The City College of New York. Led by Mahesh K. Lakshman, the research uniquely bypasses the need 

for an external source of hydrogen gas to accomplish a wide range of hydrogenations. Lakshman explained hydrogenation as the 
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addition of hydrogen atoms. For instance, a very common application is for the production of fats from vegetable oils. In industry, 

production of paraffin is an example. "What we have found is that we can mix two stable materials together in the presence of 

palladium on charcoal and this produces a mixture capable of "hydrogenation," without requiring an external source of compressed 

hydrogen gas," It would allow labs to dispense with compressed hydrogen gas cylinders. http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/adsc.201901099

February 10 2020 #desalination - Harnessing the sun to bring fresh water to remote or disaster-struck communities. A device that 

takes a novel approach to removing salt from water has been developed in Bath, paving the way for small, solar-powered 

desalination units. eveloped by the university's Water Innovation and Research Centre in partnership with Indonesia's Bogor 

Agricultural University and the University of Johannesburg, the prototype desalination unit is a 3-D-printed system with two internal 

chambers designed to extract and/or accumulate salt. When power is applied, salt cations (positively charged ions) and salt anions 

(negatively charged ions) flow between chambers through arrays of micro-holes in a thin synthetic membrane. The flow can only 

happen in one direction thanks to a mechanism that has parallels in mobile-phone technology. As a result of this one-way flow, salt 

is pumped out of seawater. This contrasts with the classical desalination process, where water rather than salt is pumped through a 

membrane. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.desal.2020.114351

Updated Feb 12, 2020, 3:53 PM

Feb 12, 2020, 3:53 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://phys.org/news/2020-02-laser-induced-graphene-flexible-electronics.html

#science February 12 2020 #graphene - ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, creates LIG with features more than 60% smaller than 

the macro version and almost 10 times smaller and less expensive than typically achieved with the former infrared laser. "This 

method allows us to make structures that are 10 times denser than we formerly made." https://phys.org/news/2020-02-laser-

induced-graphene-flexible-electronics.html -- February 12 2020 #tellurium - For Leslie Schoop's lab, one recent such investigation 

has uncovered a layered compound with a trio of properties not previously known to exist in one material. An international 

interdisciplinary team published a paper last week in Science Advances reporting that the van der Waals material gadolinium 

tritelluride (GdTe3) displays the highest electronic mobility among all known layered magnetic materials. In addition, it has magnetic 

order, and can easily be exfoliated. The lab has already shipped a number of samples to researchers eager to explore how the 

compound fits into a category previously occupied only by black phosphorous and graphite. High mobility is rare in layered 

materials. https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/6/eaay6407

February 12 2020 #perovskite - Cracks in perovskite films for solar cells easily healed, study finds. The study, published in the 

journal Acta Materialia, finds that though perovskite films tend to crack easily, those cracks are easily healed with some 

compression or a little bit of heat. Temperatures around 100 degrees Celsius—quite modest heating by material science standards

—were enough to completely heal cracks in perovskite films. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2020.01.040

February 12 2020 #topological #insulators #superconductivity "Powering a topological superconductor using a time crystal gives you

more than the sum of its parts," says Jason Alicea, a researcher at California Institute of Technology (Caltech). In crossing this 

boundary, the wave function has to undergo a change that can lead to conducting edge or surface states at the boundary that are 

symmetry-protected by particle number conservation and time-reversal symmetry, making them particularly robust to perturbations. 

3-D topological states have come to light in which intrinsic spin-orbit coupling takes the place of the magnetic field, as well as 

topological superconductors and photonic and magnetic analogues. Alicea explains that the study led them to the discovery that it is

possible to enrich topological superconductors by coupling them to controllable magnetic degrees of freedom. "Then we realized 

that by turning those magnetic degrees of freedom into a time crystal, topological superconductivity responds in remarkable ways," 

says Alicea. https://journals.aps.org/prl/accepted/8207bY04Ua413365468292600efeed0fb1530ecd4

February 12 2020 #negative #resistance #electron #transport #Weyl #semimetals - Anomalous phonon-mode dependence in 

polarized Raman spectroscopy of the topological Weyl semimetal. "For example, they can show negative magnetoresistance, which 

means when you apply a magnetic field, the resistance drops. With many conventional materials, it increases." Topological Weyl 

semimetals (WSMs) have attracted widespread interest due to the chiral Weyl fermions and surface Fermi arcs that enable unique 

optical and transport phenomena. https://phys.org/news/2020-02-class-materials-strange-electron-properties.html

February 11 2020 #water #purification #fluorescent #arclamp #plasma - Blasting NASA's 'forever' chemicals out of water with a 

vortex of cold plasma. These chemicals, commonly called PFAS—a shortening of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances, were used 

for some 60 years as coatings for nonstick pans and waterproof clothing and in fire-fighting foams. Though precise exposure routes 
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have not yet been identified, studies suggest that PFAS has been detected in the bloodstream of as much as 98 percent of the U.S. 

population through some combination of direct exposure, drinking water contamination and bioaccumulation. The Drexel team is 

proposing the use of highly energized gas, or plasma, as a way to activate the PFAS atoms without heating the water. In non-

equilibrium, or "cold" plasma, an electromagnetic field is used to excite the electrons in a gas without raising its overall temperature. 

In a common example of cold plasma, a fluorescent light, electrons are excited to the point where they emit visible light while the 

gas itself remains at room temperature. https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2020/EW/C9EW01050E#!divAbstract

February 11 2020 #light #sound #multiplexing #cascade #laser - Using sound and light to generate ultra-fast data transfer. A 

research team from the University of Leeds and University of Nottingham believe they have found a way of delivering ultra- fast 

modulation, by combining the power of acoustic and light waves. They have published their findings today in Nature 

Communications.Instead of using external electronics, the teams of researchers at Leeds and Nottingham Universities used 

acoustic waves to vibrate the quantum wells inside the quantum cascade laser. The acoustic waves were generated by the impact 

of a pulse from another laser onto an aluminium film. This caused the film to expand and contract, sending a mechanical wave 

through the quantum cascade laser. https://phys.org/news/2020-02-ultra-fast.html

February 11 2020 #power #to #gas - New method offers more stable, efficient electrocatalytic reactions. The technique, which 

fluidizes catalyst particles in electrolyte instead of gluing them to electrodes, avoids a rapid decline in reaction performance—a 

phenomenon researchers call fatigue. The approach could improve production processes for electrolysis and electrochemical 

energy conversion and storage. Huang tested his ideas using a well-known, commercially available catalyst called Pt/C, which is 

made of carbon black powders decorated by platinum nanoparticles to catalyze oxygen evolution, hydrogen evolution, and methanol

oxidation reactions. These three electrochemical reactions, when catalyzed by Pt/C, normally suffer from severe performance 

decay, but all showed higher efficiency and stability when the particles were fluidized. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.31635/ccschem.019.201900065

February 10 2020 #inverted #perovskite #solar - Inverted perovskite solar cells with a power conversion efficiency of 22.3%. 

Researchers at King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST) and the University of Toronto were recently able to 

reduce the previously observed efficiency gap between perovskite PV cells with a regular structure and those with an inverted 

structure. Their paper, published in Nature Energy, introduces a new design strategy that allowed them to fabricate inverted solar 

cells with long operation lifetimes and power conversion efficiencies of 22.3%. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41560-019-0538-4

February 10 2020 #hydrogenation #palladium - Power to Gas without Hydrogen: Chemists develop safer hydrogenation processes. 

Safe and environmentally-friendly hydrogen gas on demand could be on the horizon following a new "hydrogenation" chemical 

process in development at The City College of New York. Led by Mahesh K. Lakshman, the research uniquely bypasses the need 

for an external source of hydrogen gas to accomplish a wide range of hydrogenations. Lakshman explained hydrogenation as the 

addition of hydrogen atoms. For instance, a very common application is for the production of fats from vegetable oils. In industry, 

production of paraffin is an example. "What we have found is that we can mix two stable materials together in the presence of 

palladium on charcoal and this produces a mixture capable of "hydrogenation," without requiring an external source of compressed 

hydrogen gas," It would allow labs to dispense with compressed hydrogen gas cylinders. http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/adsc.201901099

February 10 2020 #desalination - Harnessing the sun to bring fresh water to remote or disaster-struck communities. A device that 

takes a novel approach to removing salt from water has been developed in Bath, paving the way for small, solar-powered 

desalination units. eveloped by the university's Water Innovation and Research Centre in partnership with Indonesia's Bogor 

Agricultural University and the University of Johannesburg, the prototype desalination unit is a 3-D-printed system with two internal 

chambers designed to extract and/or accumulate salt. When power is applied, salt cations (positively charged ions) and salt anions 

(negatively charged ions) flow between chambers through arrays of micro-holes in a thin synthetic membrane. The flow can only 

happen in one direction thanks to a mechanism that has parallels in mobile-phone technology. As a result of this one-way flow, salt 

is pumped out of seawater. This contrasts with the classical desalination process, where water rather than salt is pumped through a 

membrane. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.desal.2020.114351

Feb 12, 2020, 3:46 PM

February 12 2020 Tesla #FUD : Regulators admitted that it was the fault of goverment officials for failure to repair the divider for 11 

days, where previous accidents not involving a Tesla, occured. A report from the agency says California officials failed to fix the 

barrier that was damaged in a crash 11 days before Huang was killed. In that incident, a 2010 Toyota Prius traveling over 75 mph 

crashed against the attenuator, a cushion that protects vehicles from hitting the end of concrete lane dividers. In the three years 
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before the Tesla crash, the device was struck at least five times, including one crash that resulted in fatalities. A car struck it again 

on May 20, 2018, about two months after the Tesla crash, the NTSB said." 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/transportation/2020/02/11/telsa-running-autopilot-repeatedly-veered-toward-spot-where-apple-

engineer-later-crashed-died-federal-investigators-say/

Updated Feb 12, 2020, 2:41 PM

Feb 12, 2020, 2:41 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/transportation/2020/02/11/telsa-running-autopilot-repeatedly-veered-toward-spot-where-apple-

engineer-later-crashed-died-federal-investigators-say/

February 12 2020 Tesla #FUD : Regulators admitted that it was the fault of goverment officials for failure to repair the divider for 11 

days, where previous accidents not involving a Tesla, occured. A report from the agency says California officials failed to fix the 

barrier that was damaged in a crash 11 days before Huang was killed. In that incident, a 2010 Toyota Prius traveling over 75 mph 

crashed against the attenuator, a cushion that protects vehicles from hitting the end of concrete lane dividers. In the three years 

before the Tesla crash, the device was struck at least five times, including one crash that resulted in fatalities. A car struck it again 

on May 20, 2018, about two months after the Tesla crash, the NTSB said." 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/transportation/2020/02/11/telsa-running-autopilot-repeatedly-veered-toward-spot-where-apple-

engineer-later-crashed-died-federal-investigators-say/

Feb 12, 2020, 2:40 PM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=NOBUv1O36-8

February 10 2020 Tesla Battery Day Preview by Now You Know: Tesla's nano-graphene superconductor for their battery long 

lasting, highly efficient, high power anode will be sourced by a graphene mine that sources its engery from renewables and electric 

cars + Gigafactory Texas or Giga Mexico? https://youtube.com/watch?v=NOBUv1O36-8

Updated Feb 10, 2020, 9:53 PM

Feb 10, 2020, 9:53 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8edical

February 9 2020 Update: Blood purification of pathogens -- John G Trump at MIT in 1978 presenting medical machines that purify 

the blood. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 --(SEC) Order for Halt in trading of Aethlon Medical (NASDAQ:AEMD) 

Stock. ... Aethlon is developing the Hemopurifier, a proprietary blood filtration cartridge that potentially can clear both viruses and 

cancer promoting sub-cellular particles called exosomes, from circulating blood. https://biospace.com/article/releases/securities-and-

exchange-commission-sec-order-for-halt-in-trading-of-aethlon-medical-nasdaq-aemd-stock/

Updated Feb 10, 2020, 9:45 PM

Feb 10, 2020, 9:45 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=iH2VGLLgTTU

February 10 2020 Should Tesla & Google Alphabet merge, since they are both Nikola Tesla's "Idea Factories"? Featuring Google 

CEO, Larry Page: https://youtube.com/watch?v=iH2VGLLgTTU -- ?How Google Could Acquire Tesla For $1,500 Per Share On Its 

Way To $2 Trillion Stock https://forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2020/02/10/google-could-acquire-tesla-for-1500-per-share-on-

its-way-to-2-trillion-stock/

Feb 10, 2020, 8:56 PM

February 10 2020 Should Tesla & Google Alphabet merge, since they are both Nikola Tesla's "Idea Factories"? Featuring Google 

CEO, Larry Page: https://youtube.com/watch?v=iH2VGLLgTTU -- ?How Google Could Acquire Tesla For $1,500 Per Share On Its 

Way To $2 Trillion Stock https://forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2020/02/10/google-could-acquire-tesla-for-1500-per-share-on-

its-way-to-2-trillion-stock/

Updated Feb 10, 2020, 8:52 PM

Feb 10, 2020, 8:52 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=iH2VGLLgTTU

February 10 2020 Should Tesla & Google Alphabet merge, since they are both Nikola Tesla's "Idea Factories"? Featuring Google 

CEO, Larry Page: [https://youtube.com/watch?v=iH2VGLLgTTU](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iH2VGLLgTTU) -- ?How 

Google Could Acquire Tesla For $1,500 Per Share On Its Way To $2 Trillion Stock 

[https://forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2020/02/10/google-could-acquire-tesla-for-1500-per-share-on-its-way-to-2-trillion-stock/]

(https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2020/02/10/google-could-acquire-tesla-for-1500-per-share-on-its-way-to-2-trillion-

stock/)
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Feb 10, 2020, 8:52 PM

https://electrek.co/2020/02/10/tesla-ceo-elon-musk-warns-car-buyers-gas-cars-residual-values-plummet-coming-years/

February 10 2020 Tesla CEO Elon Musk warns car buyers that ‘gas cars’ residual values will plummet to "Zilch" in coming years 

https://electrek.co/2020/02/10/tesla-ceo-elon-musk-warns-car-buyers-gas-cars-residual-values-plummet-coming-years/

Updated Feb 10, 2020, 8:43 PM

Feb 10, 2020, 8:43 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TESLA-SOCIETY.

February 8 2020 Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Coil" 3D printed. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZITh9C_7hbg -- More on wireless power 

transmission at the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group: https://facebook.cim/groups/teslaleaks -- Tesla Leaks Website: 

http://teslaleaks.com/

Feb 10, 2020, 7:55 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla Fan Club A.K.A. Edison sucks donkey balls.

February 8 2020 Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Coil" 3D printed. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZITh9C_7hbg -- More on wireless power 

transmission at the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group: https://facebook.cim/groups/teslaleaks -- Tesla Leaks Website: 

http://teslaleaks.com/

Feb 8, 2020, 5:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla, 9/11, DEW, Hurricane Erin, No Planes, Actors, Media Hoax.

February 8 2020 Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Coil" 3D printed. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZITh9C_7hbg -- More on wireless power 

transmission at the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group: https://facebook.cim/groups/teslaleaks -- Tesla Leaks Website: 

http://teslaleaks.com/

Feb 8, 2020, 5:58 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla School of Advance Learning and Applied Higher Skills.

February 8 2020 Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Coil" 3D printed. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZITh9C_7hbg -- More on wireless power 

transmission at the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group: https://facebook.cim/groups/teslaleaks -- Tesla Leaks Website: 

http://teslaleaks.com/

Feb 8, 2020, 5:57 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Tower Workgroup.

February 8 2020 Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Coil" 3D printed. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZITh9C_7hbg -- More on wireless power 

transmission at the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group: https://facebook.cim/groups/teslaleaks -- Tesla Leaks Website: 

http://teslaleaks.com/

Feb 8, 2020, 5:50 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Istraživa ki centar Nikola Tesla.č
February 8 2020 Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Coil" 3D printed. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZITh9C_7hbg -- More on wireless power 

transmission at the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group: https://facebook.cim/groups/teslaleaks -- Tesla Leaks Website: 

http://teslaleaks.com/

Feb 8, 2020, 5:49 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Colorado Tesla Awareness Community.

February 8 2020 Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Coil" 3D printed. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZITh9C_7hbg -- More on wireless power 

transmission at the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group: https://facebook.cim/groups/teslaleaks -- Tesla Leaks Website: 

http://teslaleaks.com/

Feb 8, 2020, 5:49 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Tesla Books...and related ideas.

February 8 2020 Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Coil" 3D printed. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZITh9C_7hbg -- More on wireless power 

transmission at the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group: https://facebook.cim/groups/teslaleaks -- Tesla Leaks Website: 

http://teslaleaks.com/

Feb 8, 2020, 5:48 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NIKOLA TESLA.

February 8 2020 Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Coil" 3D printed. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZITh9C_7hbg -- More on wireless power 

transmission at the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group: https://facebook.cim/groups/teslaleaks -- Tesla Leaks Website: 

http://teslaleaks.com/

Feb 8, 2020, 5:47 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZITh9C_7hbg
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February 8 2020 Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Coil" 3D printed. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZITh9C_7hbg -- More on wireless power 

transmission at the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group: https://facebook.cim/groups/teslaleaks -- Tesla Leaks Website: 

http://teslaleaks.com/

Feb 8, 2020, 5:45 PM

February 8 2020 --Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Coil" 3D printed. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZITh9C_7hbg -- More on wireless power 

transmission at the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group: https://Facebook.cim/groups/teslaleaks -- Tesla Leaks Website: 

http://teslaleaks.com/

Updated Feb 8, 2020, 5:44 PM

Feb 8, 2020, 5:44 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZITh9C_7hbg

February 8 2020 --Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Coil" 3D printed. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZITh9C_7hbg -- More on wireless power 

transmission at the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group: https://Facebook.cim/groups/teslaleaks -- Tesla Leaks website: 

http://teslaleaks.com/

Feb 8, 2020, 5:43 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZITh9C_7hbg

February 8 2020 --Nikola Tesla's "Tesla Coil" 3D printed. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZITh9C_7hbg -- More on wireless power 

transmission at the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group: https://Facebook.cim/groups/teslaleaks and the Tesla Leaks website: 

http://teslaleaks.com/

Feb 8, 2020, 5:41 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=BcnUfIdYrCA

January 7 2020 Tesla's $10 Trillion Robotaxi's. The #1 thing to stop this transition is 1) GOVERNMENT 2) Tax by the mile 3) Carbon

Taxes. https://youtube.com/watch?v=BcnUfIdYrCA

Feb 7, 2020, 6:56 PM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=BcnUfIdYrCA

January 7 2020 Tesla's $10 Trillion Robotaxi's. The #1 thing to stop this transition is 1) GOVERNMENT 2) Tax by the mile 3) Carbon

Taxes. https://youtube.com/watch?v=BcnUfIdYrCA

Updated Feb 7, 2020, 6:47 PM

Feb 7, 2020, 6:47 PM

https://time.com/5779678/li-wenliang-coronavirus-china-doctor-death/

Doctor who allegedly first discovered the Coronavirus Hoax, Dies. Coincidentally. https://time.com/5779678/li-wenliang-coronavirus-

china-doctor-death/

Updated Feb 7, 2020, 11:33 AM

Feb 7, 2020, 11:33 AM

https://www.tesmanian.com/blogs/tesmanian-blog/tesla-tsla-short-selling-rule-201-sec

Tesla (TSLA) Short Selling Temporarily Restricted by SEC; resumes 2/8/2020. https://www.tesmanian.com/blogs/tesmanian-

blog/tesla-tsla-short-selling-rule-201-sec

Updated Feb 7, 2020, 11:31 AM

Feb 7, 2020, 11:31 AM

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Hitlers-Renewable-Jet-Fuel-Could-End-Flight-Shaming.html

Hitlers Jet Fuel & U.S. "Bouncing Bombs" -- In WW2, Hitler used Coal gassification from the vast German and Polish coal plants. 

During the War, Germany was using the West German Hydro-electric Dams to maufacture the Jet Fuel (and other gasses). Because

of this, the US invented the "Bouncing Bomb" to destroy German Dams. Since the Dams are indestructable, the US largely failed. 

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Hitlers-Renewable-Jet-Fuel-Could-End-Flight-Shaming.html

Updated Feb 7, 2020, 11:26 AM

Feb 7, 2020, 11:26 AM

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Gas-Prices/Gasmaggedon-Sweeps-Over-Global-Gas-Market.html

January 5 2020 “Gasmaggedon” Sweeps Over Global Gas Market -- KM prices recently fell to 10-year lows. But they have 

continued to decline, approaching $3/MMBtu for the first time in history. LNG exports from the U.S. are uneconomical at these price 

levels. “Forward prices for summer are now at levels where U.S. LNG shut-ins begin to seem viable,” a lot of this development 

doesn’t work as well at $2.50 gas.” Henry Hub prices are now below $1.85/MMBtu. https://oilprice.com/Energy/Gas-
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Prices/Gasmaggedon-Sweeps-Over-Global-Gas-Market.html

Updated Feb 5, 2020, 9:15 PM

Feb 5, 2020, 9:15 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

https://ccn.com/elon-musk-can-now-easily-buy-ford-motor-company/

February 6 2020 Breaking: --Nikola Tesla is looking for investment funds for #tsla in order to buy Ford and install a Giga Texas. 

(Musk: just be sure the Cyber-Truck is actually bullet proof.) https://ccn.com/elon-musk-can-now-easily-buy-ford-motor-company/ -- 

In the Tesla FBI file, dates 1945, Army Intelligence and others were soliciting wealthy backers like Henry Ford Jr. and The Ford 

Foundation in order to turn --Nikola Tesla's stolen property into "Idea Factories". https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- The

"Reluctance Engine" is a Ford Foundation patent of 1969-71 https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?

view=permalink&id=1104385559699201 -- Ford Motor Co. US Patent February 3 1969 Reluctance motor power circuit containing 

series capacitance for reversing the capacitor charge. (regenerative breaking)

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3560820

Feb 5, 2020, 9:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla 1934-43 Death Ray, Teleforce, Particle Acellerator.

February 6 2020 Breaking: --Nikola Tesla is looking for investment funds for #tsla in order to buy Ford and install a Giga Texas. 

(Musk: just be sure the Cyber-Truck is actually bullet proof.) https://ccn.com/elon-musk-can-now-easily-buy-ford-motor-company/ -- 

In the Tesla FBI file, dates 1945, Army Intelligence and others were soliciting wealthy backers like Henry Ford Jr. and The Ford 

Foundation in order to turn --Nikola Tesla's stolen property into "Idea Factories". https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- The

"Reluctance Engine" is a Ford Foundation patent of 1969-71 https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?

view=permalink&id=1104385559699201 -- Ford Motor Co. US Patent February 3 1969 Reluctance motor power circuit containing 

series capacitance for reversing the capacitor charge. (regenerative breaking)

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3560820

Feb 5, 2020, 9:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.

February 6 2020 Breaking: --Nikola Tesla is looking for investment funds for #tsla in order to buy Ford and install a Giga Texas. 

(Musk: just be sure the Cyber-Truck is actually bullet proof.) https://ccn.com/elon-musk-can-now-easily-buy-ford-motor-company/ -- 

In the Tesla FBI file, dates 1945, Army Intelligence and others were soliciting wealthy backers like Henry Ford Jr. and The Ford 

Foundation in order to turn --Nikola Tesla's stolen property into "Idea Factories". https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- The

"Reluctance Engine" is a Ford Foundation patent of 1969-71 https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?

view=permalink&id=1104385559699201 -- Ford Motor Co. US Patent February 3 1969 Reluctance motor power circuit containing 

series capacitance for reversing the capacitor charge. (regenerative breaking)

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3560820

Feb 5, 2020, 9:04 PM

February 6 2020 Breaking: --Nikola Tesla is looking for investment funds for #tsla in order to buy Ford and install a Giga Texas. 

(Musk: just be sure the Cyber-Truck is actually bullet proof.) https://ccn.com/elon-musk-can-now-easily-buy-ford-motor-company/ -- 

In the Tesla FBI file, dates 1945, Army Intelligence and others were soliciting wealthy backers like Henry Ford Jr. and The Ford 

Foundation in order to turn --Nikola Tesla's stolen property into "Idea Factories". https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- The

"Reluctance Engine" is a Ford Foundation patent of 1969-71 https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?

view=permalink&id=1104385559699201 -- Ford Motor Co. US Patent February 3 1969 Reluctance motor power circuit containing 

series capacitance for reversing the capacitor charge. (regenerative breaking)

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3560820

Updated Feb 5, 2020, 9:00 PM

Feb 5, 2020, 9:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://ccn.com/elon-musk-can-now-easily-buy-ford-motor-company/

February 6 2020 Breaking: --Nikola Tesla is looking for investment funds for #tsla in order to buy Ford and install a Giga Texas. 

(Musk: just be sure the Cyber-Truck is actually bullet proof.) https://ccn.com/elon-musk-can-now-easily-buy-ford-motor-company/ -- 

In the Tesla FBI file, dates 1945, Army Intelligence and others were soliciting wealthy backers like Henry Ford Jr. and The Ford 

Foundation in order to turn --Nikola Tesla's stolen property into "Idea Factories". https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE -- The

"Reluctance Engine" is a Ford Foundation patent of 1969-71 https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?

view=permalink&id=1104385559699201 -- Ford Motor Co. US Patent February 3 1969 Reluctance motor power circuit containing 

series capacitance for reversing the capacitor charge. (regenerative breaking)
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https://oilprice.com/Energy/Gas-Prices/Gasmaggedon-Sweeps-Over-Global-Gas-Market.html


[https://patents.google.com/patent/US3560820](https://patents.google.com/patent/US3560820?

fbclid=IwAR25V5Nsdz3EhR9mAN_I3lmc7GhNEzHbukiLf9uR-RCV7h0kqLG167ag9hA)

Feb 5, 2020, 8:57 PM

February 5 2020 You can't have your Tesla until you take your Vaccines! https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-stocks/tesla-tumbles-

as-coronavirus-weighs-on-shanghai-factory-idUSKBN1ZZ2MN -- Tesla launches Bio-Defense Mode https://tesla.com/blog/putting-

tesla-hepa-filter-and-bioweapon-defense-mode-to-the-test + a UV disinfectant light bulb inside the car to kill all pathogens. Or to 

purify water like Nikola Tesla's system in San Francisco: 

https://eponline.com/articles/2011/08/15/focus-on-californias-largest-ultraviolet-water-treatment-facility.aspx -- (Walmart no longer 

sells them) or cure surface wounds with a Violet Ray https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray

Updated Feb 5, 2020, 11:42 AM

Feb 5, 2020, 11:42 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-tesla-stocks/tesla-tumbles-as-coronavirus-weighs-on-shanghai-factory-idUSKBN1ZZ2MN

February 5 2020 You can't have your Tesla until you take your Vaccines! https://reuters.com/article/us-tesla-stocks/tesla-tumbles-

as-coronavirus-weighs-on-shanghai-factory-idUSKBN1ZZ2MN -- Tesla launches Bio-Defense Mode https://tesla.com/blog/putting-

tesla-hepa-filter-and-bioweapon-defense-mode-to-the-test + a UV disinfectant light bulb inside the car to kill all pathogens. Or to 

purify water like Nikola Tesla's system in San Francisco: 

[https://eponline.com/articles/2011/08/15/focus-on-californias-largest-ultraviolet-water-treatment-facility.aspx]

(https://eponline.com/articles/2011/08/15/focus-on-californias-largest-ultraviolet-water-treatment-facility.aspx) -- (Walmart no longer 

sells them) or cure surface wounds with a Violet Ray https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray

Feb 5, 2020, 11:40 AM

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/google-should-i-why-teslas-stock-is-surging-150553927.html

January 5th 2020 “‘Buy Tesla stock’ is now the #1 autocomplete suggestion https://finance.yahoo.com/news/google-should-i-why-

teslas-stock-is-surging-150553927.html -- for the Google query “should I…,’”. https://google.com/search?

&q=should+i+buy+tesla+stock -- How we use Advanced SEO techinques to control the Google Autosuggest by VirtualU: 

https://virtualu.net/product/virtualu-search-engine-optimization-digital-marketing/

Updated Feb 5, 2020, 9:57 AM

Feb 5, 2020, 9:57 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/google-should-i-why-teslas-stock-is-surging-150553927.html

January 5th 2020 “‘Buy Tesla stock’ is now the #1 autocomplete suggestion https://finance.yahoo.com/news/google-should-i-why-

teslas-stock-is-surging-150553927.html -- for the Google query “should I…,’”. https://google.com/search?

&q=should+i+buy+tesla+stock -- How we use Advanced SEO techinques to control the Google Autosuggest by VirtualU: 

https://virtualu.net/product/virtualu-search-engine-optimization-digital-marketing/

Feb 5, 2020, 9:57 AM

January 4 2020 Tesla’s Stock Is Up 40% in Two Days. What’s Going On? https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/04/business/tesla-

stock-price.html

Updated Feb 4, 2020, 12:34 PM

Feb 4, 2020, 12:34 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

February 4 2020 Tesla’s Stock Is Up 40% in Two Days. What’s Going On? [https://nytimes.com/2020/02/04/business/tesla-stock-

price.html](https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/04/business/tesla-stock-price.html) -- Trump declares emergency the following 

Monday. By Febuary 25th post on Tesla Battery Day, days later Trump calls for a lockdown. 

[https://politifact.com/article/2020/feb/28/fact-checking-president-donald-trump-coronavirus/]

(https://www.politifact.com/article/2020/feb/28/fact-checking-president-donald-trump-coronavirus/)
February 4 2020 Tesla’s Stock Is Up 40% in Two Days. What’s Going On? [https://nytimes.com/2020/02/04/business/tesla-stock-

price.html](https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/04/business/tesla-stock-price.html) -- Trump declares emergency the following 

Monday. By Febuary 25th post on Tesla Battery Day, days later Trump calls for a lockdown. 

[https://politifact.com/article/2020/feb/28/fact-checking-president-donald-trump-coronavirus/]

(https://www.politifact.com/article/2020/feb/28/fact-checking-president-donald-trump-coronavirus/)

Feb 4, 2020, 12:34 PM
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January 1st 2020 Conspirators use the excuse of protecting a Frog, that doesn't exist in an empty, barren desert, to block solar, 

Geothermal and Lithium operations on Nevada, Arizona & California Tribal Lands. https://lasvegassun.com/news/2020/feb/01/good-

intentions-collide-when-renewable-energy-effo/

Updated Feb 3, 2020, 10:01 PM

Feb 3, 2020, 10:01 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://lasvegassun.com/news/2020/feb/01/good-intentions-collide-when-renewable-energy-effo/

January 1st 2020 Conspirators use the excuse of protecting a Frog, that doesn't exist in an empty, barren desert, to block solar, 

Geothermal and Lithium operations on Nevada, Arizona & California Tribal Lands. [https://lasvegassun.com/news/2020/feb/01/good-

intentions-collide-when-renewable-energy-effo/[](https://lasvegassun.com/news/2020/feb/01/good-intentions-collide-when-

renewable-energy-effo/)

](https://lasvegassun.com/news/2020/feb/01/good-intentions-collide-when-renewable-energy-effo/?fbclid=IwAR0DD_-

uVDlVh55v_H_36DMIRBVabEk_ZOrucH_OCiKND2xCrH8sYBhCCY8)

Feb 2, 2020, 8:06 PM

January 30 2020 -- This classic song and video was produced by the Hero, Ace Baker, to the Hero of the World; the lady that lead to

the solving of 9/11/2001; the only lady to file a Qui-tam lawsuit against NIST; #Dr #Judy #Wood & #Andrew #Johnson. 

https://wheredidthetowersgo.com/ --Tesla Leaks's editor in chief has been posting on this channel since 2009. He was a high level 

volunteer for AE911 Truth in 2010-2011, and quit in protest to promote Dr Judy Wood's book in 2012. Later, in 2012 John Lear's 

9/11 Affadavit appeared http://blog.chinadaily.com.cn/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=739163 -- In 2013, Ace Baker's series "The 

American Psy-Opera". https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLBgVyFmx_rhpViYF5nZfeYhQBopMVegtw -- Tesla Leaks was also the 

prime force in helping Ron Paul win 8 of 12 states in the 2012 election; before dropping out of the race. Tesla Leaks (1) then 

launched on July 4th 2014. http://teslaleaks.com/ -- He has identified the specific (Tesla) weapons and psycological operations used

on 9/11/2001 https://youtube.com/user/nikolatesla3327 -- The first site to post on the 9/11 Conspiracy: Serendipity.li -- 

http://serendipity.li/wot/bollyn1.htm

Updated Jan 29, 2020, 11:55 PM

Jan 29, 2020, 11:55 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Click for video:

January 30 2020 -- This classic song and video was produced by the Hero, Ace Baker, to the Hero of the World; the lady that lead to

the solving of 9/11/2001; the only lady to file a Qui-tam lawsuit against NIST; #Dr #Judy #Wood & #Andrew #Johnson. 

https://wheredidthetowersgo.com --Tesla Leaks's editor in chief has been posting on this channel since 2009. He was a high level 

volunteer for AE911 Truth in 2010-2011, and quit in protest to promote Dr Judy Wood's book in 2012. Later, in 2012 John Lear's 

9/11 Affadavit appeared [http://blog.chinadaily.com.cn/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=739163]

(http://www.blog.chinadaily.com.cn/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=739163) -- In 2013, Ace Baker's series "The American Psy-

Opera". [https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLBgVyFmx_rhpViYF5nZfeYhQBopMVegtw](https://www.youtube.com/playlist?

list=PLBgVyFmx_rhpViYF5nZfeYhQBopMVegtw) -- Tesla Leaks was also the prime force in helping Ron Paul win 8 of 12 states in 

the 2012 election; before dropping out of the race. Tesla Leaks (1) then launched on July 4th 2014. http://teslaleaks.com -- He has 

identified the specific (Tesla) weapons and psycological operations used on 9/11/2001 https://youtube.com/user/nikolatesla3327 -- 

The first site to post on the 9/11 Conspiracy: Serendipity.li -- [http://serendipity.li/wot/bollyn1.htm]

(http://www.serendipity.li/wot/bollyn1.htm)
January 30 2020 -- This classic song and video was produced by the Hero, Ace Baker, to the Hero of the World; the lady that lead to

the solving of 9/11/2001; the only lady to file a Qui-tam lawsuit against NIST; #Dr #Judy #Wood & #Andrew #Johnson. 

https://wheredidthetowersgo.com/ --Tesla Leaks's editor in chief has been posting on this channel since 2009. He was a high level 

volunteer for AE911 Truth in 2010-2011, and quit in protest to promote Dr Judy Wood's book in 2012. Later, in 2012 John Lear's 

9/11 Affadavit appeared [http://blog.chinadaily.com.cn/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=739163]

(http://www.blog.chinadaily.com.cn/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=739163) -- In 2013, Ace Baker's series "The American Psy-

Opera". [https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLBgVyFmx_rhpViYF5nZfeYhQBopMVegtw](https://www.youtube.com/playlist?

list=PLBgVyFmx_rhpViYF5nZfeYhQBopMVegtw) -- Tesla Leaks was also the prime force in helping Ron Paul win 8 of 12 states in 

the 2012 election; before dropping out of the race. Tesla Leaks (1) then launched on July 4th 2014. http://teslaleaks.com/ -- He has 

identified the specific (Tesla) weapons and psycological operations used on 9/11/2001 https://youtube.com/user/nikolatesla3327 -- 

The first site to post on the 9/11 Conspiracy: Serendipity.li -- [http://serendipity.li/wot/bollyn1.htm]

http://serendipity.li/wot/bollyn1.htm
https://youtube.com/user/nikolatesla3327
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLBgVyFmx_rhpViYF5nZfeYhQBopMVegtw
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(http://www.serendipity.li/wot/bollyn1.htm)

Jan 29, 2020, 11:41 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTOetiSVJnc

January 29 2020 Tesla Q4 2019 Earnings Call (audio) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTOetiSVJnc -- LIVE reaction to Tesla Q4

Earnings & Shareholder Letter! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFlm5zTNy_o -- Tesla Short Sellers Ran Out Of Excuses 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CXXLMNEJ3L0

Jan 29, 2020, 11:24 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

Update: January 29 2020 Tesla Q4 2019 Earnings Call (audio) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTOetiSVJnc -- LIVE reaction to 

Tesla Q4 Earnings & Shareholder Letter! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFlm5zTNy_o -- Tesla Short Sellers Ran Out Of 

Excuses https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CXXLMNEJ3L0

Jan 29, 2020, 11:23 PM

January 29 2020 Tesla Q4 2019 Earnings Call (audio) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTOetiSVJnc -- LIVE reaction to Tesla Q4

Earnings & Shareholder Letter! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFlm5zTNy_o -- Tesla Short Sellers Ran Out Of Excuses 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CXXLMNEJ3L0

Updated Jan 29, 2020, 11:19 PM

Jan 29, 2020, 11:19 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTOetiSVJnc

#crushing January 29 2020 Tesla Q4 2019 Earnings Call (audio) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTOetiSVJnc -- LIVE reaction 

to Tesla Q4 Earnings & Shareholder Letter! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFlm5zTNy_o -- Tesla Short Sellers Ran Out Of 

Excuses https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CXXLMNEJ3L0

Jan 29, 2020, 11:18 PM

January 29 2020 Tesla review: a weird, fourth-wall-breaking Nikola Tesla biopic played by Ethan Hawke 

https://www.theverge.com/2020/1/29/21112889/tesla-movie-review-sundance-2020-ethan-hawke-michael-almereyda

Updated Jan 29, 2020, 11:02 PM

Jan 29, 2020, 11:02 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.theverge.com/2020/1/29/21112889/tesla-movie-review-sundance-2020-ethan-hawke-michael-almereyda

January 29 2020 Tesla review: a weird, fourth-wall-breaking Nikola Tesla biopic played by Ethan Hawke 

https://www.theverge.com/2020/1/29/21112889/tesla-movie-review-sundance-2020-ethan-hawke-michael-almereyda

Jan 29, 2020, 11:02 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla.

Top 20 David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco (and friends) Conspiracies exposed by Tesla Leaks: Not 

devoloping Nikola Tesla's 1 (Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine w/ Valve #VTOL Helicopter - Plane) 2 (Seized, crushed & 

burned 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car), 3 (Radium, Uranium or Tritium Atomic Batterys used in the 1966 Batman-Mobile 

is banned), 4 (The Saudi oil embargo of 1970's scrapped the fleet of 500 MPG High-Speed Electric Hybrid Trains), In 1980, Texaco 

sabotage'd worlds largest Salt-Lithium mine in Louisiana at the 5 (Lake Peigneur Disaster), 6 (Seized and crushed the EV1 electric 

car), 7 (The Trolly Conspiracy), 8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy to ban Nuclear worldwide + Deepwater Horizon), 9 (The Zepplin 

Conspiracy), 10 (Trump, Bush & Clinton did 9/11 for David Rockefeller), 11 (Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy starting

at Niagara Falls 12 (The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and sinking of the Maine in Havana Harbor and the Lucitania by a 

Tesla Automaton), 13 (Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Funded Hitler with Oil Espionage and the Facists in Spain in the Spanish-

American War, WW2 and Vietnam. Today, they are still blocking, taxing and regulating them, and staging events favor of 

Rockefeller owned Natural-Gas busses & Propane Cars & Planes, Diesel Trucks - Exxon CEO, Rex Tillerson, 2012.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

1 (Nikola Tesla's Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine with Tesla-Valve #VTOL Helicopter-Plane); the same Nikola Tesla 

technology Ram-Jet Turbine he called a "Flying Stove" as the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car.

Nikola Tesla's VTOL Patent of 1911:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9nRxC_2N7-Pb2saczr_upI7vGWl8hTkNmHTuoTJ9rsS4rn0oTd-UeqEfFB3wGope7Gquy_-woW6hAXAw8l0cuRf3L9JjI7Z8Anpe1maLj2K5wulDi5gksLODECu5eEMsM-P6FIRFbNcn7Y&s=2
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CXXLMNEJ3L0
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http://www.serendipity.li/wot/bollyn1.htm


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYDtBFonhCc

“Man out of Time” by M. Cheney, Chapter 20 “Flying Stove”:

https://archive.org/stream/TeslaManOutOfTime_374/Tesla-Man-Out-Of-Time_djvu.txt

2 (The 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car had the Tesla type Heat exchanger, a 60,000 RPM regenerator, Regen air 

breaking, potential 60K RMP regen for batteries, required only 1/5 the parts needed than an ICE, used a Tesla Valve for for air 

breaking, a Bladed Turbine, could use Any fuel, gets 23.3 MPG at 4,000 lbs, had a 95% efficiency, required less maintenance, and 

lasted longer than conventional piston engines.

Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car by Jay Leno:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2A5ijU3Ivs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysler_Turbine_Car

Tesla Valve Explained With Fire:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME

Gas-Turbine & Atomic Battery used in the 1966 Bat-Mobile:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa-Cer6sr_8

3 (Radium, Uranium or Tritium Atomic Batterys used in the Batman-Mobile) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery -- Nikola 

Tesla invented a Tube and method in the 1930's to manufacture Radium for $1 per pound in any quantity. New York Times July 

11th, 1937 Page number(s): 13 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday

4 (500 MPG High-Speed Electric Trains of the 1970's) -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbotrain

"Why the U.S has no high speed rail" : CNBC - May 7, 2019 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qaf6baEu0_w

United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly - 1973 - ?Antitrust law 

"Scrap an entire fleet of powerful, high-speed electric locomotives." https://books.google.com/books?

id=wep2Hyk5a4AC&pg=PA1868&lpg=PA1868&dq=Scrap an entire fleet

"A Turbo caught fire in Toronto in 1970 and frequent technical glitches" http://spacing.ca/toronto/2015/12/09/53711/

5 (Lake Peigneur disaster) Documentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Bh7DJKAC1A -- Texaco claimed it was an "accident";

who's cause was "never ascertained" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Peigneur -- The "disaster" was similar to how the U.S 

Department of Interior run by a George P Bush, George Bush Sr's son, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_P._Bush -- Who 

sabotage'd the Deepwater Horizon to stop deepwater capuring of free natural gas and deepwater hydro-cracking 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626 with a "Tesla Tube" of 1900 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2393514167628066&set=gm.1613890358748716 -- Then BP, the owner of Deepwater 

Horizon, buys up 1/3 of the supply of the Detergent "Corexit"; produced by Nalco Holding Company, associated with BP and Exxon; 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corexit -- to allegedly clean up the oil spill; but Corexit's primary use is for the Sulfur-Nitrate eletrolyte 

mixture to be used in electric car batteries that could last 100 years. https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/1/eaay2757

6 (Seized the EV1 electric car) -- Who killed the Electric Car 2006 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsJAlrYjGz8

7 (1908 The Trolly Conspiracy) -- How an artificial earthquake destroyed the private trolly business; https://www.sfmta.com/blog/hot-

times-cable-cars-after-1906-earthquake -- powered by the free electricity from the Nikola Tesla A/C John Day Dam 

https://www.sfmta.com/blog/hot-times-cable-cars-after-1906-earthquake
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folsom_Powerhouse_State_Historic_Park -- Did GM destroy the trolly's in Los Angeles: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnFVBfhpprU

8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy) -- How an artificial Tidal Wave in Nikola Tesla's "Tidal Wave for Defense" was used to destroy the 

Fukushima Nuclar Power Plant and proceed to ban Nuclear, worldwide; but now failed. 

http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html

9 (The Zepplin & Floating City Conspiracy) -- The "original" video of the Hindenberg Disaster is a FORGERY! "You NEED our 

ROADS" - French President in 2018 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPOyUB9ZE2Q -- Multiple investigations by the Navy 

admitted that "Radio Towers" ignited their balloons. See Nikola Tesla's 1919 article on "Can Radio Ignite Balloons" 

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1919/electrical_experimenter/nikola_tesla/can_radio_ignite_balloons

10 (Trump, Bush & Clinton did 9/11) - David Rockefeller loves Bill Clinton and the Clinton's love David Rockefeller "David 

Rockefeller was a consummate businessman, a great humanitarian, and a serious scholar. He was a kind, good man to all who met 

him." Bill Clinton -- and the Bush's for building Chevron-Armaco -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco and Trump with the help of 

Alex Jones 33:33 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LeChPL0sLE -- admitted a goverment "Did 9/11"; (which is the definition of 

Terrorism) that means Them, or "They"! : Tesla Leaks 9/11 Final-Cut featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU

11) Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy that would be provided "absolutely for free" https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Letter to the FBI Director from Nikola Tesla's assistant just days after Tesla's murder: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE

12: The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and a Tesla Automaton: 

https://www.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024/843648749130827/

"The unstoppable force vs the immoveable object" by Tesla Leaks

-----------------------

Part 13: David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco Funded Hitler with Oil Espionage, funded both sides of the 

Vietnam War with Oil, funded both sides of WW2 with Oil, and even funded the Facist in Spain in the Spanish American War; 

Espionage

On the Chevron-Texaco Wikipedia page odd-ly mentions th Louisiana salt disaster that was allegedly an "accident"; (by drilling just 

400 feet from a salt mine the size of Mount Everest); for a reason that has never been ascertained, that destroyed the worlds largest

Salt, Lithium-Carbonate mine. Soon after, Chevron turned the mine into a Compressed Natural Gas storage facility. Go figure!

Chevron-Texaco in Feb 2002 after 9/11. George Bush's, Cheney's Wyoming Coal, Condolezza Rice a board member at Chevron & 

Bahrain ran the oil and coal wars, stole all the resources and money to put into Fools-ball Games from about 1980-2020. They are 

also likely the culprits in all staged events and "natural disasters", monetary scams and bail-outs, government taxes and regulations 

on renewable energy and electric cars, and everything else!

Chevron honored Rice by naming an oil tanker Condoleezza Rice after her, but controversy led to its being renamed Altair Voyager.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Condoleezza_Rice

Jump to U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations - On December 1, 2008, Rice was nominated by ... the United States Ambassador 

to the United Nations, ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Rice

Chevron-Texaco blocked the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car at the same time Chevron became nationwide in 1960 and then used the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Rice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Condoleezza_Rice
https://www.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024/843648749130827/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LeChPL0sLE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco
http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1919/electrical_experimenter/nikola_tesla/can_radio_ignite_balloons
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPOyUB9ZE2Q
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnFVBfhpprU
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folsom_Powerhouse_State_Historic_Park


goverment, run by them, to ban them with regulations.

Techron, polyetheramine (PEA)va Trade-Secret* (Nitrated hydrogen). Likely by injecting the hydrogen with a Tesla Ozone, Nitrogen 

Fixation, Generator.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Techron

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1900/century_magazine/nikola_tesla/the_problem_of_increasing_human_energy

Is the reason for the Cancer and Birth Defects signs at all gas stations in California. Cancer, Parkinsons, Brain Damage. The 

"Antioxidants" and Alex Jones's "Male Vitality" in all your drinks as a "health product" comes from -waste- from the petro-chemical 

industry and the bottom of a coal pit.

https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/general-info/cancer-warning-labels-based-on-californias-proposition-65.html

April 15, 2013 Why the war in Iraq was fought for Big Oil - CNN https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-

juhasz/index.html

Oct 16, 2000 Chevron Agrees to Buy Texaco For Stock Valued at $36 Billion - "The boards of Chevron, based in San Francisco, 

and Texaco, based in ... George W. Bush, whose business career began in the oil fields of Texas".

https://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/16/business/chevron-agrees-to-buy-texaco-for-stock-valued-at-36-billion.html

AFTER 9/11:

February 8, 2002 Chevron Corporation merged with Texaco and Shell purchased Texaco's interest in the Equilon and Motiva joint 

ventures.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco

BONUS:

Bill & Hillary Clinton pay tribute to late 'friend' David Rockefeller:

https://www.rt.com/usa/381553-rockefeller-tributes-clinton-bush/

Bill, Hillary Clinton Honored As John D. Rockefeller Jr. Park:

https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-

winners/771336/

BILL CLINTON AND THE ROCKEFELLERS:

https://search.proquest.com/openview/2b8ca4095eaf7e4ea395b1120875971b/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=31873

---------------------

These are the people who are fingered as "parasites of a nasty disease" (Nikola Tesla) the one's that have "controlled Country's 

with food, and Continents with Energy" (David Rockefeller) and became wealthy and powerful by "Ill-Gooten Gains" (Michael 

Jackson) in his song "Money"; Jackson fingers Vanderbilt that forclosed on Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe site and equipment, the 

parents of Anderson Cooper of CNN; Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty Oil, Gettes steel & Getty News.

Michael Jackson - Money - with lyrics (1995) featuring Vanderbilt, Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty.

https://search.proquest.com/openview/2b8ca4095eaf7e4ea395b1120875971b/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=31873
https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-winners/771336/
https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-winners/771336/
https://www.rt.com/usa/381553-rockefeller-tributes-clinton-bush/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco
https://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/16/business/chevron-agrees-to-buy-texaco-for-stock-valued-at-36-billion.html
https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-juhasz/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-juhasz/index.html
https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/general-info/cancer-warning-labels-based-on-californias-proposition-65.html
http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1900/century_magazine/nikola_tesla/the_problem_of_increasing_human_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Techron


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlGfHZHSySU

The Top 20:

14) Michael Jackson exposes the Tree Burner & Oil Drillers & Death Hoax Parts 1-4 by Tesla Leaks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfdySw_N0-Q

15) Michael Jackson exposes the use of Napalm in Vietnam in They Don't Care About Us

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZArJyfKagOQ

Tesla Leaks exposed Depleted Uranium used on Civilians in the Bosnia/Serbia conflict

The destruction of the Tesla Museum in Serbia by NATO and/or Bill Clinton in 1999

16) Tesla Leaks exposes the 5 Nikola Technolgies used in Vietnam; that turn into the redacted Pentagon Papers

Behind the Race to Publish the Top-Secret Pentagon Papers https://nytimes.com/2017/12/20/us/pentagon-papers-post.html 

Published April 21st 2017 by Tesla Leaks: Nikola Tesla's inventions played at least 4 roles in WaterGate and the Pentagon Papers. 

First, the full Pentagon Papers have never been released. Of the released version, 11 words were redacted from the final releases. 

Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that controls the water flow in a Hydro Dam. The 4 roles include 1) Secure communications 2) 

Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3) Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-

review/24words.html

17) Project 1794 De-classified

18) The Dust Bowl using Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Lab, turned 180 degrees

19) The Missing Gold at Fort Knox to protect the Petro-Dollar

20) Dinosaurs, Aliens, Loch Ness Monster, Bigfoot & Chupacabra Hoaxes...

21-1000)

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

http://teslaleaks.com/

Jan 27, 2020, 7:21 AM

January 25 2020 Tesla Leaks: Donald Trump dinner meeting leaked on Propane Cars & Busses, LNG Over-Capacity, Tesla, Elon 

Musk, Electric Cars, Autonomous Trucks and More https://teslarati.com/tesla-peak-anti-ev-fud-dinner-donald-trump-white-house-

video/ -- Full Video with rebuttal: https://electrek.co/2020/01/25/trump-dinner-guests-talk-complete-nonsense-about-evs-tesla/

Updated Jan 26, 2020, 8:41 AM

Jan 26, 2020, 8:41 AM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Click for video:

January 25 2020 Tesla Leaks: Donald Trump dinner meeting leaked on Propane Cars & Busses, LNG Over-Capacity, Tesla, Elon 

Musk, Electric Cars, Autonomous Trucks and More https://teslarati.com/tesla-peak-anti-ev-fud-dinner-donald-trump-white-house-

video/ -- Full Video with rebuttal: https://electrek.co/2020/01/25/trump-dinner-guests-talk-complete-nonsense-about-evs-tesla/
January 25 2020 Tesla Leaks: Donald Trump dinner meeting leaked on Propane Cars & Busses, LNG Over-Capacity, Tesla, Elon 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_boYpNnW6xv6lRig6gLcTLyUqhEe6FVbzfLTmwPOG6H5brJ1dqv04K_-f6tlVeAXUhB5oiHG_sJgX-ZqEPF1VsOgTtSPtqhvugfegwNK2pMFwO3BCtRQP9oPlKhyNuo8P1l_NW8wXN39hqCjAimvshaT89T21e0vSQ&s=2
https://electrek.co/2020/01/25/trump-dinner-guests-talk-complete-nonsense-about-evs-tesla/
https://teslarati.com/tesla-peak-anti-ev-fud-dinner-donald-trump-white-house-video/
https://teslarati.com/tesla-peak-anti-ev-fud-dinner-donald-trump-white-house-video/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-vL9TbQ_hsu_mad6CeGy28yjZwr6DU6QAMGEMOH5WvstehkInPxCANoAS59n2MPp7E1jB7dEGMaIubOqhi2TSjlenZtkbh0gSATt_OZ8rOph0Vf2DWdHi3orZtPFxg9zAJ0tZ9gKecrOOYT9SdZ5Y&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html
http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html
https://nytimes.com/2017/12/20/us/pentagon-papers-post.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZArJyfKagOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfdySw_N0-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlGfHZHSySU
file:///C:/Users/user/Documents/teslaleaks2020/facebook-100009085196708%20(2)/posts/


Musk, Electric Cars, Autonomous Trucks and More https://teslarati.com/tesla-peak-anti-ev-fud-dinner-donald-trump-white-house-

video/ -- Full Video with rebuttal: https://electrek.co/2020/01/25/trump-dinner-guests-talk-complete-nonsense-about-evs-tesla/

Jan 26, 2020, 8:35 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

January 13 2020 "No Force" can stop the Grand Renaissance Dam; not ISIS, not the Federal Reserve and not the World Bank, 

NOBODY! https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-50328647

Jan 22, 2020, 8:11 PM

Update: January 13 202 "No Force" can stop the Grand Renaissance Dam; not ISIS, not the Federal Reserve and not the World 

Bank! https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-50328647

Updated Jan 22, 2020, 8:11 PM

Jan 22, 2020, 8:11 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.

January 21 2020 Donald Trump gives credit to Thomas Edison for all the inventions of Nikola Tesla. Then he claims Edison 

invented THE light bulb and THE wheel AND "everything else"; separated with a comma, no a semi-colon. The mainstream media 

fails to correct him and spreads his lies to the public. https://msn.com/en-us/video/t/trump-on-elon-musk-i-was-worried-about-him-

because-hes-one-of-our-great-geniuses/vp-BBZdcHc -- Edison's bulb was only an "Improvement" in Electric Lamps with no new 

phenomena, no new discoveries; just junk! https://patents.google.com/patent/US223898A/en -- Who was the inventor of "Everything

Else"? Not Thomas Edison, nor anyone else other than Nikola Tesla https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Invention_of_Everything_Else

Jan 22, 2020, 8:05 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

January 21 2020 Donald Trump gives credit to Thomas Edison for all the inventions of Nikola Tesla. Then he claims Edison 

invented THE light bulb and THE wheel AND "everything else"; separated with a comma, no a semi-colon. The mainstream media 

fails to correct him and spreads his lies to the public. https://msn.com/en-us/video/t/trump-on-elon-musk-i-was-worried-about-him-

because-hes-one-of-our-great-geniuses/vp-BBZdcHc -- Edison's bulb was only an "Improvement" in Electric Lamps with no new 

phenomena, no new discoveries; just junk! https://patents.google.com/patent/US223898A/en -- Who was the inventor of "Everything

Else"? Not Thomas Edison, nor anyone else other than Nikola Tesla https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Invention_of_Everything_Else

Jan 22, 2020, 8:01 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.msn.com/en-us/video/t/trump-on-elon-musk-i-was-worried-about-him-because-hes-one-of-our-great-geniuses/vp-

BBZdcHc

Place: Downtown, Las Vegas (36.167193737426, -115.14464553505)

Address: Las Vegas, NV

January 21 2020 Donald Trump gives credit to Thomas Edison for all the inventions of Nikola Tesla. Then he claims Edison 

invented THE light bulb and THE wheel AND "everything else"; separated with a comma, no a semi-colon. The mainstream media 

fails to correct him and spreads his lies to the public. [https://msn.com/en-us/video/t/trump-on-elon-musk-i-was-worried-about-him-

because-hes-one-of-our-great-geniuses/vp-BBZdcHc](https://www.msn.com/en-us/video/t/trump-on-elon-musk-i-was-worried-about-

him-because-hes-one-of-our-great-geniuses/vp-BBZdcHc) -- Edison's bulb was only an "Improvement" in Electric Lamps with no 

new phenomena, no new discoveries; just junk! [https://patents.google.com/patent/US223898A/en](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?

u=https%3A%2F%2Fpatents.google.com%2Fpatent%2FUS223898A%2Fen%3Ffbclid

%3DIwAR1NtgBBTjXVy5CTm5rTm8YwCLZ6dh2mxmKzwy28qdBiwSag02ABJrPfZbc&h=AT1yWvZ2bcq4nDGbjGo4kNBt6IfPXq69b

f5MF_oRBwxPnhC_tanSWEzjP0_9psglXY1Y9Saw48lLsU77iEQ3tH3BxDmjF4mtwCekd-d7-aa_qIDL-7hUkl827oUgXbQDU9Y) -- 

Who was the inventor of "Everything Else"? Not Thomas Edison, nor anyone else other than Nikola Tesla 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Invention_of_Everything_Else

Jan 22, 2020, 10:21 AM

Tesla's Flashes Startling - New York Sun - July 17th, 1903. Starting the night of July 15, 1903 and for the next couple of nights, 

Tesla set up a few additional poles (antennas), and then fired up the generators that brought the wireless plant to life. From the 

poles and the top dome of the tower bolts of lightning shot out for miles which actually lit up the sky and could be seen for literally 

hundreds of miles. At times the surrounding area was filled with streaks of lightning shooting into the darkness. The residents of that

area were literally treated to an electrical fireworks display. ""June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's 

laboratory at Long Island were the witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric 

layers at different altitudes and along NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious 

shine or glow. They seemed to be (as) ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away"" https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/terrestrial-night-light

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/terrestrial-night-light
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/terrestrial-night-light
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8Ur59MQ6Sjwn_1SmEufkfPVmGZKV_pwAYuL33hNsi2P7jS41Z0Jw29d6KLiv93l__a7TLFTApkfnMvKoXUzTxRdGGIeeRZQGlE-MYp-n45j59kPbHYG9OJ1a7z9Fh_r6W2B6MsUAk02H3I&s=2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Invention_of_Everything_Else
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fpatents.google.com%2Fpatent%2FUS223898A%2Fen%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1NtgBBTjXVy5CTm5rTm8YwCLZ6dh2mxmKzwy28qdBiwSag02ABJrPfZbc&h=AT1yWvZ2bcq4nDGbjGo4kNBt6IfPXq69bf5MF_oRBwxPnhC_tanSWEzjP0_9psglXY1Y9Saw48lLsU77iEQ3tH3BxDmjF4mtwCekd-d7-aa_qIDL-7hUkl827oUgXbQDU9Y
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fpatents.google.com%2Fpatent%2FUS223898A%2Fen%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1NtgBBTjXVy5CTm5rTm8YwCLZ6dh2mxmKzwy28qdBiwSag02ABJrPfZbc&h=AT1yWvZ2bcq4nDGbjGo4kNBt6IfPXq69bf5MF_oRBwxPnhC_tanSWEzjP0_9psglXY1Y9Saw48lLsU77iEQ3tH3BxDmjF4mtwCekd-d7-aa_qIDL-7hUkl827oUgXbQDU9Y
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fpatents.google.com%2Fpatent%2FUS223898A%2Fen%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1NtgBBTjXVy5CTm5rTm8YwCLZ6dh2mxmKzwy28qdBiwSag02ABJrPfZbc&h=AT1yWvZ2bcq4nDGbjGo4kNBt6IfPXq69bf5MF_oRBwxPnhC_tanSWEzjP0_9psglXY1Y9Saw48lLsU77iEQ3tH3BxDmjF4mtwCekd-d7-aa_qIDL-7hUkl827oUgXbQDU9Y
https://patents.google.com/patent/US223898A/en
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Invention_of_Everything_Else
https://patents.google.com/patent/US223898A/en
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Invention_of_Everything_Else
https://patents.google.com/patent/US223898A/en
https://msn.com/en-us/video/t/trump-on-elon-musk-i-was-worried-about-him-because-hes-one-of-our-great-geniuses/vp-BBZdcHc
https://msn.com/en-us/video/t/trump-on-elon-musk-i-was-worried-about-him-because-hes-one-of-our-great-geniuses/vp-BBZdcHc
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_vhX-y1K4RwYiFqRBq8wuirmSjlMTV7XsI2E9CaN_N0qIPm2JjoFmj85bbtvHQVKNde1Yz3dF3aGJ9tukuIHj43jSY6h8jtpsn7P_X6TvwRdodWZi-IV5fJ-w_mkB6qJwdoXRa01B4FrAGUl7pLpR3oUCeW83AgGM0&s=2
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-50328647
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Updated Jan 21, 2020, 8:13 PM

Jan 21, 2020, 8:13 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/terrestrial-night-light

Tesla's Flashes Startling - New York Sun - July 17th, 1903. Starting the night of July 15, 1903 and for the next couple of nights, 

Tesla set up a few additional poles (antennas), and then fired up the generators that brought the wireless plant to life. From the 

poles and the top dome of the tower bolts of lightning shot out for miles which actually lit up the sky and could be seen for literally 

hundreds of miles. At times the surrounding area was filled with streaks of lightning shooting into the darkness. The residents of that

area were literally treated to an electrical fireworks display. ""June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people living near Tesla's 

laboratory at Long Island were the witnesses of multicolored lightning made by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric 

layers at different altitudes and along NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious 

shine or glow. They seemed to be (as) ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away"" [https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/terrestrial-night-light](https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/terrestrial-night-light)

Jan 21, 2020, 8:12 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla 1934-43 Death Ray, Teleforce, Particle Acellerator.

Top 20 David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco (and friends) Conspiracies exposed by Tesla Leaks: Not 

devoloping Nikola Tesla's 1 (Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine w/ Valve #VTOL Helicopter - Plane) 2 (Seized, crushed & 

burned 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car), 3 (Radium, Uranium or Tritium Atomic Batterys used in the 1966 Batman-Mobile 

is banned), 4 (The Saudi oil embargo of 1970's scrapped the fleet of 500 MPG High-Speed Electric Hybrid Trains), In 1980, Texaco 

sabotage'd worlds largest Salt-Lithium mine in Louisiana at the 5 (Lake Peigneur Disaster), 6 (Seized and crushed the EV1 electric 

car), 7 (The Trolly Conspiracy), 8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy to ban Nuclear worldwide + Deepwater Horizon), 9 (The Zepplin 

Conspiracy), 10 (Trump, Bush & Clinton did 9/11 for David Rockefeller), 11 (Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy starting

at Niagara Falls 12 (The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and sinking of the Maine in Havana Harbor and the Lucitania by a 

Tesla Automaton), 13 (Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Funded Hitler with Oil Espionage and the Facists in Spain in the Spanish-

American War, WW2 and Vietnam. Today, they are still blocking, taxing and regulating them, and staging events favor of 

Rockefeller owned Natural-Gas busses & Propane Cars & Planes, Diesel Trucks - Exxon CEO, Rex Tillerson, 2012.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

1 (Nikola Tesla's Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine with Tesla-Valve #VTOL Helicopter-Plane); the same Nikola Tesla 

technology Ram-Jet Turbine he called a "Flying Stove" as the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car.

Nikola Tesla's VTOL Patent of 1911:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYDtBFonhCc

“Man out of Time” by M. Cheney, Chapter 20 “Flying Stove”:

https://archive.org/stream/TeslaManOutOfTime_374/Tesla-Man-Out-Of-Time_djvu.txt

2 (The 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car had the Tesla type Heat exchanger, a 60,000 RPM regenerator, Regen air 

breaking, potential 60K RMP regen for batteries, required only 1/5 the parts needed than an ICE, used a Tesla Valve for for air 

breaking, a Bladed Turbine, could use Any fuel, gets 23.3 MPG at 4,000 lbs, had a 95% efficiency, required less maintenance, and 

lasted longer than conventional piston engines.

Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car by Jay Leno:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2A5ijU3Ivs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysler_Turbine_Car

Tesla Valve Explained With Fire:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysler_Turbine_Car
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME

Gas-Turbine & Atomic Battery used in the 1966 Bat-Mobile:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa-Cer6sr_8

3 (Radium, Uranium or Tritium Atomic Batterys used in the Batman-Mobile) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery -- Nikola 

Tesla invented a Tube and method in the 1930's to manufacture Radium for $1 per pound in any quantity. New York Times July 

11th, 1937 Page number(s): 13 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday

4 (500 MPG High-Speed Electric Trains of the 1970's) -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbotrain

"Why the U.S has no high speed rail" : CNBC - May 7, 2019 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qaf6baEu0_w

United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly - 1973 - ?Antitrust law 

"Scrap an entire fleet of powerful, high-speed electric locomotives." https://books.google.com/books?

id=wep2Hyk5a4AC&pg=PA1868&lpg=PA1868&dq=Scrap an entire fleet

"A Turbo caught fire in Toronto in 1970 and frequent technical glitches" http://spacing.ca/toronto/2015/12/09/53711/

5 (Lake Peigneur disaster) Documentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Bh7DJKAC1A -- Texaco claimed it was an "accident";

who's cause was "never ascertained" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Peigneur -- The "disaster" was similar to how the U.S 

Department of Interior run by a George P Bush, George Bush Sr's son, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_P._Bush -- Who 

sabotage'd the Deepwater Horizon to stop deepwater capuring of free natural gas and deepwater hydro-cracking 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626 with a "Tesla Tube" of 1900 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2393514167628066&set=gm.1613890358748716 -- Then BP, the owner of Deepwater 

Horizon, buys up 1/3 of the supply of the Detergent "Corexit"; produced by Nalco Holding Company, associated with BP and Exxon; 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corexit -- to allegedly clean up the oil spill; but Corexit's primary use is for the Sulfur-Nitrate eletrolyte 

mixture to be used in electric car batteries that could last 100 years. https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/1/eaay2757

6 (Seized the EV1 electric car) -- Who killed the Electric Car 2006 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsJAlrYjGz8

7 (1908 The Trolly Conspiracy) -- How an artificial earthquake destroyed the private trolly business; https://www.sfmta.com/blog/hot-

times-cable-cars-after-1906-earthquake -- powered by the free electricity from the Nikola Tesla A/C John Day Dam 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folsom_Powerhouse_State_Historic_Park -- Did GM destroy the trolly's in Los Angeles: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnFVBfhpprU

8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy) -- How an artificial Tidal Wave in Nikola Tesla's "Tidal Wave for Defense" was used to destroy the 

Fukushima Nuclar Power Plant and proceed to ban Nuclear, worldwide; but now failed. 

http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html

9 (The Zepplin & Floating City Conspiracy) -- The "original" video of the Hindenberg Disaster is a FORGERY! "You NEED our 

ROADS" - French President in 2018 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPOyUB9ZE2Q -- Multiple investigations by the Navy 

admitted that "Radio Towers" ignited their balloons. See Nikola Tesla's 1919 article on "Can Radio Ignite Balloons" 

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1919/electrical_experimenter/nikola_tesla/can_radio_ignite_balloons

10 (Trump, Bush & Clinton did 9/11) - David Rockefeller loves Bill Clinton and the Clinton's love David Rockefeller "David 

Rockefeller was a consummate businessman, a great humanitarian, and a serious scholar. He was a kind, good man to all who met 

him." Bill Clinton -- and the Bush's for building Chevron-Armaco -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco and Trump with the help of 

Alex Jones 33:33 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LeChPL0sLE -- admitted a goverment "Did 9/11"; (which is the definition of 

Terrorism) that means Them, or "They"! : Tesla Leaks 9/11 Final-Cut featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
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11) Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy that would be provided "absolutely for free" https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Letter to the FBI Director from Nikola Tesla's assistant just days after Tesla's murder: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE

12: The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and a Tesla Automaton: 

https://www.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024/843648749130827/

"The unstoppable force vs the immoveable object" by Tesla Leaks

-----------------------

Part 13: David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco Funded Hitler with Oil Espionage, funded both sides of the 

Vietnam War with Oil, funded both sides of WW2 with Oil, and even funded the Facist in Spain in the Spanish American War; 

Espionage

On the Chevron-Texaco Wikipedia page odd-ly mentions th Louisiana salt disaster that was allegedly an "accident"; (by drilling just 

400 feet from a salt mine the size of Mount Everest); for a reason that has never been ascertained, that destroyed the worlds largest

Salt, Lithium-Carbonate mine. Soon after, Chevron turned the mine into a Compressed Natural Gas storage facility. Go figure!

Chevron-Texaco in Feb 2002 after 9/11. George Bush's, Cheney's Wyoming Coal, Condolezza Rice a board member at Chevron & 

Bahrain ran the oil and coal wars, stole all the resources and money to put into Fools-ball Games from about 1980-2020. They are 

also likely the culprits in all staged events and "natural disasters", monetary scams and bail-outs, government taxes and regulations 

on renewable energy and electric cars, and everything else!

Chevron honored Rice by naming an oil tanker Condoleezza Rice after her, but controversy led to its being renamed Altair Voyager.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Condoleezza_Rice

Jump to U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations - On December 1, 2008, Rice was nominated by ... the United States Ambassador 

to the United Nations, ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Rice

Chevron-Texaco blocked the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car at the same time Chevron became nationwide in 1960 and then used the 

goverment, run by them, to ban them with regulations.

Techron, polyetheramine (PEA)va Trade-Secret* (Nitrated hydrogen). Likely by injecting the hydrogen with a Tesla Ozone, Nitrogen 

Fixation, Generator.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Techron

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1900/century_magazine/nikola_tesla/the_problem_of_increasing_human_energy

Is the reason for the Cancer and Birth Defects signs at all gas stations in California. Cancer, Parkinsons, Brain Damage. The 

"Antioxidants" and Alex Jones's "Male Vitality" in all your drinks as a "health product" comes from -waste- from the petro-chemical 

industry and the bottom of a coal pit.

https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/general-info/cancer-warning-labels-based-on-californias-proposition-65.html

April 15, 2013 Why the war in Iraq was fought for Big Oil - CNN https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-

juhasz/index.html

Oct 16, 2000 Chevron Agrees to Buy Texaco For Stock Valued at $36 Billion - "The boards of Chevron, based in San Francisco, 

https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-juhasz/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-juhasz/index.html
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and Texaco, based in ... George W. Bush, whose business career began in the oil fields of Texas".

https://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/16/business/chevron-agrees-to-buy-texaco-for-stock-valued-at-36-billion.html

AFTER 9/11:

February 8, 2002 Chevron Corporation merged with Texaco and Shell purchased Texaco's interest in the Equilon and Motiva joint 

ventures.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco

BONUS:

Bill & Hillary Clinton pay tribute to late 'friend' David Rockefeller:

https://www.rt.com/usa/381553-rockefeller-tributes-clinton-bush/

Bill, Hillary Clinton Honored As John D. Rockefeller Jr. Park:

https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-

winners/771336/

BILL CLINTON AND THE ROCKEFELLERS:

https://search.proquest.com/openview/2b8ca4095eaf7e4ea395b1120875971b/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=31873

---------------------

These are the people who are fingered as "parasites of a nasty disease" (Nikola Tesla) the one's that have "controlled Country's 

with food, and Continents with Energy" (David Rockefeller) and became wealthy and powerful by "Ill-Gooten Gains" (Michael 

Jackson) in his song "Money"; Jackson fingers Vanderbilt that forclosed on Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe site and equipment, the 

parents of Anderson Cooper of CNN; Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty Oil, Gettes steel & Getty News.

Michael Jackson - Money - with lyrics (1995) featuring Vanderbilt, Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlGfHZHSySU

The Top 20:

14) Michael Jackson exposes the Tree Burner & Oil Drillers & Death Hoax Parts 1-4 by Tesla Leaks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfdySw_N0-Q

15) Michael Jackson exposes the use of Napalm in Vietnam in They Don't Care About Us

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZArJyfKagOQ

Tesla Leaks exposed Depleted Uranium used on Civilians in the Bosnia/Serbia conflict

The destruction of the Tesla Museum in Serbia by NATO and/or Bill Clinton in 1999

16) Tesla Leaks exposes the 5 Nikola Technolgies used in Vietnam; that turn into the redacted Pentagon Papers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZArJyfKagOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfdySw_N0-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlGfHZHSySU
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Behind the Race to Publish the Top-Secret Pentagon Papers https://nytimes.com/2017/12/20/us/pentagon-papers-post.html 

Published April 21st 2017 by Tesla Leaks: Nikola Tesla's inventions played at least 4 roles in WaterGate and the Pentagon Papers. 

First, the full Pentagon Papers have never been released. Of the released version, 11 words were redacted from the final releases. 

Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that controls the water flow in a Hydro Dam. The 4 roles include 1) Secure communications 2) 

Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3) Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-

review/24words.html

17) Project 1794 De-classified

18) The Dust Bowl using Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Lab, turned 180 degrees

19) The Missing Gold at Fort Knox to protect the Petro-Dollar

20) Dinosaurs, Aliens, Loch Ness Monster, Bigfoot & Chupacabra Hoaxes...

21-1000)

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

http://teslaleaks.com/

Jan 20, 2020, 2:28 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla.

Top 20 David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco (and friends) Conspiracies exposed by Tesla Leaks: Not 

devoloping Nikola Tesla's 1 (Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine w/ Valve #VTOL Helicopter - Plane) 2 (Seized, crushed & 

burned 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car), 3 (Radium, Uranium or Tritium Atomic Batterys used in the 1966 Batman-Mobile 

is banned), 4 (The Saudi oil embargo of 1970's scrapped the fleet of 500 MPG High-Speed Electric Hybrid Trains), In 1980, Texaco 

sabotage'd worlds largest Salt-Lithium mine in Louisiana at the 5 (Lake Peigneur Disaster), 6 (Seized and crushed the EV1 electric 

car), 7 (The Trolly Conspiracy), 8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy to ban Nuclear worldwide + Deepwater Horizon), 9 (The Zepplin 

Conspiracy), 10 (Trump, Bush & Clinton did 9/11 for David Rockefeller), 11 (Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy starting

at Niagara Falls 12 (The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and sinking of the Maine in Havana Harbor and the Lucitania by a 

Tesla Automaton), 13 (Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Funded Hitler with Oil Espionage and the Facists in Spain in the Spanish-

American War, WW2 and Vietnam. Today, they are still blocking, taxing and regulating them, and staging events favor of 

Rockefeller owned Natural-Gas busses & Propane Cars & Planes, Diesel Trucks - Exxon CEO, Rex Tillerson, 2012.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

1 (Nikola Tesla's Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine with Tesla-Valve #VTOL Helicopter-Plane); the same Nikola Tesla 

technology Ram-Jet Turbine he called a "Flying Stove" as the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car.

Nikola Tesla's VTOL Patent of 1911:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYDtBFonhCc

“Man out of Time” by M. Cheney, Chapter 20 “Flying Stove”:

https://archive.org/stream/TeslaManOutOfTime_374/Tesla-Man-Out-Of-Time_djvu.txt

2 (The 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car had the Tesla type Heat exchanger, a 60,000 RPM regenerator, Regen air 

breaking, potential 60K RMP regen for batteries, required only 1/5 the parts needed than an ICE, used a Tesla Valve for for air 

breaking, a Bladed Turbine, could use Any fuel, gets 23.3 MPG at 4,000 lbs, had a 95% efficiency, required less maintenance, and 

lasted longer than conventional piston engines.

Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car by Jay Leno:

https://archive.org/stream/TeslaManOutOfTime_374/Tesla-Man-Out-Of-Time_djvu.txt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYDtBFonhCc
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2A5ijU3Ivs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysler_Turbine_Car

Tesla Valve Explained With Fire:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME

Gas-Turbine & Atomic Battery used in the 1966 Bat-Mobile:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa-Cer6sr_8

3 (Radium, Uranium or Tritium Atomic Batterys used in the Batman-Mobile) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery -- Nikola 

Tesla invented a Tube and method in the 1930's to manufacture Radium for $1 per pound in any quantity. New York Times July 

11th, 1937 Page number(s): 13 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday

4 (500 MPG High-Speed Electric Trains of the 1970's) -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbotrain

"Why the U.S has no high speed rail" : CNBC - May 7, 2019 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qaf6baEu0_w

United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly - 1973 - ?Antitrust law 

"Scrap an entire fleet of powerful, high-speed electric locomotives." https://books.google.com/books?

id=wep2Hyk5a4AC&pg=PA1868&lpg=PA1868&dq=Scrap an entire fleet

"A Turbo caught fire in Toronto in 1970 and frequent technical glitches" http://spacing.ca/toronto/2015/12/09/53711/

5 (Lake Peigneur disaster) Documentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Bh7DJKAC1A -- Texaco claimed it was an "accident";

who's cause was "never ascertained" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Peigneur -- The "disaster" was similar to how the U.S 

Department of Interior run by a George P Bush, George Bush Sr's son, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_P._Bush -- Who 

sabotage'd the Deepwater Horizon to stop deepwater capuring of free natural gas and deepwater hydro-cracking 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626 with a "Tesla Tube" of 1900 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2393514167628066&set=gm.1613890358748716 -- Then BP, the owner of Deepwater 

Horizon, buys up 1/3 of the supply of the Detergent "Corexit"; produced by Nalco Holding Company, associated with BP and Exxon; 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corexit -- to allegedly clean up the oil spill; but Corexit's primary use is for the Sulfur-Nitrate eletrolyte 

mixture to be used in electric car batteries that could last 100 years. https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/1/eaay2757

6 (Seized the EV1 electric car) -- Who killed the Electric Car 2006 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsJAlrYjGz8

7 (1908 The Trolly Conspiracy) -- How an artificial earthquake destroyed the private trolly business; https://www.sfmta.com/blog/hot-

times-cable-cars-after-1906-earthquake -- powered by the free electricity from the Nikola Tesla A/C John Day Dam 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folsom_Powerhouse_State_Historic_Park -- Did GM destroy the trolly's in Los Angeles: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnFVBfhpprU

8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy) -- How an artificial Tidal Wave in Nikola Tesla's "Tidal Wave for Defense" was used to destroy the 

Fukushima Nuclar Power Plant and proceed to ban Nuclear, worldwide; but now failed. 

http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html

9 (The Zepplin & Floating City Conspiracy) -- The "original" video of the Hindenberg Disaster is a FORGERY! "You NEED our 

ROADS" - French President in 2018 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPOyUB9ZE2Q -- Multiple investigations by the Navy 

admitted that "Radio Towers" ignited their balloons. See Nikola Tesla's 1919 article on "Can Radio Ignite Balloons" 

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1919/electrical_experimenter/nikola_tesla/can_radio_ignite_balloons
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https://www.sfmta.com/blog/hot-times-cable-cars-after-1906-earthquake
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsJAlrYjGz8
https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/1/eaay2757
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corexit
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2393514167628066&set=gm.1613890358748716
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_P._Bush
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Peigneur
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Bh7DJKAC1A
http://spacing.ca/toronto/2015/12/09/53711/
https://books.google.com/books?id=wep2Hyk5a4AC&pg=PA1868&lpg=PA1868&dq=Scrap
https://books.google.com/books?id=wep2Hyk5a4AC&pg=PA1868&lpg=PA1868&dq=Scrap
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qaf6baEu0_w
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbotrain
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa-Cer6sr_8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysler_Turbine_Car
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2A5ijU3Ivs


10 (Trump, Bush & Clinton did 9/11) - David Rockefeller loves Bill Clinton and the Clinton's love David Rockefeller "David 

Rockefeller was a consummate businessman, a great humanitarian, and a serious scholar. He was a kind, good man to all who met 

him." Bill Clinton -- and the Bush's for building Chevron-Armaco -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco and Trump with the help of 

Alex Jones 33:33 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LeChPL0sLE -- admitted a goverment "Did 9/11"; (which is the definition of 

Terrorism) that means Them, or "They"! : Tesla Leaks 9/11 Final-Cut featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU

11) Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy that would be provided "absolutely for free" https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Letter to the FBI Director from Nikola Tesla's assistant just days after Tesla's murder: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE

12: The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and a Tesla Automaton: 

https://www.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024/843648749130827/

"The unstoppable force vs the immoveable object" by Tesla Leaks

-----------------------

Part 13: David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco Funded Hitler with Oil Espionage, funded both sides of the 

Vietnam War with Oil, funded both sides of WW2 with Oil, and even funded the Facist in Spain in the Spanish American War; 

Espionage

On the Chevron-Texaco Wikipedia page odd-ly mentions th Louisiana salt disaster that was allegedly an "accident"; (by drilling just 

400 feet from a salt mine the size of Mount Everest); for a reason that has never been ascertained, that destroyed the worlds largest

Salt, Lithium-Carbonate mine. Soon after, Chevron turned the mine into a Compressed Natural Gas storage facility. Go figure!

Chevron-Texaco in Feb 2002 after 9/11. George Bush's, Cheney's Wyoming Coal, Condolezza Rice a board member at Chevron & 

Bahrain ran the oil and coal wars, stole all the resources and money to put into Fools-ball Games from about 1980-2020. They are 

also likely the culprits in all staged events and "natural disasters", monetary scams and bail-outs, government taxes and regulations 

on renewable energy and electric cars, and everything else!

Chevron honored Rice by naming an oil tanker Condoleezza Rice after her, but controversy led to its being renamed Altair Voyager.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Condoleezza_Rice

Jump to U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations - On December 1, 2008, Rice was nominated by ... the United States Ambassador 

to the United Nations, ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Rice

Chevron-Texaco blocked the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car at the same time Chevron became nationwide in 1960 and then used the 

goverment, run by them, to ban them with regulations.

Techron, polyetheramine (PEA)va Trade-Secret* (Nitrated hydrogen). Likely by injecting the hydrogen with a Tesla Ozone, Nitrogen 

Fixation, Generator.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Techron

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1900/century_magazine/nikola_tesla/the_problem_of_increasing_human_energy

Is the reason for the Cancer and Birth Defects signs at all gas stations in California. Cancer, Parkinsons, Brain Damage. The 

"Antioxidants" and Alex Jones's "Male Vitality" in all your drinks as a "health product" comes from -waste- from the petro-chemical 

industry and the bottom of a coal pit.

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1900/century_magazine/nikola_tesla/the_problem_of_increasing_human_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Techron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Rice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Condoleezza_Rice
https://www.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024/843648749130827/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LeChPL0sLE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco


https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/general-info/cancer-warning-labels-based-on-californias-proposition-65.html

April 15, 2013 Why the war in Iraq was fought for Big Oil - CNN https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-

juhasz/index.html

Oct 16, 2000 Chevron Agrees to Buy Texaco For Stock Valued at $36 Billion - "The boards of Chevron, based in San Francisco, 

and Texaco, based in ... George W. Bush, whose business career began in the oil fields of Texas".

https://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/16/business/chevron-agrees-to-buy-texaco-for-stock-valued-at-36-billion.html

AFTER 9/11:

February 8, 2002 Chevron Corporation merged with Texaco and Shell purchased Texaco's interest in the Equilon and Motiva joint 

ventures.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco

BONUS:

Bill & Hillary Clinton pay tribute to late 'friend' David Rockefeller:

https://www.rt.com/usa/381553-rockefeller-tributes-clinton-bush/

Bill, Hillary Clinton Honored As John D. Rockefeller Jr. Park:

https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-

winners/771336/

BILL CLINTON AND THE ROCKEFELLERS:

https://search.proquest.com/openview/2b8ca4095eaf7e4ea395b1120875971b/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=31873

---------------------

These are the people who are fingered as "parasites of a nasty disease" (Nikola Tesla) the one's that have "controlled Country's 

with food, and Continents with Energy" (David Rockefeller) and became wealthy and powerful by "Ill-Gooten Gains" (Michael 

Jackson) in his song "Money"; Jackson fingers Vanderbilt that forclosed on Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe site and equipment, the 

parents of Anderson Cooper of CNN; Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty Oil, Gettes steel & Getty News.

Michael Jackson - Money - with lyrics (1995) featuring Vanderbilt, Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlGfHZHSySU

The Top 20:

14) Michael Jackson exposes the Tree Burner & Oil Drillers & Death Hoax Parts 1-4 by Tesla Leaks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfdySw_N0-Q

15) Michael Jackson exposes the use of Napalm in Vietnam in They Don't Care About Us

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZArJyfKagOQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZArJyfKagOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfdySw_N0-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlGfHZHSySU
https://search.proquest.com/openview/2b8ca4095eaf7e4ea395b1120875971b/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=31873
https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-winners/771336/
https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-winners/771336/
https://www.rt.com/usa/381553-rockefeller-tributes-clinton-bush/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco
https://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/16/business/chevron-agrees-to-buy-texaco-for-stock-valued-at-36-billion.html
https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-juhasz/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-juhasz/index.html
https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/general-info/cancer-warning-labels-based-on-californias-proposition-65.html


Tesla Leaks exposed Depleted Uranium used on Civilians in the Bosnia/Serbia conflict

The destruction of the Tesla Museum in Serbia by NATO and/or Bill Clinton in 1999

16) Tesla Leaks exposes the 5 Nikola Technolgies used in Vietnam; that turn into the redacted Pentagon Papers

Behind the Race to Publish the Top-Secret Pentagon Papers https://nytimes.com/2017/12/20/us/pentagon-papers-post.html 

Published April 21st 2017 by Tesla Leaks: Nikola Tesla's inventions played at least 4 roles in WaterGate and the Pentagon Papers. 

First, the full Pentagon Papers have never been released. Of the released version, 11 words were redacted from the final releases. 

Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that controls the water flow in a Hydro Dam. The 4 roles include 1) Secure communications 2) 

Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3) Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-

review/24words.html

17) Project 1794 De-classified

18) The Dust Bowl using Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Lab, turned 180 degrees

19) The Missing Gold at Fort Knox to protect the Petro-Dollar

20) Dinosaurs, Aliens, Loch Ness Monster, Bigfoot & Chupacabra Hoaxes...

21-1000)

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

http://teslaleaks.com/

Jan 20, 2020, 2:27 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: NIKOLA TESLA.

Top 20 David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco (and friends) Conspiracies exposed by Tesla Leaks: Not 

devoloping Nikola Tesla's 1 (Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine w/ Valve #VTOL Helicopter - Plane) 2 (Seized, crushed & 

burned 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car), 3 (Radium, Uranium or Tritium Atomic Batterys used in the 1966 Batman-Mobile 

is banned), 4 (The Saudi oil embargo of 1970's scrapped the fleet of 500 MPG High-Speed Electric Hybrid Trains), In 1980, Texaco 

sabotage'd worlds largest Salt-Lithium mine in Louisiana at the 5 (Lake Peigneur Disaster), 6 (Seized and crushed the EV1 electric 

car), 7 (The Trolly Conspiracy), 8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy to ban Nuclear worldwide + Deepwater Horizon), 9 (The Zepplin 

Conspiracy), 10 (Trump, Bush & Clinton did 9/11 for David Rockefeller), 11 (Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy starting

at Niagara Falls 12 (The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and sinking of the Maine in Havana Harbor and the Lucitania by a 

Tesla Automaton), 13 (Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Funded Hitler with Oil Espionage and the Facists in Spain in the Spanish-

American War, WW2 and Vietnam. Today, they are still blocking, taxing and regulating them, and staging events favor of 

Rockefeller owned Natural-Gas busses & Propane Cars & Planes, Diesel Trucks - Exxon CEO, Rex Tillerson, 2012.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

1 (Nikola Tesla's Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine with Tesla-Valve #VTOL Helicopter-Plane); the same Nikola Tesla 

technology Ram-Jet Turbine he called a "Flying Stove" as the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car.

Nikola Tesla's VTOL Patent of 1911:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYDtBFonhCc

“Man out of Time” by M. Cheney, Chapter 20 “Flying Stove”:

https://archive.org/stream/TeslaManOutOfTime_374/Tesla-Man-Out-Of-Time_djvu.txt

https://archive.org/stream/TeslaManOutOfTime_374/Tesla-Man-Out-Of-Time_djvu.txt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYDtBFonhCc
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_m1w7ffaPh2ySyoJ7M9RrgNHtVcgWH6qniqQB60cs_VUSzf1yUIfRgQROMaCehFe5j6n7xtgRNTaLKHjUGPPkU0vhd6ey1yANLpK-HG7WKWCx44IuO9JDJhc4BT-twmfbv8zdTJ_HPKAD2GMTcais&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html
http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html
https://nytimes.com/2017/12/20/us/pentagon-papers-post.html


2 (The 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car had the Tesla type Heat exchanger, a 60,000 RPM regenerator, Regen air 

breaking, potential 60K RMP regen for batteries, required only 1/5 the parts needed than an ICE, used a Tesla Valve for for air 

breaking, a Bladed Turbine, could use Any fuel, gets 23.3 MPG at 4,000 lbs, had a 95% efficiency, required less maintenance, and 

lasted longer than conventional piston engines.

Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car by Jay Leno:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2A5ijU3Ivs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysler_Turbine_Car

Tesla Valve Explained With Fire:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME

Gas-Turbine & Atomic Battery used in the 1966 Bat-Mobile:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa-Cer6sr_8

3 (Radium, Uranium or Tritium Atomic Batterys used in the Batman-Mobile) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery -- Nikola 

Tesla invented a Tube and method in the 1930's to manufacture Radium for $1 per pound in any quantity. New York Times July 

11th, 1937 Page number(s): 13 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday

4 (500 MPG High-Speed Electric Trains of the 1970's) -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbotrain

"Why the U.S has no high speed rail" : CNBC - May 7, 2019 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qaf6baEu0_w

United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly - 1973 - ?Antitrust law 

"Scrap an entire fleet of powerful, high-speed electric locomotives." https://books.google.com/books?

id=wep2Hyk5a4AC&pg=PA1868&lpg=PA1868&dq=Scrap an entire fleet

"A Turbo caught fire in Toronto in 1970 and frequent technical glitches" http://spacing.ca/toronto/2015/12/09/53711/

5 (Lake Peigneur disaster) Documentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Bh7DJKAC1A -- Texaco claimed it was an "accident";

who's cause was "never ascertained" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Peigneur -- The "disaster" was similar to how the U.S 

Department of Interior run by a George P Bush, George Bush Sr's son, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_P._Bush -- Who 

sabotage'd the Deepwater Horizon to stop deepwater capuring of free natural gas and deepwater hydro-cracking 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626 with a "Tesla Tube" of 1900 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2393514167628066&set=gm.1613890358748716 -- Then BP, the owner of Deepwater 

Horizon, buys up 1/3 of the supply of the Detergent "Corexit"; produced by Nalco Holding Company, associated with BP and Exxon; 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corexit -- to allegedly clean up the oil spill; but Corexit's primary use is for the Sulfur-Nitrate eletrolyte 

mixture to be used in electric car batteries that could last 100 years. https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/1/eaay2757

6 (Seized the EV1 electric car) -- Who killed the Electric Car 2006 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsJAlrYjGz8

7 (1908 The Trolly Conspiracy) -- How an artificial earthquake destroyed the private trolly business; https://www.sfmta.com/blog/hot-

times-cable-cars-after-1906-earthquake -- powered by the free electricity from the Nikola Tesla A/C John Day Dam 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folsom_Powerhouse_State_Historic_Park -- Did GM destroy the trolly's in Los Angeles: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnFVBfhpprU

8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy) -- How an artificial Tidal Wave in Nikola Tesla's "Tidal Wave for Defense" was used to destroy the 

Fukushima Nuclar Power Plant and proceed to ban Nuclear, worldwide; but now failed. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnFVBfhpprU
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folsom_Powerhouse_State_Historic_Park
https://www.sfmta.com/blog/hot-times-cable-cars-after-1906-earthquake
https://www.sfmta.com/blog/hot-times-cable-cars-after-1906-earthquake
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsJAlrYjGz8
https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/1/eaay2757
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corexit
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2393514167628066&set=gm.1613890358748716
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_P._Bush
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Peigneur
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Bh7DJKAC1A
http://spacing.ca/toronto/2015/12/09/53711/
https://books.google.com/books?id=wep2Hyk5a4AC&pg=PA1868&lpg=PA1868&dq=Scrap
https://books.google.com/books?id=wep2Hyk5a4AC&pg=PA1868&lpg=PA1868&dq=Scrap
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qaf6baEu0_w
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbotrain
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa-Cer6sr_8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysler_Turbine_Car
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2A5ijU3Ivs


http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html

9 (The Zepplin & Floating City Conspiracy) -- The "original" video of the Hindenberg Disaster is a FORGERY! "You NEED our 

ROADS" - French President in 2018 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPOyUB9ZE2Q -- Multiple investigations by the Navy 

admitted that "Radio Towers" ignited their balloons. See Nikola Tesla's 1919 article on "Can Radio Ignite Balloons" 

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1919/electrical_experimenter/nikola_tesla/can_radio_ignite_balloons

10 (Trump, Bush & Clinton did 9/11) - David Rockefeller loves Bill Clinton and the Clinton's love David Rockefeller "David 

Rockefeller was a consummate businessman, a great humanitarian, and a serious scholar. He was a kind, good man to all who met 

him." Bill Clinton -- and the Bush's for building Chevron-Armaco -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco and Trump with the help of 

Alex Jones 33:33 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LeChPL0sLE -- admitted a goverment "Did 9/11"; (which is the definition of 

Terrorism) that means Them, or "They"! : Tesla Leaks 9/11 Final-Cut featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU

11) Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy that would be provided "absolutely for free" https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Letter to the FBI Director from Nikola Tesla's assistant just days after Tesla's murder: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE

12: The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and a Tesla Automaton: 

https://www.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024/843648749130827/

"The unstoppable force vs the immoveable object" by Tesla Leaks

-----------------------

Part 13: David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco Funded Hitler with Oil Espionage, funded both sides of the 

Vietnam War with Oil, funded both sides of WW2 with Oil, and even funded the Facist in Spain in the Spanish American War; 

Espionage

On the Chevron-Texaco Wikipedia page odd-ly mentions th Louisiana salt disaster that was allegedly an "accident"; (by drilling just 

400 feet from a salt mine the size of Mount Everest); for a reason that has never been ascertained, that destroyed the worlds largest

Salt, Lithium-Carbonate mine. Soon after, Chevron turned the mine into a Compressed Natural Gas storage facility. Go figure!

Chevron-Texaco in Feb 2002 after 9/11. George Bush's, Cheney's Wyoming Coal, Condolezza Rice a board member at Chevron & 

Bahrain ran the oil and coal wars, stole all the resources and money to put into Fools-ball Games from about 1980-2020. They are 

also likely the culprits in all staged events and "natural disasters", monetary scams and bail-outs, government taxes and regulations 

on renewable energy and electric cars, and everything else!

Chevron honored Rice by naming an oil tanker Condoleezza Rice after her, but controversy led to its being renamed Altair Voyager.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Condoleezza_Rice

Jump to U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations - On December 1, 2008, Rice was nominated by ... the United States Ambassador 

to the United Nations, ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Rice

Chevron-Texaco blocked the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car at the same time Chevron became nationwide in 1960 and then used the 

goverment, run by them, to ban them with regulations.

Techron, polyetheramine (PEA)va Trade-Secret* (Nitrated hydrogen). Likely by injecting the hydrogen with a Tesla Ozone, Nitrogen 

Fixation, Generator.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Rice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Condoleezza_Rice
https://www.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024/843648749130827/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LeChPL0sLE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco
http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1919/electrical_experimenter/nikola_tesla/can_radio_ignite_balloons
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPOyUB9ZE2Q
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Techron

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1900/century_magazine/nikola_tesla/the_problem_of_increasing_human_energy

Is the reason for the Cancer and Birth Defects signs at all gas stations in California. Cancer, Parkinsons, Brain Damage. The 

"Antioxidants" and Alex Jones's "Male Vitality" in all your drinks as a "health product" comes from -waste- from the petro-chemical 

industry and the bottom of a coal pit.

https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/general-info/cancer-warning-labels-based-on-californias-proposition-65.html

April 15, 2013 Why the war in Iraq was fought for Big Oil - CNN https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-

juhasz/index.html

Oct 16, 2000 Chevron Agrees to Buy Texaco For Stock Valued at $36 Billion - "The boards of Chevron, based in San Francisco, 

and Texaco, based in ... George W. Bush, whose business career began in the oil fields of Texas".

https://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/16/business/chevron-agrees-to-buy-texaco-for-stock-valued-at-36-billion.html

AFTER 9/11:

February 8, 2002 Chevron Corporation merged with Texaco and Shell purchased Texaco's interest in the Equilon and Motiva joint 

ventures.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco

BONUS:

Bill & Hillary Clinton pay tribute to late 'friend' David Rockefeller:

https://www.rt.com/usa/381553-rockefeller-tributes-clinton-bush/

Bill, Hillary Clinton Honored As John D. Rockefeller Jr. Park:

https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-

winners/771336/

BILL CLINTON AND THE ROCKEFELLERS:

https://search.proquest.com/openview/2b8ca4095eaf7e4ea395b1120875971b/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=31873

---------------------

These are the people who are fingered as "parasites of a nasty disease" (Nikola Tesla) the one's that have "controlled Country's 

with food, and Continents with Energy" (David Rockefeller) and became wealthy and powerful by "Ill-Gooten Gains" (Michael 

Jackson) in his song "Money"; Jackson fingers Vanderbilt that forclosed on Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe site and equipment, the 

parents of Anderson Cooper of CNN; Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty Oil, Gettes steel & Getty News.

Michael Jackson - Money - with lyrics (1995) featuring Vanderbilt, Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlGfHZHSySU

The Top 20:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlGfHZHSySU
https://search.proquest.com/openview/2b8ca4095eaf7e4ea395b1120875971b/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=31873
https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-winners/771336/
https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-winners/771336/
https://www.rt.com/usa/381553-rockefeller-tributes-clinton-bush/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco
https://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/16/business/chevron-agrees-to-buy-texaco-for-stock-valued-at-36-billion.html
https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-juhasz/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-juhasz/index.html
https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/general-info/cancer-warning-labels-based-on-californias-proposition-65.html
http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1900/century_magazine/nikola_tesla/the_problem_of_increasing_human_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Techron


14) Michael Jackson exposes the Tree Burner & Oil Drillers & Death Hoax Parts 1-4 by Tesla Leaks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfdySw_N0-Q

15) Michael Jackson exposes the use of Napalm in Vietnam in They Don't Care About Us

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZArJyfKagOQ

Tesla Leaks exposed Depleted Uranium used on Civilians in the Bosnia/Serbia conflict

The destruction of the Tesla Museum in Serbia by NATO and/or Bill Clinton in 1999

16) Tesla Leaks exposes the 5 Nikola Technolgies used in Vietnam; that turn into the redacted Pentagon Papers

Behind the Race to Publish the Top-Secret Pentagon Papers https://nytimes.com/2017/12/20/us/pentagon-papers-post.html 

Published April 21st 2017 by Tesla Leaks: Nikola Tesla's inventions played at least 4 roles in WaterGate and the Pentagon Papers. 

First, the full Pentagon Papers have never been released. Of the released version, 11 words were redacted from the final releases. 

Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that controls the water flow in a Hydro Dam. The 4 roles include 1) Secure communications 2) 

Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3) Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-

review/24words.html

17) Project 1794 De-classified

18) The Dust Bowl using Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Lab, turned 180 degrees

19) The Missing Gold at Fort Knox to protect the Petro-Dollar

20) Dinosaurs, Aliens, Loch Ness Monster, Bigfoot & Chupacabra Hoaxes...

21-1000)

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

http://teslaleaks.com/

Jan 20, 2020, 2:27 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Pioneer's.

Top 20 David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco (and friends) Conspiracies exposed by Tesla Leaks: Not 

devoloping Nikola Tesla's 1 (Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine w/ Valve #VTOL Helicopter - Plane) 2 (Seized, crushed & 

burned 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car), 3 (Radium, Uranium or Tritium Atomic Batterys used in the 1966 Batman-Mobile 

is banned), 4 (The Saudi oil embargo of 1970's scrapped the fleet of 500 MPG High-Speed Electric Hybrid Trains), In 1980, Texaco 

sabotage'd worlds largest Salt-Lithium mine in Louisiana at the 5 (Lake Peigneur Disaster), 6 (Seized and crushed the EV1 electric 

car), 7 (The Trolly Conspiracy), 8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy to ban Nuclear worldwide + Deepwater Horizon), 9 (The Zepplin 

Conspiracy), 10 (Trump, Bush & Clinton did 9/11 for David Rockefeller), 11 (Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy starting

at Niagara Falls 12 (The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and sinking of the Maine in Havana Harbor and the Lucitania by a 

Tesla Automaton), 13 (Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Funded Hitler with Oil Espionage and the Facists in Spain in the Spanish-

American War, WW2 and Vietnam. Today, they are still blocking, taxing and regulating them, and staging events favor of 

Rockefeller owned Natural-Gas busses & Propane Cars & Planes, Diesel Trucks - Exxon CEO, Rex Tillerson, 2012.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

1 (Nikola Tesla's Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine with Tesla-Valve #VTOL Helicopter-Plane); the same Nikola Tesla 

technology Ram-Jet Turbine he called a "Flying Stove" as the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8Y8ovYvlKdQi-349UplQFQ759enVdRrHACcrafFYgYNKfu3sDVSDFshAHaDZO7Zz0jlqQDWjt6va-nw7ZnepVK8lYjjWkzIAKNQsGloMkXo1K8MzrwSa9CUcHZd8WQNyvUGUBSiz_NKA7-JfaF7AE&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html
http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html
https://nytimes.com/2017/12/20/us/pentagon-papers-post.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZArJyfKagOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfdySw_N0-Q


Nikola Tesla's VTOL Patent of 1911:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYDtBFonhCc

“Man out of Time” by M. Cheney, Chapter 20 “Flying Stove”:

https://archive.org/stream/TeslaManOutOfTime_374/Tesla-Man-Out-Of-Time_djvu.txt

2 (The 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car had the Tesla type Heat exchanger, a 60,000 RPM regenerator, Regen air 

breaking, potential 60K RMP regen for batteries, required only 1/5 the parts needed than an ICE, used a Tesla Valve for for air 

breaking, a Bladed Turbine, could use Any fuel, gets 23.3 MPG at 4,000 lbs, had a 95% efficiency, required less maintenance, and 

lasted longer than conventional piston engines.

Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car by Jay Leno:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2A5ijU3Ivs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysler_Turbine_Car

Tesla Valve Explained With Fire:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME

Gas-Turbine & Atomic Battery used in the 1966 Bat-Mobile:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa-Cer6sr_8

3 (Radium, Uranium or Tritium Atomic Batterys used in the Batman-Mobile) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery -- Nikola 

Tesla invented a Tube and method in the 1930's to manufacture Radium for $1 per pound in any quantity. New York Times July 

11th, 1937 Page number(s): 13 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday

4 (500 MPG High-Speed Electric Trains of the 1970's) -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbotrain

"Why the U.S has no high speed rail" : CNBC - May 7, 2019 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qaf6baEu0_w

United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly - 1973 - ?Antitrust law 

"Scrap an entire fleet of powerful, high-speed electric locomotives." https://books.google.com/books?

id=wep2Hyk5a4AC&pg=PA1868&lpg=PA1868&dq=Scrap an entire fleet

"A Turbo caught fire in Toronto in 1970 and frequent technical glitches" http://spacing.ca/toronto/2015/12/09/53711/

5 (Lake Peigneur disaster) Documentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Bh7DJKAC1A -- Texaco claimed it was an "accident";

who's cause was "never ascertained" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Peigneur -- The "disaster" was similar to how the U.S 

Department of Interior run by a George P Bush, George Bush Sr's son, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_P._Bush -- Who 

sabotage'd the Deepwater Horizon to stop deepwater capuring of free natural gas and deepwater hydro-cracking 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626 with a "Tesla Tube" of 1900 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2393514167628066&set=gm.1613890358748716 -- Then BP, the owner of Deepwater 

Horizon, buys up 1/3 of the supply of the Detergent "Corexit"; produced by Nalco Holding Company, associated with BP and Exxon; 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corexit -- to allegedly clean up the oil spill; but Corexit's primary use is for the Sulfur-Nitrate eletrolyte 

mixture to be used in electric car batteries that could last 100 years. https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/1/eaay2757

6 (Seized the EV1 electric car) -- Who killed the Electric Car 2006 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsJAlrYjGz8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsJAlrYjGz8
https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/1/eaay2757
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corexit
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2393514167628066&set=gm.1613890358748716
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_P._Bush
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Peigneur
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Bh7DJKAC1A
http://spacing.ca/toronto/2015/12/09/53711/
https://books.google.com/books?id=wep2Hyk5a4AC&pg=PA1868&lpg=PA1868&dq=Scrap
https://books.google.com/books?id=wep2Hyk5a4AC&pg=PA1868&lpg=PA1868&dq=Scrap
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qaf6baEu0_w
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbotrain
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa-Cer6sr_8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysler_Turbine_Car
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2A5ijU3Ivs
https://archive.org/stream/TeslaManOutOfTime_374/Tesla-Man-Out-Of-Time_djvu.txt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYDtBFonhCc


7 (1908 The Trolly Conspiracy) -- How an artificial earthquake destroyed the private trolly business; https://www.sfmta.com/blog/hot-

times-cable-cars-after-1906-earthquake -- powered by the free electricity from the Nikola Tesla A/C John Day Dam 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folsom_Powerhouse_State_Historic_Park -- Did GM destroy the trolly's in Los Angeles: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnFVBfhpprU

8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy) -- How an artificial Tidal Wave in Nikola Tesla's "Tidal Wave for Defense" was used to destroy the 

Fukushima Nuclar Power Plant and proceed to ban Nuclear, worldwide; but now failed. 

http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html

9 (The Zepplin & Floating City Conspiracy) -- The "original" video of the Hindenberg Disaster is a FORGERY! "You NEED our 

ROADS" - French President in 2018 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPOyUB9ZE2Q -- Multiple investigations by the Navy 

admitted that "Radio Towers" ignited their balloons. See Nikola Tesla's 1919 article on "Can Radio Ignite Balloons" 

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1919/electrical_experimenter/nikola_tesla/can_radio_ignite_balloons

10 (Trump, Bush & Clinton did 9/11) - David Rockefeller loves Bill Clinton and the Clinton's love David Rockefeller "David 

Rockefeller was a consummate businessman, a great humanitarian, and a serious scholar. He was a kind, good man to all who met 

him." Bill Clinton -- and the Bush's for building Chevron-Armaco -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco and Trump with the help of 

Alex Jones 33:33 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LeChPL0sLE -- admitted a goverment "Did 9/11"; (which is the definition of 

Terrorism) that means Them, or "They"! : Tesla Leaks 9/11 Final-Cut featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU

11) Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy that would be provided "absolutely for free" https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Letter to the FBI Director from Nikola Tesla's assistant just days after Tesla's murder: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE

12: The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and a Tesla Automaton: 

https://www.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024/843648749130827/

"The unstoppable force vs the immoveable object" by Tesla Leaks

-----------------------

Part 13: David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco Funded Hitler with Oil Espionage, funded both sides of the 

Vietnam War with Oil, funded both sides of WW2 with Oil, and even funded the Facist in Spain in the Spanish American War; 

Espionage

On the Chevron-Texaco Wikipedia page odd-ly mentions th Louisiana salt disaster that was allegedly an "accident"; (by drilling just 

400 feet from a salt mine the size of Mount Everest); for a reason that has never been ascertained, that destroyed the worlds largest

Salt, Lithium-Carbonate mine. Soon after, Chevron turned the mine into a Compressed Natural Gas storage facility. Go figure!

Chevron-Texaco in Feb 2002 after 9/11. George Bush's, Cheney's Wyoming Coal, Condolezza Rice a board member at Chevron & 

Bahrain ran the oil and coal wars, stole all the resources and money to put into Fools-ball Games from about 1980-2020. They are 

also likely the culprits in all staged events and "natural disasters", monetary scams and bail-outs, government taxes and regulations 

on renewable energy and electric cars, and everything else!

Chevron honored Rice by naming an oil tanker Condoleezza Rice after her, but controversy led to its being renamed Altair Voyager.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Condoleezza_Rice

Jump to U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations - On December 1, 2008, Rice was nominated by ... the United States Ambassador 

to the United Nations, ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Rice

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Rice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Condoleezza_Rice
https://www.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024/843648749130827/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LeChPL0sLE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco
http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1919/electrical_experimenter/nikola_tesla/can_radio_ignite_balloons
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPOyUB9ZE2Q
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnFVBfhpprU
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folsom_Powerhouse_State_Historic_Park
https://www.sfmta.com/blog/hot-times-cable-cars-after-1906-earthquake
https://www.sfmta.com/blog/hot-times-cable-cars-after-1906-earthquake


Chevron-Texaco blocked the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car at the same time Chevron became nationwide in 1960 and then used the 

goverment, run by them, to ban them with regulations.

Techron, polyetheramine (PEA)va Trade-Secret* (Nitrated hydrogen). Likely by injecting the hydrogen with a Tesla Ozone, Nitrogen 

Fixation, Generator.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Techron

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1900/century_magazine/nikola_tesla/the_problem_of_increasing_human_energy

Is the reason for the Cancer and Birth Defects signs at all gas stations in California. Cancer, Parkinsons, Brain Damage. The 

"Antioxidants" and Alex Jones's "Male Vitality" in all your drinks as a "health product" comes from -waste- from the petro-chemical 

industry and the bottom of a coal pit.

https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/general-info/cancer-warning-labels-based-on-californias-proposition-65.html

April 15, 2013 Why the war in Iraq was fought for Big Oil - CNN https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-

juhasz/index.html

Oct 16, 2000 Chevron Agrees to Buy Texaco For Stock Valued at $36 Billion - "The boards of Chevron, based in San Francisco, 

and Texaco, based in ... George W. Bush, whose business career began in the oil fields of Texas".

https://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/16/business/chevron-agrees-to-buy-texaco-for-stock-valued-at-36-billion.html

AFTER 9/11:

February 8, 2002 Chevron Corporation merged with Texaco and Shell purchased Texaco's interest in the Equilon and Motiva joint 

ventures.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco

BONUS:

Bill & Hillary Clinton pay tribute to late 'friend' David Rockefeller:

https://www.rt.com/usa/381553-rockefeller-tributes-clinton-bush/

Bill, Hillary Clinton Honored As John D. Rockefeller Jr. Park:

https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-

winners/771336/

BILL CLINTON AND THE ROCKEFELLERS:

https://search.proquest.com/openview/2b8ca4095eaf7e4ea395b1120875971b/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=31873

---------------------

These are the people who are fingered as "parasites of a nasty disease" (Nikola Tesla) the one's that have "controlled Country's 

with food, and Continents with Energy" (David Rockefeller) and became wealthy and powerful by "Ill-Gooten Gains" (Michael 

Jackson) in his song "Money"; Jackson fingers Vanderbilt that forclosed on Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe site and equipment, the 

parents of Anderson Cooper of CNN; Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty Oil, Gettes steel & Getty News.

https://search.proquest.com/openview/2b8ca4095eaf7e4ea395b1120875971b/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=31873
https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-winners/771336/
https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-winners/771336/
https://www.rt.com/usa/381553-rockefeller-tributes-clinton-bush/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco
https://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/16/business/chevron-agrees-to-buy-texaco-for-stock-valued-at-36-billion.html
https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-juhasz/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-juhasz/index.html
https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/general-info/cancer-warning-labels-based-on-californias-proposition-65.html
http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1900/century_magazine/nikola_tesla/the_problem_of_increasing_human_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Techron


Michael Jackson - Money - with lyrics (1995) featuring Vanderbilt, Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlGfHZHSySU

The Top 20:

14) Michael Jackson exposes the Tree Burner & Oil Drillers & Death Hoax Parts 1-4 by Tesla Leaks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfdySw_N0-Q

15) Michael Jackson exposes the use of Napalm in Vietnam in They Don't Care About Us

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZArJyfKagOQ

Tesla Leaks exposed Depleted Uranium used on Civilians in the Bosnia/Serbia conflict

The destruction of the Tesla Museum in Serbia by NATO and/or Bill Clinton in 1999

16) Tesla Leaks exposes the 5 Nikola Technolgies used in Vietnam; that turn into the redacted Pentagon Papers

Behind the Race to Publish the Top-Secret Pentagon Papers https://nytimes.com/2017/12/20/us/pentagon-papers-post.html 

Published April 21st 2017 by Tesla Leaks: Nikola Tesla's inventions played at least 4 roles in WaterGate and the Pentagon Papers. 

First, the full Pentagon Papers have never been released. Of the released version, 11 words were redacted from the final releases. 

Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that controls the water flow in a Hydro Dam. The 4 roles include 1) Secure communications 2) 

Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3) Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-

review/24words.html

17) Project 1794 De-classified

18) The Dust Bowl using Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Lab, turned 180 degrees

19) The Missing Gold at Fort Knox to protect the Petro-Dollar

20) Dinosaurs, Aliens, Loch Ness Monster, Bigfoot & Chupacabra Hoaxes...

21-1000)

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

http://teslaleaks.com/

Jan 20, 2020, 2:23 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w32IEwMO8TE

An Introduction to Tesla | Nikola Tesla's Night of Terror | Doctor Who: Series 12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w32IEwMO8TE

Jan 20, 2020, 1:52 AM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w32IEwMO8TE

An Introduction to Tesla | Nikola Tesla's Night of Terror | Doctor Who: Series 12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w32IEwMO8TE

Updated Jan 20, 2020, 1:50 AM

Jan 20, 2020, 1:50 AM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.

Top 13 David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco blocked Nikola Tesla's 1(Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine

with Tesla Valve #VTOL Helicopter-Plane) & then seized, crushed and burned the 2 (1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car), 

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_zn8jxdXvZZCaxxfux0vyAXC4y0iAUYWUfdcQzpqdN-EaYFEyNyfZHPCyDj6mhIdNWSanCsYnbNK2ys7tLTFFj5FgLVQ0wHOjM0C2l0tWOHI0Otb8PUVZ1fRP9QtOGkNdKGf4SeB7eHHlTuvK9kz7Odsn5rZNnHFlv&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w32IEwMO8TE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w32IEwMO8TE
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_akMBiVw_d-pDBu_nZpZFDGXfTKRAyvsXwMyi0tas51Q9o0Hgz8TvrSH2QlOcGnt_zfM1FFz0GPtd1g4B-QO5DsshmoNNeslB97g-gkpEsmF156VidyWu8GFIuj_HenshIstneBxzPW2E&s=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w32IEwMO8TE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w32IEwMO8TE
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_Kz8TUSkz8fNoYt5EW88G2vQgTQb56K9XlTOjDEb1AA3BCHwcZbunjmbZTt6V-Ln-OPgiqxokMIAmCtcHXiCdFJ7nEEYlQe8cOzpPLOGIaLrHw-N1Xy21JrhWegrBxW_gLaztxnxXwS5wo6RFoIoAe&s=2
http://teslaleaks.com/
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http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlGfHZHSySU


banned 3 (Radium or Uranium Atomic Batterys used in the 1966 Batman-Mobile), killed the 4 (500MPG High-Speed Electric Trains 

of the 1970's), In 1980, Texaco sabotage'd the largest Salt-Lithium mine in the world in Louisiana at the 5 (Lake Lake Peigneur), 6 

(Seized the EV1 electric car) and crushed them, 7 (The Trolly Conspiracy), 8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy to ban Nuclear), 9 (The 

Zepplin Conspiracy), 10 (Trump & Clinton did 9/11 for David Rockefeller), 11) Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy and 

today, still blocking, taxing and regulating all of them; in favor of Rockefeller owned Natural-Gas busses & Propane Cars & Planes - 

Exxon CEO, Rex Tillerson, 2012. https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

1 (Nikola Tesla's Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine with Tesla-Valve #VTOL Helicopter-Plane); the same Nikola Tesla 

technology Ram-Jet Turbine he called a "Flying Stove" as the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car.

Nikola Tesla's VTOL Patent of 1911:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYDtBFonhCc

“Man out of Time” by M. Cheney, Chapter 20 “Flying Stove”:

https://archive.org/stream/TeslaManOutOfTime_374/Tesla-Man-Out-Of-Time_djvu.txt

2 (The 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car had the Tesla type Heat exchanger, a 60,000 RPM regenerator, Regen air 

breaking, potential 60K RMP regen for batteries, required only 1/5 the parts needed than an ICE, used a Tesla Valve for for air 

breaking, a Bladed Turbine, could use Any fuel, gets 23.3 MPG at 4,000 lbs, had a 95% efficiency, required less maintenance, and 

lasted longer than conventional piston engines.

Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car by Jay Leno:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2A5ijU3Ivs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysler_Turbine_Car

Tesla Valve Explained With Fire:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME

Gas-Turbine & Atomic Battery used in the 1966 Bat-Mobile:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa-Cer6sr_8

3 (Radium, Uranium or Tritium Atomic Batterys used in the Batman-Mobile) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery -- Nikola 

Tesla invented a Tube and method in the 1930's to manufacture Radium for $1 per pound in any quantity. New York Times July 

11th, 1937 Page number(s): 13 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday

4 (500 MPG High-Speed Electric Trains of the 1970's) -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbotrain

"Why the U.S has no high speed rail" : CNBC - May 7, 2019 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qaf6baEu0_w

United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly - 1973 - ?Antitrust law 

"Scrap an entire fleet of powerful, high-speed electric locomotives." https://books.google.com/books?

id=wep2Hyk5a4AC&pg=PA1868&lpg=PA1868&dq=Scrap an entire fleet

"A Turbo caught fire in Toronto in 1970 and frequent technical glitches" http://spacing.ca/toronto/2015/12/09/53711/

5 (Lake Peigneur disaster) Documentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Bh7DJKAC1A -- Texaco claimed it was an "accident";

who's cause was "never ascertained" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Peigneur -- The "disaster" was similar to how the U.S 

Department of Interior run by a George P Bush, George Bush Sr's son, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_P._Bush -- Who 

sabotage'd the Deepwater Horizon to stop deepwater capuring of free natural gas and deepwater hydro-cracking 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626 with a "Tesla Tube" of 1900 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2393514167628066&set=gm.1613890358748716 -- Then BP, the owner of Deepwater 

Horizon, buys up 1/3 of the supply of the Detergent "Corexit"; produced by Nalco Holding Company, associated with BP and Exxon; 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2393514167628066&set=gm.1613890358748716
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corexit -- to allegedly clean up the oil spill; but Corexit's primary use is for the Sulfur-Nitrate eletrolyte 

mixture to be used in electric car batteries that could last 100 years. https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/1/eaay2757

6 (Seized the EV1 electric car) -- Who killed the Electric Car 2006 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsJAlrYjGz8

7 (1908 The Trolly Conspiracy) -- How an artificial earthquake destroyed the private trolly business; https://www.sfmta.com/blog/hot-

times-cable-cars-after-1906-earthquake -- powered by the free electricity from the Nikola Tesla A/C John Day Dam 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folsom_Powerhouse_State_Historic_Park -- Did GM destroy the trolly's in Los Angeles: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnFVBfhpprU

8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy) -- How an artificial Tidal Wave in Nikola Tesla's "Tidal Wave for Defense" was used to destroy the 

Fukushima Nuclar Power Plant and proceed to ban Nuclear, worldwide. http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-

tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html

9 (The Zepplin Conspiracy) -- The "original" video of the Hindenberg Disaster is a FORGERY! https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dPOyUB9ZE2Q -- Multiple investigations by the Navy admitted that "Radio Towers" ignited their balloons. See Nikola Tesla's 

1919 article on "Can Radio Ignite Balloons" 

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1919/electrical_experimenter/nikola_tesla/can_radio_ignite_balloons

10 (Trump did 9/11) - David Rockefeller loves Bill Clinton and the Clinton's love David Rockefeller "David Rockefeller was a 

consummate businessman, a great humanitarian, and a serious scholar. He was a kind, good man to all who met him." Bill Clinton --

and the Bush's for building Chevron-Armaco -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco and Trump with the help of Alex Jones 33:33 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LeChPL0sLE -- admitted a goverment "Did 9/11"; (which is the definition of Terrorism) that 

means Them, or "They"! : Tesla Leaks 9/11 Final-Cut featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU

Oct 16, 2000 Chevron Agrees to Buy Texaco For Stock Valued at $36 Billion - "The boards of Chevron, based in San Francisco, 

and Texaco, based in ... George W. Bush, whose business career began in the oil fields of Texas".

https://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/16/business/chevron-agrees-to-buy-texaco-for-stock-valued-at-36-billion.html

AFTER 9/11:

February 8, 2002 Chevron Corporation merged with Texaco and Shell purchased Texaco's interest in the Equilon and Motiva joint 

ventures.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco

BONUS:

Bill & Hillary Clinton pay tribute to late 'friend' David Rockefeller:

https://www.rt.com/usa/381553-rockefeller-tributes-clinton-bush/

Bill, Hillary Clinton Honored As John D. Rockefeller Jr. Park:

https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-

winners/771336/

BILL CLINTON AND THE ROCKEFELLERS:

https://search.proquest.com/openview/2b8ca4095eaf7e4ea395b1120875971b/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=31873

11) Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy that would be provided "absolutely for free" https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Letter to the FBI Director from Nikola Tesla's assistant just days after Tesla's murder: (FACEBOOK)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc
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Bonus 12: The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and a Tesla Automaton: 

https://www.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024/843648749130827/

-----------------------

Part2: David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco Funded Hitler with Oil, funded both sides of the Vietnam War 

with Oil, funded both sides of WW2 with Oil, and even funded the Facist in Spain in the Spanish American War; Espionage

On the Chevron-Texaco Wikipedia page odd-ly mentions th Louisiana salt disaster that was allegedly an "accident"; (by drilling just 

400 feet from a salt mine the size of Mount Everest); for a reason that has never been ascertained, that destroyed the worlds largest

Salt, Lithium-Carbonate mine. Soon after, Chevron turned the mine into a Compressed Natural Gas storage facility. Go figure!

Chevron-Texaco in Feb 2002 after 9/11. George Bush's, Cheney's Wyoming Coal, Condolezza Rice a board member at Chevron & 

Bahrain ran the oil and coal wars, stole all the resources and money to put into Fools-ball Games from about 1980-2020. They are 

also likely the culprits in all staged events and "natural disasters", monetary scams and bail-outs, government taxes and regulations 

on renewable energy and electric cars, and everything else!

Chevron honored Rice by naming an oil tanker Condoleezza Rice after her, but controversy led to its being renamed Altair Voyager.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Condoleezza_Rice

Jump to U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations - On December 1, 2008, Rice was nominated by ... the United States Ambassador 

to the United Nations, ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Rice

Chevron-Texaco blocked the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car at the same time Chevron became nationwide in 1960 and then used the 

goverment, run by them, to ban them with regulations.

Techron, polyetheramine (PEA)va Trade-Secret* (Nitrated hydrogen). Likely by injecting the hydrogen with a Tesla Ozone, Nitrogen 

Fixation, Generator.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Techron

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1900/century_magazine/nikola_tesla/the_problem_of_increasing_human_energy

Is the reason for the Cancer and Birth Defects signs at all gas stations in California. Cancer, Parkinsons, Brain Damage. The 

"Antioxidants" in all your drinks as a "health product" comes from -waste- from the petro-chemical industry.

https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/general-info/cancer-warning-labels-based-on-californias-proposition-65.html

April 15, 2013 Why the war in Iraq was fought for Big Oil - CNN https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-

juhasz/index.html

---------------------

These are the people who are fingered as "parasites of a nasty disease" (Nikola Tesla) the one's that have "controlled Country's 

with food, and Continents with Energy" (David Rockefeller) and became wealthy and powerful by "Ill-Gooten Gains" (Michael 

Jackson) in his song "Money"; Jackson fingers Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty Oil, Gettes steel & Getty News. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlGfHZHSySU

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
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Jan 18, 2020, 6:57 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

The Top 13 David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco blocked Nikola Tesla's 1(Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-

Turbine with Tesla Valve #VTOL Helicopter-Plane) & then seized, crushed and burned the 2 (1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine 

Car), banned 3 (Radium or Uranium Atomic Batterys used in the 1966 Batman-Mobile), killed the 4 (500MPG High-Speed Electric 

Trains of the 1970's), In 1980, Texaco sabotage'd the largest Salt-Lithium mine in the world in Louisiana at the 5 (Lake Lake 

Peigneur), 6 (Seized the EV1 electric car) and crushed them, 7 (The Trolly Conspiracy), 8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy to ban 

Nuclear), 9 (The Zepplin Conspiracy), 10 (Trump & Clinton did 9/11 for David Rockefeller), 11) Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless 

Free Energy and today, still blocking, taxing and regulating all of them; in favor of Rockefeller owned Natural-Gas busses & Propane

Cars & Planes - Exxon CEO, Rex Tillerson, 2012. https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

1 (Nikola Tesla's Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine with Tesla-Valve #VTOL Helicopter-Plane); the same Nikola Tesla 

technology Ram-Jet Turbine he called a "Flying Stove" as the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car.

Nikola Tesla's VTOL Patent of 1911:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYDtBFonhCc

“Man out of Time” by M. Cheney, Chapter 20 “Flying Stove”:

https://archive.org/stream/TeslaManOutOfTime_374/Tesla-Man-Out-Of-Time_djvu.txt

2 (The 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car had the Tesla type Heat exchanger, a 60,000 RPM regenerator, Regen air 

breaking, potential 60K RMP regen for batteries, required only 1/5 the parts needed than an ICE, used a Tesla Valve for for air 

breaking, a Bladed Turbine, could use Any fuel, gets 23.3 MPG at 4,000 lbs, had a 95% efficiency, required less maintenance, and 

lasted longer than conventional piston engines.

Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car by Jay Leno:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2A5ijU3Ivs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysler_Turbine_Car

Tesla Valve Explained With Fire:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME

Gas-Turbine & Atomic Battery used in the 1966 Bat-Mobile:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa-Cer6sr_8

3 (Radium, Uranium or Tritium Atomic Batterys used in the Batman-Mobile) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery -- Nikola 

Tesla invented a Tube and method in the 1930's to manufacture Radium for $1 per pound in any quantity. New York Times July 

11th, 1937 Page number(s): 13 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday

4 (500 MPG High-Speed Electric Trains of the 1970's) -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbotrain

"Why the U.S has no high speed rail" : CNBC - May 7, 2019 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qaf6baEu0_w

United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly - 1973 - ?Antitrust law 

"Scrap an entire fleet of powerful, high-speed electric locomotives." https://books.google.com/books?

id=wep2Hyk5a4AC&pg=PA1868&lpg=PA1868&dq=Scrap an entire fleet

"A Turbo caught fire in Toronto in 1970 and frequent technical glitches" http://spacing.ca/toronto/2015/12/09/53711/

5 (Lake Peigneur disaster) Documentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Bh7DJKAC1A -- Texaco claimed it was an "accident";

who's cause was "never ascertained" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Peigneur -- The "disaster" was similar to how the U.S 

Department of Interior run by a George P Bush, George Bush Sr's son, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_P._Bush -- Who 
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sabotage'd the Deepwater Horizon to stop deepwater capuring of free natural gas and deepwater hydro-cracking 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626 with a "Tesla Tube" of 1900 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2393514167628066&set=gm.1613890358748716 -- Then BP, the owner of Deepwater 

Horizon, buys up 1/3 of the supply of the Detergent "Corexit"; produced by Nalco Holding Company, associated with BP and Exxon; 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corexit -- to allegedly clean up the oil spill; but Corexit's primary use is for the Sulfur-Nitrate eletrolyte 

mixture to be used in electric car batteries that could last 100 years. https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/1/eaay2757

6 (Seized the EV1 electric car) -- Who killed the Electric Car 2006 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsJAlrYjGz8

7 (1908 The Trolly Conspiracy) -- How an artificial earthquake destroyed the private trolly business; https://www.sfmta.com/blog/hot-

times-cable-cars-after-1906-earthquake -- powered by the free electricity from the Nikola Tesla A/C John Day Dam 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folsom_Powerhouse_State_Historic_Park -- Did GM destroy the trolly's in Los Angeles: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnFVBfhpprU

8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy) -- How an artificial Tidal Wave in Nikola Tesla's "Tidal Wave for Defense" was used to destroy the 

Fukushima Nuclar Power Plant and proceed to ban Nuclear, worldwide. http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-

tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html

9 (The Zepplin Conspiracy) -- The "original" video of the Hindenberg Disaster is a FORGERY! https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dPOyUB9ZE2Q -- Multiple investigations by the Navy admitted that "Radio Towers" ignited their balloons. See Nikola Tesla's 

1919 article on "Can Radio Ignite Balloons" 

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1919/electrical_experimenter/nikola_tesla/can_radio_ignite_balloons

10 (Trump did 9/11) - David Rockefeller loves Bill Clinton and the Clinton's love David Rockefeller "David Rockefeller was a 

consummate businessman, a great humanitarian, and a serious scholar. He was a kind, good man to all who met him." Bill Clinton --

and the Bush's for building Chevron-Armaco -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco and Trump with the help of Alex Jones 33:33 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LeChPL0sLE -- admitted a goverment "Did 9/11"; (which is the definition of Terrorism) that 

means Them, or "They"! : Tesla Leaks 9/11 Final-Cut featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU

Oct 16, 2000 Chevron Agrees to Buy Texaco For Stock Valued at $36 Billion - "The boards of Chevron, based in San Francisco, 

and Texaco, based in ... George W. Bush, whose business career began in the oil fields of Texas".

https://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/16/business/chevron-agrees-to-buy-texaco-for-stock-valued-at-36-billion.html

AFTER 9/11:

February 8, 2002 Chevron Corporation merged with Texaco and Shell purchased Texaco's interest in the Equilon and Motiva joint 

ventures.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco

BONUS:

Bill & Hillary Clinton pay tribute to late 'friend' David Rockefeller:

https://www.rt.com/usa/381553-rockefeller-tributes-clinton-bush/

Bill, Hillary Clinton Honored As John D. Rockefeller Jr. Park:

https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-

winners/771336/

BILL CLINTON AND THE ROCKEFELLERS:

https://search.proquest.com/openview/2b8ca4095eaf7e4ea395b1120875971b/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=31873
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11) Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy that would be provided "absolutely for free" https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Letter to the FBI Director from Nikola Tesla's assistant just days after Tesla's murder: (FACEBOOK)

Bonus 12: The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and a Tesla Automaton: 

https://www.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024/843648749130827/

-----------------------

Part2: David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco Funded Hitler with Oil, funded both sides of the Vietnam War 

with Oil, funded both sides of WW2 with Oil, and even funded the Facist in Spain in the Spanish American War; Espionage

On the Chevron-Texaco Wikipedia page odd-ly mentions th Louisiana salt disaster that was allegedly an "accident"; (by drilling just 

400 feet from a salt mine the size of Mount Everest); for a reason that has never been ascertained, that destroyed the worlds largest

Salt, Lithium-Carbonate mine. Soon after, Chevron turned the mine into a Compressed Natural Gas storage facility. Go figure!

Chevron-Texaco in Feb 2002 after 9/11. George Bush's, Cheney's Wyoming Coal, Condolezza Rice a board member at Chevron & 

Bahrain ran the oil and coal wars, stole all the resources and money to put into Fools-ball Games from about 1980-2020. They are 

also likely the culprits in all staged events and "natural disasters", monetary scams and bail-outs, government taxes and regulations 

on renewable energy and electric cars, and everything else!

Chevron honored Rice by naming an oil tanker Condoleezza Rice after her, but controversy led to its being renamed Altair Voyager.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Condoleezza_Rice

Jump to U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations - On December 1, 2008, Rice was nominated by ... the United States Ambassador 

to the United Nations, ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Rice

Chevron-Texaco blocked the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car at the same time Chevron became nationwide in 1960 and then used the 

goverment, run by them, to ban them with regulations.

Techron, polyetheramine (PEA)va Trade-Secret* (Nitrated hydrogen). Likely by injecting the hydrogen with a Tesla Ozone, Nitrogen 

Fixation, Generator.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Techron

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1900/century_magazine/nikola_tesla/the_problem_of_increasing_human_energy

Is the reason for the Cancer and Birth Defects signs at all gas stations in California. Cancer, Parkinsons, Brain Damage. The 

"Antioxidants" in all your drinks as a "health product" comes from -waste- from the petro-chemical industry.

https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/general-info/cancer-warning-labels-based-on-californias-proposition-65.html

April 15, 2013 Why the war in Iraq was fought for Big Oil - CNN https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-

juhasz/index.html

---------------------

These are the people who are fingered as "parasites of a nasty disease" (Nikola Tesla) the one's that have "controlled Country's 

with food, and Continents with Energy" (David Rockefeller) and became wealthy and powerful by "Ill-Gooten Gains" (Michael 

Jackson) in his song "Money"; Jackson fingers Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty Oil, Gettes steel & Getty News. 

https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-juhasz/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-juhasz/index.html
https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/general-info/cancer-warning-labels-based-on-californias-proposition-65.html
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlGfHZHSySU

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

Jan 18, 2020, 6:53 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: Nikola Tesla's Friends.

Top 20 David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco (and friends) Conspiracies exposed by Tesla Leaks: Not 

devoloping Nikola Tesla's 1 (Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine with Tesla Valve #VTOL Helicopter-Plane) 2 (Seized, crushed 

and burned the 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car), 3 (Radium or Uranium Atomic Batterys used in the 1966 Batman-Mobile 

is banned), 4 (During the Saudi oil embargo of the 1970's destroyed the 500 MPG High-Speed Electric Hybrid Trains), In 1980, 

Texaco sabotage'd the largest Salt-Lithium mine in the world in Louisiana at the 5 (Lake Peigneur Disaster), 6 (Seized and crushed 

the EV1 electric car), 7 (The Trolly Conspiracy), 8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy to ban Nuclear worldwide), 9 (The Zepplin 

Conspiracy), 10 (Trump, Bush & Clinton did 9/11 for David Rockefeller), 11 (Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy starting

at Niagara Falls 12 (The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and sinking of the Maine in Havana Harbor and the Lucitania by a 

Tesla Automaton), 13 (Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Funded Hitler with Oil Espionage and the Facists in Spain in the Spanish-

American War, WW2 and Vietnam, and today, still blocking, taxing and regulating all of them; in favor of Rockefeller owned Natural-

Gas busses & Propane Cars & Planes - Exxon CEO, Rex Tillerson, 2012. https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

1 (Nikola Tesla's Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine with Tesla-Valve #VTOL Helicopter-Plane); the same Nikola Tesla 

technology Ram-Jet Turbine he called a "Flying Stove" as the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car.

Nikola Tesla's VTOL Patent of 1911:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYDtBFonhCc

“Man out of Time” by M. Cheney, Chapter 20 “Flying Stove”:

https://archive.org/stream/TeslaManOutOfTime_374/Tesla-Man-Out-Of-Time_djvu.txt

2 (The 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car had the Tesla type Heat exchanger, a 60,000 RPM regenerator, Regen air 

breaking, potential 60K RMP regen for batteries, required only 1/5 the parts needed than an ICE, used a Tesla Valve for for air 

breaking, a Bladed Turbine, could use Any fuel, gets 23.3 MPG at 4,000 lbs, had a 95% efficiency, required less maintenance, and 

lasted longer than conventional piston engines.

Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car by Jay Leno:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2A5ijU3Ivs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysler_Turbine_Car

Tesla Valve Explained With Fire:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME

Gas-Turbine & Atomic Battery used in the 1966 Bat-Mobile:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa-Cer6sr_8

3 (Radium, Uranium or Tritium Atomic Batterys used in the Batman-Mobile) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery -- Nikola 

Tesla invented a Tube and method in the 1930's to manufacture Radium for $1 per pound in any quantity. New York Times July 

11th, 1937 Page number(s): 13 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday

4 (500 MPG High-Speed Electric Trains of the 1970's) -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbotrain

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbotrain
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa-Cer6sr_8
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysler_Turbine_Car
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2A5ijU3Ivs
https://archive.org/stream/TeslaManOutOfTime_374/Tesla-Man-Out-Of-Time_djvu.txt
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_HyHpfF-Xlc8Z-E1T-gid8tv0qnyAqm-pblBoS6val3SK31A1Lp1qvSCfL2VcvmSRufJohH9wZ6OB5agOD_96kyN-2jl-TvC8VIuO8q7DB5TnJCF227i5cxqdKQt2jBM239RxMPyO70zg&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlGfHZHSySU


"Why the U.S has no high speed rail" : CNBC - May 7, 2019 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qaf6baEu0_w

United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly - 1973 - ?Antitrust law 

"Scrap an entire fleet of powerful, high-speed electric locomotives." https://books.google.com/books?

id=wep2Hyk5a4AC&pg=PA1868&lpg=PA1868&dq=Scrap an entire fleet

"A Turbo caught fire in Toronto in 1970 and frequent technical glitches" http://spacing.ca/toronto/2015/12/09/53711/

5 (Lake Peigneur disaster) Documentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Bh7DJKAC1A -- Texaco claimed it was an "accident";

who's cause was "never ascertained" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Peigneur -- The "disaster" was similar to how the U.S 

Department of Interior run by a George P Bush, George Bush Sr's son, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_P._Bush -- Who 

sabotage'd the Deepwater Horizon to stop deepwater capuring of free natural gas and deepwater hydro-cracking 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626 with a "Tesla Tube" of 1900 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2393514167628066&set=gm.1613890358748716 -- Then BP, the owner of Deepwater 

Horizon, buys up 1/3 of the supply of the Detergent "Corexit"; produced by Nalco Holding Company, associated with BP and Exxon; 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corexit -- to allegedly clean up the oil spill; but Corexit's primary use is for the Sulfur-Nitrate eletrolyte 

mixture to be used in electric car batteries that could last 100 years. https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/1/eaay2757

6 (Seized the EV1 electric car) -- Who killed the Electric Car 2006 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsJAlrYjGz8

7 (1908 The Trolly Conspiracy) -- How an artificial earthquake destroyed the private trolly business; https://www.sfmta.com/blog/hot-

times-cable-cars-after-1906-earthquake -- powered by the free electricity from the Nikola Tesla A/C John Day Dam 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folsom_Powerhouse_State_Historic_Park -- Did GM destroy the trolly's in Los Angeles: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnFVBfhpprU

8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy) -- How an artificial Tidal Wave in Nikola Tesla's "Tidal Wave for Defense" was used to destroy the 

Fukushima Nuclar Power Plant and proceed to ban Nuclear, worldwide; but now failed. 

http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html

9 (The Zepplin & Floating City Conspiracy) -- The "original" video of the Hindenberg Disaster is a FORGERY! "You NEED our 

ROADS" - French President in 2018 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPOyUB9ZE2Q -- Multiple investigations by the Navy 

admitted that "Radio Towers" ignited their balloons. See Nikola Tesla's 1919 article on "Can Radio Ignite Balloons" 

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1919/electrical_experimenter/nikola_tesla/can_radio_ignite_balloons

10 (Trump, Bush & Clinton did 9/11) - David Rockefeller loves Bill Clinton and the Clinton's love David Rockefeller "David 

Rockefeller was a consummate businessman, a great humanitarian, and a serious scholar. He was a kind, good man to all who met 

him." Bill Clinton -- and the Bush's for building Chevron-Armaco -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco and Trump with the help of 

Alex Jones 33:33 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LeChPL0sLE -- admitted a goverment "Did 9/11"; (which is the definition of 

Terrorism) that means Them, or "They"! : Tesla Leaks 9/11 Final-Cut featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU

11) Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy that would be provided "absolutely for free" https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Letter to the FBI Director from Nikola Tesla's assistant just days after Tesla's murder: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE

12: The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and a Tesla Automaton: 

https://www.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024/843648749130827/

"The unstoppable force vs the immoveable object" by Tesla Leaks

-----------------------
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Part 13: David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco Funded Hitler with Oil Espionage, funded both sides of the 

Vietnam War with Oil, funded both sides of WW2 with Oil, and even funded the Facist in Spain in the Spanish American War; 

Espionage

On the Chevron-Texaco Wikipedia page odd-ly mentions th Louisiana salt disaster that was allegedly an "accident"; (by drilling just 

400 feet from a salt mine the size of Mount Everest); for a reason that has never been ascertained, that destroyed the worlds largest

Salt, Lithium-Carbonate mine. Soon after, Chevron turned the mine into a Compressed Natural Gas storage facility. Go figure!

Chevron-Texaco in Feb 2002 after 9/11. George Bush's, Cheney's Wyoming Coal, Condolezza Rice a board member at Chevron & 

Bahrain ran the oil and coal wars, stole all the resources and money to put into Fools-ball Games from about 1980-2020. They are 

also likely the culprits in all staged events and "natural disasters", monetary scams and bail-outs, government taxes and regulations 

on renewable energy and electric cars, and everything else!

Chevron honored Rice by naming an oil tanker Condoleezza Rice after her, but controversy led to its being renamed Altair Voyager.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Condoleezza_Rice

Jump to U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations - On December 1, 2008, Rice was nominated by ... the United States Ambassador 

to the United Nations, ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Rice

Chevron-Texaco blocked the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car at the same time Chevron became nationwide in 1960 and then used the 

goverment, run by them, to ban them with regulations.

Techron, polyetheramine (PEA)va Trade-Secret* (Nitrated hydrogen). Likely by injecting the hydrogen with a Tesla Ozone, Nitrogen 

Fixation, Generator.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Techron

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1900/century_magazine/nikola_tesla/the_problem_of_increasing_human_energy

Is the reason for the Cancer and Birth Defects signs at all gas stations in California. Cancer, Parkinsons, Brain Damage. The 

"Antioxidants" and Alex Jones's "Male Vitality" in all your drinks as a "health product" comes from -waste- from the petro-chemical 

industry and the bottom of a coal pit.

https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/general-info/cancer-warning-labels-based-on-californias-proposition-65.html

April 15, 2013 Why the war in Iraq was fought for Big Oil - CNN https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-

juhasz/index.html

Oct 16, 2000 Chevron Agrees to Buy Texaco For Stock Valued at $36 Billion - "The boards of Chevron, based in San Francisco, 

and Texaco, based in ... George W. Bush, whose business career began in the oil fields of Texas".

https://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/16/business/chevron-agrees-to-buy-texaco-for-stock-valued-at-36-billion.html

AFTER 9/11:

February 8, 2002 Chevron Corporation merged with Texaco and Shell purchased Texaco's interest in the Equilon and Motiva joint 

ventures.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco
https://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/16/business/chevron-agrees-to-buy-texaco-for-stock-valued-at-36-billion.html
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BONUS:

Bill & Hillary Clinton pay tribute to late 'friend' David Rockefeller:

https://www.rt.com/usa/381553-rockefeller-tributes-clinton-bush/

Bill, Hillary Clinton Honored As John D. Rockefeller Jr. Park:

https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-

winners/771336/

BILL CLINTON AND THE ROCKEFELLERS:

https://search.proquest.com/openview/2b8ca4095eaf7e4ea395b1120875971b/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=31873

---------------------

These are the people who are fingered as "parasites of a nasty disease" (Nikola Tesla) the one's that have "controlled Country's 

with food, and Continents with Energy" (David Rockefeller) and became wealthy and powerful by "Ill-Gooten Gains" (Michael 

Jackson) in his song "Money"; Jackson fingers Vanderbilt that forclosed on Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe site and equipment, the 

parents of Anderson Cooper of CNN; Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty Oil, Gettes steel & Getty News. 

Michael Jackson - Money - with lyrics (1995) featuring Vanderbilt, Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlGfHZHSySU

The Top 20:

14) Michael Jackson exposes the Tree Burner & Oil Drillers & Death Hoax Parts 1-4 by Tesla Leaks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfdySw_N0-Q

15) Michael Jackson exposes the use of Napalm in Vietnam in They Don't Care About Us

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZArJyfKagOQ

Tesla Leaks exposed Depleted Uranium used on Civilians in the Bosnia/Serbia conflict

The destruction of the Tesla Museum in Serbia by NATO and/or Bill Clinton in 1999

16) Tesla Leaks exposes the 5 Nikola Technolgies used in Vietnam; that turn into the redacted Pentagon Papers

Behind the Race to Publish the Top-Secret Pentagon Papers https://nytimes.com/2017/12/20/us/pentagon-papers-post.html 

Published April 21st 2017 by Tesla Leaks: Nikola Tesla's inventions played at least 4 roles in WaterGate and the Pentagon Papers. 

First, the full Pentagon Papers have never been released. Of the released version, 11 words were redacted from the final releases. 

Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that controls the water flow in a Hydro Dam. The 4 roles include 1) Secure communications 2) 

Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3) Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-

review/24words.html 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZArJyfKagOQ

17) Project 1794

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZArJyfKagOQ
http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-review/24words.html
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18) The Dust Bowl

19) The Missing Gold at Fort Knox

20) Dinosaurs, Aliens, Loch Ness Monster, Bigfoot ...

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

http://teslaleaks.com/

Jan 18, 2020, 6:49 PM

Top 20 David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco (and friends) Conspiracies exposed by Tesla Leaks: Not 

devoloping Nikola Tesla's 1 (Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine with Tesla Valve #VTOL Helicopter-Plane) 2 (Seized, crushed 

and burned the 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car), 3 (Radium or Uranium Atomic Batterys used in the 1966 Batman-Mobile 

is banned), 4 (During the Saudi oil embargo of the 1970's destroyed the 500 MPG High-Speed Electric Hybrid Trains), In 1980, 

Texaco sabotage'd the largest Salt-Lithium mine in the world in Louisiana at the 5 (Lake Peigneur Disaster), 6 (Seized and crushed 

the EV1 electric car), 7 (The Trolly Conspiracy), 8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy to ban Nuclear worldwide), 9 (The Zepplin 

Conspiracy), 10 (Trump, Bush & Clinton did 9/11 for David Rockefeller), 11 (Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy starting

at Niagara Falls 12 (The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and sinking of the Maine in Havana Harbor and the Lucitania by a 

Tesla Automaton), 13 (Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Funded Hitler with Oil Espionage and the Facists in Spain in the Spanish-

American War, WW2 and Vietnam, and today, still blocking, taxing and regulating all of them; in favor of Rockefeller owned Natural-

Gas busses & Propane Cars & Planes - Exxon CEO, Rex Tillerson, 2012. https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

1 (Nikola Tesla's Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine with Tesla-Valve #VTOL Helicopter-Plane); the same Nikola Tesla 

technology Ram-Jet Turbine he called a "Flying Stove" as the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car.

Nikola Tesla's VTOL Patent of 1911:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYDtBFonhCc

“Man out of Time” by M. Cheney, Chapter 20 “Flying Stove”:

https://archive.org/stream/TeslaManOutOfTime_374/Tesla-Man-Out-Of-Time_djvu.txt

2 (The 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car had the Tesla type Heat exchanger, a 60,000 RPM regenerator, Regen air 

breaking, potential 60K RMP regen for batteries, required only 1/5 the parts needed than an ICE, used a Tesla Valve for for air 

breaking, a Bladed Turbine, could use Any fuel, gets 23.3 MPG at 4,000 lbs, had a 95% efficiency, required less maintenance, and 

lasted longer than conventional piston engines.

Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car by Jay Leno:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2A5ijU3Ivs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysler_Turbine_Car

Tesla Valve Explained With Fire:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME

Gas-Turbine & Atomic Battery used in the 1966 Bat-Mobile:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa-Cer6sr_8

3 (Radium, Uranium or Tritium Atomic Batterys used in the Batman-Mobile) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery -- Nikola 

Tesla invented a Tube and method in the 1930's to manufacture Radium for $1 per pound in any quantity. New York Times July 

11th, 1937 Page number(s): 13 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday

4 (500 MPG High-Speed Electric Trains of the 1970's) -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbotrain

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbotrain
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"Why the U.S has no high speed rail" : CNBC - May 7, 2019 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qaf6baEu0_w

United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly - 1973 - ?Antitrust law 

"Scrap an entire fleet of powerful, high-speed electric locomotives." https://books.google.com/books?

id=wep2Hyk5a4AC&pg=PA1868&lpg=PA1868&dq=Scrap an entire fleet

"A Turbo caught fire in Toronto in 1970 and frequent technical glitches" http://spacing.ca/toronto/2015/12/09/53711/

5 (Lake Peigneur disaster) Documentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Bh7DJKAC1A -- Texaco claimed it was an "accident";

who's cause was "never ascertained" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Peigneur -- The "disaster" was similar to how the U.S 

Department of Interior run by a George P Bush, George Bush Sr's son, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_P._Bush -- Who 

sabotage'd the Deepwater Horizon to stop deepwater capuring of free natural gas and deepwater hydro-cracking 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626 with a "Tesla Tube" of 1900 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2393514167628066&set=gm.1613890358748716 -- Then BP, the owner of Deepwater 

Horizon, buys up 1/3 of the supply of the Detergent "Corexit"; produced by Nalco Holding Company, associated with BP and Exxon; 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corexit -- to allegedly clean up the oil spill; but Corexit's primary use is for the Sulfur-Nitrate eletrolyte 

mixture to be used in electric car batteries that could last 100 years. https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/1/eaay2757

6 (Seized the EV1 electric car) -- Who killed the Electric Car 2006 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsJAlrYjGz8

7 (1908 The Trolly Conspiracy) -- How an artificial earthquake destroyed the private trolly business; https://www.sfmta.com/blog/hot-

times-cable-cars-after-1906-earthquake -- powered by the free electricity from the Nikola Tesla A/C John Day Dam 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folsom_Powerhouse_State_Historic_Park -- Did GM destroy the trolly's in Los Angeles: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnFVBfhpprU

8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy) -- How an artificial Tidal Wave in Nikola Tesla's "Tidal Wave for Defense" was used to destroy the 

Fukushima Nuclar Power Plant and proceed to ban Nuclear, worldwide; but now failed. 

http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html

9 (The Zepplin & Floating City Conspiracy) -- The "original" video of the Hindenberg Disaster is a FORGERY! "You NEED our 

ROADS" - French President in 2018 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPOyUB9ZE2Q -- Multiple investigations by the Navy 

admitted that "Radio Towers" ignited their balloons. See Nikola Tesla's 1919 article on "Can Radio Ignite Balloons" 

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1919/electrical_experimenter/nikola_tesla/can_radio_ignite_balloons

10 (Trump, Bush & Clinton did 9/11) - David Rockefeller loves Bill Clinton and the Clinton's love David Rockefeller "David 

Rockefeller was a consummate businessman, a great humanitarian, and a serious scholar. He was a kind, good man to all who met 

him." Bill Clinton -- and the Bush's for building Chevron-Armaco -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco and Trump with the help of 

Alex Jones 33:33 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LeChPL0sLE -- admitted a goverment "Did 9/11"; (which is the definition of 

Terrorism) that means Them, or "They"! : Tesla Leaks 9/11 Final-Cut featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU

11) Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy that would be provided "absolutely for free" https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Letter to the FBI Director from Nikola Tesla's assistant just days after Tesla's murder: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE

12: The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and a Tesla Automaton: 

https://www.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024/843648749130827/

"The unstoppable force vs the immoveable object" by Tesla Leaks

-----------------------

Part 13: David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco Funded Hitler with Oil Espionage, funded both sides of the 
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Vietnam War with Oil, funded both sides of WW2 with Oil, and even funded the Facist in Spain in the Spanish American War; 

Espionage

On the Chevron-Texaco Wikipedia page odd-ly mentions th Louisiana salt disaster that was allegedly an "accident"; (by drilling just 

400 feet from a salt mine the size of Mount Everest); for a reason that has never been ascertained, that destroyed the worlds largest

Salt, Lithium-Carbonate mine. Soon after, Chevron turned the mine into a Compressed Natural Gas storage facility. Go figure!

Chevron-Texaco in Feb 2002 after 9/11. George Bush's, Cheney's Wyoming Coal, Condolezza Rice a board member at Chevron & 

Bahrain ran the oil and coal wars, stole all the resources and money to put into Fools-ball Games from about 1980-2020. They are 

also likely the culprits in all staged events and "natural disasters", monetary scams and bail-outs, government taxes and regulations 

on renewable energy and electric cars, and everything else!

Chevron honored Rice by naming an oil tanker Condoleezza Rice after her, but controversy led to its being renamed Altair Voyager.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Condoleezza_Rice

Jump to U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations - On December 1, 2008, Rice was nominated by ... the United States Ambassador 

to the United Nations, ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Rice

Chevron-Texaco blocked the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car at the same time Chevron became nationwide in 1960 and then used the 

goverment, run by them, to ban them with regulations.

Techron, polyetheramine (PEA)va Trade-Secret* (Nitrated hydrogen). Likely by injecting the hydrogen with a Tesla Ozone, Nitrogen 

Fixation, Generator.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Techron

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1900/century_magazine/nikola_tesla/the_problem_of_increasing_human_energy

Is the reason for the Cancer and Birth Defects signs at all gas stations in California. Cancer, Parkinsons, Brain Damage. The 

"Antioxidants" and Alex Jones's "Male Vitality" in all your drinks as a "health product" comes from -waste- from the petro-chemical 

industry and the bottom of a coal pit.

https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/general-info/cancer-warning-labels-based-on-californias-proposition-65.html

April 15, 2013 Why the war in Iraq was fought for Big Oil - CNN https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-

juhasz/index.html

Oct 16, 2000 Chevron Agrees to Buy Texaco For Stock Valued at $36 Billion - "The boards of Chevron, based in San Francisco, 

and Texaco, based in ... George W. Bush, whose business career began in the oil fields of Texas".

https://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/16/business/chevron-agrees-to-buy-texaco-for-stock-valued-at-36-billion.html

AFTER 9/11:

February 8, 2002 Chevron Corporation merged with Texaco and Shell purchased Texaco's interest in the Equilon and Motiva joint 

ventures.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco

BONUS:
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Bill & Hillary Clinton pay tribute to late 'friend' David Rockefeller:

https://www.rt.com/usa/381553-rockefeller-tributes-clinton-bush/

Bill, Hillary Clinton Honored As John D. Rockefeller Jr. Park:

https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-

winners/771336/

BILL CLINTON AND THE ROCKEFELLERS:

https://search.proquest.com/openview/2b8ca4095eaf7e4ea395b1120875971b/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=31873

---------------------

These are the people who are fingered as "parasites of a nasty disease" (Nikola Tesla) the one's that have "controlled Country's 

with food, and Continents with Energy" (David Rockefeller) and became wealthy and powerful by "Ill-Gooten Gains" (Michael 

Jackson) in his song "Money"; Jackson fingers Vanderbilt that forclosed on Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe site and equipment, the 

parents of Anderson Cooper of CNN; Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty Oil, Gettes steel & Getty News. 

Michael Jackson - Money - with lyrics (1995) featuring Vanderbilt, Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlGfHZHSySU

The Top 20:

14) Michael Jackson exposes the Tree Burner & Oil Drillers & Death Hoax Parts 1-4 by Tesla Leaks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfdySw_N0-Q

15) Michael Jackson exposes the use of Napalm in Vietnam in They Don't Care About Us

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZArJyfKagOQ

Tesla Leaks exposed Depleted Uranium used on Civilians in the Bosnia/Serbia conflict

The destruction of the Tesla Museum in Serbia by NATO and/or Bill Clinton in 1999

16) Tesla Leaks exposes the 5 Nikola Technolgies used in Vietnam; that turn into the redacted Pentagon Papers

Behind the Race to Publish the Top-Secret Pentagon Papers https://nytimes.com/2017/12/20/us/pentagon-papers-post.html 

Published April 21st 2017 by Tesla Leaks: Nikola Tesla's inventions played at least 4 roles in WaterGate and the Pentagon Papers. 

First, the full Pentagon Papers have never been released. Of the released version, 11 words were redacted from the final releases. 

Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that controls the water flow in a Hydro Dam. The 4 roles include 1) Secure communications 2) 

Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3) Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-

review/24words.html 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZArJyfKagOQ

17) Project 1794

18) The Dust Bowl

19) The Missing Gold at Fort Knox

20) Dinosaurs, Aliens, Loch Ness Monster, Bigfoot ...
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https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

http://teslaleaks.com/

Updated Jan 18, 2020, 6:44 PM

Jan 18, 2020, 6:44 PM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla

Top 20 David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco (and friends) Conspiracies exposed by Tesla Leaks: Not 

devoloping Nikola Tesla's 1 (Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine w/ Valve #VTOL Helicopter - Plane) 2 (Seized, crushed & 

burned 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car), 3 (Radium, Uranium or Tritium Atomic Batterys used in the 1966 Batman-Mobile 

is banned), 4 (The Saudi oil embargo of 1970's scrapped the fleet of 500 MPG High-Speed Electric Hybrid Trains), In 1980, Texaco 

sabotage'd worlds largest Salt-Lithium mine in Louisiana at the 5 (Lake Peigneur Disaster), 6 (Seized and crushed the EV1 electric 

car), 7 (The Trolly Conspiracy), 8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy to ban Nuclear worldwide + Deepwater Horizon), 9 (The Zepplin 

Conspiracy), 10 (Trump, Bush & Clinton did 9/11 for David Rockefeller), 11 (Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy starting

at Niagara Falls 12 (The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and sinking of the Maine in Havana Harbor and the Lucitania by a 

Tesla Automaton), 13 (Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Funded Hitler with Oil Espionage and the Facists in Spain in the Spanish-

American War, WW2 and Vietnam. Today, they are still blocking, taxing and regulating them, and staging events favor of 

Rockefeller owned Natural-Gas busses & Propane Cars & Planes, Diesel Trucks - Exxon CEO, Rex Tillerson, 2012. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

1 (Nikola Tesla's Any-Fuel Bladeless Tesla-Gas-Turbine with Tesla-Valve #VTOL Helicopter-Plane); the same Nikola Tesla 

technology Ram-Jet Turbine he called a "Flying Stove" as the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car.

Nikola Tesla's VTOL Patent of 1911:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYDtBFonhCc

“Man out of Time” by M. Cheney, Chapter 20 “Flying Stove”:

https://archive.org/stream/TeslaManOutOfTime_374/Tesla-Man-Out-Of-Time_djvu.txt

2 (The 1930's-1960's Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car had the Tesla type Heat exchanger, a 60,000 RPM regenerator, Regen air 

breaking, potential 60K RMP regen for batteries, required only 1/5 the parts needed than an ICE, used a Tesla Valve for for air 

breaking, a Bladed Turbine, could use Any fuel, gets 23.3 MPG at 4,000 lbs, had a 95% efficiency, required less maintenance, and 

lasted longer than conventional piston engines.

Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car by Jay Leno:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2A5ijU3Ivs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysler_Turbine_Car

Tesla Valve Explained With Fire:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcV1EYSUQME

Gas-Turbine & Atomic Battery used in the 1966 Bat-Mobile:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa-Cer6sr_8

3 (Radium, Uranium or Tritium Atomic Batterys used in the Batman-Mobile) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_battery -- Nikola 
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Tesla invented a Tube and method in the 1930's to manufacture Radium for $1 per pound in any quantity. New York Times July 

11th, 1937 Page number(s): 13 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday

4 (500 MPG High-Speed Electric Trains of the 1970's) -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbotrain

"Why the U.S has no high speed rail" : CNBC - May 7, 2019 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qaf6baEu0_w

United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly - 1973 - ?Antitrust law 

"Scrap an entire fleet of powerful, high-speed electric locomotives." https://books.google.com/books?

id=wep2Hyk5a4AC&pg=PA1868&lpg=PA1868&dq=Scrap an entire fleet

"A Turbo caught fire in Toronto in 1970 and frequent technical glitches" http://spacing.ca/toronto/2015/12/09/53711/

5 (Lake Peigneur disaster) Documentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Bh7DJKAC1A -- Texaco claimed it was an "accident";

who's cause was "never ascertained" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Peigneur -- The "disaster" was similar to how the U.S 

Department of Interior run by a George P Bush, George Bush Sr's son, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_P._Bush -- Who 

sabotage'd the Deepwater Horizon to stop deepwater capuring of free natural gas and deepwater hydro-cracking 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626 with a "Tesla Tube" of 1900 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2393514167628066&set=gm.1613890358748716 -- Then BP, the owner of Deepwater 

Horizon, buys up 1/3 of the supply of the Detergent "Corexit"; produced by Nalco Holding Company, associated with BP and Exxon; 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corexit -- to allegedly clean up the oil spill; but Corexit's primary use is for the Sulfur-Nitrate eletrolyte 

mixture to be used in electric car batteries that could last 100 years. https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/1/eaay2757

6 (Seized the EV1 electric car) -- Who killed the Electric Car 2006 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsJAlrYjGz8

7 (1908 The Trolly Conspiracy) -- How an artificial earthquake destroyed the private trolly business; https://www.sfmta.com/blog/hot-

times-cable-cars-after-1906-earthquake -- powered by the free electricity from the Nikola Tesla A/C John Day Dam 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folsom_Powerhouse_State_Historic_Park -- Did GM destroy the trolly's in Los Angeles: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnFVBfhpprU

8 (2011 Fukushima Conspiracy) -- How an artificial Tidal Wave in Nikola Tesla's "Tidal Wave for Defense" was used to destroy the 

Fukushima Nuclar Power Plant and proceed to ban Nuclear, worldwide; but now failed. 

http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html

9 (The Zepplin & Floating City Conspiracy) -- The "original" video of the Hindenberg Disaster is a FORGERY! "You NEED our 

ROADS" - French President in 2018 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPOyUB9ZE2Q -- Multiple investigations by the Navy 

admitted that "Radio Towers" ignited their balloons. See Nikola Tesla's 1919 article on "Can Radio Ignite Balloons" 

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1919/electrical_experimenter/nikola_tesla/can_radio_ignite_balloons

10 (Trump, Bush & Clinton did 9/11) - David Rockefeller loves Bill Clinton and the Clinton's love David Rockefeller "David 

Rockefeller was a consummate businessman, a great humanitarian, and a serious scholar. He was a kind, good man to all who met 

him." Bill Clinton -- and the Bush's for building Chevron-Armaco -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco and Trump with the help of 

Alex Jones 33:33 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LeChPL0sLE -- admitted a goverment "Did 9/11"; (which is the definition of 

Terrorism) that means Them, or "They"! : Tesla Leaks 9/11 Final-Cut featuring John G Trump, Nikola Tesla & William "Bill" Cooper 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU

11) Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Free Energy that would be provided "absolutely for free" https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5x5qyaXX3Zc -- Letter to the FBI Director from Nikola Tesla's assistant just days after Tesla's murder: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE

12: The sinking of the Titanic by electric waves and a Tesla Automaton: 

https://www.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024/843648749130827/
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"The unstoppable force vs the immoveable object" by Tesla Leaks

-----------------------

Part 13: David Rockefeller's Standard Oil's Chevron-Texaco-Armaco Funded Hitler with Oil Espionage, funded both sides of the 

Vietnam War with Oil, funded both sides of WW2 with Oil, and even funded the Facist in Spain in the Spanish American War; 

Espionage

On the Chevron-Texaco Wikipedia page odd-ly mentions th Louisiana salt disaster that was allegedly an "accident"; (by drilling just 

400 feet from a salt mine the size of Mount Everest); for a reason that has never been ascertained, that destroyed the worlds largest

Salt, Lithium-Carbonate mine. Soon after, Chevron turned the mine into a Compressed Natural Gas storage facility. Go figure!

Chevron-Texaco in Feb 2002 after 9/11. George Bush's, Cheney's Wyoming Coal, Condolezza Rice a board member at Chevron & 

Bahrain ran the oil and coal wars, stole all the resources and money to put into Fools-ball Games from about 1980-2020. They are 

also likely the culprits in all staged events and "natural disasters", monetary scams and bail-outs, government taxes and regulations 

on renewable energy and electric cars, and everything else!

Chevron honored Rice by naming an oil tanker Condoleezza Rice after her, but controversy led to its being renamed Altair Voyager.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Condoleezza_Rice

Jump to U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations - On December 1, 2008, Rice was nominated by ... the United States Ambassador 

to the United Nations, ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Rice

Chevron-Texaco blocked the Chevrolet Gas-Turbine Car at the same time Chevron became nationwide in 1960 and then used the 

goverment, run by them, to ban them with regulations.

Techron, polyetheramine (PEA)va Trade-Secret* (Nitrated hydrogen). Likely by injecting the hydrogen with a Tesla Ozone, Nitrogen 

Fixation, Generator.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Techron

http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1900/century_magazine/nikola_tesla/the_problem_of_increasing_human_energy

Is the reason for the Cancer and Birth Defects signs at all gas stations in California. Cancer, Parkinsons, Brain Damage. The 

"Antioxidants" and Alex Jones's "Male Vitality" in all your drinks as a "health product" comes from -waste- from the petro-chemical 

industry and the bottom of a coal pit.

https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/general-info/cancer-warning-labels-based-on-californias-proposition-65.html

April 15, 2013 Why the war in Iraq was fought for Big Oil - CNN https://www.cnn.com/2013/03/19/opinion/iraq-war-oil-

juhasz/index.html

Oct 16, 2000 Chevron Agrees to Buy Texaco For Stock Valued at $36 Billion - "The boards of Chevron, based in San Francisco, 

and Texaco, based in ... George W. Bush, whose business career began in the oil fields of Texas".

https://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/16/business/chevron-agrees-to-buy-texaco-for-stock-valued-at-36-billion.html

AFTER 9/11:

February 8, 2002 Chevron Corporation merged with Texaco and Shell purchased Texaco's interest in the Equilon and Motiva joint 
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ventures.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texaco

BONUS:

Bill & Hillary Clinton pay tribute to late 'friend' David Rockefeller:

https://www.rt.com/usa/381553-rockefeller-tributes-clinton-bush/

Bill, Hillary Clinton Honored As John D. Rockefeller Jr. Park:

https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/mountpleasant/lifestyle/bill-hillary-clinton-honored-as-john-d-rockefeller-jr-park-preservation-award-

winners/771336/

BILL CLINTON AND THE ROCKEFELLERS:

https://search.proquest.com/openview/2b8ca4095eaf7e4ea395b1120875971b/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=31873

---------------------

These are the people who are fingered as "parasites of a nasty disease" (Nikola Tesla) the one's that have "controlled Country's 

with food, and Continents with Energy" (David Rockefeller) and became wealthy and powerful by "Ill-Gooten Gains" (Michael 

Jackson) in his song "Money"; Jackson fingers Vanderbilt that forclosed on Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe site and equipment, the 

parents of Anderson Cooper of CNN; Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty Oil, Gettes steel & Getty News. 

Michael Jackson - Money - with lyrics (1995) featuring Vanderbilt, Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Trump, Getty. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlGfHZHSySU

The Top 20:

14) Michael Jackson exposes the Tree Burner & Oil Drillers & Death Hoax Parts 1-4 by Tesla Leaks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfdySw_N0-Q

15) Michael Jackson exposes the use of Napalm in Vietnam in They Don't Care About Us

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZArJyfKagOQ

Tesla Leaks exposed Depleted Uranium used on Civilians in the Bosnia/Serbia conflict

The destruction of the Tesla Museum in Serbia by NATO and/or Bill Clinton in 1999

16) Tesla Leaks exposes the 5 Nikola Technolgies used in Vietnam; that turn into the redacted Pentagon Papers

Behind the Race to Publish the Top-Secret Pentagon Papers https://nytimes.com/2017/12/20/us/pentagon-papers-post.html 

Published April 21st 2017 by Tesla Leaks: Nikola Tesla's inventions played at least 4 roles in WaterGate and the Pentagon Papers. 

First, the full Pentagon Papers have never been released. Of the released version, 11 words were redacted from the final releases. 

Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that controls the water flow in a Hydro Dam. The 4 roles include 1) Secure communications 2) 

Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3) Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-

review/24words.html 
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17) Project 1794 De-classified

18) The Dust Bowl using Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Lab, turned 180 degrees

19) The Missing Gold at Fort Knox to protect the Petro-Dollar

20) Dinosaurs, Aliens, Loch Ness Monster, Bigfoot & Chupacabra Hoaxes...

21-1000)

https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks

http://teslaleaks.com/

Jan 18, 2020, 6:41 PM

Chris Edwards shared a Page to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Tesla Death Watch - Revisitedfacebook.com

Fake News against Tesla is accelerating: January 17 2020 Fake News hit-piece "story" on Ride-Hailing Apps by Bloomberg used to 

try to stop Tesla. The state of NY that bans electric bicycles. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2019-01-19/a-grab-ride-

nearly-killed-me-ride-sharing-needs-to-get-safer

Jan 17, 2020, 7:29 PM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Fake News vs Fake News has been reposted here because of the vast amount of moronic bullshit constantly spread amongst the 

worldwide public. The definition of "Fake News" is information that has "No Proof". If you have "Proof" these posts are not "Fake 

News"; feel free to post your "Proof"! If you're looking for "Proofs" with 20,000 non-conflicting sources goto http://teslaleaks.com/

Jan 17, 2020, 5:54 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/01/16/next-china-trade-battle-could-be-over-electric-cars/

January 16 2020 Fake news from gas stations and diesel truck owners claim that "electric motors cause #Cancer" and "listened to 

another driver worry aloud about whether electric cars cause #Hair #Loss" Washington Post | The next China trade battle could be 

over electric cars https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/01/16/next-china-trade-battle-could-be-over-electric-cars/ -- 

#spark #plugs Spark plugs create electrical interference that disrupts car radio reception, two-way radio and cell phone operation. 

https://popularmechanics.com/cars/how-to/a84/1272491/ -- April 22 2019 The case for banning the Internal Combustion Engine 

(ICE): VAD (#Vibratory #Acoustic #Disease) is real, but not caused by Wind Turbines. By definition, Internal Combustion Engines 

are "Vibratory" Reciprocating Engines with the Timing of Vibration set to the potential energy in the "Rigidity of the Spring" used. The

Spark Plug creates high powered, impulse, Acoustic Radio Waves and interference patters in its "Telegeodynamics" in the ICE 

Automobiles; which normally have to be suppressed by spark plug wires. The ICE engines is also referred to as --Nikola Tesla's 

"Earthquake Machine" or "Mechanical Oscillator" in which at a particular resonant frequency, any materials can be made to 

mechanically shatter it's structure. In addition, The Reciprocating Engine for all Internal Combustion Engines (predates and 

describes proper reciprocation, the floating piston, fluid dynamics etc.) was patented by --Nikola Tesla in 1894. By 1897, The Spark 

Plug and Starter in a reciprocating cylinder was patented by Tesla and used in the Wright Brother's airplane in 1901. 

https://cleantechnica.com/2019/04/22/adventures-in-pseudoscience-a-case-study-of-the-rhetorical-tricks-of-a-fake-disease-anti-

wind-advocate/ -- More sources on Nikola Tesla at www.teslaleaks.com

Jan 16, 2020, 5:43 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

1903. Who or what is sabotaging Nikola Tesla’s generator plant at Niagara Falls? And has this maverick inventor really received a 

message from Mars? Series 12, 'Nikola Tesla's Night of Terror'? � An Introduction to Tesla | Nikola Tesla's Night of Terror | Doctor 

Who: Series 12 [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w32IEwMO8TE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w32IEwMO8TE)

Jan 15, 2020, 7:56 PM

1903. Who or what is sabotaging Nikola Tesla’s generator plant at Niagara Falls? And has this maverick inventor really received a 

message from Mars?

Are YOU ready for the next episode of Series 12, 'Nikola Tesla's Night of Terror'? �

Updated Jan 15, 2020, 7:54 PM
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Jan 15, 2020, 7:54 PM

Scientific American covers 'Einstein's first wife, but not the fact Einstein divorced his first wife to marry his Cousin, then 'Einstein 

dumps his cousin for his Cousin's 13 year old daughter https://youtube.com/watch?v=MGsRyOGBrAs 

--https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/guest-blog/the-forgotten-life-of-einsteins-first-wife/

Updated Jan 15, 2020, 6:57 PM

Jan 15, 2020, 6:57 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=MGsRyOGBrAs

Scientific American covers 'Einstein's first wife, but not the fact Einstein divorced his first wife to marry his Cousin, then 'Einstein 

dumps his cousin for his Cousin's 13 year old daughter https://youtube.com/watch?v=MGsRyOGBrAs 

--https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/guest-blog/the-forgotten-life-of-einsteins-first-wife/

Jan 15, 2020, 6:53 PM

January 14 2020 One staged event and Trump wants ALL your cell phone data. Trump and the Goverment are the DOPE 

DEALERS. Cannabis is Legal. Dope comes from Afghanistan. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-saudi-shooting-trump/trump-

says-apple-refusing-to-unlock-phones-used-by-killers-drug-dealers-idUSKBN1ZD2WF

Updated Jan 14, 2020, 5:56 PM

Jan 14, 2020, 5:56 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-saudi-shooting-trump/trump-says-apple-refusing-to-unlock-phones-used-by-killers-drug-

dealers-idUSKBN1ZD2WF

January 14 2020 One staged event and Trump wants ALL your cell phone data. Trump and the Goverment are the DOPE 

DEALERS. Cannabis is Legal. Dope comes from Afghanistan. [https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-saudi-shooting-trump/trump-

says-apple-refusing-to-unlock-phones-used-by-killers-drug-dealers-idUSKBN1ZD2WF](https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-

saudi-shooting-trump/trump-says-apple-refusing-to-unlock-phones-used-by-killers-drug-dealers-idUSKBN1ZD2WF)

Jan 14, 2020, 5:56 PM

Glenn M Green, previous Chairman of the Presidential Task force on Radio & Los Angeles DWP admits that energy from the power 

plants is used to "FEED CUSTOMERS" METER" and not power your house. Page 523 -- Other important details on portable radio 

used at DWP in 1941. https://books.google.com/books?id=9k02AQAAIAAJ&pg=PA523&lpg=PA523&dq=cusomers%27+meters -- 

Eric Dollard and others allege that the utilities bill customers for much more electricity than the power plants produce. Unless, those 

power plants are Over-Unity. Two 120-volt wires and a grounded neutral wire feed the meter through the weather head. 

https://www.thespruce.com/how-an-electrical-system-works-1152759 -- June 13 2012 My client contacted me concerned that his 

electric bills were atrocious. .... What I DO suspect is the transformer/transducers that feed the meter ... 

https://homeenergypros.org/forum/topics/utility-meter-accuracy

Updated Jan 14, 2020, 5:46 PM

Jan 14, 2020, 5:46 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://books.google.com/books?id=9k02AQAAIAAJ&pg=PA523&lpg=PA523&dq=cusomers%27+meters

Glenn M Green, previous Chairman of the Presidential Task force on Radio & Los Angeles DWP admits that energy from the power 

plants is used to "FEED CUSTOMERS" METER" and not power your house. Page 523 -- Other important details on portable radio 

used at DWP in 1941. https://books.google.com/books?id=9k02AQAAIAAJ&pg=PA523&lpg=PA523&dq=cusomers%27+meters -- 

Eric Dollard and others allege that the utilities bill customers for much more electricity than the power plants produce. Unless, those 

power plants are Over-Unity. Two 120-volt wires and a grounded neutral wire feed the meter through the weather head. 

https://www.thespruce.com/how-an-electrical-system-works-1152759 -- June 13 2012 My client contacted me concerned that his 

electric bills were atrocious. .... What I DO suspect is the transformer/transducers that feed the meter ... 

https://homeenergypros.org/forum/topics/utility-meter-accuracy

Jan 14, 2020, 5:46 PM

December 29 2019 The Concord Jets run off of a Ram-Jet style air compressor that provides Thrust akin to a Perpetual Motion 

Machine.. These compressed air Turbofans are also used as electric generators. This technology is likely the Ram-Jet Engine in 

--Nikola Tesla's "Flying Stove" -- The Concord Encyclopedia https://youtube.com/watch?v=_E-Ohbra1-U&t=24m25s -- December 28

2019 Further Proof There is No Jet Fuel in Wings of Commercial Jets https://youtube.com/watch?v=of1WsdZEQl4

Updated Jan 14, 2020, 5:21 PM

Jan 14, 2020, 5:21 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/officials-jet-fuel-lands-on-los-angeles-school-playgrounds/ar-BBYXmjh

January 14th 2020 #jet #fuel #hoax Turbo-fan's run on Jet Fuel, Dumping Hoax in FULL-EFFECT. Turbo fans start with an initial 

ignition and are akin to a perpetual motion machine. https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/officials-jet-fuel-lands-on-los-angeles-

school-playgrounds/ar-BBYXmjh -- These compressed air Turbofans are also used as electric generators. This technology is likely 

the Ram-Jet Engine in --Nikola Tesla's "Flying Stove" -- The Concord Encyclopedia [https://youtube.com/watch?v=_E-Ohbra1-

U&t=24m25s](https://youtube.com/watch?v=_E-Ohbra1-U&t=24m25s&fbclid=IwAR2JUvCU6xVeI5DmQq8mBu_GTF-

bDkOJhczpQhKGiIZAR_qZOaScuqdR3XM) -- December 28 2019 Further Proof There is No Jet Fuel in Wings of Commercial Jets 

[https://youtube.com/watch?v=of1WsdZEQl4](https://youtube.com/watch?

v=of1WsdZEQl4&fbclid=IwAR2iPkFvJmmwOtBvg9Y5QfM4K8pAxTO9k4Us9EtqNzFVEfdu_GyYQdJoJA4)

Jan 14, 2020, 5:16 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://wnyc.org/story/andy-archives-death-nikola-tesla/

Jan 8, 2020 New York Public Radio's director of archives, Andy Lanset takes us back to WNYC's tribute to Nikola Tesla, who died 

January 7, 1943. https://wnyc.org/story/andy-archives-death-nikola-tesla/ -- Mayor Laguardia Eulogy featuring Joe Fishler speaks of 

Nikola Tesla inventing a Tube that can manufacture Radium at $1 per pound; used for electric car batteries and cancer cures. 

Fishler: "Nikola Tesla was a man of the future. Always thinking ahead of his time. Not many years ago he announced that he was 

working on a new tube that would produce radium for as little as one dollar a pound." https://www.wnyc.org/story/125238-wnyc-

broadcasts-tribute-to-nikola-tesla/ Tesla's inventions numbered more than 700 and included a telephone repeater, a polyphase 

alternating-current system, the induction motor, the Tesla coil transformer and fluorescent lights. The prolific inventor wrote in 1919, 

"The greatest good will come from the technical improvements tending to unification and harmony, and my wireless transmitter is 

preeminently such.

Jan 14, 2020, 2:19 PM

https://wnyc.org/story/andy-archives-death-nikola-tesla/

Jan 8, 2020 New York Public Radio's director of archives, Andy Lanset takes us back to WNYC's tribute to Nikola Tesla, who died 

January 7, 1943. https://wnyc.org/story/andy-archives-death-nikola-tesla/ -- Mayor Laguardia Eulogy featuring Joe Fishler speaks of 

Nikola Tesla inventing a Tube that can manufacture Radium at $1 per pound; used for electric car batteries and cancer cures. 

Fishler: "Nikola Tesla was a man of the future. Always thinking ahead of his time. Not many years ago he announced that he was 

working on a new tube that would produce radium for as little as one dollar a pound." https://www.wnyc.org/story/125238-wnyc-

broadcasts-tribute-to-nikola-tesla/ Tesla's inventions numbered more than 700 and included a telephone repeater, a polyphase 

alternating-current system, the induction motor, the Tesla coil transformer and fluorescent lights. The prolific inventor wrote in 1919, 

"The greatest good will come from the technical improvements tending to unification and harmony, and my wireless transmitter is 

preeminently such.

Updated Jan 14, 2020, 2:10 PM

Jan 14, 2020, 2:10 PM

https://hightimes.com/culture/nikola-tesla/

Top 20 details on Nikola Tesla, prior to the last 40 years of mis-information; August, 1981 High Times. 

https://hightimes.com/culture/nikola-tesla/ -- 0) Wardenclyffe was to shoot all power for Paris Exposition of 1903—all the way across 

the Atlantic 1) #Magnifying #transformer to step the current down, after you siphon it off the main #Neutral feeder cable 2) Thomas 

Edison: Terrible dangerous idea, Old Tom called it. All that electricity all over, #trillions of volts maybe, terrible, terrible dangerous. 

Think of the children! Enough of ’em fried themselves dead every year on low-test, old-fashioned Edison DC. And now some crazy 

Serb wants to have trillions of volts sizzling all up and down the whole blame country? Unthinkable. Irresponsible. Obscene! 3) 

Westinghouse gave him $1 million cash for the title to all his patents so far, and guaranteed him a $1 royalty—U.S. and foreign—for 

every unit of horsepower his system might generate. 4) Edison, of course, was desperately filling the #Hearst papers with scientific-

sounding jeremiads about the certain and horrible consequences of this alternating-current #witchcraft. Goddammit, it just produced 

too much juice, Old Tom wailed, the world wasn’t ready for it. “Just as certain as death,” he guaranteed the papers, “Westinghouse 

will kill a customer within six months after he puts in a system of any size.” To prove it, Edison got a lot of people physically killed, 

dead forever, with this newfangled Tesla-Westinghouse AC 5) Edison showed the Hearst papers how you could fry live dogs, 

calves, and ultimately a horse. But it never got him anywhere. Inside ten years, Edison was renting AC from Westinghouse by the 

megawatt. 7) This is where he would #galvanize and #disintegrate metal plates with his bare fingers, strobing and flaring 

magnificently in his tux and cummerbund, before awed thousands at the Academy of Music and Carnegie Hall. 8) He even showed 

the foremen at Alcoa how most efficiently to use Niagara Falls #electric #arc #furnace to extract aluminum out of bauxite ore. 9) He 

would free humanity of those stupid copper wires, if it was the last thing he did. “I must first ascertain exactly how many vibrations to 

the second are caused by disturbing the mass of electricity which the earth contains…” #Schumann #Resonance 10) Tesla 

https://hightimes.com/culture/nikola-tesla/
https://hightimes.com/culture/nikola-tesla/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX8TraJscK1OPCbycnhN7mcUfXiqZojMTLpEiCSmJfuRv0Z-fDkajgzjqlyox63Q7oKYEctE4kiGuN28iZsxzjlOMrl8qO5SL2mhXmhlBdjRaCqNjhiLXRT99cJMfgcmvKJ4CQ3maMZv5i0lswmavW2zHn5-RYs8_L8e&s=2
https://www.wnyc.org/story/125238-wnyc-broadcasts-tribute-to-nikola-tesla/
https://www.wnyc.org/story/125238-wnyc-broadcasts-tribute-to-nikola-tesla/
https://wnyc.org/story/andy-archives-death-nikola-tesla/
https://wnyc.org/story/andy-archives-death-nikola-tesla/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_JPREwXAYKUx1AHGQU7jDpC-BbLKUOxsIjZl_GLZD6SHKZ8SfMbMpnAl-PcjaqG5MLm9kJSsITVpFLP6_ZwKCK-_d2iNg-B9sqNMw8ciVtvzIHQ3XTCIqVfdjpZQ1w4VcdCA2X7nfSDAJG&s=2
https://www.wnyc.org/story/125238-wnyc-broadcasts-tribute-to-nikola-tesla/
https://www.wnyc.org/story/125238-wnyc-broadcasts-tribute-to-nikola-tesla/
https://wnyc.org/story/andy-archives-death-nikola-tesla/
https://wnyc.org/story/andy-archives-death-nikola-tesla/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-71RwW4ko1prSiLhHeaNo9q6UdCk0TFj0vnjUF6Js3YLmNT0wAJB5qRFVIGuYwf3lpvXOHkIWaZotMc9WVBi2CeXi9LUYuywGLTHJqOInS-jTfqY7M8uW7PSj9Pj35f8VONF9TTeN_RMfC&s=2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=of1WsdZEQl4&fbclid=IwAR2iPkFvJmmwOtBvg9Y5QfM4K8pAxTO9k4Us9EtqNzFVEfdu_GyYQdJoJA4
https://youtube.com/watch?v=of1WsdZEQl4&fbclid=IwAR2iPkFvJmmwOtBvg9Y5QfM4K8pAxTO9k4Us9EtqNzFVEfdu_GyYQdJoJA4
https://youtube.com/watch?v=of1WsdZEQl4
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_E-Ohbra1-U&t=24m25s&fbclid=IwAR2JUvCU6xVeI5DmQq8mBu_GTF-bDkOJhczpQhKGiIZAR_qZOaScuqdR3XM
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_E-Ohbra1-U&t=24m25s&fbclid=IwAR2JUvCU6xVeI5DmQq8mBu_GTF-bDkOJhczpQhKGiIZAR_qZOaScuqdR3XM
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_E-Ohbra1-U&t=24m25s
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/officials-jet-fuel-lands-on-los-angeles-school-playgrounds/ar-BBYXmjh


bouncing signal impulses up through the magnetosphere, from a land-based transmitter to a land-based receiver, was only prelude 

to some immensely grander notion about driving signals down into the earth itself and having them burst out elsewhere, 

immeasurably #amplified 11) Lab Fire; Typical of Tesla’s life, the lab somehow caught fire just then: all his equipment, models, 

notes, and a big bundle of hard cash up in smoke, with no insurance. #Insurance?! Nikola Tesla had more important things to do 

with his money than haggle with insurance agents, those troglodytic slaves to Mammon. 12) Earthquake Machine: By and by they 

were getting 5, 10, 15 times more energy back out of the ground than it took to run the hammer’s air compressor. Eureka! This was 

something better than #perpetual #motion! 13) Colorado Springs: It had to do with a 200-foot metal mast surmounted by a four-foot 

copper ball, dominating the lonesome Colorado prairie under Pike’s Peak. Below this pylon, in a shed, sat Tesla’s “magnifying 

transformer,” extruding a primary coil that wound about a 75-foot-diameter fence and stretched up aloft to make contact with the 

giant copper ball, or “#electrode.” 14) The visual display would be a challenge to #George #Lucas. Tesla was casting lightning bolts 

as high as the #Empire #State #Building, and that was just the stray skim-off from the 12 million volts he was able to pump through 

this baby continuously. When visitors wanted impressing, Nikola would put up in the night sky whole extended ballets of many-

colored “#globe #lightning” 15) Resonance: Nikola was jamming megafixes of pure juice into Mother Earth, to see how much 

lightning he could call down out of God’s sky to #restabilize the local electromagnetic setup. At least this was one part of what he 

was doing, as frantically as possible, while the money held out. His broader project had something to do with precisely measuring 

the exact wattage of #potential resonance between the electricity within the earth and the electricity in the sky above it. 16) Tesla's 

Wardenclyffe Tower was designed to shoot all the electric power for the grand #Paris #Exposition of 1903—all the way across the 

almighty Atlantic, no hands, no wires, nothing up his sleeve. 17) Nikola was still #copper-plating his 150-foot-diameter “electrode,” 

18) When Tesla died in 1943, the FBI went through his place and carried off all his papers while the body was still warm. 19) 

Sunday-supplement writers found him a dependable source of diverting comment, prattling on about gem-focused “#death #rays,” 

#faster-than-light communications systems, #climate-modifications through magnetic manipulation of the #Ionosphere.

Updated Jan 14, 2020, 9:46 AM

Jan 14, 2020, 9:46 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://hightimes.com/culture/nikola-tesla/

Top 20 details on Nikola Tesla, prior to the last 40 years of mis-information; August, 1981 High Times. 

[https://hightimes.com/culture/nikola-tesla/](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fhightimes.com%2Fculture%2Fnikola-

tesla%2F%3Ffbclid

%3DIwAR2KTaHWEtohk9asCo667hA7c1GtaTJN1X_cveVj9InaatgWn4qgtRrwFEc&h=AT08x9dcLzABLPocXL6mXFswgX_wodJ6O

T9Li4h1SVIu9hTfxieizgY9pddgXxHf_zCLaugMdDPzNijtx4LH-8qXDFVe58Lu0ShbkarUs412hja97Vg6xJNN77ATaWs4ass) -- 0) 

Wardenclyffe was to shoot all power for Paris Exposition of 1903—all the way across the Atlantic 1) [#Magnifying]

(https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/magnifying?hc_location=ufi) [#transformer](https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/transformer?

hc_location=ufi) to step the current down, after you siphon it off the main [#Neutral](https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/neutral?

hc_location=ufi) feeder cable 2) Thomas Edison: Terrible dangerous idea, Old Tom called it. All that electricity all over, #trillions of 

volts maybe, terrible, terrible dangerous. Think of the children! Enough of ’em fried themselves dead every year on low-test, old-

fashioned Edison DC. And now some crazy Serb wants to have trillions of volts sizzling all up and down the whole blame country? 

Unthinkable. Irresponsible. Obscene! 3) Westinghouse gave him $1 million cash for the title to all his patents so far, and guaranteed 

him a $1 royalty—U.S. and foreign—for every unit of horsepower his system might generate. 4) Edison, of course, was desperately 

filling the #Hearst papers with scientific-sounding jeremiads about the certain and horrible consequences of this alternating-current 

#witchcraft. Goddammit, it just produced too much juice, Old Tom wailed, the world wasn’t ready for it. “Just as certain as death,” he 

guaranteed the papers, “Westinghouse will kill a customer within six months after he puts in a system of any size.” To prove it, 

Edison got a lot of people physically killed, dead forever, with this newfangled Tesla-Westinghouse AC 5) Edison showed the Hearst

papers how you could fry live dogs, calves, and ultimately a horse. But it never got him anywhere. Inside ten years, Edison was 

renting AC from Westinghouse by the megawatt. 7) This is where he would #galvanize and #disintegrate metal plates with his bare 

fingers, strobing and flaring magnificently in his tux and cummerbund, before awed thousands at the Academy of Music and 

Carnegie Hall. 8) He even showed the foremen at Alcoa how most efficiently to use Niagara Falls #electric #arc #furnace to extract 

aluminum out of bauxite ore. 9) He would free humanity of those stupid copper wires, if it was the last thing he did. “I must first 

ascertain exactly how many vibrations to the second are caused by disturbing the mass of electricity which the earth contains…” 

#Schumann #Resonance 10) Tesla bouncing signal impulses up through the magnetosphere, from a land-based transmitter to a 

land-based receiver, was only prelude to some immensely grander notion about driving signals down into the earth itself and having 

them burst out elsewhere, immeasurably [#amplified](https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/amplified?hc_location=ufi) 11) Lab Fire; 

Typical of Tesla’s life, the lab somehow caught fire just then: all his equipment, models, notes, and a big bundle of hard cash up in 

smoke, with no insurance. #Insurance?! Nikola Tesla had more important things to do with his money than haggle with insurance 
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agents, those troglodytic slaves to Mammon. 12) Earthquake Machine: By and by they were getting 5, 10, 15 times more energy 

back out of the ground than it took to run the hammer’s air compressor. Eureka! This was something better than [#perpetual]

(https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/perpetual?hc_location=ufi) [#motion](https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/motion?

hc_location=ufi)! 13) Colorado Springs: It had to do with a 200-foot metal mast surmounted by a four-foot copper ball, dominating 

the lonesome Colorado prairie under Pike’s Peak. Below this pylon, in a shed, sat Tesla’s “magnifying transformer,” extruding a 

primary coil that wound about a 75-foot-diameter fence and stretched up aloft to make contact with the giant copper ball, or 

“#electrode.” 14) The visual display would be a challenge to #George #Lucas. Tesla was casting lightning bolts as high as the 

#Empire #State #Building, and that was just the stray skim-off from the 12 million volts he was able to pump through this baby 

continuously. When visitors wanted impressing, Nikola would put up in the night sky whole extended ballets of many-colored “#globe

#lightning” 15) Resonance: Nikola was jamming megafixes of pure juice into Mother Earth, to see how much lightning he could call 

down out of God’s sky to #restabilize the local electromagnetic setup. At least this was one part of what he was doing, as frantically 

as possible, while the money held out. His broader project had something to do with precisely measuring the exact wattage of 

#potential resonance between the electricity within the earth and the electricity in the sky above it. 16) Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower 

was designed to shoot all the electric power for the grand #Paris #Exposition of 1903—all the way across the almighty Atlantic, no 

hands, no wires, nothing up his sleeve. 17) Nikola was still #copper-plating his 150-foot-diameter “electrode,” 18) When Tesla died 

in 1943, the FBI went through his place and carried off all his papers while the body was still warm. 19) Sunday-supplement writers 

found him a dependable source of diverting comment, prattling on about gem-focused “#death #rays,” #faster-than-light 

communications systems, #climate-modifications through magnetic manipulation of the #Ionosphere.

Jan 14, 2020, 9:43 AM

January 13th 2020 Tesla Leaks Facebook Archive (500 Pages) http://teslaleaks.com/teslaleaks.html -- Tesla Leaks Facebook 

Group Archive (750 Pages) http://teslaleaks.com/teslaleaksgroup.html -- Tesla Leaks 2.0 Website (1250 pages) 

http://teslaleaks.com/

Updated Jan 13, 2020, 4:06 PM

Jan 13, 2020, 4:06 PM

Chris Edwards posted in TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

January 13th 2020 Tesla Leaks Facebook Archive (500 Pages) http://teslaleaks.com/teslaleaks.html -- Tesla Leaks Facebook 

Group Archive (750 Pages) http://teslaleaks.com/teslaleaksgroup.html -- Tesla Leaks 2.0 Website (1250 pages) 

http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Tesla Leaks - January 19th 2017 – “Nicola Tesla” Missing Patents & Inventions. Nikola Tesla’s picture in 

1890 at the Library of Congress. His name is written on the picture as “Nicola Tesla”, not “Nikola Tesla”. “Nicola Tesla” Missing or 

Lost Patents & Inventions such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents, Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, 

Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation, 100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for 

Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification, Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, 

Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from Storms and Atmosphere. 

[https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard]

(https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&fbclid=IwAR2G5oB2sFLzr-

UNPqjsnS-0HhuxbP8XvhOAcOURqiMzBzrbQVnn1uJa0CE) Electrical Experimenter, Jan 1919 editors notes on Nikola Tesla's 

technical prints, inventions and discoveries. The following is only a partial list of terms now adopted and published in text books: 

Tesla two-phase, three-phase, multi-phase, poly-phase system of power transmission Tesla principal Tesla rotating magnetic field 

Tesla rotating magnetic field transformer Tesla induction motor Tesla split-phase motor Tesla system of distribution Tesla rotary 

transformer Tesla system of transformation by condenser discharges Tesla coil Tesla oscillation transformer Tesla electrical 

oscillator Tesla mechanical oscillator Tesla high frequency machines Tesla dynamo-electric oscillator Tesla tube Tesla lamp Tesla 

high-potential methods Tesla inductor Tesla marvels Tesla impedance phenomena Tesla electro-therapy Tesla electrical massage 

Tesla currents Tesla transmission Teslaic experiments Tesla capacity Tesla arclight system Tesla third brush regulation Tesla 

devices Tesla sparks Tesla arrangements Tesla theory Tesla point Tesla Steam Turbine Tesla Gas Turbine Tesla Water Turbine 

Tesla Pump Tesla Compressor Tesla Igniter Tesla condensers Tesla electro-static field Tesla effects Tesla wireless system Tesla 

methods of wireless transmission Tesla magnifying transmitter Tesla telautomata Tesla insulation Tesla underground transmission, 

etc. [https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722570941632&id=716016631&set=a.10156722545796632&source=57]

(https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722570941632&set=a.10156722545796632&type=3) 

[https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-and-his-inventions-announcement](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https

%3A%2F%2Fteslauniverse.com%2Fnikola-tesla%2Farticles%2Fnikola-tesla-and-his-inventions-announcement%3Ffbclid

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9VTLQihAJPDC6mBoykmUgGwpmRczTgTyIJPJ6BUuN5rYd56c5tzFh5hu8rVV6YJ36fuvQsZ1JdaoYkdCnCJQ0vedSgc7zdcJDaD9mo8dkkgHDac2Pvdjm3oO_aQHWxM6i82jCioXEDLoon8sIxlabG4jW5A257FGT9&s=2
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%3DIwAR1hqv8xpryHy8nbxVNxsR2PRnQbyC8fk3eEjATmstD1uPW7-jPm6hXeq4Y&h=AT21qvFu58GhN-90v-

MqBk5kGeTPA_HlvbBjIRuxltkl6x9S39KvHqaYRos92r6_Mt7xOZxw-EZhUifkbJyPnj0SxbfwUXnotsPLhER6XzBLg_8-

IYxGu1Ms2Vd0vENvt8_a2Z_0tqUM8TWZGDkv) Nikola Tesla patents he did not file, applications, International, missing and 

misnamed relating to Telegeodynamics, Teleforce, Tuned Lightning, the Law of the Ionosphere, 1000 Points of Lights and more: 

[https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2093546950958124&id=100009085196708](https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?

story_fbid=2093546950958124&id=100009085196708) Weather Modification & Warfare: 

[https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A

%2F%2Fnikolateslasolar.blogspot.com%2F2017%2F09%2F9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html%3Ffbclid

%3DIwAR0jQ9UHJ5gbOvmXNoTD2y3RofYrHQOZX1-

D_VR6CJOOV2G5hs_q4mO_D6Q&h=AT0_BD8EYp0OkJEnaXD7n3Nhs5JikstzA6jQHOo0434WYMVzFsjWpe-

OalUHYWnrHIDz6UhOn_dWbgAX9v2cvaNCe6cTYydkEbcA1xZ8kPhWhxSGMRO0AHePbmuQTEdHCdqZOG5WlEr3sM6YYcY_) 

300+ --Nikola Tesla Patents in HD [https://youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F

%2Fyoutube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dt00MPAcADHU%26fbclid

%3DIwAR3LuDz97oFIUijqrKw2M_6m49Z8MTiAvBt1fP6QksUhyctRPYjrBrI56hQ&h=AT3CzrvyjP9y3GSS3Z96DfnaEauL91f1yVVW

Roo9VS7ctEfhK_vIU2wrLB651q3_blSTzgRQvM7NBK9dfKo8FnzB0mJk0X-W1WjnItPWoB9hLdojHRG3peVZQlJ-qnKnUbiOY-

tXDauKu4RR08x6) 100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD [https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s]

(https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DZwdaHpeOOWI%26t%3D02m20s%26fbclid

%3DIwAR2B4FYVg2iNk3hZix_DrmYJyhaTufQG8zwj_ipWmg-

1tTT4dBaaretv2j0&h=AT3T2WXIDFGPo4ErjNSo8dwCdkKSnnybYzMbWevGQPUdC9Ul9lTi8yU88769XhrrbIax-

u_mLNbGKjqncVGNigdLaynAC0NmYBDvHliWaLvpg6HGHybZfKIp6NAajU9z4KnFnII_ttia78v52YIN) Full 400+ page Tesla FBI File 

with attachments and Interviews with known associates in HD [https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE]

(https://youtube.com/watch?

v=vryqT3WPYkE&fbclid=IwAR0eUgq7IE0eSMG1AiydkpGCjRxUN_sK0hFyfEGAT38M7ulc12mEurUaJBA) John G Trump's 8 Page 

Report in the Tesla FBI File referring to 15 categories of Inventions: [https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1631999090446248&id=100009085196708&set=oa.757563367714757/](https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1631999090446248&set=oa.757563367714757&type=3) 420 Nikola Tesla Files, Documents & Images used on the Tesla 

Leaks Facebook Group, Tesla Leaks Video's on YouTube and the 1200 page Website 

[https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/albums/10156722545796632/](https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?

set=a.10156722545796632&type=3) March 1919-May 1920 Electrical Experimenter on Wireless Power Transmission 

[https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=files&ref=bookmarks](https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?

view=files&ref=bookmarks) More at [www.teslaleaks.com](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.teslaleaks.com

%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0fU_gafaw4W9cTsNY5Td0rQ5YoZCxeOv6vEQD3bzhJbkMF-

z5aQ7qIgIU&h=AT2fRoW4opnGROM5HTCLPLdKp8EIcGgkIz8GtVhg0DKtB-

RlEGklDo8miFXrmoDFsrmkdc1HjTxRj60RPObrWvz884nrcwdQxb_--OHH1IwWtOlnsPgZf1N6I4mSdGutv9Oc1L4RPvz1auKQxAfa) 

Added 12/12/2020 -- Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & 

Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) 

Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, 

Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, 

Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the Scientific Community & The Patent Office [https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?

set=oa.395783955077372](https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?

set=oa.395783955077372&__cft__[0]=AZUb0rbv1yBrw8itXpVm8t0tpwC95saalkvq9O6opXxM0f8tuAsr_iva1W_62llwc_bHlnspjqbf0V

nUj2NNOPdWIbokan_2nNYhwAlVUuCty5ASIovwCG1vgkkjHVQCpV8joQwlhV7tGOp0ypYc3nmXJGbT-

YKItcj_gGDpVc4F4PTJVUzoR024204QIC7IpdY&__tn__=-UK-R) Added October 28 2020 On Wardenclyffe Tower, Wireless Power 

through Natural Mediums, Earthquake Machine, Telegeodynamics, Geology & Seismology: By Interesting Engineering 

https://interestingengineering.com/nikola-teslas-wireless-transmitter-technology 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2020/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/ Added May 1st 2020 Nikola Tesla's 

Earth-Battery Day on Batteries, Motors, Power, Wireless and Investor Day https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-

wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-may-day-1888-may-2020/1667474476723637/
January 13th 2020 Tesla Leaks Facebook Archive (500 Pages) http://teslaleaks.com/teslaleaks.html -- Tesla Leaks Facebook 

Group Archive (750 Pages) http://teslaleaks.com/teslaleaksgroup.html -- Tesla Leaks 2.0 Website (1250 pages) 

http://teslaleaks.com/ -- Tesla Leaks - January 19th 2017 – “Nicola Tesla” Missing Patents & Inventions. Nikola Tesla’s picture in 

1890 at the Library of Congress. His name is written on the picture as “Nicola Tesla”, not “Nikola Tesla”. “Nicola Tesla” Missing or 

Lost Patents & Inventions such as: Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents, Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device, 

http://teslaleaks.com/
http://teslaleaks.com/teslaleaksgroup.html
http://teslaleaks.com/teslaleaks.html


Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation, 100% Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for 

Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, Weather Modification, Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, 

Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from Storms and Atmosphere.

[https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard]

(https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&fbclid=IwAR2G5oB2sFLzr-

UNPqjsnS-0HhuxbP8XvhOAcOURqiMzBzrbQVnn1uJa0CE)

Electrical Experimenter, Jan 1919 editors notes on Nikola Tesla's technical prints, inventions and discoveries. The following is only a

partial list of terms now adopted and published in text books: Tesla two-phase, three-phase, multi-phase, poly-phase system of 

power transmission

Tesla principal

Tesla rotating magnetic field

Tesla rotating magnetic field transformer

Tesla induction motor

Tesla split-phase motor

Tesla system of distribution

Tesla rotary transformer

Tesla system of transformation by condenser discharges

Tesla coil

Tesla oscillation transformer

Tesla electrical oscillator

Tesla mechanical oscillator

Tesla high frequency machines

Tesla dynamo-electric oscillator

Tesla tube

Tesla lamp

Tesla high-potential methods

Tesla inductor

Tesla marvels

Tesla impedance phenomena

Tesla electro-therapy

Tesla electrical massage

Tesla currents

Tesla transmission

Teslaic experiments

Tesla capacity

Tesla arclight system

Tesla third brush regulation

Tesla devices

Tesla sparks

Tesla arrangements

Tesla theory

Tesla point

Tesla Steam Turbine

Tesla Gas Turbine

Tesla Water Turbine

Tesla Pump

Tesla Compressor

Tesla Igniter

Tesla condensers

Tesla electro-static field

Tesla effects

https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&fbclid=IwAR2G5oB2sFLzr-UNPqjsnS-0HhuxbP8XvhOAcOURqiMzBzrbQVnn1uJa0CE
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard&fbclid=IwAR2G5oB2sFLzr-UNPqjsnS-0HhuxbP8XvhOAcOURqiMzBzrbQVnn1uJa0CE
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html?view=flipcard


Tesla wireless system

Tesla methods of wireless transmission

Tesla magnifying transmitter

Tesla telautomata

Tesla insulation

Tesla underground transmission, etc.

[https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722570941632&id=716016631&set=a.10156722545796632&source=57]

(https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722570941632&set=a.10156722545796632&type=3)

[https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-and-his-inventions-announcement](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https

%3A%2F%2Fteslauniverse.com%2Fnikola-tesla%2Farticles%2Fnikola-tesla-and-his-inventions-announcement%3Ffbclid

%3DIwAR1hqv8xpryHy8nbxVNxsR2PRnQbyC8fk3eEjATmstD1uPW7-jPm6hXeq4Y&h=AT21qvFu58GhN-90v-

MqBk5kGeTPA_HlvbBjIRuxltkl6x9S39KvHqaYRos92r6_Mt7xOZxw-EZhUifkbJyPnj0SxbfwUXnotsPLhER6XzBLg_8-

IYxGu1Ms2Vd0vENvt8_a2Z_0tqUM8TWZGDkv)

Nikola Tesla patents he did not file, applications, International, missing and misnamed relating to Telegeodynamics, Teleforce, 

Tuned Lightning, the Law of the Ionosphere, 1000 Points of Lights and more: [https://facebook.com/story.php?

story_fbid=2093546950958124&id=100009085196708](https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?

story_fbid=2093546950958124&id=100009085196708)

Weather Modification & Warfare: [https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html]

(https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fnikolateslasolar.blogspot.com%2F2017%2F09%2F9-11-anniversary-2017-

nikola-tesla.html%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0jQ9UHJ5gbOvmXNoTD2y3RofYrHQOZX1-

D_VR6CJOOV2G5hs_q4mO_D6Q&h=AT0_BD8EYp0OkJEnaXD7n3Nhs5JikstzA6jQHOo0434WYMVzFsjWpe-

OalUHYWnrHIDz6UhOn_dWbgAX9v2cvaNCe6cTYydkEbcA1xZ8kPhWhxSGMRO0AHePbmuQTEdHCdqZOG5WlEr3sM6YYcY_)

300+ --Nikola Tesla Patents in HD [https://youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F

%2Fyoutube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dt00MPAcADHU%26fbclid

%3DIwAR3LuDz97oFIUijqrKw2M_6m49Z8MTiAvBt1fP6QksUhyctRPYjrBrI56hQ&h=AT3CzrvyjP9y3GSS3Z96DfnaEauL91f1yVVW

Roo9VS7ctEfhK_vIU2wrLB651q3_blSTzgRQvM7NBK9dfKo8FnzB0mJk0X-W1WjnItPWoB9hLdojHRG3peVZQlJ-qnKnUbiOY-

tXDauKu4RR08x6)

100+ JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD [https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?

u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DZwdaHpeOOWI%26t%3D02m20s%26fbclid

%3DIwAR2B4FYVg2iNk3hZix_DrmYJyhaTufQG8zwj_ipWmg-

1tTT4dBaaretv2j0&h=AT3T2WXIDFGPo4ErjNSo8dwCdkKSnnybYzMbWevGQPUdC9Ul9lTi8yU88769XhrrbIax-

u_mLNbGKjqncVGNigdLaynAC0NmYBDvHliWaLvpg6HGHybZfKIp6NAajU9z4KnFnII_ttia78v52YIN)

Full 400+ page Tesla FBI File with attachments and Interviews with known associates in HD [https://youtube.com/watch?

v=vryqT3WPYkE](https://youtube.com/watch?

v=vryqT3WPYkE&fbclid=IwAR0eUgq7IE0eSMG1AiydkpGCjRxUN_sK0hFyfEGAT38M7ulc12mEurUaJBA)

John G Trump's 8 Page Report in the Tesla FBI File referring to 15 categories of Inventions: [https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1631999090446248&id=100009085196708&set=oa.757563367714757%2F](https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1631999090446248&set=oa.757563367714757&type=3)

420 Nikola Tesla Files, Documents & Images used on the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group, Tesla Leaks Video's on YouTube and the 

1200 page Website [https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/albums/10156722545796632/]

(https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10156722545796632&type=3)

March 1919-May 1920 Electrical Experimenter on Wireless Power Transmission [https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?

view=files&ref=bookmarks](https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=files&ref=bookmarks)

https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=files&ref=bookmarks
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=files&ref=bookmarks
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE&fbclid=IwAR0eUgq7IE0eSMG1AiydkpGCjRxUN_sK0hFyfEGAT38M7ulc12mEurUaJBA
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More at [www.teslaleaks.com](https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.teslaleaks.com%2F%3Ffbclid

%3DIwAR0fU_gafaw4W9cTsNY5Td0rQ5YoZCxeOv6vEQD3bzhJbkMF-

z5aQ7qIgIU&h=AT2fRoW4opnGROM5HTCLPLdKp8EIcGgkIz8GtVhg0DKtB-

RlEGklDo8miFXrmoDFsrmkdc1HjTxRj60RPObrWvz884nrcwdQxb_--OHH1IwWtOlnsPgZf1N6I4mSdGutv9Oc1L4RPvz1auKQxAfa)

Added 12/12/2020 -- Nikola Tesla unknown as the inventor 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) Continuous-Wave Radio & 

Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) 

Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, Surface Waves, 

Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, Feedback Oscillators and much more... Debunking Einstein, 

Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the Scientific Community & The Patent Office

[https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372](https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?

set=oa.395783955077372&__cft__

%5B0%5D=AZUb0rbv1yBrw8itXpVm8t0tpwC95saalkvq9O6opXxM0f8tuAsr_iva1W_62llwc_bHlnspjqbf0VnUj2NNOPdWIbokan_2nN

YhwAlVUuCty5ASIovwCG1vgkkjHVQCpV8joQwlhV7tGOp0ypYc3nmXJGbT-

YKItcj_gGDpVc4F4PTJVUzoR024204QIC7IpdY&__tn__=-UK-R)

Added October 28 2020 On Wardenclyffe Tower, Wireless Power through Natural Mediums, Earthquake Machine, 

Telegeodynamics, Geology & Seismology: By Interesting Engineering https://interestingengineering.com/nikola-teslas-wireless-

transmitter-technology

https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2020/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/

Added May 1st 2020 Nikola Tesla's Earth-Battery Day on Batteries, Motors, Power, Wireless and Investor Day 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-may-day-1888-

may-2020/1667474476723637/

Jan 13, 2020, 4:06 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYlWTaJ6d7I

January 13 2020 COMING SOON | Nikola Tesla's Night of Terror | Doctor Who: Series 12 https://youtube.com/watch?

v=aYlWTaJ6d7I -- January 12 2020 Dr Who Episode 12: Nikola Tesla's Night of Terror https://www.radiotimes.com/news/tv/2020-

01-12/doctor-who-series-12-cast/

Updated Jan 13, 2020, 1:24 PM

Jan 13, 2020, 1:24 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Nuclear Power is the safest industry By Far! All new modular Reactors are remotely controlled and monitored and "are impossible to

melt down". https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/02/smaller-safer-cheaper-one-company-aims-reinvent-nuclear-reactor-and-

save-warming-planet

Jan 13, 2020, 1:11 PM

Nuclear Power is the safest industry By Far! All new modular Reactors are remotely controlled and monitored and "are impossible to

melt down". https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/02/smaller-safer-cheaper-one-company-aims-reinvent-nuclear-reactor-and-

save-warming-planet

Updated Jan 13, 2020, 1:11 PM

Jan 13, 2020, 1:11 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.radiotimes.com/news/tv/2020-01-12/doctor-who-series-12-cast/

January 12 2020 Dr Who Episode 12: Nikola Tesla's Night of Terror [https://www.radiotimes.com/news/tv/2020-01-12/doctor-who-

series-12-cast/](https://www.radiotimes.com/news/tv/2020-01-12/doctor-who-series-12-cast/)

Jan 12, 2020, 1:00 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/31647431/

October 23rd 2019 (Silence of the Lambs) #zero #point #standing #waves Location where efficiency is max. corresponds to zero-

order symmetrical mode (S0) standing wave patterns due to reflections from the plate edges. 

https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/31647431/
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9Uizvib1vwsS_OBtqQEjJCcQ3fr2JbR87tJt5cTRlsbWudsfAsZIZdD4yjpT6wyUkjmg5JArOWeF2iTd2CXSFUAdvy4OkZ7pQX8SIgNPGnNfupfwbwYebSK-M-csfhC5mL6vy62IsgJ8o0&s=2
https://www.radiotimes.com/news/tv/2020-01-12/doctor-who-series-12-cast/
https://www.radiotimes.com/news/tv/2020-01-12/doctor-who-series-12-cast/
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https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/02/smaller-safer-cheaper-one-company-aims-reinvent-nuclear-reactor-and-save-warming-planet
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https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/02/smaller-safer-cheaper-one-company-aims-reinvent-nuclear-reactor-and-save-warming-planet
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https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX9xrFnCFeG5eg-w0FBM-shCBmB1VczhC8gIu4KRJQyRG9uiVg-trdY6318urhHJ573EEFhULgdQaRcjz36J8Pdkg4IUjt4uS331XXpBkT4pCAOhSCdOh0Urpo3VBnWapnzTJNOJ80tQifw7TqORJ5uo-YO4HCp1G-Ig&s=2
https://www.radiotimes.com/news/tv/2020-01-12/doctor-who-series-12-cast/
https://www.radiotimes.com/news/tv/2020-01-12/doctor-who-series-12-cast/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=aYlWTaJ6d7I
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https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-may-day-1888-may-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.facebook.com/notes/teslaleakscom-the-wikileaks-of-nikola-tesla/nikola-teslas-earth-battery-day-date-may-day-1888-may-2020/1667474476723637/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2020/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/
https://interestingengineering.com/nikola-teslas-wireless-transmitter-technology
https://interestingengineering.com/nikola-teslas-wireless-transmitter-technology
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372&__cft__%5B0%5D=AZUb0rbv1yBrw8itXpVm8t0tpwC95saalkvq9O6opXxM0f8tuAsr_iva1W_62llwc_bHlnspjqbf0VnUj2NNOPdWIbokan_2nNYhwAlVUuCty5ASIovwCG1vgkkjHVQCpV8joQwlhV7tGOp0ypYc3nmXJGbT-YKItcj_gGDpVc4F4PTJVUzoR024204QIC7IpdY&__tn__=-UK-R
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372&__cft__%5B0%5D=AZUb0rbv1yBrw8itXpVm8t0tpwC95saalkvq9O6opXxM0f8tuAsr_iva1W_62llwc_bHlnspjqbf0VnUj2NNOPdWIbokan_2nNYhwAlVUuCty5ASIovwCG1vgkkjHVQCpV8joQwlhV7tGOp0ypYc3nmXJGbT-YKItcj_gGDpVc4F4PTJVUzoR024204QIC7IpdY&__tn__=-UK-R
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372&__cft__%5B0%5D=AZUb0rbv1yBrw8itXpVm8t0tpwC95saalkvq9O6opXxM0f8tuAsr_iva1W_62llwc_bHlnspjqbf0VnUj2NNOPdWIbokan_2nNYhwAlVUuCty5ASIovwCG1vgkkjHVQCpV8joQwlhV7tGOp0ypYc3nmXJGbT-YKItcj_gGDpVc4F4PTJVUzoR024204QIC7IpdY&__tn__=-UK-R
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.395783955077372
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.teslaleaks.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0fU_gafaw4W9cTsNY5Td0rQ5YoZCxeOv6vEQD3bzhJbkMF-z5aQ7qIgIU&h=AT2fRoW4opnGROM5HTCLPLdKp8EIcGgkIz8GtVhg0DKtB-RlEGklDo8miFXrmoDFsrmkdc1HjTxRj60RPObrWvz884nrcwdQxb_--OHH1IwWtOlnsPgZf1N6I4mSdGutv9Oc1L4RPvz1auKQxAfa
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.teslaleaks.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0fU_gafaw4W9cTsNY5Td0rQ5YoZCxeOv6vEQD3bzhJbkMF-z5aQ7qIgIU&h=AT2fRoW4opnGROM5HTCLPLdKp8EIcGgkIz8GtVhg0DKtB-RlEGklDo8miFXrmoDFsrmkdc1HjTxRj60RPObrWvz884nrcwdQxb_--OHH1IwWtOlnsPgZf1N6I4mSdGutv9Oc1L4RPvz1auKQxAfa
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.teslaleaks.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0fU_gafaw4W9cTsNY5Td0rQ5YoZCxeOv6vEQD3bzhJbkMF-z5aQ7qIgIU&h=AT2fRoW4opnGROM5HTCLPLdKp8EIcGgkIz8GtVhg0DKtB-RlEGklDo8miFXrmoDFsrmkdc1HjTxRj60RPObrWvz884nrcwdQxb_--OHH1IwWtOlnsPgZf1N6I4mSdGutv9Oc1L4RPvz1auKQxAfa
http://www.teslaleaks.com/


https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/31647431/ - October 9th 2019 For wireless countertops and induction devices. Research on 

optimal distribution of the magnetic powder in wireless power transfer. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00202-019-00847-0 

-- More on Wireless Power at www.teslaleaks.com

Jan 11, 2020, 10:19 PM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Is Nikola Tesla in (non-destructive NT) Cryogenics freezing? Tesla's "Liquid Air" & Cryogenics was patented & described by Nikola 

Tesla in his patent " means for increasing electrical oscillations using cold temperature" in 1899 

[https://patents.google.com/patent/US685012A/en](https://patents.google.com/patent/US685012A/en) and in his Treatise "The 

Problem of Increasing Human Energy", 1900. [http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm](http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-

00.htm) -- Tesla Leaks Original "Manufacturing Gas & Fuels" w/ Energy, Frequency & Vibration --Tesla's special Generators, Tesla 

Coils & patents for light bulbs and arc lamps. https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=1923446594634828&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1095481310589626 -- As of 2014, about 250 corpses have been 

cryogenically preserved in the U.S., and around 1,500 people have signed up to have their remains preserved. As of 2016, four 

facilities exist in the world to retain cryopreserved bodies: 3 in the U.S. 1 in Russia. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryonics#Cryonics_in_practice -- https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Jan 11, 2020, 9:42 PM

Hans Solo Cryogenics freezing: "Liquid Air" & Cryogenics by increasing electrical oscillations using cold temperature patented & 

described by Nikola Tesla in his Treatise "The Problem of Increasing Human Energy", 1900. Tesla Leaks Original "Manufacturing 

Gas & Fuels" w/ Energy, Frequency & Vibration --Tesla's special Generators, Tesla Coils & patents for light bulbs and arc lamps. 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1095481310589626 -- As of 2014, about 

250 corpses have been cryogenically preserved in the U.S., and around 1,500 people have signed up to have their remains 

preserved. As of 2016, four facilities exist in the world to retain cryopreserved bodies: three in the U.S. and one in Russia. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryonics#Cryonics_in_practice -- https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Updated Jan 11, 2020, 9:42 PM

Jan 11, 2020, 9:42 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Electric utility light pole. 1) The Neutral is what balances or self regulates the "zero point" node from the Generator at the power 

plant. The generator only produces what is requested from The Grid. 2) The lightning arrester is designed more of the umbrella type 

Tesla Lightning Protector patent and not the Franklin Rod. 3) The transformers are by Tesla as well but have a secondary role as a 

wireless power transmitter 4) The wire insulation is a Tesla patent at the patent office, Including superconductive underwater power 

transmission. 5) The Meter and Antenna at your House was supposed to be the tri metal "Generator" with an elevated, properly 

attuned receiver. - NT http://teslaleaks.com/

Jan 11, 2020, 9:38 PM

Electric utility light pole. 1) The Neutral is what balances or self regulates the "zero point" node from the Generator at the power 

plant. The generator only produces what is requested from The Grid. 2) The lightning arrester is designed more of the umbrella type 

Tesla Lightning Protector patent and not the Franklin Rod. 3) The transformers are by Tesla as well but have a secondary role as a 

wireless power transmitter 4) The wire insulation is a Tesla patent at the patent office, Including superconductive underwater power 

transmission. 5) The Meter and Antenna at your House was supposed to be the tri metal "Generator" with an elevated, properly 

attuned receiver. - NT

Updated Jan 11, 2020, 9:38 PM

Jan 11, 2020, 9:38 PM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Woods Mackenzie, Peabody Coal, and even Joe Biden in 2012, claimed that coal would be the fuel of the future. Feb 21 2013 'A 

Timely Opportunity in Peabody Energy'. Projected by the "experts". No Renewables, no Nuclear, No Tesla's past 2030. 

http://fool.com/investing/general/2013/02/21/a-timely-opportunity-in-peabody-energy.aspx

Jan 11, 2020, 9:35 PM

Woods Mackenzie, Peabody Coal, and even Joe Biden in 2012, claimed that coal would be the fuel of the future. Feb 21 2013 'A 

Timely Opportunity in Peabody Energy'. Projected by the "experts". No Renewables, no Nuclear, No Tesla's past 2030. 

http://fool.com/investing/general/2013/02/21/a-timely-opportunity-in-peabody-energy.aspx

Updated Jan 11, 2020, 9:34 PM

Jan 11, 2020, 9:34 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: Nikola Tesla Australia.

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/05/nikola-tesla-death-investigation.html?view=flipcard

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/05/nikola-tesla-death-investigation.html?view=flipcard
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX_1CvdEX6MUN_uTFtXvgbPyUzgKCG6XrHvxizhRjEzv387u2lG_XrrbGKNglAiCJoU4cmVHBsuNKuuNXsnfSkiVwqNQP6H1QdWBPfIGi_Cq9KpYiz3PpAcDr-qr23WxD2moCOamfsFRblNTBL8qoemoxDkXNFLbOYqU&s=2
http://fool.com/investing/general/2013/02/21/a-timely-opportunity-in-peabody-energy.aspx
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https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryonics#Cryonics_in_practice
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1095481310589626
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https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryonics#Cryonics_in_practice
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http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm
https://patents.google.com/patent/US685012A/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US685012A/en
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AX-e_ncd0IiEeCHmgpAQuwzs4tC__BaaK1_WxMZJeqzY3I0Ox3H8nDYCS-7vpWnN8OLnJLYPMiSbbmXFOWkIGBhkoEhFzq0jxfyWUM1r21M4B6U1UvrCPgTVlqJ4-bG6HQfuNwp-a8B2BLwS&s=2
http://www.teslaleaks.com/
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00202-019-00847-0
https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/31647431/


What is missing? 1) The FBI ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237, 2238 & secret 

rooms 3) What was uncovered when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the report in the 

Tesla FBI File on collection of all of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the attachments 

associated with the 8 page report written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and other Tesla 

Manhattan Projects 7) Where are Tesla's patent applications 8) Where are Tesla's patents held as Classified 9) What are the Tesla 

patent references that are blanked out or mis-named at the Patent Office 10) What other patents are filed under "Nicola Tesla" 11) 

Why did the FBI report say that nothing was found about Nikola Tesla at the Library of Congress 12) Tesla's 1000 points of lights at 

Wardenclyffe 13) Real audio and video of Tesla -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ and Tesla 

Leaks Facebook Group: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ --

Preliminary patent list of John G Trump, the last person to see Nikola Tesla's storage unit: 

https://libraries.mit.edu/archives/research/collections/collections-mc/pdf/mc223.pdf Google pantents for John G Trump include 

inventions for water purification, cancer cures and particle accelerators. Some Google patents mis-spell Trump's name. 

https://patents.google.com/?inventor=John+G+Trump Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers (1978) From the Vault of MIT 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8

In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the 

wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI 

document 7, line 35-37) ((( Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, murder of 

inventor Nikola Tesla, theft and it's cover-up. --- Thomas Edison, Charles Steinmetz and Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP Morgan, 

Anne Morgan, Federal Reserve Operatives, Albert Einstein, George Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, 

Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, Otto Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, friend and confidant Kenneth Swezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) 

Bush, George Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, 

Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark 

Twain, the kid who fed his Pigeons, the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation, 

John G Trump.... Leland Anderson, Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis, 

"Federal Agents", UK Spies, the Pope, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs....Watergate papers, Chinese Spies, 

Japanese Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Dutch Royalty, Rothschild Agents, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt 

Disney, Abraham Spanel, International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, 

the NSF, DOE, Patent Office, Allied Governments, NATO, Referring patent holders, Al Gore, The Terminator, the man of steel, 

Stalin. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president 

emergency exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). Whatever was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon 

Brothers building, with the Enron papers. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse" thing. The rest was destroyed 

by a hammer by Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard 

drives and tapping Trump tower for evidence of the conspiracy. )))

Jan 9, 2020, 12:52 AM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: T e s l a T u b e.

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/05/nikola-tesla-death-investigation.html?view=flipcard

What is missing? 1) The FBI ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237, 2238 & secret 

rooms 3) What was uncovered when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the report in the 

Tesla FBI File on collection of all of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the attachments 

associated with the 8 page report written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and other Tesla 

Manhattan Projects 7) Where are Tesla's patent applications 8) Where are Tesla's patents held as Classified 9) What are the Tesla 

patent references that are blanked out or mis-named at the Patent Office 10) What other patents are filed under "Nicola Tesla" 11) 

Why did the FBI report say that nothing was found about Nikola Tesla at the Library of Congress 12) Tesla's 1000 points of lights at 

Wardenclyffe 13) Real audio and video of Tesla -- More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ and Tesla 

Leaks Facebook Group: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ --

Preliminary patent list of John G Trump, the last person to see Nikola Tesla's storage unit: 

https://libraries.mit.edu/archives/research/collections/collections-mc/pdf/mc223.pdf Google pantents for John G Trump include 

inventions for water purification, cancer cures and particle accelerators. Some Google patents mis-spell Trump's name. 

https://patents.google.com/?inventor=John+G+Trump Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers (1978) From the Vault of MIT 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8
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In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the 

wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI 

document 7, line 35-37) ((( Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, murder of 

inventor Nikola Tesla, theft and it's cover-up. --- Thomas Edison, Charles Steinmetz and Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP Morgan, 

Anne Morgan, Federal Reserve Operatives, Albert Einstein, George Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, 

Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, Otto Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, friend and confidant Kenneth Swezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) 

Bush, George Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, 

Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark 

Twain, the kid who fed his Pigeons, the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation, 

John G Trump.... Leland Anderson, Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis, 

"Federal Agents", UK Spies, the Pope, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs....Watergate papers, Chinese Spies, 

Japanese Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Dutch Royalty, Rothschild Agents, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt 

Disney, Abraham Spanel, International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, 

the NSF, DOE, Patent Office, Allied Governments, NATO, Referring patent holders, Al Gore, The Terminator, the man of steel, 

Stalin. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president 

emergency exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). Whatever was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon 

Brothers building, with the Enron papers. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse" thing. The rest was destroyed 

by a hammer by Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard 

drives and tapping Trump tower for evidence of the conspiracy. )))

Jan 8, 2020, 7:14 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/05/nikola-tesla-death-investigation.html?view=flipcard

What is missing? 1) The FBI ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was found in Rooms 2237, 2238 & secret 

rooms 3) What was uncovered when the FBI searched basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the report in the 

Tesla FBI File on collection of all of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is the attachments 

associated with the 8 page report written by John G Trump 6) What were the results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and other Tesla 

Manhattan Projects 7) Where are Tesla's patent applications 8) Where are Tesla's patents held as Classified 9) What are the Tesla 

patent references that are blanked out or mis-named at the Patent Office 10) What other patents are filed under "Nicola Tesla" 11) 

Why did the FBI report say that nothing was found about Nikola Tesla at the Library of Congress 12) Tesla's 1000 points of lights at 

Wardenclyffe 13) Real audio and video of Tesla [https://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation]

(https://www.facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation/)

More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/

Tesla Leaks Facebook Group: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/

Preliminary patent list of John G Trump, the last person to see Nikola Tesla's storage unit: 

https://libraries.mit.edu/archives/research/collections/collections-mc/pdf/mc223.pdf Google pantents for John G Trump include 

inventions for water purification, cancer cures and particle accelerators. Some Google patents mis-spell Trump's name. 

https://patents.google.com/?inventor=John+G+Trump Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers (1978) From the Vault of MIT 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8

In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that his experiments in connection with the 

wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI 

document 7, line 35-37) ((( Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, murder of 

inventor Nikola Tesla, theft and it's cover-up. --- Thomas Edison, Charles Steinmetz and Shepherd at GE, Marconi, JP Morgan, 

Anne Morgan, Federal Reserve Operatives, Albert Einstein, George Westinghouse, Telefunken/AEG Live, Schlumberger, Tesoro, 

Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, Otto Skorzeney, RCA/AT&T, friend and confidant Kenneth Swezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) 

Bush, George Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General Eisenhower, 

Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, Dept of Defense, assistant Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark 

Twain, the kid who fed his Pigeons, the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford Foundation, 

John G Trump.... Leland Anderson, Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis, 
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"Federal Agents", UK Spies, the Pope, JFK, AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs....Watergate papers, Chinese Spies, 

Japanese Kairetzu, Bilderberg-Treffens, Dutch Royalty, Rothschild Agents, Vatican Assassins, Saudi Assassination Squad, Walt 

Disney, Abraham Spanel, International Latex Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, 

the NSF, DOE, Patent Office, Allied Governments, NATO, Referring patent holders, Al Gore, The Terminator, the man of steel, 

Stalin. The Tesla Museum in Serbia bombed twice by the Allies and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president 

emergency exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). Whatever was left wend down with Building 7, the Solomon 

Brothers building, with the Enron papers. NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse" thing. The rest was destroyed 

by a hammer by Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. The FBI and CIA are searching Hillary's hard 

drives and tapping Trump tower for evidence of the conspiracy. )))

Jan 8, 2020, 7:11 PM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

All Terrain Armored Transport used in WW2 called the Teletank. The AT-AT was remote controlled and was equipped with HYDRA-

zine flame throwers and 50 caliber automatic weapons. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teletank

Jan 8, 2020, 6:45 PM

All Terrain Armored Transport used in WW2 called the Teletank. The AT-AT was remote controlled and was equipped with HYDRA-

zine flame throwers and 50 caliber automatic weapons. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teletank

Updated Jan 8, 2020, 6:44 PM

Jan 8, 2020, 6:44 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Boys Life, May 1963--Nikola Tesla on #Radar and Debunking skeptic Thomas Edison, Wikipedia's claim that Westinghouse 

developed #Polyphase A/C. "In 1917 he discussed plans for detecting distant objects by means of shortwave impulses reflected off 

the objects and picked up on a fluorescent screen". "Soon he received his first historic patent and in 1888 was granted 13 more, for 

dynamos, motors, transformers, distributors, everything needed for an alternating-current system." https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/man-who-invented-tomorrow

Jan 8, 2020, 6:42 PM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: Nikola Tesla 1900-1917 Wireless Transmission of Power & Wardenclyffe.

January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the alleged death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 

1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent a letter to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. 

https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 

40 Known Associates of --Nikola Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?

v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?

v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla at 

http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Jan 7, 2020, 6:39 PM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the alleged death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 

1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent a letter to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. 

https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 

40 Known Associates of --Nikola Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?

v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?

v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla at 

http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Jan 7, 2020, 5:50 PM

January 5-7 2020 - The anniversary of the alleged death of inventor --Nikola Tesla. He went missing between January 5th and 7th 

1943; after his friend Louis Adamic who sent a letter to the FBI Director to "check up on ailing Tesla" on January 4th 1943. 

https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963 -- This video is a rare list of interviews with 

40 Known Associates of --Nikola Tesla from the still redacted and Classified, Tesla FBI File. https://youtube.com/watch?

v=vryqT3WPYkE -- --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy by Mayor LaGuardia featuring Louis Adamic & AB Baron https://youtube.com/watch?

v=IEK7g0tqvDE -- Join the investigation of the kidnapping, torture, attempted murder and murder of --Nikola Tesla at 

http://facebook.com/nikolateslainvestigation

Updated Jan 7, 2020, 5:49 PM

Jan 7, 2020, 5:49 PM

Chris Edwards shared a post to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.
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#tesla #death #ray 'Tesla has pushed the electric button" vs North Korea's "finger on the Nuke Hoax button on his desk" -- New York

Journal, May 1st 1898 "Tesla's Great Invention to Blow Up Hostile Warships by Electric Waves "My invention would make Junk of 

Large Ships" - NT 

https://m.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024.1073741828.622166921279012/84364874913082

7/ Tesla Leaks on Weather Warfare: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html?m=1

Jan 6, 2020, 11:55 PM

Chris Edwards shared a photo to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Become a Jedi Master: https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Jan 6, 2020, 11:50 PM

Become a Jedi Master: https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Updated Jan 6, 2020, 11:49 PM

Jan 6, 2020, 11:49 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc

Technological Terror: Nikola Tesla vs Darth Vader #Instinct, #Intuition #Imagination featuring JP Morgan 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc --Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of this technological terror you've constructed. 

The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force. https://youtube.com/watch?v=Zzs-OvfG8tE -- 

https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Jan 6, 2020, 11:25 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SKiJw6Vy_Ak

Donald Trump predicted Osama Bin Laden in 2000? He says "I'm the most Militant person in the world". He says "hit the Oil", oil oil 

oil oil oil oil oil, keep the oil, steal the oil, oil oil oil oil oil -- [https://youtube.com/watch?v=SKiJw6Vy_Ak]

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SKiJw6Vy_Ak) -- "I saw the plane" "I saw the debris" "saw the jumpers" "20-30,000 dead" "I 

considered running for president in 2000" "My structural engineer was the architect for the WTC". (That engineer died on 9/11.) 

[https://youtube.com/watch?v=PcKlPhFIE7w](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PcKlPhFIE7w) -- "I saw the jumpers" -- LIAR LIAR 

LIAR -- Donald Trump did 9/11. https://youtube.com/watch?v=yB3PYcRyna4

Jan 6, 2020, 8:59 PM

Chris Edwards shared a link to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

https://apnews.com/eba793fad25f603b0fbdfa31d59118db

January 5 2020 More lies from Trump & Pence. Trump did 9/11. Trump admitted the architect for the WTC complex was "his 

architect"; who allegedly died on 9/11. Legal cases prior to building the WTC required Trump to prove a method to destroy the WTC 

without damaging nearby buildings. Trump provided the method. Trump, Pence and Saudi-Armaco is the Terrorist. Pence says 

Iran's Qasem Soleimani aided 9/11 hijackers. Experts say that's not true. https://apnews.com/eba793fad25f603b0fbdfa31d59118db

Jan 6, 2020, 9:57 AM

Chris Edwards shared a group to the group: TeslaLeaks.com - The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla.

Nuke Hoax- Exposing The Nuclear Weapons Fraud

Nikola Tesla debunks Nuclear Bombs: 2a) "All Energy in Matter comes from its Environment" NT 2b) In math A=A and not invalid 

relationship E=M 2c) Radioactive elements ceases to be radioactive when buried deeper away from the Energy source. DOE 

(Matter has no energy in-of-itself. There is no Big Bangs, and no Big Bombs) https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&set=a.10157959447141632

Jan 5, 2020, 11:48 PM

Nuke Hoax- Exposing The Nuclear Weapons Fraud

Nikola Tesla debunks Nuclear Bombs: 2a) "All Energy in Matter comes from its Environment" NT 2b) In math A=A and not invalid 

relationship E=M 2c) Radioactive elements ceases to be radioactive when buried deeper away from the Energy source. DOE 

(Matter has no energy in-of-itself. There is no Big Bangs, and no Big Bombs) https://facebook.com/photo.php?

fbid=10158282022336632&id=716016631&set=a.10157959447141632

Updated Jan 5, 2020, 11:48 PM

Jan 5, 2020, 11:48 PM
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